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REGULATION OF TOBACCO PRODUCTS

FRIDAY, MARCH 25, 1994

House of Representatives,
Committee on Energy and Commerce,

Subcommittee on Health and the Environment,
Washington, DC.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 9:45 a.m., in room
2123, Raybum House Office Building, Hon. Henry A. Waxman
(chairman) presiding.
Mr. Waxman. This morning the subcommittee will hear testi-

mony about a drug addiction which claims the lives of 430,000
Americans each year. The drug is nicotine and Americans ingest it

by smoking.
In 1988 the Surgeon General concluded that nicotine addiction

was one of the most important health consequences of smoking.
The 1988 report concluded that cigarettes and other forms of to-

bacco are addicting, nicotine is the ingredient in tobacco that

causes addiction, tobacco addiction shares important similarities to

addiction to drugs such as heroin and cocaine.

Four weeks ago, the Commissioner of the Food and Drug Admin-
istration announced evidence exists that tobacco manufacturers
have engaged in the deliberate manipulation of nicotine content in

order "to satisfy an addiction on the part of their customers."
If substantiated, the implications of such a finding are profound

and could dramatically impact the availability of tobacco products
in the United States. According to Commissioner Kessler, the clas-

sification of nicotine in tobacco products as "drugs" could result in

removal from the market of tobacco products containing nicotine.

This morning, we have asked Dr. Kessler to elaborate on the pos-
sible application of the Federal Food, Drug and Cosmetic Act to to-

bacco products.
We will also hear from the Coalition on Smoking OR Health

which has formally petitioned the FDA to classify all cigarette

products as drugs under the Food, Drug and Cosmetic Act and
from several representatives of the tobacco industry.
We will not hear, however, from individuals at the center of this

controversy because they have declined to testify at this hearing.
These individuals set the standards for industry conduct. They set

the limits on company practices. They know how much nicotine is

added to cigarettes and why. The subcommittee extended an invita-

tion to Michael Miles, the chairman and CEO of Philip Morris and
other top tobacco company officials.

Without objection I would ask that letters from Mr. Miles, James
Johnson of RJ Reynolds, and T.E. Sandefur, Jr. of Brown and

(1)



Williamson be printed in the record at the conclusion of my open-
ing statement.
Mr. Miles had the time to hold a press conference and announce

a lawsuit yesterday, but he wouldn't find the time to come before
the Congress of the United States and talk about this very issue.

The tobacco industry denies the adverse health effects of smok-
ing. They deny that advertising promotes smoking. They deny that
their cartoon characters are appealing to children. They deny that
nicotine is addictive. Today their representatives will deny that to-

bacco companies enhance or fortify tobacco with nicotine. They will

ask the Congress to take them at their word.
I don't think so.

The evidence that FDA will present today makes three critical

points: One, nicotine is a powerfully addicting substance; two, nico-

tine is the reason people smoke; and three, tobacco companies have
the capability of removing all nicotine from cigarettes.
What the American people want to ask the cigarette industry is

this: "If nicotine is addicting, why won't you remove it from ciga-
rettes?"

We have had legislation in the Congress for a number of years
introduced by my colleague Mike Synar and others to ask the FDA
to have jurisdiction to regulate tobacco. They are now unregulated
by the Food and Drug Administration, the Consumer Product Safe-

ty Commission or any other Federal regulatory agency.
Perhaps we need to ask ourselves why we should leave this prod-

uct, which does so much harm to the American people, completely
unregulated.

I want to commend Congressman Synar for his leadership in

raising this issue year after year. Now it is time for us to take a
hard look at his proposal.

[The letters referred to follow:]



PHILIP MORRIS
COMPANIES INC.

THE COLORADO BUILDING • 1341 G STREET. N.W • SUITE 900
WASHINGTON, DC. 20005 • 202-637-IS00

Kathleen M. Linehan
vice PRtSIOCNT

GOVCRNMCNT AFFAIRS

March 23. 1994

The Honorable Henry A. Waxman
Chairman
Health and Environment Subcommittee
of the House Energy and Commerce Committee

2415 Raybum House OfTice Building
Washington. D.C. 20515

Dear Representative Waxman:

Michael Miles, the Chairman and Chief Executive Officer

of Philip Morris Companies Inc.. has asked that I respond to

your letter dated March 16. 1994 inviting him to testify before

your Subcommittee on March 25. I regret to inform you that

Mr. Miles is unable to accept your invitation. However,

industry representatives should be able to adequately address
at your hearing the issues you describe in your invitation.

With best regards,

^'^^Uc^A\ '^1^<L
Kathleen M. Linehan



JAMES W JOHNSTON
Chairman and
Chief Executive Officer

March 21, 1994 Wmston-Salem, N.C. 27102

919-741-7925

The Honorable Henry Waxman
U.S. House of Representatives
Committee on Energy and Commerce
Subcommittee on Health and the Environment
2415 Rayburn House Office Building
Washington, DC 20515

Dear Mr. Chairman:

Thank you for your letter of March 15, 1994 and your
invitation to testify at hearings scheduled before your
subcommittee on March 25, 1994.

From your letter, it is apparent that these hearings will
focus on technical aspects of the cigarette manufacturing
process as well as the policy implications of FDA
regulation. I firmly believe that these are issues which
the experts on our industry panel of witnesses are more
qualified to address. Accordingly, I respectfully decline
your invitation to appear before your subcommittee on March
25, 1994.

Very truly yours,

/ames W. Johnston

"We work for smokers."



BROVfN kmilAMSON
TOBAOOO CoiKHLATIOK

T.I.IANDSFUI.II.

Much 23, 1994

The Hononble Hmry A. Waxman
Chairmin, Subcommittte on Health

and the Gnvironmeot

Committte oo Boagy sad Coamatt
2415 R&ybum Houte Office Buildin;

Waihin^ton, DC 20515-61 18

Dear Mr. Chairmao:

tiaxik you for inviting Brown & Willianson to testiiy before your subcommittee on
March 25, 1994. Brown A WUliamsoo will paitidptta through induitty

r^msentatives Mr. Charlea O. Whitley, Senior Consultant to The Tobaooo Institute,

and Dr. Aleunder W. Spean, m, Vice Chairman and Chief Opeiadng Officer of Uie

Lerillard Tobaooo Company.

I would lilcs to comment bntELy for the record co te two anas of inquiry yoo
identified in yoor letter of invitatiOT: namely, a4jufting nicodne levela in the cigarttte

manufkcturing prooeii. and whedMr Congress should authorize the Food and Drug
Adminiitra^ to regulate nicotine.

Nktitine LtvtU Im Oforftttt

The media, together with the Ommissiooer of the Food and Drug Administration,
have suggested tiiat cigarette manufacturers, in the words of one r^)ort, 'cynically

mai^ulate nicotine Ifsvds to keq> their customen booked.' TUs coatsoticn is

abiurd.

Brown & WHliamaon doea not bdieve the addiction clainu of the Surgeon Oeneral

and the FDA Commissioner, nor do we 'ipike* our dgaiettei wift nicotine. Our
cigarettes oootain lees nicotine than the tobacco we use to manuftcnirp them. The

manuftctuiing process and its effect regarding nicotitte will be described In greater
ddaU in testimony before your Subcommittee by industry rq>retentaHve8. But I

r^>eat wc do not '^iJce' our dgaiettes with nicotine, and cigarettes never contain
more nioodne tiian the tobaooo we use to ttaJm tbem.



The Honorable Henry A. Wuman
Page 2

March 23, 1994

There has been a dramatic drop in the avenge nicotine content of cigarettes since the

1950's. Aooording to Thf NtW f^lmnAlotiroal of Medicine, the average nicotine

delivery dropped from 2 milligtams to 0.9 millitrams between 1955 and 1987.

[Editorial, p. 1619, July 15. 1989.]

FDA JurbJietton Over Nicotic

In responding to recent petitions submitted by the Coalition on Smoldng OR Health

aeeldng FDA r^ulation of low "tar* and low nicotine cigarettei and de-nicotized

oigaretteSf ^ FDA CommiisiOQer has expressly deferred jurisdiction over dgarettes
to Congfus. The Illative histny of the Federal Food, Drug and Cosmetic Act as

amexvdfid, and csms interpreting that Act, clearly stand for the proposition that

tobacco and oicotiAe are not "drugs' and are, therefore, not lubject to FDA
regulation. W« are pleased the Commissioner recognizes ^ffhal the law is and

acknowledges flie need for Coogress to provide direction to hl« agency.

Congress should Instruct FDA not to escpend further time, energy and financial

resources aeeldng authority to regulate tobacco or nicotine. We abo o^ote any
effort by Congress to extend the FDA's Jurisdiction to tobacco or nicotine. Cigarettes

are alnady highly regxilated. Tbere ii no need or justification for FDA to regulate

dgaitttes. Whatever policy decdiioni need to be made relating to tobaooo and
nicotine can best be nude by Conffreti.

We would ^)predate your including this letter in the hearing record.

Sinocfdy yours, .

TESfdIb



Mr. Waxman. Mr. Bliley.
Mr. Bliley. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Chairman, we are here today to consider issues raised by the

Food and Drug Administration Commissioner, David Kessler. In

his February 25, 1994 letter to the Coalition on Smoking OR
Health—and similarly aired in the media relating to nicotine -^

cigarettes
—in his letter, Dr. Kessler suggested that the cigars

manufacturers may be spiking their cigarettes with nicotine

order to keep their customers hooked.
This proposition was advanced in even more sensational form

a television news magazine program called Day One on February
28. In the uproar that followed, The New York Times said in an
editorial that the FDA's allegations about nicotine manipulation, if

true, would be a crime of unconscionable dimensions.

Last week Philip R. Lee, Assistant Secretary of the Public Health
Service announced dramatically, but incorrectly, it turned out, that

FDA had asked the Justice Department to investigate these allega-
tions. What was the basis for these grave allegations against the

cigarette industry? What is the evidence now available, as Dr.

Kessler puts it, that could support a change in FDA's long-standing

policy toward tobacco? Is it evident that cigarettes today contain

more nicotine than ever before? That could not be.

If Dr. Kessler had consulted the 1989 Surgeon General's report,
he would have noted a chart on page 88 that shows a decline in

average nicotine content of about two-thirds between 1957 and
1987. The decline in the nicotine content of cigarettes has been
common knowledge for years. Is nicotine being added through a to-

bacco reconstitution process?
The reconstitution process has been in use for over 30 years.

Manufacturers have explained to the Department of Health and
Human Services in correspondence last year that this process re-

sults in no increase in nicotine. The New England Journal of Medi-
cine in a 1989 article said that the reconstitution process is one of

the ways in which cigarette manufacturers reduce the amount of

nicotine in cigarettes. Three Surgeon Generals' reports made this

same point.
Is the use of tobacco extract aiding nicotine? Tobacco extracts

have long and well-documented use in tobacco products. The manu-
facturers told the Office of Smoking and Health that the nicotine

indirectly added by the use to tobacco extracts is less than one-

three thousandths of a percent by weight of the tobacco blends.

Is the use of denatured alcohol adding nicotine? Denatured alco-

hol has been used for over 40 years. The manufacturers told HHS
that the quantity of nicotine indirectly added to tobacco from dena-
tured alcohol is less than one-one thousandth of a percent by
weight of tobacco blends. Yes, I said one-three thousandths of a

percent from tobacco extracts and one-one thousandth of a percent
from denatured alcohol.

Manufacturers pointed out to HHS that 2 to 3 percent of tobacco

is nicotine by weight. When someone talks about the nicotine indi-

rectly added by extracts and denatured alcohol, it reminds me of

the old pictures of a mouse standing next to an elephant or a man
standing next to the Empire State Building.
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Did the Commissioner and his staff fail to consult with the Office

of Smoking and Health before he unloaded his heavy artillery

against the tobacco industry? Did he and his staff fail to consult

the relevant Surgeon General's reports and the relevant literature

on the reconstitution process? Obviously he failed to consult with

the manufacturers themselves.
In short, Dr. Kessler failed to do his homework. He chose to

shoot first and ask questions later. In a similar vein, I have noted

Assistant Secretary Lee announced last week in a congressional

hearing that the FDA had asked the Department of Justice to in-

vestigate the alleged manipulation of nicotine in cigarettes, only to

have HHS issue a correction explaining that no such referral had
occurred.

I know the tobacco industry is not very popular in some quarters,
but that does not excuse Federal officials from their duty to pro-
ceed cautiously and responsibly before leveling serious accusations.

Commissioner Kessler has not done so in this instance.

I view this hearing as an opportunity for Dr. Kessler to explain
his precipitous and reckless conduct and to set the record straight.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
[The article from the New England Journal of Medicine follows:]
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HEALTH AND PUBUC POLICY
IMPLICATIONS OF THE "LOW YIELD"

CIGARETTE

Between 1955 and 1987 the average tar and nico-

tine yield of American cigarettes declined subsuntial-

ly. The average tar yield (weighted for the volume of

sales of the cigarette) fell from 34 to 13 mg, and the

average nicotine yield declined from 2 to 0.9 mg. Ad-
vertisements for "low yield" cigarettes often imply
that the health hazards associated with smoking these

cigarettes are less than the hazards associated with

higher-yield cigarettes.
The case-control study by Palmer and coworkers

reported in this issue of the Journal shows that modem
low-yield cigarettes do not reduce the risk of nonfaul

myocardial infarction among women smokers under

65 years old.' Similar data have been reported for

men.' It seems clear that the hazards of coronary
heart disease are not reduced by smoking low-yield
rather than high-yield cigarettes. However, there is

evidence that smoking the low-yield cigarette may af-

fect the overall risks of adverse health effects in a pop-
ulation of smokers. The implications of these findings
for physicians and public policy makers are the subject
of this editorial.

Yields are determined by analyzing the smoke

produced when a machine consumes a cigarette,

using spediic "puffing" characteristics. In the United

States, a 35-ml puff is taken over a period of two

seconds, and one puff is taken every minute until the

cigarette has burned to a specific length. Cigarette

testing was performed by the Federal Trade Commis-
sion between 1967 and 1987. The commission began

testing to deal with the competing advertising claims

of tobacco companies concerning tar yields. Govern-

mental testing was discontinued for economic and oth-

er reasons. Cigarette manufacturers, overseen by the

Federal Trade Commission, now undertake testing on
a voluntary basis.

Historically, the first and most important step in

reducing tar and nicotine yields was the addition

to cigarettes of a filter tip that selectively removes
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these elements (but not carbon monoxide or other gas-

eous components) trom tobacco smoke. More recent

engineering refinements to decrease tar and nicotine

yields include the use of reconstituted sheet tobacco

containing larger amounts of stems, which has less

nicotine; expanded or puffed tobacco, which results in

less tobacco per cigarette; faster burning limes, more

porous [>aper, and longer filter overwraps, which

cause the smoking machine to take fewer pufl°s per

cigarette; and ventilated filters that allow dilution

of the tobacco smoke with air. It is important to recog-
nize that modem low-yield cigarettes contain the same

type of tobacco and the same amount of nicotine

by weight as higher-yield cigarettes.' Thus, the low-

yield cigarette is not low in yield because it contsiins

less of anything, but because it is engineered to make
less smoke available to the smoker (or at least to the

smoking machine).

However, people do not smoke the way machines

do. Most smokers are addicted to nicotine; they
tend to compensate for their lower-yield cigarettes by

smoking them in such a way as to optimize the intake

of nicotine.* By taking more frequent pufis, inhaling
more deeply, occluding the ventilation holes with lips

or fingers, and smoking more cigarettes, people take in

considerably more tar, nicotine, and carbon mono.xide

than would be predicted by smoking machines. Stud-

ies of people who smoked their own selected brands of

higher- or lower-yield cigarettes indicate similar or

only slightly lower levels of cotininc (a metabolite of

nicotine commonly used as a marker of nicotine in-

take) or carbon monoxide in smokers of all but possi-

bly the lowest-yield cigarette (I mg of tar).''** De-

spite a great deal of promodon and advertising,

very-low-yield cigarettes ( 1 to 3 mg of tar) are not very

popular and account for only a small percentage of

sales,' presumably because most smokers do not ob-

tain enough nicotine to find them satisfying. In gener-

al, low-yield cigarettes do have a lower ratio of tar to

nicotine yield as tested by smoking machines, which
has sugge:ited that even if smokers compensate for

nicotine, their avposure to tar will be reduced.^ Unfor-

tunately, inteiuively smoking low-yield cigarettes in-

creases the tar-to-nicotine ratio and reduces or even

negates any possible benefit of selective diflerences

in yield.*

Epidemiologic data indicate that low-yield ciga-
rettes are less hazardous than high-yield cigarettes
with respect to lung, laryngeal, esophageal, and other

cancers and possibly chrotiic obstructive lung dis-

ease."*"'^ However, it is important to recognize that

the definition of "low yield" has changed over the

years. A tow-yidd cigarette in the 1960s (18 mg of tar

or less) would be a high-yield cigarette today. Many of

the older dguette* were unfiltered. Not only was their

yield of tar much greater, but the tar was also qualiu-
dvely more toxic than that in modem cigarettes. As is

appropriate when one is studying diseases that may
take 20 years or longer to develop, most epidemiologic
studies of cancer and lung disease have used the older

cigarettes in their comparisons. Studies indicate that

the risk of lung cancer is reduced substantially (by 20

to 40 percent) in smokers of the old-style low-yield as

compared with the old-style high-yield cigarettes;

however, that risk is still markedly higher than the

risk in nonsmokers."*"" Similar results have recently
been reported for laryngeal, esophageal, and other

cancers." The data on chronic lung disease arc less

clear. Some studies suggest a reduction in cough and

phlegm, fewer deaths due to emphysema, or slightly
less seriously impaired pulmonary function in smokers

of filtered as compared with unfiltered cigarettes.'""
Other studies find no difference in lung function as

related to cigarette yield." It is noteworthy that [he

greatest reduction in lung cancer among people who
switch from unfiltered to filtered cigarettes is among
those who do not increase the number of cigarettes

they smoke per day.'* The risk in those who compen-
sate by smoking more than 10 additional filtered ciga-

rettes a day is as great as or greater than their risk

when they smoked unfiltered cigarettes.

For myocardial infarction, studies comparing smok-

ers of high-yield and low-yield cigarettes, either old

style or modem, show no evidence of a difference in

disease risk.''^''"'" We can draw valid conclusions

concerning modem cigarettes and the risk of acute

myocardial infarction or sudden death, because these

events are closely related to current smoking habits.

The risk of these events diminishes within a year or

less of stopping smoking, so the brand most recendy
smoked is likely to influence disease risk. Although
conclusions about the relative risks of modem high-

yield and low-yield cigarettes cannot yet be reached

for cancer or chronic lung disease, studies using bio-

chemical markers of nicotine or smoke intake in peo-

ple who smoke various brands indicate only small dif-

ferences in exposure to the toxins of tobacco smoke.

Tlie expected reduction in disease risk for a person
who smokes a low-yield cigarette is small, although
the consequences of a small reduction in a population
of smokers could be considerable.

On balance, the movement toward low-yield ciga-
rettes has been worthwhile, although in reducing the

risk of disease it may have reached the limit. There

are, however, potential risks in encouraging the smok-

ing of low-yield cigarettes. The availability of low-

yield cigarettes may make it easier for adolescents to

begin smoking. Additives, which enhance the flavor of

low-yield cigarettes, may be harmful, although no
data concerning this issue are available. Most impor-
tant, informadon about low-yield cigarettes may be

used to convince people that smoking is not as hazard-

ous as it once was. As a result, some smokers may
switch to low-yield cigarettes rather than quit.

The implicadons of the low-yield cigarette differ for

physicians and public health planners. The benefits

for any person of smoking low-yield rather than high-

yield cigarettes are small, and the benefits of quitting
are great. Physicians should give their patients the

unequivocal message that low-yield cigarettes are not

safe cigarettes. The only reliable way to reduce the

adverse health consequences of smoking is to stop.
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From the perspective of public health, however, the

movement toward low-yield cigarettes makes sense.

There has been considerable progress in reducing the

prevalence of smoking in the United States, Canada,
and many European countries, but smoking rates are

much higher in other parts of the world, and the ciga-
rettes smoked in many other countries have a much

higher yield than their American counterparts. A
worldwide attempt should be made to reduce the

yields of toxic substances and to make the yield of all

cigarettes as low as possible. Public health policy
should encourage smokers who have not yet quit to

smoke cigarettes with the lowest possible yield. The

yields of American cigarettes should not be allowed to

drift higher as research finds that low-yield cigarettes
are not less hazardous. Mandated ceilings for tar, car-

bon monoxide, and other toxic components of tobacco

smoke that could be lowered gradually over the years,

or a progressive tax on higher-yield cigarettes, are

logical ways to implement such goals.

Sao Francisco Genera] Hospiu]
Saa Francisco, CA 94410 Neal L. Benowttz, M.D.
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PREDNISONE THERAPY FOR DUCHENNE'S
MUSCULAR DYSTROPHY

In the past five years, progress in understanding the

molecular basis of Duchenne's muscular dystrophy
hn^ hern tiibstaniini The .ifTecled grnr in this disease

has been cloned, <ind ns protein product, dystrophin,
characterized.' The importance of dystrophin in the

pathogenesis of this disorder has been defined: dystro-

phin is absent from muscle in Duchenne's muscular

dystrophy and is usually present but of abnormal size

in Becker's muscular dystrophy, a milder variant."

Unfortunately, these dramatic advances have not yet
had an effect on the clinical management of muscular

dystrophy. Duchenne's muscular dystrophy remains

invariably fatal. The disease is common, occurring in

approximately I in 3000 male infants. A third of the

cases result from new mutations in the dystrophin

gene. It is therefore essential to develop effective treat-

ment for this disorder.

In this issue of thejourrml, Mendell and colleagues

report that the administration of prednisone in sin-

gle doses each day over a six-month period improved
the strength of patients with Duchenne's muscular

dystrophy.' This confirms the results of three pre-
vious unrandomized, unblinded studies.

'"''
In an ear-

lier study, these investigators found prednisone effec-

tive in such patients as compared with historical

controls who were only observed.* They now report
similar results of a randomized, blinded trial. Sev-

eral factors were evaluated to gauge muscle status,

including strength in several muscles, joint contrac-

tures, timed functional tests (e.g., the time needed

to climb four stairs), overall functional grading of

the limbs, and pulmonary-function tests. In all catego-
ries except joint contractures, progressive improve-
ment was detected at one, two, and three months; the

improvement in muscle function was maintained for

three to six months.

Several points commend this report. It demon-

strates benefit from a therapy for Duchenne's muscu-

lar dystrophy in a double-blind, controlled trial. It

exemplifies the value of well-executed multicenter col-

laboration for rapid, statistically accurate drug trials.

It is also a tribute to the Muscular Dystrophy Associ-

ation, which has been a dominant force promoting
research into the pathogenesis and treatment of the

disease.

These points notwithstanding, the paper raises sev-

eral questions. Perhaps most important, can any trial

of steroids at these doses remain truly blinded and free

of a placebo effect.' The answer is not clear. Certainly,

it is unlikely that observer bias explains the significant

clinical improvement at one month in this study, since

the cushingoid appearance induced by steroids had

not developed in most of the prednisone-treated pa-

tients by that time. Although the results of many
of the functional tests might have been influenced by
a placebo effect, it is doubtful that this alone would

have accounted for the overall pattern of improve-
ment in the prednisone groups. Twenty-four-hour uri-

nary creatinine levels, which reflect total muscle

mass, increased during prednisone treatment. This

observation is objective and presumably independent
of any placebo effect. Furthermore, some trials of

drugs have not benefited patients with Duchenne's

mtisnilar dystrophy,' intliraiing iliai placebo rllrrts
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Mr. Waxman. Thank you Mr. Bliley.
Mr. Synar.
Mr. Synar. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and thank you for this op-

portunity to focus on a very important health issue for all of us.

Ladies and gentlemen, the tobacco industry is perpetrating a

fraud on the American people. Tobacco companies put Lord knows
what in their tobacco and they do not believe that they should in

any way be accountable to the American people who buy their

products.
Americans have the right to know what is in cheese through the

ingredients on the back of the package. Americans have the right

to know what is in NyQuil and other drugs. Americans do not have
the right to know what is in this cigarette package. Yet 7 out of

every 10 Americans believe that tobacco products should be regu-
lated. Nine out of 10 Americans believe that manufacturers should

disclose the additives used in tobacco products.

Why isn't it happening? It could be because of the increasing
amount of attention that has been drawn to the means and the in-

fluence that the tobacco industry yields in this town and across this

country. Their lobbyists are some of the wiliest and best com-

pensated in America.
Let me share with you a quote from a former tobacco industry

lobbyist in the Maryland State legislature, Victor Crawford, which

appeared in The New York Times on March 20, 1994. "I am not

proud of having lobbied for them, the tobacco industry. I think it

is ironic and just desserts, because in my heart, I knew better. But
I rationalized and denied because the money was so good and be-

cause I could always rationalize it. That is how you make a living,

by rationalizing that black is not black. It is white; it is green; it

is yellow.
"But I knew in my heart that what the Surgeon General said

was right. I think these people know that. Do I feel guilty about

what I did? Yes. Would I do it again knowing what I know now?
No. Would I do it again not knowing what I know now? Yes. Why?
Because it might be unhealthy but it will never again happen to

me and, after all, there is freedom of choice and it is a free country.
If you want to make an ass out of yourself, you have that right.

Sounds good, but the fact of the matter is that it is a killer."

My colleagues, friends, fellow Americans, it is time, long overdue
to force this tobacco industry to show some respect for the health

of the American people.
Mr. Waxman. Thank you Mr. Synar.
Mr. Wyden.
Mr. Wyden. I want to start by congratulating you and Congress-

man Synar for your many years of leadership on this issue and I

also want to commend Dr. Kessler for his courage and his efforts

in the public interest to examine the question of regulating tobacco

products as drugs.
This is an extremely important hearing. We are going to be ex-

amining today whether cigarettes are indeed a delivery system for

the addictive drug nicotine and, therefore, should be regulated like

other drugs under the Food, Drug and Cosmetic Act of 1938.

We see many representatives of the tobacco industry in the audi-

ence. They are here, I believe, because they are concerned, con-
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cerned that government may eventually be getting around to doing
the right thing. Dr. Kessler's scrutiny of tobacco has set off warn-

ing alarms throughout the industry because this drug, the drug of

choice to many millions of addicted Americans and the basis for a

$50 billion per year industry, may have to be proven safe under
FDA regulation in order to stay on the market. How many on this

panel or in this country would want to try to represent that side

of the case?
Mr. Chairman, this hearing is not about freedom of choice or al-

leged government intrusion on matters of personal habits. It is

about an addiction that drains billions of American health care dol-

lars, kills many of our fellow citizens, and threatens the security
of our children. It is also about what is or isn't in tobacco and bla-

tant tobacco industry efforts to withhold information from the

American people, about a variety of agents and chemicals in to-

bacco which may pose serious health threats.

Today I have a three-ring binder that contains lists of chemicals
and other agents in tobacco products. Under a lO-year-old law, the

lawyers for the industry have to submit these lists each year under
strict confidentiality to the Centers for Disease Control. According
to these lists, cigarettes contain ingredients so toxic that you could

not dump them in a landfill under the Federal environmental laws.

These lists show that the Federal Government is allowing toxins

to be delivered directly to the bloodstream via the lungs, the most
efficient delivery system that nature has ever devised. Under the

law, public health officials have the right to review these lists and
decide whether specific agents may require changes to cigarette

package labels warning of health risks.

I won't tell you what we had to do to get this binder. The indus-

try objected. It wasn't easy. But I will tell you, citizens of this coun-

try aren't going to get to see this binder because of the incredible

argument by the cigarette makers that these lists contain trade se-

crets. Apparently one of those secrets may be that some manufac-
turers are juicing up their products by adding extra amounts of nic-

otine. What else?

I would like the American people to know exactly what is in

these lists, but I am bound from telling them by the confidentiality

provision of the law. I can say that m.y perusal of the documents
shows that these lists contain heavy metals, active agents and pes-
ticides and insecticides. It contains at least 13 ingredients that, by
FDA law, are not allowed in the foods that Americans eat.

Possibly these are items that belong on warning labels. We will

never know, because the staff has found that for years no public
health official with access to these lists has even bothered to ask
for it in order to make even a cursory review.
Mr. Chairman and colleagues, this industry has had its own way

for too long. It is time this list got a review. Therefore, at the ap-

propriate time, I would like to propose that this subcommittee con-
vene a special executive session if need be to review all 700 items
on this list with the health officials of our country.
We ought to lift the cloud of tobacco smoke that has hovered over

these documents. These documents are not atomic secrets. They
aren't even confidential provisions of a trade treaty. It isn't even
the secret formula for Coca-Cola. These are matters of real con-
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sequence to the health and safety of our citizens, and our consider-

ation should not be waylaid by specious industry claims that trade
secrets are being jeopardized.
Mr. Chairman, I congratulate you and Mike Sjniar and Dr.

Kessler for pressing forward with this inquiry and look forward to

our witnesses.

[The prepared statement of Hon. Gary A. Franks follows:]

Statement of Hon. Gary A. Franks

Thank you, Mr. Chairman. This morning we will consider the issue of FDA regu-
lation of tobacco products. I appreciate the opportunity to comment on this matter.

Mr. Chairman, I have very serious concerns aoout the impact this action would have
on the FDA's current responsibilities and our economy.

I have seen no evidence that their is a need for such action. The tobacco industry
is already regxilated by the Federal Government from the day the seeds are planted
to the purchase of a product. Tobacco also is subject to exceptionally heavy regula-
tion by taxation. Because of this regulation, cigarette manufacturers have been pub-
licly reporting "tar" and nicotine levels for more than 20 years. The manufacturing

Process
for cigarettes are not new and have not been hidden from the Government,

he Department of Health and Human Services has been receiving cigarette ingre-
dients lists since the early 1980's and has never given any indication that these in-

gredients were harmful or that the manufacturing process was suspect in any way.
I am concerned that the FDA's primary function, to test pharmaceutical to ensure

their safety for the public is not being handled in a timely manner. An increasing
number of new drugs await approval while staff and monetary resources diminish.
It is no secret that approval of new drugs to treat ailments such as asthma, cancer,

arthritis, Alzheimers and AIDS are way behind schedule. Those citizens in critical

stages of diseases (and who can afford it) often go out of the country to receive treat-

ment with drugs that have been widely accepted for years in other countries, but
have not received approval by the FDA. Given this unfortunate scenario, why would
we want to burden an already overburdened Agency with the enormous and unnec-

essary task of regulating and policing the manufacture, labeling and advertising of

tobacco products and the use of tobacco additives.

The impact on our economy and the tobacco industry would be equally devastated

by the FDA's decision to ban the cultivation and consumption of tobacco. FDA Com-
missioner Kessler has steted publicly that the FDA would "have no choice under
current law" to do so if the FDA rules nicotine a drug.
Thousands of jobs and entire economies could be wiped out with this decision.

State and Federal treasuries would be severely impacted. Even President Clinton
would have to re-think the financing of his healtji care plan if this decision were
to become law.

We all know that a scenario like this would also ignite the largest black market
we have seen in this country since prohibition.
The regulation of cigarettes by the FDA would cause irrevocable damage to our

economy and society, not just in the southern States represented by my colleagues
here today, but across the United States. I strongly urge all of my colleagues to re-

ject this plan of action.

Mr. Waxman. Thank you. Our first witnesses this morning are

colleagues with long-standing interest in tobacco. Richard Durbin
of Illinois is chairman of the House Appropriations Subcommittee
of Agriculture, Rural Development, Food and Drug Administration,
and related agencies. Martin Lancaster is a member from North

Carolina, James Clyburn is a member from South Carolina.
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Welcome to our hearing today. Without objection, your testimony
will be printed in the record in its entirety and we would like to

ask you to limit your oral statements because we do have a long
list of witnesses to hear today.
Mr. Durbin.

STATEMENT OF HON. RICHARD J. DURBIN, A REPRESENTA-
TIVE EST CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF ILLINOIS

Mr. Durbin. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I appreciate the oppor-
tunity to testify today regarding the recent revelations about the
role of nicotine in tobacco manufacturing and marketing. I appre-
ciate your leadership as well as the leadership of Mr. Synar and
Mr. Wyden in dealing with the tobacco issues we face.

Even in this town of upside down thinking, how can we continue
to exempt tobacco and its products from FDA regulation? Even ac-

cepting the tobacco industry's lame explanation, it is clear that the
so-called tobacco scientists manufacture a witch's brew of nicotine

and lethal chemicals to stuff into those white paper cylinders.
If the tobacco companies can remove addictive nicotine from a

cigarette, why do they put it back in? And how do they decide what
level of nicotine to add? Imagine a business where these so-called

tobacco scientists are calculating the proper level of nicotine to

keep African-Americans hooked on Kools, women hooked on Vir-

ginia Slims, and children addicted to Camels. Do these same so-

called scientists cram more nicotine into cigarettes popular with
America's children so they can become addicted for life?

When the Colombian drug cartel formulates its products to meet
the demands of addicted cocaine users in the United States, Mem-
bers of Congress don't invite them to their fundraisers. But when
the tobacco companies monkey with their deadly nicotine formula
to keep smokers addicted in our country, we judge them model
businessmen.

Lest we forget, the deaths attributable to tobacco in the United
States are 100 times as many as those attributable to cocaine. The
Food and Drug Administration, which my subcommittee funds,

spends hundreds of millions of dollars to test the safety of food and
drugs, many of which are used by only a handful of Americans.

Why in God's name do we not test and disclose the contents of ciga-
rettes and spit tobacco which account for more deaths than any
product, legal or otherwise, sold in the United States?

I believe tobacco content should be regulated not so as to ban the

product but to ensure that all harmful ingredients can be removed.
That is why I have joined Congressman Mike Synar in sponsoring
the Fairness in Tobacco and Nicotine Regulation Act.

Our legislation would bring tobacco content under the regulation
of FDA and put an end to the industry's free rein in advertising,

labeling, promoting and selling cigarettes and other tobacco prod-
ucts. Our legislation would give the FDA the authority to regulate
not only nicotine but all ingredients added to tobacco, and to estab-
lish rules for labeling and marketing tobacco products to put an
end to some of the egregious practices of the tobacco industry.
We must subject tobacco to comprehensive regulation as we do

foods, drugs, cosmetics, and other consumer products. Tobacco is a

deadly product. It is not only legal to sell tobacco, we must always
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remember it is lethal. It should not be exempt from sensible regula-
tion. We must do what we can to protect the public as much as we
can without a prohibition-style ban.
The legislation I have cosponsored with Mike Synar would re-

place ignorance with knowledge and expose any and all harmful
practices of the tobacco companies.
Thank you.
Mr. Waxman. Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Durbin follows:]
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Mr. Chairman, I thank you for Che opportunity to testify today regarding
the recent revelations about the role of nicotine in tobacco manufacturing and

marketing. I appreciate your leadership In dealing with the tobacco Issues we
face.

TOBACCO COMPANIES ARE OOR NATION'S NUMBER ONE DRUG PUSHERS

Today, In a cocaine lab In Columbia, a clandestine drug manufacturer Is

carefully formulating his product to supply the demands of addicted cocaine
users In the United States.

Today, In a cigarette factory in the Southeast United States, a cigarette
manufacturer Is carefully formulating his product to supply the demands of
addicted smokers In the United States and around the world.

The first supplier carefully manipulates the Ingredients of his product
to ensure the delivery of the addicting hit In a way that will help maintain
the addiction.

According to the Food and Drug Administration, the second supplier also

carefully manipulates a special Ingredient -- nicotine --to ensure the

delivery of the addicting hit In a way that will help maintain the addiction.

The first product kills a few thousand Americans every year.

The second product kills one hundred times as many Americans every year.

The first product Is Illegal, and \he supplier Is denounced for the

despicable crime of purveying a dangerous product to people i«ho find It
difficult to escape Its addictive grip.
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The second product is legal, and the supplier is welcomed here on Capitol
Hill and almost everywhere as a responsible corporate citizen, even though
this supplier is also purveying a dangerous product to people who find it

difficult to escape its addictive grip.

Since the first product is illegal, the U.S. government is engaged in a

massive effort to stop the delivery of cocaine to prospective users.

Since the second product is legal, the U.S. government does not stop
deliveries of cigarettes.

I am not advocating that tobacco be made illegal like cocaine, but 1

think the point must be made that tobacco companies are peddling harmful

drugs. Tobacco companies are our nation's number one drug pushers.

THE CONTENT OF DEADLY TOBACCO PRODUCTS IS NOT REGULATED

"But surely," one might ask, "since the second product is known to be

dangerous, surely the U.S. government carefully monitors and regulates the

content of cigarettes, right?"

Unfortunately, the answer is no. Tobacco, the single most preventable
cause of death in America today, has almost completely escaped regulation of

its content.

Hopefully, the FDA's recent revelations will change this fact. But

today, no one regulates the content of cigarettes except the tobacco companies
themselves, and they have apparently chosen to manipulate nicotine levels not
to protect their customers but to strengthen their addiction.

If this is true, it is scandalous and outrageous. That American

companies might intentionally hook their customers on a deadly product is

astounding. Yet the FDA has advised us that it is true.

REMOVING AN ADDICTIVE AND DANGEROUS INGREDIENT -- THE EXAMPLE OF COCA-COLA VS.

THE SHAMEI£SSNESS OF THE TOBACCO COMPANIES

What would any other upstanding, responsible corporation do, if it was
revealed that the corporation's product contained a harmful ingredient that
could be removed? It would remove the dangerous additive.

Consider, as a case in point, the Coca-Cola Company.

In 1860, cocaine was first extracted from coca leaf. By 1884, purified
cocaine was commercially available, and at first cocaine was seen as a wonder

drug, a harmless or even beneficial stimulant that enhanced the quality of
life.

In 1886, Coca-Cola was introduced as a drink that was far better than

alcohol, offering the advantages of the coca leaf and the cola nut without the

intoxicating effects of alcohol.

But people began to discover that cocaine was addictive. Long-term use
tended to have adverse social and behavioral effects. Regular use seemed to

be linked with violence and paranoia in some users. The wonder drug turned
out to have more troubling side effects than people first thought.
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Coca-Cola was noc Immune from these concerns. The company says It never

Intentionally added cocaine to Coca-Cola, and whatever amount of cocaine was

present In Coca-Cola was not present In large quantities. But In the early
days, the company did not actively remove the cocaine from the coca extracts
it used in producing Coca-Cola. People began to wonder if Coca-Cola was a

safe beverage .

In response to the growing public concern about cocaine, the Coca-Cola

Company took action. Around 1900, the company voluntarily began to remove all
cocaine from the coca extract it used In producing Coca-Cola.

That was a clear demonstration of ethical and social responsibility.

(Incidentally, today, there still exists a manufacturing company in New

Jersey that takes Imported coca leaves from Peru and Bolivia and processes
them into a non-narcotic flavor extract for use in Coca-Cola as well as a
cocaine extract that has pharmaceutical uses. The process is carefully
monitored by the U.S. Drug Enforcement Agency.)

Long before federal regulation of cocaine was considered, years before
federal regulation of cocaine was enacted, Coca-Cola did the right thing and
removed all cocaine from its product. A federal ban on the non-prescription
use of cocaine did not take effect until 14 years later, in 1914.

The parallel should be obvious. Tobacco contains an addictive product,
nicotine, which we now have been advised can be removed from tobacco. The
obvious, socially responsible act would be for tobacco companies to

voluntarily remove this dangerous Ingredient from their products . But not the
tobacco companies. They don't seem to have the slightest interest in doing
what Coca-Cola did. And that is a clear demonstration of how shameless these
nicotine pushers are.

THE NEED TO REGULATE ALL INGREDIENTS IN TOBACCO

Mr. Chairman, I look forward to the findings of this hearing regarding
nicotine manipulation in tobacco products. The allegations in the media and
the statements by the Food and Drug Administration are alarming. I hope that

you will get to the bottom of this matter and allow the American public to
know the full truth about the role and handling of nicotine in the

manufacturing of tobacco products .

I hope that you won't stop there. We need to investigate, and expose to

public scrutiny, the facts about all tobacco ingredients, not just nicotine.
All aspects of tobacco product manufacturing must be regulated, not Just
nicotine In cigarettes.

How do we know that the Coca-Cola Company doesn't add harmful ingredients
to Coca-Cola and other beverages it sells? We know Coca-Cola and other soft
drinks are safe because, like any other foods, these products are subject to
federal regulation to protect the public from any potential adverse effects
associated with their consumption. The Food and Drug Administration provides
an Invaluable service to the American people by regulating the content of
these products.
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I believe tobacco content should be regulated too - - not so as to ban the

product, but to ensure that all harmful ingredients that can be removed are

removed.

That Is why 1 Joined Congressman Mike Synar in sponsoring the Fairness in

Tobacco and Nicotine Regulation Act. Our legislation would bring tobacco

content under the regulation of the Food and Drug Administration and put an

end to the tobacco industry's free rein in advertising, labeling, and selling

cigarettes and other tobacco products. Our legislation would give FDA the

authority to regulate not only nicotine but all ingredients added to tobacco,

and to establish rules for labeling and marketing tobacco products to put an

end to some of the more egregious practices of the tobacco industry.

1 cannot emphasize enough the importance of not stopping with the subject
of nicotine in cigarettes. This hearing should be only the beginning of a

series of hearings looking at tobacco content and how we should sensibly

regulate this industry.
I

If, as a result of the recent revelations, we were to regulate only the

nicotine content of cigarettes, how would we know whether cigarette
manufacturers were starting to add some other ingredient to maintain their

hold on smokers? We would have no way of knowing.

How would we know whether there may be other ingredients added to

cigarettes that are equally dangerous? We would have no way of knowing.

How would we know whether smokeless tobacco products contain harmful
additives? We would have no way of knowing.

We must subject tobacco to comprehensive regulation, as we do foods,

drugs, cosmetics, and other consumer products. Tobacco is a deadly product.
It should not be exempt from sensible regulation. We must do what we can to

protect the public as much as we can without a Prohibition-style ban. The

legislation introduced by Mike Synar would replace ignorance with knowledge
and expose any and all harmful practices of the tobacco companies.

So I say to you, Mr. Chairman, thank you for your interest in this

subject. I hope you will pursue it tenaciously and comprehensively. I hope
that we can work together to address this issue so that, one day, if people
choose to smoke they will at least do so with full knowledge of what they are

putting into their bodies and with an assurance that any harmful ingredients
that can be removed have been removed. Thank you.
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Mr. Waxman. Mr. Clybum.

STATEMENT OF HON. JAMES E. CLYBURN, A REPRESENTATIVE
IN CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF SOUTH CAROLINA

Mr. Clyburn. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I wish to commend you
for calling this hearing today and thank you very much for allow-

ing me to testify.
The issues that have been raised by Commissioner Kessler re-

garding nicotine and cigarettes are very serious, but first let's con-

sider the timing of his letter to the Coalition on Smoking OR
Health. His letter was issued the Friday before the Monday that

ABC's Day One program aired its segment on the same subject. It

appears that Dr. Kessler's rush to accuse the cigarette manufactur-
ers of misconduct may have been to avoid being beaten to the

punch by a tabloid news program.
Second, let's consider the evidence that Dr. Kessler suggests has

become available to the FDA that supposedly supports a reversal

of its long-standing policies toward tobacco.

Is there anything new about the tobacco reconstitution process?
No. It has been in use for at least 30 years. Is there anything new
about the use of denatured alcohol? No. It has been used for over

40 years. The same is true for tobacco extracts.

Is there an3rthing new about the notion that particular nicotine

is "addictive"? No. The Surgeon General's report claiming that nico-

tine in cigarettes is addicting was issued 6 years ago. Is there any-

thing new about plans that some individuals associated with the

tobacco industry have said that smokers enjoy the nicotine in ciga-
rettes? Again, the answer is no.

What then is new?
What is new, Mr. Chairman, is the feeling on the part of some

that the tobacco industry and all who make up that industry can
be bashed and battered with impunity and that the consequences
for all those whose livelihoods depend on this industry do not mat-
ter because the anti-smoking cause is just.

Many of my constituents do not see it this way and neither do
I. We take strong exception to the scare-mongering at our expense
by Dr. Kessler and the tabloid journalists that have joined with
him in making nicotine the issue of the day in the war against to-

bacco.
I hope, Mr. Chairman, that this hearing which has been called

in response to Dr. Kessler's allegations will help put those allega-
tions to rest and I applaud you for having this hearing.
Mr. Waxman. Thank you.
Mr. Lancaster.

STATEMENT OF HON. H. MARTIN LANCASTER, A REPRESENTA-
TIVE IN CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF NORTH CAROLINA
Mr. Lancaster. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I appreciate the op-

portunity to address the members of this subcommittee on the

issue of nicotine and tobacco.

FDA's recent actions on this issue of nicotine in cigarettes sug-

gests to me that the Agency, in its eagerness to come after the to-

bacco industry with both barrels blazing, has in fact run off with
its pistols half-cocked and its barrels loaded with blanks.
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To provide one illustration of FDA's tendency to speak first and
think later I note, as Mr. Bliley already has, that Philip R. Lee an-
nounced last week at a recent House appropriation subcommittee

hearing the FDA had asked the Justice Department to investigate

allegations that tobacco manufacturers manipulate nicotine levels

of their products.
In fact, no such referral has taken place and shortly thereafter,

it was necessary for HHS to retract Dr. Lee's statements.
I also question the startling suggestion that FDA should perhaps

regulate cigarettes as drugs. One would think, to hear the talk of

nicotine "spiking," that cigarette manufacturers are increasing the
nicotine levels in their cigarettes. But the only alteration over the

years in the nicotine content of cigarettes of which I am aware has
been to lower nicotine levels in response to changing consumer
taste preferences.

I wonder if this subcommittee has considered where this line of

reasoning takes us. If the FDA should regulate or even ban ciga-
rettes based on nicotine, because nicotine has been deemed "addict-

ive," why shouldn't the FDA regulate wine, beer, distilled spirits on
the same basis—that is because alcohol is deemed addictive too.

Certainly there is evidence that alcohol has "addictive" properties
for some individuals. Assistant Secretary Lee himself acknowledged
as much at the FDA-Appropriations Subcommittee hearing on
March 16. Based on the logic of Commissioner Kessler's letter, it

is difficult to see why the FDA is not also taking immediate steps
to regulate the alcohol content of the excellent wines produced by
West Coast wineries. And what about the fortified wines which are

indisputably "spiked"?
Mr. Chairman, it would be foolish for the FDA to assume, or for

Congress to give this Agency, any significant new responsibilities,
whether they relate to tobacco or not. FDA is seriously under-
funded and understaffed. The Agency is hard pressed as it is to get
new drugs and food additives approved in a timely fashion and to

enforce the laws that apply to millions of food, drug and cosmetic

products currently on the market.
FDA's existing mandate is extraordinarily broad. It encompasses

the regulation of foods, prescription and over-the-counter pharma-
ceuticals, animal drugs, cosmetics, medical devices, radiological

products, and Congress imposes more every year. FDA staff al-

ready is stretched beyond endurance, a fact that has prevented the

Agency from completing in a timely manner many of its existing,
central responsibilities.

Let's insist that the Agency meet its current mandates before we
give it additional assignments. And let's hope our regulators pro-
ceed more thoughtfully in the future on the issue of nicotine in

cigarettes than they have to date.

Mr. Chairman, may I request that a "dear colleague" letter I cir-

culated early this year be included in the record at this point.
Mr. Waxman. Without objection, we will receive the letter for in-

clusion in the record.

[The letter follows:]
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CIGARETTES CONTAIN ^nittb g^atca

NICOTINE ~
JiouBC of ffieprcBentatiucB

NAI UKALjLY.... ^ MARTIN LANCASTER
NORTH CAROLINA

THIRD DISTRICT

Dear Colleague:

The media is at it again - trying to create "entertainment" by distorting and

sensationalizing the facts.

The National Enquirer of television entertainment. Day One, aired a show on Feb.

28, 1994 suggesting that tobacco companies "spike" cigarettes with nicotine. This

is an absolute falsehood. Cigarettes naturally contain nicotine, but there is nothing
in the processing of tobacco or the manufacture of cigarettes that increases

nicotine levels above what naturally occurs. At no i>oint in the production of

cigarettes, from the tobacco fields to the completion of the manufacturing process,

is any amount of nicotine added to "spike" cigarettes and the finished product

actually contains less nicotine than cured tobacco.

The facts show that the level of nicotine delivered by cigarettes has been

dramatically reduced since 1950. Since 1950, the addition of filters, differences in

the paper used to wrap the tobacco, and other changes have resulted in a 69%
decrease in the average amount of nicotine yields.

Consistency in the level of nicotine is demanded by consumers and the Federal

Trade Commission for advertising purposes. As a result, the nicotine yields of all

cigarettes, determined by testing methods required by the FTC, have appeared in

cigarette advertising for over 20 years. From year-to-year, nicotine levels in the

tobacco crop vary primarily due to climatic differences, but the demanded

consistency in nicotine levels is achieved by mixing tobacco from different crop

years, not by adding nicotine.

During its piece on nicotine, Day One implied that nicotine is added during the

process of making sheets of reconstituted tobacco. Simply stated, no additional

nicotine is added to the sheets. Zero. None.

There are at least two reconstituting processes which are patented and used today.

The processes are similar and neither include the addition of extraneous nicotine.

Scrap tobacco, including improperly cut tobacco, tobacco stems, and the like, are

placed into water. Components which are water soluble, including some nicotine

and tobacco flavoring, are dissolved into the water. The water is extracted from
the mixture and the remaining tobacco fibers are rolled into a sheet. The water,

which does contain naturally occurring nicotine and tobacco flavors, is returned

to the sheets and the sheets are left to dry. Only nicotine present at the beginning
of the process is present at the end of the process. At least 3 Surgeon General

reports and 5 reports by the National Cancer Institute document this process, and
all conclude that the use of reconstituted tobacco results in reduced nicotine levels

in the final tobacco blend .

Day One indicated that cigarettes are also "spiked" with nicotine from two other

sources - denatured alcohol and tobacco extracts. This too is demonstrably untrue.

Day One chose to ignore readily available information which shows that the use of

these substances does not measurably increase nicotine levels in cigarettes.

I trust that this information helps to clear up some of the misinformation being
broadcast on our public airwaves. Please do not hesitate to contact my office ifyou
would like further information.

With kindest regards, I am

Sincerely yofirs.

\

H. Mactin Lancaster
Member of Congress
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Mr. Waxman. I want to thank the three of you for your testimony
today. I don't have any particular questions to ask of you but I will

ask if any of the others do. Mr. Bliley? Mr. Synar? Mr. Wyden?
Thank you for being with us.

Mr. Lancaster. Thank you.
Mr. Waxman. Our next witness is David Kessler, Commissioner

of the Food and Drug Administration. Last month, Dr. Kessler re-

leased a letter which sent shock waves through the tobacco indus-

try. That letter raised serious questions regarding the tobacco in-

dustry's precise manipulation of the nicotine levels present in ciga-
rettes. The Commissioner suggested that the Agency might have
the legal basis to regulate cigarettes under the Federal Food, Drug
and Cosmetic Act.

Dr. Kessler, welcome to our hearing. I commend you for the cour-

age and commitment to public health you have demonstrated in

bringing this matter to public attention.

Without objection, a copy of your February 25, 1994 letter to the
Coalition on Smoking Or Health will be printed in the record and,
without objection, your statement submitted to the subcommittee

today will be in the record.

Please proceed.
[The letter follows:]

(
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DEP\RTVtENTOF HEALTH & HL MAN SERV ICES Puonc HatitA Sarvica

Food and Drug Administration

Rockvill« WO 20857

February 25, 1994

Scott D. Ball In, Esq.
Chairman, Coalition on Smoking OR Health
Vice President for Public Affairs
American Heart Association
1150 Connecticut Avenue, NW. , Suite 810
Washington, D.C. 20036

Dear Mr. Ball in:

As you know, the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) has
before it several petitions from the Coalition on Smoking OR
Health seeking to have PDA regulate low-tar and low-nicotine
cigarettes and denicotinized cigarettes as drugs. Rather than
respond formally to the petitions at this time, I think it more
appropriate to frame the issues for the broader public debate
that will be necessary to resolve them.

In its consideration of the petitions, the agency has
examined the current data and information on the effects of
nicotine in cigarettes. The current data on the highly addictive
nature of nicotine and other evidence now available to FDA lead
the agency to take a different approach from that urged in the

petitions. The structure of the Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic
Act (the Act) , and sound public health policy, suggest that the
focus should be on the presence of nicotine in cigarettes in
amounts associated with addiction.

As you note in your petitions, FDA has traditionally
refrained from asserting jurisdiction over most cigarette
products. This has not been based on an interpretation of the
Act that cigarettes cannot be regulated as drugs. There is no

exemption for cigarettes from the Act's definition of a "drug,"
and some cigarette products have been regulated as drugs. See
United States v. 46 Cartons . . . Fairfax Ciaarettea, 113 F.

Supp. 336 (D.N.J. 19S3); United States v. 35 4 Bulk Cartons Trim
Redueina-Aid Cigarettes . 178 F. Supp. 847 (D.N.J. 1959).

Under the Act, products are subject to regulation as drugs
based on the intent of the product vendor. If the vendor intends
that the products be used as drugs (for therapeutic or diagnostic
use or to affect the structure or function of the body) , FDA may
regulate them as drugs. See National Nutritional Foods Ass'n v.

Mathews 557 F.2d 325, 334-6 (2d Cir. 1977). Although it has
been well-known for many years that some people smoke for the

drug effects of nicotine (for example, for stimulation and/or to

satisfy a dependence on nicotine) , cigarette vendors have in the

past been given the benefit of the doubt as to whether they
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intend cigarettes to be used for this purpose, because some
people smoke for reasons other than the drug effect. See Action
on Smoking and Health v. Harris . 655 F.2d 236, 239 (D.C. Cir.
1980) .

Evidence brought to our attention is accumulating that
suggests that cigarette manufacturers may intend that their
products contain nicotine to satisfy an addiction on the part of
some of their customers. The possible inference that cigarette
vendors intend cigarettes to achieve drug effects in some smokers
is based on mounting evidence we have received that: (1) the
nicotine ingredient in cigarettes is a powerfully addictive agent
and (2) cigarette vendors control the levels of nicotine that
satisfy this addiction.

The Coalition is well aware of the large body of scientific
evidence documenting the highly addictive nature of nicotine.
Most of this evidence is summarized in the 1988 Surgeon General's
Report and in the Department of Health and Human Services' 1991
"Triennial Report to Congress on Drug Abuse and Drug Abuse
Research." The evidence demonstrates that cigarettes cause an
addiction. The current evidence suggests that nicotine, when
delivered by cigarettes, produces physiological dependence
resulting in withdrawal symptoms when smokers are deprived of
nicotine. It also appears that cigarettes enjoy a market that
is based in part on the need of smokers to satisfy that
addiction. A Canadian survey suggests that 80 percent of smokers
believe they are addicted to cigarettes. Other data suggest that
a comparable percentage of smokers are, in fact, addicted.

Moreover, the public knows that cigarettes are harmful and
many smokers desire to quit. Research has revealed that 77

percent of smokers desire to quit but cannot primarily because of
nicotine addiction. At FDA we have approved a number of
pharmaceutical therapies for treating nicotine addiction and many
more are under development. These therapies, which include
nicotine patches and nicotine gum, are essentially, nicotine-
delivery systems. There is a growing market for these, as well
as non-pharmaceutical, behavioral therapies.

Although technology was developed years ago to remove
nicotine from cigarettes and to control with precision the amount
of nicotine in cigarettes, cigarettes are still marketed with
levels of nicotine that are sufficient to produce and sustain
addiction. In fact, it is our understanding that manufacturers
commonly add nicotine to cigarettes to deliver specific amounts
of nicotine. There is also evidence discovered in recent
litigation that some individuals involved in the manufacture of

cigarettes in the 1970s regarded their products as nicotine-
delivery systems.
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This evidence, along with the growing body of data related
to new products proposed for the treatment of nicotine addiction
from smoking, suggests that cigarette vendors intend the obvious— that many people buy cigarettes to satisfy their nicotine
addiction. Should the agency make this finding based on an

appropriate record or be able to prove these facts in court, it

would have a legal basis on which to regulate these products
under the drug provisions of the Act.

A strict application of these provisions could mean,

ultimately, removal from the market of tobacco products
containing nicotine at levels that cause or satisfy addiction.

Only those tobacco products from which the nicotine had been
removed or, possibly, tobacco products approved by FDA for

nicotine-replacement therapy would then remain on the market.

Given the widespread use of cigarettes and the prevalence of

nicotine addiction, such a regulatory action could have dramatic
effects on our society. One must consider the possible effects
of the loss of this source of nicotine on the health of some

people who are addicted to nicotine and the possible need for a

weaning period. It is also important to consider the potential
for a black market in nicotine-containing cigarettes.

We recognize that the regulation of cigarettes raises
societal issues of great complexity and magnitude. It is vital

in this context that Congress provide clear direction to the

agency. We intend therefore to work with Congress to resolve,
once and for all, the regulatory status of cigarettes under the

Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act. Few public health issues are more

important .

David A. Kessler, M.D.
Commissioner of Food and Drugs

Michael F. Heron, American Cancer Society
Fran Du Melle, American Lung Association
Matthew L. Myers, Asbill, Junkin, and Myers
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STATEMENT OF DAVID A. KESSLER, COMMISSIONER OF FOOD
AND DRUGS, FOOD AND DRUG ADMINISTRATION, ACCOM-
PANIED BY JACK E. HENNINGFIELD, CHIEF, CLINICAL PHAR-
MACOLOGY BRANCH, NATIONAL INSTITUTE ON DRUG
ABUSE
Mr. Kessler. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
The cigarette industry has attempted to frame the debate on

smoking as the right of each American to choose. The question we
must ask is whether smokers really have that choice. Consider
these facts. Two-thirds of adults who smoke say they wish they
could quit. Seventeen million try to quit each year, but for every
one who quits, at least nine try and fail. Three out of four adult
smokers say they are addicted. By some estimates, as many as 74
to 90 percent are addicted. Eight out of 10 smokers say they wish

they had never started smoking.
Mr. Chairman, the issue I will address today is simple: Whose

choice is actually driving the demand for cigarettes in this country?
Is it a choice by consumers to continue smoking? Or is it a choice

by cigarette companies to maintain addictive levels of nicotine in

their cigarettes?
FDA has not regulated most tobacco products as drugs. One of

the obstacles has been a legal one. The law requires an intent that
the product be used either in relation to a disease or to affect the
structure or function of the human body. Intent is a key word in

our statute. We have not had sufficient evidence of such intent

with regard to nicotine in tobacco products. The assumption has
been that the nicotine in cigarettes is present solely because it is

a natural and unavoidable component of tobacco.

Mr. Chairman, that assumption needs to be re-examined. The
amount of nicotine in a cigarette may be there by design. Cigarette

companies must answer the question, what is the real intent of this

design? In my testimony this morning, I will describe some of the
information that has prompted our re-examination.

First, I want to address the addictive nature of nicotine. Second,
I will talk in some detail about the apparent ability of cigarette

companies to control nicotine levels in cigarettes.

My first point is that the nicotine delivered by tobacco products
is highly addictive. As the chart shows, that fact is acknowledged
by the world's preeminent medical organizations. As with any ad-

dictive substance, some people can break their addiction, but I sus-

pect that everyone in this country has seen a friend or relative

struggle to extricate himself or herself from a dependence on ciga-
rettes and the nicotine they contain.

Remarkably, we see that nicotine exerts its grip even on patients
for whom the dangers of smoking could not be starker. After sur-

gery for lung cancer, almost half of the smokers resume smoking.
Even when a smoker has his or her larjmx removed, 40 percent try

smoking again.
I am equally struck by the statistics about our young people.

Seven out of 10 teenage smokers say they believe that they are al-

ready dependent on cigarettes. About 4 out of 10 high school sen-
iors who smoke have tried to quit and failed. Most adult smokers
today began smoking as teenagers.
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It is fair to argue that a decision to start smoking may be a mat-
ter of choice. But once people start smoking regularly, most in ef-

fect are deprived of the choice to stop smoking. My concern is that

the choice that people make at a young age quickly becomes little

or no choice at all and it will be very difficult to reverse over the

course of their lives.

The primary criteria of addictive substances are compulsive use,

a psychoactive effect; that is a direct chemical effect in the brain,

and reinforcing behavior that conditions continued use.

Mr. Chairman, nicotine reaches the brain within seconds. This

contributes greatly to its reinforcing effect. Nicotine meets all the

criteria for an addictive substance. We have learned a great deal

about addictive drugs by studying laboratory animals. It is intrigu-

ing that with very few exceptions, animals will press levers and do

other things to give themselves those drugs that are considered

highly addictive in humans, but will not generally self-administer

nonaddictive drugs.

Despite being very different chemically, almost all addictive

drugs affect the parts of the brain that are important to emotion

and motivation. Specifically they affect the regulation of the brain

chemical dopamine which produces psychoactive sensation and re-

inforces drug use behavior.
Animal self-administration is considered a hallmark of a drug

with a potential to addict. Nicotine has been shown to affect

dopamine release and it has been further shown that animals will

self-administer nicotine.

Tobacco industry officials have denied that nicotine is addictive.

They use euphemisms—satisfaction, impact, strength to describe

the effects of nicotine. But one company states in a quote, "It also

has been generally recognized that the smoker's perception of

"strength" of the cigarette is directly related to the amount of nico-

tine contained in the cigarette smoke during each puff."

Euphemisms aside, smokers crave nicotine pure and simple be-

cause of its psychoactive effects and its drug dependence qualities.
Mr. Chairman, nicotine levels in a cigarettes are more than suffi-

cient to create and sustain addiction in the vast majority of smok-
ers.

Let me turn to my second point today, which involves the control

of nicotine levels exercised by the tobacco industry. Mr. Chairman,
I do not have all the facts or all the answers today. Certainly prac-
tices differ within the industry and the technology available to one

company may not be available to another. It is important to keep
this in mind. But a picture is beginning to emerge.
The public may think of cigarettes as no more than blended to-

bacco rolled in paper. But they are more than that. Some of today's

cigarettes may in fact qualify as high technology nicotine delivery

systems that deliver nicotine in quantities sufficient to create and
to sustain addiction in the vast majority of individuals who smoke

regularly.
But you don't have to take it from me. Just listen to the words

written by a supervisor of research at one of the Nation's largest
tobacco companies in 1972. And I quote, "Think of the cigarette

pack as a storage container for a da^s supply of nicotine. Think of

the cigarette as a dispenser for a dose unit of nicotine. Think of a
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puff of smoke as the vehicle for nicotine. Smoke is beyond question
the most optimized vehicle of nicotine and the cigarette the most

optimized dispenser of smoke."
How does the cigarette industry design cigarettes? Several dec-

ades ago, the industry began to recognize that nicotine is the

psychoactive ingredient in tobacco smoke. Numerous patents since

then illustrate how the industry has worked hard to sustain the

psychoactive effects of nicotine in cigarettes.
These charts I will show you show examples from several cat-

egories of patents. I recognize you can't read them all now, but I

wanted to give you a feel for the kinds of patents we are seeing.

Eight patents on the first chart (B) increased nicotine content by
adding nicotine to the tobacco rod.

On the next chart (C) five patents are listed to increase nicotine

content by adding nicotine to filters, wrappers and other parts of

the cigarette.
The next chart (D) shows three patents that use advanced tech-

nology to manipulate the levels of nicotine in tobacco.

On the next chart (E) there are eight patents for the extraction

of nicotine from tobacco. The next chart (F) shows nine patents to

develop new chemical variants of nicotine.

Patents not only describe a specific invention but they can do
much more. They speak to the industry's capabilities and research
and they provide insight into what industry may be attempting to

achieve with its products. At the same time, however, it is prudent
to keep in mind that patents do not tell us what processes are cur-

rently in use. Nevertheless, the number and pattern of these pat-
ents leaves little doubt that the cigarette industry has developed
enormously sophisticated methods for manipulating nicotine levels

in cigarettes.
Look at the industr/s own words in these patents. Let me read

the key words from a number of patents. The industry is interested

in "maintaining the nicotine content at a sufficiently high level to

provide the desired physiological activity, taste, and odor."

These are the words of the patents. "Add nicotine." "Maintaining
or increasing the nicotine content." "The release in controlled

amounts of nicotine." "Nicotine released in controlled amounts."

"Manipulation of the nicotine." "Provide various nicotine levels."

"Varying levels of endogenous and exogenous nicotine." "Mainte-
nance of the proper amount of nicotine." "Delivers a larger amount
of nicotine." "Nicotine donor." "A process for the migration of nico-

tine." "Nicotine can be incorporated." "Nicotine-enhanced smoking
device." "The application of nicotine components." "Incorporated
within the filler material applied to the wrapper, applied within
the glue line of the wrapper."
Let me briefly describe how a few of these technologies work.

U.S. Patent number 4,830,028 (Chart G) describes a way to in-

crease the nicotine content of low yield cigarettes from 1.66 percent
to 2.9 percent nicotine by spraying on a 1, 3 or 5 percent nicotine

salt.

The patent states the nicotine salt is used because added nicotine

alone is unacceptably harsh or irritating to the user. Notice that

great care is paid to the pH of the smoke because pH affects ab-
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sorption of nicotine into tissues. This technology can increase con-

tent of tobacco by up to 76 percent and lower the pH in the process.
The next chart. U.S. Patent number 5,065,775 (Chart I) describes

chemical methods using chlorofluorocarbons that can be used,

among other things, to bring the tobacco blend containing 2.3 per-
cent nicotine up to 5.2 percent nicotine. This technology increases

the nicotine content in tobacco by more than 100 percent.
The next chart. U.S. Patent number 4,898,188 (Chart J) shows

how to transfer nicotine by supercritical fluid extraction involving

liquid carbon dioxide. An example in the patent shows that the

technology can reduce the Burley tobacco from 3.56 percent nico-

tine to 0.88 percent nicotine and increase the flue-cured tobacco

from 2,59 percent to 4.83 percent. This patent demonstrates that

nicotine can be transferred in significant amounts from one type of

tobacco filler to another.
Mr. Chairman, these patents illustrate that the cigarette indus-

try has developed technologies that allow it to add or subtract nico-

tine from tobacco. The amount of nicotine present in cigarettes may
therefore be a matter of choice, not chance.

Mr. Chairman, that prompts me to ask: How does the industry
determine nicotine levels in various products? More importantly,

why does the amount of nicotine in cigarettes remain at addictive

levels? In fact, since the technology apparently exists to remove
nicotine from cigarettes to insignificant levels, why does the indus-

try keep nicotine in cigarettes at all?

The cigarette industry would like you to believe that it simply re-

turns the nicotine that is removed when reconstituted tobacco is

produced. It should be clear from what I have described that the

technology that the industry may have available goes beyond such

efforts. The industry may also tell you that it is adjusting nicotine

levels to be consistent with established FTC yields. These are the

amounts of tar, nicotine, and carbon monoxide that are measured
for each cigarette product by a smoking machine. But in fact, pat-
ents were granted for adjusting nicotine levels before those FTC
measurements were adopted. No measurements would prevent the

industry from reducing nicotine below addicting levels or eliminat-

ing it all together.
Nicotine levels may be dictated in part by marketing strategies

and demographics. Let me show you a reproduced copy of one
smokeless tobacco compan^s marketing strategy. The products
with the lower nicotine yield are found on the bottom and mar-
keted as "starter" products. As you go up the chart, nicotine yields
increase. And through advertising, the users are encouraged to

"graduate"—their word, not mine—to products with higher levels of

nicotine, marketing on the basis of nicotine delivery.

Why develop such a strategy? The cigarette industry may tell

you that the purpose of nicotine is to provide flavor. Information

suggests otherwise. A company's own book on flavoring tobacco

lists about a thousand flavorants, but nicotine is not one of them.
Some industry patents specifically distinguish nicotine from
flavorants.

As we saw earlier, technologies have been developed specifically
to mask the unacceptably harsh and irritating flavor of added nico-

tine. In fact, U.S. patent 4,620,554 uses the word "hazardous" to
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describe the taste of nicotine. It shouldn't come as a surprise to

anyone, the Merck Index, the authoritative encyclopedia of chemi-

cals, describes nicotine as having an acrid, burning taste. Smokers
apparently do associate the burning in the throat with nicotine's

psychoactive effects and thus look for those sensory signals in a

cigarette, but nonaddictive substances have been shown to produce
those effects.

Why doesn't the industry use them instead? Why is nicotine in

cigarettes? The research undertaken by the cigarette industry is

more and more resembling drug development. I mentioned earlier

the focus on controlling the pH of tobacco smoke because it affects

absorption of nicotine. The cigarette industry has also studied the

activity of added nicotine versus nicotine that occurs naturally and
it has studied the potentially beneficial effects of nicotine on anxi-

ety, heart rate, and behavioral performance tasks. Such research
on the physiological effects of an active ingredient is a standard

part of drug development.
Perhaps the most striking research undertaken by the industry

is the quest for new nicotine-like chemicals with pnarmacological
properties that, and I quote from a patent, "are intended for utility
as potential psychotherapeutic agents." The chart shows one patent
that summarizes the effect of nicotine-like chemicals on

tranquilization, sedation, and body tone of mammals.
Mr. Chairman, I would like to move on to the actual nicotine lev-

els in cigarettes. FDA laboratories measured the amount of nicotine
in several types of cigarettes. We analyzed three varieties of one

brand; for example, highest, medium, and lowest. What surprised
us was that the lowest one in fact had the highest concentration
of nicotine in the cigarettes. Let me repeat that. The lowest one in

fact had the highest concentration of nicotine in the cigarette.
I have read with interest the testimony that Mr. Spears, Vice

Chairman of Lorillard Tobacco Company, will give this morning.
He states that, and I assume he is speaking for the industry, we
do not set nicotine levels for particular brands of cigarettes. He
goes on to say that nicotine levels follow the tar levels.

The easy proof, according to Mr. Spears, is that both tar and nic-

otine on a sales weighted basis have decreased in the same fashion
and in the same amount over the years. One question: If there is

no manipulation of nicotine going on, why does the lowest yield cig-
arette I just showed you have the highest percentage of nicotine in

it? If Mr. Spears is right, wouldn't the lowest 5deld cigarette have
the lowest concentration of nicotine in it?

Furthermore, Mr. Spears says that the fact that tar and nicotine
have decreased in parallel fashion over this time period, and I

quote, "by the same amount" indicates that there has been no ma-
nipulation of nicotine levels. But when you look closely at the num-
bers from FTC's database for tar and nicotine levels in smoke since

1982, the earliest year for which the FTC-computed database is

available, we do not see that kind of tar and nicotine content occur-

ring in a parallel fashion and by a proportional amount over the
last decade.
Let me show you the graphs describing the nicotine and tar

changes from 1982 to 1991, the years for which the database is

available. You will see from the chart (T) that the proportional
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change in nicotine has not been the same as the proportional

change in tar for each of the years from 1982 to 1991. In fact, these

data suggest that the amount of tar over this time period has re-

mained relatively flat while the proportional amount of nicotine

has not. Rather, nicotine levels in smoke appear to increase over

the last decade.
The next graph (Q) shows percent changes in nicotine and tar

levels from their average 1982 levels for low-tar cigarettes. The
next graph (R) displays the information for hig'h-tar cigarettes. And
the next graph (S) provides similar information for ultra low-tar

cigarettes.
All three categories clearly suggest that tar and nicotine levels

in smoke are not following parallel patterns over the last decade.

The final graph (U) summarizes in a different fashion the pre-
vious graphs by showing the nicotine/tar ratios are not identical in

the three categories of cigarettes. Why not?

We feel these data call into question Mr. Spears's conclusion and

require further explanation.
Mr. Chairman, the evidence I have presented today suggests that

cigarette makers may intend the obvious, that most smokers buy
cigarettes to satisfy their nicotine addiction. We do not yet have all

the evidence necessary to establish cigarette manufacturers's in-

tent. As we reconsider our traditional assumptions about nicotine

in cigarettes, we will need to determine whether nicotine-contain-

ing cigarettes meet the statutory definition of a drug.
As I mentioned earlier, intent is a key issue. It should be clear,

however, that in determining intent, what cigarette manufacturers

say can be less important than what they do. The fact that the

technology is available to reduce the nicotine to less than addictive

levels is relevant in determining manufacturers's intent.

Clearly, the possibility of FDA exerting jurisdiction over ciga-
rettes raises many broader social issues for Congress to con-

template. It could lead to the possible removal of nicotine-contain-

ing cigarettes from the market, the limiting of the amount of nico-

tine in cigarettes to levels that are not addictive, or restricting ac-

cess to them, unless the industry ,could show that nicotine-contain-

ing cigarettes are safe and effective.

If nicotine were removed precipitously, millions of Americans
would experience addiction withdrawal. Of course, a black market
in cigarettes could develop.
On these issues we seek guidance from the Congress.
Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Dr. Kessler begins on p. 71.]

Mr. Waxman. Thank you, Mr. Commissioner. Dr. Kessler, with-

out objection, I am going to recognize each member on this first

round for 10 minutes; any subsequent round, for 5 minutes if it is

necessary.
Dr. Kessler, you have laid out a really astounding picture, not

only of the tobacco companies manipulating the levels of nicotine,
but by doing that, manipulating the American people who take up
cigarette smoking. We are not talking about a choice any longer if

it is an addiction. They have the ability to manipulate the nicotine

which evidently causes the addiction to smoking itself.
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One of our colleagues said we have known for some time that

they could deal with the nicotine levels in cigarettes, but I don't

think any of us have any idea of the sophisticated techniques that
the tobacco industry has had at its disposal to play around with
these nicotine levels. They could figure out exactly the level needed
to hook people, to get them addicted so that most people will find

it very difficult to quit.
I found that astounding when you think 400,000-plus people die

every year from cigarette smoking, all which that involves in terms
of pain and suffering for the people and their families, and all the
costs that are incurred for health care costs to treat them, to try
to save them and prolong their lives, sometimes with som.e misery.

I really don't know what to say about such a thing. I guess we
have to go through the technical questions of legality, whether this

was intended or not for you to decide whether you have jurisdic-
tion. It is a question also for those of us who are here as people's

representatives, whether we should leave this industry on its own
to be so cynical in manipulating the nicotine levels.

Let me just lay some things out to understand clearly what we
are talking about.

Tobacco is an extremely serious health hazard. It killed 430,000
people last year; is that correct?

Mr. Kessler. That is correct.

Mr. Waxman. Second, nicotine and tobacco is an addictive sub-
stance. It has all the hallmarks of addiction. Nicotine is why people
who want to quit smoking can't quit; is that correct?

Mr. Kessler. That is correct.

Mr. Waxman. Third, nicotine has drug-like qualities, it has phys-
iological effects. In the words of the Food, Drug and Cosmetic Act,
it affects the structure and function of the body; is that correct?

Mr. Kessler. It certainly has those physiological effects.

Mr. Waxman. Until 1902, the Coca-Cola Company added cocaine
to coke. Today, such a company would not think of adding cocaine
or any other addictive substance to soft drinks.

Isn't it true that the Food and Drug Administration would not

approve addictive levels of nicotine as an additive which could be
added to food?
Mr. Kessler. Right, Mr. Chairman. The Coca-Cola Company in

that time period sent their coca leaves to the Shaffer Alkaloid
Works in Maywood, N.J. to have them decocainized. We would not
allow addictive substances to be in any product that we regulate
without the most tight regulation.
Mr. Waxman. Coca-Cola Company removed cocaine
Mr. Kessler. Right before the 1906 Act.

Mr. Waxman. You testified that nicotine could be removed from

cigarettes, and it is possible to duplicate the taste of nicotine.

I realize you are not ready to make a final decision, but are you
aware of any significant, reliable evidence that would support the

proposition that the manufacturers leave nicotine in cigarettes for

any reason other than addiction?
Mr. Kessler. No.
Mr. Waxman. Dr. Kessler, on the critical issue of the industry's

intent, have you found any studies by the tobacco industry that
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would support the proposition that nicotine is retained in tobacco

for addictive purposes?
Mr. Kessler. Mr. Chairman, I mentioned earlier about self-ad-

ministration studies in animals that show that, in fact, nicotine is

addictive. Self-administration, as I mentioned, in laboratory ani-

mals is a hallmark of a drug that has the potential to addict.

We have recently learned that a team of industry researchers

carried out studies in the 1980's and reached similar conclusions

several years before. The results were actually published by other

scientists in the late 1980's. We understand that two manuscripts
from industry scientists were submitted to a well-respected inde-

pendent journal in 1983 and 1986 and accepted for publication.
The first was entitled, "Nicotine Is a Positive Reinforcer in Rats:

Effects of Infusion Dose in Fixed Ratio Size." I will let Dr.

Henningfield describe what that means in a second.

The second was entitled, "Intravenous Nicotine Administration in

Rats: Effects of Mecamylamine Hexamethonium and Naloxone."

The titles of these studies alone tell you the important criteria in

determining that the rats self-administer nicotine; and again that

is an important criteria—one of the important criterias in deter-

mining whether a substance is addictive.

Mr. Waxman. Are you saying, in other words, that the tobacco

industry sponsored studies of animals that would indicate that nic-

otine was addictive to these animals, and that is the way we find

out whether anything is addictive?

Mr. Kessler. It is one of the hallmarks of whether a drug is ad-

dictive.

Mr. Waxman. What happened to these studies?

Mr. Kessler. We have been told that both manuscripts were
withdrawn by the researchers before publication. We have a copy
of a letter from an editor of the journal to the researcher acknowl-

edging the withdrawal of the second manuscript, and in that letter

the editor repeats what he has been told by the researcher, that

the manuscript is being withdrawn because the company has is-

sued an injunction against publication of this paper.
Mr. Waxman. In other words, the tobacco industry sponsored

studies on their own where they found out that nicotine was ad-

dictive; and before the public could know about it, they acted to

suppress those studies?
Mr. Kessler. Again, from the title, it says "Nicotine Is a Positive

Reinforcer in Rats." That suggests positive findings that nicotine

was self-administered in rats.

Mr. Waxman. The tobacco industry officials have stated over and
over again they don't believe that tobacco is addictive. What you
are telling us is that they knew from their own studies that to-

bacco—nicotine has an addictive quality, and they tried to suppress
that information.
Mr. Kessler. Mr. Chairman, I am not drawing any conclusions.

I am telling you what we have learned about what studies were un-
dertaken and what happened to those studies.

Let me let Dr. Henningfield
Mr. Waxman. I have a limited period of time. Could you tell us

what company sponsored those studies?
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Mr. Kessler. Mr. Chairman, I would be very happy to work with
the committee. I am reluctant to do this today. Certainly if the
committee so instructs, we will be happy to provide you with infor-

mation.
The issues that we are addressing today are general issues about

nicotine in cigarettes. I certainly don't want to—I understand the

problem of not releasing the name is that I may, unfortunately,
cast aspersions on other companies; and again, we will be happy
to provide all the information to you, Mr. Chairman. I think that
it is for your review. You can investigate further. You can see what
the facts that we have are, and determine whatever intent may fol-

low.

Mr. Waxman. We will work with you to receive that material,
but you know of a study. You didn't learn of this through a con-
fidential means, did you? You know of a study that was sponsored
by the tobacco industry that was supposed to go into publication
and wasn't?
Mr. Kessler. We have a letter from an editor that states what

I told you.
Let me also just allow Dr. Henningfield—we also have

confirmation
Mr. Waxman. Dr. Kessler, was this sponsored by the industry or

was it sponsored by a cigarette company?
Mr. Kessler. It was a cigarette company.
Mr. Waxman. And why can't we know the name of that com-

pany?
Mr. Kessler. Again, Mr. Chairman, I would be happy to work

with you and give you our documents. I am not prepared at this
time to do that. I don't want today—I cannot come here to talk
about it. I was very careful in my presentation not to focus on spe-
cific brands or specific companies, and I would really rather not get
into that today.

Again, we would be happy to give the committee the information,
and certainly you can do whatever the committee would like to do
with it.

Mr. Waxman. I have run out of time. Do you have something
briefly to add? Maybe we will come back to you.
Mr. Henningfield. I could just confirm that in fact in the early

1980's a number of us in the field were aware that one of the to-

bacco companies was sponsoring such drug self-administration re-

search. One of the tobacco company investigators sent me one of
the resulting manuscripts. This is something that is often done by
scientists; they exchange manuscripts and to let others know what
they are doing in the field.

I had marked it in my files as an unpublished manuscript, and
therefore would not have cited the manuscript in my own literature
reviews. When I called the investigator to ask him what the status
of it is and if I could cite it in my literature reviews, he told me
that he would not be able to publish it, so that I would not be able
to cite it. Furthermore his words, to the best of my recollection,
were that the lawyers of the company had discovered that the in-

vestigators and colleagues were doing this work and that it showed
that nicotine looked like heroin, and therefore that such work
shouldn't be going on and it should not be published.
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Mr. Waxman. Was this in any way illegal for a company, that

you know of?

Mr. Henningfield. I am not familiar with any of the legalities,

just the basic science. This was a good basic science study. It did

demonstrate that nicotine served as a reinforcer for the rats. The

proper experimental controls were done. These included the inter-

esting standard manipulations to look at the dose and see how
much the animgJs would work for each dose.

[The following letter was received:]

Department of Health & Human Services,
Baltimore, MD, May 3, 1994.

Hon. Henry A. Waxman,
Chairman, Subcommittee on Health and the Environment,
Committee on Energy and Commerce, House of Representatives,

Washington, DC.

Dear Congressman Waxman: With reference to the unpubUshed manuscript by
Dr. Victor J. DeNoble, et al., entitled "Nicotine as a positive reinforcer in rats: Ef-

fects of infusion dose and fixed ratio size," I made an error that I would like to cor-

rect for the record. During the March 25 hearing I stated that I had not cited the

DeNoble et al. paper in my own literature reviews. However, I have recently been

reminded that I (fid make reference to the DeNoble work in a book chapter that I

wrote.

Upon receiving the manuscript from Dr. DeNoble in 1983, I made reference to his

important finding in several papers that I was working on at the time. Later, upon
learning from Dr. DeNoble that his paper would not be published, I deleted ref-

erence to it from manuscripts that had been submitted (or were to be submitted)

to scientific journals for publication. What I had quite simply forgotten about was
that I had also made reference to the DeNoble work in a book chapter entitled "Be-

havioral pharmacology of cigarette smoking," published in Advances in Behavioral

Pharmacology, edited by T. Thompson, P.B. Dews and J.E. Barrett, Academic Press,

Inc., 1984. I
apologize

for this oversight.

Sincerely,
Jack E. Henningfield, Ph.D., Chief, Clinical Pharmacology Branch.

Mr. Waxman. Do you know any reason why we shouldn't know
the name of the company that sponsored that study?
Mr. Henningfield. I defer to Dr. Kessler.

Mr. Waxman. Is there any reason why we shouldn't know that

information?
Mr. Kessler. Mr. Chairman, we would be happy to work with

you.
Mr. Waxman. If you are going to give it to us later, why not give

it to us now?
Mr. Kessler. I would prefer to present to the committee the in-

formation, and then you can do what you would like with it.

Mr. Waxman. Mr. Bliley.
Mr. Bliley. Dr. Kessler, in your February 25th letter you state,

and I quote, "In fact, it is our understanding that manufacturers

commonly add nicotine to cigarettes to deliver specific amounts of

nicotine," unquote.
Dr. Kessler, this statement is unequivocally false. In fact, in the

processing of raw tobacco into cigarettes, the nicotine levels in ciga-

rettes are reduced as compared to the raw unprocessed tobacco

product. In the manufacturing process, there is no replacement of

lost nicotine.

Let's first address the question of whether cigarette manufactur-
ers spike or add nicotine to their product.
Chart two, I would like you to examine this graph which is taken

from the 1989 Surgeon General's report. This graph docum.ents the
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decline of nicotine and tar from the 1950's to the 1990's; for both
tar and nicotine there has been a 69 percent reduction.

This graph also shows that nicotine levels are a function of the
tar levels in tobacco. When tar levels are set, nicotine levels follow.

As manufacturers have reduced tar levels over the years, nicotine

levels have concurrently fallen. That is why tar and nicotine levels

have been reduced by exactly the same amount, 69 percent.
Therefore, this graph demonstrates correlation between the re-

duction of tar and nicotine levels.

As I am sure you know, correlation is a very common statistical

measure of the dependence between two factors. For example.
Scholastic Aptitude Test scores are strongly correlated with first-

year grades in college. In other words, a high SAT test score is an
excellent predictor of success in college.

In statistics, correlation coefficients of 0.50 are evidence of sig-

nificantly strong relationships. In this graph, the correlation is very
close to one, meaning that the relationship between tar and nico-

tine is very, very strong.
What does this mean? First, that nicotine levels follow tar levels;

second, that no nicotine manipulation has occurred in the manufac-
ture and process. Why? Because if nicotine was being added back
into cigarettes the data would have shown one of three things: Nic-

otine levels would have remained relatively constant over the 40-

year period while tar levels would have declined significantly; sec-

ond, nicotine levels actually have declined very little compared to

the 69 percent reduction in tar levels; finally, nicotine levels could
have increased while tar levels declined.

In all these cases, the correlation between the levels of nicotine

and tar would be very weak or even negative. Instead, this data
shows an almost perfect positive correlation. In other words, nico-

tine is not being added.
Chart three, what about the tar and nicotine levels in 1994? This

table presents the correlation analysis of the latest tar and nicotine

results to be reported by the Federal Trade Commission. The cor-

relation coefficient of the amount of tar and nicotine in domestic
brands is 0.975. This is essentially a perfect correlation between
the levels of nicotine and tar. Again, this is very strong statistical

evidence that nicotine is not being manipulated.
[The charts follow:]
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Mr. Bliley. Dr. Kessler, these charts present 40 years of longitu-
dinal data on tar and nicotine levels, as well as the latest Federal
Trade Commission data. In both cases, correlation between tar and
nicotine levels demonstrates almost perfect correlation. In other

words, this is conclusive statistical evidence that is there is no nico-

tine manipulation in the manufacturing process.
Would you explain to us why this data, which shows an essen-

tially perfect correlation between tar and nicotine levels for the

past 40 years, does not categorically contradict your contention
that nicotine is added to cigarettes to produce and sustain addic-

tion?
Mr. Kessler. I would be happy to. Congressman. I would be

happy to explain why, in fact, the data that we see do not support
what you have just stated.

If you could put back your previous graph, I would appreciate it.

Mr. Bliley. This isn't my data. This is the Federal Trade Com-
mission data.

Mr. Kessler. I know a little about the data; and if you look at

a graph—first of all, when you see two vertical axes on a single

graph, you see one axis for tar, and one axis for nicotine, always
be suspicious. You can change axes just like changing scales, and
if we could go back to the graphs—Congressman, you asked
Mr. Bliley. I point

—I will let you answer the question
—this

graph was taken from the Surgeon General's report.
Mr. Kessler. This graph, if you look—if you look between 1980

and 1992—and I will show you that the graphs for that period, I

can't read that graph. There are no data points on that graph.
We can go back to the average of all brands with the data points,

and if you look from 1982 to 1991 and you plot
—and we plotted the

FTC computer database—I think when you see that in fact the per-
cent change from that time period is not parallel.
Mr. Bliley. Are you contradicting the FTC and the Surgeon (Gen-

eral's data?
Mr. Kessler. I used the FTC's data.

Mr. Bliley. How did you get a different conclusion than they
did?
Mr. Kessler. You can ask the FTC what conclusion is drawn. I

have talked to the FTC. I have shown them our data. They have

great questions in my conversations when you look about why—in

fact, what is going on here.

I am not saying. Congressman, that I fully understand what it

means when nicotine is going up and tar is staying relatively flat,

but it raises questions. And I think it really does go to the heart
of whether there is, in your words, "manipulation of nicotine."

Let me just respond to your previous question. You used words
like "spiking" and other words. The issue to us at the Food and
Drug Administration is whether the nicotine is being controlled to

sustain and support an addiction. You can do that two ways. You
can do that exogenously with nicotine or endogenously with nico-

tine.
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Mr. Bliley. We have never seen this data before, and I would

request that you submit it to this committee so we can look at it.

Mr. Kessler. We would be very happy to, Congressman.
Mr. Bliley. Thank you very much.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

[Testimony resumes on p. 60.]

[The information referred to by Mr. Bliley follows:]
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DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH & HUMAN SERVICES Public Health Service

Food and Drug Administration

Rockviile MD 20857

The Honorable Thomas J. Bliley, Jr.
Ramking Minority Member
Subcommittee on Health and the Environment
Committee on Energy and Commerce APR 6 1994

House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515-4607

Dear Mr. Bliley:

This is in response to your request to Commissioner Kessler at
the nicotine hearing on March 25, 1994, for the Federal Trade
Commission's (FTC) data on which FDA relied to plot its charts on
nicotine and tar levels.

Enclosed is a copy of the FTC data. I hope this information is
helpful.

Sincerely Vours,

isunE. Thomps
:iate Commissioner

for Legislative Affairs

Enclosure
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[NB: We excluded all ratings data for car and nicotine
where car = or nico-ine =0. In 1992, the zero's
accounced for 5% o£ data; tn 1983, the zero's accounted
for 7% of data; and in 1984, they accounted for 8% o£
data. From 1985 to the present, the zero's were not

significant. The zero's, we believe, were the result of
unreported daca, and may or may not be randomly
distributed among all tar and nicotine categories . We
do not ioiow.

In 1985, the standard deviation on the nicotine/tar ratio

appears to be anomolous -- again, we have no theory.]

tab tarx
tarx Freq. Percent Cum.

high
low

ultralow

894
2206
454

25.15
S2.07
12.77

25.15
87,23

100.00

Total 3554 100.00

Tar, Micatina and Tar/HicotiiB btioc By Tear

(Msi^tad br aalcsi

-> year=
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1.0
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]
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Mean Sid. Dev,
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7.5

Min
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tar
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Summary:

1. Nicotine Levgjg;
When one looks at average nicotine levels over the years

1982-1991, one finds that the levels are trending upward. This
is true both within each of the three categories (high tar, low
tar, and ultra low tar), and averaged across all brands.

Within each of the three categories based on tar level, the

upward trend in nicotine levels is statistically significant.
This does not appear to be an artifact of a particular method of
statistical analysis. The upward trends remain significant when

any of several analyses are used.

When one looks at the average over all brands, the trend is

marginally statistically significant. Depending on the method of

analysis, the trend is significant with a p-value between .07 and
.024. (The analysis with the higher p-value is a weighted
regression which puts substantially more weight on the later

years. As the graphs show, nicotine levels are somewhat flatter
in the years 1987-91 than in the whole time period 1982-91. This

may account for the diminished statistical significance.)

2. Tar Levels:

As was done with nicotine, one can also look at trend in

average tar levels over time. If one looks at average tar levels
within the three categories of high, low and ultra low tar

cigarettes, one does not find any statistically significant trend

upward or downward over the time period 1982-91. Since this

analysis is stratifying on tar levels, it may be an artifact that
no trend is found.

A more relevant analysis for tar levels over the time period
1982-91 is the tar level averaged over all varieties of

cigarettes. This average tar level has been trending downward to
a statistically significant extent. (The p-value for a downward
trend is between .0248 and .0425, depending on the method of

analysis chosen.)

An apparent explanation of the downward trend in average tar
levels is increasing market share of low tar and ultra low tar

cigarettes. (Ultra low tar cigarettes have increased from 8.1%

I
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to 9.7% of the market; low tar cigarettes have increased from

47% to 51% of the market.)

3. mrotine/Tar Ratios;

The ratio of nicotine divided by tar is higher in low tar

cigarettes tlian in high tar cigarettes and is higher in ultra low
tar cigarettes than in low tar cigarettes. These differences are
all statistically significant, at simultaneous levels below .05.

The differences remain statistically significant, whether one

averages all 10 years of data together or performs an analysis
that adjusts for possible effects of year.

Furthermore, within each of the categories high tar, low

tar, and ultra low tar, the ratio of nicotine to tar has been

trending upward over the period 1982-91. In each category, the

upward trend is statistically significant.

During this period, the differences among the three

categories in nicotine/tar ratio have not changed. The upward
trends in the three categories are parallel.
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Analyses Performed:

1. Analyses of the Trend of Nicotine Level on Year:

The nicotine data provided by the FTC consisted of four
vectors: 1) Nic(i,j) - mean nicotine level of cigarettes tested
in year i, teir category j; 2) SDN(i,j) = std. dev. of Nicotine
in year i, tar category j; 3) N(i,j) - number of cigarettes
tested in year i, tar category j ; 4) S(i,j) = number of

cigarettes sold in year i, tar category j. In this data, the
mean and the std. dev. were computed, according to Joe
Mulholland, by taking sales weighted means and sd's of all of the
varieties tested within a given year and tar category.

We did six analyses of the trend of Nicotine Level on Year,
from 1982 through 1991. These were as follows:

1) weighted least squares regression of nicotine, Nic(i,j)
on year i, stratified by tar category j

- (high, low, and

ultra-low) . The weights were proportional to reciprocals of
the variances of the sample means = l/VarN(i,j) =

N(i,j)/SDN(i,j)-2.

2) weighted least squares regression of average nicotine on

year, ignoring tar category. In this regression, the

dependent variable was the sales weighted average of

nicotine of all varieties tested in year i. This was

computed from the FTC data as Nic(i) - 2{S(i, j) *Nic(i, j) )

/i:S(i,j) where the sums were over j
= ultra-low to high.

The weights in this regression were again proportional to

reciprocals of variances of the Nic(i) . Specifically, the

weights were w(i) « I{S(i,j)''2) / Z{VarN(i, j) *S(i, j) ^2 )
=

Z{S(i,j)-2) / E{S(i,j)^2 * SDN(i,j)-2 / N(i,j)). In all

cases, the suns are over j -ultra to high.

3) ordinary (unweighted) least squares regression of

nicotine on year, stratified by tar category. (This was the

same as analysis 1 except the weights were now l/io.)

4) ordinary least squares regression of average nicotine on

year, ignoring tar category. (This was the same as

analysis 2 except the weights were 1/10.)
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5) Spearman rank correlation of nicotine and year,
stratified by tar category.

6) Spearman rank correlation of average nicotine and year,

ignoring tar category. (Average nicotine is defined exactly
as in analyses 2 and 4 . )

Findings were usually that nicotine was increasing with time
to a statistically significant extent. Ten out of 12 two-sided

p-values were smaller than .05. The two marginal findings were

WLS and Spearman's correlation, both computed for all categories
averaged together. P-values for H^: There is no change in

nicotine level over time are tabled as follows:
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2. Analyses of the Trend of Tar Level on Year:
The tar data provided by the FTC was parallel to that for

the nicotine, consisting of two additional vectors: 1) Tar(i,j) =

mean tar level of cigarettes tested in year i, tar category j;
and 2) SDT(i,j) = std. dev. of tar in year i, tar category j. In
this data, the mean and the std. dev. were computed, according to
Joe Mulholla'nd by taking sales weighted means and sd's of all of
the varieties tested within a given year and tar category.

We did four analyses of the trend of Tar Level on Year, from
1982 through 1991. These were as follows:

1) weighted least squares regression of tar, Tar(i,j) on

year i, stratified by tar category j
= (high, low, and

ultra-low) . The weights were proportional to reciprocals of
the variances of the sample means * l/VarT(i,j) >

N(i,j)/SDT(i,j)-2.

2) weighted least squares regression of average tar on year,
ignoring tar category. In this regression, the dependent
variable was the sales weighted average of tar of all
varieties tested in year i. This was computed from the FTC
data as Tar(i) S{S(i, j) *Tar(i, j) ) /£S(i,j) where the sums
were over j

> ultra-low to high. The weights in this

regression were again proportional to reciprocals of
variances of the Tar(i) . Specifically, the weights were
w(i) « 2:{S(i,j)-2) / j:{VarT(i,j)*s(i,j)-2) »

S{S(i,j)-2) / Z{S(i,j)-2 * SDT(i,j)-2 / N(i,j)). In all

cases, the sums are over j^ultra to high.

3) Spearman rank correlation of tar and year, stratified by
tar category.

4) Spearman rank correlation of average tar and year,
ignoring tar category. (Average tar is defined exactly as
in analysis 2.)

Findings were that tar was statistically indistinguishable
from being flat within tar categories. This may be because
veurieties within a tar category retain a deliberately maintained
chemical identity, with lowering of tar in the marketplace
occurring by proliferation and increased sales of lower tar
brands. It may also be an artifact, since the association found
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in a bivariate scatterplot generally decreases when one

stratifies on either variable. When the overall average tar,
based on the sales weighted average of all varieties tested by
the FTC was examined, both the WLS regression on time and the

Spearman rank correlation showed a statistically significant
decrease in tar over time. P-values for H,: There is no change
in tar level" over time are tabled as follows:
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3. Analyses of Nicotine/Tar Ratios:
The nicotine/tar ratio data provided by the FTC was

parallel to that for the nicotine and tar, consisting of two
additional vectors: 1) Ratio(i,j) = mean ratio of
nicotine/tar in cigarettes tested in year i, tar category j;
and 2) SDR(i,j) » std. dev. of that ratio in year i, tar
category j. In other words, the ratio is computed for each
tested cigarette, providing a mean and a std dev. of the
ratio. The mean ratio is not just computed as the ratio of
mean nicotine over mean tar. In this data, the mean and the
std. dev. were computed, according to Joe Nulholland by
taking sales weighted means and sd's of all of the varieties
tested within a given year and tar category.

We did five analyses of the nicotine/tar ratio. These were
as follows:

1) weighted least squares regression of the ratio,
Ratio(i,j) on year i, stratified by tar category j

- (high,
low, and ultra-low) . The weights were proportional to

reciprocals of the variances of the sample means >

l/VarR(i,j) - N(i,j)/SDR(i,j)-2.

2) ordinary (unweighted) least squares regression of the
ratio on year, stratified by tar category. (This was the
same as analysis 1 except the weights were now 1/10.)

3) Spearman rank correlation of the ratio and year,
stratified by tar category.

4) Analysis of Covariance, using tar category as the class
variable and year as a continuous covariate. Tukey tests
were run at simultaneous level .05 to determine which tar

categories had significantly different nicotine/tar ratios
when adjusted for year. This analysis treated the 30 observed

Ratio(i,j) as single points with equal weights.

5) Analysis of Covariance, using tar category as the class
variable and year as a continuous covariate. Again, Tukey
tests were run at simultaneous level .05 to determine which
tar categories had significantly different nicotine/tar
ratios when adjusted for year. This analysis gave the 30

observed Ratio(i,j) weights proportional to the reciprocals
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of their variances: w(i,j) « N(i,j)/ SDR(i,j)'2. (These are
not quite the same weights as in analysis 1 because in that

analysis, the final weights are scaled to add up to 1 over
the 10 years within each tar category; in this analysis, the

weights are scaled so that the sua of all 3 weights over

year and categories is 1.)

Findings were that nicotine/tar ratio was increasing with
time in all three tar categories to a statistically significant
extent. The three tar categories also had statistically
significantly different mean nicotine/tar ratios when adjusted
for year.

P-values for H,: There is no change in the ratio over time,
are tabled as follows:

P-values
Tar Category
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Mr. Waxman. Thank you, Mr. Bliley.
Before calling on Mr. Synar to go through his questions, I want

to recognize the distinguished Chairman of the Energy and Com-
merce Committee, Mr. Dingell.
Mr. Dingell. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, for this courtesy. Mr.

Chairman, I came down to ask no questions, but I wanted to com-
mend you for having this hearing. I think you are going into an ex-

tremely important question, one which is a matter within the re-

sponsibility of this committee and one which is a major public
health concern.
And Dr. Kessler, I want to commend you and your associates at

the table there for your assistance to us. You have approached an

extremely important question, in what I think is a highly profes-

sional, scientific, and decent way. I want to express my commenda-
tions to you, as I do to the chairman for holding this hearing today.
This is an important question, and I will be following it very closely
as the committee proceeds with its business on this matter.
And Mr. Chairman, I thank you, and I thank you. Doctor, for

your kindness to us today.
Mr. Waxman. Mr. Synar.
Mr. Synar. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
And Dr. Kessler, thank you. I think, as the chairman of our full

committee just said, this is very important. I don't think I would
be exaggerating to suggest that we have just witnessed some of the
most historic testimony in the history of Congress on any subject.
And you and your staff who have been working on this, not just
in the last month but in the last year, are to be commended for the

courage and the leadership that you are taking on this.

I want to go back to something Chairman Waxman said: whether
or not nicotine is a drug will somehow be determined on looking
at the manufacturer's intent. You also go on to say that you are
concerned about the industry's manipulation of that nicotine.

That does not mean, does it, strictly speaking that they spiked
it to higher or more pure levels, but that they just changed the
level? Is that not correct?
Mr. Kessler. That is correct. Congressman. Our concern is the

control over the nicotine levels and why those levels are being set

the way they are.

Again, you can change nicotine levels either by adjusting endoge-
nous amount of nicotine or you can achieve adding exogenous nico-

tine. In the end, it is irrelevant how you increase the nicotine.

It is almost irrelevant. There is some tobacco industry research
that I have seen that suggests exogenous—suggests—it is old; it is

in the literature that suggests that exogenous nicotine may, in fact,

be a little more active. I would be interested in seeing that data,
but it makes no differences for the purposes of the Food and Drug
Administration .

Mr. Synar. The chairman asked me to ask you what those two
terms mean.
Mr. Waxman. Will the gentleman yield?
Mr. Kessler. Let me use an analogy. It is something that has

been in the news lately. It is the Big Bertha example, BST, which
has been in the news.
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You can take the genetically derived bST and add it to a cow, or

you can breed a cow like Big Bertha that just has more bST in the

animal. Exogenous has to do with applied from without; endoge-
nous has to do with applied from within.

Mr. Waxman. Will the gentleman yield?
In other words, whether it is sprayed on and added to the to-

bacco or whether it is a mixture of a high-nicotine blend with a
low-nicotine blend; is that what we are talking about?

Mr. Kessler. Absolutely.
But biologically, Mr. Chairman, the nicotine—the nicotine that

ends up in the bloodstream is what we are concerned about. You
can raise nicotine levels either way, so its effect on structure and
function obviously can be affected either way.
Mr. Synar. Second, Dr. Kessler, could you tell us how the FDA

regulates nicotine in other products, such as nicotine gum or nico-

tine patches or other things that it appears in?

Mr. Kessler. Andrew, if I could have the chart on the products
that we have approved.
Congressman Synar, I think this chart will show you the names

of the products that we have approved, the ingredient base, the

strength, the dosing intervals. We have approved those under the

drug provisions of the Act.

Mr. Synar. That, I think, is an important point because, as you
know, one of the things that the industry would have us believe is

that the only option available to us is to ban the product. But we
are presently regulating nicotine in many products, which is some-

thing very short of the kind of ban which they claim is the only
alternative.

Mr. Kessler. Congressman, those products have nicotine for a

therapeutic effect, obviously to prevent the withdrawal symptoms
that can occur from smoking cessation. I guess you can view the

cigarette as the same, having nicotine to prevent the withdrawal

symptoms, so there are similarities. But I should also make sure

that the subcommittee understands that there are differences.

Certainly these products have the therapeutic claim that is at-

tached to them.
Mr. Synar. I would like to go back to one chart that you used

in your presentation. I think it is this one right here where you
show examples of the highest, middle, and lowest lOO's and the

percentage of nicotine in each one of those products.
Mr. Kessler. It is an example of three different varieties from

one brand family. Our lab ran those numbers. We actually had sev-

eral labs run those numbers; depending on how many hours of the

extraction, you can get somewhat different numbers, but they are

all in the same proportion. And all the numbers we have seen have
the lowest-yield product having the highest concentration of nico-

tine. And that surprised me. Congressman.
Mr. Synar. That surprised me, too, because it flies in the face

of industry statements that they don't put in different levels of nic-

otine with respect to different levels of cigarettes within a chain.

Mr. Kessler. This is concentration.
Mr. Synar. I understand that.

What disturbs me even more is if one takes that chart and cross-

tabs it with the type of advertising for those various products, one
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would be led to believe by the industry that the smoking of the
lower tar and nicotine cigarettes is safer.

And yet, this chart flies in the face of that, that you may, indeed,
be subject to even more nicotine in a low-tar cigarette that has
been advertised as being safer.

Mr. Kessler. The lowest-tar cigarettes usually have less tobacco

in them. The absolute amount of nicotine, the nicotine may be the

same in the highest, medium or low, but the concentration is high-
est in the lowest tar cigarette so there is more nicotine proportion-

ally in that tobacco versus in the highest brand.
But you raise a most important question, and that is, what is a

consumer who wants to reduce levels supposed to do? Dr.

Henningfield—in talking about this, he draws a analogy to food la-

beling and what does "lite" mean? And unfortunately, there is not

a correlation between FTC yield numbers and what is actually ab-

sorbed in the body.
And if I could just have the FTC charts, the reason for that—

it is not that the machine isn't working and it is not that the FTC
is not doing and overseeing the tests correctly. They are. They are

doing a good job.
The issue is that the humans don't smoke like the machines, the

ones at the FTC.
Mr. Synar. The one that Mr. Bliley put up there.

Mr. Kessler. There are a number of reasons why the low-yield

cigarette really in many ways is a myth. One, the serving size; if

you hold the analogy, the puff volume, is not the same. Smokers

compensate.
There are also certain ways that the manufacturers can—under

the manufacturer's control that can reduce the level below the rat-

ing for which the FTC rates cigarettes. For example, the placement
of ventilation holes on the cigarette. I don't think most people even
know that there are ventilation holes, and when you put the ciga-
rette in the machine, the machine doesn't cover the ventilation

holes.

But, in fact—I think there is a picture, Andrew, of the actual

ventilation holes. The cigarette with the holes, if you can find it.

The machine doesn't cover those holes. You can see the cigarette,
and there is a magnification. This is one of the ways you get a low-

jdeld cigarette it is not by reducing the nicotine in the tobacco rod

necessarily.
One of the major advances, one of the technologies is to increase

the air dilution. And these holes are one of the ways to increase,

put more air into the smoke, thereby reducing the amount of active

ingredients in the smoke. But the machine doesn't cover those

holes.

Kozlowski in the early 1980's did a number of studies, and he
found that between 30 and 60 percent of people cover those holes

with either their lips or their fingers. And some don't even know
that they are doing it; and when you cover those holes, you end up
getting more of the nicotine that is in that tobacco rod.

Mr. Synar. So the physical building of the cigarette, which then
can take advantage of the advertising that it is lower tar and nico-

tine, is defeated by the mere using of the fingers and the lips.

Mr. Kessler. Let me show you another one.
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There is another way to get a lower FTC rating than smokers ac-

tually get.
Part of the filter paper—and Grunberg has done this work—ex-

tends out over the smoking rod. It is called the overwrap. There is

actually tobacco under that overwrap. And the smoking machine,
the instructions are to stop three millimeters before that overwrap.
But smokers can smoke that tobacco.

If you are a cigarette manufacturer and you wanted to have a

yield that was low, but still had enough tobacco in there for what-

ever reason, what would you do? That overwrap, as Grunberg has

documented in the Surgeon General's reports, has increased.

The FTC described this as sort of a Type 2 error. It is not that

there is anything wrong with the smoking machine; it is just that

there is technology that has been advanced for whatever reason

that undermines the usefulness of the machine measurements.
One other technology is to increase the burning rate, which de-

creases the number of puffs the machine takes. All those tech-

nologies basically mean that what you are getting in your body
doesn't correlate, and Benowitz did very eloquent work in 1983 and

subsequent years that shows what you are getting in your body
doesn't correlate with the FTC yields; and I think there is room for

improvement so that people who want information can get reliable

information.
Mr. Synar. Thank you. Dr. Kessler.

Mr. Waxman. Mr. Wyden.
Mr. Wyden. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

And, Dr. Kessler, let me commend you, as my colleagues have

done, for an excellent job. I suspect folks at home in Oregon are

not following all the nuances of exogenous and endogenous and the

like, but I want to tell you what is the bottom line for me and see

if you agree with this proposition.
The bottom line to me is that it appears that nicotine is taken

out during the production process and then deliberately put back
in later on. And when it is deliberately put back in, it, in effect,

hooks the American public and hooks the smokers of our country.
Would you agree with that?

Mr. Kessler. You can hook someone. Congressman, just by tak-

ing 10 different tobacco blends and adjusting the levels. There is

no difference whether it is reconstituted, or tobacco extract, or you
are mixing the blends. In the end, the issue is how are those levels

being controlled? You can increase levels, you can decrease levels

many different ways.
What concerns us is that the levels of nicotine in cigarettes is in

excess of what is necessary to create and sustain an addiction. It

is irrelevant to our analysis how the nicotine—whether it is the re-

constituted tobacco, or whether it is the blend, the issue is how is

that level set and why is that level set in such a way that it is in

excess of what is necessary to addict—to sustain and support an
addiction?
Mr. Wyden. In today's Washington Post, Steven Parrish, the

Vice President of Philip Morris, makes the admission that Philip
Morris is adding nicotine to cigarettes. Is this, on its face, an ad-

mission that cigarette manufacturers are in the drug business and
therefore subject to regulation under the 1938 Act?
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Mr. Kessler, Congressman, I tried very hard not to deal with

specific companies today, but to respond to this comment
Mr. Wyden. Let's set aside then Philip Morris, even though they

said it in The Washington Post.

If a drug company admits that they are adding nicotine to ciga-
rettes—this is what I am asking, in a hypothetical case—isn't that

an admission that they are in the drug business and therefore sub-

ject to regulation under the 1938 Act?
Mr. Kessler. I am sorry, if you can ask the question again.
Mr. Wyden. If a drug company admits that they are adding nico-

tine to cigarettes is that an admission that they are in the drug
business and therefore subject to regulation?

Mr. Kessler. Andrew, if I could get the definition of drug, this

is what it comes down to. There are three parts of the definition

of drug. One has to do the formularies; that is not at issue here.

The relevant two sections—something is a drug either of two ways,
for all practical purposes: an article intended for use in the diag-

nosis, cure, mitigation, treatment, or prevention of disease. Does
that apply to nicotine in cigarettes?

It certainly is possible to argue addiction is a disease. And then
the question is, is the article intended for the mitigation of a dis-

ease?
But I think the harder question for the Agency to deal with is

the third definition. And that is—something can be a drug if it is

an article other than food intended to affect the structure or func-

tion of the body.
So is a psychoactive effect affecting the structure and function of

the body? Is an addictive effect from the psychoactive effect affect-

ing the structure and function the body? Again, it is that word "in-

tended" that the Agency pays a lot of attention to.

Mr. Wyden. If it looks like a drug and acts like a drug, it sounds
to me like a drug. And I think that is essentially what you have

spelled out for us today.
Now Philip Morris is quoted in the papers this morning as saying

that no powerful extract containing nicotine is added in its manu-

facturing process. Can you tell us again in a generic way, apart
from any company, what kinds of powerful tobacco extracts are

added in the manufacturing process?
Mr. Kessler. Congressman, I had an option and I declined that

option; I had an option to sign a confidentiality agreement and to

see what substances are actually in cigarettes, to see the list. I de-

clined to exercise that option. I did not want to be bound by infor-

mation that I could not share with the American public.
Mr. Wyden. Well, you know, this industry says that it has got

nothing to hide. Why don't we just change the law and make that

ingredient list that I held up public? Wouldn't that be in the public
interest?

Mr. Kessler. Congressman, I think that is for the Congress obvi-

ously to decide.

Mr. Wyden. What would be your personal opinion?
Mr. Kessler. I worked very hard. I spent 3 years of my life try-

ing to let people know what is in food, to give them the whole

story. I think we have to be careful, though. Nothing is more dan-
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gerous than what is occurring naturally that I know about in ciga-
rettes.

Yes, I understand the focus on any additives, but I can't think
of any substances more dangerous than what is occurring there

naturally.
I think you also. Congressman, need to look, and I think one of

the questions that requires evaluation is, what about manipulation
of natural ingredients? Because in the end, natural ingredients
could be—certainly in cigarettes there are very few things that are
more toxic.

Mr. Wyden. You make a good point. What I am concerned about
is this pattern of secrecy and pattern of nondisclosure, and I am
going to push to make this list public.
Over the years, the tobacco industry has spent substantial sums,

millions, to fund research to dispute the kinds of health risk claims
that you are making today. Are you aware of research done by the
tobacco industry that disputes your claims, and what is your opin-
ion of the quality of tobacco industry research, again in a general
sort of way?
Mr. Kessler. Congressman, I referred to the chairman about two

studies that were undertaken that were not published. Dr.

Henningfield, who saw the paper that indicated that nicotine is a

positive reinforcer, thought—I don't want to speak for you, Jack.
Our understanding is that those papers were accepted by a pres-

tigious, independent journal. They were never published, unfortu-

nately. It is very hard to comment broadly.
There is—^Andrew, do you have the chart on the myths about to-

bacco? There are some myths. Congressman. And I just think,

again, everyone needs to understand that these are m3rths.

One, tobacco is not dangerous; two, nicotine is not addictive;

three, people who smoke low-nicotine cigarettes get less nicotine

than people who smoke high-nicotine cigarettes. That a cigarette is

natural tobacco rolled in a paper sleeve. Smokers know what they
are smoking. Those are mj^hs about tobacco. I can go on, but you
can read the list.

Mr. Wyden. Let me just wrap up with some questions that were
asked in the press recently that I think really summarize it for me.
You have said that nicotine h^s been deliberately added to to-

bacco products; have you not?
Mr. Kessler. Congressman Bliley has talked about tobacco ex-

tract. He has talked about other processes. The issue before us is

the significance of whatever tobacco is in there. I don't think any-
one is disputing the fact that tobacco extract is used. We have seen
it sold. Tobacco extract has nicotine, and it is being used.

Mr. Wyden. Let me finish just with this, then.
So nicotine is being deliberately added, and it is being added, in

your opinion, at levels that are known to be addictive; isn't that
correct?

Mr. Kessler. The issue for the Agency is the control and manip-
ulation of the nicotine level. I think that needs to be reiterated and
reiterated, over and over again. The issue is whether the levels of

nicotine—either added from tobacco extract or other means, or nat-

urally
—are being manipulated to sustain an addiction. That level

that we see in cigarettes is in excess of the addictive level.
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Mr. Wyden. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Waxman. Thank you, Mr. Wyden. I am going to follow up on

that and take a second round.
It is obvious that the level is being controlled and manipulated.

If we know that nicotine can be removed from tobacco completely,
if we know it can be removed and it is not being removed and we
know that the tobacco industry, or at least one company, did a

study that told them that nicotine was the addictive quality in

their product, if there is no reason for nicotine other than for addic-

tion, then all this manipulation is to addict people to smoking.
People are being manipulated. I don't see that there is any other

conclusion that we could reach.
Isn't that true. Dr. Kessler, at that point?
Mr. Kessler. Why is nicotine at levels that are addictive in ciga-

rettes? That is the question that needs to be answered.
Mr. Waxman. And I want to commend you on your testimony.

This is really very powerful testimony. I think it is historic. Never
in this country have we understood what was going on with the to-

bacco industry, and we are only getting a little whiff of it, so to

speak, a little bit that we are seeing from your testimony.
We know the tobacco companies have tobacco that has nicotine

in it. We have always thought that. But the tobacco companies can

exogenously, endogenously manipulate and play with those levels.

They spray it on.

Mr. Kessler. Andrew, do you have the reference cigarettes over
the last number of years, over a period of time? You think that it

is just tobacco leaves in a cigarette. These are just four examples,
and they are done as reference cigarettes. And you can see that you
can achieve, you have a lot of different tools to achieve whatever
level of nicotine you want.
There is lamina, there is stem, there is puff, there is reconsti-

tuted. There are different types of tobacco. You can set nicotine lev-

els with great care,

Mr. Waxman. So they can do this—let me ask you about some
of these points, because those patents are really astounding. You
indicated they can change the blend. You indicated that they can
take nicotine and spray it on later.

Mr. Kessler. Patents shows that they can do that, yes.
Mr. Waxman. The patents show that they can do something with

the filter; isn't that correct? They can add nicotine to the filter it-

self?

Mr. Kessler. Andrew, do you have the chart of the patent on the
filter? I was a little surprised to see patents that actually had as
their purpose to add nicotine to other parts of the cigarette. Why
would you want to add nicotine to the filter? Why would you want
to add nicotine to the wrapper? I think it raises questions.

Again, Mr. Chairman, it is very important that we be careful.

These are patents. And I cannot sit here today and tell you which

patents are
Mr. Waxman. The point is, you can't tell us whether they use

these patents, but it shows that the industry has carefully looked
for ways of playing around with the nicotine levels in their prod-
ucts and they have even added it potentially through the filter

paper itself.
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No one could argue that there is a natural occurrence of nicotine
in the paper, they may say that for the tobacco.

They can spray it on. They can add it to the filter paper, they
can enhance the contents with a liquid. They can take an extract.

This, to me, is absolutely astounding.
Mr. Kessler. Again, I just need to be careful that these are pat-

ents. I want to underscore that.

Mr. Waxman. It shows the capability. But it shows that they
were interested in developing that capability.
You have indicated that there is a company that you know of

that did studies in the 1980's that must have led them to under-
stand that nicotine is addicting.
Mr. Kessler. Self-reinforcing in rats.

Mr. Waxman. Self-reinforcing in rats is the way that we decide
whether a substance is addicting. If they knew that nicotine was
addicting and they could add and play with the nicotine levels,

they knew that they could get people hooked on tobacco.
You are going to give us that information about the name of the

company, and unless you can give me a reason not to reveal that

publicly, I plan to make that public because I think we ought to

know a company that may well be telling us they never knew about
tobacco nicotine being addicting. I would like to have their response
as to whether they knew it or not, based on the fact they funded
a study and then suppressed that very study.
Mr. Kessler. Again, we will give you the facts that we have, and

you can assess them and do any investigation.
Mr. Waxman. Thank you Dr. Kessler.
Mr. Bliley.
Mr. Bliley. Dr. Kessler, it may be well known that denatured

alcohol, number 4, SD-4 trade name, and certain tobacco flavors
used during the manufacturing process contain minuscule quan-
tities of nicotine. However, the total contribution of nicotine from
these two sources is so small that it cannot be detected in the to-

bacco by standard laboratory methods and has no effect whatsoever
on the nicotine delivery as determined by the Federal Trade Com-
mission.

Let's first examine the effect of alcohol. Alcohol is used as a sol-

vent and carrier for flavors in the cigarette industry as well as in
the food and beverage industry. The denatured alcohol used is spe-
cifically denatured alcohol number 4, which is specifically approved
by the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms under the Federal

regulation 27 CFR section 21.38.
The alcohol is denatured with small amounts of nicotine sulphate

for the sole purpose to render it undrinkable. The graph shows the
relative quantity of nicotine indirectly added to tobacco from the
use of SD-4 alcohol. In processed tobacco, there are approximately
15,000 parts per million of nicotine. The contribution from alcohol
is on the order of two parts per million; two parts per million of
nicotine is too small to be measured in the final product.

Dr. Kessler, does FDA consider the use of denatured alcohol to
be adding nicotine to the final cigarette? Is your suggestion that
manufacturers may be spiking their cigarettes based on the use of
denatured alcohol?
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Mr. ICessler. I have never said that, Congressman. I have never
used the word "spiking." I have never even talked about denatured
alcohol.

Mr. Bliley. Then how did you arrive at your statement to the

smoking people on February the 25th that the manufacturers may
be spiking their cigarettes?
Mr. Kessler. First of all, I didn't use the word "spiking," Con-

gressman, and I would be happy to go through my testimony again,
but it was rather lengthy.
Mr. Bliley. All right, I will go through it, too; and if I find it,

I will be back in touch with you.
When you were—at the invitation of Philip Morris, when you

sent your people down to their plant in Richmond, did they observe

anybody adding nicotine to the cigarettes?
Mr. Kessler. Mr. Chairman, if you would like me to talk about

one company, I would be happy to do that, but I am trying to stay

away from talking specifically about individual companies. Philip
Morris was very kind. They allowed us in for a courtesy visit. Our
people sat and talked and learned a lot about the tobacco industry.
I would be happy to share that with you. But again I am not pre-

pared to do that today.
We have taken certain samples, we have learned certain things

and talked to certain people. I think it is very important before we
reach any conclusions to the questions that we raise today, we need
not to just talk to any one company. We need to know what is

going on in the industry across the board.
Mr. Bliley. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Waxman. Thank you, Mr. Bliley.
Mr. Synar.
Mr. Synar. I might remind all of those that are listening, who

think that we are beating up on the industry, that the chairman
of this subcommittee invited both Philip Morris and R.J. Reynolds
to be with us; and as the chairman pointed out, they chose not to

do so, which speaks volumes about their interest and sincerity in

the issue.

Dr. Kessler, you said on the very last page of your testimony,
and I think it is a very important statement, "in these issues we
seek guidance from Congress."

Let's summarize, if we can, really what this debate has come
down to. You really have two options if you determine nicotine is

a drug. You will have to ban the product unless it can be shown
that it can be applied safely and effectively in curing some type of

disease, or you will be able to regulate it; is that correct?

Mr. Kessler. The tools are limited. Yes.
Mr. Synar. And so what you need from us is some guidance on

what we think is appropriate for this product?
Mr. Kessler. We have asked for that guidance, Congressman.
Mr. Synar. Many of us who have been engaged in this issue, Mr.

Waxman and Mr. Durbin and Mr. Wyden and I have said that ban-

ning this product would be cruel and unusual punishment to the
50 million smokers in this country, to tobacco users, because the
evidence—unsurmountable evidence now, is that they are addicted
to a very serious drug. That is why we have favored the legislation
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that Mr. Waxman and I, and Mr. Wyden and Mr. Durbin have
been involved in.

Could I get your opinion on that legislation and whether or not

you favor the basic principles that are behind it? Do you favor list-

ing ingredients and chemical additives on the product of tobacco?
Mr. Kessler. Congressman, I apologize for this, but as you

know, the Food and Drug Administration, our job is to deal with
the questions within our jurisdiction. Commenting on legislation is

not something that I do as an Agency head. That is left, obviously,
to the Secretary. So I apologize; I am not trying to not be as forth-

coming. I am just not able to comment on any specific legislation.
Mr. Synar. Let me ask you this, then. Clearly if you do find nico-

tine to be a drug, it is probably, based upon the evidence that you
presented today and other evidence that is available, going to be

impossible to prove that it can be consumed safely. We know that
the mere consumption of two cigarettes a day increases the chance
of heart disease and cancer by 50 percent.
We have favored an approach for the FDA that would not define

it as a drug or food product, but create a new, unique status. Is

that a way to accomplish the goal of avoiding a ban, but getting
the type of regulatory authority that we need in order to protect
the public?
Mr. Kessler. We understand the enormous social consequences

that could attach to a decision to exert jurisdiction. And it is be-
cause of those enormous social consequences that we are seeking
guidance.
There are those at the Agency, I must tell you. Congressman,

that have a hard time believing that an Agency that is charged
with making sure that there are safe and effective products on the
market would ever find nicotine-containing cigarettes for anyone to

establish that they are safe and effective. Maybe that could hap-
pen. Maybe there are levels below which the nicotine is not addict-

ive and there can be an argument made.
But you are right. There are enormous social consequences. And

that is why we are here today to seek your guidance.
Mr. Synar. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Waxman. Thank you, Mr. Synar.
Mr. Wyden.
Mr. Wyden. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Dr. Kessler, just one other area I am interested in, and that is

this matter of clear direction from the Congress. You have said, for

example, and I quote, "Should the Agency make this finding based
on an appropriate record or be able to prove these facts in court,
it would have a legal basis to regulate these products."
Now, is that something you are going to go ahead with anyway?

Or does Congress have to pass a law and say, Dr. Kessler, this is

a drug, have at it?

Mr. Kessler. Congressman, my job is to enforce the statute and
the statute has the FDA making the decision of whether to exert

jurisdiction. Let me be clear though that I think there are a lot of

questions. I have shown you some data.
There are many issues that we don't fully understand. Philip

Morris was very kind to allow us in for a day and a half, but there
are many companies and there are still a lot of questions that need
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to be answered. A lot more fact-finding. I hear Congressman Bliley
using words like spiking

—^there is a lot more information that this

Agency needs to understand and a lot more data.

Once we have that data, we need to assess. Also, I don't think
we have the answers yet on what the public health consequences
would be of reducing or eliminating nicotine. We need to under-
stand that issue. If the Agency were hypothetically to exert juris-

diction, how should nicotine be regulated? What is the right way?
If you lower the dose of nicotine just a little, people may end up

smoking more cigarettes. If you lower it below addictive levels,

maybe no one will smoke. So the question becomes how should nic-

otine be regulated, and I don't think that we have thought through
that or the public health community or the regulators or the Con-

gress. I think we need to do work in that area.

Mr. Wyden. My only point here is that I think it is a mistake
for the Food, Drug and Cosmetic Act to be silent on this issue. I

would rather see us pass a Synar bill and say regulate. If we can't

get that passed, I hope you will go forward and try to build a
record, play out the facts to show that this is a drug, and let me
commend you on a first-rate job.

I think this is a hearing that the country is going to look back
on in the next century and say this is a hearing that made a dif-

ference for our kids and grandkids and I commend you for it.

Mr. Waxman. I want to thank you as well. I want to close this

part of our hearing today by playing the following statement out
for maybe later witnesses to comment.
What you have told us very clearly without any controversy is

that nicotine is addicting, it is the reason people continue to smoke.
When kids get started, they get hooked. We have over 400,000 peo-
ple die each year from smoking tobacco. This nicotine addiction is

something we now know that at least one tobacco company knew
about, and I believe they all knew about it. They carefully regulate
the amount of nicotine in this cigarette product, and it seems that
the major reason this manipulation of nicotine takes place is to as-

sure there is enough there to addict people.
I can't understand why we allow cigarettes with nicotine at all

if it doesn't add to the flavor, and it only adds to the addiction of

it. You may or may not have the legal authority to insist that nico-

tine be removed.
We certainly have the legal authority to impose that on the in-

dustry, and I would like to know from them why they would insist

on having nicotine in their product at any level if it only serves the

purpose of addicting people to that product.
I wish the tobacco company executives were here so we could ask

them directly. I would like to know from the Philip Morris Com-
pany that filed a lawsuit yesterday charging that ABC television

should pay them $10 million in damages because they reported the
fact that nicotine is manipulated in tobacco.

I would like to know from Philip Morris, and I wish the head of

Philip Morris had accepted our invitation, why they allow any lev-

els of nicotine whatsoever, and I want to hear from other witnesses

today what they have to say about this issue because it seems to

me that is one of the core questions that is before us. You have
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given us incredibly powerful testimony, and I very much appreciate

your being here.

Mr. Kessler. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

[Testimony resumes on p. 138.]

[The prepared statement and supplemental charts of Dr. Kessler

follow:]
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Stateffl«iit on Nicotine-Containing cigarettes

by

David A. Kessler, M.D.
Commissioner of Food and Drugs

Mr. Chairman, the cigarette industry has attempted to frame

the debate on smoking as the right of each American to choose.

The question we must ask is whether smokers really have that

choice .

Consider these facts:

o Two-thirds of adults who smoke say they wish they could

quit^.

o Seventeen million try to quit each year, but fewer than one

out of ten succeed^. For every smoker who quits, nine try

and fail.

o Three out of four adult smokers say that they are

addicted^. By some estimates, as many as 74 to 90 percent

are addicted* .

o Eight out of ten smokers say they wish they had never

started smoking^.

Accumulating evidence suggests that cigarette manufacturers

may intend this result --that they may be controlling smokers'

choice by controlling the levels of nicotine in their products in

a manner that creates and sustains an addiction in the vast

majority of smokers.

That is the issue I am here to address. Whether it is a

choice by cigarette companies to maintain addictive levels of

nicotine in their cigarettes, rather than a choice by consumers

to continue smoking, that in the end is driving the demand for

cigarettes in this country.

Although FDA has long recognized that the nicotine in
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tobacco produces drug- like effects, we never stepped in to

regulate most tobacco products as drugs. One of the obstacles

has been a legal one. A product is subject to regulation as a

drug based primarily on its intended use. Generally, there must

be an intent that the product be used either in relation to a

disease or to affect the structure or function of the body. With

certain exceptions^, we have not had sufficient evidence of such

intent with regard to nicotine in tobacco products. Most people

assume that the nicotine in cigarettes is present solely because

it is a natural and unavoidable component of tobacco.

Mr. Chairman, we now have cause to reconsider this

historical view. The question now before us all is whether

nicotine-containing cigarettes should be regulated as drugs. We

seek guidance from the Congress on the public health and social

issues that arise once the question is posed. This question

arises today because of an accumulation of information in recent

months and years. In my testimony today, I will describe some of

that information.

The first body of information concerns the highly addictive

nature of nicotine. The second body of information I will be

talking about --in some detail -- concerns the apparent ability

of cigarette companies to control nicotine levels in cigarettes.

We have information strongly suggesting that the amount of

nicotine in a cigarette is there ^y design. Cigarette companies

must answer the question: what is the real intent of this

design?
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I. NICOTINE IS A HIGHLY ADDICTIVE SUBSTANCE

Let me turn then to my first point about the addictive

nature of nicotine.

The nicotine delivered by tobacco products is highly

addictive. This was carefully documented in the 1988 Surgeon

General's report. You can find nicotine's addictive properties

described in numerous scientific papers'".

As with any addictive substance, some people can break their

addiction to nicotine. But I doubt there is a person in this

room who hasn't either gone to great pains to quit smoking, or

watched a friend or relative struggle to extricate himself or

herself from a dependence on cigarettes.

Remarkably, we see the grip of nicotine even among patients

for whom the dangers of smoking could not be starker. After

surgery for lung cancer, almost half of smokers resume smoking^.

Among smokers who suffer a heart attack, 3 8 percent resume

smoking while they are still in the hospital'. Even when a

smoker has his or her larynx removed, 40 percent try smoking

again-\

When a smoker sleeps, blood levels of nicotine decrease

significantly. But the smoker doesn't need to be an expert on

the concept of nicotine blood levels to know full well what that

means. More than one-third of smokers reach for their first

cigarette within 10 minutes of awakening"; nearly two-thirds

smoke within the first half hour*'. Experts in the field tell

us that smoking the first cigarette of the day within 30 minutes
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of waking is a meaningful measure of addiction^'.

I am struck especially by the statistics about our young

people. A majority of adult smokers begin smoking as

teenagers". Unfortunately, 70 percent of young people ages 12-

18 who smoke say that they believe that they are already

dependent on cigarettes". About 40 percent of high school

seniors who smoke regularly have tried to quit and failed".

It is fair to argue that the decision to start smoking may

be a matter of choice. But once they have started smoking

regularly, most smokers are in effect deprived of the choice to

stop smoking. Reicall one of the statistics I recited earlier.

Seventeen million Americans try to quit smoking each year. But

more than 15,000,000 individuals are unable to exercise that

choice because they cannot break their addiction to cigarettes.

My concern is that the choice that they are making at a young age

quickly becomes little or no choice at all and will be very

difficult to undo for the rest of their lives.

Mr. Chairman, nicotine is recognized as an addictive

substance by such major medical organizations as the Office of

U.S. Surgeon General, the World Health Organization^'', the

American Medical Association^^ the American Psychiatric

Association", the American Psychological Association^", the

American Society of Addiction Medicine^^, and the Medical

Research Council in the United Kingdom". All of these

organizations acknowledge tobacco use as a form of drug

dependence or addiction with severe adverse health consequences.
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Definitions of an addictive substance may vary slightly, but

they all embody some key criteria: first, compulsive use, often

despite knowing the substance is harmful; second, a psychoactive

effect -- that is, a direct chemical effect in the brain; third,

what researchers call reinforcing behavior that conditions

continued use^''. (Chart A) In addition, withdrawal symptoms

occur with many drugs and occur in many cigarette smokers who try

to quit. These are hallmarks of an addictive substance and

nicotine meets them all.

When a smoker inhales, once absorbed in the bloodstream,

nicotine is carried to the brain in only 7-9 seconds^', setting

off a biological chain reaction that is critical in establishing

and reinforcing addiction.

Over the past few years, scientists have generated a

tremendous amount of information on the similarities among

different addictive substances. Some crucial information has

come from the fact that, in a laboratory setting, animals will

self -administer addictive, substances . This self -administration

may involve the animal pushing a lever or engaging in other

actions to get repeated doses of the addictive substance. With

very few exceptions, animals will self -administer those drugs

that are considered highly addictive in humans, including

morphine and cocaine, and will not self -administer those drugs

that are not considered addictive ^*
,

^^
.

Understanding that animals will self -administer addictive

substances has fundamentally changed the way that scientists view

/
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addiction in humans". It has turned attention away from the

concept of an "addictive personality" to a realization that

addictive drugs share common chemical effects in the brain^* .

Despite the wide chemical diversity among different

addictive substances, a property that most of them share is the

ability to affect the regulation of a chemical called dopamine in

parts of the brain that are important to emotion and

motivation". It is now believed that it is the effect of

addictive substances on dopamine that is responsible for driving

animals to self -administer these substances and for causing

humans to develop addictions".

Regulation of dopamine, rewards the activity, and causes the

animal or person to repeat the activity that produced that reward

"
,^*. The process by which the regulation of dopamine leads an

animal or a human to repeat the behavior is known as

"reinforcement"." Drugs that have the ability to directly

modify dopamine levels can produce powerfully ingrained addictive

behavior^* .
"

One of the ways that researchers now test the addictive

properties of drugs is to determine whether animals will self-

administer that substance and then to determine whether the

animals will stop self -administering if the chemical action of

the substance is blocked by the simultaneous administration of

another drug that prevents the firit substance from acting in the

brain. Data gathered over the past 15 years have documented that

laboratory animals will voluntarily self -administer nicotine",
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^''; that nicotine does stimulate the release of dopamine^^- and

that laboratory animals will decrease self -administration of

nicotine if the action of nicotine, or the release of dopamine,

in the brain is blocked^',".

A number of top tobacco industry officials have stated that

they do not believe that tobacco is addictive^^. They may tell

you that smokers smoke for "pleasure," not to satisfy a nicotine

craving. Experts tell us that their patients report that only a

small minority of the cigarettes they smoke in a day are highly

pleasurable". Experts believe that the remainder are smoked to

primarily sustain nicotine blood levels and to avoid withdrawal

symptoms" .

The industry couches nicotine's effects in euphemisms such

as "satisfaction" or "impact" or "strength." Listen to what they

say in one company's patent:

It also has been generally recognized that the smoker's
perception of the "strength" of the cigarette is directly
related to the amount of nicotine contained in the cigarette
smoke during each puff".

-patent no. 4,595,024 Cl:33-36

But these terms only sidestep the fact that the companies are

marketing a powerfully addictive agent. Despite the buzzwords

used by industry, what smokers are addicted to is not "rich

aroma" or "pleasure" or "satisfaction." What they are addicted

to is nicotine, pure and simple, because of its psychoactive

effects and its drug dependence qualities.

To smokers who know that they are addicted, to those who

have buried a loved one who was addicted, it is simply no longer
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credible to deny the highly addictive nature of nicotine.

II. CONTROLLING THE LEVEL OF NICOTINE IN CIGARETTES

My second point today involves a growing body of information

about the control of nicotine levels exercised by the tobacco

industry. Mr. Chairman, I do not have all the facts or all the

answers today. The picture is still incomplete. But from a

number of pieces of information, from a number of sources, a

picture of tobacco company practices is beginning to emerge.

The public thinks of cigarettes as simply blended tobacco

rolled in paper. But they are much more than that. Some of

today's cigarettes may, in fact, qualify as high technology

nicotine delivery systems that deliver nicotine in precisely

calculated quantities -- quantities that are more than sufficient

to create and to sustain addiction in the vast majority of

individuals who smoke regularly.

But you don't have to take it from me. Consider how people

in the tobacco industry itself view cigarettes.

Just take a moment to look at the excerpts from an internal

memorandum written by a supervisor of research that circulated in

the Philip Morris Company in 1972:

Think of the cigarette pack as a storage container for a

day's supply of nicotine. . . . Think of the cigarette as a

dispenser for a dose unit of nicotine. . . . Think of a

puff of smoke as the vehicle for nicotine. . . . Smoke is
beyond question the most optimized vehicle of nicotine and
the cigarette the most optimized dispenser of smoke.

"Dispensers of smoke . . . which is a vehicle for delivering
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nicotine." This quote is a revealing self-portrait.

Or listen to the words in one tobacco company patent:

Medical research has established that nicotine is the active
ingredient in tobacco. Small doses of nicotine provide the
user with certain pleasurable effects resulting in the
desire for additional doses".

-patent no. 4,676,259 Cl:21-24

The Design of Cigarettes

How does this industry design cigarettes?

The history of the tobacco industry is a story of how a

product that may at one time have been a simple agricultural

commodity appears to have become a nicotine delivery system.

Prior to the 1940' s, the waste products from cigarettes -- the

stems, the scraps, and the dust -- were discarded. The tobacco

industry had identified no use for these materials in the

cigarette manufacturing process.

Then, in the 1940s and '50s, the industry created

reconstituted tobacco from the previously unusable tobacco stems,

scraps, and dust. This gave cigarette makers the ability to

reduce the cost of producing cigarettes by using fewer tobacco

leaves and making up the difference by using reconstituted

tobacco. While the motive appeared to be purely economic, the

reconstitution process was nevertheless a critical development

that started the industry down the path toward controlling and

manipulating nicotine levels. The ability to control and

manipulate nicotine levels becomes important in light of another

key realization. Industry patents show that the industry

recognized that nicotine is the active ingredient in tobacco

9
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smoke. It is what produces the psychoactive effects that lead

smokers to crave cigarettes.

Numerous patents illustrate how the industry has been

working to sustain the psychoactive effects of nicotine in

cigarettes. These charts show samples from several categories of

patents: eight patents to increase nicotine content by adding

nicotine to the tobacco rod (Chart B) ; five patents to increase

nicotine content by adding nicotine to filters, wrappers and

other parts of the cigarette (Chart C) ; three patents that use

advanced technology to manipulate the levels of nicotine in

tobacco (Chart D) ; eight patents on extraction of nicotine from

tobacco (Chart E) ; and nine patents to develop new chemical

variants of nicotine (Chart F) .

Patents not only describe a specific invention. They also

speak to the industry's capabilities, to its research, and

provide insight into what it may be attempting to achieve with

its products.

It is prudent to keep in mind that patents do not

necessarily tell us what processes are currently being used in

manufacturing cigarettes. Nevertheless, the number and pattern

of these patents leaves little doubt that the cigarette industry

has developed enormously sophisticated methods for manipulating

nicotine levels in cigarettes. Today, a cigarette company can

add or subtract nicotine from tobacco. It can set nicotine

levels. In many cigarettes today, the amount of nicotine present

is a result of choice, not chance.

10
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Let me show you the language in some of these patents. This

is in the industry's own words.

Listen to what industry says it wants to be able to do with

nicotine .

First, the industry wants precise control of the amount of

nicotine in cigarettes to provide desired physiological effects:

Maintaining the nicotine content at a

sufficiently high level to provide the
desired physiological activity, taste, and
odor... can thus be seen to be a significant
problem in the tobacco art".

-patent no. 3,280,823 Cl:43-48

Second, the industry wants to increase the amount of

nicotine in some cigarettes.

...the perceived taste or strength of the
cigarettes classified as having lower levels of
"tar" and nicotine are progressively less than
that of the cigarettes which are classified as
approaching the characteristics of the "full
flavor" cigarettes. It has been -proposed to add
nicotine and other flavorants to the cut filler of
the lower "tar" cigarettes to enhance the taste,
strength, and satisfaction of such cigarettes",

-patent no. 4,830,028 Cl:40-47

This invention. .. concerns the problem of
maintaining or increasing the nicotine
content of the smoke whilst avoiding an
undesirable level of particulate matter in
the smoke'^ ....

-patent no. 3,861,400 Cl:l-10

Now listen to what the industry says it can do, right now,

at least for patent purposes, with the nicotine in cigarettes:

It can precisely manipulate nicotine levels in cigarettes:

This invention permits the release into tobacco
smoke, in controlled amounts, of desirable
flavorants, as well as the release, in controlled
amounts and when desired, of nicotine into tobacco
smoke" .

11
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-patent no. 3,280,823 C2:37-40

It is another object of the invention to provide
an agent for the treatment of tobacco smoke
whereby nicotine is easily released thereinto in
controlled amounts".

-patent no. 3,584,630 C2:69-71

[I]t can be seen that the process .. .enables the
manipulation of the nicotine content of tobacco
material, such as cut leaf and reconstituted leaf,
by removal of nicotine from a suitable nicotine
tobacco source or by the addition of nicotine to a
low nicotine tobacco material"".

-patent no. 4,215,706 C3:61-66

. . .processed tobaccos can be manufactured
under conditions suitable to provide products
having various nicotine levels"^.

-patent no. 5,031,646 C5:63-65

Examples of suitable tobacco materials
include .. .processed tobacco materials such as

expanded tobaccos, processed tobacco stems,
reconstituted tobacco materials or
reconstituted tobacco materials having
varying levels of endogenous and exogenous
nicotine''^. . . .

-patent no. 5,031,646 C5:21-27

...the present invention. . .is particularly
useful for the maintenance of the proper
amount of nicotine in tobacco smoke.

. . .previous efforts have been made to add nicotine to
tobacco products wherein the nidotine level in the
tobacco was undesirably low"'.

-patent no. 3,584,630 C2:5-15

It can precisely manipulate the rate at which the nicotine

is delivered in the cigarette:

It is a further object of, this invention to

provide a cigarette which delivers a larger
amount of nicotine in the first few puffs of
the cigarette than in the last few puffs",

-patent no. 4,595,024 C2:23-26
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It can transfer nicotine from one material to another at

Moreover, the process is useful for transferring
naturally occurring nicotine from tobacco having a

generally high nicotine content to a nicotine
deficient tobacco, tobacco filler materials, or RL
(reconstituted leaf) which are used in the
production of cigarettes and other smoking
products... [A] low nicotine tobacco ...can also
be used as the nicotine donor''^. . .

-patent no. 4,215,706 Cl:40-48

It is another object of this invention to provide
a process for the migration of nicotine from one
tobacco substrate (leaf material or reconstituted
leaf) to a second tobacco substrate (leaf
material, reconstituted leaf material or tobacco
stems) or to a non-tobacco substrate*'.

-patent no. 5,018,540 C2:39-43

It can increase the amount of nicotine in cigarettes:

If desired, nicotine can be incorporated into
the expansion solvents used to provide a
volume expanded processed tobacco material
having a high nicotine content*^

-patent no. 5,031,646 C5:65-68

The present invention provides a nicotine-enhanced
smolcing device with a high nicotine release
ef f iciency . . . .Thus, the smoker is provided with
more nicotine from the nicotine-enhanced device
than from a similar smoking device which does not
contain the nicotine solution or from a comparable
cigarette*' .

-patent no. 4,676,259 C2:30-33, 53-56

The present invention is concerned with the
application of additives, such as...

physiologically active agents such as nicotine
components to the smoking rod, in order to improve
or help to improve the satisfaction provided to
the smoker*'.

-patent no. 4,236,532 Cl:35-40

It can add nicotine to any part of the cigarette:

The salts [nicotine levulinate] can be

incorporated into the smoking article in a

variety of places or sites. For example, the
salt can be applied to the filler material,

13
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incorporated within some or all of the filler
material, applied to the wrapper of the
tobacco rod, applied within the glue line of
the wrapper of the tobacco rod, applied
within a region (e.g., a cavity)'-'...

-patent no. 4,830,023 C5:59-65

It can use a variety of methods to add nicotine to tobacco:

. . . [T] he additive [nicotine levulinate] can
be applied using syringes or techniques such
as spraying, electrostatic deposition,
impregnation, garniture injection, spray
drying, inclusion and encapsulation
technologies, and the like'^.

-patent no. 4,830,028 C6:4-7

Let me describe in some detail how some of the technologies

can be used to increase or control the nicotine level of tobacco.

The industry had to tackle a new problem beginning in the

1960s as public concern about the health consequences of smoking

intensified. The industry began to market cigarettes it

described as low yield. It faced a major challenge, however,

because in the words of patent no. 4,830,028, "the perceived

taste or strength of the cigarettes classified as having lower

levels of 'tar' and nicotine are progressively less than that of

the cigarettes which are classified as approaching the

characteristics of the "full flavor" cigarettes."

The patent then describes a way to add nicotine to the "low

yield" cigarettes. If nicotine alone is sprayed on a blend of

tobacco, the patent states that the smoke that results will be

unacceptably harsh or irritating tq the user. So, instead of

just spraying nicotine on the tobacco blend, the patent combines

nicotine with another compound, an organic acid called levulinic

acid, to form a salt that masks the irritating qualities of

14
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nicotine. (Chart G and H) The patent demonstrates that different

percentages of the nicotine salt can be added to blends of

tobacco to produce different nicotine concentrations. The

control cigarette, the one without any added nicotine, contains

1.66 percent nicotine. Adding one percent nicotine salt results

in a cigarette with 2.05 percent nicotine. As one increases the

amount of nicotine salt sprayed on the tobacco blend, the

nicotine content of the tobacco increases.

In this process, great care is paid to the pH of the smoke

because pH affects the bioavailability of nicotine -- that is,

how much the body absorbs. The patent demonstrates the

technology to increase nicotine content in tobacco by up to 76

percent .

U.S. patent no. 5,065,775 (Chart I) describes another

technology that can control the nicotine content of tobacco

filler. This involves a process for "modifying the alkaloid

content of a tobacco material and, in particular, for providing a

processed tobacco material having a controlled nicotine content."

(C2:57-60) In the words of the patent "[t]he process of the

present invention provides a skilled artisan with an efficient

and effective method for changing the character of a tobacco

material (e.g., rearranging components of a tobacco material or

altering the chemical nature or composition of a tobacco

material) in a controlled manner. That is, the process ... can be

employed in a way such that changes in the chemical composition

of tobacco can be monitored as to occur to a desired degree."

15
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(C3:55-63)

The patent allows for the removal of selected substances

from tobacco, and incorporating controlled amounts of substances

into tobacco. Example 4 within this patent shows how a tobacco

blend that starts off with a 2.3 percent nicotine content can end

up with a 5.2 percent nicotine content. A highly concentrated

nicotine solution is created by subjecting a tobacco blend to a

series of chemical steps, including adding water, removing

solids, increasing the pH, and mixing this substance with

chlorofluorocarbon (CFC) 11 and then evaporating off that CFC 11.

This concentrate is then added to water-washed tobacco to

increase its nicotine content. This patent demonstrates the

technology to increase the nicotine content in tobacco by more

than 100 percent.

A third example of sophisticated technology involves the

direct transfer of nicotine from one type of tobacco to another

type of tobacco. (Chart J) U.S. patent no. 4,898,188 utilizes

supercritical fluid extraction. In example 2 in the patent,

liquid carbon dioxide is used to transfer nicotine from Burley

cut tobacco filler to flue-cured cut tobacco. The flue-cured cut

filler starts off with a nicotine content of 2.59 percent and

ends up with a nicotine content of 4.83 percent. The Burley cut

filler starts off with a nicotine content of 3.56 percent and

ends with a nicotine content of 0.88 percent. This patent

demonstrates that nicotine can be transferred in significant

amounts from one type of tobacco filler to another.
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Additional information about the ability to set nicotine

content at varying levels comes from the following ad, headlined

"More Nicotine or Less," which appeared in an international

tobacco trade publication: (Chart K)

Nicotine levels are becoming a growing concern to the
designers of modern cigarettes, particularly those with
lower "tar" deliveries. The Kimberly-Clark tobacco
reconstitution process used by LTR INDUSTRIES permits
adjustments of nicotine to your exact requirements.
These adjustments will not affect the other important
properties of customized reconstituted tobacco produced
at LTR Industries: low tar delivery, high filling
power, high yield, and the flexibility to convey
organoleptic modifications. We can help you control
your tobacco.

In fact the process described in this advertisement can

raise the level of nicotine beyond what is naturally found

in tobacco materials, especially the stems and scraps. A 1985

tobacco journal article describing the LTR process states

Though standard reconstituted tobacco products contain 0.7 -

1.0 percent nicotine, LTR Industries offers the possibility
of increasing the nicotine content of the final sheet to a
maximum of 3.5 percent . . .

A dramatic increase in tobacco taste and smoke body is noted
in the nicotine-fortified reconstituted tobacco^^.

All of this apparent technology for manipulating nicotine in

tobacco products raises the question of how the industry

determines how much nicotine should be in various products. More

importantly, since the technology apparently exists to reduce

nicotine in cigarettes to insignificant levels,*',^* why, one is

led to ask, does the industry keep nicotine in cigarettes at all?
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The tobacco industry would like you to believe that all it

is doing is returning the nicotine that is removed during the

process of producing reconstituted tobacco. It should be clear

from what I have described thus far that the technology the

industry may have available goes beyond such modest efforts.

The industry may also tell you that it is adjusting nicotine

levels to be consistent with established "FTC yields" -- these

are the amounts of tar, nicotine, and carbon monoxide that are

measured for each cigarette product by smoking machines, and

disclosed under a voluntary agreement with the Federal Trade

Commission. In fact, the control of nicotine levels in

cigarettes, dating back at least to patents granted in 1966 for

adjusting nicotine levels, preceded the first rules adopted by

the FTC on disclosing tar and nicotine yields. Moreover, there

is nothing about the FTC yields that would require tobacco

companies to increase nicotine in low tar cigarettes, as the

industry patents suggest they do. There are no FTC restrictions

on nicotine levels, and the FTC guidelines take into account crop

variability by sampling completed cigarettes from 50 retail

outlets across the country. Indeed, there is no FTC restriction

that would prevent the industry from reducing nicotine below

addicting levels or eliminating it altogether.

In fact, the technology reflected in the cigarette

industry's patents appears to be intended to allow the industry

to set the nicotine content of tobacco products at defined levels

that have little to do with either the amount of nicotine that
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was removed during the processing of the tobacco, or with the

simple goal of maintaining consistency with established FTC

yields. The technology may exist to allow the industry to set

nicotine levels wherever it want, or, in fact to remove nicotine

entirely. With all the apparent advances in technology, why do

the nicotine levels found in the vast majority of cigarettes

remain at addictive levels?

Nicotine levels may be dictated in part by marketing

strategies and demographics. A blatant example comes from

information on the marketing of smokeless tobacco. There is

evidence that smokeless tobacco products with lower amounts of

nicotine are marketed as "starter" products for new users, and

that advertising is used to encourage users to "graduate" to

products with higher levels of nicotine. (Chart L) The evidence

was developed in lawsuits brought against one manufacturer of

smokeless tobacco.

The tobacco industry may tell you that nicotine is important

in cigarettes solely for "flavor." There is a great deal of

information that suggests otherwise. Some of the patents

specifically distinguish nicotine from flavorants^^. An RJR

book on flavoring tobacco, while listing around a thousand

flavorants, fails to list nicotine as a flavoring agent". Even

research scientists from the same company acknowledge that the

nicotine in cigarettes provides pharmacological and psychological

effects to smokers in addition to any mere sensory effects^'.

Moreover, the available information shows that the industry
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has gone to significant lengths to develop technologies to mask

the flavor of increased levels in cigarettes. As I have already

noted, the industry's own patents reveal that increasing nicotine

in fact usually produces an unacceptably harsh and irritating

product, and that the industry has had to take special steps to

mask the flavor of increased nicotine in low tar cigarettes.

This should not come as a surprise. The Merck Index, the

authoritative encyclopedia of chemicals, describes nicotine as

having "an acrid, burning taste." Webster's 7th New Collegiate

Dictionary defines acrid as "sharp and harsh or unpleasantly

pungent in taste or odor; irritating, corrosive." In fact, U.S.

patent 4,620,554 uses the word "hazardous" to describe the taste

of nicotine.

What appears to be true is that smokers become accustomed

to, and associate, the sensory impact of nicotine (burning in the

throat) with the resulting psychoactive effects of nicotine, and

thus look for those sensory signals in a cigarette; this is

called "conditioned reinforcement*'."

Moreover, if nicotine is just another flavorant in tobacco,

why not use a substitute ingredient with comparable flavor, but

without the addictive potential? For example, it has been

repeatedly shown that substitute ingredients, such as hot pepper

(capsaicin)" and citric acid'°, have similar irritating sensory

effects .
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similarities to the Pharmaceutical Industry

Mr. Chairman, this kind of sophistication in setting levels

of a physiologically active substance suggests that what we are

seeing in the cigarette industry more and more resembles the

actions of a pharmaceutical manufacturer. Besides controlling

the amount of a physiologically active ingredient, there are a

number of other similarities.

One similarity between the cigarette industry and the

pharmaceutical industry is the focus on bioavailability.

Bioavailability is the rate and extent that pharmacologically

active substances get into the bloodstream. For example, the pH

of tobacco smoke affects the bioavailability of nicotine'^. The

tobacco industry has conducted research on the pH of smoke'^

and has undertaken to control the pH in tobacco smoke. In patent

examples, chemicals have been added to tobacco to affect the pH

of tobacco smoke'^. The industry has even performed

bioavailability and pharmacokinetic studies on conventional and

novel cigarettes".

The cigarette industry has undertaken research to look at

the specific activity of added versus naturally occurring

nicotine". Additional research looked at the differences

between spiking, spraying and blending compounds into

cigarettes''.

Development of an "express" cigarette, a shorter, faster

burning cigarette with the same amount of tar and nicotine, has

been reported in the lay press recently. This is another example
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of how cigaretce companies appear to be controlling the amounts

of nicotine to deliver set levels".

The cigarette industry has also undertaken a significant

amount of research looking at the potential "beneficial" effects

of nicotine. It has studied the effects of nicotine on anxiety,

heart rate, electroencephalographs (EEC's), and behavioral

performance tasks. Such research on the physiological effects of

an active ingredient is a common part of pharmaceutical drug

development" ,'','%''.''.''.''/'.

Perhaps the most striking aspect of the research undertaken

by the tobacco industry is its search for, and its patenting of,

new nicotine-like chemicals that exhibit pharmacological

properties which, in their own words, "are indicated for utility

as potential psychotherapeutic agents'''." One patent describes

nicotine-like chemicals which

exhibit tranquilizing and muscle-relaxing properties when
administered to mammals. The nicotine analogs do not exhibit
nicotine-like properties, such as tachycardia, hypertension,
gastrointestinal effects, emesis in dogs, and the like.

Example XXIX in the patent

illustrates the pharmacological properties of nicotine
analogs ....

The tranquilizing effects of invention nicotine compounds
are measured after intraperitoneal (IP) and intraventricular
(IVC) administration in the form of hydrochloride salts.

Sedation is determined by measuring locomotion in an open
field maze, and the response to noxious (air blast) stimuli.

Body tone is estimated by handling rats and by the ability ,

to hang from a rotating rod.

Tranquilization after intraventricular (IVC injection) is

estimated from muscle weakness in all four limbs, body tone
and general activity".
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Chart M illustrates the results.

The Problem of the Low-yield Cigarette

We, at the Food and Drug Administration, are concerned not

only about the control over nicotine levels exercised by the

cigarette industry, we are also concerned that the problems

associated with nicotine are aggravated by significant

limitations in consumer's ability to reduce their exposure to

nicotine by selecting "low" nicotine cigarettes.

Most people who smoke low yield or "light" cigarettes

believe that they are getting less nicotine and tar by smoking

these cigarettes. For the last 25 years the American public has

relied on FTC ratings of tar and nicotine in advertising to tell

them what they will be consuming. The "FTC method" utilizes

a machine that tests cigarettes in a process involving a two-

second, 35 milliliter puff each minute until a predetermined butt

length is reached'".

Most people don't realize that low yield cigarettes, as

determined by the FTC method, do not usually result in

proportionally less nicotine being absorbed when compared to high

yield cigarettes^'. Furthermore, there is little correlation

between low yield FTC ratings and the total amount of nicotine in

cigarettes'".

It is a myth that people who smoke low nicotine cigarettes

are necessarily going to get less nicotine than people who smoke

high nicotine cigarettes. There are several reasons for this.
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One reason is that there are differences between the smoking

habits of a machine and a human. The way in which a cigarette is

smoked is probably the most important determinant of how much tar

and nicotine is inhaled. Humans can compensate -- and do

compensate -- when smoking low yield cigarettes, by altering puff

volume, puff duration, inhalation frequency, depth of inhalation,

and the number of cigarettes smoked'S ",",", *\ ", '^ As a

result of these compensatory mechanisms, a low yield cigarette

can actually result in a relatively high intake of nicotine^'.

Beyond the human compensatory mechanisms, several other

factors under manufacturers' control contribute to a lowering of

machine ratings. These factors include the positioning of

ventilation holes, how fast the cigarette paper burns, and the

length of the filter paper overwrap ".

To understand how the position of ventilation holes in a

cigarette can confound the FTC ratings, it is important to

recognize that the main determinants of whether a cigarette has a

high or low yield in machine testing are the cigarette's

ventilation and burning characteristics". Most low yield

cigarettes achieve their low ratings because of filter

characteristics and also because the smoke is diluted with air.

The air dilution is accomplished in part by placing ventilation

holes in the filter. What scientists have demonstrated is that

"although smoking machines which measure tar and nicotine do not

occlude the perforations," 32-69 percent of low tar smokers have

blocked the holes with their fingers or lips, resulting in larger
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nicotine yields'". The ventilation holes are sometimes laser

generated and can be hard for the smoker to see. Not all smokers

are aware of the existence of these holes or that the smoker may

be blocking them. (Chart N)

Two other factors that are under manufacturers' control can

also confound the usefulness of the FTC ratings. The FTC method

smokes a cigarette down to within 3 millimeters of the tipping

paper overwrap. According to one study, "between 1967 and 1978,

18 brands of filter cigarettes underwent increases in overwrap

width that reduced the amount of tobacco smoked in the cigarettes

on the machine, even though the remaining tobacco is still

smokeable"." (Chart 0) Another way that the FTC numbers can be

confounded is by "increasing the rate at which cigarettes burn."

A faster burning cigarette lowers the puff count. Manufacturers

can increase the rate at which a cigarette burns by controlling

the porosity of the cigarette paper. The machine takes a puff

every minute, but humans can adjust their smoking rate".

Because of all these confounding factors we are concerned

that consumers may assume that low yield cigarettes in fact

deliver low tar and nicotine when in reality they do not.

Actual Nicotine Levels in Cigarettes

To assess the levels of nicotine in cigarettes, we did two

things. First, FDA laboratories measured the amount of nicotine

actually in several types of cigarettes. We analyzed three

varieties of one brand family of cigarettes; one that is regular,
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one that is low tar, and one that is ultra low. What surprised

us was that the variety advertised as having the lowest yield in

fact had the highest concentration of nicotine in the cigarette.

(Chart P)

Second, we formally requested from our colleagues at the

Federal Trade Commission summary information derived from their

data base on the levels of nicotine in cigarettes. What we found

was that since 1982 (the earliest year for which the computer

data base is available) , the sales weighted levels of FTC

nicotine in cigarettes appear to increase. (Charts Q,R,S, and T)

What was equally striking was that when we segmented sales into

high tar, low tar, and ultra low tar cigarettes, the nicotine/tar

ratio was higher in the ultra low tar group. (Chart U) We would

not have expected to see these differences because high tar has

usually been associated with high nicotine, .low tar has usually

been associated with low nicotine. It has often been said that

tar and nicotine travel together in the cigarette smoke. The

disparities in the nicotine/tar ratios among these varieties

raise the question as to how this can occur.

III. FDA REGULATION OF NICOTINE IN CIGARETTES

The next task facing the FDA is to determine whether

nicotine-containing cigarettes are "drugs" within the meaning of

the Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act.

Our inquiry is necessarily shaped by the definition of

"drug" in the Act. It is a definition that focuses on "vendor
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intent." More specifically, it focuses primarily on whether the

vendor intends the product to, "affect the structure or any

function of the body."

Mr. Chairman, the evidence we have presented today suggests

that cigarette manufacturers may intend that most smokers buy

cigarettes to satisfy their nicotine addiction.

We do not yet have all the evidence necessary to establish

cigarette manufacturers' intent. It should be clear, however,

that in determining intent what cigarette manufacturers say can

be less important than what they do. The fact that the

technology may be available to reduce the nicotine to less than

addictive levels is relevant in determining manufacturer intent.

It is important to note that the possibility of FDA exerting

jurisdiction over cigarettes raises many broader public health

and social issues for Congress to contemplate. There is the

possibility that regulation of the nicotine in cigarettes as

drugs would result in the removal of nicotine-containing

cigarettes from the market, limiting the amount of nicotine in

cigarettes to levels that are not addictive, or otherwise

restricting access to them, unless the industry could show that

nicotine containing cigarettes are safe and effective. If

nicotine were removed, the nation would face a host of issues

involving the withdrawal from addiction that would be experienced

by millions of Americans who smoke.

There is, of course, the issue of black market cigarettes.

With nicotine, as with other powerfully addicting substances, a

black market could develop.

In these issues, we seek guidance from Congress.

The one thing that I think is certain is that it is time for

all of us -- for the FDA, for the Congress, for the American

public -- to learn more about the way cigarettes are designed

today and the results of the tobacco industry's own research on

the addictive properties of nicotine.

Thank you .
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Criteria for Drug Dependence

Primary Criteria

•
highly controlled or compulsive use

• psychoactive effects

•
drug-reinforced behavior

Additional Criteria

Addictive behavior often involves:

•
stereotypic patterns of use

• use despite harmful effects

• relapse following abstinence

• recurrent drug cravings

Dependence-producing drugs
often produce:

• tolerance

• physical dependence
• pleasant (euphoric) effects

{Source: U.S. Surgeon General's Report, 1988)

Chart A
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US Patent 4,830,028
(assignee: R.J. Reynolds Tobacco Company)

Control 1 Sample 1 Sample 2 Sample 3

1% nicotine 3% nicotine 5% nicotine

salt added salt added salt added

Buriey 9%
Flue-cured 41%
Reconstituted 32%
Oriental 18%

SPRAY QN

L-nicotine levulinatel

(32% nicotine) ?•

as 1:1 with water J

BLEND IN

Expanded
Buriey 75%

Expanded
Flue-cured 25'% J
Total nicotine

FTC nicotine

Smoke pH

Organoleptic

compared to control

Not
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US Patent 4,830,028
(assignee: R.J. Reynolds Tobacco Company)

Control 2

Burley 43%
Flue-cured 6%
Reconstituted 19%
Turkish 32%

SPRAY ON

L-nicotlne levulinate

(32% nicotine)

as 1:1 with water

BLEND IN

Expanded
Burley 75%

Expanded
Flue-cured 25%

Total nicotine

FTC nicotine

Sample 4

3% nicotine

salt added

Sample 5

7% nicotine

salt added

Sample 6

10% nicotine

salt added

Smoke pH

Organoleptic

compared to control

Example 3:

Tobacco weight: 0.4875 g; Air dilution 75%
Control 3: Add nicotine (not as salt) to make total nicotine 3.92% (19.1 mg),

Organoleptic "Is extremely harsh and Is not palatable."

Sample 7: Add nicotine (not as salt) to make total nicotine 4.53% (22.1 mg).

Organoleptic "exhibits a smooth smoking character and Is palatable."

Not
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U.S.Patent No. 5,065,775
Example 4

Increases nicotine in a tobacco blend

start

with a:
2.3% Nicotine-Containing Tobacco Blend

Mix with water

Collect water

Adjust pH to 10

Mix with Chlorofluorohydrocarbon #11

Evaporate Chlorofluorohydrocarbon #1 1 and water

Results in:

1. a liquid containing about 60% nicotine

2. a solid containing about .01% nicotine
•

Mix 1+2 with water

End
with a:

Add to another batch of 2.3%

nicotine-containing tobacco blend

5.2% Nicotine-Containing Tobacco Blend

Chart I
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A likeness ofJean NtcoL Frencix dtplcmoL after whom 'nuonne' and 'Slattlana Tabacum' were named

MORE OR LESS
NICOTINE

Nicoime \eve\3 are becoming a growing concern to the

designers of modem cigarettes panlcuUrty those with

lower 'tar" deliveries. The Kimberly-Clark tobacco

reconsiitution process used by LTR INDUSTRIES
permits adjustments of nicotine to your exact require-
ments. These adjustments wiU not affect the other

important properties of customlxed reconstituted

tobacco produced at LTR INDUSTRIES: low tar dell-

very, high fining power, high \neld and the JlexlbiUty to

convey organoleptic modincacions. We can help you
control your tobacco

INDUSTRIES
7 AVENUE iNGOea 75016 PAflS FRANCE

Get more tobacco from all your tobacco

LTR INDUSTRIES, a subsidiary In France of

O KIMBERLY-CIARK Corporation

Chart k
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TABLE 1

COPENHAGEN

SKOAL
WINTERGREEN

SKOALyKEY
NATURAL

FIBER BOARD
PLASTIC

(A
(/)m
O
O
QC
0.

<
3
a
<
o

SKOAL
LONG CUT

WINTERGREEN

SKOAL
LONG CUT

MINT

SKOAL
LONG CUT
SWEET

HAPPY DAYS MINT
LONG CUT HAPPY DAYS

SWEET
LONG CUT

SKOAL
LONG CUT
NATURAL

HAPPY DAYS
NATURAL
LONG CUT

CO
(/)

lU
U
O
CC
Q.

z
g
<
3
O
<
CC

o

SKOAL
BANDITS

WINTERGREEN

SKOAL
BANDITS
MINT

SKOAL
BANDITS
SWEET

SKOAL
BANDITS
NATURAL

Source: Mareee v. US Tobacco Co.. Plaintiff's Exhibit 100 (Provided by Plaintiffs Attorney)

Chart L
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Psychotherapeutic Agents
(Patent 5,138,062)

Nicotine Analogues Dose (IP)

mg/kg

Body Tranquilization

Sedation Tone (IVC) 50 ug

R -(CH2)2- N^

CH3

CH3

10

20

.= c/? NICOTINE : cy?

++++

e
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Chart H
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Cross Sectional Diagram of

A Filter Cigarette

Demonstrating Overwrap

{Source: Grunberg,1985)

Chart
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% Nicotine in

One Brand Family

Variety

Regular
100's

% Nicotine
(mg/grams)

1.46

Low Tar

100's
1 .67

Ultra

Low Tar
100's

1.99

Chart P
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ADDITIONAL CHARTS PRESENTED

Addiction: The Numbers

• Two-thirds of adults who smoke say they
wish they could quit.

• Seventeen million try to quit each year,

but fewer than 1 out of 10 succeed.

For every smoker who quits, 9 try and fail.

• Three out of four adult smokers say that

they are addicted. By some estimates,

as many as 74 to 90 percent are addicted.

• Eight out of ten smokers say they wish

they had never started smoking.
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Major health authorities

acknowledge tobacco use
as a form of drug dependence
or addiction with severe

adverse health consequences.

U.S. Surgeon General 1986— Smokeless tobacco

U.S. Surgeon General 1988— Cigarettes and other
forms of tobacco

U.S. Surgeon General 1994— Tobacco and youth
World Health Organization

American Medical Association

American Psychiatric Association

American Psychological Association

American Society of Addiction Medicine

Royal Society of Canada

Medical Research Council, United Kingdom
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A demonstration of

positive reinforcement

in intravenous self

administration studies

is a hailmarl^ of a

drug that lias

addiction potential.
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The Nicotine
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"Think of the cigarette pacic as

a storage container for a day's

supply of nicotine."

"Thinl< of the cigarette as a

dispenser for a dose unit

of nicotine."

William L. Dunn Jr.

1972
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"Think of a puff of smoke as

the vehicle for nicotine."

"Smoke is beyond question

the most optimized vehicle

of nicotine ..."

William L. Dunn Jr.

1972
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Quotes from Industry Patents

Maintaining the nicotine content at a sufficiently high

level to provide the desired physiological activity,

taste, and odor...can thus be seen to be a significant

problem in the tobacco art.

-patent no. 3,280,823 01:53-59

... the perceived taste or strength of the cigarettes

classified as having lower levels of "tar" and

nicotine are progressively less than that of the

cigarettes which are classified as approaching the

characteristics of the "full flavor" cigarettes. It has

been proposed to add nicotine and other flavorants to

the cut filler of the lower tar cigarettes to enhance the

taste, strength, and satisfaction of such cigarettes.

-patent no. 4,830,028 €1:47-50

This invention...concerns the problem of maintaining

or increasing the nicotine content of the smoke whilst

avoiding an undesirable level of particulate matter in

the smoke....

-patent no. 3,861,400 CI .1-10

This invention permits the release into tobacco smoke,
in controlled amounts, of desirable flavorants, as well

as the release, in controlled amounts and when desired,

of nicotine into tobacco smoke.

-patent no. 3,280,823 02:37-41
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Quotes from Industry Patents

It is another object of the Invention to provide an agent
for the treatment of tobacco smol<e whereby nicotine

is easily released thereinto in controlled amounts,

-patent no. 3,584,630 02:69-71

It can be seen that the process.-.enables the manipulation
of the nicotine content of tobacco material, such as cut

leaf and reconstituted leaf, by removal of nicotine from a

suitable nicotine tobacco source or by the addition of

nicotine to a low nicotine tobacco material.

-patent no. 4,215,706 03:61-66

...processed tobaccos can be manufactured under

conditions suitable to provide products having various

nicotine levels.

-patent no. 5,031,646 05:63-65

Examples of suitable tobacco materials include...

processed tobacco materials such as expanded tobaccos,

processed tobacco stems, reconstituted tobacco

materials, or reconstituted tobacco materials having

varying levels of endogenous and exogenous nicotine....

[emphasis added]

-patent no. 5,031,646 0:21-27
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Quotes from Industry Patents

...the present inventlon...is particularly useful for the

maintenance of the proper amount of nicotine in tobacco

smoke. ...previous efforts have been made to add nicotine

to tobacco products wherein the nicotine level in the

tobacco was undesirably low.

-patent no. 3,584,630 C2:5-17

object of this invention to provide a cigarette which

delivers a larger amount of nicotine in the first few puffs

of the cigarette than in the last few puffs.

-patent no. 4,595,024 C2:23-2

Moreover, the process is useful for transferring naturally

occurring nicotine from tobacco having a generally high

nicotine content to a nicotine-deficient tobacco, tobacco

filler materials, or RL (reconstituted leaf) which are used

in the production of cigarettes and other smoking

products... a low nicotine tobacco . .can also be used

as the nicotine donor...

-patent no. 4,215,706 01:40-48

It is another object of this invention to provide a

process for the migration of nicotine from one tobacco

substrate (leaf material or reconstituted leaf) to a

second tobacco substrate (leaf material, reconstituted

leaf material or tobacco stems) or to a non-tobacco

substrate.

-patent no. 5,018,540 02:39-43
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Quotes from Industry Patents

If desired, nicotine can be incorporated into the

expansion solvents used to provide a volume expanded

processed tobacco material having a high nicotine

content.

-patent no. 5,031,646 05:65-68

The present invention provides a nicotine-enhanced

smoking device with a high nicotine release efficiency...

Thus, the smoker is provided with more nicotine from

the nicotine-enhanced device than from a similar

smoking device which does not contain the nicotine

solution or from a comparable cigarette.

-patent no. 4,676,259 C2:30-33, 53-56

The present invention is concerned with the application

of additives...and physiologicaliy active agents such

as nicotine components to the smoking rod, in order

to improve or help to improve the satisfaction provided
to the smoker.

-patent no. 4,236,532 C1:35-40

The salts [nicotine levulinate] can be incorporated into

the smoking article in a variety of places or sites.

For example, the salt can be applied to the filler material,

incorporated within some or all of the filler material...

applied to the wrapper of the tobacco rod, applied within

the glue line of the wrapper of the tobacco rod, applied
within a region (e.g., a cavity)....

-patent no. 4,830,028 05:59-65
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Definition of

a Drug

The term "drug" means

(A) articles recognized in

[compendia]

(B) articles intended for use in

the diagnosis, cure, mitigation,

treatment, or prevention
of disease ...

(C) articles (other than food)
intended to affect the structure

or any function of the body ...
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Mr. Waxman. We have a number of witnesses that we are going
to ask to come up together and testify as a panel. Obviously these

witnesses have a diversity of opinion. We want to call Scott Ballin,

Legislative Counsel of the American Heart Association appearing
on behalf of the Coalition on Smoking OR Health. Charles Whitley,
Senior Consultant to the Tobacco Institute, Steven Raffle, a physi-
cian appearing at the request of the Tobacco Institute, John Slade,
a physician and chairman of the Committee on Nicotine Depend-
ence of the American Society of Addiction Medicine, Alexander

Spears, Vice Chairman and Chief Operating Officer of the Lorillard

Tobacco Company, Sherwin Gardner, Consultant to Philip Morris,

USA, and Gregory N. Connolly, Director of the Massachusetts To-

bacco Control Program, appearing on behalf of the American Public

Health Association.
We want to welcome you to our hearing today. Your prepared

statements will be in the record in full. We would like to ask you
to limit your oral presentation to 5 minutes. We will start with Mr.
Ballin.

STATEMENTS OF SCOTT D. BALLIN, VICE PRESIDENT, AMER-
ICAN HEART ASSOCIATION, ON BEHALF OF COALITION ON
SMOKING OR HEALTH; CHARLES O. WHITLEY, SENIOR CON-
SULTANT, THE TOBACCO INSTITUTE; ALEXANDER W.
SPEARS III, VICE CHAIRMAN, LORILLARD TOBACCO CO.;
STEPHEN N. RAFFLE, ON BEHALF OF THE TOBACCO INSTI-

TUTE; JOHN SLADE, ON BEHALF OF AMERICAN SOCIETY OF
ADDICTION MEDICINE; SHERWIN GARDNER, ON BEHALF OF
PHILIP MORRIS USA; AND GREGORY N. CONNOLLY, ON BE-
HALF OF AMERICAN PUBLIC HEALTH ASSOCIATION

Mr. Ballin. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Good morning, Mr.
Chairman and members of the subcommittee.

Today is indeed an historic hearing, a potential significant turn-

ing point of the health of the American public. Since the first Sur-

geon General's report was released 30 years ago this past January,
the tobacco industry and the deadly products that it sells have es-

caped regulation under all major health and safety laws enacted by
Congress designed to protect the American public health.

Applying any of those laws to tobacco products would probably
have resulted in the products being removed from the marketplace.
That is how dangerous and how hazardous these products have
been and are to the American public.
The epidemic of tobacco-related diseases and deaths will continue

until the tobacco industry is forced to adhere to regulations and
standards that are designed to protect the health of the American

public rather than the profits of the tobacco industry.
While tobacco products have been exempted from regulation

under most health and safety statutes, there is one health and

safety act that does not include a specific exemption for tobacco

products, and that is the Food, Drug and Cosmetic Act.

As this subcommittee is well aware, the Food and Drug Adminis-
tration is the primary Agency charged with insuring that products
which the public ingests, implants or applies to its skin are safe,

effective, properly packaged, dispensed properly, labeled, and prop-

erly marketed.
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How is it that a product which is a cause of cancer, cardio-

vascular disease, emphysema, stroke, chronic obstructive lung dis-

ease, premature births, osteoporosis and is addictive virtually un-

regulated at the Federal level of government in the way in which
it is manufactured, distributed, sold, labeled, advertised, and pro-
moted?

Part of the reason lies with Congress' mistake and failure in

1964 to give the FDA the authority it needed even back then to

regulate tobacco as a significant public health problem. It also

stems in large measure from the tobacco industry's continued as-

surances to Congress and the American public that it was a re-

sponsible industry that would do the right thing if it were proven
that smoking caused disease.

The promises and assurances that the industry made to the

American public as far back as 1950, that it would put public
health above all corporate interests were nothing but public rela-

tions ploys designed to buy the industry time to find ways to keep
its products on the market.
What other industry could or would have in spite of 23 Surgeon

General reports and over 60,000 scientific studies continued to sell

addictive killer virtually unfettered from government oversight and

regulation? In 1988 the Coalition on Smoking OR Health, after tak-

ing a careful look at the history of how tobacco products are regu-

lated, realized that the Food and Drug Administration and the act

that that administration implements could be applied against to-

bacco products under certain circumstances.
It became clear to us that if and when the tobacco industry sold

its products with the intent of mitigating or preventing disease or

with the intent to affect function or structure of the body, that the

industry was no longer selling merely tobacco products, they were
in the business of selling drugs.
Based on this analysis, the Coalition filed a petition with the

FDA seeking to classify all low tar and low nicotine cigarettes as

drugs under that act. Last spring the coalition contracted with a

Gallop organization to determine what the public's perceptions
were about these products.
When we asked what message the industry was trying to get

across by using such terms as low tar, low nicotine or low yield,
two-thirds of those surveyed believed that the products were in

some way safer and less addictive.

The tobacco industry manufactures and the public buys these

cigarettes for an overwhelming reason that they believe these prod-
ucts are safer. These products are in our view drugs under the

Food, Drug and Cosmetic Act.

Since we filed that
petition seeking to classify all low tar, low

nicotine cigarettes as arugs, additional evidence has come to light
that we believe justifies the FDA taking jurisdiction over all ciga-
rette products under the act.

Documents released as part of the Cipollone liability have given
us a glimpse into the industry's past and present practices. These
documents have pointed to the fact that even before 1964, the in-

dustry was investing millions and millions of dollars into develop-

ing highly technical products, products which indeed are drugs. Are
we surprised by these revelations? Not really.
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I would like to request that our March 7th petition be included
in today's hearing record and would like to highlight several state-

ments, some of which were made by Dr. Kessler in his presen-
tation. [See p. 28.]
As far back as 1961, the industry knew that the cigarettes they

sold were cancer promoting and poisonous. They knew that they
had to develop techniques to determine and to find ways to remove
nicotine, phenal, polynuclear hydrocarbons and nitrosamines.
Mr. Chairman, the patents speak clearly that Dr. Kessler out-

lined, and we have reviewed those as well. It is time, Mr. Chair-

man, for Congress to act. Your leadership and the leadership of

many members of this subcommittee must be commended, but it is

time for the other members of this subcommittee to put the Amer-
ican public's health first.

To that we pledge to work with you and to work with the FDA
to bring tobacco under FDA jurisdiction and to support the Amer-
ican public's health for the first time in 30 years.
Thank you.
Mr. Waxman. Thank you, Mr. Ballin.

[The prepared statements of this panel of witnesses begin on p.

170.]
Mr. Waxman. Mr. Whitley.

STATEMENT OF CHARLES O. WHITLEY
Mr. Whitley. Mr. Chairman, I would like to ask your indulgence

inasmuch as Dr. Kessler testified for considerably more than an
hour that Dr. Spears and I as principal witnesses for the industry
be given a little more leeway than being held strictly to 5 minutes.
Mr. Waxman. I think that is reasonable, please proceed,
Mr. Whitley. I am here as a representative of the Tobacco Insti-

tute, a trade association for major cigarette companies.
It has been mentioned that three chief executives from our com-

panies were invited to testify in person and that they are not here.
I have attached to my statement a written statement from five of
the six cigarette manufacturers in the country and ask that they
be included for the record.

I am accompanied by Dr. Alexander Spears, who is the Chief Op-
erating Officer of the sixth company, Lorillard Tobacco Company.
It was felt that he was the most appropriate witness on this issue
for a number of reasons. The first is that he is a research chemist,
has a Ph.D. in chemistry. He has worked with Lorillard since 1959
and is their Chief Operating Officer.

He is uniquely qualified in what the testimony has shown is a

highly technical field. Most CEO's of our companies, as most other

companies in this country, have a marketing background as op-
posed to a scientific and manufacturing background, which Dr.

Spears has.
He is the most well versed and qualified person in the tobacco

industry on the subject of the chemistry of tobacco and the manu-
facturing process, and that is the primary reason why I am accom-

panied by Dr. Spears this morning.
There are several points that we want to make in our testimony,

Mr. Chairman. The first one is that we do not add nicotine to ciga-
rettes. I will not use the word spike. I agree with Dr. Kessler, I
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don't believe he used it either, but he did say in so many words
that we add nicotine. That is not true.

We do not add nicotine to cigarettes. There is not a cigarette
marketed in the U.S. today by an American manufacturer which
contains more nicotine than the nicotine level which occurs natu-

rally in leaf tobacco, not one.

The second point, nicotine levels are a function of tar levels. Over
the last 30 years or so, the consumer demand for lighter cigarettes
has led the tobacco manufacturers to reduce tar levels in cigarettes,
and when they have, the nicotine levels have dropped correspond-
ingly.
The word manipulate suggests something sinister or ulterior.

Nicotine levels have been reduced, they have been changed, but not
with any sinister motives, but because they have followed the tar

levels and the tar levels have been reduced to reflect the taste of

American consumers for a lighter cigarette.
The third point I would like to make is that today the nicotine

level in the average cigarette is lower than it has ever been. Be-
tween 1954 and 1993, the average nicotine level fell from 2.6 milli-

grams to 0.89, a two-thirds decline.

The next point I want to emphasize, and we have a witness to

testify specincalh' to that issue, is that it is irresponsible to equate
cigarettes with hard drugs. The suggestion that has been made by
some that nicotine is as addictive as heroin and cocaine and other
hard drugs trivializes the serious narcotic and other hard drug
problems faced by our society and undermines efforts to combat

drug use.

The irony over the latest controversy over nicotine is striking. I

will have to admit that we are somewhat at a loss to understand
what is supposed to be new and startling about the latest develop-
ments. The points I have just made are very specific and are very
accurate, that we do not add nicotine, have not added nicotine, we
do not manipulate nicotine, nicotine levels have dropped as we
have manufactured lighter cigarettes to reflect American taste.

So the irony of this latest controversy is truly striking when after

reducing the average nicotine levels of cigarettes by over two-thirds
in the last 40 years, we are now accused of adding nicotine. In fact

the original petition that was filed with FDA by the Coalition on

Smoking OR Health was based on the theory that we were reduc-

ing tar and nicotine in order to make health claims about smoking.
Now, it is ironic that they are saying that, anti-smoking petitions
are saying that we are adding nicotine.

The reconstituted tobacco process which has been discussed here
this morning and which Dr. Spears will discuss in more detail, has
been in use for at least 30 years and it has been mentioned in the

literature, including three different Surgeon General reports. There
is nothing new about that. This has been known for a long time.

The next point is that the use of denatured alcohol, and that has
been discussed, has been known for a long time and the amount
of nicotine in denatured alcohol is minuscule. The fact that it is

used doesn't leave any significant addition in the level of nicotine
in the manufacture of cigarettes. These processes are not new, have
not been hidden from government, they do not add measurable nic-

otine to the final product.
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During all this time Mr. Chairman, FDA has never suggested,
and this has been here again with nothing new, has never sug-
gested that cigarettes ought to be regulated by FDA. Now, he sug-
gests that evidence now available—I listened carefully, as you did,
Mr. Chairman, and other members of the panel to the new evi-

dence that, to see what new evidence Dr. Kessler had.
About the only thing I heard was a long lengthy description of

patents. There was not a single allegation that any of these patents
were in use, that even the technology to put them into use had
been developed.
You made a statement, Mr. Chairman, that we don't take the

words of the companies for what they do. Neither did Dr. Kessler.

He sent 10 men this week to Philip Morris—I mention that one

company because that is the only one he made the request to to

send people at that time—and they responded positively.
He sent a whole team including scientists, lawyers and others.

They were received, all their questions were answered, they were
taken through the plant, they were told that anj^hing they wanted
to see, they could see, nothing was withheld from them. There are
not any secrets.

The companies are doing what they say they are doing and all

six have either appeared here in person or filed statements describ-

ing their manufacturing process and verifying that nobody is add-

ing nicotine, manipulating nicotine, that the cigarette manufactur-

ing process is what it has been all the time and there is nothing
new or startling that should provide a basis for Dr. Kessler and the
FDA suddenly to decide to classify cigarettes as a drug and for the
FDA to assume jurisdiction.
The cigarette manufacturers address the issues raised in Dr.

Kessler's letter in a recent exchange of correspondence with HHS'
office on smoking and health. As Mr. Synar knows pursuant to a
law that he helped to author in 1984, we have provided to HHS
for the last 9 years a complete list of all ingredients. We have re-

sponded to any and all questions and concerns that they raised.

We got a letter from Dr. Louis Sullivan in 1990 asking for some
quantitative information about ingredients. We responded prompt-
ly, we provided that information, we assured him that we would

give him additional information that he might need, and we prom-
ised

cooperation
with him, and that remains our position, that we

are ready, willing and able to cooperate with him and to provide
him with any further information in that regard.
So we are not hiding anything. It was written into that law, and

again I think Mr. Synar had a good deal to do with the drafting
of that law that brand specific ingredients and quantities would not
be revealed to protect confidentiality; but the ingredients are there
and the manner in which they are used is available.

If the Office of Smoking and Health and HHS thinks there are

problems with those ingredients, they are free to raise those ques-
tions, and we stand ready to provide them with information and
with the benefit of detailed research that we have done in connec-
tion with those ingredients.

Dr. Sullivan testified in the Senate in 1990 regarding additives

that further regulation regarding additives is "unnecessary". He, as

you know, Mr. Chairman, certainly was no friend of tobacco.
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We would also make the point that FDA is an overburdened

Agency now. I think this committee knows probably better than

anybody else in Congress what a track they have of doing the

things that they are already directed to do without getting into this

area of trying to regulate cigarettes and trying to regulate ingredi-
ents.

My entire written statement refers to other provisions of the

Synar bill that I will not go into because they haven't been the sub-

ject of this hearing. I will stop now and if the chairman would in-

dulge us, I would like to ask that Dr. Spears be permitted to follow

me.

Again, I would like to make the point that Dr. Spears has a
Ph.D. in chemistry, has been a research chemist, he is Chief of Op-
erations for Lorillard Tobacco Company and has been in the ciga-
rette manufacturing business since 1959.
Mr. Waxman. Thank you Mr. Whitley.
Dr. Spears? If you would pull the microphone closer to you.

STATEMENT OF ALEXANDER W. SPEARS III

Mr. Spears. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, members of the sub-

committee, my name is Alexander Spears and I am Vice chairman
and Chief Operating Officer for Lorillard Tobacco Company.
Within the last few weeks the ABC's Day One show has featured

tv/o cigarette-related programs alleging that the tobacco industry
adds nicotine to cigarette tobacco for the purpose of manipulating
the dose of nicotine to the consumer. These statements are com-

pletely false.

David Kessler, Commissioner of the FDA, who testified here ear-

lier, stated in a letter to Scott Ballin of the Coalition on Smoking
OR Health dated February 25, 1994, that manufacturers commonly
add nicotine to cigarettes to deliver specific amounts of nicotine.

This letter was released to the media perpetuating its false asser-

tions.

The level of nicotine in tobacco products is solely determined by
the tobacco we buy and the blending of the different tobaccos dur-

ing manufacturing. Tar and nicotine yields of our products are de-

termined by a combination of the tobacco blend and the construc-
tion of the cigarette; for example the length, circumference, filter,

tip, ventilation, tobacco density.
The Federal Trade Commission has reported the results of tar

and nicotine analysis by brand for years. We do not set levels of

nicotine for particular brands of cigarettes. Nicotine follows the tar
level. The easy proof that no nicotine manipulation has occurred

may be found in the tar and nicotine data from the 1950's to

1990's.

If I could have the first chart please. This graph comes from the

Surgeon General's report and it depicts the change in tar and nico-

tine from the 1950's until the 1990's. It also depicts the change in

nicotine from the 1950's to 1990's, and the insert indicates that tar
has decreased in this period of time by 69 percent and that nicotine
has decreased by a similar amount of 69 percent.

I could not help but notice in Dr. Kessler's testimony that he pre-
sented some graphs which might suggest something different, and
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I might say what he has done is to take only a short period of time
relative to this graph, that is the last 10 years.
This graph covers 40 years and changed the scaling to expand it

so that a small secondary effect was magnified. The small second-

ary effect that he is talking about which he found surprising should
not have been. It has been well documented, it is in the literature

and in 1974 was reported by one of the investigators in our labora-

tory.
That is simply, if you ventilate a cigarette by the tip, tip ventila-

tion, all the constituents of the smoke do not behave in the same
fashion. And there is a slight lesser decrease in nicotine and other
similar substances, it is not alone in that respect, then there is tar,
but there is also a selective decrease in other components which de-

crease beyond that of tar and one is carbon monoxide. This has
been around for a long time and is well known.

I think what he has done is to magnify a small portion of this

graph to try to raise a question about it. I think it clearly shows
that these do go parallel over this period of time.
The second chart that I have is the current tar and nicotine data

on 483 brands, again the Federal Trade Commission method of

measuring the tar and nicotine. And what we have done here is

simply run a simple correlation between tar and nicotine over all

483 brands with a near perfect correlation between tar and nicotine
of 0.975.

I do find this easy and convincing proof that there is not some
sort of manipulation of nicotine occurring that is independent of

tar, but rather that they co-vary over all these brands in a remark-
able fashion, that is tar and nicotine co-vary, nicotine follows tar.

We do not add nicotine to our products except in two insignifi-
cant and incidental cases, and these have been raised by other in-

dividuals in some of the ABC programming that the use of dena-
tured alcohol was a significant source of nicotine and a method of

replacing nicotine in tobacco. That is not true.

The formula for denatured alcohol indicates that it contains 200

parts per 1 million nicotine and with the amounts that are typi-

cally used as a vehicle in the flavoring of tobacco, you would expect
as much as 2 parts to 3 parts per 1 million in tobacco, something
that is insignificant and incidental.

The amount of nicotine from those sources and tobacco extracts
which are occasionally used to enhance the flavor characteristic of
a certain type of tobacco, which do contain some nicotine, but in

the amounts used as a source of nicotine, totally insignificant.
The two together produce levels on products that are too small

to be measured by any conventional measuring process.
One of the processes for the production of reconstituted sheet

which is used to manufacture cigarettes does involve a temporary
separation and reapplication of water soluble components including
nicotine. This process which is well described in the published lit-

erature, including three Surgeon General report results in a nico-

tine reduction in the finished product.
This occurs due to both losses of nicotine in the process and the

materials that are used to make the reconstituted sheet which in

part incorporates stems and veins of the leave which are much,
much lower in nicotine than is the leaf laminate.
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Other processes that are described in the literature result in a
similar product, but do not involve the temporary separation of

water-soluable products and tobacco. Again, with this process, some
nicotine is lost during the manufacture of reconstituted sheet with
the sheet containing much less nicotine than leaf tobacco.

I would like to repeat that the allegations of Day One and David
Kessler concerning nicotine manipulation are false and inconsistent

with the reported data and nicotine on commercial brands.
I would also add, in listening to Dr. Kessler's testimony, that I

believe he has changed what he was saying in the letter that he
wrote. He seems to no longer be saying that nicotine is being added
to tobacco. I heard the words, it doesn't matter from his perspective
whether he is talking about endogenous or exogenous nicotine, this

is a reversal of where he was before sa5dng nicotine was definitely

being added.
Another part of what he said relates to patent and innuendos

from existence of those patents. The patents that you saw rep-
resent I believe a tiny fraction of patents awarded to tobacco com-

panies over time. There are thousands of patents that have been
awarded.
This appears to be a small selective group that was picked out.

This does not imply that an individual company is using a patent.

Many times patents are sought and awarded by investigators and
are permitted by the companies as a form of incentive for continu-

ing work in a field, a kind of recognition. They may be useful in

the future, they may also be sought for defensive reasons, you
might have an idea that has value in another field—there are all

kinds of reasons, but I think these are indeed just innuendos made
and you will remember that he clearly said "may" in every in-

stance.

But nonetheless let me say that to my knowledge these patents
are not being used, certainly none that are owned by this company
are in use that he cited, and they go along the line that I am sug-
gesting, that they are trivia with respect to the matter of manipu-
lating nicotine.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Waxman. Thank you, Dr. Spears.
Let's go to Mr. Raffle.

STATEMENT OF STEPHEN N. RAFFLE
Mr. Raffle. Thank you. I am Steven Raffle, a physician and

board certified psychiatrist from Oakland, Calif.

For 17 years I served as an assistant clinical professor of psychi-
atry, and for 10 years as an assistant professor of orthopedic sur-

gery at the University of California, School of Medicine, San Fran-
cisco.

In the course of more than 20 years of clinical practice, I have
evaluated and/or treated many patients with various drug addic-
tions and drug intoxication, and I have worked with many people
with weight problems and other habitual and compulsive behav-
iors.

I have reviewed H.R. 1247 as well as the related Surgeon Gen-
eral report and other pertinent scientific literature.
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I appear before you today to address the proposition that ciga-
rette smoking is addictive and a proposed label warning that once
a person has started smoking, he or she may not be able to quit,
and that cigarette smoking is as addictive as heroin or cocaine.

Cigarette smoking behavior is not the same as seeing an actual
hard drug addiction. The only reason smoking became an addiction
in 1988 is because the Surgeon General changed the definition of

addiction, not because of any new scientific discoveries.
I do not appear here as an apologist or promoter of cigarette

smoking. Fundamentally I believe it is a risk factor in the develop-
ment of some diseases. What is it about truly addicting drugs that
differentiates them from habitual behaviors such as cigarette
smoking, coffee drinking, eating, or exercise?

First, is the effect produced by ingestion. A person on hard drugs
is intoxicated. The person's state of consciousness is altered, rea-

soning is impaired, coordination is affected, and memory and con-
centration are substantially altered. Mood is visibly changed, judg-
ment is warped and delusions and/or hallucinations may occur.
Overdose may cause death.

Intoxication does not occur with cigarette smoking. Cigarette
smoking is similar to the effect produced by drinking a cup of coffee

and very dissimilar from the effect produced by hard drugs. People
who smoke think clearly and make reasoned decisions.

The second difference occurs upon cessation of drug use. Abrupt
cessation of a hard drug following a regular use will inevitably and
predictably result in a classic withdrawal syndrome including rapid
blood pressure changes, muscle cramps, nausea, hallucinations or
delusions. Withdrawal from hard drugs is so severe as to render
the addict incapable of making or carrying out reasoned decisions.

Cigarettes and nicotine cessation is not really withdrawal be-
cause it produces none of these signs or s3rmptoms. It is impossible
to predict whether or not a smoker will have any discomfort based

upon cigarettes smoked per day or the duration that person has
smoked, that is to say the number of years they have smoked.
The clinical complaints associated with cigarette abstinence are

a far cry from hard drug withdrawal. Abstaining smokers continue
to meet their responsibilities without significant disruptions of rea-

soning, judgment, concentration or efficiency. It may not be pleas-
ant, but the symptoms are no different than those experienced
when dieting.
The pharmocologic of hard drugs lead to a change of personality

and pursuit of a lifestyle which is dominated by the drug. Nicotine
does not. Active smokers can and do abstain for long periods with-
out untoward effect if external circumstances dictate it.

Since 1964, more than 40 million people have stopped smoking
permanently without any outside intervention or assistance. The
overwhelming majority have quit on their own. With hard drug ad-

diction, self-help quitting or spontaneous remission, to borrow the

Surgeon General's term, is an extremely rare occurrence.
As with successful dieting, the smoker must abandon a pleasur-

able activity and modify a behavior in order to obtain a greater
long-term benefit. The smoker need not rebuild his life to succeed,
nor does he face perpetual struggle requiring therapeutic support.
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Calling smokers hard drug addicts tends to destroy those compo-
nents that are necessary to successful quitting. It makes smokers
feel like victims who must receive treatment to be successful non-
smokers. Calling smoking an addiction provides some smokers a
convenient external excuse for not initiating cessation or giving up
too easily.

Perhaps of greater importance is the effect on young people of

the message that smoking is just like heroin and cocaine. Every
day they see smokers who are productive, sober and fulfill their re-

sponsibilities. They also see adults giving up smoking without

great difficulty, hospitalization or lifelong therapeutic support.
To tell these young people that smoking crack/cocaine or taking

heroin will not affect them in a different way than smoking ciga-
rettes encourages experimentation with these hard drugs.

Finally, does the addiction label frighten away potential smok-
ers? Actually it makes cigarettes more controversial and creates in

certain groups an invitation to defy authority by smoking. The pro-

posed addiction warning and the assumption upon which it is

founded are based neither in science nor fact, and will have unin-
tended harmful results.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman and members of the committee. I will

be happy to respond to any questions you may have.
Mr. Waxman. Thank you.
Mr. Slade.

STATEMENT OF JOHN SLADE
Mr, Slade. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I appreciate the invitation

to being invited to speak at this hearing.
I am an internist, a specialist in addiction medicine testifying on

behalf of the American Society of Addiction Medicine. My testimony
will present evidence that cigarette manufacturers intend to affect

the structure and function of the body.
A couple of comments about the FTC method nicotine, sales

weighted averages of nicotine delivery. What I have charted on the

graph are the data from the Federal Trade Commission from 1968

through 1991 because on review of the Surgeon General's report,
it turns out that the data prior to 1968 aren't published, are not
in the public domain, and I can't determine whether the methods
used to measure tar and nicotine were the same as those used by
the FTC.
Average nicotine levels are unchanged since 1981. As Dr. Kessler

mentioned this morning, the test does not accurately predict the

bioavailability of nicotine. People smoke quite differently from the

machine, and several studies in the literature, including one con-
ducted by a tobacco company, showed substantially more ingestion
of nicotine than the test predicts.

In short, the FTC tests results don't predict nicotine levels in

smokers, and I believe the test is a fraud when looked at by a
consumer and should be abandoned in cigarette advertising.
The next chart is taken from a Philip Morris patent in 1971 that

describes the way nicotine is controlled in cigarettes. In 1950, the
Federal Trade Commission found that cigarette manufacturers
were unable to control nicotine delivery with any great precision
because of the inherent variability in their raw materials.
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But by 1994, as discussed this morning, the industry has been
able to achieve enormous control over nicotine delivery through ad-
vances in technology. This patent shows that, and I will read from
a couple of items in the patent.

"It has long been known in the tobacco industry that in order to

provide a satisfying smoke, it is desirable to maintain the nicotine
contents of tobacco products at a uniform level. However, it is dif-

ficult to accomplish this result since nicotine content of tobacco var-
ies widely depending on the type of tobacco and the conditions
under which the tobacco is grown."

It discusses the importance of nicotine to give the desired physio-
logic activity of smoking, and it says it is desirable to add nicotine
in a way that allows accurate control of nicotine in tobacco smoke.
The other materials I submitted with my statement provide some

of the patents on the technology that is available to the industry
about adding nicotine to filters, to paper, to other smoking material
besides tobacco. One of the materials used in the industry is to-

bacco extract. And this is a sample of flue-cured tobacco extract
that has about 1 percent nicotine in it.

Mr. Wyden had discussed earlier this morning the additive list,

and I quote from the Comprehensive Smoking Education Act of
1984 that directs the companies to provide information. The infor-
mation that is directed is information on ingredients added to to-

bacco in the manufacture of cigarettes.

My reading of that is that there is no requirement in the law
that the companies have to divulge additives to paper or to filters

or to any non-tobacco smokable material that may be in the tobacco
rod so your list of 700 ingredients may not be complete and exhaus-
tive. Besides, I don't believe the companies regard this as an ingre-
dient.

Cigarette companies intend that their customers inhale main-
stream tobacco smoke and absorb the nicotine. Advertising for

Camels and Lucky Strikes in the 1930's mentions inhalation as a

specific feature of their products.
Claims about reduced throat irritation are predicated on inhala-

tion and cigarette manufacturers have never said that inhaling was
a misuse of their products and never tried to design their products
so they were difficult to inhale. They have conducted secret re-

search through the special projects on the toxicity of inhalation.
R.J. Reynolds in fact used an inhalation study as the gold standard
of how well Premier functioned as a cigarette.

Cigarette companies also intend specific pharmocologic effects
from their cigarettes. This is a study from laboratories at R.J.

Reynolds showing that relaxation and stimulation specifically come
from smoking cigarettes. In this case, they compared smoking a
conventional cigarette with smoking a nicotine-free Next cigarette.
The chart on the left demonstrates that nicotine is not absorbed

from the Next while it is from the regular cigarette. The charts on
the right show that EEG changes associated with relaxation and
stimulation come from the nicotine-containing cigarette, but not
from the nicotine-free cigarette.
Mr. Waxman. Thank you. We will have the rest of the charts in

testimony in the record.
Mr. Gardner.
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STATEMENT OF SHERWIN GARDNER
Mr. Gardner. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I will summarize my statement, if it could be included in its en-

tirety in the record.

My name is Sherwin Gardner. I am an independent consultant
to industry specializing in issues arising from the regulation of food

and other products by FDA.
I am here today at the request of Philip Morris USA, which re-

tained me to review its tobacco processing and cigarette manufac-

turing practices in light of recent allegations regarding manipula-
tion of the nicotine content of cigarettes.
To do this I visited several Philip Morris manufacturing facilities

in the Richmond, Va. area and was accompanied by two consult-

ants who are expert in auditing FDA facilities in the United States.

We did not fmd any basis for concluding that Philip Morris ma-
nipulates or intentionally adds measurably to the nicotine content
of cigarettes through its processing and manufacturing.
Two of the facilities we inspected manufacture reconstituted to-

bacco products known as blended leaf and reconstituted leaf respec-

tively. In the blended leaf process from 30 to 40 percent of the nico-

tine is lost and 20 to 25 percent is lost in the reconstituted leaf

process.

During our inspections of these facilities, we were able to see

manufacturing records of the controls used in producing these re-

constituted tobacco products. We did not observe any manufactur-

ing controls in reconstituted tobacco production for nicotine con-

tent.

We also inspected the flavor center which prepares the content
rates for application to tobacco prior to cigarette making and also

the cigarette manufacturing facility, with the same results.

In conclusion, the interviews and inspections at these four Philip
Morris facilities provided us with the information to find that the
nicotine content of cigarettes is not intentionally controlled by the

manufacturing processes, nor is nicotine added during the process
of preparing reconstituted tobacco nor as part of a flavoring agent.
The inspections of Philip Morris that I describe further did not

disclose any facts that would support regulation of cigarettes as

drugs under current law. Clearly the question of FDA's authority
to regulate tobacco products is a legal matter. It hinges on a mar-
keter's intent and representation to consumers.
The definitive court holding on this issue was in the case of Ac-

tion on Smoking and Health versus Harris in 1980. Nothing I have
learned during my service at FDA or since changes my understand-

ing of the act and its application in this area.

Certainly the Congress in its wisdom may decide to change the

legal standards under which cigarettes are regulated. The question
is whether FDA should be burdened with the implementation of
another major regulatory program. The Agency already is respon-
sible for the regulation of about 25 percent of consumer purchases
and Congress has added important new regulatory responsibilities
over the past 15 years without significant additional resources to

carry these out.

The regulation of cigarettes in the Agency's responsibility can

only jeopardize its ability to serve the public through the approval
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of new drugs, biologicals, and devices and to monitor the safety of

the food supply.
Thank you. I will be pleased to respond to questions.
Mr. Waxman. Thank you.
Dr. Connolly,

STATEMENT OF GREGORY N. CONNOLLY
Mr. Connolly. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
I am Gregory Connolly, Director of the Massachusetts Tobacco

Control Program representing the American Public Health Associa-
tion.

We are a $52 million State agency to curb smoking in Massachu-
setts. That is three times the amount of money CDC receives to

curb smoking nationally, just in our State.

Having heard the resource problems at FDA, we are prepared to

give FDA a grant to regulate tobacco. It will be the first time in

the history of the country that a State gave the Federal Govern-
ment a grant.

I was here 9 years ago before Mr. Waxman and Congressman
Synar with a widow from Oklahoma whose son tragically died of
smokeless tobacco use. We worked and got a bill through Congress
that dealt with the advertising, not the regulation of the product.
The regulations for that bill went through in 1987.

If you look at that chart, we failed; smokeless tobacco use is

going up. Why? Because the tobacco industry and U.S. tobacco in

particular has conducted very detailed research on the action of

nicotine on humans. This is a study summarized in the Marcy
court case where they took naive tobacco users, gave them snuff,

precisely measured their blood yields and compared that to what
they called habituated smokers.

In the court record, their vice president read, taste and
strength

—that is nicotine—should be medium, recognizing the fact

that routinely all tobacco use is based upon nicotine, the kick. That
is directly from the industry documents.

They took this knowledge and created new products to hook a

generation of young Americans. They called for three brands in

their graduation strategy, a high nicotine brand, a medium brand,
and low brand. What they designed for the low brand was the
Skoal Bandit. They said it is for age groups 15 to 35—15 to 35—
and they called it nicotine satisfaction.

They developed what they call a graduation strategy. And the

graduation strategy was that after a period of time, there was a
natural progression to products switching to brands that are more
full bodied, less flavored, and more concentrated tobacco.

As far as entering into a new market—this is from the vice presi-
dent of the company—Skoal Bandit is the introductory product.
Then we look toward establishing the normal graduation process.
The bottom line is the Bandit is the vehicle by which we are going
to expand consumption.
We can look at their advertising. This is where they put their ad

dollars. In 1983 about half of ad dollars went for this brand, yet
it only had 2 percent of market. No advertising has been done of

any appreciable measure for the higher nicotine brand, Copenha-
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gen. Why? You don't have to advertise it. The nicotine does it all

for you. Easy to use, convenient, and they have a free sample.
In the free sample, they provide youngsters information how to

use it, and the question posed to the new users, how long should
I keep the pouch in my mouth? If you haven't tried Skoal Bandit

before, we recommend that you keep the first one for about a

minute, then remove. Like your first beer, Skoal Bandit can be a
taste that takes time to acquire and get the most out of.

After four or five Skoal Bandits, you will find you develop quite
a taste for them, and you will want to keep in the pouch as long
as the flavors last.

What you see for the Copenhagen, the highest brand, is no free

samples; only sooner or later it is Copenhagen. And down below it

says it satisfies. If you go back to the document, it is nicotine. It

is not a tobacco extract, it is a chemical. Calling nicotine a tobacco
extract is like calling morphine an extract of poppy seed oil.

I have listened to individuals after hundreds of thousands of

Americans have died from smoking. I was in Canada in the Cana-
dian Parliament just a month ago testifying. People with the same
education as us, they go to the same churches, they dress like we
do, and they are treating this like a drug.
We need leadership of Congressman Kessler all around this

room. Believe me, when I leave this room, I am going back and
looking at the Massachusetts food and drug act and make sure we
are not preempted and see what we can do to protect the health
of our children.

If other States want to have their chairman walking around

smoking Camel cigarettes barefoot and enjoying it, so be it, but
don't preempt us.

This is the sale of the starter brand, the bottom. It didn't go any-
where. What went up was Copenhagen. What was the impact?
That is what that individual graduated to. People say you can't

compare it to heroin or cocaine. I have never seen heroin or cocaine
commit that level of violence on an individual and that individual's

only sin was he got a free sample as a 13-year-old and he couldn't

quit because he was addicted to nicotire.

What is the impact on our society? In 1970, the highest rates of

oral snuff in our Nation were old men, 2.7 percent post age 50. For
1991 it is up to 8 percent among young males. They didn't do that

through advertising but through knowledge of nicotine, applying
that nicotine in a marketing strategy with the intent to graduate
youngsters up to higher brands over time, 15-year-olds, and they
created a market.

Any business would do in the country. These people aren't acting
immorally or unethically; they are just good businessmen. The
problem is that the Congress and the Food and Drug Administra-
tion hasn't treated these people the way they should be treated.

Today 1,200 Americans will die of smoking. Today 3,500 young-
sters will start smoking. The tobacco industry says that is not our

problem. It is about time we made it their problem.
Thank you.
Mr. Waxman. Thank you very much. Dr. Connolly.
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Mr. Waxman. I would like to start off the questions. As I indi-

cated, we invited the chief executive officers of the major tobacco

companies. They absolutely refused.

We have a letter Mr. Whitley indicates attached to his state-

ment. Let me tell you, we cannot question a letter. We can question
witnesses.
Mr. Whitley, you are here on behalf of the trade association, the

Tobacco Institute. Is it your position that tobacco is non-addictive?
Mr. Whitley, That is correct. I subscribe to the testimony Mr.

Raffle just gave.
Mr. Waxman. It is your position that no additional nicotine is

being added?
Mr. Whitley. Absolutely. That is absolutely, unequivocally our

position and that of all of our companies
Mr. Waxman. Why should anybody care in your industry if you

are accused of adding nicotine if nicotine is not addictive? Your in-

dustry has been accused of adding nicotine.

Philip Morris filed a $10 million lawsuit saying that is just not
true. Why should anybody care if you are accused of adding nico-

tine—does it do harm?
Mr. Whitley. We are being accused of something we are not

doing, and we are being accused of it for the purpose of creating
addiction. We don't do it.

Mr. Waxman. I understand your position; it is non-addictive, and

you are not adding more. If somebody accused you of adding more
of a particular substance that doesn't do harm, why should you
care? Does it do any harm?
Mr. Whitley. We don't think so.

Mr. Waxman. Dr. Spears, does it do harm to add nicotine to a

product?
Mr. Spears. There are points beyond which a product is not ac-

ceptable in terms of nicotine levels.

Mr. Waxman. Why?
Mr. Spears. Tobaccos that contain high nicotine level are very

unpleasant.
Mr. Waxman. So you think that the industry is reacting to the

attack that you are adding nicotine which means your products are

more unpleasant?
Mr. Spears. No, to the fact that addition of nicotine was cast in

the view of some sinister motive and some sinister activity, that it

was cast in that way.
Mr. Waxman. Dr. Spears, you said you don't know to your knowl-

edge whether any of those patented products are being used. That

just means you don't know?
Mr. Spears. I have seen those patents for the first time today.

My company does not use any of those patents.
Mr. Waxman. Mr. Whitley, I guess that is why your company

was selected to have a witness here today and not the others who
have the patents?
Mr. Whitley. The use of the patents mentioned this morning

would be totally inconsistent with the manufacture and process
that is subscribed in the written statements that we submitted for

the record.
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Mr. Waxman. Your position is that none of your companies are

using those patents?
Mr. Whitley. My position is that use of those patents would be

totally inconsistent with the manufacturing process that each of

the companies has described as what it follows in the written state-

ments that were submitted for the record today.
Mr. Waxman, If the Chief Executive Officer of Philip Morris were

here, we could ask him about these patents, we could ask whether
R.J. Reynolds, Philip Morris do things like adding a proportion of

nicotine indirectly to the tobacco.

Mr. Whitley. Mr. Chairman, if you would care to submit those,
we would be glad to submit those to the companies and let them
respond.
Mr. Waxman. Come on. You knew we were holding this hearing

today on the issue of whether nicotine is being manipulated.
You don't know the answer to this question? You don't know

whether they are manipulating it because you don't know whether

they are using these patents. Is that your testimony?
Mr. Spears. May I respond to that, Mr. Chairman?
You are citing patents that involve the addition of nicotine. You

have statements from each company, and I made the statement
with respect to my company, that there is no addition of nicotine.

That would indicate that none of those patents you are citing is

being used.
Mr. Waxman. Do you know whether the nicotine levels can be

manipulated from what would otherwise be in the blend or the

product itself?

Mr. Spears. By blending tobacco is the only method of manipula-
tion that is being used, yes.
Mr. Waxman. Do you know whether the nicotine levels can be

adjusted upward?
Mr. Spears. By blending?
Mr. Waxman. By blending, by spraying, by any other changes in

the tobacco product itself

Mr. Spears. They cannot be adjusted upward except by blending
different tobacco types. I don't know what you mean by upward.
Mr. Waxman, We have patents by. other companies, not by your

company, but by Philip Morris and others, where they can add nic-

otine even to the filter and the paper. Why would they want to do
that?
Mr. Spears. That is a patent. They are not doing that. If they

were doing it, if would be counter to the statements that they have
made that they are not doing it.

Mr. Waxman. Why would they want to study it?

Mr. Spears. I have already explained that there are individuals
in laboratories who carry out all kinds of work for all kinds of pur-
poses, and we would need to examine the specific patent and talk
to the investigators and the individual who applied for the patent
as to why.
Mr. Waxman. I can't believe your answer to me. That is just so

insincere. They are doing this because they are in business to make
money. Why would they want to have all these patents that allow
them to manipulate the nicotine level unless they wanted that op-
portunity to manipulate the nicotine level?
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Mr. Spears. We have patents that we have never used.

Mr. Waxman. So it is your testimony
Mr. Spears. The patent does not imply commercial use or even

commercial feasibility.
Mr. Waxman. Is it, to your knowledge, or can you give us abso-

lute assurance that none of these patents are being used by the

companies?
Mr. Spears. I am giving you assurance that none of the patents

that represent addition could be used or it would be inconsistent

with the statements that you have.
Mr. Waxman. What you are saying to me is either you know

what they are doing with their patents, so it is an anticompetitive
situation since you are presumably a competitor, or you are sajdng
they couldn't be used because they said they are not adding the
nicotine.

Mr. Spears. Couldn't be used because they say in statements to

you, to this committee, that they are not adding nicotine.

Mr. Waxman. Well, I am going to come back, but I want to call

on Mr. Synar, next.

Mr. Synar. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I would ask unanimous
consent to enter into the record a confidential memo that was re-

vealed in the discovery process of the Cipollone case: Motives and
Incentives in Cigarette Smoking, William L. Dunn, Jr., Philip Mor-
ris Research Center, Richmond, Va.
Mr. Waxman. Without objection, it will be entered in the record.

[The information follows:]

Motives and Incentives in Cigarette Smoking

(William L. Dunn, Jr., Philip Morris Research Center, Richmond, Virginia)

There is a lovely little island lying about 150 miles east of the Virgin Islands. It

is at the northern end of the Antilles, that string of islands flung out crescent-like

across the blue Caribbean waters. Legend has it that in the 16th century, both the
Dutch and the French lay claim to possession of this tiny body of land. Rather than

fight it out as was their wont in those days, they showed a surprising and exem-

plary willingness to apply human reason. A Frenchman and a Dutchman were

placed back to back on the beach and told to walk along the beach until they met
again on the opposite side. They did so, and a line was drawn between the points
of start and finish, dividing the island into the French half called St Msirtin, and
the Dutch half called San Marteen.

It seems that the Frenchman walked faster than the Dutchman, because the
French got the bigger half. Some say this was because the Frenchman was drinking
French champagne and the Dutchman was drinking Dutch whiskey. However true
all this may be, the two colonies continue to live peacefully under these 16th cen-

tury terms.
In January, 1972, the Dutch side of St. Martin was invaded by an unlikely party

of 25 scientists. There were pharmacologists, sociologists, anthropologists and a pre-

ponderance of psychologists. They came from England, Canada and the United
States. Each brought with him a carefully prepared scientific paper which rep-
resented his best efforts at attacking the question "Why do people smoke ciga-
rettes?"

Inspired by the rare 16th century display of human reason shown by the French
and Dutch colonists, and while not sunning on the beach, they listened to and re-

flected upon each other's ideas.

You've heard many explanations for cigarette smoking. These were reviewed at

the St. Martin conference. I think it appropriate that we list the more commonly
proposed explanations here: (1) For social acceptance or ego-enhancement; (2) For

pleasure of the senses (taste, smell); (3) For oral gratification in the psychoanalytic
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sense; (4) A psychmotor habit for the release of body tension; and (5) For the phar-

macological effect of smoke constituents.

I might mention one other explanation, not because anybody believes it but as an

example of how distorted one's reasoning can become when under the influence of

psychoanalytic theory. Smoking according to this argument, is the consequence of

pvUmonary eroticism. Translated, this means the lungs have become sexualized and

smoking is but another form of the sexual act.

If one asks the smoker himself why he smokes, he is most likely to say "Its a

habit." If he is intelligent enough, he might be more to the point and say either one
of two things: "It stimulates me", or "It relaxes me". And now we are edready deep
into our topic. The polarity of these two obsen^ations has plagued investigators for

50 years. The challenge to any theorv as to why people smoke lies in the theory's

ability to resolve this paradoxical duality of effect.

The St. Martin conference was called by the Council for Tobacco Research, U.S.A.,
in an effort to goad the scientific community into having another go at the problem.
And go at it they did. Much of what follows in this presentation comes from that

St. Martin conference.

Most of the conferees would agree with this proposition: The primary incentive

to cigarette smoking is the immediate salutory effect of inhaled smoke upon body
function. This not to suggest that this effect is the only incentive. Cigarette smoking
is so pervasive of life style that it is inevitable that other secondary incentives

should become operative. The conference summarizer. Prof Seymour Katy of Har-

vard, used eating as an analogy. Elaborate behavioral rituals, taste preferences, and
social institutions have been built around the elemental act of eating, to such an
extent that we find pleasure in eating even when not hungry.

It would be difficult for any of us to imagine the fate of eating, were there not

ever any nutritive gain involved. It would be even more provocative to speculate
about the fate of sex without orgasm. I'd rather not think about it.

As with eating and copulating, so it is with smoking. The physiological effect

serves as the primary incentive; all other incentives are secondary'.
The majority of the conferees would go even further and accept the proposition

that nicotine is the active constituent of cigarette smoke. Without nicotine, the argu-
ment goes, there would be no smoking. Some strong evidence can be marshalled to

support this argument:
(1) No one has ever become a cigarette smoker by smoking cigarettes without nic-

otine.

(2) Most of the physiological responses to inhaled smoke have been shown to be
nicotine-related.

(3) Despite many low nicotine brand entries into the marketplace, none of them
have captured a substantial segment of the market. In fact, critics of the industry
would do well to reflect upon the indifference of the consumer to the industr/s ef-

forts to sell low-delivery brands. 94 percent of the cigarettes sold in the U.S. deliver

more than 1 mg. of nicotine. 98.5 percent deliver more than .9 mg. The physiological

response to nicotine can readily be elicited by cigarettes delivenng in the range of

1 mg. of nicotine.

I hope our English fiiends who are developing the ssTithetic nicotineless cigarette
arent going to be too disturbed by all this.

Why then is there not a market for nicotine per se, to be eaten, sucked, drunk,
injected, inserted or inhaled as a pure aerosol? The answer, and I feel quite strongly
about this, is that the cigarette is in fact among the most awe-inspinng examples
of the ingenuity of man. Let me explain my conviction.

The cigarette should be conceived not as a product but as a package. The product
is nicotine. The cigarette is but one of many package layers. There is the carton,
which contains the pack, which contains the cigarette, which contains the smoke.
The smoke is the final package. The smoker must strip off all these package layers
to get to that which he seeks.
But consider for a moment what 200 years of trial and error designing has

brought in the way of nicotine packaging:
Think of the cigarette pack as a storage container for a day's supply of nicotine:

(1) It is unobtrusively portable.
(2) Its contents are instantly accessible. Think of the cigarette as a dispenser for

a dose unit of nicotine:

(1) It is readily prepped for dispensing nicotine.

(2) Its rate of combustion meters the dispensing rate, setting an upper safe limit

for a substance that can be toxic in large doses.

(3) Dispensing is unobtrusive to most ongoing behavior.
Think of a puff of smoke as the vehicle of nicotine:
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(1) A convenient 35 cc mouthful contains approximately the right amount of nico-

tine.

(2) The smoker has wide latitude in further calibration: puff volume, puff interval,

depth and duration of inhalation. We have recorded wide variability in intake

among smokers. Among a group of pack-a-day smokers, some will take in less than
the average half-pack smoker, some will take in more than the average two-pack-
a-day smoker.

(3) Highly absorbable: 97 percent nicotine retention.

(4) Rapid transfer: nicotine delivered to blood stream in 1 to 3 minutes.
(5) Non-noxious administration.
Smoke is beyond question the most optimized vehicle of nicotine and the cigarette

the most optimized dispenser of smoke.
Lest anyone be made unduly apprehensive about this drug-like conceptualization

of the cigarette, let me hasten to point out that there are many other vehicles of

sought-after agents which dispense in dose units: wine is the vehicle and dispenser
of alcohol, tea and coffee are the vehicles and dispensers of caffeine, matches dis-

pense dose units of heat, and money is the storage container, vehicle and dose-dis-

penser of many things.
So much for extolling the virtues of the rod. Let us go back now and pick up our

discussion of the motivational aspects of smoking. If we accept the premise that nic-

otine is what the smoker seeks, we've still not answered the question "Why do peo-
ple smoke"? We've merely reformulated it to read "Why does the smoker take nico-

tine into his system?"
Systematic research on the question dates back some 50 years to the time when

American Tobacco Co. funded the work of a psychologist later to become the most
prominent American psychologist of his time. His name was Clark L. Hull. His

question then was "Wherein lies the charm of tobacco for those accustomed to its

use?"
In order to review the data that has been collected over these intervening 50

years, I have organized it under three headings:
(1) Differences between smokers and nonsmokers.
(2) Human physiological responses to inhaled smoke.
(3) Situational variables related to smoking behavior.

First, then, let us quickly review what is known about the differences between
smokers and nonsmokers.

Table 1—Individual Traits and Group Characteristics by Which a Group of
Smokers can be Distinguished From a Group of Nonsmokers

Personality Traits:

More independent (Pflaum, 1965); Greater anti-social tendencies (Smith, 1970);
More active, energetic (Schubert, 1959; Straits, 1965); Higher mean extroversion

rating (Smith, 1970); "Happy-go-lucky" (Smith, 1969); Higher mean measure of

"orality" (Smith, 1970); Poorer mental health (Smith, 1970); Less rigid, less orderly,
more impulsive (Smith, 1970); Greater reliance on "external" than "internal" con-
trols (Smith); More chance-oriented (Straits, 1963); More emotional (Smith, 1967);
Less agreeable (Smith, 1969); "Type A" personality (More time-conscious, competi-
tive, etc.) (Rosenman, 1966); Less "strength of character"; (Smith, 1969); and Higher
anxiety level (Walker, 1969; Srole, 1968; Thomas, 1968).

Life Style Characteristics:

More business-oriented in occupation (Seltzer, 1964); Poorer academic perform-
ance (Veldman and Bown, 1969; Pumroy, 1967; Salber, 1962); More users of alcohol

(Higgins, Kjelsberg, & Metzner, 1967; Lilienfeld, 1969); More users of coffee and tea

(Lilienfeld, 1959); Religious service attendance less frequent (Cattell, 1967; Straits
and Schrest, 1963); Proportionately higher frequency of marriages and job changes
(Lilienfeld, 1959); Higher incidence of prior hospitalizations (Lilienfeld, 1959); High-
er incidence of smoking among parents (Salber and Abelin, 1967); More active par-
ticipation in sports (Lilienfeld, 1959); and, More auto accidents (lanni and Boek,
1958).

Morphological Traits:

Greater body weight (Seltzer, 1963); Greater height (Seltzer, 1963; Baer, 1966);
Thinner (Higgins and Kjelsberg, 1967); Higher height/(cube root of weight) ratio

(Damon, 1961); and. Thinner skin folds (triceps and subscapular) (Higgins and
Kjelsberg, 1967).
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Demographic Characteristics:

More men (Public Health Service Publication No. 1000, 1970); Proportionately
more 25-45 year-olds (Public Health Service Publication No. 1000, 1970); Lower
mean socio-economic class (Salber and MacMahon, 1961); Proportionately fewer col-

lege men (Higgins, Kjelsberg & Metzner, 1967; Lilianfeld, 1959); and. More urban
residents (Higgins, I^elsberg & Metzner, 1967).

Many of these characteristics have little meaning without considerably greater ex-

planation than is appropriate for this presentation. Suffice it to say that the list

does summarize our state of knowledge on the smoker-nonsmoker differences. As for

the relevance of this knowledge to the question of motivation in smoking, I would

say that it is a rich source of hypotheses and hunches, but unfortunately, that is

about as far as it can take us. And I regret to say that the major effort of psycholo-

gists has been to search for these differences. Hull warned us 50 years ago that the

difference approach was a primrose path, but only recently have psychologists begun
to appreciate Hull's warning.
The pharmacologists and physiologists have done much better, which leads us to

the second body of fact; the human physiological response to smoke. The list in

Table 2 again is a summary of our knowledge. To be sure there are other responses,
some of which have been noted in the literature, some likely yet to be discovered

but those listed have been reported by at least two non-related laboratories.

Table 2—Transient Physiological Responses to Smoke Inhalation

(1) Elevated heart rate; (2) Elevated coronary flow; (3) Elevated blood sugar level;

(4) Lowered cutaneous temperature in the extremities; (5) Increased blood flow in

skeletal musculature; (6) A reactive release of adrenalin; (7) Alterations in electrical

potential patterns of the brain involving alpha wave suppression; and (8) Inhibition

of patellar reflex.

Where these responses have been plotted over time, they have been observed to

have their onset within several minutes of smoke inhalation, and they are short-

lived, having a decay function with a half-life of about 30 minutes. Onset and decay,
roughly parallel the coincident plotting of nicotine in the bloodstream. (Isaacs &
Rand, 1972).
These facts are considerably more relevant to the motivation question than are

the facts about smoker-nonsmoker differences. In psychology, when we talk about
motivation we refer to a force which impels one to act, and the action is goal-ori-
ented. Hunger, for example, is a motive which impels one to the action of ingesting
food. The goal is a state of satiety. Reaching the goal is the reward, and the behav-
ior which is instrumental in reaching the goal is reinforced.

With this in mind, we can now ask several questions "Are any of the listed physio-

logical reactions sought after by the smoker?", "Are these physiological reactions

symptomatic of a body state which is the goal of smoking behavior?
One feature of the list which has impressed many investigators is its close resem-

blance to the physiological response pattern accompanjdng emotional arousal, such
as fear, anger, even joy. Is this perhaps the goal of the smoker, to achieve a body
state which mimics emotional arousal?

In the context of this question, let us now turn to the third body of fact, the situa-

tional variables related to smoking behavior. So as not to bore you with references

and the recitation of all the evidence, permit me to present this body of fact in the

form of a summary statement: The rate and incidence of smoking varies as a func-

tion of external conditions which influence the emotional state of the smoker. The
evidence at hand permits us to go one step further; the rate and incidence of smok-

ing is highest at the extremes of the arousal continuum.
If one were to plot smoking rate against some measure of the smoker's level of

bodily arousal, one would observe a nice U-shaped distribution. This observation

brings us full circle, for you will recall that at the outset of this presentation I

quoted the smoker as explaining his smoking in paradoxical terms: It calms me, it

stimulates me.
You may also recall that I stated that the challenge to any explanatory theory

of smoking is to resolve this paradoxical duality of effect. At the St. Martin con-

ference. Professor Stanley Schachter, a psychologist at Columbia University, labeled

this as the Nesbitt paradox; Nesbitt being a student of Schachter's who called the

paradox to his attention.

Let me state this psiradox as clearlv and succinctly as I can: The known physio-
logical effects of smoking are those that we consider as indicating body activation

or arousal. This fits in nicely with the smoker's statement "It stimulates me". But
it is highly discordant with the polar explanation which the smoker provides per-
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haps even more often—"It calms me". And why should an already aroused, excited

person seek further physiological arousal?

Summarizing the known facts pertinent to the question of motivation:

(1) Smoking is relatable to personality variables.

(2) Smoke irihalation induces documented physiological responses similar to those
induced by emotional arousal.

(3) Smoking rate varies as a parabolic function of body activation level.

I will end this presentation by summarizing the two major theoretical expla-
nations proposed at the St. Martin conference. We shall see how each attempts to

cope with the Nesbitt paradox.
The first is that of Hans Eysenck. To appreciate his explanation of smoking, you

must sit still for me to give you a skeletal outline of his theory of personality.

Eysenck contends that there are two major dimensions of personality. He uses the

poles of the dimensions to label them: extroversion-introversion and neuroticism-sta-

bility. He states that the evidence shows no relationship between smoking and the

neuroticism-stability dimension. There is, however, abundant evidence of a relation-

ship between smoking and the extroversion-introversion dimension. His explanation
for smoking proceeds as follows: Under identiced external conditions of low-sensory
input, extroverts will have a low level of cortical arousal and introverts a high level

of cortical arousal. For every individual there is an optimum level of arousal. Since
arousal varies with the level of sensory input, one can visualize as in Figure 1 the

relationship of sensory input and hedonic tone, or sense of well-being. It can be seen

that, in these terms, too much stimulation is to be avoided, and also too little. Intro-

verts and extroverts require different levels of input for optimum arousal; the extro-

vert needs more, the introvert less. Extroverts will become stimulus seekers, intro-

verts stimulus avoiders. Drugs are used to alter the level of sensory input. Nicotine
is also used to alter the level of sensory input. Now we shall see how he resolves
the paradox: He acknowledges that nicotine has an arousal. Activating effect, and
reasons that extroverts therefore should smoke more than introverts. And happily
this is true. But what now does he do with his smoking introverts? Surprisingly,

^
he does not attempt to resolve the Nesbitt

paradox.
He invokes it, pointing out that

nicotine can have both arousing and sedating effects. He cites the well-known

biphasic action of nicotine as documented by neuropharmacological research. At low

concentrations, nicotine activates neursd function, at high concentrations, it de-

presses neural function.

Two serious flaws in Eysenck's reasoning must be pointed out:

(1) The neuropharmacological evidence for the biphasic action of nicotine is based

upon observations of neeural tissue response to the local application of nicotine in

animal studies. Stimulation occurred at low concentrations of nicotine, depression
at high concentration levels. It is absolutely impossible for the concentration level

required to induce neural depression to be attained by means of smoke inhalation.

(2) To postulate both activating and sedating effects is to defy the documented
universality of the activating physiological effect of smoke inhalation.

Eysenck, then, has not dealt effectively with the Nesbitt paradox. And I would
remark in passing that the theory of Svlvan Tomkins, widely acclaimed in some cir-

cles, suffers from the same criticism. Tomkins has proposed that there are different

types of smokers each type seeking different effects from smoking. Tomkins, too, has
chosen to overlook the universality of smoke-induced physiological arousal, agreeing
with Eysenck that smoking can be either arousing or sedating, depending upon the

person and the situation.

The second theoretical explanation from the St. Martin conference is that pro-
posed by Professor Schachter, whom I have already mentioned for coining the

phrase
'

the Nexbitt paradox". Schachter offers an ingenious resolution of the para-
dox, and an explanation of smoking which you will most certainly find novel and
possibly noncredible. Again you must first be briefed on Schachter's theory covering
all kinds of affective or emotional experience.
The bodily arousal accompan)ring emotion is the same for all emotions: fear,

anger, joy, etc. The person interprets the bodily emotional state in terms of the cir-

cumstances under wnich the emotion is experienced. Sometimes there are faulty in-

terpretation. These can be dramatically demonstrated in a laboratory setting. An ex-

ample: A male college student is given adrenaline without his knowledge and under
pretext that makes nim unsuspecting. All this takes place in the presence of a very
attractive female lab assistant. At about the time that the adrenaline begins to take
effect the young woman crosses her legs provocatively and lets her hand linger a
bit too long on his arm. The subject invariably interprets the adrenaline-inofuced
arousal as an erotic arousal and behaves accordingly. The lab assistant threatened
to quit if the experiment were to continue.
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Now how does Schachter apply this theory to resolving the Nexbitt paradox?
There is no paradox, of coiirse, in the smoker seeking arousal when at the low end
of the arousal continuum, but why seek arousal through smoking when excited, as

is so often the case?
I quote him: "As we all know, disturbing and frightening events are presumed to

throw the autonomic nervous system into action, epinephrine is released, heart rate

goes up, blood pressure goes up, blood sugar increases, and so on. Now notice that

many of these physiological changes are precisely those changes that we're told are

produced by smoking a cigarette. What happens, then, to the smoking smoker in

a frightening situation? He feels the way he usually does when he's frightened but
he also feels the way he usually does when he's smoking a cigarette. Does he label

his feelings as fright or as smoking a cigarette? I would suggest, of course, that to

the extent that he attributes these physiological changes to smoking, he will not be

frightened. And this, I propose, is a possible explanation for the strikingly calming
effect that smoking a cigarette had on the chronic smokers in Nesbitt's experi-
ments."
There is a variant on the Schachter hypothesis that should properly be ascribed

to Frank Ryan, one of my psychologist colleagues at the Philip Morris Research
Center.

Ryan suggests that arousal by smoking is perhaps a means of muting or damping
an arousal response to exciting or disturbing circumstances. There are limits within

which a person will operate on the arousal continuum. If pushed up toward the

upper limit by smoke inhalation, there is little room left for further arousal by ex-

ternal events. Thus the smoker can prep himself against the disturbing effect ef

anxiety or fear, or anger or whatever.
This is the end of my presentation. If you have been intrigued by any of these

ideas, I recommend the recently published volume entitled "Smoking Behavior: Mo-
tives and Incentives", a compendium of papers presented at the St. Martin Con-

ference, published by V.H. Winston & Sons of Washington, D.C.

Mr. Synar. Mr. Whitley, I would like to read you a portion of

this internal Philip Morris memo from 20 years ago. Let me read
it to you.
Without nicotine, there would be no smoking and strong evidence

can be marshalled to support this argument. No one has ever be-

come a cigarette smoker by smoking cigarettes without nicotine.

Most of the psychological responses to inhaled smoke have been
seen to be nicotine related.

Do you deny that memo of 20 years ago?
Mr. Whitley. Mr. Synar, I have heard that memo referred to a

number of times in the past, and I assume it is authentic.

Mr. Synar. Do you deny the statement within that memo, Mr.

Whitley?
Mr. Whitley. I think the statement that is in that memo, if you

read the entire memo, represented the opinion of the person who
expressed that view.
Mr. Synar. It is the position of the Tobacco Institute that this

memo is false?

Mr. Whitley. No. I think that memo, to the best of my knowl-

edge and belief, is an authentic memo and it reflects the views of

the person who made that statement.
Mr. Synar. Do you deny the merits of that statement; just yes

or no, Mr. Whitley?
Mr. Whitley. Well, I don't—tell me what you think the merit is,

and I will answer your question.
Mr. Synar. Mr. Whitley, in your written testimony you state that

H.R. 2147 would, quote, "produce an instant ban on tobacco prod-
ucts currently on the market," end quote. You later assert if the
bill contemplates that FDA must find current tobacco additives to

be safe before they can be used, "the result would be an instant
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ban on all tobacco products currently on the market, pending a re-

view of all additives by the Agency," unquote.
Do you deny that cigarette ingredients cause cancer and are not

safe?
Mr. Whitley. Yes, I deny that they cause cancer and are not

safe.

Mr. Synar. So it is your position that after an FDA review, ciga-
rettes would be allowed back on the market?
Mr. Whitley. Mr. Synar, as we read your bill, before we could

sell cigarettes, the FDA would have to review the ingredients and
determine if they are safe, and during the course of that review,
I assume the cigarettes would be kept off the market.
Mr. Synar. Is the industry's only objection then that during that

6-month period or window of review that cigarettes would be off

the market? Because I will be more than happy to allow that ban
to be lifted during that period.
Mr. Whitley. That is not our only objection. We don't think the

FDA needs to be regulating ingredients. The office of

Mr. Synar. Mr. Whitley—Mr. WTiitley, you said that it is safe

enough and effective enough to get back on the market; and yet

you then said the reason you are concerned that it would not get
on the market is because of the ban. Is it your position that after

FDA reviews, cigarettes would or would not be allowed back on the
market?
Mr. Whitley. It is my opinion that they will be allowed back on

the market when they complete the review process, but that still

doesn't mean we want to be regulated by the FDA.
Mr. Synar. Mr. Whitley, the Cigarette Labeling and Advertising

Act of 1984 requires tobacco companies to disclose the ingredients
to the Secretary of HHS and not to the public.

Again, in your testimony, you claim that nothing has occurred
since 1984 to change these requirements, and I want to just ask

you where you have been since 1984.
Are you aware that direct smoking of cigarettes has resulted in

419,000 deaths per year?
Mr. Whitley. I am aware that those figures have been repeated

a number of times.
Mr. Synar. Are you aware, Mr. Whitley, that environmental to-

bacco smoke causes 3,000 deaths a year?
Mr. Whitley. I am aware that those figures have been repeated.
Mr. Synar. Are you aware, Mr. Whitley, that the AMA has found

that smoke is found in the hair of newborn children whose mothers
smoke during pregnancy?
Mr. Whitley. I am aware of that—that has been said.

Mr. Synar. Mr. Whitley, are you aware that EPA has classified

nicotine as a Class I carcinogen?
Mr. Whitley. Yes, and that was a gross mistake.
Mr. Waxman. Mr. Whitley, are vou aware that all food and drug

ingredients must be on package labels other than cigarettes?
Mr. Whitley. No, that is not the case.

Mr. Synar. So there have been changes since 1984, have there

not, Mr. Whitley?
Mr. Whitley. Not in our product. Not in the manufacture and

marketing of our product.
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Mr. Synar. Dr. Raffle, you say in your testimony, quote, "it is im-

possible to predict whether or not a smoker will have any tobacco

abstinence discomfort based on the number of cigarettes smoked

per day or the duration of smoking," unquote.
Now, Doctor, that flies in the face of the American Psychological

Association and also the Surgeon Greneral's report where they
found that cigarette and other forms of tobacco are addicting. They
also found that nicotine is a drug in tobacco that causes addiction.

And it also flies in the face of the American Medical Association's

position, which was delivered to the offices of the members of this

subcommittee today, that our experience in dealing with tobacco re-

sults—that tobacco smoke is a deadly result that cannot be denied.

So you are in some ways a maverick against every reputable
medical institution and association in the county, are you not?

Mr. Raffle. Nothing you have read to me just now goes counter
to the statement that I made that the predictability of the difficulty
in stopping smoking has anything to do whatsoever with the num-
ber of cigarettes smoked per day or the number of years a person
smokes.
Mr. Synar. That is not the position ofAMA or the American Psy-

chological Association, is it?

Mr. Raffle. No, you misstated their position, sir.

Mr. Synar. No, I have not.

Mr. Gardner—if I could have one more question
—you were the

Deputy Commissioner of the Food and Drug Administration; is that

correct?

Mr. Gardner. Yes, sir.

Mr. Synar. And during that period of time you assisted in set-

ting ingredients for cheeses and other food products; is that cor-

rect?

Mr. Gardner. Yes, sir.

Mr. Synar. And you were also involved in putting ingredients on

Nyquil and other drugs that are currently on the market; is that

correct?

Mr. Gardner. That is correct.

Mr. Synar. Can you explain to this subcommittee and this mem-
ber how you can justify having worked down there and actively

sought the listing for ingredients on those products, but you will

not find any ingredients on this product which has so clearly af-

fected so many millions of Americans lives?

Mr. Gardner. Mr. Synar, if the concern is over the safety of in-

gredients, then I think there are many ways to go about dealing
with that question other than putting them on the label. And what
I think is necessary, if that is a concern, is to look for ways that

are the least burdensome on the Agency and on the industry.
Mr. Synar. Mr. Gardner, did you see Dr. Kyle said that he would

recruit States to finance any burdens that the FDA might have?
One final question, Mr. Gardner, are you being paid to consult

with the tobacco industry?
Mr. Gardner. I am being paid for my consultation to do the job

that I described, that I visited the Philip Morris facilities for, yes,
sir.

Mr. Synar. Thank you.
Mr. Waxman. Paid by the tobacco industry?
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Mr. Gardner. Paid by Philip Morris USA.
Mr. Waxman. Mr. Wyden.
Mr. Wyden. Dr. Spears, let me tell you that the central concern

I have is that it seems to me that the industry is constantly saying
that concerns like we are expressing today are kind of trivial and
no big deal, and then goes to such extraordinary lengths to try to

keep secret what is in tobacco.
I have here—under the confidentiality laws, I am not allowed to

go into detail—I have a letter here from the Centers for Disease
Control. And what this letter says is that 13 of the ingredients that
are known to be added to tobacco in the manufacture of cigarettes
cannot be used in food under the Food and Drug Administration
statute.

My question to you is, again in the name of openness and in the
name of disclosure, can you tell us from your knowledge what
items are included in tobacco products now that cannot be used in

food in our country?
Mr. Spears. I am familiar with the list that you are talking

about
Mr. Wyden. You are familiar.

Mr. Spears [continuing]. But I am under a confidentiality agree-
ment, as well, and I cannot discuss the items on the list.

However, let me say that from m.y perspective, this list has been
available to scientists within HHS who are willing to sign a con-

fidentiality agreement for review for a 10-year period or a 9-year
period. To my knowledge, until this date, there have not been any
questions raised about individual items that are part of that list.

My only knowledge is that—and I think this has been said al-

ready—that Secretary Sullivan in 1990 said to the Congress that
that list of ingredients was not a priority for his organization.
Mr. Wyden. Well, we know for a fact, because we have worked

on trying to obtain this list, that essentially nobody has looked.

Frankly, I think that is one of the most powerful indictments of the

way government has regulated tobacco is that here we have a 1984
law so that at least public health officials could know what dan-

gerous ingredients were in tobacco and virtually nobody looked.
I gather that you know the answer to my question. You know

what is not allowed in food, and yet turns up in tobacco.
I am just curious, do you feel any obligation to the customers

that buy your products to give them that kind of information? I

think Oregonians would like to know that. My constituents would
like to know if something isn't allowed in food that is in your ciga-
rettes. I am curious whether you think there is any obligation to

consumers in my State and elsewhere to tell them that?
Mr. Spears. I think you are making the implication that there

is something significantly wrong with something on a list that is

not approved for food
Mr. Wyden. I just said, why don't you tell them? Let them

choose it. Why don't you give them the truth?
Mr. Spears. As far as I am concerned, you have scientists who

have access to the information in government who can look at this
list and make any determination they wish. They can talk to the

industry about it. They can talk about the individual companies
about it, the scientists in those companies.
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There is no secret about this list in the sense that there is ade-

quate opportunity for government employees with proper back-

grounds to review this list. And I am simply saying that your sug-

gestion that there is something on a list that is not approved for

food, that in itself is no indictment that there is anything wrong
with that particular ingredient.
Mr. Wyden. I have looked at the list and there are things on

that list that are so toxic you can't put them in landfills, and they
are very serious ingredients, and I guess you want to wash your
hands of your responsibility to the consumers of this country by
saying maybe somebody else in government ought to take a look.

But I want you to know that I think that is a breach of responsibil-

ity to your consumers, and it seems to me that if the industry had

nothing to hide, which has been at the heart of your arguments to

this Congress now for many years, you would be willing to put it

out. But you are not.

You are willing to really, as far as I can tell, go to great lengths
to kind of keep it out of the public's view; and I think that is unfor-

tunate.
ABC reported
Mr. Spears. Could I just say one other thing?
Mr. Wyden. My time is short and you have already told me that

you are not interested in the public getting the information.

Dr. Spears, the ABC program Day One recently reported that

some tobacco companies use a substance called nicotine sulphate.
Is that a toxic compound?
Mr. Spears. Nicotine sulphate is a salt of nicotine.

Mr. Wyden. Is it toxic?

Mr. Spears. At what concentration?
Mr. Wyden. Again, I would like to hear from you whether or not

you all use that kind of ingredient and whether or not it is toxic?

Do you use nicotine sulphate?
Mr. Spears. We do not use nicotine sulphate.
Mr. Wyden. Not in any quantity?
Mr. Spears. I would say this, however, that I believe that the de-

naturing agent in the SDA-4 alcohol may be nicotine sulphate.
Mr. Wyden. So you may use nicotine sulphate?
Mr. Spears. It may be. As I have already disclosed to you and

mentioned to you, the fact that we use denatured alcohol and the

amount of nicotine or nicotine sulphate in denatured alcohol would
be insignificant and trivial.

Mr. W^yden. Mr. Chairman, I know my time has expired, but

why would a company use a substance like this in manufacturing
cigarettes?
Mr. Spears. I don't know, and I don't think you can get an intel-

ligent answer until someone raises the question with the company
that may have reported nicotine sulphate.
Mr. Wyden. You told me it may be used in your cigarettes. That

is what you just told me.
Mr. Spears. What I told you was that we use SDA-4 alcohol, and

that the denaturing agent is nicotine. And nicotine sulphate is the
same as nicotine; it is a salt.

Mr. Wyden. Mr. Chairman, my time has expired, but nicotine

sulphate has been characterized by the Centers for Disease Control
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as an extremely toxic compound which is easily absorbed by the
human body; and I think this is an additional area we ought to be

following up.
Mr. Waxman. Thank you, Mr. Wyden.
Dr. Raffle, this is your second appearance before our committee.

You were here in 1988 and you testified then that—on behalf of the
tobacco industry, in opposition to the Surgeon General's finding
that nicotine was addictive, and apparently your views and your
client haven't changed in 5 years; is that correct?
Mr. Raffle. My views haven't changed. I don't have a client.

Mr. Waxman. You not being paid a consulting fee for your ap-
pearance today?
Mr. Raffle. I am only being paid the amount of money that I

am losing in my practice today.
Mr. Waxman. And who is paying you that amount?
Mr. Raffle. The people who asked me—Mr. Whitley is.

Mr. Waxman. Mr. Whitley, Dr. Raffle is here at your request to

tell us that he doesn't think that nicotine in cigarettes is addicting.
You stated on the record that you don't believe cigarettes are ad-
dictive and nicotine is addictive. Do you know which company it

was that did the studies in the 1980's that indicated that nicotine
was addictive, and which company suppressed that study from
being published?
Mr. Whitley. Mr. Chairman, what was said here this morning

by Dr. Kessler is the first suggestion I have ever heard of anything
like that.

Mr. Waxman. So you would have no knowledge of
Mr. Whitley. I have no knowledge of the incident that he re-

ferred to.

Mr. Waxman. Dr. Spears, do vou have any knowledge of that?
Mr. Spears. I am sorry. Would you repeat the question?
Mr. Waxman. Dr. Kessler said that he had information of a com-

pany that did some studying about the nicotine addictive qualities,
and once they found out, through looking at whether the animals
seemed to respond to that addiction, they suppressed that study.
Do you know which company that was?
Mr. Spears. I have no information.
Mr, Waxman. We are going to get that information, and unless

there is a strong reason, as I indicated earlier, to keep that from
being made public, we are going to make it public; and perhaps we
will get the people from that company here to talk about it.

But it would seem to me that if that study did take place and
at least one company knew that nicotine was addictive, they might
have told the rest of the industry about it as well; or they might
have acted on that by trying to manipulate the nicotine levels in

order to make people addicted to that cigarette product.
Now, Dr. Spears, you said that nicotine is not being manipulated,

but in the manufacturing process, is there ever a time when nico-

tine is added?
Mr. Spears. Added means additional?
Mr. Waxman. No, nicotine levels are in the manufacturing proc-

ess, is there a time when nicotine is reduced to the point where
they add nicotine to where it would have been otherwise in the to-

bacco?
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Mr. Spears. Weir, I have described in my statement the manu-
facture of reconstituted sheet if that is what you are referring to.

Mr. Waxman. Reconstituted what?
Mr. Spears. Reconstituted sheet.

Mr. Waxman. What is that? Is that when they add all the stems

and the leaves that otherwise don't have the same virility?

Mr. Spears. Small parts of tobacco are formulated into a sheet.

In order to make the sheet, one of the processes is to contact these

materials with water.

Mr. Waxman. I don't really want to know that much about it in

the time that I have. What I want to know is, in that manufactur-

ing process, is there nicotine brought into it so that it is reconsti-

tuted to what it might have otherwise been?
Mr. Spears. As I explained, this is a continuous process. Some

nicotine would go into the water. Water is placed back on the fi-

brous material after they have been separated and made into a
sheet. I do not consider that an addition.

Mr. Waxman. I gather that is the distinction that we are getting
from the tobacco industry, that it is not an addition of nicotine if

it was brought to the levels it would have been otherwise.

Why do we need nicotine in cigarettes at all if we have the abil-

ity to take it out?
Mr. Spears. I think—it is an important flavor to me.
Mr. Waxman. You think it is a flavor?

Mr. Spears. Undoubtedly.
Mr. Waxman. Dr. Kessler seemed to question it was a flavor. You

even indicated if you had too much nicotine it is a pretty acid and

unpleasant taste.

Mr. Spears I am referring to certain types of tobaccos, yes.
Mr. Waxman. Well, I thank you all for your testimony.
Mr. Spears. Could I correct one thing you said a minute ago?

And that is that Dr. Kessler said that this experiment that was not

reported was proof of addiction. I think he did not say that.

He said it showed that the animals pressed a lever for nicotine

administration.
Mr. Waxman. He indicated that js one of the hallmarks of find-

ing out whether a quality or a chemical or whatever is addictive.

Mr. Spears. That was one of his criteria, but he didn't say that

was it.

Mr. Waxman. It is a test that is used to determine an addiction,

isn't it?

Mr. Spears. It is a test that is used in terms of his definition

of addiction, yes.
Mr. Waxman. How about your definition of addiction? You are a

scientist. Isn't this a test that is used to determine addiction?

Mr. Spears. Let me explain. I think if you look at the literature

on this, you will find that there are many, many tests

Mr. Waxman. I am sure there are many tests. Isn't this one test

that is used to see whether it is a hallmark of addiction?

Mr. Spears. There are many reports of this one test in the lit-

erature, and
Mr. Waxman. Listen to my question and give me a yes-or-no an-

swer, if you can.
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Isn't this a test that is used to determine whether—it is a hall-

mark test for looking at addiction?

Mr. Spears. That was his position.
Mr. Waxman. Do you deny it?

Mr. Spears. I don't think so.

Mr. Waxman. Pardon?
Mr. Spears. It depends on the strength of the experiment and a

lot of things. ,

Mr. Waxman. But if you are going to determine addiction, isn t

this one of the tests that is used?

Mr. Spears. Look, it is a test that is used.

Mr. Synar. Did the company make a mistake using that test as

a barometer?
Mr. Spears. I don't know any more about it. I am just trying to

say that Dr. Kessler did not call this addition—addiction.

Mr. Synar. Mr. Whitley, the patents that Dr. Kessler presented

are interesting. You saw them. Do you have any information on

whether any of those patents were actually used by the industry?

Mr. Whitley. Let me go back to what I said previously, Mr.

Synar. If you will look at the written statements that each of the

companies submitted today, every single one of them says that we
do not add nicotine. I do not believe

Mr. Synar. I would like to ask you
Mr. Whitley. I do not believe—if you would let me finish, please.

Mr. Synar. No. Mr. Whitley, I have asked you, on behalf of this

subcommittee, if you would go back to the various companies and

as a sign of good faith report back whether or not any of the pat-

ents that Dr. Kessler talked about have been applied by the indus-

try.
Dr. Raffle, first your testimony states that you see patients with

various drug addictions and drug intoxications, including heroin,

alcohol and other things. I do not see from your testimony that you
have dealt with patients who are not able to stop smoking. Do you?
Mr. Raffle. In the course of my practice, I sometimes have pa-

tients who also smoke and ask me for their—for my guidance in

doing so. I then tell them that smoking is not a big deal. That 40

million Americans have stopped smoking, not to start again. That

none of them—none—maybe 95 percent of those

Mr. Synar. So your experience is limited to that kind of advice

and limited readings?
Mr. Raffle. I have more answer to give you, sir. Can I tell you

what else I tell my patients?
Mr. Synar. Yes.

Mr. Raffle. Gk)od. I also tell them that when they stop smoking

they are going to experience a loss of a well-liked and entrenched

habit. And that they will feel a yearning for it. They will also have

probably some restlessness, some fidgeting, but that it has nothing

at all to do with the kind of detoxification that occurs with drug
addictions such as heroin and cocaine, which I have described in

my report to you.
Mr. Synar. So you don't specialize in a stop-smoking type of

Mr. Raffle. You don't need to specialize in stopping smoking to

help people stop smoking. It is easy. All you have to do is want it.
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Mr. Synar. I hope that you get a tape of this so that you can
watch it.

Mr. Raffle. It is a behavior, Mr. Synar.
Mr. Synar. Mr. Ballin, the Tobacco Institute has claimed that

the bill that I have introduced, a number of the associations that

you represent support—singles out tobacco products which are,

quote, already highly regulated and therefore it would be punitive
treatment of this product. How do you respond to that?

Mr. Ballin. I think tobacco products have already been singled
out for special treatment. They are the only products that are ex-

empt from Federal regulation in the way they are manufactured,
sold, labeled, advertised and promoted. And for the industry to

claim that they, in fact, are overregulated, I think does a disservice

to the public health's interest.

Mr. Synar. Thank you.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Waxman. Thank you, Mr. Synar.
Dr. Raffle, maybe I should ask this question of you.
I recently received a copy of a letter sent to the Tobacco Institute

last month following the Institute's denial that nicotine was addict-

ing. The letter was sent by a Pat McGlothlin of Hollywood, Fla.;

and I don't know whether the Institute even responded to Ms.
McGlothlin or not, but I would like you to respond to her today.
She writes, quote: "I must comment on your statement that ciga-

rettes are not addictive. Let me tell you about my father's death
from emphysema. His death was not the bad part. His life was the

real horror story. My earliest childhood memories include hearing
my dad's persistent, constant, hacking cough, watching him contin-

ually spit up phlegm into a coffee can which he had by his side 24
hours a day.

"I also remember my dad being in the hospital once or twice each

year for a lengthy stay while his lungs were being pumped of the

poisons from nicotine.

"My most vivid memories were my dad's unforgettable words of

despair. Not one day went by when he didn't say, 'I know these

damn cigarettes are killing me, but I can't quit.' I remember his

being under the oxygen tent begging for a cigarette. Does this

sound like a pleasurable, nonaddicting hobby or a disgiisting, ad-

dicting disease? Do you think a person would choose this lifestyle?

"My dad never got the chance to meet his three grandchildren,
and he died with a cigarette in his hand. It is too late for my dad,
but please be honest for the sake of our young people today who
still have a chance to just say no to this harmful drug callea nico-

tine," end quote.
How would you respond to Pat McGlothlin, Hollywood, Fla?
Mr. Raffle. I would first express my condolences to her. I would

then explain to her that a person who is smoking, such as her fa-

ther, had the capability of stopping if he believed he could stop and
if he wanted to stop and if someone didn't tell him that he was ad-

dicted to cigarettes.
Mr. Waxman. You mean someone told him he was addicted and

therefore he believed it?

Mr. Raffle. I think that is a component, and that is really the
reason I am here today. I don't want you to put an addiction label
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on cigarettes because there are people who want to smoke, who if

you tell them they are addicted and they believe they are addicted,
it is going to make it harder for them to believe they can stop.
Mr. Waxman. That must be why that company suppressed the

study that indicated that perhaps cigarettes are addicting. They
didn't want people to hear it because they might in fact become ad-
dicted if they heard it.

Do you think that might be the case?
Mr. Raffle. I am trying to answer your other question, sir; then

I could come back to that one. I would be glad to.

Mr. Waxman. Why don't you answer the second one first?

Mr. Raffle. I am trying to keep the questions straight, Mr. Wax-
man.

In terms of Ms. McGlothlin's very troubling letter, to me, that
when smokers are in a hospital and the doctor says, this is not a

smoking hospital, people stop smoking. If they have addictions to

real drugs like heroin and cocaine; and you say, this is not a hos-

pital where you can get heroin and cocaine, they are not able to

stop because they go into the withdrawal that I described in my re-

port to you today.
Smokers who are in social situations or in situations where they

have to not smoke stop smoking, and they do it for long periods of

time and they are able to without going into withdrawal.
Mr. Waxman. I want to hear from Dr. Slade. You are an expert

on addiction.

Mr. Slade. I am not sure that Dr. Raffle has been in an acute
care

hospital recently where smoking has been banned. In my hos-

pital ana other facilities, smoking is frequently confined now to the
bathrooms where patients go to avoid getting scolded by the staff.

They are not able to stop. Aiid it is actually another issue.

Our physicians are not treating nicotine withdrawal, not rec-

ognizing it as often as it exists. And there are other ways to treat

it besides letting people go into the bathroom to smoke.
Mr. Waxman. You don't believe. Dr. Slade, that people are ad-

dicted to cigarettes because somebody told them they are addicted
and therefore they talked themselves into it, do you?
Mr. Slade. That is nonsense. Nicotine causes
Mr. Waxman. Absolute nonsense.
Dr. Raffle, I am just really astounded to hear a person come here

and say that—who has presumably some scientific background.
Mr. Synar. Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Spears, I want to correct something. Did you say nicotine is

used only for flavor by the tobacco industry?
Mr. Spears. I said nicotine is an important flavor to the tobacco

product.
Mr. Synar. Is that the reason nicotine is used?
Mr. Spears. Nicotine is a natural ingredient of tobacco.
Mr. Synar. What is it used for? Is it for flavor?

Mr. Spears. It is present. It is not used for anything. It is an in-

gredient of tobacco.
Mr. Synar. But is its purpose flavor?
Mr. Spears. Its purpose is—make a cigarette that contains to-

bacco, and it automatically contains nicotine; and nicotine is an in-

tegral part of the flavor of that cigarette.
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Mr. Synar. Is it an active ingredient, Dr. Spears?
Mr. Spears. Active in what sense?
Mr. Synar. In the sense that you put it back in after you have

taken some of it out?
Mr. Spears. Only in what I have described to you previously in

my statement.
Mr. Synar. What I find hard to believe in this argument by the

industry is that nicotine is used for flavor. If that is the reason,

why don't you add a substitute flavor, if that is the reason, given
the serious problems of nicotine?

Mr. Spears. I have already explained to you that tobacco is

grown and it has varjdng levels of nicotine depending on where in

the stock it is harvested from and the different grades. People pur-
chase tobacco by grade. The grades are set.

Mr. Synar. Dr. Spears, do you like being here and having to an-

swer these questions?
Mr. Spears. I don't mind.
Mr. Synar. You know, we wouldn't have to be here if you would

just take the nicotine out of the product, if it is just flavor. We
could get this issue over real quick. Why don't you do that and end
the controversy?
Mr. Spears. Why should we take the nicotine out of product? It

is integral to the product.
Mr. Synar. Yes, it is. As we learned today, it is hooking Ameri-

cans. Thank you, I think that is a good conclusion.

Mr. Waxman. Thank you all for your testimony. We have gone
over this issue, and we are going to continue to go over this issue;
and I hope we will get some people who will come here and give
us very specific answers from the companies themselves, particu-

larly from that company, that we will find out about, who did that

report.
We stand adjourned.
[Whereupon, at 1:25 p.m., the subcommittee was adjourned, to

reconvene at the call of the Chair.]

[The following statements were submitted:]
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STATEMENT OF SCOTT D. BALLIN

Good Morning Mr. Chainnan and members of the Subcomminee. My name is Scott

Ballin, Vice President for Public Affairs for the American Heart Association. I am

speaking on behalf of the American Cancer Society, American Heart Association, and

American Lung Association, united as the Coalition on Smoking OR Health. Thank you

for holding this hearing today to discuss the need for regulation of tobacco products by the

Food and Drug Administration.

Today, Mr. Chainnan, is in many respects an historic hearing, a potential significant turning

point for the health of the American public. Since the first Surgeon General's report was

released thirty yean ago this January, the tobacco industry and the deadly products it sells

have escaped regulation under all of the major health and safety laws enacted by Congress

designed to protect public health. These laws include the Consumer Product Safety Act,

the Toxic Substances Act, the Fair Labeling and Packaging Act, and the Federal

Hazardous Substances Act. Applying any of these laws to tobacco products would probably

have resulted in the products being removed from the market place. That is how

dangerous and hazardous these products have been and are to the health of the American

public. Instead, we have a product that is virtually unregulated for health and safety.

These special protections for tobacco products have conservatively resulted in the

premature deaths of over 10 million Americans. And the epidemic of tobacco related

deaths continues and will continue until the tobacco industry is forced to adhere to

regulation standards that are designed to protect the health of Americans rather than the

profits of the tobacco industry.

While tobacco products have been exempted from regulation under most health and safety

statutes, there is one health and safety act that does not include a specific exemption for

tobacco products. That is the Federal Food, Drug and Cosmetic Act. As this

subcommittee is well aware, the Food and Drug Administration is the primary agency in
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the federal government charged with ensuring that products which the public ingests,

implants or applies to the skin are safe, effective, properly packaged and dispensed,

properly labeled, and properly marketed. How is it that a product which is a cause of

cancer, cardiovascular disease, emphysema, stroke, chronic obstructive lung disease,

premature births, osteoporosis, and is addictive remains virtually unregulated at the federal

level of government in the way in which it is manufactured, distributed, sold, labeled,

advertised and promoted? Why has this unacceptable lack of health and safety controls

over tobacco been allowed to perpetuate? Several reasons come to mind.

Part of the reason lies with Congress's mistake and failure in 1964 to give the FDA the

authority it needed even back then to regulate tobacco products as a significant public

health problem. We would not be here today talking about the tobacco industry's

manipulation of its products if the proper authorities had been vested in the FDA in 1964.

Congress's failure to act on the recommendations of then Secretary of Health, Education,

and Welfare Celebreeze, to give FDA jurisdiction, stems also in large measure from the

tobacco industry's continued assurances to Congress and the American public that it was a

responsible industry that would do the "right thing" if it were proven that smoking caused

disease. We know now in retrospect that there were no good intentions on the part of the

tobacco industry, nor are there today. The promises and assurances that the industry made

to the American public as far back as the 1950s, that it would put the public's health above

all corporate interests, were nothing but public relations ploys designed to buy the industry

time to find ways to keep its products on the market. A confidential internal tobacco

institute document in 1972, released to the public during the Cipollone products liability

trial, portrays the tobacco industry "holding" strategies to dupe the public and the Congress

and to keep its products on the market as "brilliantly conceived and executed.
"
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Edward T. Ned Brethitt, former Governor of Kentucky (1964), in a recent interview with a

Kentucky Newspaper, indicated that the strategy of Senator Earle Clements back in the

1960s was to make tobacco regulation the province of Congress, where the industry had

influence and could keep the issue out of the hands of unelected regulators.

And Mr. Chairman, the strategies were brilliantly conceived and brilliantly executed. What

other industry could, in spite of 23 Surgeon General's Rqx>its and over 60,000 scientific

studies, continue to sell an addictive killer virtually unfettered from government oversight

and regulation? What other industry could so flagrantly target our children with seductive

advertising of an addictive product that kills?

In 1988, the Coalition on Smoking OR Health, after taking a careful look at the history of

how tobacco products have been regulated (or should I say unregulated), realized that the

Federal Food, Drug and Cosmetic Act could be applied against tobacco products under

certain circumstances. It became clear to us that if and when the tobacco industry sold its

products with the intent of "mitigating or preventing disease" or with an intent to "affect the

structure and/or function of the body of man," the industry was no longer merely selling

tobacco products for smoking pleasure only, it was selling "drugs" under section 201 of the

FDC Act. Based on this analysis, the Coalition filed a petition in April of 1988 asking the

FDA to classify low tar and low nicotine cigarettes as "drugs" under the FDC Act. That

petition is attached to your copy of this testimony for inclusion in the record.

The legislative history of these two sections of the Act, added in 1938, makes their purpose

clear - to ensure that products that did not appear on the U.S. Pharmacopoeia list, and

which had drug like effects and/or were intended to mitigate and or prevent disease, were

to be treated as "drugs" under the Act. E>o today's tobacco products meet these

definitions? The answer must be a resounding yes.
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It was clear to us several years ago that the tobacco industry's entire low tar and low

nicotine market was and should be subject to section 201 of the FDC Act, in that these

products were developed, manufactured, and marketed with an intended purpose to both

"mitigate and prevent disease," as well as to "affect structure and function of the body."

Last spring, the Coalition contracted with the Gallup Organization to determine what the

public's perceptions were about these products When asked what message the industry

was trying to get across by using such terms as low tar, low nicotine, and lower yield, almost

two-thirds of those surveyed (including both smokers and nonsmokers) believed that these

products were in some way safer and/or less addictive.

I think the message is clear. The tobacco industry manufactures and the public buys these

cigarettes for the overwhelming reason that they believe these products are safer. These

products are, in our view, "drugs" under the Food, Drug and Cosmetic Act. Such a

conclusion is consistent with all the legislative history of the Act, the FDA decisions, as well

as the case law on when cigarettes can or should be treated as drugs.

As Judge Meany stated so eloquently in a 1953 FDA/cigarette case:

If claimants' [tobacco companies] labeling was such that it created in the mind

of the public the idea that these cigarettes could be used for the mitigation or

prevention of the various named diseases, claimant cannot now be heard to

say that it is selling only cigarettes and not drugs....The ultimate impression

upon the mind of the reader arises from the sum total of not only what is said,

but also all that is reasonably implied. If claimant wishes to reap the reward of

such claims let it bear the responsibility as Congress has seen fit to impose on
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it. (United States v. 46 Carton. More or Less. Containing Fairfax Cigarettes .

113 F.Supp. 336 (D.N.J. 1953).

Since we filed that petition with the FDA seeking to classify all low tar and low nicotine

cigarettes as drugs under the FDC Act, additional evidence has come to light that we

believe justifies the FDA taking jurisdiction over all cigarette products under the Act. The

tobacco industry has in our view crossed over the statutory line and is now in the business

of selling "drugs" and not just conventional cigarettes. These activities have been going on

for some time but because there is no federal agency that has access into the internal

workings of the tobacco industry, its activities, its strategies and its manufacturing processes

have remained virtually a heavily guarded secret. Documents released as part of the

Cipollone liability case have given us a glimpse into the industry's past and present

practices. These documents have pointed to the fact that beginning even before 1964, the

tobacco industry was investing millions and millions of dollars into developing highly

technological products
-
products which no longer consisted of just blended tobaccos, but

rather products in which the nicotine was controlled, products which had sophisticated,

elaborate filters to remove so-called toxins from tobacco, and products which contained

chemical additives to provide flavor and to control the bum of the cigarette so it would

bum faster and smoother. Interestingly enough, all of this was being done at break neck

speed while the industry categorically denied that its products caused disease. A review of

the evidence that has come to our attention is distressing, to say the least, and prompted

our Coalition to file a more recent petition with the FDA seeking to classify aU cigarette

products on the market as dmgs under section 201 of the FDC Act.

Are we surprised by these findings and revelations? Not really. Should the public be

outraged by the tobacco industry's secretive efforts to do everything feasible to make huge
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profits at the expense of the public's health and its right to know about how these products

are being manufactured and marketed? Absolutely!

I would like to request, Mr. Chairman, that our March 7th petition be included in today's

hearing record. I would like to highlight several statements from the petition to give the

members of this subcommittee an idea of the kind of actions and deceptions the tobacco

industry was engaging in that subjects them to FDA authorities. As far back as 1961 the

industry knew it had a real dilemma on its hands. A Ligget and Myers document of March

1961 from its consultant Arthur D. Little began with the statement, "There are biologically

active materials present in cigarette tobacco. These are a) cancer causing, b) cancer

promoting, c) poisonous, d) stimulating, pleasurable and flavorful. The document talks

about the 'disassembling and 'reassembling' of the cigarette using a process designed to

'minimize the biological effect' .

"

A 1962 Philip Morris document talks about speeding up activities on the solvent extraction

of tobacco for the purpose of reducing "the quantity of TPM, nicotine, and gas phase

materials." Another 1964 confidential document talks about the need to develop a

"medically acceptable cigarette in light of the present health attitude." The research

benchmarks were defined as:

- Nicotine removal

- Phenal removal

- Polynuclear hydrocarbon removal

- Nitrosamine removal

A 1968 Ligget Myers memorandum refers to a meeting in 1968 of the top scientific

directors of the tobacco companies in which strategies were discussed on product research
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and development to deal with the problems facing the tobacco industry, particularly in the

area of tobacco and health. A 1973 Philip Morris document discusses in depth the reasons

why people smoke cigarettes, with emphasis on the affects of nicotine on body function.

A 1981 Philip Morris document noted that "Nicotine is a powerful pbarmacological agent

with multiple sites of action and may be the most important component of cigarette smoke.

Nicotine and an understanding of its properties are important to the continued well being

of our cigarette business since this alkaloid bas been cited often as the 'reason for

smoking' and theories have been advanced for 'nicotine titration' by the smoker. Nicotine

is known to have effects on the central nervous system as well as mfluencing memory,

learning, pain perception, response to stress and level of arousal."

A review of the tobacco industry patents that have been fded for the last several decades

also establishes a documented intent on the part of the tobacco industry to research and

develop products that are designed to both "mitigate and prevent disease" as well as

designed to affect function and structure of the body.

A 1971 Philip Morris patent, for example, talks about maintaining the nicotine content at a

sufTiciently high level to provide the desired physiological activity... without raising the

nicotine to an undesirably high level. The patent also says by employing the nicotine

releasing agents and methods... it is possible to incorporate exact amounts of nicotine in

tobacco composition, which will remain constant over extended periods and will ultimately

yield a smoke containing a controlled amount of nicotine.

A 1985 Brown and Williamson patent talks about a process "for treating tobacco to reduce

nitrate and nicotine contents thereof which when incorporated into a tobacco smoking

product, yields smoke with reduced nitrogen oxides, hydrogen cyanide and nicotine
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deliveries...." And an R.J. Reynolds patent discusses a process that results in a "cigarette

having a puff by puff nicotine delivery curve radically different from that of a conventional

cigarette."

There are, Mr. Chairman, many, many more.

Just prior to the submission of our petition to the FDA, the Coalition received a letter from

Commissioner David Kessler. A copy of that letter is attached to our testimony. The letter

was in response to our 1988 low tar and low nicotine petition, but in fact went much

further, reaching some of the same general conclusions that we had reached and which are

contained in our March 7th fding. The letter also indicated that FDA jurisdiction over

cigarettes would probably result in the products being banned under the "drug" provisions

of the FDC Act and that the FDA wanted to woric with Congress in finding solutions once

and for all for the way in which tobacco products should be dealt with in the future. The

FDA letter, in our view, changes the dynamics of the tobacco control and tobacco

regulation debate. It recognizes that the industry by its own volition has skirted and

violated the law. It indicates that the FDA will enforce the law if necessary and if Congress

fails to act. The tobacco industry's free lunch, Mr. Chairman, must come to an end.

Mr. Chairman, it is high time that Congress act. Your leadership and the leadership of

many members of this subcommittee must be commended. But it is time for the other

members of this subcommittee to put the American public's health first. Thirty years of

tobacco industry domination at the expense of millions and millions of American lives is

too high a price to pay. What hypocrisy it is to talk about health care and ignore our

biggest preventable cause of disease and death, tobacco use. This is not the subcommittee

on tobacco, this is the subcommittee on health.
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Why shouldn't tobacco be treated as the addictive drug it is when all other nicotine

products are strictly regulated by the FDA?

Why shouldn't tobacco products be regulated when they are known to cause cancer, heart

disease, emphysema, birth defects and many other medical conditions?

Why should the tobacco industry be allowed to make misleading and deceptive advertising

and labeling claims to keep smokers and nonsmokers believing that certain products are

safer and less addictive?

Why should the tobacco industry be allowed to add hundreds if not thousands of chemicals

to its products without disclosing them to the public or providing the FDA with the

scientific data that ensures the additives are in fact safe when used in the products?

Why shouldn't the tobacco industry be required by an agency like the FDA to disclose

dangerous chemical constituents in tobacco smoke such as arsenic, benzine, and cyanide, to

name just a few of several thousand?

Why shouldn't the tobacco industry be required to provide warnings about environmental

tobacco smoke, or addiction, or stroke, or osteoporosis, to name just a few?

Why shouldn't the tobacco industry's advertising and marketing practices be held to the

same or comparable standards that other legal products, such as pharmaceutical products,

are held?

And why, Mr. Chairman, are there no federal enforcement mechanisms to ensure that

tobacco products are not being given out as free samples or sold to minors?
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For thirty yean we have heard from the tobacco industry that "voluntary" efforts are the

best way to deal with the smoking and health problem. Let's be frank. Its voluntary efforts

are nothing but a part of its elaborate public relations scheme to sell itself as an industry of

good, responsible corporate citizens. The thirty year record of this industry speaks for

itself. Even today, the CEOs of the major tobacco companies deny that their products

cause disease and death. They are, as many have said, "merchants of death."

Congress must now have the political will that Dr. Kessler and the FDA have shown in

their willingness to take the tobacco industry head on, to enforce the law when the law has

been violated. The political will starts right here with this subcommittee. Can this

subcommittee continue to bury its head in the sand and avoid dealing with the regulation of

this nation's single most preventable cause of death, as it has done for the last thirty years?

Or will the members of this subcommittee support what the public has demanded for some

time, accountability of an industry that manufactures and markets a product that the

federal government and every medical organization has recognized as a major addictive

killer? Go ask your constituents what they believe appropriate. Our survey of smokers and

nonsmokers alike shows the public believes FDA regulation is both appropriate and

necessary. As former Surgeon General Dr. Antonio Novello so aptly put it, the time for

studying the issue is over, the time for action is now.

Mr. Chairman and members of this subcommittee, on behalf of the millions and millions of

Americans whom our organizations represent, I implore you to end the vicious cycle of

disease, addiction, and death. If tobacco products are to remain on the market, then the

American public deserves better protection. Our children have a right to better protection.

The special protections given to the tobacco industry must end. These products should at a

minimum be held to regulatory standards comparable to those that all other legal products

are held. FDA must be given full authority over the regulation of the manufacture,

distribution, sale, labeling, and advertising of these products. To that end, we have

enthusiastically endorsed H.R. "2147 the "Fairness in Tobacco and Nicotine Regulation

Act," which we believe creates the necessary regulatory structure to bring the naiion's

single most preventable cause of death under control for the first time.
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I. PRELIMTWRY STATEMENT

In 1906. the first Food and Drug Act was enacted into law. The statute banned

from interstate commerce any trafficking of adulterated and/or misbranded foods

or drugs. Since that time the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) has. under

statutory direction from the U S. Congress, continued to enforce the laws

designed to ensure that foods and drugs are safe and effective. The Act also now

governs cosmetics and medical devices. All of the products covered by the Act

are products that are either ingested by man, applied to the skin or implanted into

the body. Food and Drug Administration regulation of these products governs

the composition of the products and their sale, distribution, advertising and

promotion.

The underlying purpose of the Federal Food, Drug and Cosmetic Act (FDCA) is

to ensure the protection of consumers from hazardous substances. There is one

product that has, although it has attributes similar to foods and drugs,

traditionally not been regulated by the FDA and has escaped regulation by

statutory exemption under the Consumer Product Safety Act, the Fair Labeling

and Packaging Act, the Toxic Substances Act and the Federal Hazardous

Substances Act; that product is tobacco.

There can be no question by any person reviewing the health hazards posed by

cigarettes that this is a pirxluct that logically warrants regulation in the same

manner that foods, drugs and other harmful products are regulated. There can be

no question by anyone reviewing the medical literature on nicotine and its

addictive effects that this is a product that should be considered a dangerous drug.

As the Surgeon General has frequently stated, cigarette smoking is this nation' s
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number one prevenuble cause ot death and disability accounting tor

approximately 420.000 deaths annually Cigarene smoking:

Is the leading cause of death in the United States, accounting for

approxuTiately 20% of all deaths each year.

Is the number one cause of lung cancer m the United States, accoummg
for an estimated 120.000 deaths annually.

Is a major cause of respiratory disease, accounting for approximately
84.000 deaths each year.

Is a major cause of cardiovascular disease, accounting for approximately
180.000 annual deaths.

By pregnant women increases the risk of spontaneous abortions,

miscarriages, and premature births. Pregnant women who smoke are

more likely than nonsmokers to have low birth weight babies -- a leading
cause of death and disease among infants. In addition. Sudden Infant

Death Syndrome (SEDS) occurs 2 1/2 times more frequently among
babies of smoking mothers.

Is harmful to nonsmokers as well as smokers. Each year. Environmental

Tobacco Smoke (ETS) causes 3,000 lung cancer deaths, between 30.000

and 40,000 heart disease deaths, and up to 300.000 cases of bronchitis in

children. A recent study in the Journal of the American Medical

Association (JAMA) found that ETS can affect the fetus of a nonsmoking
woman who is regularly exposed to such smoke.

(See, for example: Reports of the Surgeon General on the Health Consequences

of Smoking. 1979, 1980, 1981, 1982, 1983. 1984, 1985, 1986. 1987, 1988, 1989,

1990, 1991, and 1992.)

The National Institute on Drug Abuse (NIDA) has called cigarette smoking the

most comicoa example of drug dependence inline United States. The World

Health Organization (WHO), the American Psychiatric Association, the Harvard

School of Public Health and others have declared tobacco use to be a form of

addiction similar to cocaine and heroin.

Mote importantly, in 1988. the Surgeon General of the United States released a

comprehensive scientific report on nicotine addiction concluding that:
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o Cigarettes and other forms of tobacco are addicting.

Nicotine is the drug in tobacco that causes addiction.

The pharmacological and behavioral processes that determine tobacco
addiction are similar to those that determine addiction to drugs such as
heroin and cocaine.

Because of the lack of regulation of tobacco products due to specific statutory

exemptions or to interpretations of the limits of the FDCA, as well as lack of

action on the part of the FDA, the tobacco industry has remained free to continue

to manufacture, promote and advertise their products without meaningful

regulation, so long as their only purpose was to sell the product for smoking

pleasure only. Each year the tobacco industry spends over $4 billion dollars to

market their products, making the number one preventable cause of death also

this nation's most heavily marketed consumer product. Free samples of cigarettes

and other tobacco products are routinely handed out to young people on streets,

at rock concerts, at sporting events and through the mail. Rarely is there

verification from the tobacco manufacturer that the tobacco producf has been

given out to someone of legal buying age
- 18 or above in all states. No federal

agency has taken the responsibility to ensure the proper labeling, distribution,

sale and advertising of these products.

The Food and Drug Administration, charged with protecting the public from

misbranded and adulterated products, would obviously not allow such practices to

be carried out for a prescription drug such as "valium" or for nicotine-containing

drugs such as Nicorette gum and the transdermal nicotine patches. Such

allowances would amount to the sanctioning and promoting of drug abuse - an

absurd notion by any standard. Yet, that is exactly what has been allowed to

occur with tobacco products.
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Tobacco products have traditionally not been subject to the Food. Drue, and

Cosmetic Act unless they have been determined to meet the legal standards of the

Act under Section 201 (g)(1), (B), and (C). The petitioners were pleased to

receive your lener of February 25, 1994, recognizing that cigarette products can.

in the view of the FDA. fall under the agency's jurisdiction as "drugs
"

and that

evidence exists that clearly points to the fact that these products are being sold to

mitigate and prevent disease and to affect function and structure of the body.

As long as tobacco products and particularly cigarettes were sold merely for

smoking pleasure onlv and were not intended to affect function and structure of

the body or to mitigate or prevent disease, the FDA has not viewed itself as

having jurisdiction over cigarettes or other tobacco products. The history of the

food and drug statutes and case law, as well as testimony and other FDA actions

governing tobacco products do, however, make it clear beyond doubt that tobacco

products, like any other product, can be subject to the act when the manufacture,

sale, labeling, and promotion of the product is deemed to meet the legal

requirements of the Act.

The earliest cases which affirmed FDA jurisdiction over cigarettes as "drugs
"

were

decided in the 1950s. Those cases remain the law today, supplemented by

numerous other cases that have reaffirmed the FDA's statutory authority.

Petitioners believe that there is now more than ample evidence to establish that

today's cigarettes and other tobacco products are "druss" within the meaning of

Section 201 of the FDC Act.

This proposition to regulate all cigarettes under the FDC Act was first advocated

by the Action on Smoking and Health (ASH) in the late 1970s in a petition to the
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FDA seeking to classify all nicotine containing cigarene products as drugs. While

the petition was denied, it was denied on the basis that ASH had failed to show

any evidence of vendor intent , that these products were being sold as products

intended to affect function and or structure of the body. ASH had relied solely on

consumer intent. While consumer intent was useful evidence to bolster "intent,
"

it

was in and of itself insufficient for the JTDA to assume jurisdiction absent a

showing of any vendor intent.

Petitioners believe that after a review of evidence that has come to light since the

ASH petition was decided, a clear and convincing argument can now be made to

establish that cigarette manufacturers have in fact been selling cigarettes not

"merely for smoking pleasure only,
"

but have for some time embarked on a

calculated, intended strategy to alter the fundamental characteristics of tobacco

products, including but not limited to, the manipulation of nicotine. The tobacco

industry has turned its research endeavors into the implementation of marketing

strategies in order to sell a product that is designed to "affect functions and

structure of the body," as well as "mitigate and prevent disease." The industry's

extensive research, its development and manipulation of the cigarette and the

nicotine in its products, its calculated labeling and advertising campaigns to

convince smokers and nonsmokers that there are safer, less addictive products,

and its deliberate efforts to withhold important health related information from

the public wanant FDA jurisdiction over all cigarette products.
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n. STATEMENT OF LEGAL GROfNDS

A. CIGARETTES ARE "DRUGS" WmilN THE VtEANTNG OF THE
FEDERAL FOOD. DRUG ANT) COSMETIC ACT

Section 201(gKl) of the Food, Drug and Cosmetic Act (21 U.S.C. of 321(g)(1))

defines a "drug
"

as:

(A) anicles recogiuzed in the official United Sutes Pharmacopeia, official

Homeopathic Pharmacopeia of the United States, or official National

Formulary, or any supplement to any of them:

(B) articles inteaded for use in the diagnosis, cure, mitigation, treatment or

prevention of disease in man or other animals;

(C) articles (other than food) intended to affect the structure or any
function of the body of man or other animals; and

(D) articles intended for use as a component of any anicles specified in

clauses (A), (B) or (C) of this paragraph; but does not include devices or

their pans, or accessories.

The manufacturing, advertising, promoting and marketing of cigarettes on the

market today, fall squarely within the definitions of drugs under clauses (B) and

(C) and of Sec. 201 (g)(1) which defmes drugs as articles intended "for use in the

diagnosis, cure, mitigation treatment or prevention of disease,"' and "articles

(other than food) intended to affect the structure or any function of the body of

man or other animals.
'

Petitionen contend (and have contended in previous petitions filed with the

FDA) that the manufacturing, advertising, selling and promoting of low yield

prtxlucts will lead consumers to believe that use of many of these products will

mitigate and prevent diseases caused by the use of the higher tar and nicotine

cigarenes and that the marketing of cigarettes is conducted in a calculated

manner with the intent of affecting the function and structure of the body of man.

Thus, for reasons set out in this petition, as well as reasons set out in prior
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petitions b> the Coalition, the FDA should take action against all cigarene

products as 'drugs."

Petitioners are not embarking into unexplored territoi7 in contending that

tobacco products should be regulated as "drugs" under the Food, Drug and

Cosmetic Act. In appropnate circumstances, such actions have been brought by

the FDA and upheld by various courts.

For example, the courts have routinely held that if "there is an indication of intent

to use the article for the cure or mitigation or treatment or prevention of disease

in man, then clearly the subject matter of the libel is to be considered a drug

within the meaning of the [Food, Drug and Cosmetic] Act." United States v. 46

Cartons More or Less containing Fairfax Cigarettes . 113 F.Supp. 336, 337 (D.N.J.

1953). Similarly, in United States v. 354 Bulk Caiton.s: . . Trim Reducing
• AID

Cigarettes . 178 F.Supp. 847 (D.N.J. 1959), Action on Smoking and Health v.

Harris . 655 F.2d 236 D.C. (Cir. 1980), cigarettes were acknowledged to be drugs

when they were intended to affect the function and structure of the body of man.

The Food and Drug Administration's jurisdiction over tobacco products in

appropriate circumstances has also been reaffumed by the FDA in testimony

before the Congress. In 1972, then FDA Commissioner Charles C. Edwards

testified to the Consumer Subcommittee before the Senate Committee on

Commerce as follows:

Cigarettes and other tobacco products would be drugs subject to the

Federal Food, Drug and Cosmetic Act if medical claims are made for the

product. . . .We have on occasion proceeded against cigarettes

recommended for use in controlling appetite or otherwise recommended
as a weight reducing aid... However cigarettes recommended for smoking

pleasure are beyond the Federal Food, Drug and Cosmetic Act.

(Hearings: "Public Health Cigarette Amendments of 1971", Senate

Commerce, Science and Transportation Committee, Subcommittee on

the Consumer, 92nd Congress, 1972, Serial No 92-82 page 239.)
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This position was reiterated in December 1977 by then FDA Commissioner

DonaJd Kennedy in a lener of denial to a petition filed by Action on Smoking and

Health et.al. . which requested that the FDA exercise jurisdiction over cigarenes

containing nicotine as a "drug" under the Food. Drug and Cosmetic Act and in the

alternative, as "devices
"

under the Act. In his letter. Commissioner Kennedy

concluded that the judicial opinions stood for the proposition that cigarenes are

"intended to affect the structure or any function of the body of man
"

within the

meaning of the Food, Drug and Cosmetic Act only where manufacturers or

vendors of cigarettes intend such effects (emphasis added) and that such intent

must be shown by heaith claims or other represenutions by cigarette

manufacturers or vendors. (Brief of Action on Smoking and Health v. Joseph

ralifann Case No. 79-1397, U.S. Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia p.

2-3).

To date, the FDA has brought action against traditional cigarette products as

""drugs" on two occasions. A third case, relevant to this petition and discussed in

greater detail elsewhere, concerns an action brought by the Federal Trade

Commission which employed the Food and Drug Administration s defmitional

standards for "'drugs."

The first case relevant to this portion of the petition. United States v 46 Carton.

More or Less, r^n'^^"'"? P"'*^" Cigarettes. 113 F. Supp. 336 (D.N.J. 1953),

involved the introduction into interstate commerce of 46 cartons of "Fairfax"

Cigarettes. The cartons were accompanied with 51 leaflets entitled, "How

Cigarettes May Help You." A Ubel action was brought by the United Stotes

alleging that the cigarettes were drugs and. as such, were misbranded. The issue

addressed by the court was whether or not "the seized article is a drug within the

meaning of the Food, Drug and Cosmetic Act." The Court noted that "in a field
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where generally speaking competition is met by advertising and labelmg rather

than by pnce or even perhaps by substantial differences ui quality, such contlicts

[between the FDA and tobacco companies] are almost inevitable as

manufacturers tread near the statutory boundary.
"

(113 F. Supp. at 337.)

In ruling that the cigarette products were drugs, the court concluded that, contrary

to the claimant's assertions that the leaflets were intended only to promote and

increase ones smoking pleasure, "if there be an indication of intent to use the

anicle for the cure or mitigation or treatment or prevention of disease in man

then clearly the subject matter of the libel is to be considered a drug within the

meaning of the act." (Id. at 337.) Similarly, the manufacture, promotion, and sale

of today's cigarettes mislead the public "by a subtle appeal to a natural and

powerful desire on the part of all of us to avoid" disease and addiction to a deadly

product. (Id. at 337.)

In the Trim cigarette case the court held that cigarettes "promoted as weight

reducing cigarettes and which contained combustible taitacic acid, constituted an

article intended to affect, and contained a component which affected structure or

functions of the body, and therefore, constituted 'drugs' within the meaning of the

Food, Drug and Cosmetic Act.
"

Petitioners will establish that the tobacco

industry research, knowledge, and deliberate manipulation of nicotine and other

components in tobacco products constitutes "an article intended to affect" and

contains a component intended to "affect structure and functions of the body."

Materials released as a result of discoveries in the CipoUone case, as well as other

newly discovered industry documents, etc., provide an extensive record of the

tobacco industry's research activities and recognition of the effects of nicotine as

part of the smoking habit. Documents also show the industry's intended purpose
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to manipulate nicotine levels of cigarettes through investigating new scientific

procedures and techniques designed to influence smoking behaviors and

addiction levels.

The tobacco industry's marketing practices of reducing lar and nicotine content

and its extensive research and actual intended manipulation of the nicotine

content in cigarenes "would appear to have
"

- in the words of the Federal Court

in Fairfax -
"

no other purpose than to mislead the unwary ." whose hope in buying

and smoking such cigarenes is to improve their prospects for avoiding, mitigating

and/or preventing cigarene caused disease, as well as intending to assure

continuing addiction to the product thereby affecting structure and function of the

body. (Id. at 337.) (Emphasis added.)

In the Fairfax case, Judge Meany pointed out that the Food, Drug and Cosmetic

Act was intended and must be constructed so as "to effectuate the purpose of

protecting the buying public which is largely beyond self protection in the

circumstances of modem life."* (Citizen 62 Cases of JAM v. United States . 1951

340 U.S. 593, 596. 71 S.Ct. 515, 95 L.Ed. S66; Kordel v. United States . 335 U.S.

345, 69 S.Ct. 106, 93 L.Ed. 52; United States v. Dotterweich 1943 . 320 U.S. 277.

280. 64 S.Ct. 134, 88 L.Ed. 48 1943.) 113 F.Supp. at 337. This was further

reiterated in United States v. Article - Sudden Change . 409 F.2d 734, 740 (2d Cir.

1969) and United States v An Article of Diup...Bacto
- Unidisk . 394 U.S. 784. 22

L.Ed. 2d. 726, 733, in which the court suted:

At the outset, it is clear from Sec. 201 that the word "drug" is a term of art

for the purposes of the Act, encompassing far more than the strict

medical defmition of the word. If Congress had intended to limit the

statutory defmition to the medical one it could have so stated explicitly,

or simply have made reference to the official United States

Pharmacopoeia, or the National Formulary, as it did in the first of the

three sections of Sec. 201 (g)(1) and let the defmition rest there. The

historical expansion of the statute's defmition, furthermore clearly points

out Congress' intention of going beyond the medical usage.
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II

This construction of the broad scope for the word 'drugs
'

under the Food. Drug

and Cosmetic Act was set out by the Congress beginning in 1935 It was under the

legislation first considered during the 74th Congress and enacted in 1938 under

the Food. Drug and Cosmetic Act of 1938 (Copeland Act) (52 Stat. 1046, 75th

Congress, 3d Session, June 25, 1938) that the definition of "drug
"

was expanded to

be broadly interpreted. The Senate Committee Report to the 1935 Act stated:

The definition of "drug" has been expanded to include, first substances
and preparations recognized in the Homeopathic Pharmacopoeia of the

United States: second devices intended for use in the cure, mitigation,
treatment or prevention of disease; third substances, preparations and
devices intended for diagnostic purposes, and fourth such articles other

than food and cosmetics intended to affect the structure or function of the

body. Such expansion of the definition of the term ""dmg" is essential if

the consumer is to be protected against a multiplicity of devices and such

preparations as "slenderizers."" many of which are wonhless at best and
some of which are distinctly dangerous to health. (Senate Repoit 74-361

"Food, Drugs and Cosmetics,"" 74th Congress 1st Session, 1935, p. 3.)

(Emphasis added.)

The fact that tobacco products "'sold for smoking pleasure only" are not

considered to be drugs does not limit the FDA's authority to regulate those that

do fall under the statutory definition of "drugs." It was also Congress' intent that

product definitions not be mutually exclusive. As the Senate Report to S.5 further

noted in 1935:

The use to wbich the product is to be put will determine the category into

which it will fall. If it is used only as a food it will come under the

definitioa of food or none other. If it contains nutritive ingredients but is

sold for drug use only, as shown by labeling and advertising, it will come
under the definition of drug but not that of food. If it is sold to be used

both as a food and for the prevention or treatment of disease it would

satisfy both definitions and be subject to the substanuve requirements of

both. The manufacturer of the article, through his representations in

cormection with its sale can determine the use to which the article is to be

put. (Senate Report 74-361, 74th Congress 1st Session, 1935 p. 4. See

also, U.S. V. Article—Sudden Change . 409 F.2d 734. 739, 1969.)

Both the Congress and the courts have clearly spoken and the tobacco industry

cannot legally claim that their manufacturing, advertising, promoting and selling
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of cigarenes. intended to atYect the structure and function of the body or

containing implied or direct health claims, are purely for smoking pleasure.

What the Federal District Court said in Fairfax some 30 years ago, in applying the

provisions of the Food. Drug and Cosmetic Act. remains fuUy applicable today

and should be applied with the full force of the law against all cigarene products.

The Court in Fairfax observed:

If claimants labeling was such that it created in the mind of the public the

idea that these cigarettes could be used for the mitigation or pr;vention
of the various named diseases, claimant cannot now be heard to say that

it is selling only cigarettes and not drugs... The ultimate Impression upon
the mind of the reader arises from the sum total of not only what is said,

but also all that is reasonably implied. If claimant wishes to reap the

reward of such claims let it bear the responsibility as Congress has seen
fit to impose on it. (113 F.Supp. at 338-339.) (Emphasis added.)

B. LEGAL REQUIREMKNTS FOR ESTABLISHING INTENT

Petitioners have established that cigarettes and other tobacco products can and

have been legally classified as "drugs" under the Food, Drug and Cosmetic Act

when they are manufactured and marketed with an intended purpose to affect the

structure and function of the body, or when they are marketed to mitigate or

prevent disease. Additional attention, however, should be given to the legal

requirements needed to establish "intent" under section 201(g) of the Act. It was

Action on Smoking and Health's failure to show.aoy "vendor intent" that led to

FDA's denial of ASH's petition to classify all nicotine containing cigarettes as

"drugs." The legal authorities most frequently cited for establishing "intent" under

section 201(g) of the FDC Act include:

Action on Smokiny and Health v. Harris . 655 F.2d 236 (1980)

U.S. v. Donerwich . 320 U.S. 277, 280, 64 S.Ct. 134, 88 L.Ed. 48 (1943)

U.S. v. An Article of Drue.Bacto-Unidisk . 394 U.S. 784, 22 L.Ed.2d 726,

89 S.Ct 1410, reh den 395 U.S. 954. 23 L.Ed.2d 473. 89 S.Ct. 2013 (1969)

U.S. v Hohensee . 234 F. 2d 367, 370 (3 Cir. 1957), cert, den., U.S. 967, 77

S.Ct. 1058. I L.Ed.2d 1136 (1957)
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U S V An .Ajticle.. Consisting ot 216 individually Cartoned Bottles. More
Or Less of an Anicie Labeled in pan Sudden Change . 409 F 2d "54 i2d
Cir 1969)
National Nutritional Foods Association v. Mathews . 557 F 2d 325. 333 2d
Cir (1977)

The Supreme Coun has also explicitly determined that commercial speech is

inherently calculated, intended speech, because commercial speakers have

extensive knowledge of both the market and their products.
"

See Central

Hudson Gas & Electric Corporation v. Public Service Commission of New York .

447 U.S. 557, 564 n.6, 100 S.Ct. 2343, 65 L.Ed.Zd 341 (1980). The tobacco

companies fully understand the health ramifications and the addictive nature of

nicotine in tobacco, and carefully research, develop, and market their products to

encourage consumers to use so-called safer products as well as to ensure their

continued addiction. Since the commercial speech of the tobacco industry is

calculated to foster the public's use of this product, which they often perceive as

safer and less addictive , the tobacco companies should be held accountable for

development and marketing of their products with such intent. In addition, a

1993 survey conducted by the Gallup Organization showed that over 75 percent of

those surveyed (smokers and nonsmokers) believe terms like "low tar,
"

"low

nicotine,
"

and "'low yield"* mean the product is safer, less cancerous and less

addictive.

In Sudden Change the court said that the question of whether a product is

intended to affect function or structure of the body is to be answered by

considering first how the claim might be understood by the "ignorant, unthinking,

or credulous consumer and second, whether the claim as so understood may fairly

be said to constitute a represenution that the product will affea structure of the

body. . .

"

(p.734). Citing Hohensee . the court in -Sudden Change explains the ways

in which "intent" is to be ascertained suting that: "It is well established that the
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intended use of a product may be determined from its labeling. accompanMng

labeling. oromotionaJ materia!, advenising. or anv other relevant source .

'

(emphasis added) The court notes that
'

intent
"

has been established m

statements made in a disclaimer lener. magazine testimonials, as well as lectures,

and in "Class Notes on Health and Nutrition.
'

Obviously the manner in which

intent can be established and ascertained is very broad and flexible. The coun

continues (citing Hohensee . Fairfax , and Trim ) finding that "regardless of the

actual physical effect of a product, it will be deemed a drug for purposes of the

Act where the labeling and promotional claims show intended uses to bring it

within the drug definition.
""

.Ajid finally the court discusses the issue "by what

standards are these claims to be evaluated? Or to put it another way, what degree

of sophistication or vulnerability is to be ascribed to the hypothetical consumer in

order to understand how these claims are understood by the buying public?"

Citing U.S. v. Donerwich , the court states that, "Considering the remedial

purposes of the Act and particularly of the 1938 amendments, the Supreme Court

declared: 'The purposes of this legislation thus touch phases of the lives and

health of people which - in cirmnuiUnces of modern industrialism, are largely

bevond self-protection. Regard for these purposes should infuse construction of

the legislation if it is to be treated as a working instrument of government and

not mereiv as a coUection of English words. Accepting this admonition, we

conclude that the purposes of the Act will best be effected by postulating a

consuming public which includes the ignorant, the unthinking and the

credulous...'.' (p. 277) (Emphasis added.)

The cumulative legal basis upon which "intent" and paniculariy "vendor intent" is

required to be established was again summarized and confinned in both National

Nutritional Foods Associations v. Mathews. 557 F.2d 325 2d Cir. (1977) and in

ASH v Harris . 655 F.2d 236 (1980), the latter case being direcUy related to and
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- 15 -

most relevant to this petition. As the Coun in National Nutntional Foods noted

in finding that the FDA had failed to show any vendor intent:

The main issue on this appeal is whether the evidence of the extensive

use of larger doses of Vitamins A and D to treat or prevent diseases and

the promotion of such usage by persons not associated with the

manufacturers or vendors establishes such widespread therapeutic use at

the regulated levels as to overcome the plaintiffs' claim of the lack of an

intended use to cure or prevent disease. . . . (p. 335)

In the ASH case. Action on Smoking and Health (ASH) had contended that the

mere presence of nicotine in a tobacco produa coupled with the "intent" of the

consumLng public to buy these products to affect structure and function of the

body made these products "dnigs" subject to the FDC Act. FDA denied the

petition. In affinning the FDA's decision the District Court noted that ASH, by

failing to introduce any evidence of vendor's intent - whether based upon

subjective vendor claims or objective evidence such as labeling, promotion

material and advertising, placed itself in a position of having to meet the high

standards established in cases where sututory "intent" is derived from consumer

intent alone. Whether consumer intent is a "relevant source for these purposes

depends upon whether such evidence is strong enough to justify an inference as to

vendor's intent."

Petitioners beUeve that there is far more than sufficient evidence now available

on vendor's intent (complemented by weU esUbUshcd consumer intent) to

warrant the FDA assuming jurisdiction over all cigarette products under Section

201(g)(1)(B) and (C).
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As the Agency is aware, the Coalition on Smoking OR Health has already tiled

petitions which have relied pnmanly on Section 201(g)(1)(B) and have shown that

the marketing of cigarenes using low tar and low nicotine labeling and advertising

have no other purpose than to promote cigarettes as safer and less addictive. We

will also present evidence in the Factual Statement Section of this petition that

clearly shows that the public's perception (smokers and nonsmokers alike) is that

low tar and low nicotine cigarenes are marketed as safer and less addictive, and

that the industry has designed today's cigarettes to affect functions and structure

of the body.

In ASH V. Harris the court specifically noted that in deciding whether a cigarette

was to be classified as a "dnig" under Section 201(g)(1)(C) (intended to affect

function or structure of the body), the case law to be consulted was FTC v. Liggett

& Mvers Tobacco Co. . decided in 1952. As the court specifically noted, ''...the

court's remarks in FTC v. Liggett & Mvers Tobacco Co. seem as relevant today as

they were in 1952.''

The petitioners therefore have given Ligsfll particular attention not only because

of its legal significance in ASH v. Harris but because it is also the case most often

cited by the tobacco industry for advocating that the FDA has no jurisdiction over

cigarette products. A review of this case will cleariy show that the facts of the

case and the court's rationale are both distinguishable and legally consistent with

the basis of this petition.
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C. FTC V. LIGGETT IS CONSISTENT WTTH THE LEGAL ARGL^rFNTS
NLVDE BY PFTTTTON-ERS TO CLASSIFY ALL CIGARETTES AS DRt GS
LTsDER SECTION 201 (g)(1)(C) OF THE FOOD. DRUG. ANT)
COSMETIC ACT

In Liggen the court found that cigarettes which claimed to be less "imtating" than

other cigarenes were not deemed to be drugs under section section 201(g)(1)(C).

The decision in the case, the statutory definition that the court was concerned

with (clause (C)), and the rationale and conclusions of the court must be put mto

perspective to understand the important distinctions between what the court said

in 1952, and how it is applied to today's scientific and medical knowledge about

tobacco products. This includes how the tobacco industry has deliberately and

intentionally embarked on research, product development and manipulation, and

advertising campaigns that now clearly establish that they are selling products

"intended to affect the structure and function of the body.
" When one reviews this

overall picture including the case law, it is difficult to arrive at any conclusion

other than that the tobacco industry is selling "drugs.
"

The decision in the Liggett

case is completely consistent with and supports the premises upon which this

petition is being filed. The court in Liggett was correct when it said:

As times and conditions change it is fitting that an

administrative agency, before resorting to the legislature,
seek to invoke new means of coping with still unresolved

problems, but in its zeal the agency must not exceed the

bounds of its statute.

It is clear to even the casual observer that the cigarette industry and its

manufacturing processes and marketing practices have continued to dramatically

change and that the FDA should invoke "new means of coping with still

unresolved problems.
'"

In spite of its broad statutory authorities, the FDA has,

however, been anything but over zealous in the use of its authorities to regulate

tobacco products when they are sold as drugs. Its unwillingness to act has resulted
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IS

in the deaths of millions of Americans since the first Surgeon Generals Repon

was released in 1964.

Thus the Liggen decision must be reviewed in light of what has transpired since it

was decided in 1952. In Liggen. the court was confronted with the question of

whether or not cigarette products which claimed to be less irritating were

intended to affect the structure or any function of the body of man.

The court ruled that the FTC allegations that the product was a "drug" and

intended to affect function and structure of the body (Section 201(g)(1)(C)) were

faulty in that the claims focused on ihe cigarette being less "irritating" and thus

had non-adverse effects rather than having "beneficial effects.
'

Claiming that

something is "less irritating," "better tasting," "smoother," or "soothing" is far

different from a claim that a product is safer, less addictive, and will have

beneficial effects toward the reduction of the health consequences of cigarette

smoking. (Consequences that were not yet known or accepted in 1952.)

The court in Liggett further noted that:

Anything that stimulates any of the senses may be said

in some perhaps insignificant degree, to affect the functions

of the b<xly of man. Consequently an article, which used in

the manner anticipated by the manufacturer thereof, comes

into contact with any of the senses may be said to be an

article "intended to affect functions of the body man."

Sucely the legislaton did not mean to be as all-inclusive

as a literal interpretation of this clause would compel
us to be.

The Commission asserts that the defendant alleges a

"soothing" property and that cigarettes are advertised

and bought with this soothing property in mind. But many

things soothe the troubled mind of modem man and I do not

feel that this is the type of effect which the statute

contemplates, (emphasis added)
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As *e will clearly establish in the Sutemem of Factual Grounds, the Surgeon

Generals Reports (particularly the 1988 Report on Nicotine Addiction), the

FDA's own actions in regulating nicotine containing products as drugs, as well as

the industry's own research, documents, and marketing strategies, reveal a

component of the tobacco product (nicotine) which is today recognized as a

powerful and significant determinant on smoking behaviors, and one that has

significant intended effects on functions and structure of the body. The tobacco

industry's deliberate attempts to remove other dangerous substances in the

cigarette product is further evidence of its efforts to produce products intended to

effect structure and function of the body, and/or to mitigate or prevent disease.

Clearly the health claims, research, and development of nicotine and cigarene

products in general, which have been and continue to be conducted by the

industry are the primary i^esult of scientifically and medically established health

dangers (including nicotine addiction), associated with cigarette smoking, that

were obviously not known in 1952 or more importantly not cited in the 1952

Liggett case . It was not until 1953 that the first significant scientific evidence that

cigarette smoking was causally connected with cancer came to public attention. It

was not until 1964 that the first Surgeon General's report on cigarette smoking

and cancer was released to the public. The scientific and medical knowledge

about the dangers of tobacco, coupled with the tobacco industry's strategic

responses to such knowledge, have changed so dramatically and significantly since

the 1952 decision that we are obviously no longer dealing with a product that

merely "stimulates" in some insignificant degree, but which is a proven cause of

major chronic diseases and is as addictive as cocaine and heroin -- issues which

were obviously far from the mind of the court when they considered and ruled in

Liggett. The basis upon which petitioners seek action on the part of the FDA

under section 201(g)(1)(C) is therefore wholly consistent with the LiggfiH decision.
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D. FDA HAS ON NTAIEROLS OCCASIONS REGLXATED AS DRLGS
A.NT)/OR FOOD OTHER NICOTEST OR TOBACCO CONTATsTSG
PRODUCTS

In addition to the legal authorities to regulate cigarenes as drugs under the FDC

Act. the FDA has also brought numerous actions against a number of nicotine

and/or tobacco containing products.

In 1987 the Food and Drug Administration found that a cigarette-like product.

FAVOR, was a nicotine debvery system intended to satisfy a nicotine dependence

and to affect the structure of one or more functions of the body. The FDA

reached its decision to classify the product as a drug after reviewing promotional

materials filed with the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC).

In 1989 the FDA issued a regulatory letter against Masterpiece Tobacs . This time

the product was being sold as a chewing gum. The manufacturer had argued that

the product was outside the FDA's Jurisdiction because the product contained

tobacco. The FDA disagreed and ruled that because the product was a chewing

gum. it therefore fell under the jurisdiction of the FDA under the definition of

"foods.
"

Because the product contained a dangerous substance - tobacco - the

product was deemed to be adulterated and removed from the market place.

Arguments that the product was a tobacco product for "chewing pleasure only" did

not even enter the FDA's decision to remove the product from the marketplace.

In 1989 the FDA issued a regulatory letter against C.A. Blockers, Inc. indicating

that a cigarene additive, "N-Bloctin," was a "diug" subject to regulation by the

FDA. "N-Bloctin" according to the regulatory letter, "is an alcohol containing

cigarette additive, the intended uses of which include, through action at the tissue

cells, to inhibit the accumulation in the lungs of nitrosamines present in
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conventional cigarene smoke and thereby prevent lung cancer.' The regulatoi^

letter goes on to sute that
"

Cigarettes marketed as containing the N-Bloctin'

additive such as Optima and Spectra Brands are also dmgs under Section

201( g)(1)(B) and (C) of the FDC Act . When one or more of these uses for

cigarenes containing N-Bloctin' is recommended or suggested in the labeling they

would be 'new drugs' as defined in Section 20 1 (p)...." This case is analogous to

the situation in the case of low tar and nicotine claims in that the product that is

being used is also the product that causes the diseases to be avoided, an issue that,

in spite of tobacco industry assertions, is obviously not relevant in the application

of Section 201(g). (Emphasis added.)

The Food and Drug Administration has reviewed and approved new drug

applications for a variety of nicotine containing products including gums and

patches which are designed to assist the public in reducing their risks of disease

and addiction caused by cigarene smoking.

And most recently, the FDA sent a regulatory letter to the maker of JAZZ

cigarettes indicating that the claims made by the manufacturer constituted 'drug"

claims under the FDC Act and since the product is a new drug for which no

approval of an application has been filed, the product was prohibited from being

sold in interstate commerce. JAZZ was advertised as a revolutionary product
-

nicotine free , tar free , and noncancerous , a message clearly analogous to the

tobacco industry's messages in their low tar and nicotine promotions, and clearly

comparable to the industry research and development initiatives to develop safer,

less addictive products.
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E. FDAS FAn.I-RE TO TAKE ACTION AGAINST TOBACCO PRODI CTS IS

ARBITRARY AND CAPRICIQl S

The FDA's failure to regulate alJ tobacco products under the drug provisions of

the Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act is in the view of the Coalition clearly arbitrary

and capncious and not in accordance with the law. (See for example. National

Nutrition Foods Association v. Mathews . 557F.2d325, (333,336 2d Cir.(197T).)

Petitioners have clearly shown that the tobacco industry long ago abandoned the

premise that cigarenes are sold for smoking pleasure only and that they have

consciously and consistently conducted research and developed marketing

strategies that clearly fall within the legal parameters of Section 201. We have

shown under Section D that the FDA has in fact proceeded against a myriad of

other products which have been marketed in a fashion similar to that in which

today's cigarettes are developed, marketed, and sold.

The double standard, which literally affects the health of millions of Americans

each and every year, must end. All nicotine contairiing produas. and all cigarette

products which are marketed with an intent to affect function or structure of the

body or which are intended to mitigate or prevent disease, must be consistently

regulated as required by law.
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m. STATENfFNT OF FACT! AL GROfNDS

A. TOBACCO PRODUCTS ARE A VIAFOR CAUSE OF DISEASE IN THE
LOTTED STATES A.\D ARE ADDICTPVE. >aCOTINE IS THE DRUG Dv
TOBACCO THAT CAUSES ADDICTION.

It is now well established and accepted that tobacco products are a major cause of

cancer, heart disease, emphysema, stroke, and many other diseases. It is also well

established that tobacco products are addictive. Tobacco products contain

nicotine which is readily absorbed into the body both in the form of tobacco

smoke, as in the case for cigarettes, as well as through the mouth and nose as in

the case for smokeless tobacco products.

The 1988 Report of the Surgeon General, "Nicotine Addiction," provides the most

in depth and extensive review of the scientific literature on the powerful role that

nicotine plays in causing and maintaining addiction. Prior to this report, however,

numerous other reports and studies had made similar fmdings and conclusions.

As the report notes:

For example, numerous monographs prepared in the 1970s by the

National Institute on Drug Abuse (NDDA) considered tobacco use as a

form of drug dependence. In 1980, the American Psychiatric Association,

in its Diagnostic and Sutistical Manual of Mental Disorders, included

tobacco dependence as a substance abuse disorder and tobacco

withdrawal as an organic mental disorder (APA 1980). The 1987 revised

edition of this manial (APA 1987), in recognition of the role of nicotine,

changed "tobacco withdrawal" to "nicotine withdrawal." In 1982, the

Director of NIDA testified to Congress that the position of NEDA was

that tobacco use could lead to dependence and that nicotine was a

prototypic dependence-producing drug. In a 1983 publication, "Why
People Smoke Cigarettes," the U.S. Public Health Service supported this

position of NIDA regarding tobacco and nicotine (XFS DHHS 1983b). In

the 1984 NIDA Triennial Repoit to Congress, nicotme was labeled a

prototypic dependence-producing drug and the role of nicotine in tobacco

use was considered to be analogous to the roles of morphine, cocaine,

and ethanol, in the use of opium, coca-derived products, and alcoholic

beverages, respectively (US DHHS 1984b). In 1986, a consensus

conference of the National Institutes of Health and the Report of the

Advisory Committee to the Surgeon General on the health consequences

of using smokeless tobacco concluded that smokeless tobacco can be

addicting and that nicotine is a dependence-producing (i.e., addicting)

drug (US DHHS 1986b).
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Source: Health Consequences of Smoking: Nicotine Addiciion . A Repon
of the Surgeon General, 1988. pp. 12-13.

Petitioners have attached as an exhibit the Executive Summary of the report.

What follows are some of the numerous significant fmdings and conclusions of the

report The conclusions of the report are based upon the concepts of drug

dependence (addiction) developed by expert committees of the World Health

Organization (WHO), as well as publication of the National Institute on Drug

Abuse (NIDA) and the American Psychiatric Association. As the report notes.

"These concepts were used to develop a set of criteria to determine whether

tobacco-delivered nicotine is addictive. The criteria for drug dependence

(addiction) includes primary and additional indices and are summarized below:

Criteria for Drug E)ependence

Primary Cnteria

o Highly controlled or compulsive use

o Psychoactive effects

o Drug- reinforced behavior

A<j<Jiti9n^ Criwna
Addictive behavior often involves:

o stereotypic patterns of use

o use despite harmful effects

o relapse following abstinence

o recurrent drug cravings

Dependence-producing drugs often produce:
o tolerance

o physical dependence
o pleasant (euphoriant) effects, (p. 7)

What follows are conclusions of the report. Petitioners recommend that

additional discussion, details, and fmdings of the report be made by consulting the

appropriate chapter of the report.

1. Nicotine: Fharmacokinetics, Metabolism, and Pharmacodynamics

1 . All tobacco products contain substantial amounts of nicotine and

other alkaloids. Tobaccos from low-yield and high-yield cigarenes

contam similar amounts of nicotine.

2. Nicotine is absortjed readily from tobacco smoke in the lungs and

from smokeless tobacco in the mouth or nose. Levels of mcotmc in

the blood are similar m magnitude in people using different forms of

tobacco. With regular use. levels of nicotine accumulate in the body
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dunng the day and persist overnight. Thus, daily tobacco users are

exposed to the effects of nicotine for 24 hours each day.
3. Nicotine that enters the blood is rapidly distnbuted to the brain. As a

result, effects of nscotme on the central nervous system occur rapidly
after a puff of cigarette smoke or after absorption of nicotine from
other routes of administration.

4. Acute and chronic tolerance develops to many effects of nicotine.

Such tolerance is consistent with reports that initial use of tobacco

products, such as in adolescents first beginning to smoke, is usually

accompanied by a number of unpleasant symptoms which disappear

following chronic tobacco use.

2. Nicotine: Sites and Mechanisms of Actions

1 . Nicotine is a powerful pharmacologic agent that acts in the brain and

throughout the body. Actions include electrocortical activation,

skeletal muscle relaxation, and cardiovascular and endocrine effects.

The many biochemical and electrocortical effects of nicotine may act

in concert to reinforce tobacco use

2. Nicotine acts on specific binding sites or receptors throughout the

nervous system. Nicotine readily crosses the blood-brain bamer and

accumulates in the brain shortly after it enters the body. Once in the

brain, it interacts with specific receptors and alters brain energy
metatx)lism m a pattern consistent with the distribution of specific

binding sites for the drug.
3. Nicotine and smoking exert effects on nearly all components of the

endocrine and neuroendocrine systems (including catecholamines,

serotionin, corticosteroids, pituitary hormones). Some of these

endocrine effects are mediated by actions of nicotine on brain

neurotransminer systems (e.g. hypothalamic-pituitajry axis) In

addition, nicotine has direct peripherally mediated effects (e.g.. on the

adrenal medulla and the adrenal conex).

3. Tobacco Use as Drug Dependence

1 . Cigarettes and other forms of tobacco are addicting. Patterns of

tobacco use are regular and compulsive, and a withdrawal syndrome

usually accompanies tobacco abstinence.

2. Nicotine is the drug in tobacco that causes addiction. Specifically,

nicotine is psychoactive ("mood altering") and can provide pleasurable

effects. Nicotine can serve as a reinforcer to motivate tobacco-

seeking and tobacco-using behavior. Tolerance develops to actions of

nicotine such that repeats! use results in diminished effects and can

be accompanied by increased intake. Nicotine also causes physical

dependence characterized by a withdrawal syndrome that usually

accompanies nicotine abstinence.

3. The physical characteristics of nicotine delivery systems can affect

their toxicity and addictiveness. Therefore, new nicotine delivery

systems should be evaluated for their toxic and addictive effects.

4. Tobacco Use Compared to Other Dnig Dependencies

1. The pharmacologic and behavioral processes that determine tobacco

addiction are similar to those that determine addiction to drugs such

as heroin and cocaine.
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2. Environmental factors including drug-associated stimuli and social

pressure are important mtluences ot mitiation. patterns ot use.

quitting, and relapse to use of opioids, alcohol, mcotine. and other

addictmg drugs.
3. Many persons dependent upon opioids, alcohol, mcotine. or other

drugs are able to give up their drug use outside the context of

treatment programs; other persons, however, require the assistance of

formal cessation programs to achieve lasting drug abstinence.

4. Relapse to drug use often occurs among persons who have achieved

abstinence from opioids, alcohol, nicotine, or other drugs.
5. Behavioral and pharmacologic intervention techniques with

demonstrated efficacy are available for the treatment of addiction to

opioids, alcohol, nicotine, and other drugs.

5. Effects of Nicotine That May Promote Tobacco Dependence

1. After smoking cigarettes or receiving mcotine. smoken perform
better on some cognitive tasks (including sustained attention and

selective anention) than they do when deprived of cigarettes or

nicotine. However, smoking and nicotine do not improve general

leanung.
2. Stress increases cigarette consumption among smokers. Funher,

stress has been identified as a risk factor for initiation of smoking in

adolescence.

3. In general, cigarette smokers weigh less (approximately 7 lb less on

average) than nonsmokers. Many smokers who quit smoking gam
weight.

4. Foc^ intake and probably metabolic factors are involved in the

inverse relationship between smoking and body weight. There is

evidence that nicotine plays an important role in the relationship

between smoking and body weight.

6. Treatment of Tobacco Dependence

1 . Tobacco dependence can be treated successfully.

2. Effective interventions include behavioral approaches alone and

behavioral approaches with adjunctive phannacologic treatment.

3. Behavioral interventions are most effective when they include

multiple components (procedures such as aversive smoking, skills

training, group support, and self-reward). Inclusion of too many
treatment procedures can lead to less successful outcome.

4. Nicotine replacement can reduce tobacco withdrawal symptoms and

may enhance the efficacy of behavioral treatment.

Source: The Health Consequences of Smoking: Nicotine .Addiction. A

Report of the Surgeon General, 1988, pp. 13-15.
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B. THE TOBACCO CVDISTRY HAS CONT)LCTED EXTENSFVE
RESEARCH FSTO THF \TFnir AL RA-VPFICATION OF CIGARETTES
AS WELL AS ON THE IMPORTANT ROLE THAT MCOTINT: PLAYS IN
THE ADDICTTON TO CIGARETTES. HAS INTENTIONALLY
VL\NTPLXATED THE NICOTINE LEVELS IN TOBACCO PRODUCTS
DESIGNED TO AFFECT THE "FL"NCTIONS AND STRLCTLTtE OF THE
BODY." ANT) HAS USED THIS KNOWLEDGE AS PART OF ITS
PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT AND MARKETING STRATEGIES

Petitioners have already established that tobacco products can be "drugs
"

under

Section 201 of the FDC Act. This section will provide factual evidence that the

tobacco industry is no longer selling cigarenes for "smoking pleasure only." but

has for some time in fact conducted extensive research and marketing activities

on nicotine, and cigarette products in general, including developing sophisticated

processes for extracting nicotine from tobacco products, and adding the nicotine

back into the product (Reconstitution processes). This calculated, scientifically

based effort to "control" the nicotine delivery of a cigarette prtxluct, coupled with

a marketing strategy often designed to promote low nicotine cigarettes as safer

and less addictive, warrants FDA expeditious action to classify all tobacco

products as drugs under Section 201(g)(1)(B) and (C) of the Act.

Over the last several years, new evidence and documentation has been brought to

light which establishes that the cigarette industry has for many years recognized

the central role that oicotine plays as part of the smoking habit, and that it

deliberately and intentionally conducted (and continues) extensive research into

nicotine, its effects on functions and structure of the body, and has used such

research to develop and market new cigarettes designed to both affect functions

and structure of the body and to mitigate and prevent disease (addiction).

In addition, tobacco industry documents made public in the case of Cipoilong v.

Li^yett Group. Inc. . CivU Action No. 83-2864 (D.N.J. 1988), a product liablUty

action brought in the U. S. District Court in New Jersey, reveal cigarette
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v;ompanies' effons to mislead and contuse the public regarding the health hazards

of smoking. In the Cipollone case. Judge H. Lee Sarokin stated that the jury

could reasonably conclude that "advertismg of the industry created a consistent

message of purity, health, safety, reduced tars and nicotine , .to create doubt in the

mmds of the consumer as to smoking dangers, and played on the weakness of

those who were either addicted and/or dependent,
"

and, further, that the

defendant cigarene companies "made affirmative health claims which were

untrue." (Id. at 8, 11-12.) In Haines . Judge Sarokin went even further stating:

All too often in the choice between the physical health of consumen and
the financial well-being of business, concealment is chosen over

disclosure, sales over safety, and money over morality. Who are these

persons who knowingly and secretly decide to put the buying public at risk,

solely for the purpose of making profits and who believe that illness and

death of consumers is an appropriate cost of their own prosperity.

The evidence from CipoUone . some of which is cited specifically in the petition,

dates as far back as the 1960s. In March 1961 , Arthur D. Little provided Liggen

and Myers with a "Perspective Review" of the problems and solutions facing the

industry. The document began by stating that: "There are biologically active

matenals present in cigarette tobacco. These are: a)cancer causing b)cancer

promoting c)poisonous d)stimulating, pleasurable, and flavorful." This

memorandum is revealing in that it sets out some of the basic challenges to the

industry on the smoking and health issue which were to be pursued for thirty five

years. Several points in the review are worth noting:

There are many forces which continue to emphasize that L & M is in the

tobacco business not the pleasure business . Any shift from being in the

tobacco business will have to be accomplished by avoiding these major

pressures. A means is emerging
- is it correct? Can it be accelerated?

The use of C.T.S. not as a product but as a concept opens a way of having

a "tobacco" cigarene and at the same time exploring a great deal about

the "causative factors
'

in cigarettes and at the same time not having to

face major opposition for not using tobacco.

Are we not on the march to a "disassembled" tobacco cigarette that we

"reassemble" via the C.T.S. process to minimize the biological effect?
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In an Apnl 2u, ["^hl memorandum, senior scientist H. Wakeman ot' Phihp Mom-,

laid out his thoughts on a policy the company might follow as a result ot the

reopening of the smoking and health question...
"

if the "Tar Derby
"

stans up again in the United Sutes. I think we
should try to be the first to market a cigarene delivering considerably
less, of one or more of those substances that have been reponed to be

irritating to human skin or mucous membrane.
Let's speed up our activities on the solvent extraction of tobacco for the

purpose of reducing the quantity of TPM, nicotine and gas phase
materials delivered from the cigarette blend.

Finally, lets hasten our search for an additive (catalyst) that might be

incorporated into the cigarette blend for the purpose of reducing the

irritating substances in smoke.

On October 24. 1963 in a personal and confidential memorandum, H. Wakeham

of Philip Morris provided a "Technical Forecast" to Mr. Hugh Cullman. It read.

You have requested a "technical forecast outlining those areas where
the cigarette industry might be most subject to criticism and suggesting
those elements in smoke which might be most accused by either the

medical profession or exploited by our competiton.
" We now have

accumulated a good deal of documentation on this subject. Rather

than to subject you to all this I will present here our considered

judgement in the matter. If you should wish to go into further detail, it

might be more practical to give you an oral review.

We believe that the health critics are following three main lines of

attack:

(1) Chemical carcinogenesis of the lungs by smoke constituents;

(2) Irritation from smoke components leading to chronic bronchitis and

emphysema; and

(3) Cardiovascular effects due mainly to nicotine in the smoke.

...The Cardiovascular Effects in smoke are believed to be mainly due to

nicotine and have been thoroughly explored in literature and

conference. We do not believe this will be a specific area of attack. If

forced to, we could produce a fairly tasty low aicotine product.

On November 21, 1963, Mr. R.H. Blackmore sent a confidential memo to Dr. A.

Bavley concenung "Project 0100.
"

The memo summarizes a planning meeting to

"establish the major objectives for Project 0100 during 1964. The following

exceipt is worth noting.

Dr. Bavley prefaced the meeting with the statement that the major

objective of the Research Division for 1964 is to develop a "Medically
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Acceptable
'

cigarene in light ot the present health anitude. The aims

of the smoke chemistrv group should be more specific than in the past.

We must not forget the major goals of the Division and become bogged
down m procedures on anaJyticaJ methodologies. For example, one of

our major purposes is to remove polynucleax hydrocarbons from

cigarette smoke, not just to develop a method of detecting

ben20(a)pyrene in smoke.

Dr. Bavley then stated that we should approach the problem with

definite "bench marks
"

in mind.

What are the "bench marks"' in the Smoke Chemistry Problem?

1 . Nicotine removal . Accomplished - using low nicotine tobacco and/or

extracted tobacco to remove nicotine selectivity from tobacco.

2. Removal of phenol . Accomplished by means of the cellulose acetate

filter with plasticizers.

3. Polvnuclear hydrocarbons removal . We should have this completed

during 1964 - major effort.

4. Vitr^yiiT^l oes removal . We should also have this completed dunng
1964.

Status of Polynuclear Hydrocarbon Removal from Smoke.

An improved analytical method for the determination of benzo(a)pyrene

and several other polynuclear hydrocarbons should be completely worked

out by January 31, 1964. This will enable screening of various chemical

additives and/or treatments of cigaienes for polynuclear hydrocarbons

delivery.

A 1968 Liggett and Myers internal memorandum summarized the results of an

important meeting of the scientific directors of all of the major tobacco

companies, held in Hilton Head, South Carolina, Febiuary 14-16. Attending the

meeting were: E. Harlow, American Tobacco Co.; R.E. Griffith, Brown and

Williamson; M. Senkus, R.J. Reynolds; H. Wakchat. Philip Morris; A. Spears. P.

Lorillard; and W. Bates, Liggett and Myers. The memorandum from WW. Bates

to ME. Harrington contained the following statements:

Our primary purpose was to discuss the scientific aspects of the

problems facing the tobacco Industry with specific emphasis on tobacco

and health. If a consensus could be reached on this point, we were to

discuss and attempt to reach a consensus as to an acceptable way to

attempt to solve these problems.

Shortly after lunch on the second day of our conference I insisted upon

discussing what I considered to be the major scientific problems tacmg
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the industry After a bnef discussion the remaining tl>.e scientific

directors quickJy arrived at (illegible) that:

1. There is general agreement that it is desirable (1 feel it is necessary)
to establish the scientific facts which will put smoking and health into

the proper perspective. These problems are of such magnitude that

they are beyond the capability of any one company to attack with the

expectation of making the needed progress within reasonable tune
limits.

2. In order to do this it will require an extensive and broadly based

program which includes epidemiology, pharmacology, toxicology,

chemistry and the necessary interactions of compxDnents of cigarene
smoke with biological systems of animals and where necessary
humans. rMy thoughts expressed here may in fact go somewhat

beyond my fellow conferees.)

3. The organization discussed above contains the essential elements to

undertake the kind of program which is required.

4. In addition we reached general agreement that in many areas of
basic research such as the isolation and identification of components
of cigarene smoke and other problems with non-competitive
implications, work should be jointly planned and divided between
individual industry labs so as to eliminate unnecessary duplication
and to generate more information faster without an increase in funds

needed to do the work.

A 1973 internal Philip Morris (William Dunn Jr.) memorandum on "Motives and

Incentives in Cigarette Smoking" describes the conclusions of a 1972 Council for

Tobacco Research scientific conference in St. Martin on the question of "Why do

people smoke cigarettes?" The conference concluded that:

The primary incentive to cigarette smoking is the immediate salutary

effect of inhaled smoke upon body function... that nicotine is the active

constituent of cigarene smoke. Without nicotine, the argument goes,

there would be no smoking. . . Think of the cigarene pack as a storage

container for a day's supply of nicotine. . . Think of the cigarene as a

dispenser for a dose unit of nicotine. . . .Think of a puff of smoke as the

vehicle for nicotine.... Smoke is beyond question the most optimized
vehicle of nicotine and the cigarene the most optimized dispenser of

smoke.

An October 1978 presentation (revised draft) made by H. Wakeman of Philip

Morris described the company's plan and activities as follows:

I have been given five minutes to describe a five-year plan for Research

and Development.... Firstly, we would like you to think of Research and

Development as a originator, developer, and tester of the technological

weapons system that underlies and protects company policies, particularly
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in the area ot smoking and health Obviousl>. without an adequate
weapons svstem. strategj ii severely limited. Where the weapons
inventory contains applications of scientific and engineering methods to

solve our technical problems, it becomes part of our offensive strategy
Where the arsenal conuins protective shields against economic,

competitive, and political pressures, it is part ot our defensive strategy.
.A.S Mr Goldsmith expresses it. We must keep all bases covered.

'

Our most important defeiuive weapons are in the category of product
development. Here the company and industry are facing two clearly
discemable trends, botb of them arising from the smoking and health

controversy. The first of these is the continuing demand to make cigarets
milder and tnilder, in effect to lower the tar and oicotine delivery per

cigaret. .Milder cigarets have lower taste impact, and our challenge is to

maintain and improve customer acceptance in the face of this trend.

The second trend is the intensifying pressure to develop a "safe"

cigaret... The definition of cigaret "safeness" centers around a battery of

bio-essay tests, currently with animals but eventually with humans. Our
current program is to use a limited number of such tests to evaluate tlker

combinations, blend components, and even non-tobacco substitute

materials. We are working to be in a position to design a cigaret which
will meet "less hazardous" specifications if they are ever imposed on us

and at the same time to make a product which is attractive to the

smoker. I am pleased to report that we already have a number of such

prototypes on our shelves, with more to come in the future.

Research and Development provides the Philip Morris weapons system:

your insurance agamst surprises that may undermme the pre-emmence of

our business.

.A Philip Morris interoffice correspondence dated March 24, 1981, noted the

following:

Nicotine is a powerful pharmacological agent with multiple sites of action

and may be the most important component of cigarette smoke Nicotine

and an understanding of its properties are important to the continued

well beinc of our cigarette business since this alkaloid has been cited

often as 'the reason for smoking' and theories have been advanced for

'nicotine titration' by the smoker. Nicotme is known to have effects on

the central and peripheral nervous system aS well as influencing memory.

learning, pain perception, response to stress and level of arousal.

It is not surprising that a compound with such a multitude of effects

would have properties which are considered undesirable by the anti-

smokmg forces. Claims are made that mcoiine in cigarene smoke can

induce chest pain and irregularities m cardiac rhythm when a person with

a compromised cardiovascular system smokes or when persons with

cardiac disease are exposed to high concentrations of side stream smoke.

For these reasons our ability to ascertain the structural features of the

nicotuie molecule which are responsible for its vanous pharmacological

properties can lead to the design of compounds with enhanced desirable

properties (central nervous system effects) and minimized suspect
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propenies (peripheral nenous systems effects) There are manv
opportunities for acquinng propnetary compounds which can serve as a

firm foundation for new and mnovative products in the future.

The program is justified in my view as a defensive response to the anti-

smoking forces criticisms of nicotine and also as fundamental research
into the nature of our product and how it affects our customers, the
smokers. This entire program involves complex technological problems
and the benefits to be derived from the program will not be realized

immediately. Indeed the benefits will necessarily be of a long-term
nature and may have direct bearing on our market position in a 10-15

year time frame. However, if we do not have the basic research results

this program will provide we will not be in a position to respond if and
when the pressures to change do occur. (Emphasis added.)

In addition to the internal documents that have become available, of which we

have cited only a few, there is extensive evidence about the tobacco industry's

intent to manipulate its products and particularly the nicotine content of the

cigarettes contained in patent applications. A preliminary review by petitioners

indicates that the patents filed both here in the United States as well as in Europe

are numerous. The patents go back well into the 1960s, indicating the tobacco

industry's ongoing efforts to manipulate the tobacco product. A few examples are

noted below. A 1971 Philip Morris patent (#3,584.630) reflects the technological

applications of the strategies revealed in the tobacco industry's internal

confidential documents.

This invention relates to a tobacco product containing a nicotine-

releasing agent and to a method for releasing a controlled amount of

nicotine into tobacco smoke. More particularly, the invention relates to

tobacco products containing an agent for releasing nicotine into tobacco

smoke which agent permits storage of tobacco products containing said

agent for prolonged periods of time, without substantial loss of the

nicotine associated with said agent. The agent provides for the release of

nicotine in controlled amounts, when tobacco smoke is passed in contact

with the nicotine-containing agent.

It has long been known in the tobacco industry that in order to provide a

satisfactory smoke, it is desirable to maintain the nicotine content of

tobacco products at a uniform level. However, it is difficult to accomplish

this result since the nicotine content of tobacco varies widely, depending

on the type of tobacco and the conditions under which the tobacco is

grown.

Maintaining the nicotine content at a sufficiently high level to provide

the desired physiological activity, taste, and odor which this material

imparts to the smoke, without raising the nicotine content to an
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undesirably high level, can thus be seen to be a sienificant problem m the
tobacco an. The addition ot nicotine to tobacco in such a *av that it

remains inert and suble in the product and yet is released in a controlled
amount into the smoke aerosol when the tobacco is pyrolyzed. is a result

which is greatly desirable.

The present invention provides a solution to this longstanding problem
and results m accurate control of the nicotme which is released in tobacco
smoke. By employing the nicotine-releasing agents and methods of the

present invention, it is possible to incorporate exact amounts of nicotine
in a tobacco composition, which will remain constant over extended

periods of time and which will ultimately yield a smoke containing a
controlled amount of nicotine.

With regard to the above-discussed problems of maintaining the nicotine

content of tobacco products to the proper level to provide the desired

qualities in tobacco smoke, previous effons have been made to add
nicotine to tobacco products wherein the nicotine level in the tobacco was

undesirably low.

Such effons have included adding nicotine per se to the tobacco.

However, it has not been found feasible to add nicotine per se to tobacco

products. For one thing, the nicotine can be absorbed through mtact skin

and is, thus, difficult and hazardous to handle in processing operations.
In addition, free nicotine is a very volatile material and wiB volatilize

readily at room conditions. Therefore, the addition of nicotine mto a

tobacco product as the free material could readily result in a substantial

loss of the nicotine during storage of the tobacco product. Even though
the mcotme content of tobacco products could, by the addition of nicotine

content of tobacco products could, by the addition of nicotine under
conditions involving considerable effon, be made initially uniform, the

volatization losses attending storage of the product would not provide
smoke containmg a uniform amount of nicotine.

A 1985 U.S. patent (#4,557,280) filed by Brown and Williamson concermng the

process for reduction of nitrate and nicotine content of tobacco by microbial

treatment states:

The present invention relates to a process of reducing the nitrate and

nicotine contents of tobacco by treating the tobacco with a culture of a

microorganism. More specifically, the invention relates to a process for

treating tobacco to reduce the nitrate and nicotine contents thereof,

which, when incorporated into a tobacco smoking product, yields smoke

with reduced nitrogen oxides, hydrogen cyanide and nicotine deliveries

without loss of desirable flavor and taste properties or other smoking

qualities.

Using the culture of the present invention, it is practical to treat tobacco

lamina or stem and remove nitrate and nicotine simultaneously or to

make a water extract of either material and remove nitrate and nicotine

and then reapply treated extract to the original tobacco materials or a

reconstituted tobacco. The capability of treating the extract and then

reapplying it to the original tobacco avoids the solubles weight loss
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encountered when using water extraction and discard as a vehicle tor

removing nitrate and nicotine. It also avoids the loss of other desirable
tobacco components encountered in water extraction and discard. The
process of the present invention also offers potential for removing both
nitrate and nicotine in reconstituted tobacco production systems, wherein
the tobacco is extracted and the extract is added back in subsequent
process steps, since this enzyme (microbial) system functions efficiently in

a liquid system.

A 1986 R.J. Reynolds patent (#4.595.024) contained the following statements:

A significant problem facing the cigarene industry is the development of
new products.

Another area for significant improvement would be the development of a

cigarene that delivers full smoking "satisfaction" at "tar" and nicotine

levels below those made possible by current technology.

This is an object of this invention to provide a cigarette having a pufT-by-

puff nicotine delivery curve radicaUy different from that of a

conventional cigarette.

It is a further object of this invention to provide a cigarene which delivers

a larger amount of nicotine in the first few puffs of the cigarene than in

the last few puffs.

A European patent application (Application #8731 143.0) filed by Philip Morris

Products, Inc. in December of 1987 also provides a good indication of the

continuing intent of the tobacco company in developing processes and techniques

for nicotine removal and nicotine manipulation. As the patent specifically states:

A process is provided for the selective removal of basic materials from

plant products, in particular, for removing nicotine from tobacco without

materially affecting the content of other components of the tobacco

produa.

The patent goes on to state:

This invention provides a process for removing nicotine from tobacco

withoDt also removing the desirable aroma generating components.
Tobacco is extracted with a solvent either in the supercritical state or in

the Uquid state. Thereafter, nicotine is selectively removed from the

enriched solvent by passing the solvent through a trap containing a non-

volatile acid which is not soluble in the extraction solvent. The trap may
be contained on a support medium. The solvent, depleted of nicotine and

enriched in the other components, is then recycled to the tobacco to

extract nicotine again.

It is an object of this invention to provide a process for selectively

reducing the level of nicotine in tobacco using a single sute extraction

process with or without separate entrapment vessels.
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It IS another object of this invention to provide a process tor the

migration ot nicotine from one tobacco substrate (leaf matenal or
reconstituted leal") to a second tobacco substrate ( leaf matenaJ
reconstituted leaf matenal or tobacco stems) or to a non-tobacco
substrate.

It is a further object of this invention to provide a process usuig
absorption media (full flavor tobacco filler, reconstituted leaf matenals.
tobacco stems, conon cloth, cellulose, carbon, coca shells, or other plant
by-products, porous ceramic, porous metal, etc.) to facilitate the selective
removal of nicotine.

It is a further object of this invention to provide a process using aqueous
absorption media (water, aqueous acid, aqueous salt, etc.) to facilitate the
selective removal of nicotine.

It is a further object of this invention to provide a process for the

extraction of nicotine from tobacco under relatively mild conditions.

In 1987, R.J. Reynolds Tobacco Company introduced a new cigarette called

Premier, the so-called cigarette that heated but did not bum. It is clear from

Reynold's own documents and press statements that the purpose of the cigarene

was to intentionally respond to the evidence that had been released as part of the

Surgeon General's report on environmental tobacco smoke. At a September 14,

1987 press conference Mr. Edward Horrigan. CEO of RJR Tobacco, stated:

As you know smokers have been facing many challenges over the past
several years ranging from the smoking and health controversy to the

social accepubility of smoking.

In response to these we began to develop a cigarette that would help
smokers address many issues they face as they exercise their choice and

right to smoke.

Since the tobacco does not bum, a majority of the compounds produced

by burning tobacco are eliminated or greatly reduced, including most

compounds that are often associated with the smoking and health

controversy....We believe it will be well received by those people who

object to tobacco smoke.

And since this cigarette eliminates or greatly reduces most of the

compounds often associated with the smoking and health controversy...we
feel this product address the desires and perceptions of many of today's
smokers.

The Coalition on Smoking OR Health along with the American Medical

Association filed petitions with the FDA seeking to classify these products as
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drugs and or devices under the Food. Drug and Cosmetic Act. Because Re>nolds

decided not to go forward with the marketing of the product, the petitions were

never acted upon In attempting to convince the public that this product should

have been allowed on the market. Reynolds produced a 743 page monograph

entitled. "New Cigarene Prototypes that Heat Instead of Bum Tobacco." This

document reflects the intensive research of the industi7 to develop and

manufacture a product that clearly should be considered a drug under the FDC

Act. Segments of the study included discussion of "nicotine-free particulate."

"nicotine elimination," "nicotine absorption," "inhalation studies," and other topics

related to the chemical and toxic effects of cigarette smoking. The intended

objectives of the development of the cigarette were stated in the monograph as

follows:

- to simplify the chemical composition of mainstream and sidestream

smoke emitted by the new cigarette.

- To minimize the biological activity of the mainstream and sidestream

smoke emitted by the new cigarette.

- To achieve significant reduction of environmental tobacco smoke from

the new cigarette.

While being touted by Reynolds as a "cleaner" cigarette. Premier was known to

contain carbon monoxide as well as nicotine. Concern was expressed by the

public health community that if the product escaped regulation, the industry

would have been free to add any chemical additives to the flavor chamber as well

as adding or subtracting levels of nicotine at will without the FDA having any

federal regulatory oversight. Premier was just one more example of how the

tobacco industry has been intensifying its research and development activities to

develop and promote products that are not sold for smoking pleasure only but are

in fact drugs under the Act, designed to affect function and structure of the body

and designed to mitigate and prevent disease.
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The March 1992 edition of the tobacco industry's trade journal. TR Tobacco

Reporter provides further evidence that nicotine research, development, and

manipulation continue to be a major focus for the tobacco industry. As an

advertisement by LTR Industries (a subsidiary of Kimberly-Clark Corporation)

specifically points out:

Nicotine levels are becoming a growing concern to the designers of

modem cigarettes, particularly those with lower "tar" deliveries. The

Kimberly-Clark tobacco reconstitution process used by LTR Industries

permits adjustments of nicotine to your exact requirements. These

adjustments will not affect the other important properties of customized

reconstituted tobacco produced at LTR Industries: low tar delivery, high

filling power, high yield and the flexibility to convey organoleptic

modifications. We can help you control your tobacco.

The factual evidence from a variety of sources, coupled with the evidence

provided by petitioners as part of an earlier filing seeking to classify all low tar

and nicotine cigarettes as "drugs
"

under the Food, Drug and Cosmetic Act, clearly

establishes that for many years the tobacco industry has intentionally and

deliberately engaged in the research, development and marketing of products

subject to drug provisions of the FDC Act.
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rV. CONCLISION

It has been thirty years since the release of the first Surgeon General's Report

implicating cigarette smoking as a cause of cancer. Since then, there have been

more than 20 additional reports issued by the Office of the Surgeon General. The

messages and conclusions of those reports are clear --
cigarette smoking is the

single most preventable cause of death in our society.

While the medical evidence about tobacco and its effects on human health has

grown, the manufacturing and marketing strategies of the tobacco industry have

developed and grown concurrently. At one time, cigarettes were products

marketed and produced merely for smoking pleasure only, products which

consisted primarily of a roll of tobacco wrapped in paper. As the concerns about

the health consequences of tobacco use grew over the years, so did the tobacco

industry's anempt to develop and market products which would allay the fean of

disease and death and addiction. Not only did the industry market and label its

products with low tar and low nicotine claims, but confidential documents only

recently made available to the public show an industry that had a well planned

out and calculated strategy designed to develop, produce, and market products

which were intended to both "affect structure and function of the body" and also

to "mitigate and prevent" the onset of disease. The industry was no longer m the

business of marketing and selling products sold for smoking pleasure only, but

was in the business of selling "drugs" as they have been defined by the Food. Drug

and Cosmetic Act.

In producing and marketing "drugs" the tobacco industry should be held to the

same standards as other businesses whose products are marketed and sold with

intended "drug" related effects.
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The federaJ government has for the last 30 >ears failed in its policy

responsibilities to protect the Amencan public from adulterated and misbranded

products in the form of tobacco products. For too long the federal government

has side-stepped the issue of regulating this nations leading cause of disease and

disability. It seems almost mconceivable that a public health issue of this

magnitude can be virtually ignored by our policy makers.

The evidence of tobacco manufacturer intent to sell tobacco prtxiucts as drugs

under the Food. Drug and Cosmetic Act is clear and convincing. The Food and

Drug Administration can no longer afford to sit idle while hundreds of thousands

of Americans die each year, and while 3,000 children try this addictive drug for

the first time each and every day.
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V. ENAlRONArF-NTAL IMPACT

Action requested by Petitioners does not require preparation of an environmental

impact statement under the Food. Drug and Cosmetic Act.

The undersigned certifies, that, to the best knowledge and belief of the undersigned,

this petition includes all information and views on which the petition relies, and that

it includes representative data and information known to the Petitioners which are

unfavorable to the petition.

Vice President and Legislative Counsel

American Hean Association

1150 Connecticut Ave., N.W.
Suite 810

Washington, DC. 20036

(202) 822-9380
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MESSAGE CIGARETTE ADVERTISING IS TRYING TO GET ACROSS
WHEN USING WORDS SUCH AS SLIM. ULTRATHIN, NO FAT SMOKE & SUPER SLIM

The brand has fewer harmful Ingredients

The brand will help you keep from gaining weight

The brand is designed for women

Fashionable/glamorous/stylish

The brand looks better than other cigarettes

Healthy

Thin image/obsession to be thin

Sell the product

Ginmick

Appeal ing

Sex appeal

Cool/trendy/cllque

Attractive

Size of the cigarette

Smoke more

Not harmful/bad for you

Less tar
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Less calories/not fattening

Okay to smoke

Directed towards the younger generation

Less nicotine

The brand is easier to hold

Safe

Better value for the money

Less tobacco

Better than other brands/competitors

Oon't smoke

Propaganda

Acceptable

Psychological

Other

Don't know/Refused

Nothing

Total

X

Smoke

Ciqarettp.;
Smoke
Any
X

1

Non-

Smo ir

*
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TOBACCO PRODUCTS SHOULD BE REGULATED
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MESSAGE CIGARETTE .ADVERTISING IS TRYING TO GET ACROSS

- Terms like "low tar," "low nicotine," 'lower vield" -

Smoke
Cigarettes

The brand is safer

Trying to sell them

False/misleading advertisement

Healthier

Keep smoking/encourage you to smoke

Less harmful/dangerous

That it is not bad for you

The brand is less addictive

It's okay to smoke

Bad for your health/warnings

Less cancerous/won't cause cancer

Not to smoke/stop smoking

Start smoking

Makes it look attractive/fashionable

Ignoring possible health risks

The brand tastes better

Low tar

Mil
%

49

S

4

4

3

2

2

2

2

2

Smoke
Any
X

46

8

4

3

2

2

2

Non-

Smoker
X

49

4

4

5

3

3

2

2

2

(continued. . .)
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Protecting themselves

Trying to make money

Encourages youths to smoke

The brand is milder

Lower nicotine

Favors smoking

Other

Don't know/Refused

Number of Interviews

Total

%

Smoke

Smoke Non-
Anv Smoker
% X

1

(1015)

I
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Perception of Cigarette Advenismg Messages

The Questions: Besides selling the product, what message do you think cigarette

advertising is trying to get across when it uses terms like low tar low

nicotine, or lower yield? What else?

And what message do you think cigarette advertising is trying to get

across when it uses words such as slim, ultrathin, no fat smoke, super
slim? What else?

Slightly less than half (49%) say cigarette advertising that uses terms such as

"low tar," "low nicotine" or "low yield" is trying to convey the message that their

cigarettes are safer. Both smokers and nonsmokers hold the same opinion with regard

to this advertising.

There is less consensus regarding cigarette advertising that uses terms such as

"slim." "ultrathin" or "no fat smoke." One in eight (12%) say this type of statement

tries to suggest the brand has fewer harmful ingredients. As many (11%) say the

message the advenising is trying to convey is that the cigarettes will help you keep

from gaining weight. Again, there is little difference in opinion between smokers and

nonsmokers.
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AGREEMENT WITH COMPLETE BAN ON CIGAREl'lE ADVERTISING
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Attitude Toward a Complete Ban on Cigarette Advenising

The Question: Do you think there should or should not be a complete ban on

cigarette advertising?

A majority (53%) agree there should be a complete ban on cigarette advertising.

About four in ten (43%) feel advertising should not be banned. Women and older

adults are more likely than men and younger adults to support a complete ban.

Compared to other Gallup Poll measures taken m the past, the 53% who favor

a complete ban on cigarettes advertising is similar to the 55% who approved such a

ban in 1988 and slightly higher than the 47% who favored a ban in 1991.

FAVOR/OPPOSE RESTRICTIONS ON CIGARETTE ADVERTISING THAT

- Appeal to children

Favor

Oppose

Don't know/Refused

Total

Number of Interviews

Smoke
Cigarettes

Sex Age Smoke Non-
Total Mali Female 18-34 35-49 5?* Any Smoker
X % X X XXX X

76
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FAVOROPPOSE RESTRICTIONS ON CIGARETTE ADVERTISING THAT

- Make smoking appear glamorous •
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Attitude Toward Restnctions on Cigarette Advertising

The Question: fVouJd you favor or oppose restrictions on cigarette advertising that

Appeal to children?

Make smoking appear glamorous?

Encourage people to smoke?

Three out of four adults (76%) favor restriaions of cigarette advertising that

appeals to children. Approximately two in three (66%) favor restrictions on advertising

that encourages people to smoke, and 64% favor restrictions on ads that make smoking

appear glamorous. There is little difference of opinion of these matters between

smokers and nonsmokers. Adults between the ages of 35 and 49 are more likely than

others to favor, such restrictions.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION TO WARNING LABEL

(N =
1015)

Increases health risk
for people with^ heart or

lung problems

A warning about addiction

Increases health risk
for people with high
blood pressure

Increases risk of stroke

Yes. No,
Should Should Not DK/RF Total

% % % X

88
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ADDITIONAL INFORMATION ABOLT EFFECTS
OF SECOND HAND SMOKE TO WARNING LABEL

Total

X

Yis. Should be added 76

No, should not 23

Don't know/Refused 1

Total 100

Number of Interviews (1015)

Additions to Cigarette Warning Labels

The Questions: Cigarette packages currently cany a warning about the risk of smoking. It has

been suggested additional information be added to the warning label As I read

some of these suggestions, please tell me if this information should or should not

be added to the warning label on cigarettes packages. First. . .

Increases risk of stroke

Increases health risk for people with high blood pressure

Increases health risk for people with heart or lung problems
A warning about addiction

It has been suggested that cigarette packages include an additional warning
about the effects of tobacco smoke on non-smokers. Do you think this

additional information should or should not be added to cigarette packages?

The public appears to be highly in favor of adding information to cigarette warning labels.

Nearly nine in ten (88%) feel a warning about the risk of heart disease should be added to

the label. As many (87%) favor adding a warning about the possibility of addiction related to

smoking. A warning about the risk of smoking to people with high blood pressure is

supported by 8S% of all adults, and 83% also favor a warning about the risk of stroke.

Asked about attaching a warning on cigarette packages about the effect of tobacco smoke

on nonsmokers. three out of four (76%) say such a warning should be added.
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Disclosure of Additives in Tobacco

The Question: Currently, there is no law that requires cigarette manufacturers to

disclose the additives used in manufacturing tobacco products. Do
you think cigarette manufacturers should be required to list the

additives used in manufacturing cigarettes and other tobacco products
or not?

Nine in ten adults (89%) are in favor of requiring manufacturers to disclose the

additives used in tobacco products. There are no differences by demographic group In

opinion on this issue. Smokers are as likely as non-smokers to suppon disclosure of

additives.

MAhfUFACrURERS SHOULD BE REQUIRED TO
LIST ADDITIVES
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III. STATOCirr OF LISAL GROUNDS

A. LOM Tar and Low Nicotine Cigarettes are 'Drugs* within the

waning of the Federal Food, Drug, and Cosaetic Act.

1. The Food and Drug Administration has asserted

jurisdiction over tobacco products where claims related to

the treatment, cure, mitigation or prevention of disease
have been indicated and where the tobacco product has been
Shown to be intended to affect the structure or function of
the body.

2. Low tar/low nicotine cl'jarettes are Mrketed with the
intent of creating in the mind of the public the idea that

t?iey will "mitigate," or "prevent" the onset of disease
associated with the SBo^cng habit, thus meeting the

definitional requirements of "drugs."

3- Comparative advertising and promotion activities which

distinguish varying levels of nicotine and tar demonstrate
the intent of the cigarette manufacturers to market these

products as products intended to affect the structure or
functions of the body thus meeting the definitional

requirements of 'drugs.'

B. LoM Tar and Low Nicotine Cigarettes are alsbranded under

Section 201 (n) and Section 502 of the Food Drug and Coswtic Act.

1. Low Tar and Low Nicotine cigarette labeling, advertising
and promotion falls to disclose that these products contain

chemical additives and other constltutents which are harmful

and may Increase risks to health.

2. Low Tar and Low Nicotine cigarette labeling, advertising,
and proaotlon falls to disclose contraindications,
effectiveness, side effects, etc.

3. Low Tar and Low Nicotine cigarette labeling falls to

provide directions for use and adequate labeling, including

warnings that cigarettes are addictive.

C. Cigarette ainufacturers have failed to sect the re<|u1reaents
of Section SOS of the Food. Drug, and Coswtlc Act, "New Drugs.*

IV. CONCLUSION

11
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BEFORE THE FOOD AND DRUG ADMINISTRATION
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Petition of

the American Heart Association,

the American Lung Association and r.

the AiMrlcan Cancer Society,

acting as

the Coalition on Smoking OR Health

requesting

Classification of Low Tar and Low Nicotine

Cigarette^ as Drugs under the Food Drug

and Cosmetic Act

April 25. 1988
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BEFORE THE FOOD AHO DRUG ADMINISTRATION

WASHINGTON, O.C.

Petition of

the AMrlcan Heart Association,

the American Lung Association and

the Aaerlcan Cancer Society,

acting as

the Coalition on Saoklng OR Health

requesting

Classification of Low Tar and Low Nicotine

Cigarettes as Drugs under the Food Drug

and Cosmetic Act

CITIZENS PETITION

Th« undtrslgntd organizations, the American Heart Association, AMrlcan

Lung Association and the American Cancer Society who comprise the

Coalition on Smoking OR Health submit this petition pursuant to Sections

201(g) 1, 201(h), 201(p), 502(a), 502(n) and 505 of the Federal Food, Drug,

and CosMtIc Act, 21 U.S.C. Sec. 321 et scq.

Petitioners request for reasons set out below that cigarettes which are

manufactured, advertised, promoted and marketed as low tar and low

nicotine be classified as "drugs* under the Food Drug and Cosmetic Act and

that the Food and Drug Administration take action to enforce the

requirements of the Act against these products.
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I. PRELIMINARY STATEMENT

In 1906, the first Food and Drug Act was enacted Into law. That statute

banned from Interstate comnerce any trafficking of adulterated and/or

niisbranded foods or drugs. Since that time the Food and Drug

Administration has, under statutory dlre-^tlon from the U.S. Congress,

continued to enforce the laws designed to ensure that not only are foods

and dpjgs safe and effective but the Act also now governs cosmetics and

ffledlcal devices. All of the products covered by the Act are products that

are either Ingested by man, are applied to the skin, or implanted Into tht

body. Food and Drug Administration regulation of these products not only

governs the composition of the products but also their sale, distribution,

advertising and promotion.

The underlying purpose of the Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act (FDCA) has and

continues to be to ensure tht protection of consumers from hazardous

substances. There is however, one product that, although it has

attributes slalltr to foods and drugs, has escaped regulation not only

undtr tlw Food, Oru). and Cosmetic Act but also the Consumer Product

Saftty Act, tho Fair Labeling and Packaging Act, the Toxic Substances Act.

and tho Federal Hazardous Substances Act. That product is of course

tobacco. FOA has assumed Jurisdiction over tobacco products under

situations in which a health claim has been made or implied about the

product. But, the the FDA has not taken action against tobacco products

as long as they are sold only for smoking pleasure.
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Thir« can ba no qutstlon by any person reviewing the health hazards of

cigarette sacking that this Is a product that logically warrants

regulation In the same manner that foods, drugs and other harmful products

are regulated. As the Surgeon General has frequently stated, cigarette

sanklng Is this nation's number one preventable cause of death and

disability accounting for over 300,000 deaths annually. Cigarette

smoking:

1$ the nui«o#- in*- causo of 1 "j cancer In the United States

accounting for over 100,000 '2<i£ths annually.

o Is the mior cause of chronic obstructive lung disease (emphysema

and chronic bronchitis).

Is a major cause of coronary heart disease, accounting for

approximately 170,000 deaths annually.

by pregnant women Increases the risk of spontaneous abortions,

miscarriages, and premature births. Sudden infant death syndrome

(SIOS) occurs 2 1/2 times more frequently among babies of smoking

motiMrs*

(See for example: Reports of the Surgeon General on the Health

Consequences of Smoking, 1979, 1980, 1981, 1982. 1983, and 1984.)
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Th« N«tiont1 Institute of Orvig Abuse has called cigarette smoking the most

coann exM^lt of drug dependence In the U.S. The NIOA, The World Health

Organization, American Psychiatric Association, the Harvard School of

Public Health and others have declared tobacco use to be a form of

addiction sluilar to cocaine and heroin.

The econoailc costs to society are also staggeringly high. The Office of

Technology Assessment in an August 1985 Staff Memorandum, Smoklnq-Related

Deaths and Financial Costs estimated n*«.alth care and lost productivity

costs to be S65 billion a year In the United States.

Because of the lack of regulation of tobacco products due to specific

statutory exemptions or failure to meet definitional requirements under

the FDCA, the tobacco Industry has remained fmt to continue to

manufacture, promote and advertise their products. Each year the tobacco

Industry spends over $2 billion dollars to market their products making

the number one preventable cause of death also this nation's most heavily

marketed consumer product. Free samples of cigarettes and other tobacco

products are routinely handed out to people, including young people, on

our streets, at rock concerts, at sporting events, and through the malls.

The Food and Oruq Administration would not allow such practices to be

carried out for a prescription drug such as "vallum." Such allowances

would amount to the sanctioning and promotion of drug abuse - an absurd

notion by any standard. But for numerous reasons, some clearly

politically motivated, others historically related, the federal government

has turned its back when the product is tobacco.
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Whilt th« FOA h«s not taken action against cigarette products when they

are sold for s<eok1nq pleasure only . It has a clear statutory obligation to

enforce the law when the marketing, advertising and promotion of tobacco

products crosses over the line to become a drug.

The Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act was enacted with that intent and the FOA

has the responsibility to carry out that Intent. FDA's obligation becomes

•ore urgent in situations where the product h<is been deemed t r-rr-y^nt j

major health hazard, and where Its cnotlnued promotion Is partially the

result of luring consumers Into a false sense of security.

The Food and Drug Administration clearly has Jurisdiction over low tar and

low nicotine cigarettes as drugs, because they: (a)arc manufactured,

promoted and sold under the contention that they are safer and will

mitigate and prevent the onset of diseases associated with the smoking

habit, and (b) are Intended to affect the structure or function of the

body.
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II. STATEMENT OF FACTUAL GROUNDS

A. INTRODUCTION

Tobacco companies market and promote 1o«> tar, low nicotine cigarettes with the

purpose ant! Int.nt oi creating In the Tiind of the public the Idea that these

cigarettes will «'i.1gfte or pravent the onset of disease associated with the

smoking habit.

The tobacco industry manufactures many brands of low tar and low nicotin*

cigarettes. The production and marketing of these brands began after evidence was

publicized linking exposure to tar and nicotine In cigarette smoke to disease.

Cigarette companies have promoted these products as safer than cigarettes having

higher tar and nicotine levels. Aggressive marketing strategies, and the use of

direct statements, suggestions and insinuations in cigarette advertisements, have

led the public to believe that tar and nicotine are the primary dangerous

substances In cigarette saoke and that low tar and nicotine cigarettes are

"safer*. As noted by the National Academy of Sciences,

"For tlw Btnufacturers , reducing tar arid nicotine has proved an

important marketing tool to reach an increasingly health-conscious

public and to reduce criticism in the biomedical community, without

serious economic loss to Interests dependent on tobacco sales.'

The cigarette Industry has always tried to alleviate fears about dangers

to health in order to sell its product, and the promotion of low tar and
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nicotint dfirtttts represents a continuation of that strategy. The New

York Staf Journal of Medicine is one source which has recognized this

strategy;

"Even though the cigarette companies have never publicly
acknowledged any lasting harm attributed to their product, they have
always attempted to portray various brands as safer and healthier
than others." ^

The reduction of tar and nicotine level* In cigarettes has been carried

out gradually by cigarette manufacturers over tiM. The average cigarette

saokcd In America In L982 yielded 12. 5 milllgraas of tar and .92 mq

nicotine,
^ whi le it had yielded 43 mg. tar and 2.8 mo. nicotine In

1955 *. The average tar yield dropped to 23.1 mg in 196>t, "when tht

first Surgeon General's Report on Saoking and Health was released, and

has been falling consistently since, in response to consuwer demand ."

(e^ihasls added)
^

Because of health concerns, saokers over the years have purchased and

sacked low yield brands in increasing numbers, believing In the safer

cigarette notion proaoted In advertising. In 1963, the Tobacco Reporter

noted that:

*Th« avkit share held by low tar brands In the United States has

btm cllabing in stairstep fashion, for about a decade. Rising froa

an avtra^a share of seven percent in 1971/74 to 34 percent in 1978,
th«M IS ag-or-less brands now hold an estiaated 65 percent of the

aarket. •
(According to Tobacco International , in late 1982, low-

tar cigarettes constituted 58.8 percent of the domestic market,
while they had held only a 3 percent market share in 1970. ')

Such a draaatic rise reflects a gain in popularity even more rapid
than that of filter-tipped cigarettes during the Fifties and

Sixties.' •
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Th«st fllMTts rtflect the fact that the health claims presented In low

yield cigirttte proaotlons and advertising have convinced the public that

these brands are healthier.

8. CIGARETTE MARKETING STRATEGY AND HEALTH CLAIMS

The tobacco industry has employed a long-standing public relations and

marketing strategy to dispel r.o'cern In consumers' minds Jt^ut the

adverse health effects of siroking and to coiivlnce smoker- fhat advertised

brands are safe to smoke, kuferences t»- uhe industry's public relations

and advertising strategies ^.-..^ ih4de by Jcl B. Cohen, d1i£Ctor of tht

Center for Consumer Research at the University of Florida, in recent

testimony In the Rose 0. Cipollone smoker-death lawsuit, according to

accounts in the Washington Post . Cohen, an expert on consumer behavior,

testified on March 10, 1988 that the cigarette Industry has denied the

public:

"an adequate understanding of the health>consequences of smoking*
and that "for most smokers, the public relations and ad campaigns
effectively nullified warnings that smoking could cause lung
cancer." *

The industry's public relations efforts ln response to negative publicity

about th« hMlth effects of smoking included the creation three decades

ago of tht Totacco Industry Research Comittee (TIRC). According to the

Post , this action was taken in response to what the Industry viewed as a

a public relations "crisis" created in 1953 by researcher "Ernest L.

Hynder's widely publicized finding that mice developed skin cancer when

painted with tars condensed from cigarette smoke."
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In a 1M2 mm, J.M. Brady. TIRC's associate scientific director,

said that 'the (Wynder) emergency was handled effectively,' the

Industry havinq realized that it had 'a public relations problen
that HiSt be solved for the self-preservation of the Industry.'

TIRC, Brady wrote, 'has carried its fair share of the public
relations problem (which) was like the early symptons of diabetes --

certain dietary controls kept public opinion reasonably healthy.
When some new symptoa appeared, a shot of insulin in the way of a

news release' was one of the devices that 'kept the patient goinq,'
Brady said in the neno. To 'improve the industry "Image*', Brady
urged a SS million annual budget for the TIRC... TIRC became the
Council for Tobacco Research ln 1964.' "

Hill and Knowlton, the public relations firr hired by the Tobacco

Institute, played a major role In the instltuc.'b creation of a

publication called Tobacco and Health (later. Tobacco an*.. Health

Research ). "A 1960 meao from the ... fine shows a print order of 536,742

copies. Including one for 204,000 U.S. physicians, 3,181 county htalth

officers and 1,655 'chief editorial writers." ^^ The 'Criteria for

Selection' of articles for the publication Included the example of "a

report In which the smoking-associated diseases are questioned.'
^^

The Industry's interest in the potential popularity of a percelved-as-

healthler cigarette was reflected In a paper in the late 1960s in which

Helmut Wakeham, later vice president for research and development of

Philip Morris* Inc., told the company's board that one of the RU

missions of tho company was:

"to learn more about the psychology of smoking, hopefully to
discover ways to exploit the benefits of smoking to the advantage
and profitability of our major company business." ^*

According to a memo written by Tobacco Institute Vice President Frederick

R. Panzer In 1972, the tobacco Industry's public relations strategy was
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to creatt a htalthler image for smoking. The memo was described in a

March 11. 1988 article In the Washington Post :

"For 20 years the tobacco Industry used a 'holding strategy' to

defend Itself against the charge that cigarette smoking causes

disease, according to a confidential memo introduced ... in a

smoker-death case. In a 1972 memo, Frederick R. Panzer, a vice

president of the Tobacco Institute, said that the 'brilliantly
conceived and executed' strategy consisted of:

'

Creating doubt

about the health charge without actually denying lt.
'

(emphasis

added) ... Panzer sent the memo to Horace R. Kornegay. then

president (and later chairman) of tft Institute. The memo covered

the time period during which. In 1953, an experiment by Ernest ! .

Wynder showed that condensed tars from smoke, placed on the shaven

backs of mice, caused a significant number of tumors and

malignancies, and, 1n 1964, the surgeon general released his first

report on smoking and health." '

According to the Post , Panzer also said In the iMflto that:

"the Industry deployed the strategy 'on three ^najor fronts —
litigation, politics and public opinion.'" On the public opinion

front, the Industry wanted to get the public to "accept that

'smoking may not be the health hazard that the antis«oklng people

say"lt IS (emphasis added) because other alternatives are at least

as probable (as causes).' His examples were 'air pollution,
viruses, food additives, occupational hazards and stresses.' His

chief weapon was to be an elaborate survey. 'If the results are

favorable, release them as a book' to counter the annual reports by

the surgeon general on smoking and health,' he advised. 'And best

of all. It woold only have to be seen -- not read -- to be believed

... just like the surgeon general's report,"" Panzer said. '*

A Rhode Isltid Mtdlf 1 Journal article notes that the strategy behind the

manufacturt Md promotion of lower yield cigarettes ls not only to

elliilnate saokirs' health fears but also to increase the number of

cigarettes sold by making a product that must be consumed in greater

quantities 1n order for a smoker's addiction to bt satisfied:

"Today, paradoxically, the healthiness of cigarettes has become the

dominant theme of advertising ... But there is something even more

deceptive in this situation than the obv<ous deception: ... they
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(low y1«ld cigarettes) must, 1t appears, be smoked more heavily than

brands higher 1r nicotine. The low-tar smoker can be expected to

buy and saoke more cigarettes."

Another part of the industry's public relations campaign was Is use of

the advertising dollar not only to sell supposedly "safer" cigarettes but

also as leverage to discourage publication of Information about the

health hazards of smoking. This aspect of tobacco public relations was

noted In the March 1984 Family Physician magazine:

"An analysis of coverage of tobacco hazards In women's no"- »<»t?<i

shows that the vast majority of the most popular magazir--' woflj'n

have not published any articles on the health effects of i»ocing...
This suggests that the tobacco industry discourages periodicals that
accept cigarette ads fro* publishing information on the hazards of

cigarette smoking. It Is curious, for example, that the nejor news

magazines. Time, Newsweek and U.S. News and World Report , have not
published anything resembling a comprehensive article on smoking and
its effects on health. (All carry an average of six to eight pages
of cigarette advertisements In each issue.) The only exception
during the past few years was the June 6, 1983 issue of Newsweek ,

which carried an article on nonsmokers' rights and how that movement
is gaining momentum. .There were no tobacco advertisements In that

particular issue.
" ^*

Joe Tye, director of the Health Advocacy Center, in an article on health

claims In cigarette advertising, sunned up the industry's marketing

efforts this w«y:

"The success of the U.S. cigarette industry in convincing millions
of Americans to start and continue smoking — first in the face of a

widespread coann sense perception that It was an unhealthy
practice, and later in the face of increasingly convincing evidence

linking smoking with lung cancer, heart disease, and emphysema —
bears testimony to the power of modern advertising to manipulate
people's attitudes and behaviors. In order to create, expand, and

maintain the market for cigarettes, its promoters have used

advertising to achieve two purposes. First, advertising has been
used to create a powerful mental imagery linking smoking with

healthy, glamourous, athletic, and successful lifestyles. Second,
it has sought to assuage fears that smoking might be hazardous to
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hcaltli by «ttrlb«jt1nq health protective, and even health proawtinq,
QualHiM to partkular cigarette prands. ... For 60 j^ean.

cTqtrtttt prowo^*r< have useo health clalws to create an expectation

a»onq consuaers that snon^nq is reasonably safe, underwininq the

effect^veness of health warnings provided by other sources ,

(emphasis added) In doing so, they have violated their legal and

ethical resDonslbHities. They have been selling death by promising
health." '^

The manufacture and strategy for proaotlon of 1o« tar and nicotine

cigarettes constitutes a major aspect of the industry's long-standing

prograa to convince the public that smoking can be safe.

C. HISTORICAL OVERVIEW; A CHRONOIOSY OF CIGAREHE ADVERT I SIH6 AMD THE
DEVELOPMENT Or LOU TAfl. LOW HICOT IHE C I SAftTEnES

Health claims have always appeared in cigarette advertisements. The

tobacco Industry has carried out a consistent campaign to quell public

fears about smoking. Efforts in earlier years to smooth over smokers'

health anxieties have evolved into the more recent marketing strategies

applied to low tar and nicotine cigarettes:

"Since the late 1920s, cigarette promoters have used advertising to

create in the minds of consumers an expectation that it is

reasonably safe, if not outright salubrious, to smoke cigarettes.
As public alarm grew over the health hazards of smoking, the health

assurances made In these advertisements became increasingly brazen.

Cigarette ads Invoked doctors and medical science to convince people
that SMkIng a certain brand would not be harmful. After the

Federal Trade CoaHlssion banned the most egregious of these health
clain In 1955, cigarette promoters became more sophisticated in

their approach, utilizing references to filters designed by modern

technology to provide veiled assurance, a confusing numbers game of

tar and nicotine content levels, and lifestyle advertising to

associate smoking with good health and athletic achievement.* ^°

I. Prior to the 1964 Surgeon General's Report on Smoking and Health
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The to6«cco Industry responded to the public's fears about smoking

decades ago through advertising. There are numerous examples of health

claims In cigarette advertisements In the 1920s, 1930s and 1940s:

"In 1927 the American Tobacco Company began a new advertising
campaign for the nation's leading cigarette brand. Lucky Strike, by
claiming that 11,105 physicians endorsed Luckles as 'less irritating
to sensitive or tender throats than any other cigarettes."

^^

"The first advertisement carried by the New York State Journal of
Medicine for a filter cigarette was for Viceroy (July 15, 1939):
'*T LAST ... a cigarette that filters each puff clean! '('Nc; more
tobacco 1n mouth or teeth')"

"

Brown & Williamson promoted Old Gold "with the slogan 'not a cough
in a carload' in the 1930s and 1940s." "

"In the early 1940s, Lucky Strikes began promising that, in addition
to removing 'certain harsh throat Irritants found In all tobacco,"
Lucky Strikes also had 12 percent less nicotine than the average of
the other four leading brands. Although these ads did not
themselves explain why smokers would want to avoid ingesting
nicotine, by 1940 there was a popular perception linking nicotine
with heart disease. (As early as 1928, 'No Harm Cigars' used

advertising to claim that they were safer than cigarettes because
they did not contain nicotine, which the ad stated causes heart

trouble.)"
24

In the early 19S0s, several major studies were published that left little

doubt about cigarette smoking being the primary factor in the growing

epidemic of lung cancer In men. In 1954, the International Cancer

Congress first associated smoking with lung cancer.

Kent cigtrtttts were Introduced In 1952 with a massive print and

television advertising campaign. The ads stated that "one out of three

smokers were 'unduly sensitive to the nicotine and tars in tobacco. They

really need real health protection.'"
2* "The Kent micronlte filter was

promised to provide 'the greatest health protection in cigarette history'
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28
. Th1$ c«p*1gn w«s described In the Oecenber 1983 New York state

Journal of Medicine ;

"Lonnard ... launched nationally televised 'scientific
demonstrations to show the efficacy and implicit medical benefits of

Its Hicronlte filter. This campaign was backed up by a heavy dose
of advertising in medical publications. Although the advertisements
ntvtr disclosed the composition of 'Micronlte', ... Lorlllard touted

(Micronlte) as 'so safe, so effective It has been seleted to help
filter the air 1n hospital operating rooeis' ( May 15, 1954) and 'to

purify the air in atonic energy plants of microscopic Impurities'

(Feb 15, 1954).-
27

Unfortunately for the health con8Clo«i5 smoke r wSj svl^r^:-' *c '-ent "tr-

afford themselves this great protection, the company Incrrn-^^o the

nicotine level by 400 percent and the tar level by 600 percerit between

1952 and 1955. This dramatic Increase In tar and nicotine — the

substance from which sensitive smokers were claimed to need 'real health

protection' -- was never announced to the public through advertising or

warning labels. Furthermore, it Is now known that In its early years the

Kent micronlte filter contained asbestos, a fact never disclosed to the

smoking public."
^'

Memos prepared by Hill and Knowlton for the Tobacco Institute showed that

following Enwst L. Hynder's cancer finding In 1953 (that mice developed

skin cancar when painted with cigarette smoke tars), the firm recommended

ways for cigarette companies to deal with this "serious problem of public

relations ... one of extreme delicacy." The firm suggested the formation

of the Tobacco Industry Research Conmilttee (TIRC), which was announced on

January 4, 1954 In newspaper ads entitled "A Frank Statement To Cigarette

Smokers."
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TTw sUtaatnt cast doubts on evidence that smoking is a cause of

lung c«nc«r, implicated 'many other aspects of modern life,'

accepted 'an interest 1n people's health as ... paramount to every
other consideration ln our business,' claimed tobacco products 'are

not Injurious to health,' and pledged aid 'to the research effort
into all phases of tobacco use and health.'* ^^

During this period, cigarette manufacturers pronoted new filtered

products, attributing to filters "unusual powers of selectivity which

hold back elements that detract frooi the pleasure of sanking," and

cigarette sales continued to rise. ^^ The tobacco industry pushed

filters hard as the way to avoid disease.

"Filter- tipped cigarettes rapidly claimed a majority market share.
In 1952 only 1.3 percent of all manufactured cigarettes had filters.

By 1956 the f 11ter-t1pped market share exceeded a quarter, and only
four years later filtered cigarettes bccaM the doalnant product on
the market. This cigarette consumption revolution was preceded, and

encouraged, by a barrage of ads for filtered cigarettes, as seen in

the percentage of Time ads for filtered cigarettes in 1951 and the

years thereafter. In 1951, when less than 1 percent of all

cigarettes sold had filters, eight of the nine cigarette ads in the

saapled issues of Time promoted filtered brands. It appears that
the Intent of the cTgarette companies was to convey the message that
filters provided protection against the hazardous elements of^^
cigarette smoke responsible for lung cancer (emphasis added)."

^'

During the years fro« 1950-1960, statements based on the accumulated

evidence about smoking were Issued by various organizations. Including

"the British Nidlcal Research Council; the cancer societies of Denmark,

Norway, Stm&tn, Finland and the Netherlands; the American Cancer Society;

the Aaerlcan Heart Association; the Joint Tuberculosis Council of Great

Britain; and the Canadian National Department of Health and Welfare. The

consensus, publicly declared, was that smoking Is an important health

hazard, particularly with respect to lung cancer and cardiovascular

disease." ^2
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In 1955, tli« FTC banned the n»st outright and egregious health claims.

The U.S. Public Health Service first became "officially engaged in an

appraisal of the available data on smoking and health in June 1956, when,

under the instigation of the surgeon general, a scientific Study Group on

the subject was established Jointly by the National Cancer Institute, the

National Heart Institute, the American Cancer Society and the American

Heart Association. After appraising 16 independent studies carried on in

five countries over a period of 18 years, this group conclu(;..d tf.^A '<:.,<.. a

is a causal relationship between excursive smoking of cigt^rettes rj Icig

cancer." ^^

The causative relationship between smoking and lung cancer was recognized

by Surgeon General Leroy E. Burney in a statement issued on July 12,

1957. In 1959, an article published In the November 28 Journal of the

American Medical Association , entitled "Smoking and Lung Cancer -- A

Statement of the Public Health Service," said the Public Health Service

believed that:

"The weight of evidence at present implicates smoking as the

principal factor in the increased incidence of lung cancer," and

that "cigarette smoking particularly 1$ associated with an increased

chance of developing lung cancer." **

Early In 1962, the Co«1ttee of the Royal College of Physicians issued a

report concluding that:

"Cigarette smoking is a cause of lung cancer and bronchitis, and

probably contributes to the development of coronary heart disease

and various other less common diseases. It delays healing of

gastric and duodenal ulcers."
"
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On Junt 7, 1962, the surgeon general announced that he was "establishing

an expert coiBlttee to undertake a comprehensive review of all data on

smoking and health." ^6

During the period from 1954 to 1963, television assumed a "major role in

cigarette promotion. During the 1960s, the nation's two most popular

medical shows. Or. Klldare and Ben Casey, were both sponsored by tobacco

companies. Television was heavily used In the Introduction of Kent

cigarettes, with their promise of 'Tns Greatest Health Protection in

Cigarette History.'
37

2. 1964-1967

The Surgeon General's Advisory Coomlttee on Smoking and Health was

established and held Its first meeting on November 9, 1962. In 1964, the

Report of the Advisory CoMilttee was released, containing significant

conclusions about the health consequences of smoking, including the

following:

'Cigtrvtte smoking Is a health hazard of sufficient Importance In

th« United States to warrant appropriate remedial action.

"C1g«rtttt smoking Is associated with a 70 percent increase In the

agt-spmc1f1c death rates of males. .. cigarette smoking contributes
substantially to mortality from certain specific diseases and to the
overall death rate.

"Cigarette smoking is causally related to lung cancer ln men; the

magnitude of the effect of cigarette smoking far outweighs all other
factors. The data for women, though less extensive, point 1n the
same direction. The risk of developing lung cancer Increases with
duration of smoking and the number of cigarettes smoked per day, and
Is diminished by discontinuing smoking. In comoarlson with non-

smokers, average male smokers of cigarettes have approximately a 9-
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to lO-fold risk of developing lung cancer and heavy smokers at least

a 20-fold risk.

"Cigarette saoking 1s the ««st important of the causes of chronic

bronchitis In the United States, and increases the risk of dying
from chronic bronchitis and emphysema.

"A relationship exists between pulmonary emphysema and cigarette
smoking but It has not been established that the relationship is

causal. The smoking of cigarettes is associated with an increased
risk of dying from pulmonary emphysema.

"It Is established that male cigarette smokers have a higher death
rate from coronary artery disease t^an non-smoking males.

"Women who smoke cigarettes durinc pregnancy tend to have babies of
lower birth weight."

3*

In the months immediately following the issuance of the surgeon general's

report, cigarette sales declined by 20 percent, though they soon rose to

previous levels. ^^

In an attempt to "head off* regulations, the Industry adopted a

voluntary cigarette advertising code" in 1964. It contained the

stipulation that advertising would not be included in media aimed

primarily at persons under age 21. The provisions of the code included

the following:

*C1gar«tt« advertising shall not represent that cigarette smoking is

essential to social prominence, distinction, success, or sexual

attraction. Cigarette advertising shall not depict as a smoker any

person participating in, or obviously having Just participated in,

physical activity requiring Stamina or athletic conditioning beyond
that of normal recreation." **'

mth tha release of the 1964 report, cigarette manufacturers showed an

upward trend in the emphasis on the health issue in their advertising, as

discussed in a Washington Post article, excerpted below, describing a
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study pr«$«nt«d recently In a smoker-death trial. In the study, 567

advertIscMnts were surveyed, which appeared In 108 copies of Life

magazine from 1938 to 1983, and In 26 copies of Look froa 1962 to 1971:

"Richard W. Pollay, a marketing professor at the University of
British ColuBOla, testified about the (cigarette) ads' contribution
to the 'cigarette information env 1 ronnsent

'

and said he combined data
fro« three themes to determine the frequency of the 'healthiness'
message: 1) Health/Safety': The consequences of smoking relating
to 'positive physical effects,' claims about coughs, endorsements by
people In th* medical conmwnlty, aro reduction In tar and nicotine
level- The range > as from zero percent In the four years
precet^ino the first surgeon general's report on smoking and health
in 1964 to 76 percent in the period from 1976 to 1983."

*^

The text of a presentation made by Philip Morris' Operations Department

to Its Board of Directors on October 28, 1964 outlines the company's

considerations given at that time to "the principal problem of the

Industry -- the question of Smoking and Health:"

"Please recall that our number one objective is to develop products
having maximum consumer appeal In the current and future health
conscious market place. Ttto years ago. In anticipation of a health
crisis to be precipitated by the Smoking and Health Report of the

Surgeon General's Coomilttee, «• undertook to develop a physically
superior product Our strategy here was that if we could define
new acceptable criteria by which physiological performance of a

cigarette would be judged, and then develop a product or products
meeting these criteria, we stood an excellent chance of having our

product be best in the market and receive valuable outside
endormsMnt. ...Even though the Smoking and Health Report contained
for ut fCH surprises we gave it thorough study. From this we came
to s«v«ra1 important conclusions which we expressed In a memorandum
to our top menagement last February.

...It was now up to the cigarette companies to prove that

cigarettes are safe or that safe ones could be made. In

this connection It Is our opinion that the Industry must
somehow find a way to make an effective technical rebuttal
to the arguments of the anti -cigarette forces. Only in this

way will the present burden be lifted from us.

Secondly the government and private agencies would Intensify
their technical activities on the smoking and health
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question to protect their monetary and political interests.

The Industry to avoid excessive regulation and to maintain

Its coMpetltlve independence would have to do likewise.

Third, these research efforts would In all likelihood lead

sooner or later to cigarettes generally regarded as 'less

harmful' than others.... We would have to leapfrog forward
In product design.

"...It behooves Philip Morris to participate In suitable ways In

this endeavor In order to learn the most from whatever knowledge is

discovered and to be prepared to take conaiercial advantage of any
developments from these programs... .We are engaged in a research and
development program to deliver a cigarette line with superior
physiological perfonnance, unique and effective filter iystems
attractive to marketing interests* and with taste and flavor

comparable to major filter brawi-....

'In a11 this activity our aim Is to 'Be Prepared.' We cannot know
how the advertising code wl11 be Interpreted or administered, or how
the products we are developing can be merchandized In the market
place. We do know that a11 the major cigarette companies have new
allied themselves with biological research laboratories and are

actively working in these areas...

"In short, the Research and Development Department is working to

establish a strong technological base with both defensive and
offensive capabilities In the snaking and health situation. Our

philosophy Is not to start a war, but if war comes, we aim to fight
well and to win." *2

a. Advertising Themes; Mid 1960s

Below are descriptions of cigarette advertisements containing health

related aMSAQts which appeared during the mid 1960s:

"Kent cigarettes were promoted with the theme of pleasure, though
references to its 'highly absorptive' Micronlte filter undoubtedly

brought back memories to many smokers of the advertising campaign
with which Kent cigarettes had been launched in 1952 promising 'the

greatest health protection in cigarette history.' ... Health

protection was still implied by ads like 'This is a filter that does

Its work... Today more than ever, to a smoker, it's a Kent.'

"Philip Morris ads Included an implicit health reassurance:
'Activated Charcoal: highly absorbent of selected gases to smooth

out flavor; Fresh-Air System: acetate fibers reduce tar while fresh

air Injection surrounds and freshens flavor.'
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Ltrt Introduced a 'fortified' three piece activated charcoal

filter. The Inpllclt health reassurance in one ad said 'each

granule (of charcoal) has S square feet of surface area. Each Lark

filter contains nore surface area than 20 of anybody else's ordinary
cigarettes. That's because Lark's charcoal is activated. This

gives lt miles of ndcroscoplc passageways and tiny pores where
substances in smoke can stick. In about 1968, Lark began a major
proaotlonal campaign playing on the fear that 'gas' In cigarettes
was a major health threat. One ad ran 'Gas in cigarette smoke may
be a bigger problem than tar and nicotine... Only lark has the Gas-
trap filter. Lark's patented filter reduces certain harsh gases by
nearly twice as much as any other popular brand.'

"Parliament continued to emphasize the recessed filter, which "keeps
the filter a neat, clean one quarter Inch away.

"Carlton cigarettes were 1ntrodu>:cd with an eaphasis on low tar and
nicotine content, actually listing tar and nicotine levels on the
pack. Ads continued to refer to latest U.S. government figures as

proof of Carlton's low tar and nicotine levels. Later ads focused
on the cigarette's lightness and mildness. Som Carlton ads

Inpllcltly compared the cigarette with another low tar cigarette on
the market — True. One woman Is depicted as saying 'I thought my
cigarette was lowest in 'tar' but It turned out not to b« true.'
Another woman, finding .It wasn't 'true' said 'I'm not kidding myself
anymore.

'

"Tnje used Its low tar and nicotine figures and easy draw to promote
Its cigarettes as America's most talked about filter cigarette.'

^^

b. Development of Low Yield Cigarettes

The tobacco industry's efforts to develop and promote a "safer" filter

cigarette Mr« evident following the 1964 report.

"Early r«search was based on the assumption that reduction in tar
and nicotine would lead to a less hazardous cigarette. This thesis
was accepted by most health professionals and the public. Soon

cigarette companies ... began advertising mjaerous brands that
claimed to offer less tar and nicotine." **

"The first major studies to develop a 'safer' cigarette were supported by

the National Cancer Institute. The researchers reported findings that
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app««red to show lower mortality rates with lower tar and nicotine

levels.'
** This Information was used as a basis for promoting

cigarettes and was believed accurate by the public even though a close

look at the studies produced many questions about their results, as

explained In the following excerpt fro* an article by G.H. MUler:

"..The studies compared Individuals who smoked filter cigarettes
for more than 10 years with individuals who were lifetime nonf liter

cigarette smokers and with those who had smoked filter cigarettes
for less than 10 years. This comparison Introduces a bias, because

t*^ose who smoked filter cigarette* only are almost exclusively from

'ci\e lower age groups. Therefore, such differences In age cohorts
would lead to a lower cancer mortality rate for filter cigarette
smohers. Also, tables showing mortality rates for ex-smokers that

were higher than those of smokers make such studies unreliable....
Studies ... confirmed ... Increased levels of carbon monoxide ...

reduce arterial flow. Increase the Incidence of^angln* attacks, and

Increase deaths from cardiovascular disease.* ^

The Federal Cigarette Labeling and Advertising Act was made law In 1965,

requiring on all cigarette packages the health warning, "Caution:

Cigarette Smoking May be Hazardous to Your Health." The law required

regular reports from the Department of Health, Education and Welfare

(HEW) on the health consequences of sisoklng as a way to monitor

scientific developments. In 1965, the National Clearinghouse on Smoking

and Health was created.

In June 1966, the Public Health Service Issued a report of 14 prominent

scientific Investigators who met at the Invitation of the surgeon general

to review medical knowledge on the significance of the tar and nicotine

content of cigarettes. The group reported that: "The preponderance of

scientific evidence strongly suggests that the lower the tar and nicotine
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content of clgtrttte smoke, the less harmful would be the effect..." The

group recoHKnded to the surgeon general that "action be encouraged which

will result In the progressive reduction of the tar and nicotine content

of cigarette smoke." *'

c. Consumer Perceptions

me ig66 announcement stimulated a substantial change In the way

coni.u«ers viewed cigarettes, as descr^ted In a 1986 report of the Public

Kealth Service:

"Consumer demand for low tar cigarettes has Increased steadily since
this announcement was released. This change in consumer preference,
coupled with stepped up advertising and promotional efforts of the
cigarette companies, led to a 39 percent decline In the average tar
yield of cigarettes between 1966 and 1981. The decline In tar
yields, thus far, has been accomplished by a reduction In yields In

j^der
brands as well as the -Introduction of new, 'low-tar' brands.

However, the Public Health Service had warned In 1966 about the danger of

communicating to consumers the Idea that smoking could be safe. The

service urged that advertising statements be controlled and that the

public bt warned about the dangers of smoking in general:

'Promtion of a low 'tar' and nicotine cigarette might lull the
consuMgr into believing that he could smoke this kind of cigarette
without any accompanying risk . The presence of the warning label on
the package, control over the advertising statements which are
permitted, and the continuing educational efforts of public health

agencies on this subject should minimize this likelihood." **

In May 1967, legislation was Introduced to strengthen the Cigarette

Labeling and Advertising Act of 1965 by requiring that all cigarette
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packages and advert1se«ents disclose the tar and nicotine content of each

cigarette as wasured by a standard test.

Testifying before the Consumer Subcomnlttee of the Senate Commerce

Coaalttee in August 1967, Or. UHllam Stewart, then surgeon general,

noted that smokers wanted to know the tar and nicotine levels of

cigarette brands because they believed this Information was relevant In

choosing a "healthier" cigarette. He also pointed out that, for health

reasons, smokers ^:rc likely to selert brands yielding lower levels of

tar and nicotine, iis statement is excerpted below:

"A Public Health Service survey shows that 77 percent of people who

were interviewed felt that cigarette companies should be required to

list tar and nicotine content on packages; among cigarette smokers,
71 percent favored such action. As other substances are found In

cigarette smoke which contribute to the health hazard of smoking,
the Identity and quantity of such substances should be Incldued

along with tar and nicotine In the package labeling and In

advertising. The question Is: Will tar and nicotine disclosure on

cigarette packages and In advertisements encourage wider use of the

brands with lower levels? I believe that a progressive reduction of

tar and nicotine levels will result from such action because of

public demand. The phenomenal increase in sales of filter

cigarettes from only 2 percent In 1952 to nearly 70 percent today

reflects the average smoker's concern in protecting himself as much

as possible against the hazards of smoking. Since it Is obvious

that self-protect Ion Is much of the motivation for switching to

filters, it is inwrtant to insure that filters are effective in

reducing the harmful ingredients of the cigarette smoke. It is

reasonable to assume that health-conscious smokers will shift to an

accept«bU low tar and nicotine cigarette (emphasis added) in the

saat, and or greater, proportion as they have switched to filter

cigarettes.*
"

In a November 1967 letter from Secretary of Health, Education and Welfare

John Gardner to Senator Warren G. Magnuson, the sponsor of the bill, the

secretary noted that not smoking at all 1$ the only way one can be

protected from smoking' s health hazards. The secretary said:
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•I Jtrongly support your view that these steps relating to the

iMASurVMnt and labeling of 'tar' and nicotine In cigarette smoke

ar€ only part of our overall approach to this protjlem.... the only
effective aeans available to eliminate the health hazards associated
with smoking Is an educational prograa designed to Inform people of

the hazard and encourage people to stop or not to start smoking.
" ^i

d. FTC Testing

The FTC operated Its own testing program beginning In 1967 to analyze the

tar, nicotine, and later the carbon monoxide content of cigarette smoke

of all domestic cigarettes. The comp'ssion published Us test results at

least once a year.

As noted by market researcher Frederick Gahagan in his book. Switch Down

and Quit , "Light" cigarettes were marketed as a resconse to smoker's

health anxieties:

"With all of the uproar In the media and government about the health
hazards of smoking ... the cigarette companies realized that if

they did not want to lose 'health concerned' smokers, they would
have to produce an alternate ... Thus, the birth of 'Light'
cigarettes: Marlboro^ Lights, Kool Lights, Winston Lights, Kent
Golden Lights, etc." "

e. Faimtss Doctrine

In 1967, ttw Federal Comnunl cat Ions Commission, applied the Fairness

Doctrine to cigarette advertising and ruled that television stations had

to provide time for antlsmoking advertlsments proportional to the amount

of cigarette advertising they ran. An estimated 10 million Americans

quit smoking between 1967 and 1970 as a result.
^^
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3. 1968-1970

Tht launching of the FTC's testing program was followed by the tobacco

industry's use of FTC findings — which were later found to be inaccurate

(see section 0)
-- for coiBpetitive advertising purposes, with each

coapany trying to outdo the other by producing the lowest yield but 'best

tasting' cigarette on the market. This marketing strategy further

reinforced the public belief that low tar and niCv'.i.ie dg&rettci were

safer.

a. Advertising Thetnes; Late 1960s to Early 1970s

The following are descriptions of advert isenents which appeared between

1969 and 1971:

"Vantage addressed soae of Its ads 'To every cigarette saoker who

enjoys good taste but who's concerned about 'tar.'

"Pall Mall asserted that 'U.S. Government figures show Pall Mall

Gold 100s (at 19 ag.) lower in 'tar' than the best-selling filter

king (at 21 mg).'

-The Philip Morris Multlfilter was claimed to be 'lower in tar than

95 percent of all cigarettes sold.'

'lark continued Its reference to 'gas', pushing the health theme

very hard with the phrase 'Tell someone you like about Lark's Gas-

Trap filter.' For example, one ad showed a woman kissing her

husband's balding head. In the text, it said: Maybe your husband

already knows that almost 90 percent of cigarette smoke Is gas.

And, that Lark's Gas-Trap filter reduces not only 'tar' and

nicotine, bus gases as well. But you can still tell him a thing or

two. For Instance: Lark's Gas-Trap filter reduces certain of those

harsh gases by nearly twice as much as any other filter on any other

popular brand.'
" "Other Lark ads called it 'The Gas Mask;' showed

scowling faces at the question 'Just what does gas in cigarette
smoke taste like;' and called the filter the 'S.S. Gas-Trap,'

claiming that It 'uses the same type of charcoal to scrub smoke as a
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sutaHrInt uses to clean air.' and stating that, "If you like the

taste of g«s, youMl hate the taste of Lark."

'True also focused on the health thetne, stating that it was

America's most popular reduced tar and nicotine cigarette. Like

Lark, it stressed Its patent. One ad claimed that 'True is lowest
In both tar and nicotine of the 20 best-selling brands. Lower, 1n

fact, than 99 percent of all other cigarettes sold.'

"Carlton claimed that 'Latest U.S. government figures show Carlton
stin lowest In 'tar' of all regular filter kings tested.' Its

advertising played a confusing numbers gaw. with claims like: Two
packs of Carlton have less 'tar' than one pack of any leading filter
king. Three packs of Carlton have 'ess 'tar' than one pack of the

•;, "low tar' cigarette. A whole carton of Carlton has less
than three packs of the largest selling filter king. Four

rf'7'-' of Carltoh have less 'tar' than one pack of the largest
sJ'Ing filter king.

"P ul cigaret ss were Introduced by R.J. Reynolds as having 'the
filter system you'd need a scientist to explain.'

**

4. 1970s

Effective January 2, 1971 under the Public Health Cigarette Smoking Act

of 1970, all radio and television advertising for cigarettes was banned.

"An unintended consequence was that television stations were relieved of

their responsibility to provide time for Fairness Doctrine antlsmoking

advert IseoMnts. For a period of time, cigarette companies circumvented

the ben by tdvtrtlsing 'little cigars' on television, causing sales to

soar until this practice was outlawed." ^^

In 1970, Congress amended the Federal Cigarette Labeling and Advertising

Act to require the cigarette package health warning to read: "Warning:

The Surgeon General has Determined that Cigarette Smoking Is Dangerous to

Your Health." Under a voluntary agreement entered Into by most of the
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iMjor c1g«ratt« MnuMcturers, all cigarette advertising was to disclose

the tar and nicotine content of the advertised brand as determined by the

FTC. Beginning ln 1972, the FTC required major cigarette manufacturers

to Include the Surgeon General's warning In all advertising.
^®

a. Advertising Themes

1. Early to Mid 1970s

In the 1970s, the cigarette companies continued to focus their

promotional efforts on low tar and nicotine cigarettes, seeing within

that product line the means of encouraging smokers to continue their

habits and recruiting new smokers, especially teenage girls and young

Moaen. Kenneth Warner described the Industry strategy as using
'health

concerns to promote so-called 'less hazardous' cigarettes ." (emphasis

added)
*'

Below are descriptions of such advertisements:

'A Ventage magaiinc advertisement portrayed a handsome sincere-

looking Mie model with the message,
'

If you smoke and are concerned

about your health, switch to Vantage... low in tar and you won"^

sacrinc< flavor .^
^^

i^

'Vantage used many health reassurances during this period. Another

ad said 'Instead of telling us not to smoke, maybe they should be

telling us what to smoke,' and went en to discuss low tar and

nicotine levels in Vantage, said to be delivered without reducing
taste. An ad for Vantage stated: 'In most cigarettes, the more the

flavor, the more the 'tar.' Except for vantage ... what separates

Vantage Menthol from ordinary menthols is that Vantage menthol gives

you all the flavor you want, with a lot less of the 'tar and

nicotine that you probably don't want."
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Anothar Vantage ad "depicted a woman saying, 'I smoke. And I'm not

going to apologize for It.' She said that, although she was

concerned by 'all that stuff they say about high 'tar' and

nicotine,' smoking low tar cigarettes was like smoking a

'toothpick.' Vantage, she said, had tar and nicotine levels low

enough that she didn't 'have to make any excuses for smoking,' but
not so low as to interfere with 'full tobacco taste."*

^°

"Cigarettes such as Carlton and Now have long been promoted as
lowest in tar, with the health implication being quite direct." ^^

"Other True ads spoke about the cigarette's tar and nicotine level,
and then asked questions like 'Shouldn't your next cigarette be
True?' One ad «ckncw1edgfid that the fear-oriented advertising for
Trvr was nc . cl* -fccted at new starters, wrt, tended to smoke other
cigarettes: Vou don't sr rt with True. You change to True.'

"Pall Man cct.tlnued to c^'.It. t>'it U.S. novernwent figures showed
Pall Mall to be lower in tar than the best-selling filter king.

"Lucky Ten was Introduced as a way that smokers of the best-selling
regular size cigarette could cut their tar In half. Ads included
tables comparing tar and nicotine content of Lucky Ten and other
cigarettes.

"The Philip Morris Multif liter was changed to be the Benson ft Hedges
Multif liter. It was billed as 'The Moderate Smoke.' One ad said
'It's the cigarette you can feel comfortable with. Enjoy. And stay
with. Philip Morris International was also introduced.

"Ulnston Lights were Introduced.

"Parliament continued to push the recessed filter, which was said to
act as a cigarette holder.

"Carlton continued to push its tar and nicotine levels. Smokers
were offered a free copy of the latest U.S. government measurements
of cigerette tar levels.

"R«1«1gh still pushed ... the theme 'spend a milder moment with

Ralel^li.' Raleigh 'Extra Milds' were Introduced.

"Ooral ads claimed that the brand 'has fixed what you don't like

about }cm 'tar' and nicotine smoking.' A cut-away photograph of its

filter showed a recessed, baffled chamber.

"Iceberg 10 cigarettes were introduced with ads comparing the tar

ratings of leading cigarettes."
"

2. Mid to Late 1970s
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Vintaft Ids continued to plAy on f^e health fears of Sfflokers. They

featured everyday kinds of people explaining that they were very

concerned about the 'controversy' over the tar and nicotine in

cigarettes, but that they enjoyed smoking and didn't want to quit.

The solution, these sankers had concluded, was to smoke Vantage. The

authoritative voice of the ads stated that, although Vantage wasn't

the lowest tar cigarette on the market, it was lower than 95 percent
of all cigarettes, and the only low tar with good taste.

"Kent Golden Lights used comparison advertising to show that they were
lower In tar than many other cigarette brands. Kent ads claimed that

they had '25 * Less Tar,' without saying less than what. They also

claimed that Kent was America's #1 selling low tar cigarette.

"True ads of the perio.1 usea a movif siiailar to thot of the Vantage
ads — intelligent pcoi ^e v.iio, av.c. cb.isl deration of the facts had

decided that, rather thsn quit, t:-.sy uould smoke a cigarette if^Hed
to be reasonably safe to smoke. One such ad featured a woman on the

tennis court with a cigarette in hev :ia.,i saying, 'Considering all I'd

heard, I decided to either quit or smoke True. I saoke True.' The ad

went on to say 'The low tar, low nicotine cigarette. Think about It.'

True ads also engaged In comparison advertising, claiming to be

'lowest in tar.
'

"Merit ads relied upon both scientific and market research claims to

sell cigarettes. The market research claim was that consumer opinion
studies had shown smokers to like Merit as well as or better than

cigarettes containing 60 percent more tar. The scientific claim was

that Merit had found a way of delivering flavor at lower tar levels:

'by isolating certain 'key' ingredients of tobacco In cigarette smoke,

ingredients that deliver taste way out of proportion to tar,

researchers at Philip Morris have developed an 'Enriched Flavor'

process so successful at boosting flavor, the resulting cigarette

actually delivers as much — or more -- taste than brands having more

tar.' Many Merit ads used a newspaper headline format to make it

appear that a mejor scientific breakthrough had been announced.

"Carlton relied upon claimed results of government studies and

comptrlflon advertising to make the claim that 'Carlton is Lowest.'

One ad cltlaed that, 'Based on latest U.S. government reports, ten

packs of Carlton have less tar than one pack of...,' and then went on

to list Mny of the popular low tar cigarettes of the day. Carlton

ads made no reference to taste -- the sole selling point was low tar.

"Now ads also claimed that cigarette to be lowest in tar. In 1976,

Now had 2 mg of tar. In 1977, ads claimed that the level had been

reduced to I mg (this is more than Just 'low tar'. This is ultra-low

'tar'... If you want to be sure you're getting ultra-low 'tar,' count

all the way down to Now's number l.') In 1977, however, the tar level

was quietly Increased back to 2 mg. There las no evident change in

the cigarette package over this period.
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"Fact cl9«rcttes took up where Lark left off by raising smokers'

concerns about 'gas' In cigarettes. Its patented aldehyde-redudng
'Purlti' filter was claimed to remove 'specific gases In smoke that
taste bad.' In a footnote, these gases were said to Include

'Formaldehyde, Crotonaldehyde, Acrolein.' One such ad read:

Fact: if you're concerned about smoking, you should know

something about gas. You might not know 1t, but cigarette smoke
Is mostly gas — many different kinds. Not just 'tar' and
nicotine. And despite what w« tobacco people think, some
critics of smoking say it's Just as Important to cut down on
some of the gases as it Is to lower 'tar' and nicotine. No

ordinary cigarette does both. But fact does.'

This ad reflects how the Industry claimed that the substances in

cigarette smoke were not -- in thi industry's conaldtred opinion —
harmful, while at the saiw: time '.t alarmed smokers with a clear
Implication that other credible sources believed othtruise, and then
offered the juoker a technological fix which would en-Dle him or her
to keep smoking with a clear conscience.*

Ooral smokers were depicted as endorsing the 'Ooral Diet' in order
to cut down on their tar consumption. One ad showed a smoker
saying, 'I'm not too big in the willpower department. But I lost
700 milligrams of 'tar' in the first week on what I call 'the Ooral
Diet.' Now I can still enjoy smoking and cut down on 'tar' and
nicotine, too.

"Real cigarettes were claimed to be the only cigarette not to
enhance flavor artificially. Real's menthol was also claimed to be

'fresh, natural. Not synthetic' Real ads also touted the

cigarette's low tar levels, claiming it was voted the best low tar

cigarette in a national taste test.

"Lark ads abandoned the 'low gas' theme and featured hot air
balloons. The textual emphasis was on the technology of the filter:
'(Xjr unique filter has two outer 'tar' and nicotine filters, plus an
inner ch«bcr of specially treated charcoal granules.'

"Lucky 100s were claimed to be the lowest tar of all filter lOOs.

"LIM used comparison advertising to make the claim that It had 'less
'tar' than all leading longs.'

"Parliament ads claimed that smokers concerned about tar had to

consider more than Just the tar levels of cigarettes. Regular
cigarettes with flush filters were claimed to place tar build-up
'flat against your lips.' with the clear implication that this would
be potentially harmful. Smokers could prevent this by smoking
Parliament, because its filter was 'recessed to keep tar build-up
from touching your lips. So there's no 'filter feedback'.'
Parliament was said to be 'the thoughtful choice In low-tar

smoking.'
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-Pali Mtll used conp&ratlve advertising to claim that It was 'lowest

In tar of all the lights,' claimed to have '45 percent less 'tar'

than the best selling filter king,' and that a smoker cou'd lose

2.800 mg. of tar per week by switching to Pall Mall Extra Mild

(based upon a two pack a day smoker)."

"Tareyton continued its 'rather fight than switch' advertising"
campaign, and touted the filtering efficiency of Its activated
charcoal filter, noting that the same substance was used to filter
air in World War I gas masks, submarines, spacecraft and auto

pollution control devices.

"Kool Super Lights were Introduced, emphaslzlro Ic ttr.

"Iceberg lOOs were claimed to be 'lowest In tr- of f^^ mer.thc? 100s.

"Decade cigarettes were IntroduciKi as being thf first 'total system'

cigarette providing low tar and good taste.* ^'^

b. Publicity on "Safe* Smoking Levels Not Based on Fact

Tobacco industry efforts to communicate to the public the Idea that low

yield cigarettes prevent the onset of disease associated with smoking

received a boost from two articles published In the late 1970s on

supposedly safe smoking levels, both authored by the deputy director of

cancer prevention at the National Cancer Institute, Gio Batta Gori.

Published in Decem6«r 1976, Gori's article in Science magazine, entitled

*LoH Risk Clgtrtttes: A Prescription,* 'purported to estimate the safe

levels of exposure to certain components in cigarette smoke." ^

In its September 15, 1978 issue, JAHA published another article by Gori.

One month before It appeared, the "purported results" were given broad

publicity. The publicity was criticized by JAMA's editor, William R.

Barclay, MO, who described the finding as "of 'small benefit' to
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Individuals wtw do not follow the medical profession's good advice not to

sanke."
** As noted by G.H. Miller below, the information was based on

speculation rather than fact:

"The JAMA article used 'critical values' to estimate the safety
levels of six compounds found In cigarette smoke: carbon monoxide,
tar, nicotine, nitrogen oxides, hydrogen cyanide, and acrolein.

However, the statements concerning the possible safety of the less
ha2ardous cigarettes were dependent upon assumptions of theoretical

safety limits lf the estimates were correct and if the proposed
reduction in these components could actually be made. These

assumptions, as well as the handling of the data, were made without

experimental substantiation. ... Que to (extensive) pre-publication
publicity, the public was presen'.gd with Information as suff»d to be

based on fact, whereas it was based on speculation, (emphasis added)

Subsequent "reports In the mass media on the safety levels of certain 1om

tar-1oM nicotine cigarettes Included tables listing the number of

cigarettes of specific brands that could be smoked 'safely.' ... These

tables ... were not contained In the original (JAMA) article... (and)

(their)... source... remains unclear." ®'

On August 10, 1978, the Washington Post published an article entitled

"Some Cigarettes Now 'Tolerable,' Doctor Says." Liggett took advantage

of the printed account and distributed the article in 1978 for use as a

store display advertisement. The article stated that, according to Gorl,

"some dgartttes now have so little tar, nicotine and other harmful

elements that they can be called 'less hazardous' and can even be smoked

In 'tolerable' numbers without 'appreciable' ill effects on the average

smoker." ^* The article included a chart showing the number of

cigarettes "the average smoker could consume dally without exceeding a
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'toleraBit' 1ev«l of risk of cancer or other disease.
" ^^ The article

pointed out, however, that Or. Arthur Upton, director of the cancer

Institute. Issued a more "cautious statement ... saying our present

knoMledge does not permit us to establish any levels below which smoking

(Bight be safe." ^^
Gorl, In the article, was quoted as saying, "i am not

calling any cigarette safe. The only cigarette that is safe Is the

cigarette that Is not lit."
'^

c. Clalai 'Lowest* Repeated By Various Brands

"The advertising of at least eight cigarette brands used the word

'lowest' prominently In their advertising... (froa the mid 1970s through

the aid 1980s), referring to tar and nicotine content. ...These ads ...

substantially contributed to consuner confusion over which cigarette

really was lowest 1n tar and nicotine.... A confusing numbers game was

being played in which comparison advertising could be used to pick

certain competitor brands to use the word 'lowest' and. In a technical

sense, be telling the truth." ^^

5. Ltf I970t to Early 1980s

Health claims, while more discreet, have been prominently featured In

cigarette advertisements of the late 1970s and the early 1980s.

"The advertising themes of this period were far more sophisticated
tKan those of earlier eras. The phrase 'Now n Lowest' is much less

direct than the promise 'Kent provides the greatest health
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profctlon 1n cigarette history.' It is, nonetheless. Just as

effectiyt at conveying the message that it is reasonab^y safT"to

siioke that brand of cigarettes, given the widespread public
attention given to the harmful effects of the tar and nicotine In

tobacco smoke. "(Emphasis added)
^^

a. Public Impression of "Reduced Tar and Nicotine"

According to Ronald M. Davis. M.O., M.A.. director of the Office on

Smoking and Health,:

•The possible effects of cigarette advertl'':-^ or. c- :tl^ cigarette
consumption could be attributed to the 1» c .(j< 9nd isi^gtry used in

cigarette advertisements, which tend to undermine the effectiveness
of the surgeon general's warnings. In Its report to Congress for
the year 1978. the FTC noted that 'some ads use language which
directly contradicts the required health warning and scientific
evidence that smoking is dangerous to health and perhaps to lift
Itself... A number of campaigns imply that smoking a particular
brand solves the health dilemma or at least minimizes the problem."
The FTC report stated that advertising emphasizing tar and nicotine
content may: "contain the Implied representation that low tar and
nicotine cigarettes are safe. Such Implied representations may
mislead the reader about the safety of smoking reduced tar and
nicotine brands."'*

A 1978 survey done for the Tobacco Institute by the Roper Organization

reflects the public's concern about the health hazards of smoking. The

report concluded that:

*
1. Norm than nine out of every 10 smokers believe that smoking
Is h«2ardous to a smoker's health.

2. There is majority acceptance of the Idea that the cigarette
warning label should be made stronger and more specific.

3. Two-thirds of smokers would like to give up smoking."

In the report on the survey excerpted below, references are made to "low

tar smokers" that Indicate this group is more concerned about the health
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consequtnas of swkinq than smokers of regular brands. This concern

would account for thtir choice of low-yield brands.

"More than the average, (low tar smokers) have read something that

worried then about smoking, they believe It Is definitely true that

smokers have more of certain kinds of Illnesses, that smoking Is

hazardous. And more of then than the average have tried to quit

smoking. Since low tar smokers are an expanding share of the

market, their greater desire to quit smoking poses a special problem
for the cigarette industry.*

''

The surgeon general's 1979 Report contained significant conclusions about

tar and nicotine, including the flnd'ny that: "Compounc^s In smoke most

likely to contrlbi^te to the health hazards o' smoking are carbon monoxide

and nicotine and tar."'*

Two studies were conducted In 1979 and 1980 for The Brown and Williamson

Tobacco Company by Gahagan Research Associates, Inc., a survey research

firm. The major findings are Indicative of the attitudes of low-yield

smokers:

1. Over 80 percent of respondents expressed health concern about

saoklng.

2. Tht decree of concern was directly proportional to the

t«r/nicotine level of the cigarette brand smoked.

3. On average, smokers knew within- ?• tenth of a milligram the

tar/nicotine level of the cigarette brand they were smoking.

The findings clearly indicate that smokers concerned about the health

effects of saoklng were more likely to select the lower tar and nicotine

brands.
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By enphaslzing tar and nicotine content 1n advertising during the 1970s.

the Industry hoped to convince the public that the lower the tar and

nicotine, the healthier the cigarette, and thereby to stop smokers

concerned about health from quitting smoking, as noted in the December 15,

1980 Business Week ;

"Some (Industry executives) suggest that the explosion in low-tar
brands ... has finally done the lob of stopping health-conscious
saokers fro* quitting."

'^

According to the FTC, the powerful health message the' urklng con < be

safe despite hear.h warnings was being conveyed In adve) »^-i..;ntt fo> low

tar and nicotine cigarettes:

"Many cigarette advertising techniques aooear to denigrate or
undercut the health warning. Information ootalned from subpoenaed
documents Indicates that, at least in the case of several advertising

^|iipa1gns,
these techniques appear to have been carefully planned."

b. Advertising Thewes; Late 1970s to Early 1980s

"Vantage ads continued the emphasis on low tar. Vantage Ultra Lights
were Introduced.

"Kent III was Introduced In the low tar category. Kent Golden Lights
(which had more tar than Kent III) used comparison advertising to
Mke It appear that they were lowest in tar. One such ad said

'Getting the runaround trying to find a good tasting low tar?' with a

pIctUTt of footsteps tracking around a group of cigarette packages.

"Merit continued to use consumer market research claims to argue that
95 porctnt of current Merit smokers would not switch, and that
smokers liked the tast of Merit better than that of high tar

cigarettes. Merit Ultra Lights were introduced.

"Carlton continued to use government test reports and mocked-up
newspaper headlines to make the claim 'Carlton is lowest.'

"Now also used claimed results of government studies and comparison
advertising to make the claim that Now is Lowest.' In any of its

ads, Carlton was the target, as In 'Which is the lowest 100s? (Hint:
It's not Carlton)'
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-Oor«l continued Its clalu to b« the best-tasting low tar cigarette.

"Real continued use of macho men, with the slogan 'the smoking man's

low tar.'

"Triumph cigarettes were introduced with veiled references to

scientific breakthroughs and comparison advertising to claim to be

best tasting low tar cigarette.

"Cambridge cigarettes were Introduced claiming 'No cigarette ls lower

In tar or nicotine,' and 'the lowest tar ever.'

"The claim was made that Barclay cigarettes were '99t tar fm.'
(This claim was protested by other -.Igarette companies o *^--

;\^i,.. .

Trade Coimisslon on the grounds that the Barclay flit:.*
'' ''

d'
'"*

testing devices because its air vants were covered up by th- Up; In

human smokers, but were left ope.i on the machines.) The 1ntr'r-'uc*lon

of Barclay was one of the most expensive product 1ntrod'":t1ons 1n

cigarette history.

"One Camel ad depicted Camel Lights as being 'the solution' to tht

problem of reduced taste in low tar cigarettes.

"L&M continued to use government reports and comparison advertising
to claim it was the lowest tar In Its category.

"Parliament continued the emphasis on Its recessed filter.

"Pall Mall promised 'a third less tar than the leading filter 85s.'

"Tareyton Lights were Introduced with the theme 'Us Tareyton smokers

would rather light than fight'... Comparison advertising was used to

make the point that Tareyton had the best filter, with Its activated

charcoal.

"Arctic Lights were Introduced." ^

6. Early to Hid 1980s

In 1980, a Roper survey showed that 36 percent of those questioned

believed that: "It has been proven that smoking low tar and low nicotine

cigarettes does not significantly increase a person's risk of disease over

that of a nonsmoker." Another 32 percent said they weren't sure. Thus
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over 60 ptrctnt of those questioned either believed that low yield

cigarettes were "safe" or they weren't sure. ^'

A confidential memo, written on March 24, 1981, from J.J. Morgan to H.

Cullian and J.C. Bowling, executives with Philip Morris, USA, described

the following statement on the company's advertising strategies to be

presented to the Coaaunl cations Connlttee for review:

"The Connuni cat ions Comaittee is coonitted to Instituting national

advertising to reinforce the :ffloker, his choice to smoke and the
custom of smoking. This will be accomplished by:

--attacking bad research

--attacking researchers themselves, where vulnerable

—attacking the unreasonableness of legislative segregation
—exposing the bureaucracy and personal aggrandizement of certain

anti-smoking organizations.

In effect, the Communications Committee Is readying advertising to

stand up to the industry's detractors and by that means support our

smoking population."
"

A 1981 review of public opinion surveys by the Federal Trade Commission

concluded that:

"Many smokers falsely believe that smoking 1s not dangerous to them
If th«y smoke low-'tar' and low-nicotine cigarettes. "... many
smokers wtw switched to new allegedly 'safer' cigarettes would have

quit wokinq altogether had they not been influenced by advertising.
In this w«y. advertising and promotion of cigarettes claimed to

provldt 'health protection' or to be 'lowest' in dangerous
constituents successfully offset the demand-decreasing impact of

publicity concerning the adverse health consequences of smoking."
^

In Its own Tobacco Reporter , the tobacco industry acknowledged that people

were smoking lower yield cigarettes because of their belief that these

brands are healthier. The publication discussed the fact that the
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arketlnf of th«se cigarettes 1s an attempt to counter publicity about

health haiards:

"Some may feel they can 'lessen the risk' by switching to brands with
much lower tar and nicotine ratings. Others may want to rld
theaselves of feelings of guilt about smoking or about their
Inability to quit, and they figure the best way to do this is to
saokc cigarettes with extremely low tar ratings. Certainly the
Industry-wide trend toward lower tar and nicotine deliveries
represents a response to the continuing health attacks on smoking.
If the attacks lead the public to believe smoking Is all that harmful
and hazardous, obviously the Indust.-y must respond...*

®*

In the December 10, 1982 issue of .obacco International , the tobacco

Industry attributes growth In sales of low yield cigarettes to their

healthier image:

"Cigarettes containing reduced tar levels have substantially
increased their share of the domestic market during the last 10

years... Because of the less negative health image (eaphasls added)
associated with lower-tar brands and reduced nicotine levels, the
former rapid gro%rth of this segment of the domestic cigarette market
1$ believed to be at least partially responsible for the upward
cigarette consumption trend of recent years..."

^*

The article notes that a sharp increase In sales of longer 100 mm

cigarettes "In recent months" may have occurred because anti-smoking

forces had lessened pressure and the Tobacco Institute had increased its

'educational* efforts, a clear acknowledgment that the public chooses

loMr yield cigarettes for health reasons:

"Sales of longer 100 am cigarettes have moved up sharply during
recent months. This new trend ... may have resulted from a lessening
In pressure from anti-smoking forces and the effectiveness of the

industry's recent 'educational' programs surrounding the health Issue
as effected by the Tobacco Institute." ®*

(Tobacco International uses

quotes around the word 'educational,' indicating that these programs
are not truly educational, but have some other purpose, which Is

obviously coam«rc1al.)
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The success of 1om yield dgsrettes due to their "healthier" image Mas

again discussed In the December 1983 New York State Journal of Medicine .

along with the idea that cigarette manufacturers are taking advantage of

this Image to sell more of their product:

"The critical factor with respect to any 'less haxardous' product ls

consumer acceptance and, with respect to the low-tar brands, consumer
response has been extraordinary. Data froii the United States
Indicate that sales In the low-tar segnent (that is, trr less than or
equal to 15 ng) have trippled fro* 17 percent In 1976 to 59 percent
In 1982. A sinllar pattern has occurred In Canada. There are
several possible explanations fzr this explosive arowtii, but the
major contributor would seen to lis an Increased public awareness that

cigarette smoking, and In particular exposure to cigarette tar, is
detrimental o health. Cigarette companies have capitalized on this
perception by advertising tar levels as the basis for brand
selection." (emphasis adde<^)

"

A March 1984 editorial in Family Physician noted that young woaen in

particular were buying the notion that low yield cigarettes are safer:

"The rise in cigarette smoking among young women may also have been

encouraged by the increasing availability of low-nicotine cigarettes.
Since the advent of the low-nicotine cigarette in 1968, teenagers In

this country have nearly doubled their smoking rate. The proportion
of teenage females who sanke has risen concurrently with the market
share of low-nicotine cigarettes.." The article attributes the

popularity of low-nicotine cigarettes among women to: a "better
health image".

"

On OctotMr 12, 1984. the president signed into law the Comprehensive

Saoking Education Aqt of 1984, requiring that the single health warning be

replaced with four rotating labels on cigarette packages and in cigarette

advertising. Four warnings were mandated for cigarette advertiseaents on

outdoor billboards which were slightly different versions of the same

messages.
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a. *dvtrt1s1nq Themes: Early to Mid 1980s

R.J. Reynolds carried out new narketing efforts In the 1980s to counter

consumers' health concerns about smoking, as described by Joe Tye:

"In early 1984, Reynolds began Its multl-mmion dollar advertising
caapaign with an ad headed 'Can we have an open debate about
SMOklng?' This ad Included the statement, 'Studies which concluded
that smoking causes disease have regularly ignored significant
evidence to the contrary ... Ourinq the coming months we will discuss
a nuflOer of key Issues relating to smoking and health. We will also
explore other important Issues including relations between smokers
and nonsmokers, smoking among o«ir youth, and 'passive smoking.

'•«•

Other advertising efforts for various brands during this period Included

the following:

"Vantage ads featured young athletes engaged in strenuous activities.
In a deceptive attempt to convey the impression that smoking Is

coiH»at1ble with the extraordinary conditioning of the heart and lungs
required to participate In these activities, and In direct violation
of the cigarette industry's own voluntary advertising code that
prohibits the depiction of smokers engaged in strenuous athletic
activities.

"True cigarettes continued to be advertised with an emphasis on low
tar and nicotine levels ... in late 1985 True Gold was entered into
the competition for younger smokers with Images of attractive young
men on glamorous but mysterious missions into exotic foreign
countries.

"Carlton began the period with Its usual 'Carlton is Lowest' theme, a

theai wklch continued 1n many of Its advertisements. It also,
hoMever, began the 'If you smoke, please try Carlton' theme, (which
secai to say, if you are going to smoke please take care of your
health by smoking Carlton) For certain audiences, the health theme
seemed to be more urgent than for others. In the magazine Working
Mother, for example, the health theme is strongly emphasized,
probably because the pregnant women and young mothers who read this

magazine require serious rationalization to Justify their smoking.

"Now stayed with the 'Now ls lowest' theme.

"Parliament continued to push its recessed filter with the slogan
'All's well that ends well.' In early 1986, a new ad campaign was
Initiated with the slogan 'The perfect recess.'
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"Benson ( Hedges Introduced Deluxe Ultra Lights.

"Pall Mali used the slogan 'A step ahead. Step up 1n taste, step
down In tar.' ^

7. Mid to Late 1980s

In October 1985, the Federal Trade Coiwisslon deterwlned that 1t$ tertln

prograii significantly underestimated the levels of tar, nicotine, and

carbon nonoxide that smokers received from smoking Brown i Miniaa^on s

Barclay cigarettes. The conwlsslon's announcenent sought cooMnts on

'proposed procedures or alternatives (to Its testing method) and asked for

'suggestions' on possible designs that could improve the proposed

modifications." ^i

The FTC closed down Its cigarette testing laboratory, leaving no federal

agency to test for tar and nicotine levels and thus leaving it up to the

Industry to do the testing. The lack of government testing of cigarettes

creates a greater need for regulation of tobacco under the FDA.

a. Advertising Thenes; Current

The following quotations are taken from cigarette advertisements

published in 1987 and 1988:
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Carltfln:

"U.S. Gov't. Test Method confirms: Carlton ls stm lowest! "

"Carlton. It's lowest. And It's got the tast that's right for me.
U.S. Gov't Test Method confirms 17 years of U.S. Gov't Reports:
Carlton Is still lowest!"

Wow ;

"A Closer Look Reveals Who's Lowest. NOW IS STILL LOWEST By U.S.
Gov't testing method."

"Step Down to the Lowest. WOW IS LOWEST By U.S. Gov't testing
method."

"Uncover the Lowest. NOW IS LOWEST By U.S. Gov't testing method."

"The Lowest Overshadows Them All. WOW IS LOWEST By U.S. Gov't

testing method."
'

"Low Isn't... lowest. Now Menthol Is lowest . By U.S. Gov't testing
methol.

Merit:

"Breakaway. Get the flavor of these leading brands* but less tar ...

Breakaway to flavor. Breakaway to Merit. Great flavor, less tar .

Prove It yourself.

"Discover an ultra light with real flavor. Merit Ultra Lights.
Where today's saokers are heading."

"The world's first do-it-yourself print ad. Close your eyes and

iMgIno the most flavorful picture you can. Now, think "Merit."

CongratoUtlons! You've created the perfect Merit ad. Because
flavor Is «h«t Merit is all about. Merit Enriched Flavor delivers
real voklng satisfaction with even less tar than leading lights. So

thanks for your help. You created the perfect image for Merit. And

you saved us a bundle on expensive photography. Enriched Flavor, low

tar. A solution with Merit."

"This cigarette is far more flavorful than this ad. Rather than

filling this page with tasty pictures, we present you with some

Interesting food for thought. Because of Enriched Flavor, Merit

gives you all the smooth, safisfying taste you want In a cigarette,
yet has even less tar than other leading lights. Now Isn't that an

appetizing idea? Enriched Flavor, low tar. A solution with Merit."
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"Strlkt It enriched! For smokers. Merit is a gold mine. Rich,
sfflootli, seflsfyinq flavor, yet even less tar than other leading light
cigarettes. The secret Is Enriched Flavor. Only Merit has 1t. Dig
up a pack today. And stake your claln to a mother lode of flacor.
Enriched Flavor, low tar. A solution with Merit."

Newport ;

"Newport Lights. Alive with pleasure! Newport pleasure comes to low
tar menthols."

—

rarriament:

"rc'liament Lights. The Perfect Pecess. Recess: A break fro«
iictlvlty for rest or relaxation. Recess: A unique filter for extra
smooth taste and low tar enjoyment."

Virginia Slims :

"Ya gotta move with the style. New Virginia Slims Ultra Lights.
Only 6 mg tar. The lightest style of Slims."

"New Virginia Slims Ultra Lights. Only 6 mg. tar. The lightest
style of Slims."

Capri :

"Today, you'll discover the slimmest cigarette known to woman. And
tomorrow you'll wonder how you ever smoked anything else. New Capri
lOO's. Trim t Light Menthol."

Benson I Hedges :

"For pmoplt who like to smoke... New Lights. The new case for the

best-ttsting Lights. Benson & Hedges because quality matters."

"Benson I Hedges Deluxe Ultra Lights. Only 5 mg. yet rich enough to
be called deluxe."

b. Current Advertising Practices

The editor of the New York State Journal of Medicine has provided the

following coomientary on the current advertising practices of the tobacco

Industry:
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It My b« too late to publish corrective advertising for promotions
that cetscd 30 years ago, but even In retrospect the credibility of

the publication is hamed. The knowledge and comnon sense about

cigarette smoking were there — but so were the mass media to

undermine knowledge and cultivate mass denial. One clear lesson is

that physicians are not itmnune to propaganda. But the point of this
article (and this entire issue) 1$ that the situation In regard to

promotion of smoking Is even more pernicious today (emphasis added).
Vhe old advertisements in the Journal may seem ridiculous In their

images and claims, and we can rationalize that wt no longer
acquiesce In the sale of cigarettes in a medical context. But do
we? ... we as leaders in society are doing precisely what the
c 1 ciare ti.e advertisers want us to do : not oecome angry, but rather
to 5ec(/n.j t'lisTqned or comnlacent (emphasis added). Advertising for
a piwcoci is not solely designed to sell to potential or current
users, bu^ also to assure the cctrolacency or tolerance of non-
users." *'

D. HAZARDS OF "LOW TAR AND NICOTINE" CIGARETTES ANO WHY HEALTH
CLAIMS IH ADVERTISEHgMTS KK MISLgADIW

The message that low yield cigarettes are "safer" ^as been heard and

heeded by the public even though low tar and nicotine cigarettes are not

considered safer because of such factors as compensatory smoking

behavior, which accompanies the smoking of low yield brands, and

hazardous agents In smoke other than tar and nicotine, including carbon

monoxide. Various sources have recognized that advertisements for low

yield cigarettes art misleading and that a "safer" cigarette cannot be

manufacturad.

National Academy of Sciences;

"The logic that lower T/N yields equal less harmful smoking seems

simple and persuasive. But there are two way« in which this logic
may be misleading. First, the measurements of T/N are performed. In

the laboratories of the Federal Trade Coowlsslon (FTC) and others,

by analyzing batches of smoke drawn by a machine that simulates

smoking with a simple and unchanging program. Human smokers and

their cigarettes, however, are neither simple nor unchanging....
Second, there Is the complexity of the product itself. Tobacco
smoke contains several thousand distinct compounds. While the

particulate condensate we call tar is clearly carcinogenic, and pure
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n1cot1n« has well-danonstrated effects on the cardiovascular system,
the rated quantities of these two components cannot give all the
Information relevant to the potential toxicity of cigarettes. In

particular, these ratings do not take Into account the yield of
gases — such as carbon monoxide, hvdrogen cyanide, and acrolein,
addition, flavorings are added." '*

"Saokers who want to reduce the health hazards from their cigarettes
are best advised to quit smoking entirely.

"For continuing smokers, exposure to the const Itutents of smoke and
attendant risks depend not only on the content, construction, and
number of cigarettes, but also on the way they are saiokad.

"Therefore, the T/N yields may or may not correspond well to the
actual hazerd exposure of d1ffere-t smokers.

"Thus, the e-iJence for switching to lower T/N cigarettes 1s
doubtful In our judgment, the degree of benefit most smokers can
expect from switching to lower T/N brands. If any. Is saall coeipared
With the benefit of stopping smoking completely."

^

New England Journal of Medicine;

"Advertisements from cigarette manufacturers suggesting that smokers
of low-y1eld cigarettes will be exposed to less tar and nicotine are
misleading. Patients who smoke cigarettes should be so advised." "
"We think that In the case of the habitual smoker for whom cutting
down on nicotine and tar Intake Is considered to be medically
Important, it Is unlikely that changing the brand of cigarette will
accomplish this goal. ...We ... found that people who wanted to stop
smoking and who were smoking low-yield cigarettes did not consume
less nicotine, as judged by blood cotlnlne concentration, than
smokers of higher-yield cigarettes."

^®

New York State Journal of Medicine :

In 1985, th« Journal advised doctors against any reliance on low yield

cigarettes as an alternative to quitting smoking, pointing out that these

cigarettes are as deadly as the high yield brands or are not safe:

"A review of research In 1983 and 1984 on low tar-low nicotine
cigarettes, as reported in the Bibliography on Smoking and Health
(Washington, OC, Office on Smoking and Health), shows that all
experimental studies presented evidence that the so-called less
hazardous cigarettes are either no less hazardous or are simply not
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safe.... The realities of the smoking process make the production of

a 'less hazardous' cigarette highly improbable. The combustion of

any types of compounds that have been used in cigarettes will

produce the following: carbon monoxide, which Is detrimental to the

cardiovascular system; tars, which are saturated with carcinogenic
compounds; nitrogen oxides, which form acids capable of dissolving
lung tissue and causing bronchitis and emphysema; and hundreds of

other compounds such as cyanide and acrolein which are potentially
dangerous to the health of both smokers and the people around them.
.. The less hazardous cigarette is a hypothetical construct

developed from earlier unsubstantiated research and wishful

thinking, (enyhasis added) Based on the optimistic preliminary
reports, cigarette companies began to echo these claims and have
cor*in'..ed to use this Information tj advertise the safety of

cigarettes based on the curtailment of tar and nicotine. The
evidence oresented In this articU showr that Inaccurate Information
Is being used to advertise dgar^jLtc. (emphasis added) TRe

foTTovn>.g measures are recoosnended to redress this situation;

" All funding for the development of a 'less hazardous'

cigarette should be discontinued.

Funding for smoking machine research should also be
discontinued since their data Have been shown to be highly
Inaccurate.

Funding should be available from all levels of government to

support and publicize 'stop smoking' clinics with verifiable
success rates for those who wish to quit smoking.

Funding should be made available for advertising to counter
the advertising efforts of the cigarette Industry especially

In regard to low tar-low nicotine claims.
The business conmunlty should expand efforts to encourage the

workforce to stop smoking by providing funding to develop
Its own programs to assist In smoking cessation.

... It is Imperative that physicians realize that there will never
be a 'less hazardous' cigarette (emphasis added). Instead of

recomwnding that the smoker change to low tar- low nicotine

cigarettes, physicians should advise all patients to stop smoking.
For those unable to stop on their own, physicians should undertake
to dtvvlop skills In better educating patients on how to stop

smoking and analyze the methods and verifiable success rates of the

various clinics before referring patients to them. The evidence
should now be.clear: the 'less hazardous' cigarette is a deadly
delusion.* 3'

Family Physician ;

"Whether the advertiser's substance or style Is reviewed, the

Inescapable conclusion emerges that cigarette advertising is

misleading."
3*
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I. Cowpensatory Smoking

It has be«n recognized repeatedly that low tar and nicotine cigarettes

are not necessarily safer because the smoker tends to smoke more

cigarettes to compensate for the lowered tar and nicotine content:

Public Health Service :

"...health care providers should warn smokers switching to a low-tar
and ,iicotlne cigarette not to incre^.se their dosage, as many smokers
increase the number of cigarettes they smoke and Inhale more deeply
after switching to a lower yield 'Igarette. There 1$ no safe

cigarette, no safe level of con5<jfr.pt1on, and such compensatory
tjeK'"lor may negate any advantage of switching to a lower yield
product, and may even increase the health risk." *

"The potential benefit to the Individual consumer who might shift to

the lower tar and nicotine cigarette would be negated If this shift
were accompanied by an Increase 1n the number of cigarettes
consumed..." '™

Surgeon General ;

"...many smokers change their smoking behavior when they switch to

the lower-yield brand. In an attempt to satisfy nicotine or taste

demands, however, they may compensate by smoking more cigarettes
than before, puffing more frequently. Inhaling more deeply and for a

longer period. This could lead to Increased atherogenesis through
the greater Intake of carbon monoxide, hydrogen cyanide and nitrous

oxide, all constituents of cigarette smoke." '"^

"If th« saoker compensated for reduced yield by Increasing the

number of cigarettes, the depth of inhalation, or the volume or

frtqiMncy of puffs, a reduction In 'tar' might not result In a

reduced saoke exposure. The possible increase In the average number
of cigtrtttcs sacked by each smoker and the possibility that the

depth of Inhalation and puff volume may also have increased as the

average 'tar' yield of the cigarette has declined raise a real

concern that the shift to the use of lower 'tar' cigarettes may not

have resulted In a proportionate drop in smoker exposure."
'"^

National Academy of Sciences :

"The weight of recent studies that we have reviewed supports the

idea that nicotine dependence Is a very important component of

smoking behavior and that most heavy cigarette smokers, regardless
of brand, tend to maintain high nicotine levels." '"^
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"The laboratory and field studies of smoking generally but not

unifonily show that a significant proportion of smokers who switch
to lo«»er tar and nicotine cigarettes change the way they smoke them
so as to compensate partially for the reductions in tar and nicotine
yields, thus making the reduction 1n actual tar and nicotine

absorption by smokers less substantial than the reduction in tar and
nicotine ratings based on the FTC smoking machine method." ^°*

New England Journal of Medicine ;

"... low-yield cigarettes may even increase the health risk, since
smoke«-s who switch to these cigarettes may compensate for the lower
Intake of nicotine by smoking more cigarettes per day, inl.f.ling more
deeply, puffing more frequently, or smoking cigarettes to a shorter
butt length.

'"

New York State Journal of Medicine;

"... The question of nicotine compensation also has been approached
using volunteers who were made to switch to progressively lower-

yield brands. Measures of smoking exposure such as blood CQHb,
serum cotlnlne, and plasma thiocyanate all demonstrated that more
smoke wes absorbed than would have been predicted froa the values on
the packages. In fact, the lack of major differences between the
treatment and control groups in this study suggested that most

subjects obtained Just as much nicotine from the so-called less-
hazardous products as they did from their original brand. For most

subjects in these studies, switching to 1o«-y1eld brands did not
result in a significant decrease in the amount of smoke absorbed,
due primarily to a tendency to increase puff volume and/or depth of

Inhalation when such products are smoked." 106

Family Physician ;

"However, the advertised claim that the so-called low-nicotine

cigarettes have less tar and nicotine than higher-yield brands is

not v«11d... nicotine concentration in cigarettes is inversely
(ital) correlated with the concentration measured by

'

smok 1 ng
machines' and govemaent testing... studies have shown that on

switching to a lower-nicotine brand, smokers will change their

smoking behavior, altering the number of cigarettes smoked per day,
the depth of inhalation, and the amount of tobacco left in the
butt." ^0^

2. Additives
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In trying to Mnufacture a safer cigarette, companies found that removing

the tar fro« tobacco also removed "taste." In an effort to preserve

taste, they use a wide array of additives with questlonnable and

potentially dangerous effects, as noted by the following sources:

Surgeon General ;

"ii. order to enh?»<ice consumer "rceptablllty, flavoring substances
u^'v. cuded to cl9«rettes; it may be -hat the lower the 'tar' yield,
ti.^ ..'..I, e fla.Ci. leg additives are ised. It is Impossible to make an
asucisment o.' the risks of these idditlves, as cigarette
mai.jff.r'-.drt'-t: art not required '. .• aveal what additives they use.
No -^ . -cy o." > .. Federal Governi.^nt currently exercises oversight or
regulatory atthority in the manufacture of cigarette products.
Further, no agency Is empowered to require public or confidential
disclosure of the additives actually in use by the cigarette
manufacturers." '"*

"... the production of cigarettes with lower tar' and nicotine
yields may involve the increasing use of additives for tobacco

processing or flavoring. Some additives available for use are
either known or suspect carcinogens or give rise to carcinogenic
substances when burned. The use of these additives may negate
beneficial effects of the reduction of 'tar' yield, or might pose
Increased or new and different disease risks. Therefore, the 'tar'

yield of cigarettes currently being manufactured probably cannot be
used as a precise measure of current smoke exposure risk, nor 6e

compared quantitatively with the smoke exposgce risk of the older
higher tar' cigarettes .' (emphasis added)

'Q*

"Another complicating factor In determining the health hazards of

the lower-yield brands Is that additives for flavoring or other uses
In thtM brands have not been adeauately identified and tested for

adversa biological potential"
''''

New England Journal of fledlclne :

"... cigarette additives are more coawonly introduced into lower-

yield cigarettes to enhance their 'taste.': the Identity of these
additives is not disclosed to consumers, and they present unknown
risks to the smoker." '"

Mother Jones:
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"The extra Ingredients could be making low-tars even riskier than

the old-fashioned brands.... Cigarette makers have more than 1,400
such Ingredients to choose from, and the industry releases no

figures on their use... In 1977 the Industry spent $76 million on

flavorings and moistening agents; In 1979 It spent $113 million.
Even allowing for inflation, purchases appear to have increased
about 10 percent per year through the late 1970s." 112

3. Misrepresentation of Tar and Klcotlng Content

The accuracy of cigarette tar tables has been fUsi-'uted ar"< the FTC has

terminated Its testing program. The following, including the tobacco

Industry, have noted the Innaccuracy of the FTC's test findings:

Public Health Service:

"Cigarettes are easily manipulated, and scientific evidence suggests
the tar and nicotine yields obtained through current testing methods
may not correspond to the dosages Individual smokers actually
receive. A cigarette advertised as being In the one to five mg tar

range can turn Into a 15 to 20 mg. tar cigarette if a smoker takes
more and deeper puffs or even partially blocks the ventilating
holder or channels found In the cigarette filter."

^ '^

Surgeon General ;

"There Is evidence to suggest that the cigarette yields measured by
machine are very different from what the consumer actually obtains

by saoking the cigarette, due in part to the difference In patterns
of sinking between testing machines and Individual smokers." ^^*

New Scientist :

An article in the July 14, 1983 Issue of New Scientist discussed the

Inaccuracy of cigarette tar tables as it was revealed in a controvery

over Barclay cigarettes, which claimed to be "99 percent tar free".

"Big differences have been found," it stated, "between smokers'
habits and the way that machines test cigarettes." <The article
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notes th»t the success of Barclay cigarettes "Is due in a large part
to being advertised as '99 percent tar free"> R. J. Reynolds,
British American Tobacco (SAT's) big American competitor, became
irate about the Barclay rating and complained, with PhlUp Morris,
another competitor, formally to the FTC. "The FTC's machine drew in
less than one minigram of tar when it smoked Barclay, that put the
cigarette comfortably at the bottom of the American tar table. Not
surprisingly the FTC's one milligram rating is touted widely in

Barclay's advertising." The Barclay filter, patented under the name
'Actron', has small rings of perforations around the filter that
allow air to be drawn in and dilute the smoke. It also has four
fragile grooves which "run. Just under the paper wrapper, from
between the tobacco and the perforations to the end of the filter
that goes 1n the mouth. So w^en l..^ :":, s i».«.»ii-:!.». jm.'.wS BarcUy,
It draws In some smoke and 'luite a Int. o* "reih cl- \.h. ough ti.,

grooves. During the minute bet.v»;:r. -?.ch autc-M./.'-w, standardised
puff, the tobacco burns slowly \.:i'^ The re<'.'H 's thfi much pri:»ed
on milligram tar rating." R.J. Reynolds chi<rgr'! that "smokers crush
the fragile rrooves with their fincp-* a-d '<*r- They then suck in
a lot less fresh air and a lot more tars ano ii.cotine than does the
FTC's smoking machine, or than Barclay's advertising claims." ''*

Tobacco Industry ;

Ernie Pepples, a Brown and Williamson vice president and general counsel,

said, on a Chicago television program in 1982:

'They really ought to tell people that these numbers are developed
by a robot, and nobody smokes like a robot. ... People take
different length puffs, hold the filter either further in or out of
their mouth and smoke more or less frantically.'...

'^^

In Movember 1977, BAT's director of research , Dr. Jim Green, said.

'In soat respects It Is unfortunate that cigarettes have been tested
for so long by simulated smoking ... it is doubly unfortunate that
machine smoking under fairly arbitrary conditions, probably
different from those of any known human smoker, should be so often
and so wrongly regarded as equivalent to human smoking.... a change
by only one puff would readily reverse the positions of adjacent
cigarettes (In the tar tables) and for those at the too and bottom
bands would shift cigarettes into different bands.' '"

FTC Consultants:
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SoM of th« FTC's consultants have published articles relating "to the

measurement of low tar under their own names. Foremost among them is Dr.

Lynn Kozlowski, and his colleagues working at the Addiction Research

Foundation and the Department of Preventative Medicine, at the Unvlersity

of Toronto, In cooperation with the laboratory which does the Canadian

tar tests:

'We believe that a loophole exists n the standard smoking machine
prr5c:»dure In that It does not specify the number of puffs to be
taker,' they wrote In 1980. (Science, vol 209, pp 1550-51). 'The
number of puffs taken per clqaratte for some brands declined
significantly from I969 to 197T, and we believe that this cfianqe has
confributed <

'

o the reported reductions in their tar and nicotine
content. '

(emphasis added) This was followed by a paper reporting
that more than half of a sample of smokers block the ventilation
holes In filters, often Inadvertently, when they draw. They added,
'Hole-blocking Increases the yield of toxic products by 59 percent
to 293 percent.

'

(emphasis added) ( American Journal of Public
Health . NoveiSir 1980, vol 70, pp lZOZ-3).. in The Lancet~Tn"1981
(vol I, p. 508) Kozlowski said, 'Ultralow tar cigarettes do not
deliver ultra-low-tar tobacco smoke --

they deliver less smoke and
more air per puff ... some smokers defeat the vented filter by
blocking holes with fingers, lips ... and can turn a 4 mg cigarette
into a 13 mg one." ''*
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New York State Journal of Medicine ;

"Fifty percent of those who smoke low-tar cigarettes admit to

blocking the holes; thus, there could be little. If any, change In

the risk of smoking-related diseases... But although consumers can
be warned of the danger of hole blocking, the vents on many brands
are all but invisible to the human eye."

^''

"... smoking machines report lower tar and nicotine content than
that actually consumed by the smoker." (pg 315, Miller) Also, "the
Federal Trade Commission noted in an Injunction against Brown and
Williamson Tobacco Company that the ventilation channels near the
top of the cigarette, which were supposed to reduce tar and carbon
monoxide Intake, were blocked by the smoker's lips but not by the

smoking machine." '2°

New England Journal of Medicine ;

The following is an abstract of a study which concluded that the FTC

values do not reflect what is actually taken into the body of the

cigarette smoker;

"Advertisements suggest that smokers of cigarettes low in nicotine
are exposed to less nicotine and tar. Nicotine yields are measured
with smoking machines, but machines do not smoke cigarettes as

people do. We therefore measured the actual nicotine content of

commercial cigarettes with different nicotine and tar yields as

determined with smoking machines, and also measured actual nicotine
intake as indicated by blood concentrations of its metabolite,
cotlnlne, in 272 subjects smoking various brands of cigarettes. We
found th«t low-yield cigarette tobacco did not contain less

nicotint; in fact, the nicotine concentration in tobacco Inversely
correlated (r - - 0.53, P<0.05) with the concentration measured by

sacking aachlnes. Blood cotinine concentrations correlated with the

number of cigarettes smoked per day but not with the nicotine yield
measured by smoking machines. Only 3.8 to 5.0 percent of total

variance in blood cotinine was contributed by nicotine yield. We

conclude that smokers of low-nicotine cigarettes do not consume less

nicotine." ^^'

4. Harmful Components of Tobacco Smoke Other Than Tar and Nicotine
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The Federal Trade Coailsslon and the Department of Health and Human

Services have both called for legislation that would make the listing, on

cigarette packages and promotional material, of tar, nicotine and carbon

monoxide yields mandatory. ("By 1985, cigarette companies were required

to list tar and nicotine yields in all advertising but were not required

to display either value on cigarette packages. At the same time,

cigarette companies were not required to, nor did they voluntarily,

display carbot> monoxide yields on either packages or promotional

materials.")^"

National Academy of Sciences ;

"...the attempt to make cigarettes less hazardous by reducing their
tar and nicotine yield Is necessarily a crude approach,
corresponding to the uncertainty of knowledge about the differential
effects of the thousands of components of cigarette smoke and the
difficulties In independently manipulating them." ^"

"It Is possible for a cigarette to be altered in such a say that its
'tar' and nicotine content is reduced but certain other harmful
effects, for example, the effect of the gaseous phase may be
Increased '**

"... Investigators have reported that carbon monoxide levels are no
different in snokers of low-yield cigarettes and smokers of higher-
yield cigarettes." 125

Hew York State Journal of Medicine:

"When Inhaled, the carbon monoxide (CO) In tobacco smoke results in

the formation of carboxyhemoglobln (COHb), so- that approximately 80
percent of persons still sinking have COHb levels of from 2 percent
to 8 percent. COHb levels are better correlated than smoking
history with the developnent of angina pectoris, myocardial
Infarction and Intemlttent claudication; the relative risk of

developing coronary heart disease is about 20 times greater In

individuals with COHb levels or 5 percent or greater than in those
with levels below 3 percent.

"'2*
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"Aldehydes such as accetaldehyde, are toxic to cilia as Is hydrogen
cyanide (HCN), which also Interferes with respiration. A single
cigarette delivers 40 to 250 ug (symbol) of HCN. In rats a dose of
170 to 230 ug per kllograni of body weight causes unconsciousness and
590 to 640 ug per kilogram of body weight is lethal." ^^^

5. No Reduction ln Disease Risk

New England Journal of Medicine :

"...a recent study showed that t'le risk of myocardial infarction
increased with the number of cigarettes smoked but did not differ
between smokers of low-yield cigarettes and those of high-yield
cigarettes."

'^^

Surgeon General ;

"... the absorption of carbon monoxide Is more dependent on depth of
inhalation than 1s the absorption of nicotine and. If the use of
lower 'tar' products results in a compensatory increase In depth of

inhalation, smoker exposure to carbon monoxide may remain unchanged
or actually Increase. The reality of this concern Is borne out by
those studies that show no lowering of carboxyhemoglobin levels in

smokers who switch to lower 'tar' cigarettes. If carbon monoxide Is

an active etiologic agent for cigarette-related coronary heart

disease, and if significant compensatory changes in the style of

smoking occur with use of lower 'tar' cigarettes, then the risk of

coronary heart disease with lower 'tar' cigarettes may be similar

to, or possible greater than, the risk of smoking higher 'tar'

cigarettes."
'^9

"... the risk of developing emphysema may not be related to the
'tar* y1«1d of the cigarette smoked. Even If the reduction in 'tar'

results In a reduction in smoker exposure to 'tar,' a pattern of

coHpcnsatlon that produces a deeper inhalation may deliver a greater
dose of the gas phase of that smoke to the alveoli where it produces
a pathogenic effect. In addition, the techniques used in

formulation of the newer very low 'tar' cigarettes may result in an

Increase in the concentrations of etiologic agents in the smoke.

Therefore, the relative risk for lower 'tar' cigarette usage in the

development of chronic obstructive lung disease is highly
problematical."

^^°
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III. STATEMENT OF LEGAL GROUNDS

A. LOW TAR ANO LOW NICOTINE CIGARETTES ARE "DRUGS" WITHIN THE MEANING

OF THE repgRAL FOOD. DRUG, and casHnrwrr

Section 201(g)(1) of the Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act (21 U.S.C. of

321(g)(1)) defines a drug as:

"(A) articles recognized in the official United States

Pharmacopeia, official Homeopath'!': Pharmacopeia of the United

States, or official fonmjlatlng, or any supplement to any of theai;

and

(B) articles intended for use in the diagnosis, cure, mitigation,
treatment or prevention of disease in man or other animals; and

(C) articles (other than food) Intended to affect the structure or

any function of the body of man or other animals; and

(0) articles intended for use as a component of any articles

specified in clauses (A), (B) or (C) of this paragraph; but does not

Include devices or their parts, or accessories."

It is the intention of petitioners to establish that the manufacture,

advertising, promotion and marketing of low tar and low nicotine

cigarettes falls under the definition of drugs under clauses (B) and (C)

and of Sec. 201 (g)(1) which defines drugs as articles intended "for use

in the diagnosis, cure, mitigation treatment or prevention of disease,"

and "articles (other than food) Intended to affect the structure or any

function of th« body of man or other animals."

Petitioners contend that the manufacturing, advertising, sale and

promotion of these products has led consumers Into believing that use of

these products will mitigate and prevent diseases caused by the use of

the higher tar and nicotine cigarettes and that the marketing of
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dgaretteSi advertised and promoted as containing varying amounts of tar

and nicotine Is done with the Intent of affecting the structure of the

body of man. Thus, for reasons set out 1n Statement of Factual Grounds

and for reasons to be presented In this section the FOA should take

action against these products as "drugs."

1. The Food and Drug AdBlnistratlon h«s asserted Jurisdiction over tobacco

products where claiK related to tho trei.tKi.t. . .'J.j.c. ok

prevention of disease have been iwde. and otKi^v ur ttt:)acco py?Hr ict has

been shown to be Intended to affect the stnjctu. r ; T-'-yzVruof t|«

body .

Petitioners are not embarking Into unexplored territories In contending

that tobacco products should be regulated as "drugs" under the Food, Drug,

and Cosmetic Act. In appropriate circumstances, such actions have been

brought by the FOA and upheld by various courts.

For example the courts have held that if "there Is an Indication of Intent

to use the article for the cure or mitigation or treatment or prevention

of disease In sen, then clearly the subject matter of the libel is to be

considered « drug within the meaning of the (Food, Drug, and Cosmetic)

Act.' U.S. V 46 Cartons More or Less containing Fairfax Cigarettes 113 F

Supp. 336, 337 (O.N.J. 1953). Similarly, In U.S. v 354 Bulk Cartons; . .

Trim Reducing - AID Cigarettes 178 F Supp. 847 (D.N.J. 1959), the court

held that cigarettes "promoted as weight reducing cigarettes and which

contained combustible tartadc acid, constituted an article intended to
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affect, and contained a component which affected structure or functions of

the body, and therefore constituted "drugs' within the meaning of the

Food. Drug, and Cosmetic Act."

The Food and Drug Administration's jurisdiction over tobacco products in

appropriate circumstances has also been reaffirmed by the FOA in testimony

before the Congress. In 1972, FOA then Commissioner Charles C. Edwards

testified to the Consumer Subconmittee before the Senate Conciilttee on

Commerce as follows:

"Cigarettes and other tobacco products would be drugs subject
to the Federal Food. Onjg, and Cosmetic Act If medical claims
are made for the product. ...We have on occasion proceeded

against cigarettes recooaended for use in controlling
appetite or otherwise reconmended as a weight reducing aid.

...However cigarettes recommended for smoking pleasure are

beyond the Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic .Act. (Hearings,
"Public Health Cigarette Amendments of 1971", Consumer

Subcommittee, Senate Committee on Commerce 92nd Congress,
1972, Serial No 92-82 page 239)

This position was reiterated In December 1977 by then FOA Commissioner

Oonald Kennedy In a letter of denial to a petition filed by Action on

Smoking and Health et.al., that had requested the FOA to exercise

Jurisdiction over cigarettes containing nicotine as a "drug" under the

Food, Drug, and Cosaetic Act and in the alternative, as "devices" under

the Act. In his letter. Commissioner Kennedy concluded that the Judicial

opinions stood for the proposition that cigarettes are "intended to affect

the structure or any function of the body of man" within the meaning of

the Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act only where manufacturers or vendors of
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cigarettes Intend such effects and that such Intent must be shown by

health clalw or other representations by cigarettes manufacturers or

vendors." The Coimlss loner then went on to state that FDA did not

regulate cigarettes except in situations where health claims are made, the

very contention of this petition (Brief of Action on Smoking and Health v.

Joseph Califano . Case No. 79-1397, U.S. Court of Appeals for the District

of Columbia p. 2-3).

2. Low tar/low nicotine cigarettes arii aarketed with the Int.rfc ^ji

creating in th» wind of the public the idea that they will '\ '.' k&Xg"

or 'prgvenf ttm onset of disease associated with tlw swking habit,

thus teting tht definitional requireaents of 'drugs* .

The factual evidence concerning the purposes and intent of tobacco

coiipanies to market low tar/low nicotine cigarettes has been thoroughly

reviewed and documented under Section II, Statement of Factual Grounds of

this petition and those argunents and details <wl11 not be repeated here.

This section will review the legal requirements necessary to establish

that the tobacco co^Mnies have in fact marketed, advertised and promoted

low tar and low nicotine cigarettes with the intention of creating 1n the

Ind of th« public the idea that such products will mitigate and prevent

the onset of diseases associated with the smoking habit. Webster's

Collegiate Dictionary (9th Edition) defines "mitigate" as follows:

"1. to cause to become less harsh or hostile ...

2. to make less severe or painful..." i
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Webster's Collegiate Dictionary, defines "prevent" among other

definitions:

"to forestall, to hold or keep back, to hinder,"

Similar definitions and synonyms appear in other dictionaries and

thesauruses.

Applying these definitions to low tar and nicotine advertisements and

promotions, it 1s clear that it has been the intent of the tobacco

Industry to promote a product designed "to cause to become less harsh, to

make less severe, to forestall, hold back, or hinder."

Courts have relied on such definitions in determining the Intent of

statutes, and In particular, in Interpreting the FDCA. See for example,

US V Sudden Change . 409 F. 2nd 734, 742 n.l (2d Cir. 1969).

To date the FOA has brought action against cigarette products as drugs on

two occasions. A third case, relevant to this petition concerns actions

brought by the Federal Trade Coonlsslon, an action which employed the Food

and Drug Administration's definitional standards for "drugs".

The first case relevant to this portion of the petition, United States v

46 Cartons, More or Less, Containing Fairfax Cigarettes . 113 F. Supp. 336

(O.N.J. 1953), involved the Introduction into Interstate commerce of 46
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cartons of 'Fairfax Cigarettes." The cartons were accompanied with 51

leaflets entitled, "How Cigarettes May Help You." A libel action was

brought by the United States alleging that the cigarettes were drugs and,

as such, were misbranded. The issue addressed by the court was whether or

not "the seized article is a drug within the meaning of the Food, Drug,

and Cosmetic Act." The Court noted that "In a field where generally

speaking competition Is met by advertising and labeling rather than by

price or even perhaps by substantial differences in quality, such

conflicts [between the FDA and tobac-j companies] are almost Inevitable as

manufacturers trefd near the statutory boundary." 113 F. Supp at 337.

In ruling that the cigarette products were drugs, the court concluded

that, contrary to the claimants assertions that the leaflets were Intended

only to promote and Increase one's smoking pleasure, "If there be an

Indication of Intent to use the article for the cure or mitigation or

treatment or prevention of disease In man then clearly the subject matter

of the libel is to be considered a drug within the meaning of the act."

Id.at 337.

The representations made by the manufacturer In the circular accompany ing

the cigarettes suggested that Fairfax cigarettes were effective in

preventing respiratory and other diseases. Finding that these leaflets

constituted labeling, the court held that the representations made In this

labeling were specious, that Fairfax cigarettes had "none of the curative

or preventive powers implied In the leaflet," and that the cigarette

manufacturer misled the public "by a subtle appeal to a natural and
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powerful dtsire on the part of us 4II to avoid the infectious diseases or

ailments therein mentioned." 16^ at 337, 338 (emphasis added).

In so holdinq, the court determined that on the basis of the implicit as

well as explicit claims made in the labeling accompanying Fairfax

cigarettes, the public would buy Fairfax cigarettes "with the hope of

mitigating, curing or preventing disease." Id^ at 338.

Similarly, tobacco manufacturers do flake explicit reference to tar and

nicotine figures In their labeling with the Intent to "appeal to [the

buying public's) natural and powerful desire... to avoid
' the health

hazards widely acknowledged and understood to result fro« cigarette

smoking. Id^ at 338 (emphasis added).

The explicit references In such advertising to the tar and nicotine

content of low tar and low nicotine cigarettes "would appear to have" - in

the words of the Federal Court In Fairfax - "no other purpose than to

mislead the unwary ," whose hope In buying and smoking such cigarettes no

doubt Is to 1n)rove thtlr prospects for avoiding, mitigating and/or

preventing cigarette caused disease. M^ at 337.

The court went on to note that in atteoptlng to market their products

manufacturers:

"vie with each other in the composition of

extravagant descriptions of the beneficial

qualities of their product, or In Insinuations or
Indirectness from which the untutored mind would
infer extraordinary or ameliorative resuiTTI

I
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Exactness, completely truthful statements of

objective vers ill I tude are frequently subordinated
to PI atant. spectacular, suggestive or dubious
representations in order to breakdown sales
resistance or to create a demand for a product
hitherto not found necessary to the happines"i~or
the «'*ii-beinq of the general pubUc ." femphasU
added} UJ p. Supp at 337

In developing these propositions even further. District Judge Meaney

pointed out that 1n situations where conflict exists between

manufacturers and the public on advertising and labeling Issues, U.<.

Congress, ln establishing statutory boundaries, clearly had In mind

"that the public should be adequately and truthfully informed as to what

It Is purchasing." Thus he goes on, the Food, Drug, and Cos«t1c Act

imjst be constructed so as "to effectuate the purpose of protecting the

buying public which Is largely beyond self protection In the

circumstances of modern life. (Citizen 62 Cases of JAM v U.S. 1951 340

U.S. 593,596, 71 S.CT.515, 95L.ED.S66 Kordel v. U.S. 335 U.S. 345, 69 S.

Ct. 106, 93 L.Ed. 52; U.S. v. Dotterweich 1943 . 320 U.S. 277, 280, 64

S. Ct. 134, 88 L.ED. 48 1943)." 113 F. Supp. at 337. See also U.S. v

Article - Sudden Change . 409 F. 2d 734, 740 (2d Cir. 1969) and U.S. v.

An Article of Oniq...Bacto - Unldlsk 394 US 784, 22 L. Ed 2d. 726, 733,

In which the court stated:

At the outset, it is clear from Sec. 201 that the word
"drug" Is a term of art for the purposes of the Act,
encompassing far more than the strict medical
definition of the word. If Congress had Intended to
limit the statutory definition to the medical one 1t
could have so stated explicitly, or simply have made
reference to the official United States Pharmacopoeia,
or the National Formulary, as It did in the first of
the three sections of Sec. 201 (g)(1) and let the
definition rest there. The historical expansion of
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th« Statute's definition, furthermore clearly points
out Congress' intention of going beyond the medical

usage.*

This construction of the definitional scope of "drugs" under the Food,

Drug, and Cosaetic Act was set out by the Congress beginning in 1935.

It was under the legislation first considered during the 74th Congress

and enacted In 1938 under the Food, Drug, and Cosaetic Act of 1938

(Copeland Act) (52 Stat. 1046, 7Sth Congr<fSS, 3d Session, June 25, 1938)

that the definition of drug was expand-d to be broadly interpreted. The

Senate Coniilttee Report to the 1935 Act stated:

"The definition of "drug" has been expanded to Include,
first substances and preparations recognized In the

Honeopathic Pharmacopoeia of the United States; second
devices intended for use in the cure, mitigation, treatment
or prevention of disease; third substances, preparations
and devices intended for diagnostic purposes, and fourth
such articles other than food and cosaetlcs intended to

affect the structure or function of the body. Such

expansion of the definition of the tern "drug" is essential
if the consumer is to be protected against a multiplicity
of devices and such preparations as "sienderlzers*, many of

which are worthless at best and some of which are

distinctly dangerous to health.
"

(Emphasis added). Senate

Report 74-361 "Food, Drugs, and Cosmetics', 74th Congress
1st Session, p. 3 1935.

The fact thtt aeny tobacco products are not considered to be drugs does

not limit FDA's authority to regulate those that do fall under the

statutory definition of "drugs." It was also Congress' intent that

product definitions not be mutually exclusive. As the Senate Report to

S.5 further noted in 1935,
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"Tht ust to wMch the product Is to be put will determine the

category into which It will fall. If it is used only as a

food It will come under the definition of food or none other.
If it contains nutritive Ingredients but Is sold for drug use
only, as shown by labeling and advertising, it will come under
the definition of drug but not that of food. If It Is sold to
be used both as a food and for the prevention or treatment of
disease it would satisfy both definitions and be subject to
the substantive requirements of both. The manufacturer of the
article, through his representations in connection with Its
sale can determine the use to which the article ls to be put."
Senate Report 74-361, 74*h Congress 1st Session, 1935 p. 4.
See also, U.S. v Article— -Sudden Change. 409 F. 2d 734, 739.
(1969)

^

Both the Congress and the Courts have clearly spoken and the tobacco

Industry cannot be heard to claim that the manufacturing, advertising

promotion and sale of low tar and low nicotine cigarettes Is purely for

sacking pleasure.

Low tar and low nicotine cigarettes clearly fit within the parameters of

what both the Congress and the courts Intended when they defined drugs.

Tobacco companies manufacture, advertise, promote, and sell low tar and,

nicotine cigarettes with the obvious Intention of playing on the public's

perception that use of these products will mitigate and prevent the onset

of disease associated with smoking.

What the Ftdaral District Court said in Fairfax some thirty years ago, in

applying the provisions the Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act, remains fully

applicable today and should be applied with the full force of the law

against low tar and low nicotine cigarettes. The Court in Fairfax

observed:
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"
If Claimants labeling w«s such that 1t created in the

m\n6 of the pubHc the idea that these cigarettes

could be used for the wUiqation or prevention 0/ tKe

various named diseases, claimant cannot now be heard

to say that it ls selling only cigarettes and not

drugs... Tht ultimate impression upon the mind of' the

reader arises from the sum total of not only ^'hat Is

said, but also aii that is reasonably implied. If

claimant wishes to
reap

the reward of such claims let

it bear the responsibility as Congress has seen fit to

Impose on it." (Emphasis added) 113 F. Supp at 3j8-

339.

3. Co^arative advertising and proaotlon activities which

distinguish varying levels of nicotine and fr dcaonstrtU

the intent of the cigarette tnufacturers to —rket thcs<

products as products Intended to affect the structure or

functions of the body thus aectinq the definitional

requireaents of 'drugs.'

In addition to meeting the definitional requirements of Section 201 (g)

(1) (B). low tar and low nicotine cigarettes also dearly meet the

definition*! and legal requirements of Section 201 {g)(l) (C),

"articles Intended to affect the structure or any function of the body

of man or other animals."

There can be no question that for reasons noted elsewhere in this

petition, today's low tar and nicotine cigarettes are not the same

product that appeared on the market in the 20' s, 30' s, and 40' s.
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Filters of vtrylng types have been introduced to reduce tar and

nicotine delivery, chemical additives and flavorings of all kinds have

been Introduced into the product to restore flavor lost by tar

reduction. Variations in tar and nicotine levels, primarily for health

reasons, have become important, if not critical consumer determinants

on whether to quit smoking. (See "The Changing Cigarette," Report of

the Surgeon General 1981.)

Today's low tar and nicotine cigarettes and the advertising and

promotional micerials that go Into their marketing requires that th€

FDA classify these products as drugs under Section 201 (a)(1)(C) of the

FOCA.

In U.S. V. 354 Bulk Cartons Trim Reducing Aid and Cigarettes ,

178 F. Supp 847, (D.N.J. 1959), the Government filed a libel action for

tlie seizure and condemnation of articles alleged to be drugs which

consisted of 354 bulk cartons (more or less) of cigarettes labeled

•Trim Reduclng-Ald Cigarettes." In ruling that the products were drugs

aider the FOCA, the Fcdtral District Court held that they were Intended

ts affect tlw structure or functions of the body by reducing the

ippetlte for the Ingestion of food. Drawing from an earlier decision

Itwolving cigarettes ( U.S. v. 46 Cartons, More or Less. Containing

Fairfax Cigarettes, supra ) the Court stated:

"To contend that the claimant's labeling In

the case at bar would not create in the mind

of a weight conscious potential purchaser the

Idea that Trim cigarettes could be used for

reducing his or her weight, is to speak with
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tongue 1n cheek, 1f not to display a most

extraordinary naivete." 178 F. Supp at 851.

Applying this sane argument, to contend that advertising and promotion

of low tar and nicotine cigarettes would not create in the mind of a

health conscious purchaser the idea that use of these cigarettes are

less ha2ardous in that they contain low levels of substances known to

affect the structure or functions of the body 1s again to speak with

tongue In cheek. If not to display an extraordinary naivete.

In determining whether low tar and nicotine cigarettes should be

classified as drugs under Section 201 (a) (1) (C), two more recent

actions by the FDA are also worth reviewing. One deals with PDA's

denial of a petition by Action on Smoking and Health which sought to

classify all cigarette products as drugs because they contained

nicotine. The other concerns the marketing of FAVOR smokeless

cigarettes, "a cigarette like device consisting of a plug Impregnated

with a nicotine solution Inserted with a small tube - corresponding In

appearance to a conventional cigarette."

In 1977, Action on Smoking and Health (ASH) and others, filed a petition

with tht Food and Drug Administration seeking to classify all cigarettes

as drugs undtr Section 201 (g) (C) as articles "Intended to affect the

structure or any function of the body of man or other animals." The

premise on which the petition was filed was that because all cigarettes

contain nicotine "they fait easily and squarely within the broad

language of the act" (Petition of a.S.h. at p. 13). In denying the
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petition (uph«ld In ASH v. Harris 655 F.2d 236 O.C. Cir. 1980) then

Connlssloncr Donald Kennedy stated that petitioners had failed to

establish an intent on the part of the manufacturer to sell a product

which "affected the structure or function of the body." Specifically,

the Connlss loner wrote:

"Statements by the Petitioners and citations in the
petition that cigarettes are i.sed by smokers to
affect the structure or functions of their bodies
are not evidence of such Intent by the
manufacturers or vendors as required under
provisions of the FOCA."

In denying the petition, FDA did not say that cigarettes could not be

clissified as drugs under Sec. 201, the FOA merely said that In the case

of cigarettes in general , petitioners failed to provide sufficient

evidence to establish that manufacturers sell cigarettes with an

Intention of affecting the structure or functions of the body .

This is not the case for low tar and nicotine cigarettes. Evidence

presented in the Statement of Factual Grounds demonstrates that

prlaarily because of the well established scientific evidence that

cigarettes cause cancer, emphysema, heart disease, etc., consumers have

soitgtit ways of either quitting or reducing their risks by smoking what

Is believed to be safer cigarettes. In order to meet this consumer

concern for health, tobacco companies have shifted their marketing

strategies by manufacturing increasing numbers of low tar and nicotine

cigarettes, which they have aggressively promoted in a manner, which

suggests to the public that the lower tar and nicotine cigarettes
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initlgatt th« rl$k$ of the diseases about which consumers are concerned.

In U.S. V. Article... Sudden Change (supra) 409 F. 2d at 742, the Court

stated that "...the question of whether a product is "intended to affect

the structure of the body of nan...." is to be answcreil by considering,

first, how the claim might be understood by the "ignorant, unthinking or

credulous* consumer and second whether the claim as so understood may

fairly be said to constitute a representation that the product win

affect the structure of the body in some medical or drug-like fashion,

i.e.. In some way other than merely "altering the appearance.* The

public has been and is consistently bombarded with such mtssagcs as:

"A lot of cigarettes have filters. Only True has this tar

and nicotine reduction system so unique It's patented by
the U.S. Government. True Is lowest In both tar and

-nicotine of the 20 best-selTIng brands. Lower, ln fact,
than 99S of all other cigarettes sold. Think about It.

Doesn't It all add up to True?" (TRUE, 4/19/71 Sports

Illustrated)

"Instead of tellng us not to smoke maybe they should tell

us what to smoke.... Since the cigarette critics are

concerned about high 'tar' and nicotine, we would like to

offer a constructive proposal.... For instance, perhaps

they ought to rccoaaend that the American public smoke

Vantagt cigirettes." (VANTAGE, 1/8/73 TIME)

*6«s In cl9«rttte smoke may be a bigger problem than tar

and nicot1n«....0nly Lark has a Gas-Trap filter. Lark's

unique S«$-Trap filter reduces certain harsh gases by

nearly twice as much as any other popular brand." (LARK,

7/12/68 TIME )

•A closer look reveals who's lowest. Now is still lowest

by U.S. Government testing methods." (NOW, April 1988

WASHINTONIAM)

-Carlton It's Lowest. And It's got the taste that's

right for me. U.S. Government test method confirms 17
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years of U.S. Government reports: Carlton Is still
lowest!' (CARLTON, 4/4/88 People Magazine )

The only logical reason for these advertisements to even discuss the

low tar and nicotine Issue is to encourage health conscious consumers

to use these products. As the National Research Council of the

Natlcna^ Acadwy of Science concluded in Its 1982 Report, Reduced Tar

and f<1cotlne Cigarettes: Smoking Behavl-jr and Health; the focus of

t.ie report was dn the less hazardous c'garette:

"first, because there are adequate scientific
reports to evaluate this method as a health
strategy for smokers;

second, because It has unquestionably been the
major direction of consumer Interest, commercial
development and governmental activity in this
country... and finally,

because experiments with different types of

cigarettes have provided the opportunity to assess
the role of nicotine In t he motivation to continue
smoking ." (p.!)

These types of promotions cited above and the conclusion of the NAS and

other studies clearly demonstrate that the low tar and nicotine

cigarettes ere intended to affect the function and structure of the

body. It is not necessary that the Intended purposes be explicitly

stated. Both the FOCA and case law have established that "the intended

use of the product is not limited to the label on the container but may

extend to oral and written representations as well." As the U.S. Court

of Appeals for the Seventh Circuit said. "The ultimate Impression upon

"X
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the «1nd of th« reader arises fro* the sum total of not only what is

said but also of all that is reasonably implied. Aronberg v. FTC ,

132 F. 2d 165, 167. (7th Cir. 1942)
"

See also U.S. v.

Article... Sudden Change (supra) In which the Court stated," It is well

settled that the intended use of a product may be determined from Its

label, accompanying labeling, promotional material, advertising and any

other relevant source." 409 F. 2d at 739

So long as advertising and promotion of cigarettes (whether the level

of tar and nlcotlce is low, medium or high) is geared towards "saokin;

pleasure" only, cigarettes remain outside the authority of the FDA.

But when advertising and promotional activities for certain cigarette

products go beyond the promotion of cigarette smoking for purely

smoking pleasure and represent. Imply or reasonably give the impression

that the Iom tar cigarette being advertised mitigates the normal health

risks of smoking while still delivering the same physiological

reactions, then the FOA is obliged to step ln and take Jurisdiction.

Thus petitioner's contentions that low tar and nicotine cigarettes are

articles Inttndcd to affect the structure or function of the body are

consistent with the FOA's determinations in Action on Smoking and

Health, (upheld In ASH v. Hams , 655 Fed 2d 236 O.C. Circuit 1980)

Another example is provided by FOA's recent response to the introduction

of FAVOR cigarettes. On February 9th, 1987, the FOA notified Advanced

Tobacco Products, Inc., that FAVOR could not be introduced into Interstate
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cooBerce since FAVOR was a new drug within the meaning of the FDCA and had

not been approved for use by the FDA.

In reaching its conclusion, the FDA reviewed numerous labeling and

pronotional materials, as well as registration material filed with the

Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC). The materials, said the FDA,

represent and sugcjcs t that FAVOR is a novel nicotine delivery system; that

each pouch of six will have a nicotine capacity intended to satisfy the

average number of conventional cigare'tes for an entire day, that th«

quantity of nicotine required to produce the effect on the nervous system

which most smokers are accustomed to in relation to the amounts of other

alkaloids regularly consumed by typical users, and that FAVOR Is an

alternative for conventinal cigarette smokers who desire nicotine

pleasure.

In Its regulatory letter, FOA points out that the medical literature

clearly recognizes that nicotine is well absorbed from the lungs and that

"
it has potent phanMcologic effects, including effects on the nervous

systea and th«t nicotine is a drug of dependence ." Upon that basis, the

FOA then rtachts the following significant conclusion:

It is our position that FAVOR is a

nicotine delivering system intended to

satisfy a nicotine dependence and to"

affect the structure of one or more

functions of the body. (Food and Drug
Administration Regulatory Letter to

Advanced Tobacco Products, Inc.,

February 9, 1987.)
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Nothinq In th« FDA's opinion letter indicated that the presence or

lack of tobicco ln this product played a significant role in the FDA's

conclusion. In fact, In the FDA's letter ordering that Advanced

Tobacco Products, Inc., cease the marketing of FAVOR , there is

absolutely no discussion of whether FAVOR was a tobacco product.

The legal and factual criteria applied by the FDA, In the case of

FAVOR cigarettes, are both pertinent and relevant to the marketing of

low tar and nicotine cigarettes.

The very role that nicotine was viewed as playing in FAVOR cigarettes.

Is the very role that It plays In the promotion of low tar and low

nicotine cigarettes. Just as FAVOR was determined to be an

alternative for cigarette smokers who desire to fulfill their body's

acquired need for nicotine without the risks associated with smoking,

so too are all low nicotine cigarettes which are intentionally

advertised and promoted as products which reduce levels of tar and

nicotine levels. Important determinants to the health conscious smoker

who wants to quit but can't.

As the factual section of this Petition demonstrates, discussions by

cigarette Mnufacturers In advertising and promotional materials and

information provided to government agencies and the public which

references tar and nicotine levels of products, clearly demonstrates

that those products are Intended, as was FAVOR, to adjust and regulate

the delivery of nicotine (and tar) to the body, thereby, affecting the

"structure of the body."
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8. KMimimiCM mcOTIWE CIGARETTES ARE MISBRAWOED UNDER SEaiOW

XUn) and SICTIOW 503 of th€ HJOO WlXi AW COSMfmrwrT

The Food, Orug. and Cosmetic Act, Section 301 (b) makes it unlawful to

adulterate or misbrand any food, drug, device, or cosmetic in

Interstate comnerce. In determining if the product Is misbranded the

Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act sets out specific statutory crlkerla.

Section 20I(n) of the Act states that in determining whether labeling

or advertising Is misleading:

"there shall be taken Into account among other things, not only
representations made or suggested by statement, word, design,
device or any combination thereof but also the extent to which
the labeling or advertising falls to reveal facts material 1n

the light of such representations or material with respect to

the consequences which may result from the use of the article to
which the labeling or advertising relates under the conditions
of use prescribed In labeling or advertising thereof or under
such conditions of use as are customary or usual.*

Section 502(a), (f) and (n) of the Act further state that a drug is

misbranded:

*(a) If Its labeling Is false or misleading in any particular."

* * •

*(f) Unless its labeling bears (I) adequate directions for use;
and (2) such adequate warnings against use In those pathological
conditions or by children where Its use may be dangerous to

health, or against unsafe dosage or methods or duration of

administration or application. In such manner and form, as are

necessary for the protection of users: Provided, That where any

requirement of clause (1) of this subsection, as applied to any

drug or device, is not necessarily for the protection of the

public health, the Secretary shall promulgate regulations
exempting such drug or device fro« such requirement."
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"(n) th« case of any prescrlDt1on drug distributed or offered

for salt 1n any State, unless the manufacturer, packer, or

distributor thereof includes In all advertisements and other

descriptive printed matter issued or caused to be Issued by the

manufacturer, packer or distributor with respect to that drug a

true statement of (1) the established name as defined in section

502(e), printed prominently and in type at least half as large
as defined in Section S02(e) printed prominently and In type at

least half as large as that used for any trade or brand name,
thereof (2) the formula showing quantitatively each Ingredient
of such drug to the extent required for labels under Section

502(e), and (3) such information in brief sutimary relative to

the side effects, contra Indications, and effectiveness as shall

be required in regulations which shall be Issued by the

Secretary in accordance with the procedure specified in Section

701(e) of this Act..."

Pursuant to these sections FOA h&s also promulgated extensive regulations

governing the advertising of prescription drugs 21 CFR Part 202,

"Prescription Drug Advertising."

In addition to numerous other advertising restrictions and requirements,

subsection (d) 6 states that an advertisement for a prescription drug "is

false, lacking In fair balance, or other wise misleading or other wise in

violation of section 502(n) of the act, if It:

1) Contains a representation or suggestion not approved or

permitted for use In the labeling, that a drug Is better, more

effective, useful in a broader range of conditions or patients

(as used in the section "patients* means humans), has f»i9r, or

less incidence of, or less serious side effects or

contraindications than has been demonstrated by substantial

evidence or substantial clinical experience whether or not such

comer i SOPS are made or not such comparisons are made with

directly or through use of published or unpublished literature,

quotations, or other references,

1i) Contains a drug comparison that represents or suggests that a

drug is safer or more effective than another drug in some

particular when it has not been demonstrated to be safer or

more effective in such particular by substantial evidence or

substantial clinical experience."
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Similarly, tht courts have consistently applied a broad interpretative

standard In determining If labeling and advertisements are false and/or

misleading. In Fairfax , supra , 113 F. Supp. 336, 1n discussing how

consumers might be misled, the court employed such words as "insinuations"

or "Indirectness" "suggestive" or "dubious representation" from which the

"untutored mind would infer extraordinary ameliorative results."

In U.S. V Articles of Drug Etc.. 263 F Supp. 212 (1967), the court stated

that "misleading" as used within the Act should be determined by the

effect "the material [label and labeling] will have on the prospective

purchasers to whom the claims are addressed. It would defeat the obvious

Intentions of the Act to hold such persons to special knowledge or

ability. Nor should the court assume that the buying public win exercise

great selectivity and caution In what they choose to believe of what they

hear or read ... The reaction of the average person Is thus made the test.

But allowance has also to be made for the susceptibility to the publicity

of the groups or types of people at whom it Is peculiarly aimed." U.S. v

Articles of Drugs Etc., 263 F Supp. 212, 215, (1967). And In U.S. v

Article ... Sudden Change . 409 F 2d 734, 740, (2d Cir, 1969) the Court

concluded thtt "the purposes of the Act will best be effected by

postulating « consuming public which includes the ignorant, the

unthinking, and the credulous."

As has been clearly documented In the Statement of Factual Grounds the

tobacco Industry has, in a clear and calculated manner for the past twenty

plus years, been reaping economic benefits as a result of Increased sales
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of low tir «nd low nicotine cigarettes by putting into the mind of the

public the Idee that low tar and nicotine cigarettes represent a safer

alternative to high tar and nicotine cigarettes through "Insinuations,"

"suggestive" or "Indirect" statements from which the untutored mind would

Infer benefits that do not exist. The Industry has played upon the

"susceptibility' of the smoking public, 1n particular, many (approximately

901) of whom have expressed an interest In quitting bi't find U very

difficult due to the addictive nature cT the prinjuct dnu Industry

advertising and promotional activities. °'.05->tiou o\ Ici.. tar and nicotine

cigarettes place into the mind of this s-.;)iiK;nt of L*.. ^'•'^•^1c the 'Idea' of

a lowering of risks or as an Intermediate step to quitting thus creating,

*a demand for a product hitherto not found necessary to the happiness or

well being of the general public". U.S. v. 46 Cartons. More or Less.

Containing Fairfax Cigarettes , supra 113 F. Supp. at 337.

In addition to these practices the tobacco industry has also violated

other misbranding and misleading by sections of the act In falling to

reveal other aspects of the product that may present risks or unknowns to

the unsuspecting consuaer.

1. Low Tar end Low Nicotine Cigarette Labeling. Advertising and Promotion

fails to disclose thet these products contain ctwical additives and

oth«r constituents which are harmful and may increase risks to health .
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Th« tobacco Industry presently Is under no statutory obligation to

disclose to the public any of the components of 1t$ cigarette products.

As a drug 1t would be incumbent upon the industry to provide the Food and

Drug Administration and the public with details of the pharmacological

properties of the low tar and low nicotine products as well as the

Ingredients.

While it Is believed that reduction of tar and nicotine will reduce some

risks to health there are other properties of the product that present

serious health risks and in fact may, due to the Industry's manipulation

and alteration of the cigarette product, present Increased risks.

The tobacco industry 1s suspected of using well over a thousand chemical

additives as flavorings and fillers. While a list of many of these

additives Is now provided to the Department of HHS, the list is kept

confidential. (See, 15 U.S.C. Sec. 1335.) No federal agency has any

statutory authority to require public disclosure or removal of additives

found to be harmful. As the Surgeon General's Report, "The Changing

Cigarette* noted In 1961:

"In ordtr to enhance consumer acceptability flavoring substances
are added to cigarettes; it may be that the lower the "tar"

yield, the more flavoring additives are used. It is impossible
to make an assessment of the risks of these additives, as

cigarette manufactures are not required to reveal what additives
they use. No agency of the Federal Government currently
exercises oversight or regulatory authority in the manufacture
of cigarette products. Furthermore, no agency is empowered to

require public or confidential disclosure of the additives

actually in use by the cigarette manufacturers.' (page 6)
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In the 1984 R«port, "Chronic Obstructive Lung Disease," the Surgeon

General reiterated the serious concern about additives stating:

"When Initially introduced, lower yield cigarettes lacked

palatablllty and acceptability. Advertisements for the current
low tar and nicotine cigarettes emphasize their flavor,

presumably achieved by the use of additives in the processing of

the tobacco. Additives employed may include artificial tobacco
substitutes (Freedman and Fletcher 1976), flavor extracts of

tobacco and other plants, exogenous enzymes, powdcrcb i"(.(«

(Gori 1977), and other synthetic flsvoring subsrrnces. Pari.ips

more additives are being used in the new lower tar and nlcot^rtc

cigarettes than in the older bramis, and new ageurs may also be
in use. Some of the substances, such as pordere(< cocoa, h^-e
been shown to further increase the carcinogenicity of t?.r [''\•^

1977), and otiers may result in increased or new and different
health risks. The pyrolytic products of these additive agents
may product novel toxic constituents. A characterization of th«
chealcal composition and adverse biologic potential of these

additives is urgently required, but is currently impossible
because cigarette companies are not required to reveal what

additives they employ in the manufacture of tobacco (USOHHS
1381). No government agency is empowered with supervisory
authority in the manufacture of tobacco products. With this

lack of basic information and the usually prolonged latent

period before manifestation of the adverse effects of smoking,
it is likely that a long time period will elapse before we know

the hazards of the new cigarettes in current use." (p. 352-353)

In addition to the chemical additives, tobacco smoke contains an estimated

4,000 constituents. Om of the most well known is carbon monoxide, a

poisonous gts. As the 1983 Surgeon General's report "Cardiovascular

Disease" concluded, "Research fundings suggest that carbon monoxide may

act to precipitate cardiac symptomatology or ischenic episodes in

individuals already compromised by coronary disease." (p. 232)
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Tht 1983 Sur^ton 6«n«r«rs Report also concluded that: "One should not

ignore the proportion of the population that continues to smoke, nor

should one accept unchallenged the concept of a "safe" cigarette. The

main objective 1$ to reduce the harwful constituents present in tobacco

smoke. It 1$ probable that promotion of ultr«-low-y1eld products will not

suffice, since coeipensatory mechanisms may bt triggered by sensory needs

for taste as well as for nicotine.

A cigarette considered less harmful f-jr cancer etiology mlgr.t not reduce

the risk for coronary disease. It appears to bt a formidable task to

develop a product that satisfies the smoker and does not Increase disease

risk through exposure to carbon monoxide, cyanide, nitrous oxidt, or still

unknown agents." (p. 231-232)

Many of the constituents contained In tobacco smoke are known carcinogens

or cocarclnegens. The following charts from the 1982 Surgeon General's

Report, "Cancer" Indicate how imperative It 1$ that the FDA regulate the

low tar and nicotine products.

--Au r-tmmu^
•^•— ilaugiiiic !«•< la iha pwtleulAM

m
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The 1982 fUport of the Surgeon General also noted the pressing concerns

about the changing cigarette product and particularly the role of chemical

additives in the production of harmful constituents.

The changes in flavor comoosltlon or changes In tobacco that
affect the "flavor bouquet" of tobacco products may conceivably
be responsible for mutagenic, tumorigenlc, or otherwise toxic
smoke constituents. Monitoring and identifying such biological
activity and associated chemical characteristics remain a

constant responsibility of the tobacco health reseotch

scientist.

Evidence released at the Cipollone v. Liggett Group. Inc. . trial in

New Jersey indicates that as early as 1959 Philip Horrls had reason

to be concerned about additives, and other constituents. A

presentation made to the President's office of Philip Morris noted

that if the food and drug laws were ever applied to cigarettes

"certain constituents, like arsenic and other insecticides and

certain minor smoke constituents might have to be controlled.* A

1963 memo from Philip Morris' research director to a senior

executive indicated "We believe that the next medical attack on

cigarettes will be based on the cocarcinogen idea. With the

hundreds of compounds in smoke, this hypothesis will be hard to

contest,"; (b) that irritation problems from cigarette smoke "are

now receiving greater attention because of the general medical

belief that irritation leads to chronic bronchitis and emphysema. \

Thtese are serious diseases involving millions of people. Emphysema

is often fatal either directly or through other respiratory

complications. A number of experts have predicted that the
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cigarettt Industry ultimately may b« In greater trouble In this area

than In the lung cancer field.": and (c), that "The Cardiovascular

Effects in smoke are believed to be mainly due to nicotine and have

been thoroughly explored in literature and conference." (Press

Release - Tobacco Products Liability Project . March 26, 1988, p. 3)

2. iM Tar and Low nicotine Cigarette Labeling. Advertising and ProBotlon

Falls te disclose contraindlcatlotis. effectiveness, side effects, etc .

As noted earlier, section 502(n) of the FDCA specifically requires that

drug manufacturers disclose contraindications, side effects and the

effectiveness of their product. Although a federally mandated warning

label appears on the package and advertisements of cigarette products, the

message contained is far from complete. If low tar/low nicotine

cigarettes were treated as drugs It would be Incumbent upon the FOA to

require that proper labeling and disclosure be provided on all low tar and

nicotine cigarettes to ensure that consumers are not mislead about the

effects and or benefits of these products.

ConsuMrs h«vt « right to know the pharmacological effects of these

products Just as they do with respect to other drug products. The

labeling for "Nicorette* gum for example, a prescription drug used as a

tobacco substitute, contains a lengthy description of the product. Its

direction for use, contraindications, and side effects. The labeling

requirements for oral contraceptives warns the consumer that use of
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cigarettes and oral contraceptives can Increase risks to health. No such

labeling appears on low tar and nicotine cigarettes.

The consuwr has a right to know whether or not a product Is effective for

Its Intended purpose. Does It really reduce risks to health? If so under

Mhat conditions? There Is evidence to suggest for example that some

smokers who switch to the low tar and nicotine brands Inhdle wre dtoply,

take more puffs and smoke more cigarettes to compensate for the lot;., tar

and nicotine levels. There are also Indications that the filtering

systems are alterrd when cigarettes are smoked by a person as opposed to a

testing machine, also resulting In higher yields.

As the 1984 Surgeon General's Report on "Chronic Obstructive Lung Disease"

succinctly put It;

"Low tar and nicotine cigarettes have gained considerable
popularity among the smoking public, partly on the premise that
a reduction In the nominal tar and nicotine yield results In a

proportional reduction In the health hazards of cigarette
smoking. The validity of this approach to cigarette smoking 1s

contingent on th« accuracy of smoking-machines In reflecting the
actual aanner of puffing and also on the smoker not altering
smoking behavior to compensate for variations in nominal tar and
nicotint content. Should smokers develop compensatory
alterations In their smoking behavior, this would not only
reduct tiM relevance of the smoking-machine assays but might
also alter the proportionate delivery of the different toxic
substances In cigarette smoke and expose the smoker to

concentrations beyond those predicted by the smoking -machine."

(p. 341)

See also Surgeon General's Reports of 1981, 1982, 1983 which reached

similar conclusions.
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3. Low T«r wd Low Nicotine Clgtrette Label Inq fails to provide

directions for use and adequate labeling. Including warnings that

cigarettes are addictive .

As noted earlier, a drug is deemed to be mlsbranded under Section 502(f)

of the Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act:

"(f) Unless Its labeling bears (1) adequate directions for use; and
(2) such adequate warnings against use in those pathological
conditions or by children where Its use My be dangerous to health, or
against unsafe dosage or methods or duration of administration or
application, in such manner and form, as are necessary for the
protection of users."

Current advertising and labeling practices for low tar and nicotine

cigarettes do not provide any of the information (except the federally

mandated warning labeling) required by this section. This Is particularly

of concern with respect to children, a segment of the population

specifically addressed by the FOCA. NIOA estimates for example that 90%

of the new saoksrs In the United States are 19 years of age or under.

Once sacking patterns are begun, it is very difficult for smokers to quit.

It would be Incumbent upon the FOA then to at the very least to require

warnings about the use of these products by children, as well as adult

consumers, that the product is addictive.
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C. CIGARETTE MANUFACTURERS HAVE FAILED TQ MEET THE REQUIREMENTS OF

SECTION SOS OF THE FOOD. DRUG. ANO COSMETIC ACT (21 U.S.C. Sec.

321(p)). "NEW DRUGS."

Section 20l(p) of the Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act (21 U.S.C. Sec. 321(p))

defines "new drug" as:

"(1) Any drug (except a new aniiwl drug or an animal fc .<»

bearing or containing a new anIiMl drug) the coiiposltlor. uf
which Is such that such drug Is wt generally recognized, aiso.r,

experts qualified by scientific training and experience to
evaluate the safety and effectiveness of drugs, as safe &rv<

effective for use under the conditions prescribed, recooniended,
or suggested in the labeling thereof, except that such a drug
not so recognized shall not be deened to b« a 'new drug" If an
any time prior to the enactment of this Act It was subject to
the Food and Drugs Act of June 30, 1906. as amended, and If at
such time Its labeling contained the same representations
concerning the conditions of Its use; or

(2) Any drug (except a new animal drug or an animal feed bearing
or containing a new animal drug) the composition of which Is
such that such drug, as a result of investigations to determine
Its safety and effectiveness for use under such conditions, has
become so recognized, but which has not. otherwise than In such

Investigations, been used to a material extent or for a material
time under such conditions.*

Petitioners contend that manufacturers of low tar and nicotine cigarettes

have failed to meet the statutory requirements governing the introduction

or delivery of new drugs into Comnerce under Section 505 of the Food.

Drug, and Cosaetlc Act (21 U.S.C. Sec. 355). Section 505 requires among

other things that prior to the introduction or delivery of a new drug into

Interstate comnerce an application of approval be filed with the Secretary

of the Department of HHS. Such application shall by statute Include such

Information as:
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"(A) full reports of investigation which have been made to show

whether or not such drug is safe for use and whether such drug
is effective in use; (B) a full list of the articles used as

components of such drug; (c) a full statement of the composition
of such drug; (0) a full description of the methods used in, and
the facilities and controls used for, the manufacture,
processing, and packing of such drug; (E) such samples of such

drug and of the articles used a components thereof as the

Secretary may require; and (F) specimens of the labeling
proposal to be used for such drug..."
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cowcugiai

Each year over 300,000 people continue to die as a result of cigarette

smoking
- an addictive habit which the Surgeon of the United States has

called the single most preventable cause of death and disability In the

United States.

One could rationally argue that If thi-. product never existed and It was

developed today, such a product would be prohibited froa being marketed on

the sole basis of health and safety. Instead however, w« have a product

which reiMlns virtualy unregulated, a product which enjoys special

statutory exemptions from the very laws designed to protect the public

froa unsafe consumer products, a product which Is advertised and promoted

at a cost of over S2 billion a year.

The Food and Drug Administration has acknowledged and the Courts have

concurred that tobacco products can in fact be regulated by the FOA if a

determination is made that cigarettes meet the definitional requirements

of 'drugs* under the FOCA. The Act, (among other definitions) defines

such products as:

"articles Intended for the use in the diagnosis, cure,

mitigation, treatment or prevention of disease..." and

"articles (other than food) intended to affect the

structure or functions of the body...."
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The FDA cannot regulate cigarette products lf those products are

advertised and promoted for
"
smoking pleasure only ." but where the

Industry implies and suggests that certain products (i.e.: low tar and

nicotine cigarettes) are safer and can reduce or mitigate risks to

health, and that varying levels of tar and nicotine may "affect the

structure or functions of the body," then the FOA has both the

authority and the obligation to step 1n.

In 1964, as a result of accumulated sc-entlflc and medical evidence,

the Surgeon General of the United States, Or. Luther Terry released a

landmark report Implicating cigarettes as a major cause of cancer.

The report was the result of an accumulation of scientific evidence of

the fifties and early sixties and sent shock waves not only through

the public, but through the tobacco industry as' well. This report,

and many reports since then, sent a dear message to the public;

cigarette smoking causes disease, those who smoke should quit, those

who don't smoke shouldn't start.

In concluding that cigarettes caused disease, the scientific

conaunity, including the PHS determined that reduction of two

components of tht cigarette - tar and nicotine -
might reduce some of

the harmful effect. Faced with the prospects of losing its smoking

cllentel and profits, the tobacco industry, even before the release of

the report, was quick to capital l2e on these findings of the Public

Health Service. New marketing strategies emerged from the industry

designed to suggest that filtering mechanisms would miraculously
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reduce th« risks of smoking by removing the tar and nicotine, and yet

at the same time retain the flavor of the conventional styled

cigarette.

Advertisements such as the Vantage ad below began appearing in the

market.

"For years, a lot of people have b-en telling the

smoking public not to smoke cigar«ttes, especially
cigarettes with high 'tar' and nicotine. Since

cigarette critics are concerned about high 'tar' and

nicotine, we would like to offer a constructive
proposal. Perhaps instead of telling us not to smoke
they can tell us what to smoke. For instance, perhaps
they ought to recoam«nd that the American public smoke

Vantage cigarettes... Vantage gives the smoker flavor
like a full-flavor cigarette. But Its the only
cigarette that gives him so much flavor with so little
'tar' and nicotine." (TIME, 1/8/73)

The conmion theme, whether stated overtly or whether Implied was clear

and remains dear today. If you are going to smoke or even if you are

thinking of smoking and have concerns about health risks, you can lower

your risks both to your health and to becoming addicted by smoking low

tar and nicotine cigarettes.

It was clearly the Intention of the U.S. Congress that the definition

of "drugs" under the Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act was designed to be

expansive and flexible to guard and protect consumers against "a

ultlpllclty of devices and such preparations as 's lenderIzers,' many

of which are worthless at best and some which are distinctly dangerous
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to health.* Low tar and nicotine cigarette products clearly fall

within these categories. It Is because these products are distinctly

dangerous to health that FDA has even a higher responsibility to take

action. He are not dealing with a product which has no adverse health

effects and Is being advertlsled as a beneficial product. This is a

product that is responsible for one out of every six deaths In the

United States. Is highly addictive. Is readily available, and which Is

aggressively advertised and promoted. It Is Ironic enough that this

product which kills and debilitates, is also the least regulated

product In the UnUed States. Petitioners do not contest that when

advertisements for the products are alned at smoking pleasure only , the

FOA has no Jurisdiction. This has been clearly spelled out by the

courts and the legislative history. But equally clear Is that the FDA

does have the authority to regulate cigarette products when those

advertisements and promotions 'suggest, imply or insinuate* that a

health benefit, or a risk reduction can be obtained by smoking a

particular brand.

Petitioners tra not denying the legal rights of tobacco companies to

sell their products but we believe those rights are contingent upon the

public's right to be protected to the maximum extent possible from

products deemed to be harmful. Enforcement of the Food Drug and

Cosmetic Act against the advertising and promotion of low tar and

nicotine cigarettes, therefore Is essential. As we noted earlier, what

was said by District Judge Meaney in a case in which FOA was found to

have Jurisdiction over cigarettes, remains the standard today:
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•If tl» cl«1»»nts 1«&«11nq w«s such that It created In

the Mind of the public the idet that these cigarettes
could be used for the mitigation or prevention of the

various naaed diseases, clalnwnt cannot now be heard to

clala that It Is only selling cigarettes and not

drugs... The ultimate Impression upon the mind of the

reader arises froa the sua total of not only what Is

said, but also all that Is reasonably Implied. If

claimant wishes to reap the reward of such claims let It

bear the responsibility as Congress has seen fit to

Impose on it.*

Ri-spectfully Subaltted,

Scott 0. Ball In
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Statement of Charles O. Whitley

on behalf of

The Tobacco Institute

before the

Subcommittee on Health and the Environment
House Energy and Commerce Committee

March 25, 1994

Mr. Chairman and distinguished members of the Subcommittee, we appreciate

this opportunity to address issues raised by FDA Commissioner David Kessler in his

February 25, 1994, letter to the Coalition on Smoking OR Health, and by Rep. Synar's

bill, H.R. 2147, the "Fairness in Tobacco and Nicotine Regulation Act of 1993." I am

accompanied by Dr. Alexander W. Spears III, Vice Chairman and Chief Operating

Officer of the Lorillard Tobacco Company, Sherwin Gardner, Deputy Commissioner

of FDA from 1970 to 1979, and Dr. Steven M. Raffle, a practicing psychiatrist with

extensive experience in addiction treatment.

Dr. Spears, speaking on behalf of Lorillard, will describe the cigarette

manufacturing process and, in particular, the use of reconstituted tobacco, tobacco

extracts and denatured alcohol. Mr. Gardner will address the inappropriateness of

regulating tobacco products under the Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act, while

Dr. Raffle will address the inappropriateness of viewing smoking as an "addiction" and

equating cigarettes with hard drugs. I wish to submit for the record statements

provided by five of the six leading U.S. cigarette manufacturers -- Dr. Spears will speak

for the sixth -
concerning the nicotine in their cigarettes.
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In his February 25 letter. Commissioner Kessler suggested that the cigarette

manufacturers "commonly add nicotine to cigarettes to deliver specific amounts of

nicotine" and deliberately manipulate the amount of nicotine in cigarettes in order to

"produce and sustain addiction." Similar allegations have been aired in the media.

Mr. Chairman, I am here today to tell you --
unequivocally

-- that these

suggestions are false.

• The cigarette manufacturers do not "spike" their cigarettes with nicotine. In

fact, nicotine is lost in the manufacturing process. There is not a single

cigarette on the market in this country today that does not contain less nicotine

than is found in the raw tobacco used in its manufacture.

• Generally, nicotine levels are a function of "tar" levels. When "tar" levels are

set, nicotine levels follow. As manufacturers have reduced "tar" levels and

yields over the years to satisfy changing consumer tastes, nicotine levels and

yields have fallen correspondingly.

• The nicotine in the average cigarette today is lower than it has ever been.

Between 1954 and 1993, the average nicotine level in cigarettes fell from

2.6 milligrams to 0.89 milligrams
-- a two-thirds decline. The suggestion that

nicotine is being "added" to cigarettes or "manipulated" to keep smokers

"hooked" is absurd.

• It is irresponsible to equate cigarettes with hard drugs. The suggestion that

nicotine is "as addictive as heroin, cocaine and other hard drugs" trivializes the

serious narcotic and other hard drug problems faced by our society and under-

mines efforts to combat drug abuse. As the Indianapolis Star stated in a 1988

editorial, the analogy to hard drugs is "misguided zealotry" that "downgrades,
even discredits, the nation's campaign against hard drugs."

Mr. Chairman, the irony of this latest controversy over nicotine is truly

striking. The cigarette manufacturers, after reducing the average nicotine levels of

their cigarettes by two-thirds over the last 40 years, now stand accused - wrongly, as

I already have stated -- of adding nicotine to their cigarettes in order to keep smokers
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"hooked." More ironic still. Dr. Kessler's letter accusing cigarette manufacturers of this

practice came in response to petitions filed by antismoking groups alleging that the

manufacturers have been reducing "tar" and nicotine levels in cigarettes in order to

mollify the health concerns of smokers! The manufacturers clearly are damned if they

do and damned if they don't. Dr. Kessler's letter and the antismokers' petitions,

however, are equally inconsistent with the facts.

Despite the attention that Dr. Kessler and others are now calling to the issue

of nicotine in cigarettes, the fact is that the cigarette manufacturers have been publicly

reporting "tar" and nicotine yields for their advertised brands for over 20 years. The

reconstituted tobacco process has been in use for at least 30 years, denatured alcohol

has been used for over 40 years and tobacco extracts also have a long and well-

documented history of use in the manufacture of tobacco products.

These processes are not new. They have not been hidden from the government.

And they do not add measurable amounts of nicotine to the final product. During all

this time, FDA has never suggested that cigarettes should be subject to ongoing

regulation as a drug. Yet Dr. Kessler suggests that "the evidence now available" to

FDA could support "a different approach." We disagree. Nothing has occurred during

this time to warrant a change in FDA's long-standing policy toward tobacco.

The cigarette manufacturers addressed the issues raised in Dr. Kessler's letter in

a recent exchange of correspondence with HHS's Office on Smoking and Health.

HHS asked the manufacturers to provide information with respect to whether nicotine

is reintroduced or augmented in tobacco during the manufacture of cigarettes and with
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respect to the use of reconstituted tobacco in the cigarette manufacturing process. The

manufacturers confirmed that there is less nicotine in cigarettes than is contained in

the unprocessed tobacco used in their manufacture.

Dr. Kessler recognizes that subjecting cigarettes to FDA regulation as "drugs"

would require his agency to ban the product. He said as much in his February 25

letter and in his March 16 testimony before the FDA Appropriations Subcommittee.

But Dr. Kessler made clear that he has no intention of moving in this direction unless

directed to do so by Congress. In short, Dr. Kessler has raised a "problem" that is not

a problem at all, and he has left it to Congress to consider an appropriate "solution."

Before turning to Dr. Spears, I would like to touch on a number, though by no

means all, of the objectionable features of Rep. Synar's bill, H.R. 2147.

H.R. 2147 is an omnibus antitobacco bill that would subject tobacco products

to ongoing FDA regulation. Although Rep. Synar has portrayed his bill as being

designed to treat tobacco products like other products, H.R. 2147 would single out

tobacco products, which already are highly regulated, for inapposite and uniquely

punitive treatment. Indeed, despite Rep. Synar's insistence that he does not mean to

ban tobacco products, H.R. 2147 in fact could produce an instant ban on all tobacco

products currently on the market.

The regulatory scheme that H.R. 2147 would establish regarding additives is one

that HHS Secretary Louis Sullivan in 1990 told Congress is "unnecessary." It also

would interfere, directly and indirectly, with FDA's performance of its core functions.

The tobacco companies themselves would be forced to pay the cost of their regulation
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under the bUl. Such an arrangement, despite Rep. Synar's assurances to the contrary,

would be unprecedented and should trouble other industries deeply.

The labeling and advertising provisions of H.R. 2147 are both unnecessary and

highly objectionable. Rep. Synar would add a great deal of extraneous information to

cigarette packages, thus discouraging smokers from reading any of the information

currently appearing there. He also would restrict cigarette advertising in ways that,

in many respects, are the functional equivalent of an explicit ban. The advertising

provisions of H.R. 2147 are every bit as objectionable as the explicit advertising ban

proposals that Rep. Synar has offered in the past.

PUNITIVE INGREDIE^^ REGULATION

Instant ban. H.R. 2147 would direct FDA to issue regulations requiring that

all additives (Le., ingredients) used in tobacco products be "safe." If the bill

contemplates that FDA must find current tobacco additives to be "safe" before they can

be used, the result would be an instant ban on all tobacco products currently on the

market pending a review of all additives by the agency. H.R. 2147 would impose

elaborate regulatory requirements with respect to tobacco additives even though, as

noted, former HHS Secretary Sullivan told Congress just four years ago that no

additional regulatory authority in this area is required. Indeed, Secretary Sullivan

stated that he considered tobacco product ingredients to be a "peripheral" concern.

For more than a decade, the cigarette manufacturers have submitted ingredient

information to HHS - first on a voluntary basis and later pursuant to the ingredient

reporting provisions added in 19S4 to the Federal Cigarette Labeling and Advertising
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Act, 15 U.S.C. 1335a. The manufacturers have provided additional information, not

required by law, on several occasions, when HHS has asked them to do so. The manu-

facturers repeatedly also have offered to make their scientists available to meet with

HHS to consider any issues relating to cigarette ingredients. To date, HHS has given

no indication that its review of cigarette ingredients has created any basis for concern.

When the statutory ingredient-reporting requirement was enacted in 1984, the

responsible House committee stated that it provided "appropriate statutory authority"

and would "permit the federal government to initiate the toxicologic research necessary

to measure any health risk posed by the addition of additives and other ingredients to

cigarettes during the manufacturing process." Rep. Synar, who claimed credit for

"hammering out" the language of the 1984 law with then-Rep. Al Gore, praised the

1984 law as "the best example we have had in a long time of where honest negotiation

and reasonable compromise can mean that we can have meaningful legislation for this

country." 129 Cong. Rec. 24,626 (1984).

Nothing has occurred since 1984 to warrant the conclusion that the approach

taken in 1984 was mistaken. Yet now, less than a decade after he pronounced the 1984

law not merely satisfactory but exemplary. Rep. Synar proposes to replace that law

with an ingredient safety-finding requirement that would result in banning tobacco

products overnight.

Trade secrets. H.R. 2147 would repeal the provision of the Federal Cigarette

Labeling and Advertising Act that guarantees that the ingredient information provided
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to HHS shall be treated as confidential or trade secret information, with criminal

penalties being provided for unauthorized disclosure.

The confidential treatment of cigarette ingredients is consistent with the

treatment by Congress, the Food and Drug Administration and other federal agencies

of proprietary information concerning the ingredients used in foods, drugs, cosmetics

and other consumer products. Flavorings
- which account for the vast majority of

cigarette ingredients
- are exempt from disclosure in connection with food and

cosmetic products. Legislation sponsored by Senator Kennedy in the last two

Congresses addressing cigarette ingredients (S. 2795 and S. 1088) likewise would have

exempted flavorings from public disclosure.

The 1984 law allows the cigarette manufacturers to submit ingredient infor-

mation to HHS on a composite rather than a brand-specific basis. This maintains the

confidentiality of product formulas. There is no requirement to disclose product

formulas for food and cosmetic products. Yet H.R. 2147 apparently would impose,

without the slightest justification, such a requirement in the case of tobacco products.

In short, H.R. 2147, far from treating tobacco products like other products,

would single out tobacco products for uniquely unfavorable treatment so far as

additives are concerned. Ironically, Rep. Synar, in boasting of his authorship of the

1984 law that H.R. 2147 would replace, stressed that "[t]rade secret information will

be protected but ingredient information will be available to Congress to review if it

deems necessary." 129 Cong. Rec. 24,626 (1984).
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UNJUSTIFIABLE ADVERTISING
AND LABELING RESTRICTIONS

H.R. 2147 would deal tobacco product labeling and advertising a triple-

whammy. The bill would subject tobacco product labeling and advertising to regu-

latory requirements designed for prescription drugs, which are wholly inappropriate

for tobacco products. Those requirements would make tobacco product advertising

impossible in some media and inordinately expensive in others. The bill also would

prohibit truthful statements about tobacco products unless approved as "health claims"

by FDA, even though comparable statements about food are not regulated as health

claims. Finally, the bill would pave the way for inconsistent or prohibitive state and

local advertising restrictions.

Advertising and labeling. H.R. 2147 would treat tobacco like a prescription

drug for purposes of labeling and advertising regulation. But the regulatory scheme

for prescription drugs assumes a product for which therapeutic claims are made and

that are available to consumers only on the advice, and under the supervision, of a

treating physician. Applying prescription drug requirements to the labeling and

advertising of a product for which therapeutic claims are not made would produce

absurd results.

Under the requirements that apply to prescription drugs, tobacco advertising

in outdoor and point-of-sale media would be practically impossible, and magazine

advertisements would be inordinately expensive. In a briefing paper, moreover, the
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Coalition on Smoking OR Health has suggested that FDA could ban "image" adver-

tising under the bill.

To be sure, H.R. 2147 is more subtle and indirect than Rep. Synar's earlier

proposals, which date back to 1986, to ban or restrict tobacco product advertising. But

the effects of his most recent back-door approach would be the same as the effects of

his earlier proposals and would be equally incompatible with the First Amendment.-'

Health dainos. H.R. 2147 would prohibit truthful statements about or char-

acterizations of tobacco products (e.g.. "light," "lower tar," "medium," "lowest"), unless

the FDA first determined that such statements and characterizations were justifiable

as "health claims." But they are not health claims. They are descriptions of product

characteristics, including taste, that distinguish one brand of cigarettes from another.

Advertising has little value if manufacturers cannot distinguish their brands

from those of their competitors. The Federal Trade Commission has long recognized,

moreover, that "it is in the public interest to promote the dissemination of truthful

information concerning cigarettes which may be material and desired by the

-'' H.R. 2147 would ban outright the distribution of free tobacco product samples
and coupons redeemable for free or discounted tobacco products. There is no jus-

tification for banning these promotional practices. The bill also would direct the

Secretary of Health and Human Services to issue regulations prohibiting manufac-

turers from sponsoring any event or function open to the public at which the name
or logo of one of the manufacturer's brands is displayed. The result of the latter

prohibition would be a reduction in the amount of financial support for the arts and

sporting events. The underlying assumption
- that people attending a sponsored event

will be overcome with an urge to begin smoking ~
obviously is untenable.
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consuming public." FTC Cigarette Advertising Guides. 4 Trade Reg. Rep. (CCH) 1

39,012.70, p. 41,603.

We note, in this connection, that comparable statements and characterizations

about food products are not regulable as "health claims" by FDA. FDA regulates such

descriptive terms in food labeling
--

e.g., "light," "low fat" and "reduced fat" --
only as

needed to resolve problems of inconsistent usage. See FD&C Act, § 403(r)(l), 21

U.S.C. 343(r)(l); NLEA § 3(b)(l)(A)(iii), P.L. 101-535, 104 Stat. 2353, 2361.

Preemption. H.R. 2147 would repeal the provision of the Federal Cigarette

Labeling and Advertising Act, 15 U.S.C. 1334(b), that prohibits the states from

regulating cigarette advertising and promotion based on smoking and health. It is

widely recognized that repeal of this provision would generate inconsistent state and

local requirements, or even outright bans. For this reason, among others, calls to

repeal preemption have been opposed by groups as diverse as the American Civil

Liberties Union, Washington Legal Foundation, Freedom To Advertise Coalition,

Association of National Advertisers, American Advertising Federation and American

Association of Advertising Agencies.

Subjecting a nationally marketed product like cigarettes to a maze of potentially

conflicting, non-uniform advertising and labeling regulations would undermine deci-

sions that Congress has made over the years concerning cigarette advertising and

labeling, would cause confusion among consumers and would involve nearly

insuperable practical problems for cigarettes manufacturers. It seems to us no
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exaggeration to suggest that repeal of the preemption provision of the Federal

Cigarette Labeling and Advertising Act would be purely punitive.

WARNINGS

H.R. 2147 would replace the carbon monoxide warning currently required by

the Federal Cigarette Labeling and Advertising Act with an addiction warning.

Tobacco products also would be required to carry "a warning and information about

the dangers associated with environmental tobacco smoke." For the reasons that we

have stated in connection with previous warning legislation, and for the reasons stated

in Dr. Raffle's testimony today, these new warning requirements are unwarranted.

FEDERAL TOBACCO POUCE FORCE

H.R. 2147 would give HHS inappropriate responsibility for enforcing an 18-

year-old federal minimum sales age for tobacco products. Forty-seven states prohibit

the sale or distribution of tobacco products to persons under 18 and three states

prohibit sale or distribution to persons under 19. The responsibility for enforcing such

prohibitions properly rests with the states, not the federal government. We are not

aware that the states consider themselves incapable of enforcing their own laws in this

regard or have asked the federal government to assume responsibility in this area. A

federal police force is not needed to ensure that tobacco products are not sold or

distributed to minors.
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DISRUPTION OF FDA ACTIVrnES

FDA already is hard pressed to perform its essential functions. As a result,

approval of new medicines, for example, often is significantly delayed. H.R. 2147

would require FDA to assume broad additional responsibilities in areas in which it has

no pertinent experience or expertise
--

regulation and policing of the manufacture,

labeling and advertising of tobacco products. Food and pharmaceutical regulators

would be forced to become tobacco regulators as well. Even with extra funding,

engrafting this wholly new set of responsibilities on administrators currently struggling

to perform their agency's core functions would be disastrously disruptive.

FUNDING MECHANISM A DANGEROUS PRECEDENT

The funding mechanism provided by H.R. 2147 also would set a dangerous pre-

cedent. H.R. 2147 would require each tobacco company to pay an annual fee to defray

the cost of implementing the bill. Rep. Synar has suggested that this fee is similar to

the system of user fees established by Congress under the Prescription Drug User Fee

Act of 1992. But the fees that H.R. 2147 would assess bear little resemblance to those

assessed under the Prescription Drug User Fee Act.

The fees assessed under the Prescription Drug User Fee Act are designed to

enable FDA to improve its process in a single area ~ review and approval of

applications for new drugs, antibiotics and biological products. The fees cannot be

used to support general FDA activities and merely augment, rather than replace,

appropriated monies. The fees are assessed only to the extent that total appropriations

for FDA salaries and expenses exceed the 1992 appropriations level.
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The pharmaceutical industry acceded to the assessment of these fees because

improving the drug approval process provides the pharmaceutical industry with

tangible benefits ~ namely, expediting new drug approvals. H.R. 2147, by contrast,

would require the tobacco industry to pay the full cost of FDA regulation under the

bill --
regulation that HHS itself has declared to be unnecessary. The precedent that

H.R. 2147 would set for other industries is obvious and ominous.

» # »

Before closing, Mr. Chairman, I would like to offer some personal remarks.

Although I am here on behalf of The Tobacco Institute, I proudly served in this body

for ten years. My perspective is broader than the particular interests on whose behalf

I speak today.

A rabid antitobacco movement bent on Prohibition has made the tobacco

industry the subject of an extraordinary campaign of vilification. Antitobacco

sentiment has been stirred to such a point that almost any accusation against the

industry is believed, regardless of whether it actually is true, while any refutation

offered by the industry or anyone else for that matter -- however demonstrably based

on certifiable fact - is disbelieved or ignored. The more sensational the accusation, the

more bizarre the allegation, the more attention it receives.

When the allegations that are at the heart of this hearing are viewed

dispassionately, I am confident that they will be seen to be unfounded.

I would be glad to answer any questions.
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PHILIP MORRIS
COMPANIESINC.

THE COLORADO BUILDING, 1341 G STREET. N W
. SUITE 900. WASHINGTON. DC 2000S

TELEPHONE (202) 637-1500 FAX (202) 937-1505. 6

PHILIP MORRIS STATEMENT ON NICOTINE IN CIGARETTES

Philip Morris does nothing in the processing of tobacco or the

manufacture of cigarettes that increases the nicotine in our products above

what is naturally found in tobacco. In fact, our manufacturing process results

in less nicotine in the cigarettes we make than exists in the raw,

unprocessed tobacco that enters the process. There is no replacement of

the lost nicotine.

All cigarettes manufactured by Philip Morris contain some

reconstituted tobacco. The production of reconstituted tobacco utilizes

tobacco stems and small pieces of the leaf in what is essentially a paper

making process. Large quantities of water are added to the stem and leaf

material to create a pulp. The water soluble materials in tobacco, including

nicotine, are dissolved in the water during this step. The water containing

the solubles is then recombined with the fiber sheet. No nicotine

whatsoever not found in the original tobacco is introduced in the production

of reconstituted tobacco. Indeed, reconstituted tobacco sheet produced by

Philip Morris contains approximately 20 to 25% less nicotine than the

stems and leaf fragments that are used in the process.
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Denatured alcohol is used as a carrying agent for the application of

certain flavorings that do not dissolve in water. The denatured alcohol used by

Philip Morris has been denatured with small amounts of nicotine sulfate

(SDA-4) to render it undrinkable. SDA-4 is specifically approved by the Bureau

of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms as the denaturant to be used for alcohol in

the processing and manufacturing of tobacco products, see 27 Code of Federal

Regulations 21.38. The amount of nicotine remaining in cigarettes resulting

from the use of denatured alcohol is so small as to be undetectable in the final

product.

There are a number of flavorings sprayed onto tobacco in the

manufacture of cigarettes. One of these flavorings is commonly referred to as

tobacco extract. Tobacco extract appears as only one component of a flavoring

package. The nicotine contribution from tobacco extract added to the finished

products is negligible and does not measurably change the levels of nicotine in

tobacco smoke. Philip Morris no longer uses tobacco extract in any of its

brands. The fact that cigarette companies have used tobacco extract as a

flavoring agent has long been a matter of public record.

Cigarette advertising has carried nicotine yield information since 1972.

The nicotine yields reported in cigarette ads are measured pursuant to

standard test methods prescribed by the Federal Trade Commission. Thus,

consumers have information concerning the relative nicotine yields of products

that permit them to make an informed choice. Consumers have expressed a

growing demand for lower tar and nicotine products which has resulted in

average nicotine yields decreasing by more thcin 50% over the last 40 years.
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Statement of R.J. Reynolds Tobacco Company

R.J. Reynolds Tobacco Co. welcomes this opportunity to correct three erroneous

claims that have been made about Reynolds Tobacco and its products; 1) that cigarettes

are "addictive"; 2) that Reynolds Tobacco adds nicotine to its products; and 3) that the

company manipulates nicotine yields to create, maintain or satisfy "addiction
"

Attached to this testimony are four documents that the committee might find

helpful: 1) a February 28 letter fi-om Reynolds Tobacco's chief executive officer to Dr.

David Kessler, the food and drug commissioner, informing him that RJR does not add

nicotine to its products; 2) a March 3 letter fi-om the company's general counsel to ABC

News, correcting misrepresentations about the company that were made during a recent

"Day One" news report; 3) a March 22 preliminary report from Battelle Memorial

Institute, through its Battelle Columbus Operations, documenting the fact that nicotine

yields are not increased during RJR's tobacco reconstitution process (a final report will be

available within a week); and 4) a chart that tracks the industrywide reductions that have

occurred in cigarette "tar" and nicotine yields during the past 40 years.

CLAIM: CIGARETTES ARE "ADDICTIVE"

During the past several years, there have been a wide variety of attempts to

convince the American public that cigarettes are "addictive," and some public officials

have even gone so far as to put cigarettes in the same class as such truly addictive drugs as

heroin and cocaine. One does not have to be a trained behavioral scientist to see this is

not true All one needs to do is simply ask, and honestly answer, the following question:

"Would an airline passenger rather board a plane piloted by someone who had just had a

couple of beers, smoked crack, shot heroin, popped some pills or smoked some

cigarettes?"
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The allegation that smoking cigarettes is "addictive" is part of a growing and

disturbing trend that has destroyed the meaning ofthe term "addiction" by characterizing

any eiyoyable activity as "addictive," whether it is eating sweets, drinking coffee,

exercising or playing video games. Under that very loose definition of "addiction,"

Americans are currently raising a new generation of "caffeine and sugar addicts" and

"exercise and video junkies." This defies common sense.

The simple faa is, cigarettes do not meet the classic criteria for addiction, and to

suggest that cigarettes are as "addictive" as cocaine or heroin, as anti-smokers frequently

do, trivializes the very serious problem our nation feces in battling the use of truly

addictive and illegal drugs.

The use of such addictive substances as cocaine, heroin, alcohol and barbiturates

eventually leads to major lifestyle disruptions, and their use interferes with the user's ability

to perform normal, routine fimctions such as working, driving or maintaining healthy

relationships with family members. Truly addictive drugs invade every aspect of an

addict's life. Overcoming an addiction to these substances, requires the addict to

completely change his or her behavior, lifestyle and attitudes. In contrast, when a smoker

quits smoking cigarettes, that is all that he or she needs to do.

Equating cigarette smoking with the use of heroin or cocaine could actually

encourage experimentation with those drugs by suggesting that it is no more difficuk to

quit using cocaine or heroin than it is to quit smoking cigarettes. That is clearly not the

case.
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The fact is, there are currently almost 43 million American adults who have quit

smoking, and almost all ofthem did so on their own, without any help. According to

statistics compiled by the Public Health Service for the National Center for Health

Statistics, today there are more former smokers (almost 43 million) in the United States

than there are adults who currently smoke cigarettes on a daily basis (41 million). And

almost all ofthem quit without the aid of nicotine substitutes, counseling or other aids.

That result would hardly have been achievable if cigarettes were truly addictive, or if they

even began to approach the addictive nature of such substances as cocaine and heroin.

Ironically, suggestions that cigarettes are "addictive" also work against

government efforts to encourage smokers to quit because by telling smokers that they are

"addicted," they provide smokers with an excuse to avoid quitting. As a Scripps Howard

columnist who happens to be a former smoker put it earlier this week;

"By pretending that smokers are helpless addicts, slaves to a tobacco

conspiracy, drug addicts unable to control their own actions, the addiction-

conspiracy peddlers help make a very simple decision to stop become impossible.

"There's actually no conspiracy but there's a secret about smoking.

"To quit, you have to decide you want to quit.

"Then you quit."

CLAIM: R.J. REYNOLDS ADDS NICOTINE TO ITS PRODUCTS

Recent reports have claimed that R J Reynolds increases the level of nicotine in its

products during the manufacturing process. That allegation is simply untrue, and the

company has sent a letter (copy attached) to FDA Commissioner David Kessler informing

him that Reynolds Tobacco does not spike the nicotine level in its products In fact, the

company's processes result in a reduction in the amount of nicotine in cigarettes when

compared to unprocessed tobacco
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The company has also sent a letter to ABC News (copy attached) concerning a

"Day One" segment that clearly implied that Reynolds Tobacco "boosts" the nicotine

content of its cigarettes by adding nicotine to reconstituted tobacco This could not be

farther from the truth. Nicotine is, in fact, lost during the process, so the reconstitution

process actually results in tobacco with lower yields of nicotine than either 1) unprocessed

tobacco leaf or 2) the small pieces of tobacco and tobacco stems used to manufacture the

reconstituted sheets.

For the committee's information, the reconstitution process was developed to

reduce raw material waste by making the most efficient use of the tobacco that is

purchased without compromising the taste or smoking characteristics of the final product.

The reconstitution process is similar to the process used to produce paper Once the

tobacco pulp is formed into sheets of tobacco, nicotine and other natural flavorings that

were extracted with water from the tobacco during the process are returned to their

original source.

Battelle, a highly respected independent laboratory, recently reviewed RJR's

reconstitution process and analyzed reconstituted tobacco produced by that process.

Their tests confirmed that the process does not increase nicotine in the finjd tobacco sheet

and that some nicotine is, in fact, lost during the process. A copy of Battelle's preliminary

report is attached

Contrary to statements made by Congressman Mike Synar in the "Day One"

report, the tobacco industry has never hidden the fact that it uses reconstituted tobacco

Had Congressman Synar or ABC's reporters conducted even a cursory review of the

public information on reconstituted tobacco, they would have learned that the process has

been extensively discussed in published documents by the National Cancer Institute (in at

least five reports), the Surgeon General (in at least three Surgeon General's Reports) and

others The Surgeon General's Reports also document that the use of reconstituted

tobacco results in a reduction of nicotine
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CLAIM: REYNOLDS TOBACCO MANIPULATES THE mCOTINE IN ITS

PRODUCTS TO CREATE, MAINTAIN OR SATISFY ADDICTION

This claim is also false. The feet is, Reynolds Tobacco and the other tobacco

companies do market a broad range of cigarette products in response to the demands and

tastes of today's adult cigarette smokers; and within that range of products, there is also a

range of "tar" and nicotine yields. The company does not, however, establish specific

nicotine yields or manipulate nicotine to create, maintain or satisiy "addiction."

It is important to understand that nicotine plays an essential role in the taste and

"mouthfeel" of cigarette smoke, which are variables that afiFect smokers' enjoyment. (It is

also interesting to note that tobacco is not the only common source of nicotine. Nicotine

naturally occurs in a variety ofcommon vegetables including tomatoes, potatoes, eggplant

and green peppers.)

A wide variety of cigarette brands and styles are available today largely as a result

ofblending techniques and other manufecturing processes that developed over many

decades. In addition to using blending techniques, cigarette manufacturers reduce "tar"

yields through the puffing of tobacco, filtration, air dilution and tobacco reconstitution.

These developments help manufecturers provide smokers with the wide selection of tastes

and "tar" yields that they demand.

It is a simple fact that reducing "tar" yields automatically results in proportional

reductions in nicotine. So as American smokers have demanded lower "tar" products over

the years, the average nicotine yields in American cigarettes have also declined (by more

than 60 percent over past 40 years, as detailed in the attached chart) Since 1970, U.S.

cigarette manufacturers have been required to disclose "tar" and nicotine yields in product

advertising (as determined by a method established by the FTC)
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The committee should be aware of the fact that cigarettes are an agriculturally

based commodity and that the quality and smoking characteristics oftobacco, the primary

raw material, can vary greatly from fann to farm and year to year. To ensure that any

particular brand of cigarette tastes and smokes the same from month to month and year to

year, tobacco companies must blend their products for consistency.

The committee should also be aware that any suggestions
— however erroneous —

that Reynolds Tobacco or any other manufacturer manipulates the nicotine levels in its

products to create, maintain or satisfy an "addiction" would also indict, as drugs, a wide

variety of consumer products industries that maintain product consistency and offer a

variety ofbrand-style choices.

For example, soft drinks are available with varying caffeine levels, and caffeine-free

versions are also available. Using the same logic that is being used to argue that cigarettes

should be regulated as a drug, one could argue that the FDA should be regulating soft

drinks as a drug, since: 1) unlike the practice of cigarette manufacturers with respect to

nicotine, soft-drink manufacturers routinely add caffeine (a substance that so-called

"caffeine addicts" seek because of its properties as a stimulant) to some of their products;

and 2) soft-drink manufacturers have the ability to reduce or eliminate naturally occurring

caffeine.

Similarly, American consumers can now buy beverages that have alcohol contents

ranging from less than .05 percent (so-called "non-alcoholic" beer) to 190 proof (95

percent alcohol), with choices available for many proof levels in between. Alcohol is a

physically addictive intoxicant that is often used to relieve stress and anxiety.

Nonetheless, Reynolds Tobacco is not aware of any serious proposals for the FDA to

regulate wine, beer or spirits as a drug.

The bottom line is, smokers are no different from other American consumers in

their demand for variety and choice (as evidenced by the fact that, today, the average

supermarket stocks 30,000 different items). American cigarette manufacturers currently

produce more than 500 cigarette brand styles, and the fact that those styles offer a variety

of tastes and "tar" yields, is entirely consistent with the American consumers' preference

for variety and choice. ###
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Company

Febraary 28, 1994 JAMES w. Johnston
Chairman and

Chief Executive Officer

_, -j.T^ I «xr-> Winslon-Salem. N.C. 27102
David A. Kessler, M.D. 9i9-74i-792S

Commissioner of Food and Drugs
Food and Drag Administration

Department of Health ic Human Services

Rockville^MD 20887

Dear Dr. Kesslen

This letter is intended to daiify one simple fact: that R.J. Reynolds Tobacco

Company does not increase the nicotine in its cigarettes above what is fotind naturally

in tobacco. In fact, our processes reduce the amount of nicotine in cigarettes when

compared to unprocessed tobacco.

Reynolds manufactures and sells a broad range of cigarette products designed to

appeal to the tastes of today's adult cigarette smokers. Smokers have increasingly

demanded lower "tar" cigarettes. As a result of the processes used to lower "tar", nicotine

has also been reduced- Over the past 40 years, the average "tar" and nicotine in cigarettes

sold in the U.S. has declined by more than 60%.

The variety of cigarettes available is, in large part, a result of blending techniques

developed over a long history of cigarette manufacture and research. In addition to

traditional tobacco blending techniques, various other techniques are available to

cigarette manufacturers, including puffing of tobacco, filtration, air dilution, tobacco

reconstitution and others, in order to enable manufacturers to reduce the "tar" and

nicotine yields in their cigarettes. As a result of these various techniques, the sales

weighted averages of "tar" and nicotine yields in the United States today are 11.5

milligrams and 0.8 milligram, respectively.

In the early 1950's the sales weighted averages of "tar" and nicotine yields were 36

oiilligrams and 2.7 milligrams, respectively. Most cigarette brands were in a narrow

band around this average. Flue-cured tobacco naturally contains 2.5 to 3.5 percent

nicotine, burley tobacco contains Z75 to 4.0 percent nicotine, and Oriental tobacco

contains 0.5 to 1.8 percent nicotine in the cured leaf. Finished cigarettes generally

contain approximately 1.5 to 2.5% nicotine by weight, less than the nalxira! cured leaf.
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Dr. David A. Kcsslcr, M.D.

Page 2

February 28, 1994

The broad range of cigarette products available today provides smokers with a

wide selection of tastes, *tar* and nicotine yields. The "tar* and nicotine yields in

cigarettes are published by the Federal Trade Commission and the yields for each brand

are provided in every advertisement for that brand in accordance with the law. The

processing of certain tobaccos enables us to manufacture cigarettes consistent with the

published "tar" and nicotine levels despite tlie nicotine variations from leaf to leaf and

crop to crop.

Let me repeat, so that it is absolutely clean R.J. Reynolds Tobacco Company does

not increase the nicotine in the tobacco we use in the manufacture of our cigarettes.

Sincerely,

imeS'W. Johnston
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Tobacco Company

March 3, 1994 wayne w, juchatz
Senior Vice President

General Counsel and Secretary

Winston-Salem. N.C. 27102

919-741-6378

Mr. Richard C. Wald

Senior Vice President/ABC News

Capital Cities/ABC, Inc.

47 West 66th Street

New York, New Yoric 10023

Re: Day One - 2/28/94

Dear Dick:

Once again I find myself writing a letter calling your attention to another example of your network's

biased and sensationalized reporting on a tobacco-related issue.

Had your reporters conducted even a cursory review of the public information on reconstituted tobacco

they would have learned that in 1979, 1981, and 1989 three Surgeon General's Reports discussed this

process. This is not a process, as reported, which has "never been disclosed" to the public or the

government. It is also a process that was documented in these Surgeon General's Reports and

elsewhere as resulting in a reduction of nicotine.

This lack of thorough research and biased reporting is particularly troublesome when ABC decides to

communicate with the American public on a controversial subject. Your viewers are entitled to

receive all of the information and come to their own conclusions. This can only happen if the news

report contains an unbiased presentation of all the facts and not a reckless reporting of information

selected to support a predetermined conclusion.

There are some additional points 1 feel compelled to raise concerning this Day One segment:

(i) The clear (if not intended) implication of this segment was that Reynolds "boosts" the nicotine

content of our cigarettes by adding nicotine to reconstituted tobacco. This couldn't be farther

from the truth and should have been readily apparent to any conscientious reporter. Tlie

simple fact is that no nicotine is added and the reconstitution process actually results in

tobacco with lower levels of nicotine than tobacco leaf

Contrary to the impression created, our use of reconstituted tobacco has the net effect of

reducing the nicotine yields of the cigarettes into which reconstituted tobacco is blended. The

use of reconstituted tobacco and other mahufacturing processes have in fact reduced the sales

weighted average "tar" and nicotine yields of U.S. cigarettes by more than 60 percent over the

last 40 years. This is another relevant and readily available piece of information that your

reporters could have obtained from Surgeon General's and FTC reports. Enclosed is a copy of

a letter sent to Dr. Kessler on this subject.
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Mr. Richard C. Wald

March 3, 1994

Page 2

(ii) The segment included statements by Representative Mike Synar that the tobacco industry never

disclosed to consumers or the government the tobacco reconstitutton process or cigarette

ingredients. If the producers had researched these issues or asked us these questions, they

would have learned that cigarette manufacturers are required by law to supply a list of

cigarette ingredients aimually to the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services and have

done so for the last nine years. The reconstituted tobacco process has been in use for at least

30 years and is widely known. As indicated above, it was even discussed in the 1979, 1981 and

1989 Surgeon General's Reports and is routinely addressed in trade publications. Any

suggestion that the tobacco industry has been hiding this process from the Congress or the

American public is absolutely ridiculous.

(iii) Perhaps the most shocking example of sensationalism in this segment was the unidentified

former "Reynolds manager" whose appearance and voice were disguised ostensibly for his or

her protection. Without knowing who this individual is, there is simply no way for us or your

viewers to assess his or her level of knowledge, motivation or credibility or to determine

whether he or she was in fact even a Reynolds employee.

It's a shame that once again ABC has sacrificed objective, thorough repotting on issues of significance

to our employees, customers and shareholders, and to the American public, in favor of entertainment

value, sensationalism and "hype."

We can only hope that any plans you may have for continued coverage of this issue will reflect a

higher standard of objectivity and thoroughness.

Very truly yours.

VjOCUy^U).
Wayne W. Juchatz

WWJ:jt

Enclosure

cc: Mr. Walt Bogdanich (w/e)

Mr. Roone Arledge (w/e)
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lAlCh 22, 1994

FAX/PBDERAL EXPRESS

Jima& Swniser, PII.D.

StuiUr MocitQc

R. J. Reufndds Tobacco Compaoy
BdWQUdSL Onjr Todancii Center

P.O. Box 1487

^nastaa^-Sakm, NC 27102-1437

DoerAn:

T^'v^l'v*'^ b tlie pieliodbuy dzU cununaxy spmdibMt you requested. Data finom ttie umfiit

ae(i oat jtl BiMlTitd oa Fnda;^ ait ioduded in ttd< ^Rads^ Tfajs will give ycu

pwtHfitimtj
r Infjooiiftdoa oa all the lanples tbat vreit taloen.

The taoplas were tdoeo &om t&e tobacco procetsiag buildjag number 90 oa Mxxcb 11, 1994

betwoeatiiebouis of 09:00-13:00. ScpaiaCe saznpies -were takeo from tbc two ctaxtisg

oistettal feed Uncs (stem and scn^) jast before they were ootnbioBd tot water cKtrtcdon.

The ffaddwd tbeet (final) was sampled on die oonv^rer belt just before pacfciging. An

indepeodeot miiple wu akea it each location stu^ig it ajiproxiinatdy 09:00 houn aod

tixKt evHy half boor tboettfter, the last sample belnt akea. it about 13K)0 hofun. Tbo

ttitt^ei ««n collected fax zlp-lock pUttic bag* and (he aoaoant takec waa natlroatwrl to ba

100 griMI Or bagor.

tlK nmplea w«re ^^t^-anriri and ajoalyzed foUowiog tbe R. J. RejriMlds analytical metiiDd

2Q96» todoliag ytxir recommended modlflcatloQf for OC/MSD analyvls for alcotiae. The

CKtriciion also inchulcd the sample prq^ bomogenizsdoQ and dry down aa dotaUod in your

oMfdiod, ezoapt tba mmplee were dried after homogeaizadoa to eoaore a mne even drying

proooM foe an saoofde types. In addition, a 1:100 djiulion In stiaight chlocoform was
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Junes B. Swtuger, Ph.D.

March 22, 1994

Fhge2

pcstoaaei oa the taoiple ejtnets just prior to asalysu. fiuicalty. the cooDplete sample was

bosoosemztd and a 250 mL glass beaker was filled torn this hoiQo;enin»d sample and diied

2t ~96*C for 2 hours. After dzyin^. samples weane itoted ia screw cap plastic bottles and

sealed witii Toflon tape until extnction. To extract, duplicate 1 gram saa^tles wete weighed
out imo aepn«te 60 mL oectrifuge tubes, \vet with 10 mL of water aloog with 10 mL of a

10% todioxn liydioxide solution and extracted with 20 mL of chloroform costalaiag 0.4 ppm
aaetbole, the faKcxoal standard. This was accoii]3>Uabed by ^haiHng oa a wrlit actioD shaker

tot 20 mloutes. The extract hytat -wcLt then sepanted by cestdAigalion. A portion of the

chlcrofbxia Iiyer was removed (~S mL) and a 1:100 dilutioQ In strtigbt chloroform was dooe.

The samples were tbeo aa&lyzed along widi calfbratioQ itaodards by OC/MSD tuiog single

ioa monitoring for the preaence of nicotine.

A oonTaiatlve analysis between the two atartiog materials (stem and (cap) to the fioisbed

sheet (fical} appears to indicate that over thft time pedod wt sampled the level of olcotlnr in

the floa] product we analyzed never exceeded the sum of the oicotme levels fousd in the two

staitfaig maserials. The data reported to date iodjratfd fbat the nicotioe level fax the finisbed

sheet it less thaa 50% of the sum of the oicotinc levels found in the two etarthig materials.

Daring tbe process overview givea by R. J. Reynolds, it was stated that the target

percentages of stem and soap oxd to mate tiie finished sheet was 6S% stem and 325( scr^.
If that perocatage was met for this final sbutt, then you would expect an average contribution

of approximately 1730 ppm aicotiDe from the stem and an average contribution of 2774 ppm
finxn die scrap for a total average of 4504 ppm.

These nambera were estimated using the preliminary average values for stem and scnip found

in the spreadsheet atkl multiptyiog by 0.68 and 0.32 regpectively. When you compare these

values to the prelimisary average tor the fical sheet of ^^proximately ^963 ppm. these data

are In good agreement wbh ei:q>ectEd values. In tttn the preliminary Average for tbe finished

sheet is tlighdy Ins than the estimated value based on Ibe stem and scrap averages.

As wt discussed in detail before, these data sull need to go through a complete GLF review.

The porpose ot this review is to catch any action items that would cause these numbers to

change or cause additioiud work to be done, u well as to enntre that you receive a quality

product under die GUP guideliaos that w« followed throo^ioat this project. Until the full

OLP review i« oomplete, these data can only be considered prelimisary. Any otber use of

these dati at this time is considcied tbe responsibility of ttie R. J. Reynolds Tobacco

Company.

iy fbcos now win be on preparing tbe final npocL If yoa have any questions about these

dila, please don't hesitate to can me at (61^ 424-4190 or ftjt me at ((14) 424-3204.

Sincerely yoots,

Stqibca J. Summer
MMter Research Teefanieian

ScddDA and Praduet Cbemiscty
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statement of The American Tobacco Company

before the

House Energy and Commerce Committee

Subcommittee on Health and the Environment

March 25. 1994

THE AMERICAN TOBACCO COMPANY NICOTINE STATEMENT

Aside from tobacco itself and federally

authorized use of alcohol denatured with minute amounts of

nicotine, The American Tobacco Company does not use

nicotine in the manufacture of its cigarettes.

The only source of nicotine other than that

naturally occurring in tobacco is introduced from Specially

Denatured Alcohol No. 4 used as a solvent for flavorings.

SDA No. 4 is authorized for tobacco use in accordance with

27 Code of Federal Regulations, Alcohol, Tobacco Products

and Fire Arms, revised as of April 1, 1993, Section 21.118

and 21.38 and is denatured by the alcohol manufacturer in

accordance to the prescribed formula outlined in the

regulations. The quantity of nicotine indirectly added to

tobacco from use of SDA No. 4 is on the order of 3 ppm to 5
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ppm, or 0.0003% to 0.0005% by weight and is negligible in

comparison to naturally occurring nicotine of tobacco

blends that generally contain 2% to 2.5% by weight.

Further, The American Tobacco Company

manufactures reconstituted tobacco by the Fourdrinier paper

making process that involves separation of water-soluble

components from tobacco, formation of a tobacco cellulosic

sheet and reapplication of the water-soluble components to

the sheet . The end product is tobacco material that

contains only the quantity of water soluble components

including nicotine originally removed from the tobacco. In

practice, the nicotine content of the finished

reconstituted tobacco material is approximately 4% less

than the nicotine content of the natural tobacco utilized

in the reconstitution process.

The American Tobacco Company uses various types

of natural tobaccos including reconstituted tobacco in the

manufacture of its cigarettes. The percentages of natural

tobacco types and reconstituted tobacco varies by cigarette

brand; however, after processing of tobacco for cigarette

manufacture, the nicotine content is on the order of 5%

less than that of the various tobaccos entering the

process .

In summary, nicotine involved in the federally

regulated and authorized use of SDA No. 4 denatured alcohol

is negligible and nothing is done in the tobacco processing

or manufacture of cigarettes by The American Tobacco

Company to increase nicotine beyond that naturally

occurring in tobacco.
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^^1
Liggett Group Inc.

700 West Main Street, Durham, NC 27702

Statement of Liggett Group Inc.

The purpose of this statement is to establish for the record
the facts concerning the design of cigarettes manufactured by
Liggett Group Inc.

Contrary to assertions that have been made in the press and

elsewhere, we do not increase the nicotine level of our cigarettes
beyond that found naturally in the tobacco from which our

cigarettes are made.

Over time, and particularly since the advent of the cigarette
filter, consumers have shown an increasing preference for "lighter"
cigarettes. The "lighter" cigarette is achieved by lowering total
smoke delivery. One effect of lowering smoke delivery is a

reduction in the nicotine level. The nicotine level in smoke

historically has been, and continues to be, approximately 10

percent or less of the "tar" level.

With that background in mind, we would like to address the

specific factual allegations made against Liggett by ABC's "Day
One" tabloid show. We do not artificially increase the level of
nicotine in our cigarettes to allegedly "addict" or otherwise
influence our consumers. Reconstituted tobacco, the manufacture
and use of which have been publicly documented for decades, is used
for the purpose of cost savings. Tobacco is the most expensive
component of the cigarette and any loss of that tobacco would make
the production of cigarettes that much more expensive.

The net effect of our use of reconstituted tobacco is a

significant reduction in the nicotine level of the finished

product. Indeed, reconstituted tobacco has been a significant
factor in achieving the lower "t^r" and nicotine products that have
been increasingly preferred by consumers in recent years.

Alcohol and tobacco flavorants are the only other sources of

nicotine in our cigarettes. The nicotine occurs naturally in the
flavorants and is used as a denaturing agent in the alcohol. The

Specially Denatured Alcohol No. 4 (SDA-4) that we use acts as a

carrier for flavorants and dissipates after the flavorants are

applied. SDA-4 is the only denatured alcohol that has been

approved by the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms for use in

the cigarette manufacturing process. The amount of nicotine
contributed via tobacco flavorants and denatured alcohol is so

minuscule as to be not measurable in tobacco smoke using the

accepted FTC method.

Any attempt purposely to elevate nicotine levels in cigarettes
would be reflected in the "tar" and nicotine values that are

published each year in the Fedaral Ragistar. In fact, as explained
above, the nicotine content of cigarettes manufactured by Liggett
is lower than the nicotine content of the tobacco that we use to

make our cigarettes.
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BROWN & WILLIAMSON „_, . ,

TOBACCO CORPORATION 06lW
March 23, 1994

STATEMENT ON NICOTINE IN B&W CIGARETTES

The only direct source of nicotine in cigarettes manufactured by Brown &
Williamson Tobacco Corporation is the tobacco that is used in the cigarettes. In fact, as a

result of the processing steps described below, the nicotine content of B&W cigarettes is

lower than the nicotine content of the tobacco used to produce them.

Cigarettes manufactured by B&W contain varying amoimts of reconstituted

tobacco, which is produced by first adding water to the tobacco stock, a step that dissolves a

number of substances including nicotine. The water solution is then drawn off, which allows

the remaining tobacco cellulose to be formed into a sheet. The resulting water solution is

subsequently reapplied to the tobacco sheet. Some of the dissolved nicotine as well as other

dissolved substances are lost, which results in the reconstituted tobacco containing less nico-

tine than the tobacco stock from which the reconstituted tobacco was made.

Alcohol and certain other tobacco flavors used during the manufacturing pro-

cess contain minuscule quantities of nicotine. The alcohol, known as SDA-4, is used as a

processing agent and is the only form of alcohol that has been approved for that purpose by
the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firecums. B&W also uses a few flavors containing a

substance that is made from tobacco, which therefore incidentally contains trace amounts of

nicotine. But the total indirect contribution of nicotine by alcohol and tobacco flavors is so

small that it cannot be detected in the tobacco blend by standard laboratory methodologies and

has no effect whatsoever on the nicotine delivery as determined by the Federal Trade Com-
mission method.

The Federal Trade Commission began publishing in the late 1960's information

concerning the "tar" and nicotine deliveries of cigarettes, including cigarettes manufactured by
B&W. The information was produced by the FTC pursuant to a standardized testing method-

ology that the FTC developed in consultation with a number of outside scientists, including

scientists from Oak Ridge National Laboratory. In 1972, the FTC began to require cigarette

manufacturers to include FTC "tar" and nicotine figures in cigarette advertisements.

Over the years, consumer preferences have resulted in a progressive lowering
of average "tar" and nicotine deliveries. According to the 1989 Surgeon General's Report, the

average nicotine delivery dropped from over 2 milligrams to 0.9 milligrams between 1 957 and

1987. That reduction has been accomplished by companies like B&W through tobacco selec-

tion and advances in cigarette manufacturing technology, primarily filters and ventilation.

The filtering and ventilation techniques that are utilized by B&W result in the

smoker's receiving only a small fraction of the nicotine contained in the tobacco that was

used to produce the cigarette. In addition, because of the steps taken in processing reconsti-

tuted tobacco, the nicotine content of the cigarettes produced by B&W is, in turn, lower than

the nicotine content of the tobacco from which they are made.

1500 BROU'N li WILUAMSON TOWER. PC BOX 35090. U3U1SVI1.LE. KY 40232 (5021 568-7000
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Statement of

Alexander W. Spears

Vice Chairman and Chief Operating Officer

Lorillard Tobacco Company

before the

Subcommittee on

Health and the Environment

of the

Committee on Energy and Commerce

U.S. House of Representatives

March 25, 1994

My name is Alexander W. Spears, and I am Vice Chairman and Chief Operating Officer

for Lorillard Tobacco Company.

Within the last few weeks, ABC's DAY ONE show has featured two cigarette-related

programs alleging that the tobacco industry adds nicotine to cigarette tobacco for the purpose

of manipulating the dose of nicotine to the consumer. These statements are completely false.

David Kessler, Commissioner of the Food and Drug Administration, stated in a letter to

Scott Ballin of the Coalition on Smoking or Health dated February 25, 1994, that manufacturers

commonly add nicotine to cigarettes to deliver specific amounts of nicotine. This letter was

released to the media, perpetuating its false assertions.

The level of nicotine in the tobacco of our products is solely determined by the

tobacco that we buy and blending of the different tobaccos during manufacturing. The tar and
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nicotine yields of our products are determined by a combination of the tobacco blends and the

construction of the cigarette, i.e., length, circiunference, filter, tip ventilation, tobacco density,

etc. The Federal Trade Commission has reported the results of tar and nicotine analysis by

brand for years.

We do not set nicotine levels for particular brands of cigarettes. Nicotine levels follow

the tar levels. The easy proof that no nicotine manipulation has occurred may be found in the

temporal tar and nicotine data from the 1950's to the 1990's. As shown in Chart I, both tar and

nicotine on a sales weighted basis have decreased in a parallel fashion and by the same amount,

(reference, U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, "Reducing the Health

Consequences of Smoking: A Report of the Surgeon General,
"
at 88; 1988-1990 numbers based

on information similar to that used in the 1989 Surgeon General's Report.) Chart II presents

the results of a longitudinal analysis for the latest tar and nicotine results on 483 brands to be

reported by the Federal Trade Commission. The correlation coefficient of 0.975 is essentially

perfect correlation between tar and nicotine and shows that there is no manipulation of nicotine.

We do not add nicotine to our products, except in two insignificant and incidental cases:

(1) through the use of denatured alcohol, which is required to contain small amounts of nicotine

under regulation by the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms; and (2) through the use of

a few flavors which incorporate a tobacco extract that contains some nicotine. The combined

amount of nicotine from these sources is too small to be measured in the final products.
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One of the processes for the production of reconstituted tobacco, which is used in the

manufacture of cigarettes, involves temporary separation and reapplication of water-soluble

components of tobacco, including nicotine. This process, which is well described in the

published literature, including three Surgeon General's reports, results in a reduction of nicotine

in the finished cigarette. Other processes which have been described in the literature result in

similar products but do not involve the temporary separation of water soluble components of

tobacco. Again, some nicotine is lost during the manufacture of reconstituted sheet with the

sheet containing much less nicotine than leaf tobacco.

I repeat, the allegations of DAY ONE and David Kessler concerning nicotine

manipulation are false and are inconsistent with reported tar and nicotine data on commercial

cigarette brands.
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STATEMENT OF DR. STEPHEN M. RAFFLE

to the

Subcommittee on Health and the Environment

Committee on Energy and Commerce
United States House of Representatives

March 25, 1994

I am Stephen Raffle, a physician who practices psychiatry in Oakland, California. For

seventeen years I served as an Assistant Clinical Professor of Psychiatry and for ten years as an

Assistant Clinical Professor of Orthopedic Surgery at the University of California School of

Medicine, San Francisco. I hold a Diplomate in psychiatry with the American Board of Psychiatry

and Neurology. My B.A. is in physiology from the University of California, Berkeley, and my

medical degree is from the Chicago Medical School.

In die course of more than twenty years of clinical practice, I have evaluated and/or treated

many patients with various drug addictions and drug intoxications. This includes heroin and other

opiates, alcohol, amphetamines, barbiturates, and various forms of cocaine. Additionally, 1 have

worked with many people with weight problems and other habitual and compulsive behaviors. Thus,

I bring to you the perspeaive of a teacher and clinician with considerable first-hand patient treatment

experience.

I have reviewed H.R.1247 as well as the related Surgeon General reports issued in 1964,

1979, 1988 and 1990. Additionally, I have read many source articles on cigarette smoking behavior,

hard drug addictions, habitual behaviors, and compulsive behaviors.
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I appear before you today in order to address two parts of this bill, the proposition that

cigarette smoking is addictive (indeed, as addictive as heroin and cocaine), and the proposed label

warning that once a person has started smoking he or she may not be able to quit. From a practical,

clinical and scientific perspective, cigarette smoking behavior is not the same as seen in actual hard

drug addiction. In order to include smoking as an addiction, one must redefme that term, water

down its meaning, and ignore critical differences involving every aspect of these behaviors. This

is precisely what the Surgeon General did in his 1988 report to Congress. Smoking became an

addiction because the Surgeon General changed its definition, not because of new scientific

discoveries. The finding, therefore, rests solely on semantics. Further, the salient features of this

new definition of addiaion are shared by many other well-liked and common habits, such as eating,

coffee drinking, exercise and even interpersonal relationships.

But more than semantics and labels are involved here. Presenting smoking as a hard drug

addiction and warning that a person may not be able to quit has unintended negative ramifications.

It viaimizes smokers and makes the process of stopping seem more difficult than it really is. It also

sends the wrong message to young people about the true dangers of hard drug usage by equating the

effects of heroin and cocaine with the behavioral effects of cigarettes.

I do not appear here as an apologist or promoter of cigarette smoking. Fundamentally, I

believe it is a risk factor in the development of some diseases. For that reason, within the context

of therapy, I help my patients examine their motives for smoking and, if they wish, help them to

stop. This process is like that involved in losing weight or changing one's exercise pattern. It is

a far cry from treating hard drug addiction.
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But what is it about truly addicting drugs that differentiates them from habitual behaviors such

as cigarette smoidng, coffee drinking, eating or exercise?

The differences are present in all phases of these behaviors. First is the effect produced by

ingestion. A person on hard drugs is intoxicated. Intoxication is fundamentally an organic brain

syndrome whereby the person's state of consciousness is altered, reasoning is impaired, coordination

is affected and memory and concentration are substantially altered. Further, mood is visibly

changed, judgment is warped, delusions and/or hallucinations may occur, and unconsciousness or

sudden death will result from substantial overdose.

Intoxication does not occur with cigarette smoking. Measured and observed effects on mood

and mental functioning of cigarette smoking reveal that it is similar to the effect produced by

drinking a cup of coffee and very dissimilar from the effects produced by hard drugs. People who

smoke think clearly and make reasoned decisions. Smokers perform with competence at the highest

levels in their personal and professional lives. They make complex and difficult decisions without

any interference from their cigarette smoking.

The second difference occurs upon cessation of drug use. Abrupt cessation of a hard drug

following regular use will inevitably and predictably result in a "classic" withdrawal syndrome. This

generally requires medical hospitalization for clinical management because drug withdrawal can be

a life-threatening situation. The symptoms of withdrawal due to physiologic dependence include

severe vasomotor instability (rapid blood pressure changes), muscle cramps and nausea,

hallucinations and/or delusions (in alcohol withdrawal they are called delirium tremens or "DT's"),
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dangerous changes in body temperature, seizures, mood changes often accompanied by paranoia, and

suicidal ideation and attempts. Death may ensue even if the patient is hospitalized and properly

medically managed. Withdrawal with hard drugs is so severe as to render the addict incapable of

making or carrying out reasoned decisions. In fact, mentation and judgment are impaired for months

and even years following resolution of the acute withdrawal phase.

Cigarettes and nicotine cessation is not really withdrawal because it produces none of these

signs or symptoms. It is impossible to predict whether or not a smoker will have any tobacco

abstinence discomfort based on the number of cigarettes smoked per day or the duration of smoking.

The clinical complaints associated with cigarette abstinence are a far cry from hard drug withdrawal.

The most uncomfortable, complaining cigarette abstainer does not remotely resemble a person who

is withdrawing from hard drugs. But they do resemble those of a dieter or other person giving up

a well-liked habit or close relationship. The symptoms and complainu experienced by people

changing these other well-liked habits are of the same magnitude and degree, and include mild

apprehension, restlessness, periodic recurrent thoughts about the lost object or person and a repeated

wish to reunite or resume the habit. But people changing common habits like cigarette smoking

continue working while "withdrawing" and continue to meet their responsibilities without significant

disruption of reasoning, judgment, concentration or efficiency.

In addition to the acute organic brain effects of intoxication, chronic administration of hard

drugs may cause irreversible brain changes before or after the offending drug is withdrawn. The

person may be left demented or psychotic. Long-term cigarette use does not produce this result.
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The pharmacological effects of hard drugs lead to a change in personality and pursuit of a

lifestyle which is dominated by the drug. Obtaining drugs and getting 'high" supplant all other

values. Family responsibilities are shirked, employment becomes unpredictable, morality is eroded,

illegal activity is often resorted to in order to obtain the hard drug, and marital discord is usually

evident. Abuse and the emotional scarring which results can last for generations. On psychological

tests the personality configuration of a hard drug addict is distinguishable from that of other patient

groups.

Cigarette smokers do not suffer these psychological and sociological impairments. They are

not behaviorally dominated by a drug-induced state. They can drive automobiles, fly airplanes, drive

heavy machinery and even be members of Congress without mental impairment. In my experience,

cigarette smokers are not different from the general run of normal, honest citizens. Nicotine does

not govern their actions or decisions. Smokers can and do abstain for long periods without untoward

effects if external circumstances dictate it (religious observances, hospitalization, work place,

airplanes).

For the hard drug user following detoxification and stabilization, a new lifestyle must be

established. The addict must rebuild nearly every aspect of his or her life, and rectify the emotional

(and physical) damage to loved ones and family. He must learn to face life without being constantly

intoxicated and must learn new values to supplant drug seeking. Often successful abstinence involves

leaving behind old friends and haunts and establishing enduring relationships in support groups

modeled on Alcoholics Anonymous. For many, it will be a life-long undertaking requiring ongoing

reinforcement.
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None of tfiese impediinents are present when people stop smoking. Since 1964, more than

40 million people have stopped smoking permanently without any outside intervention or assistance.

The overwhelming majority (approximately 95% of smokers) have quit on their own. With hard

drug addiction, self-help quitting, or 'spontaneous remission" to borrow the Surgeon General's term,

is an extremely rare occurrence. For the cigarette smoker, my clinical experience and numerous

studies have dentonstrated that the components of successful abstinence are commitment, personal

responsibility and self-efficacy. By self-efficacy I mean a person reasonably believing he can

accomplish an undertaking. As with successful dieting, the smoker must abandon a pleasurable

activity and modify a behavior in order to obtain a greater long term benefit. The smoker need not,

however, rebuild his life to succeed. Neither does he face perpetual struggle requiring therapeutic

support.

It is often claimed that the strength of the so-called addiction to tobacco is shown by the fact

that when put on the spot, 80% of smokers claim to wish that they could stop. The same could be

said of overweight people, those in need of exercise, or those engaging in any other habit that is

frowned upon by others. It says nothing about addiction or the difficulty experienced in changing

habiu. As noted above, in order to change a habit, one must commit to change, have a positive

attitude and follow through. This is precisely how the 40 million former smokers successfully

stopped on their own when they chose to.

Labeling smokers as hard drug addicts tends to destroy those components that are necessary

to successful quitting. It makes smokers feel like victims who must receive "treatment" to be

successful non-smokers. The facts reveal this to be untrue. In reality, much of what I do when I
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counsel smokers is educate diem regarding what is actually involved in smoking behavior and explain

to them that diey can choose to successfully stop widiout sophisticated treatment. Calling smoking

an addiction provides some smokers a convenient, external excuse, an easy out if you will, for not

initiating abstention or for giving up too easily at the flrst sign of discomfort. Many individuals who

want to continue smoking have already created the personal myth that they are addicted, thereby

feeling overwhelmed and excusing themselves for not trying to stop or persevering in the effort.

Officially endorsing that myth perpetuates and exacerbates this situation. They are now officially

forgiven their failure.

Perhaps of greater importance is the effect on young people of the message that smoking is

just like heroin and cocaine. Every day they see smokers who are productive, upright citizens and

who fulfill their responsibilities. They also see adults giving up smoking without great difficulty,

hospitalization or lifelong therapeutic support. To tell these people that smoking crack cocaine or

taking heroin will not effect them in a different way than smoking cigarettes encourages

experimentation with these hard drugs. Such experimentation, as we all know, often leads to

disastrous results.

Does the addiction label frighten away potential smokers? Actually, it makes cigarettes more

controversial and creates, in certain groups, an enticement to defy authority by smoking, or to treat

smoking as a rite of passage into adulthood. I know of no adolescent who abstains from alcohol

because it is an addicting substance (and that addiction is real!); I do know many who drink to defy

audiorify or prove they are adults. (They also drink to get intoxicated.) For some, designating

cigarettes as an addicting substance could well have a result opposite to the one desired.
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In my review of the literature regarding smoidng behavior, I have t>een struck by the use of

hyperbole and innuendo in reporting study results. Labeling smoking as an addiction provides a

prime example. Another involves the claim that cigarette smoking is a "gateway drug' for the use

of illicit drugs. It is claimed that cigarette smoking is a "powerful predictor" of future illicit drug

use. Proponents appear to be arguing that cigarettes produce a "hunger" for more powerful drugs.

Such could not be further from the truth. First, it should be noted that research underlying this

argtmient reports smoking as a weak predictor at best, and fmds it to be alcohol usage that predicts

both cigarette smoking and illicit drug use. Secondly, the vast majority of cigarette smokers have

obviously escaped the alleged gateway and never succumb to hard drug abuse.

The simple explanation for this supposed association shows it to be one of coincidence, rather

dian causality. Illicit drug users are often rebellious and have risk taking personalities. These types

also represent a small percentage of those who choose to smoke cigarettes. Thus, as admitted in the

1988 Surgeon General's report, a common personality construct underlies both uses. Certainly, there

is no evidence whatsoever that cigarette smoking causes people to start abusing hard drugs. Would

the proponents have us believe that without cigarettes there would be no alcohol or hard drug abuse?

The faa is that illegal drug use is on the rise when smoking is declining.

However laudable one believes the goals of those who seek a smoke-free society, we should

all agree that government-sponsored messages about smoking should be founded in fact, based on

truth and certainly should not have negative repercussions. The proposed addiction warning and the

assumption upon which it is founded are based nerther in science nor fact and will have unintended

harmful results.

Thank you Mr. Chairman and members of the Committee. I would be happy to respond to

any questions you may have.
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STATEMENT OF JOHN SLADE

March 25, 1994 Page 2

Mr. Chairman, members of the Subcommittee, my name is John

Slade. I am an internist specializing in addiction medicine. I

am a member of the Department of Medicine at the Robert Wood

Johnson Medical School of the University of Medicine and

Dentistry of New Jersey and am the chairman of the Committee on

Nicotine Dependence of the American Society of Addiction

Medicine. My professional work largely involves the clinical and

public health aspects of addictions, especially addiction to

nicotine .

Cigarettes cause more illness and death in the United States

than anything else (USDHHS, 1989) . The nicotine in cigarettes

makes cigarettes addictive. Cigarette manufacturers know their

customers want nicotine, and their products are designed to

deliver nicotine. The evidence presented here will show that

cigarette manufacturers intend to affect the function of their

customers' bodies. This, in turn, provides a basis for

regulation of cigarettes as drugs under the Food, Drug and

Cosmetic Act. Moreover, they intend to sustain addiction to

nicotine in customers dependent on the drug.

What causes cigarette smoking? The cause of smoking is not

advertising, it is not low price, it is not widespread

availability of the -product, it is not smoking by family members,

and it is not peer pressure. These things (among the others

described as risk factors in the 1994 Surgeon General's Report

{USDHHS, 1994)) facilitate the development of smoking, but they

are not themselves causal . The fundamental cause of cigarette
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smoking is nicotine, and addiction to nicotine largely sustains

the practice (USDHHS, 1988) . Without nicotine, adolescent

tobacco use would all but vanish.

Nicotine Addiction

The 1994 Surgeon General's Report tells us that it is not

the first cigarette that produces addiction. It is the second,

the third, and those that follow. Most adolescents who have ever

smoked as few as half a carton of cigarettes have a very

difficult time stopping.

What do I mean by the term "addiction"? The standard

clinical definition for a drug addiction — also called a drug

dependence — is loss of control over use of the substance plus

its continued use despite problems. This definition is embodied

in the approach taken to the addictions in the current edition of

the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual (DSM) of the American

Psychiatric Association, published in 1987 (American Psychiatric

Association, 1987) . The DSM is the standard authority for

diagnosing addictions in this country. Nicotine fits this

definition very well. Nicotine also fully satisfies the

research-oriented criteria employed by the Public Health Service

the 1988 Surgeon General's Report, The Health Consequences of

Smoking: Nicotine Addiction (USDHHS, 1987) .^

^

Spokesmen for cigarette makers have taken issue with
whether or not nicotine is addicting. While questioning the

interpretation of some of the data on which this conclusion is

based, they have mostly questioned the definition of addiction.
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Nicotine, a central nervous system stimulant, produces

effects in the brain that are reinforcing. The consumer becomes

addicted as he or she seeks the sensations nicotine provides

again and again, and the individual gradually requires an

increasing dose to obtain the desired effects. Suddenly stopping

nicotine use often produces a characteristic withdrawal syndrome

characterized by such central nervous system effects as

irritability, difficulty concentrating, headache, trouble

sleeping, changes in appetite, and feelings of anxiety or

depression. These symptoms can persist for weeks unless nicotine

is ingested once again, either in the form of a cigarette or some

other tobacco product or in the form of a nicotine replacement

product such as nicotine gum or a nicotine patch.

The Public Health Service uses a different definition of
addiction from that preferred by the cigarette makers. The data
strongly support the conclusion that nicotine regularly causes
addiction in a very high proportion of users. The government's
policies towards tobacco products should be based on its best
understanding of the process, as reflected in its understanding
of addictive processes and the entire range of relevant data.

Spokesmen for cigarette makers frequently draw attention to
the large number of people who have stopped smoking as evidence
that nicotine is not addictive. While a large number of people
have managed to stop smoking, the conclusion is false. It

ignores the fact that more than two-thirds of those who continue
to smoke want to quit but feel they cannot. It ignores the fact
that a third of smokers try to stop each year. It ignores the
fact that the overwhelming majority of quit attempts end in
failure. It ignores the fact that spontaneous recovery is a
well-known feature of all addictions. (In fact, clinicians and
public health officials have long used general advice to stop
using drugs to take advantage of this well-known phenomenon.) It

ignores the fact that people who have addictions to more than one
drug, such as heroin, cocaine, alcohol and nicotine, often regard
their addiction to nicotine as the most difficult addiction to
stop. Millions of people smoke and are also addicted to alcohol.
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Nicotine Absorption and Basic Cigarette Design

Nicotine from tobacco products is absorbed in the mouth in

the case of moist snuff, chewing tobacco, and cigar smoke, while

nicotine is absorbed from the lungs in the case of cigarettes

{Gori, 1986; USDHHS, 1988) . The reason for this is a major

difference in the degree of acidity or alkalinity, or pH, of the

nicotine found in these various products. Nicotine at an

alkaline pH is readily absorbed in the mouth while it is not

absorbed there at all if the pH is acidic. Cigarette smoke is

acidic while most other tobacco products present nicotine in

alkaline form to the oral membranes. Alkaline nicotine is harsh

and irritating to the throat (Faitelowitz, 1930; USDHHS, 1988),

so it is hard and unpleasant to inhale cigar smoke. The acidic

smoke from a cigarette is readily inhaled, however. In fact,

unless cigarette smoke is inhaled, nicotine is not absorbed

(Gori, 1986) .

With inhalation, acidic nicotine is absorbed and transported

to the brain far more rapidly and at higher concentration than

alkaline nicotine absorbed in the mouth (Henningf ield et al,

1990) . The difference is like the difference between crack

cocaine, which is smoked by inhalation, and powdered cocaine,

which is sniffed into the nose. The former is more potent mg for

mg and gives a more intense experience. It is also more

addictive.

The cigarette is the most efficient nicotine delivery device

on the market today {USDHHS, 1988) . Its complex balance of
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various tobacco -derived components and additives including

sugars, as well as its paper, filter, and tipping paper are

precisely designed to work as a unit to produce controlled doses

of an acidic, nicotine -laden smoke for inhalation into the lungs.

The cigarette is engineered to deliver carefully controlled doses

of nicotine to the smoker's brain.

The FTC Method Test and Sales Weighted Nicotine Deliveries

In the mid-1960s, the Federal Trade Commission began to test

cigarettes offered for sale in the United States with machine-

based measurements. The test parameters, codified in 1969, were

derived from some first used in the 1930s by workers at the

American Tobacco Company (Slade, 1993). In the standard test, a

35 ml puff is taken over 2 seconds once a minute until the

cigarette is reduced to a certain specified butt length. The

results are expressed (in milligrams) as the amounts of nicotine,

particulate matter minus nicotine and water ("tar"), and

(recently) carbon monoxide that appear in the mainstream smoke

generated by the series of 35 ml puffs.^

The test has been done consistently on all cigarette brands

in wide distribution since 1968, initially by the FTC and

recently through, the Tobacco Institute., These results, combined

with brand specific sales data for each year, have permitted the

^ The test results are not enforceable standards. That is,
there is no requirement that cigarettes brands actually provide
the tar, nicotine and carbon monoxide deliveries measured in the
samples of the products tested.
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calculation of sales weighted average nicotine deliveries, as

depicted in Figure 1.' Figure 1 shows a decline in sales

weighted nicotine delivery from around 1 . 4 mg per cigarette to

about 0.94 mg in the period 1968-1991. However, nearly all the

decline occurred between 1972 and 1980. Since 1980, there has

been no change .

Cigarette manufacturers rely on comparisons based on smoking

machine tests to help sell their products. Enclosed with this

statement is a recent (1993) advertising insert from the American

Tobacco Company for its Carlton brand. The leaflet makes

explicit comparisons of various versions of Carlton with brands

made by competitors.

The FTC Method Test is a Fraud

Despite the cigarette companies' reliance on FTC method test

results for cigarette brand promotions, the FTC method test does

not provide consumers with a reliable index of the amount of

smoke they ingest from a particular cigarette. Unlike all other

test results familiar to consumers that are included in the

' The report of sales weighted nicotine delivery prior to

1968 relied upon by Mr. Johnston in his 2/28/94 letter to Dr.

Kessler is unavailable to me. The source referenced in the 1989

Surgeon General's Report (USDHHS, 1989, page 88) was a private
communication from Helmut Wakeh^am of Philip Morris to another

investigator in 1976. Neither the 1988 Report nor the chart it

references include the actual numerical values being plotted.
Unless the analytic methods used are shown to be comparable to

those employed for the period 1968-1991, and unless the actual

values are available for replotting and analysis, the numbers
taken off these charts prior to 1968 should not be used in

comparisons with the later time period.
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labeling for other ingested items such as foods or drugs, FTC

method test results do not accurately reflect the bioavailability

of the measured components. The test is, therefore, a fraud.

Neil Benowitz and his colleagues at the University of

California at San Francisco have shown that nicotine yields as

measured with the FTC method do not significantly correlate with

blood levels of cotinine, the major metabolite of nicotine

(Benowitz et al, 1983) . This work has been confirmed by Gio Gori

of the Franklin Institute Policy Analysis Center and his

colleagues (1986) as well as by David Coultas and his colleagues

at the University of New Mexico School of Medicine (Coultas et

al, 1993). There is, however, a marked correlation between the

number of cigarettes smoked and cotinine levels.

In two detailed studies, smokers ingested substantially more

nicotine from individual cigarettes and from an alternate

nicotine delivery device than predicted by the FTC test. The

first study, by Dr. Benowitz's group (Benowitz et al, 1991),

found that smokers who inhaled absorbed an average of 2.4 9 mg of

nicotine from a cigarette, when only 1.1 mg was predicted by the

machine test. This is a 127% increase over the machine-based

result. The second study, by the biobehavioral research group at

the R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Company (R. J. Reynolds, 1988a), found

that smokers who inhaled absorbed an average of 1 . mg of

nicotine from a cigarette rated at 0.66 mg (51% increase), and

the same subjects absorbed an average of 0.7 mg of nicotine from
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a prototype of Premier that was rated at 0.34 mg (106%

increase) .'

People don't smoke like the machine. As detailed in the

1988 Surgeon General's Report (USDHHS, 1988), they generally take

larger puffs than 3 5 ml and do so in a shorter amount of time

than 2 seconds. Robinson, Pritchard and Davis of R. J. Reynolds

also found that smokers take larger puffs (mean 51 ml) (Robinson

et al, 1992) J

Shorter, larger puffs, like those most smokers actually

take, move air at a higher velocity through the cigarette. This

may permit proximal parts of the cigarette to reach higher

temperatures than those reached under FTC test conditions. This

effect would be expected to release more volatile components such

as nicotine into the smoke. This, in turn, predicts that, puff

by puff, the smoke ingested by smokers who draw in air through

the cigarette at higher velocities than that used by the machine

will have higher concentrations of nicotine than those taken by

" In all, three of 22 subjects in these two studies had

strikingly lower nicotine levels than the other 19. In

interpreting their data, both teams of investigators assumed that

a low nicotine level meant that the subject inhaled very little
smoke. The RJR team did not even include the two non- inhaling
subjects in its study in their final analyses. The RJR team was

only interested in the data from the ten subjects who inhaled.

^ Their paper, "Psychopharmacological effects of smoking a

cigarette with typical "tar" and carbon monoxide yields but
minimal nicotine," is included as an attachment to this
statement .

/
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the machine with the identical cigarette.'

In actual use, the cigarettes most people smoke provide them

with similar amounts of nicotine over the course of a day

regardless of the FTC test-rated yield. This is a function of

both the number of cigarettes smoked and the way those cigarettes

are smoked. The FTC test does not provide consumers with

reliable information about what they can expect to ingest when

smoking cigarettes of a particular brand.

The Control of Nicotine in Cigarettee

In 1952, the Food and Drug Administration found that

cigarette tobacco from the five leading brands contained an

average of from 1.58 to 1.82 percent nicotine on a dry weight

basis (Wright, 1952). These values may be compared to the 1.5 to

2.5% nicotine Mr. Johnston reported for finished cigarettes in

1994 in his recent letter to Dr. Kessler. If anything,

cigarettes on the market forty years ago appear to have contained

less nicotine than many do now. This suggests that the losses of

nicotine during manufacture from raw leaf to finished product may

have been more pronounced then than now. However, the world of

cigarette manufacture was vastly different four decades ago.

In 1950, the-Federal Trade Commission found,.

' Greater heating of the proximal part of the tobacco rod
and of the filter by increased velocity of the draw would be
expected to release even more nicotine from these potentially
nicotine-enriched regions. The technology for enriching these
regions with nicotine is' discussed in the next section.
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Because of the large amount of tobacco leaves used in the
manufacture of cigarettes and the extreme variability in
nicotine content of the leaves, it is not practically
possible for respondent [P. Lorillard Company] , or any of

the other manufacturers of leading brands of cigarettes, to

maintain a constancy of nicotine in the finished cigarette.
(Federal Trade Commission, 1950, page 6)

This is no longer the case. Innovations in materials

processing and cigarette design since the 1950s have made it

possible for cigarette manufacturers to make products that are

uniform despite the variability inherent in their chief raw

material. The Appendix summarizes some patents that illustrate

major ways cigarette manufacturers can use modern technology to

assure a uniform product, a product that performs as intended, as

a nicotine delivery device. The patents demonstrate a concern

with providing predictable, controlled doses of nicotine to the

consumer, engineering that makes it easier for the consumer to

titrate his or her nicotine level. This overarching concern is

especially clear in patent no. 3,584,630 from Philip Morris.

Reconstituted tobacco (paper sheets made from stems, fines

and trash) has an inherently lower nicotine level than does

tobacco leaf. Similarly, stems themselves, which are often

finely cut and rolled so that they can be incorporated into

cigarette blends, have a far lower nicotine content than the

leafy part of the tobacco leaf (lamina). These. deficiencies, as

well as the variability inherent i-n different batches, can be

compensated for with the wide variety of techniques illustrated
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in the Appendix.'

Nicotine is lost during processing, and it can be (and is)

readded at multiple steps. Unlike the cigarette of 1950, the

final result is a product that is uniform and consistent. The

customer is thereby assured of a predictable subjective effect

from a given brand style.

The added nicotine can be recycled within the factory or it

can be purchased from outside suppliers. The Bureau of Alcohol,

Tobacco and Firearms licenses Special Denatured Alcohol Number 4

(SDA 4) exclusively for use in the manufacture of tobacco

products. SDA 4 is prepared according to a formula found at 27 CFR 21.38.

(see Append-bc) Tobacco extracts, designed for specific applications

and with varying nicotine content, are available from 32

different suppliers in 10 different countries (Table 1) .

Nineteen extract suppliers are either based in the U. S. or have

subsidiaries here. The existence of so many suppliers suggests

that there is a relatively substantial market for these

materials.

' LTR Industries, a subsidiary of Kimberly Clark, makes
reconstituted sheet with nicotine content that varies from 0.7 to
3.5 percent. (Silberstein, 1985) An advertisement for LTR's
sheet tobacco emphasizes this property. Another advertisement
attempts to persuade cigarette manufacturers to use sheet instead
of cut, rolled stems. It offers to process stems from a factory
into sheet and so reduce the overhead required to operate a stem
processing facility. Copies of both ads are included with the
statement .
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Altemacive Nicotine Delivery Devices

Table 2 lists many of the novel devices that have been

patented which imitate the function of cigarettes . Figure 2 is

an illustration taken from one of the patents for these devices

assigned to Philip Morris. The provision of heat, from

electricity, as in the device illustrated in Figure 2, or from

combustion, as in Premier, (needed to volatilize

pharmacologically effective doses of nicotine) is a common

feature . The individual patents and the body of work taken as a

whole demonstrate a core concern with delivering material to

consumers that is at least relatively free of most if not all

toxins other than nicotine. Some patents mention nicotine, some

"tobacco flavor," and some only "flavor." The pair from B.A.T.

and Brown & Williamson are noteworthy since the British version

explicitly discusses nicotine, while the very similar invention

patented by its U. S. subsidiary at the same time makes no

mention of nicotine or of tobacco. It only discusses "flavor."

The Imperial Group patent explicitly mentions the inhalation

of nicotine as a goal sought by consumers of cigarettes.

Industry Research on Nicotine

The Council for Tobacco Research, Philip Morris, and R. J.

Reynolds have each funded substantial programs of research on the

pharmacology of nicotine. In addition to a program of extramural

research, R. J. Reynolds has supported an intramural nicotine

laboratory since at least the early 1980s. Funded research has
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encompassed the entire spectrum of subjects relevant to nicotine

pharmacology. Studies have ranged from basic work on nicotine

receptors and nicotine analogues to human psychopharmacology

studies. The existence of these research programs means that the

cigarette industry is knowledgeable about all aspects of the

pharmacology of nicotine.

While there is a very large body of published research on

the pharmacology of nicotine, there is remarkably little on the

contribution nicotine makes to the taste and flavor of tobacco

products. In fact, apart from a few patents in which

experimental cigarettes were assessed for flavor, taste,

harshness and the like, I cannot recall a single published study

since the 1930s in which this aspect was a central focus of the

research.'

Cigarette Smoke Inhalation is Intended by the Manufacturers.

Cigarettes are designed to facilitate inhalation, and

nicotine from cigarettes can only be absorbed by inhalation.

This is deliberate and intentional on the part of the

manufacturers .

' The existence of J^ext, the denicotinized cigarette from
Philip Morris, suggests that substantial quantities of nicotine
are not necessary for the achievement of characteristic tobacco
taste and flavor. Philip Morris offered this product in three
different packagings: as Next, as Merit de-Nic and as Benson &

Hedges de-Nic. It is inconceivable that a company as careful
about its products as Philip Morris would have done this unless
it knew from careful premarket testing that these products
provided the taste sensations of conventional cigarettes.
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• Both the R.J. Reynolds Tobacco Company and the American

Tobacco Company referred to inhalation as part of the

smoking process in their advertising in the 1930s (Tye,

1986) . The text of a Lucky Strike ad from 1932

(American Tobacco Co., 1932) read in part.

Do you inhale?
What's there to be afraid of?
7 out of 10 inhale knowingly — the other 3 do so

unknowingly. . . .

Do you inhale? Of course you inhale! Every
smoker breathes in some part of the smoke he or
she draws out of a cigarette.'

• Until such claims were banned by the FTC in 1955,

cigarette advertising often featured claims of reduced

throat irritation. Table 3 provides an example of this

phenomenon from each of the six major cigarette

manufacturers circa 1952. Throat irritation is only an

issue if the consumer inhales. If a puff of smoke is

taken in and then expelled from the mouth without

inhalation, there is no impact on the throat.

Therefore, claims of reduced irritation are the

equivalent of claims for ease of inhalation.

• If inhalation were a misuse of the product, the

abundant evidence of harm from inhalation should have

led the companies to take firm steps to warn its

customers against inhcllation and to change cigarette

design to discourage the practice. Nothing of the sort

' A copy of another ad from this series is included with
this statement .
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has happened in forty years .

• Rather than discourage inhalation by product design and

by consumer warnings, the industry has conducted

elaborate animal studies of tobacco smoke inhalation.

For instance, the Council for Tobacco Research, through

its Special Projects operation, funded a $10 million

mouse study under a contract titled "Smoke inhalation

studies in mice." (Henry and Kouri, 1984; Colby, 1992)

• William L. Dunn, Jr., of the Philip Morris Research

Center, speaking at a CORESTA-TCRC symposium in 1972,

repeatedly referred to the fact that smokers inhale and

consequently absorb nicotine. The thesis of his paper

is that absorption of nicotine produces effects that

the smoker has sought (Dunn, 1972) .

• The R.J. Reynolds Tobacco Company treats inhalation as

a major feature of intended cigarette use. When the

company sought to show the scientific community how

cigarette-like Premier was, it did not publish taste

tests. Instead, it published a detailed study of the

pharmacokinetics of nicotine, comparing nicotine

absorption from a cigarette with that from prototypes

of Premier. (RJ .Reynolds Tobacco Company, 1988)

• An Imperial Group Limited patent for a novel nicotine

delivery system notes, "Among the reasons why most

people smoke conventional cigarettes is that they wish

to inhale an aerosol containing nicotine." (Imperial
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Group Limited, 1982)

The inhalation of mainstream cigarette smoke, with its

resultant obligatory absorption of nicotine, is an integral,

foreseen, and intended part of cigarette smoking.

Some Intended Pharmacologic Effects

During the segment about cigarettes on the February 28, 1994

broadcast of Day One on ABC, J. Donald deBethizy, Director of

Research and Development for R. J. Reynolds, declared that people

smoke because they are "looking for a pleasing sensory experience

with mild pharmacology." What is "mild pharmacology'?"

Advertising for Camel brand cigarettes in the 193 0s

emphasized the ability of smoking to give the customer a lift and

to calm the customer down (Tye, 1986) . Similarly, Lucky Strike

advertising once included the claim.

Smoke a Lucky to feel your level best!

Luckies' fine tobacco picks you up when you're low... calms
you down when you're tense. (Walsh, 1952)

In a court filing, attorneys for Lorillard have noted the

benefits of smoking as follows:

Lorillard contends that smokers do derive benefits from
smoking cigarettes. These benefits presumably vary from
individual to individual, are personal, and cannot be put in
a universal or comprehensive- list . Some of the benefits
that are commonly reported by various smokers are :

enjoyment; pleasure from taste; smell; relaxation; relief of

anxiety and stress; reduction of boredom; increased
alertness; improvement in concentration; and enhancement of
social interactions. (Reply to interrogatories. Covert v
Lorillard )

Similarly, attorneys for R. J. Reynolds have described the
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benefits of smoking for its customers in the following way:

Among the benefits of cigarette smoking which have been
frequently mentioned by smokers or which have been noted in
the literature are the following: pleasing taste and aroma;
satisfaction; stress reduction; relaxation; stimulation;
aided concentration; increased memory retention; alleviation
of boredom and fatigue; avoidance of loss of vigilance in

repetitive or sustained tasks; and facilitation of social
interaction. (Reply to interrogatories, Gilbov v R. J.

Reynolds )

The biobehavioral research laboratory at R. J. Reynolds has

proven that several of these effects are caused by nicotine

acting in the brain. A paper by Drs . Robinson, Pritchard and

Davis (1992) , copies of which have been provided to the

Subcommittee, show that cigarettes which do not deliver nicotine

(presumably Next brand cigarettes from Philip Morris) fail to

change the EEG of smokers in ways characteristic of the relaxing

and the stimulating effects of smoking. Conventional cigarettes

do cause these EEG changes. The paper proves that it is the

nicotine in cigarette smoke, and the nicotine alone, which causes

these desired effects of smoking. Throughout the article, the

authors emphasize that these are important pharmacologic effects

of smoking and that the achievement of these effects are among

the reasons people smoke cigarettes.

Cigarette companies often say they design and market their

products in response to consumer demand, . and the explicit effects

mentioned by cigarette companies and discussed in this section

are among the effects smokers expect from cigarettes. Since

cigarette manufacturers are market driven companies, they intend

that their products provide these effects.
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Other effects many customers expect are relief from

withdrawal symptoms and help with weight control .

The next two sections explore two particular industry terms

in more detail. These terms, "satisfaction" and "physiologic

activity, " suggest relief of nicotine withdrawal and maintenance

of nicotine addiction more than they suggest the relaxation and

stimulation effects so emphasized by Robinson, Pritchard and

Davis. ^°

Cigarette Manufacturers Intend to Provide Tobacco Satisfaction

Tobacco satisfaction is a technical term in the tobacco

trade that denotes a quality separate and apart from taste and

flavor. Its usage indicates that the term describes certain

pharmacologic effects of nicotine.

Table 4 lists a few examples of the term in advertisements

that clearly distinguish the concept of "satisfaction" from that

of "taste."

The introduction of Premier in 1987-88 was accompanied by a

variety of descriptions of the product in terms of "satisfaction"

and similar sounding terms.

From a patent application:

Smoking articles of the invention. . .are capable of

providing the user with the sensations and benefits of

" Dr. deBethizy's term, "mild pharmacology," can readily
include nicotine addiction since the R. J. Reynolds team has
tried to make such a strong distinction between nicotine and
other addicting drugs based on the fact that nicotine in usual
doses does not cause intoxication (Robinson and Pritchard, 1992)
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cigarette smoking , (emphasis added) (Clearman et al,
1988)

From a company press release:

The cigarette is based on new technology that heats
rather than burns tobacco to provide smokers with
tobacco taste and satisfaction , (emphasis added) (R.J.

Reynolds, 1987)

From the monograph. Chemical and Biological Studies... :

R.J. Reynolds' Product Development Objectives for
developing the NEW CIGARETTE were as follows:

To provide the tobacco taste and smoking pleasure
of other cigarettes, as demanded by smokers... .

(emphasis added) (R.J. Reynolds, 1988a, page 35)

The NEW CIGARETTE is based on a concept that allows a
smoker to receive the tobacco taste, sensations and
enjoyment of cigarettes without burning tobacco,
(emphasis added) (R.J. Reynolds, 1988a, page 43)

From a magazine ad in a test market area:

Smoke that satisfies , yet dissipates almost the moment
you exhale, (emphasis added)" (R.J. Reynolds, 1988b)

In none of these five descriptions does "taste" or

"sensation" stand alone as a sufficient description of the

benefit R. J. Reynolds promises consumers from smoking Premier.

Additional promises are made for "benefits of cigarette smoking, "

"tobacco satisfaction," "smoking pleasure," and "tobacco

enjoyment .
"

Additional illumination of the meaning of the term

"satisfaction" can be found in two patents, copies of which have

been submitted to the Subcommittee.

" One must have first inhaled the smoke in order to be
able to exhale it.
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These are patents held by R. J. Reynolds, number 4,83 0,028

issued May 16, 1989, and number 4,836,224, issued June 6, 1989.

The problem these patents set about solving is how to make

cigarettes that have low "tar" delivery but which still deliver

"a desirable tobacco taste, flavor and satisfaction to the

smoker." The patents make repeated reference to "satisfaction"

as a quality distinct from "taste." In establishing the need for

the present invention, the patents note that simply adding

nicotine to low "tar" cigarettes in an effort to solve the

problem at hand "generally yields mainstream smoke which may be

perceived as harsh or irritating to the mouth, nose and throat of

the user. "

The solution disclosed in the patents is the use of an

organic acid salt of nicotine, especially nicotine levulinate, as

an additive to cigarettes having low "tar" deliveries. The

patents provide detailed instructions for the synthesis of this

salt from nicotine which is 95 to 99 percent pure.

The first patent gives as examples experiments with a 99 mm

cigarette having an FTC "tar" delivery of 4.6 mg and with a king

size cigarette having an FTC "tar" delivery of 1.8 mg. The

desired smoking characteristics, increased nicotine delivery with

smoother smoking, were achieved with .the addition of about 37 mg

of nicotine levulinate to the first experimental cigarette and

about 36 mg of nicotine levulinate to the second (Table 5) . The

patent emphasizes that the achievement of the desired effect was

associated with a reduced pH of the smoke in the treated
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cigarettes. A cigarette spiked with nicotine alone, without the

levulinic acid, had a much higher pH than even the control and

was felt to be "extremely harsh" and "not palatable."

These patents show that the addition of nicotine in a form

that lowers the pH of the smoke increases nicotine delivery

without raising "tar" delivery and does so in a way that is not

harsh. The patent indicates that the use of nicotine levulinate

as an additive is a solution to the problem of making a cigarette

with a low "tar" delivery produce desired levels of taste,

strength and satisfaction to a consumer.

R. J. Reynolds intends to provide its customers with tobacco

satisfaction, and tobacco satisfaction has to do with the

delivery of inhalable nicotine. Moreover, the term

"satisfaction" suggests a state of comfort, of well-being, that

can only be sustained by someone already addicted to nicotine by

the ingestion of sufficient amounts of the drug to at least

alleviate or forestall withdrawal symptoms. Since nearly all of

R. J. Reynolds more than 10 million U. S. customers smoke

chronically, their actual attainment of satisfaction necessarily

involves the maintenance of the addiction to nicotine that most

of them have. In intending to provide its customers with

"tobacco satisfaction," R. J. Reynolds intends to maintain

addiction to nicotine in those addicted to the drug.
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Tobacco Manufacturers Intend to Provide "Desired Physiological

Activity"

In patent no. 3,584,630 (issued June 15, 1971), Philip

Morris declares.

It has long been known in the tobacco industry that in order
to provide a satisfying smoke, it is desirable to maintain
the nicotine content of tobacco products at a uniform level.

However, it is difficult to accomplish this result since the
nicotine content of tobacco varies widely, depending on the

type of tobacco and the conditions under which the tobacco
is grown. . . .

Maintaining the nicotine content at a sufficiently high
level to provide the desired physiological activity, taste,
and odor which this material imparts to the smoke, without
raising the nicotine content to an undesirably high level,
can thus be seen to be a significant problem in the tobacco
art. The addition of nicotine to tobacco in such a way that
it remains inert and stable in the product and yet is
released in a controlled amount into the smoke aerosol when
the tobacco is pyrolyzed, is a result which is greatly
desirable .

The present invention provides a solution to this

longstanding problem and results in accurate control of the
nicotine which is released in tobacco smoke.

For Philip Morris, providing a satisfying smoke involves

controlling the nicotine delivery in a precise manner so that its

customers receive the "desired physiological activity, taste and

odor." The "physiological activity" of nicotine can only be

understood to mean some of its pharmacologic actions on the

brain.

The term "physiology,
"

though, suggests the maintenance of

homeostasis, of a state of normalcy, in the body, in contrast to

the term "pharmacology,
" which more suggests a change in the body

brought about by a drug. In individuals tolerant to the actions
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of a drug such as nicotine, though, the sudden withdrawal of that

drug can produce a dis-ease, an illness, which is experienced as

a disturbance of homeostasis. The ingestion of the drug, in

alleviating the withdrawal syndrome, is then experienced as a

restoration of normalcy. Philip Morris' choice of the term

"physiolgical activity, " then, implies that the particular

pharmacologic actions of nicotine intended in this patent are

those associated with the relief of withdrawal symptoms.

The term "satisfying smoke" also sugge.sts this, as discussed

in the previous section.

Similarly, Gallahers Limited, a subsidiary of American

Brands, refers to nicotine as "a physiologically active agent" in

its 1980 patent, number 4,236,532.

Taken together, the two patents on tobacco satisfaction and

the two on physiological activity demonstrate that major

cigarette manufacturers intend to provide tobacco satisfaction

and a restoration of physiological balance to their customers.

This is accomplished by the delivery of nicotine to the brain,

and both terms refer to the maintenance of an addiction to

nicotine .

Nicotine euid Caffeine

Cigarette industry spokesmen frequently compare smoking

cigarettes to the drinking of coffee, tea and caffeinated

beverages. They speak of smoking as a habit, like coffee

drinking. In doing so, they concede that smoking is often at
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least regular, repetitive and compulsive (habitual) , and that it

is engaged in to achieve a range of effects, including the

suppression of withdrawal symptoms (headache in the case of

caffeine) . However, the analogy should not be pushed too far.

It by no means "proves" that nicotine is not addictive.

• An expert group reviewed the clinical and basic science

literature on caffeine and concluded that, while it

would be important to include the diagnosis "caffeine

withdrawal" in standard classifications ( DSM IV and I CD

10 ) , the data did not support the inclusion of a rubric

for "caffeine dependence,
" that is, for addiction to

caffeine. (Hughes et al, 1992) In contrast, the DSM

has had a diagnostic category for tobacco dependence or

nicotine dependence since 1980.

• The potential occurrence of harmful consequences

because of drug use is an important clinical criterion

for addiction. Harm consequent to use is a major

problem with nicotine but not with caffeine.

• There are virtually no systematic data on how difficult

it is to stop caffeine use, while there are abundant

data on the difficulty people encounter in becoming

abstinent from nicotineL.. Stopping smoking is often

very difficult to do. Decaf coffees and sodas are

popular, but denicotinized tobacco products are not.

More than two- thirds of people who smoke cigarettes want to

stop but find this a difficult thing to do. There is no evidence
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that people who use caffeine face similar difficulties. Caffeine

withdrawal is a real phenomenon, as is nicotine withdrawal.

Unlike caffeine ingestion, however, chronic nicotine ingestion

usually produces loss of control over use and continued use

despite consequences, the defining features of other drug

addictions such as those produced by cocaine, heroin and alcohol.

Moreover, from a regulatory perspective, to the degree that

the analogy is at all valid, it only supports the conclusion that

cigarettes should be regulated as drugs.

• Caffeine is already regulated as. a drug by the FDA when

it is sold in tablets as a stay-awake drug or as a

component of a pain relieving medication. Beverages

that contain caffeine are already regulated as foods by

the FDA. Since these beverages are regulated as foods,

they avoid being subject to the regulations that govern

drugs: The part of the definition of a drug in the

Food, Drug & Cosmetic Act that refers to affecting the

structure or function of the body explicitly excludes

foods . Tobacco products have never be^n regulated as

foods, and the tobacco industry has never suggested

that they should be.

To the extent that tobacco products are to be thought of as

affecting the structure or function of the body in ways that are

similar to caffeine, they should be regulated as drugs.

The argument that smoking cigarettes is like drinking coffee

or tea and that smoking cigarettes is therefore not addictive is
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false. While there are similarities between nicotine and

caffeine, there are important differences. Nicotine is highly

addictive while caffeine is not. All caffeine-containing

products intended for human consumption already are regulated by

the Food and Drug Administration. Cigarettes are not.

Nicotine Addiction is Intended

Is nicotine addiction intended? It is.

Dr. deBethizy's reference to "mild pharmacology" is

imprecise, but it evokes the often subtle and varied effects of

nicotine on the central nervous system. It is compatible with

the conclusion that the cigarette companies intend to create and

sustain an addiction to nicotine in many of their customers. The

"mildness" that Dr. deBethizy may have had in mind has been

discussed in great detail by two of his colleagues at R. J.

Reynolds: at the doses usually consumed, .nicotine does not

produce the harsh, intoxicating changes commonly associated with

many other addicting drugs (Robinson and Pritchard, 1992) . This,

however, is not evidence against regarding nicotine as addicting.

The creation of intoxication under common conditions of use is

hardly a defining feature of addicting drugs.

"Mildness" is also achieved in another sense. Unlike street

drugs, the potencies of which can vary enormously from bag to

bag, a given brand style of cigarette produces a very predictable

puff profile of nicotine delivery because of advances in

cigarette engineering. The cigarette smoker has a far more
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reliable drug delivery device than does the person who obtains

drugs of widely varying potency from street dealers. This

feature lets the cigarette smoker avoid unexpectedly high or low

doses of nicotine, a benefit the user of cocaine or heroin does

not have. The cigarette smoker will reliably receive the

expected dose, a dose known to the smoker as one that will

produce the desired effect. The user of heroin or cocaine does

not have this assurance.

The tobacco companies are familiar with the scientific

literature on nicotine and know that smoking is a hard thing for

most of their customers to stop. They intend to provide their

customers with "satisfaction" and to sustain in them a

physiologic state of normal feeling. The industry's repeated

comparison to caffeine is valid to the extent that caffeine, like

nicotine, has a variety of pharmacologic effects, including

stimulation, tolerance and withdrawal. However, nicotine is a

more potent drug than caffeine: consumers of nicotine find it

harder to stop, and experts have concluded that addiction to

nicotine is a regular consequence of nicotine ingestion while

addiction to caffeine seems so unusual that it has not been

deemed necessary to include this diagnosis in comprehensive

listings of medical conditions.

In their intention to provide customers with tobacco

satisfaction, in their intention to provide customers with

physiologic effects, and in their intention to provide customers

with a drug that induces tolerance and withdrawal, cigarette
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manufacturers reveal their intention to sustain addiction to

nicotine in their nicotine dependent customers.

Discussion

Cigarettes are intended to affect the structure or function

of the body. The manufacturers have developed technologies which

permit them to precisely control the dose of nicotine so it is

predictable, neither too much nor too little, from cigarette to

cigarette. The intended use of cigarettes involves inhaling the

cigarette smoke. Inhalation has nothing to do with taste and

flavor; inhalation has everything to do with the rapid delivery

of nicotine to the central nervous system. The intended effects

of cigarette smoking include relaxation, stimulation, the

provision of satisfaction, and the promotion of physiologic

equilibrium. Any one of these intended effects is sufficient' to

trigger application of the Food, Drug and Cosmetic Law to

cigarettes, but in fact, all four effects, as well as others, are

intended.

In other words, although the cigarette makers do intend to

sustain nicotine addiction among many of their customers, there

are also other intended pharmacologic effects of smoking which

also should result in the Food a.nd-Drug. Administration exerting

its regulatory authority over this industry.

Objections from cigarette makers that sales weighted

nicotine deliveries have been falling over the years are not

persuasive that cigarettes are not intended to affect the
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structure or function of the body. The sales weighted average

nicotine level has been level for more than a decade, and the

actual nicotine taken in by smokers is substantially higher than

this curve would suggest. Moreover, the decline came as a

consequence of an unprecedented marketing campaign that was

designed at least in large part to persuade smokers to switch to

low tar cigarettes instead of to stop smoking altogether (Warner

and Slade, 1992) .

Objections from cigarette makers that their finished

products contain less nicotine than are in the raw materials are

not persuasive that cigarettes are not intended to affect the

structure or function of the body. The average nicotine content

of finished cigarette tobacco today appears, on average, to

actually be more than it was in 1952. After processing,

cigarettes still contain enough nicotine to easily sustain

addiction to nicotine.

A major accomplishment of the many advances in cigarette

engineering over the last 4 years has been the achievement of

precise control and uniformity over nicotine delivery. This

achievement was not even conceived of as possible by the federal

government in 1950. This achieved consistency of nicotine

delivery probably enhances the addictiveness of cigarettes since

customers are able to more confidently obtain the precisely

desired intake of nicotine from moment to moment.

In 1973, only a few years after his employer had been

granted the patent on spiking cigarette filters with nicotine
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adsorbed onto carbon black (pat. no. 3,584,630), the patent that

spoke frankly of the need the industry had to carefully control

nicotine delivery to achieve optimally satisfying smoke and the

desired physiological activity, William Dunn described the

cigarette in the following lyrical manner:

...the cigarette is in fact among the most awe-inspiring
examples of the ingenuity of man. Let me explain my
conviction.

The cigarette should be conceived not as a product but as a

package. The product is nicotine. The cigarette is but one
of many package layers. There is the carton, which contains
the pack, which contains the cigarette, which contains the
smoke. The smoke is the final package. The smoker must
strip off all these package layers to get to that which he
seeks .

But consider for a moment what 200 years of trial and error
designing has brought in the way of nicotine packaging:

Think of the cigarette pack as a storage container for a

day's supply of nicotine:

1) It is unobtrusively portable.

2) Its contents are instantly accessible.

Think of the cigarette as a dispenser for a dose unit of
nicotine :

1) It is readily prepped for dispensing nicotine.

2) Its rate of combustion meters the dispensing rate,
setting an upper safe limit for a substance that
can be toxic in large doses.

3) Dispensing is unobtrusive to most ongoing
behavior.

Think of a puff of smoke as the vehicle of nicotine:

1) A convenient 35 cc mouthful contains approximately
the right amount of nicotine.

2) The smoker has wide latitude in further
calibration: puff volume, puff interval, depth
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and duration of inhalation. We have recorded wide
variability in intake among smokers. Among a

group of pack-a-day smokers, some will take in
less than the average half -pack smoker, some will
take in more than the average two-pack-a-day
smoker.

3) Highly absorbable: 97% nicotine retention.

4) Rapid transfer: nicotine delivered to blood
stream in 1 to 3 minutes.''^

5) Non-noxious administration [sic] .

Smoke is beyond question the most optimized vehicle of
nicotine and the cigarette the most optimized dispenser of
smoke. (Dunn, 1973, pages 5 and 6)

Conclusions

• Nicotine is the cause of cigarette smoking.

• Nicotine has important psychoactive effects, including

addiction.

• Cigarettes are designed to promote inhalation of

cigarette smoke and thereby the rapid absorption of

nicotine into the body.

• Cigarettes are engineered to deliver optimal doses of

nicotine. A wide range of technologies, including the

addition of nicotine in various forms, can be employed

to accomplish this.

• Cigarette companies intend that their customers

experience a variety of pharmacologic effects from the

nicotine absorbed from cigarette smoke. Among these

intended effects is the sustaining of addiction to

nicotine among those dependent on the drug.

• Cigarettes are articles intended by their manufacturers

to affect the structure or function of the body and

therefore are subject to regulation under the Food,

Drug and Cosmetic Act.

Actually, delivery is in a matter of a few seconds.
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nkoUnt-rttauint ajtntt and mtthodt of tht pttitnt tavtn- ^(,„, ^la prtMBi t|«nu tn ineorpofattd t» iobacco, tbay

lion it h poitlbit to toeorporau tsaet tmowrti of aiewtina In
pfo»ldt M tflleient r«la«t of liM olootloa late tht tobacco

t lobawo eompotltion. which wiU rtmtia oonttMt o»er e«- „ft,k, ib4 tfg not InvoNt ineeiperalion Into Iht tobacco

tandtdpartods of ibBt tnd which wlOahhiuiitlyyitld a tmokt
jj ^o»t of any oodatirabk bfcakdewa ptoduett. Thut. tht

ooBlalnlnt a comroOtd tmoont of aicotint. pretoal Invontioa o««rcomat tha diudvMtaccj of tht netbod

Tht pmtnt bcaniioe may al» bt «td to i»e«fportit dttctlbtdtaUAPat N0.I.IOMI6 Whenibtprwntajtnia

ntvonaahito tobaccomokt an taice«poMod In tht fihar foe tobacco tmokt. tnpoflor

Oflto ftorof Of Oavon which aft Ineofporattd la loboeeo. ,,^hi to itiett obttlatd by foOe«in« tbt ttachtep of U4.

arc lott »f thertd d»tln| ftbte^yent manirfaetutloi ttept. m m Ftt No. 1 JI0.I21 arr obtnotd, fat thai tbty pre»ld« wort tf-

ttofttt Jl can tl»o bt dIfrWMh to control tht tmotnl of nt»or ncianl ttamfcr of nieount from Iht tftnt to tkt tobacco

nlaaKd d»flni ih. mM»krni of a tobaaeo pfoduct to Inwre „„kt Tbty alto prorldt t i>e>t tcoMmical oiethod of In-

mifersiu of tobacco Pavot d»rb>| tht t»tlft t»oktf>| corpontint nkotint Mo t tobacco pfodnet, umc thty trt

IJoe^ )ooettatOTpf«pw«d and ait ton tipa«Wt than Iht (cottea-

Whik BtaBT tfTorta ha*t bt«n ntdt to Intredoct fltvon 63 ioanchan|cr«t«nt.

farto lobaoee unoht. no tompltltlv latWattory •tihod bat n tt an objtti of tht inv«itlon 10 pfO»idt a method for irtat-

Ntn totad fot atatn»lt. a method ha bttn trnpteytd. int tobacco tmokt which overeomct tht abotemenbontd

whartby flt»orlni i»«i biw beta Ineofpoftttd tato tht ditad«»M«te< of the pfioi tfI.

loblceo In tbt form%f uablt attrt which dteompoM .pon h it another object of tht invenllon .0 p»ov,dt an a»cnl lor

^t^i. Such a mtthod howtvtf . it oiUy attfal for certain 10 iht t.tataMnl of tobteeo nnokt whtrtby a*ol«« a tttUy

!v-. Bf flVtortnu and tho Bay i«»h in Iht Ineorpof.tion fttoattd thtrelnio in eontronsd amoonw.

rt^'re":f"br.tkdo.np,:d«uofthepyro.,ti.of.he
ji^::^^;;;:,::z^;:^^:'x^r.:rj:7r::\

*^ .,^n-,.r wWttp^td« of fUttf tip ein^n... htt a Bnth dWdtd .«» afc, »b«« htvuit nle-W -.—- -
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Ai aMd btrcbi Ike wn* "w«ak adtorbcnu** b micntfcd to

taehtd* "pftBor; weak •dterbaaH" tnd "xeondvy WMk ad-

tei^tim" u4 fawMf* •4wTt«nt» competed ctpuMn h««-

iat Dm fol)o*l»t chaitcttrtnict-

1 . Tkc ivrlkc* of th« pottklc* It priacipiDy formed Vy the

cMtrior of lb* paitklci, In connm to iHc turftcct

Ibrmtd^ the porM asd finurn. If any. of the paitielM or

n« partWat art lirdrophlKc la nauua sad, itniv Iwld

aeinaro In a manner whcrabjr the nteotinc k raadOy di»-

piaeaaMa by the motetur* praacni bi Wbac«o raeke ecm-

kif In conuat llMnvllh;

2. Tlx panielet do not und to form ehanial bendi »i(h

atcoUna^cnd
i. Tba partlelca absorb nbtunrisUj no nIeotlBC.

TiM Urm "wea^ adiorbnm" if intended to fatclud* mat«r>-

ah harhit a ipacifl« turfaee grcattf than ona asoart meter per

iram and the "primary «aak adiorhmtt" and "Mcondary
•aak adaorbantt" rvlaie. rnpaetlvaljr, to:

10

t}

«lih lt» addHlve eeaiint. ia appllad eeto a to* or vtb fUttr

Mbatrate. le b« lat> cetnpaet and aion rradlly permit (tie

Misat« ^ unekt iharathroufti. Tim Ittttr combination cu
form part of the Citar tip.

Tha nieotlna can ba dcpoihtd on to ll>a *«rfac< of the ad-

Mfbanl carrier of Dm brantion by any method wblcti pamihi

ratatjvtly anlform dstrlbation ofthe niooUna on the avrCas* of

Ibe caniar. WcU-lEnown method* for thi* putpeaa hwhide fan-

preinailon of the earrkr by ioakln| R to a nlcotfaw aohition,

aptayini h «)th a nicotine toUilion, adierptien en the eanicr

of nieetiae from a nicotine lolviion, condaniaiien of nieotinc

from vapor pbaae'on the carrier, and iha Bke. For tr«atln| the

weak adeerbane avch aa oarbon black, tba nieotino lelatJon

«tn be added to Ibe adwrbent and the rcaaltini mUlurt

nirred or lumblad in order lo Iboroufhly blend the tame, ha

the ciK of »eak idtorbentt of the kydrophIHe adiorbent^

type, pnferabty thcie matcrni* are aoaltad »llh •otuticn of

Icetine and a ralatively nonpelar aeivani, IbDowed by Otira-

a. adtorbcnta, the twKaee of which If principally formed by Uob of Ihe miilgra and evaporalloo of any eolvanl ralabtad on
kA ttatAv^M* j«r Ik* MA^l^laa anil '" .l. .i a .^? * ^A.^— •
llie aaterior of the partlelei and

b. psitklci which are hydrophllic In nature, at aei forth In

(I) above and pofuvting the other propettiet which arc

ael forth above.

Tbe weak adaerbent, as It k employed In accordance with

the preaenl invaalion, holdi the nkotsne on hi nrfaet durmi

>l0ra|C of the tobicro product and releam the nleotitse mtu

Ibe tobacco imcke which form* when the tobacco product I*

•moksd.
Tebocco produeu into which the prcKnt ajfent may be in-

cerporatcd inehide filter lip and nonfilter oi|arettn, eigi'i

and ci]iarUlei. tt well *> pipe tobacco, pipe fliicn and ether

prodtKtt lbrow(h which tobacco emokc paste* en Ih* way to

the •aekcr't mouth. The a(onl can be Ineorporatad directly In

tht lebaeee or tan be incorpeT*t«d in Ih* Hlur foi tobacco

ntioke ?re!trabiy, the a|ent It employed in a filler, nnet thii

method remove* any pewiWIity of dcoempealtjon of the

nicetiBe darin| eombuttion of the tobacco and tine* the

25

the nicetlnecentainint adietbent

The proportion of nicolina to dry adaorbant will |*B«raUy
be be^w«•n 1:20 and 1:1, en a wei|hl baait, reapaetlvaly, and

will prefercbty be between lilOand U, ratpecttvely.

The amount of niootina (in nicotina-adtorbant form) added

10 a niiar, on a ci«aret«e batia, nay be from 2.0 lo )3.0 milli-*

|rami pel ci«arelte aitd preferably fron 4.0 to 12.0 mUti(rami

per ei|arettc, dependini en the amount of nkotioe in the

lebaceo. Only lufllelcnl nicotine ehould be added to the

)0 tobacco prodaet le raavh In a nkoUna coetcnt in the tobacco

•moke appro«imalin| that ofa oonvaolienal lebaceo product.
The amount of nketlne-adaorbant that la added to the

•obacco win vary depending upon the nkotlne content

ori(inaUr preaent in the tobacco and upon lb* ntcotin* con-

)} tent detirtd in the uneke. Oenarally. the nkolhia conunt of

the tobacco ta imponanUy to a leval whereby there ii 0.1— ).0

mg. of nkotine In the tmoke per cigarette.

,
. . One method of dtiermtnlni bow much of a pankular

ui.u,A^,r,v .,*... rf~~»-,— . — ..—-
,
«w analya* tBaimeke from the loticco proattet in wJiien theM aecflrOMv. -HI- >i.. t»«v... u.„n«««, i, t«. W».. ft»..J

picoUna-adwrbant agtm I* ineoT«r*t*d, whkh can b« done

by coavenlbnal method*, tuch a* I* daaerlbcd in tha "ieurnal

of the Awociaiionororrielal AgrkultvralCh«alsu"(vol. «2)

(Nov. i. lyjy) en page* 42*—«29. In accordance with Uih
'' method, an squeoui lolution of amoka particulate ph*H i>

aiaam dijtilled under appropriate cendltiena; thit Is feltewed

50

55

thai ael all adiorbent matertalt will provide a baM for

nicotine, which bate wilt hold ihc nicotine during iiorage hui

(ram whieh n<«*«ii» e»ft b* eatily rvmovrd Inin » f>»««ing

tmeke itream. It ha< been found that the adiorbant, le be ef-

facllve ia accerdance with thU biveatien thould be a finely di-

vided, weak adiorbenl, ef Itmlud adiorpifvt ability For ca-

amptt the w*ak adiorbCnl may be • primary w«ak adtorbcnL

luch a> carbon black, lampbbck, gat furnace black, chtnnci

black bentonile. tiiania, caklum or magoeaium »nicate,

kydrated alumina, and the like. Other primary weak adter-

btnta whiob may be employed Include kaolin, menlmnrll-

lonke. attapulglte, and rmely divided potyactytenitrile.

lerocTTOanhte eatlotoae, peiyvinylldeM chloride and timllar

•enabaorbenl polymcn.
teaowbat itrenfer adaorbenia than iboae tat (eith abov*

May aho be nacd. Howavar, when aitch adiorbcnu ere cm-

ployed, they iheuld have • high alTlnliy fbr water, and can be

cstetorkad ai bydrephiUc adaerbeni*. Sueh hydrophUk ad-

aorbaau are herein duignad aa "teeondary weak adaorbenli" 60

and iMivde material* cich a* lUlca gel alamma, ahiminoall-

icaie*. activaied alvmlna, larg* pot* taeiltca and Ih* Hk« The

high nottiarc eoaleni of tobacco unek* e*v**t the hydrophil.

k adacebent* to lelaaK the nieotin* or elhei lobeceo additive

depcaHed o* their tsrfaee, while they lend to adaorb, dee lo «5

Iheir tfflnHy to water, the momuic eoniem oi in* amoa*. i n*

proportion of Miehe meitiura to adeorbcd, however, it Imell.

In accerdanee with a prefcned enbediment of Ihe invan-

lien, the tobacco treating agent formi a part of a llher lip, or a

portjcm of a niter tip, for a •moking article auch at a cigarette

The nieoiint ii dcpotited on the finely divided parlkln of the

mild adtorbettt or hydrophllie •dMK'wM carrier which ha« the

ufwMIItv of heldint lb* nkoiinr in raadlnae* to be dalodged

70

by tpactrophoioTTietrk ciamination ef Ik* rctulting dltUllale

in Ihe ultravlokt ipectral region.

Tbe directione for the detaill of thit procedure include Ihe

following:
Ceileet the imoke particulate pkaie (rem 10 tuccauive

cigarctui, uing a (tandaid robot unoking procadure (55

ml. puff volume taken over a t teoond Inierval, once per
minatc) open a glaaa wee) plug or an aquivaleni eeUce-

lien medium auliable for tcparaiien of 0. t ft panklct and

larger fl«m • gai partkutou phaae nhiura. Strip the

akoline alkaloidi from the coUectiea medivm with four

10 ml. ponloeaef005 N MCI. Combine Ihe tcparau ch-

ain and dUaie lo eaaeUy 50 ml. with 0.05 N HCI.
Traaifar a 1 ml altqtwt ofiMa eehrtien to tht pen of the

dtnHlation unh. DJcHO approilmatoly 100 ml., and

diacard Make Ihe tample in iha unit alkaline by adding a

•lat 00 capcale of NaCI and a alM 00 capttil* of NaO N.
in that order. Repeat the ditUllaliea and eellcet a eeeond
too M,l. .MMt*v««. •• TvtU»vft. UUtUI *^^iwHlAk*wl7 90 ,»,!.

bite a 100 ml. volumetrk flaak to whkh 5 ml. 3 N M,SO,
hat

praviotialy
bean added. Dilute the diitUlale aiaclly to

mart with di*til!«d w*lcr, mii wait, and •lamina *p*c-

Iropholemelrkany between 250 end 300 m. Correct the

abeorbance of iHc unknown aohition ai approximately
>M « by a baaalhn **Ucied en th* b**i* of ik* curve

Draw a Kna fMm Ih* lewctl point on both aid** of ih*
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$ •

«lheitaorbM«o(«M»»»t.Co«p«»lWiecnf«.d «mcriht4 «bo»t *o«.< I.4T w| ttotim «
«^.P»><

«<>

lolutiM oenMMd te tb« ««iw »»m>«. wocmctmw w* g^ ^ ^^ ^^^^ itfi«uaee-«e*«», m cwmol. Um

pMWB.Mia|it«n4vd(p«ctr«pltoteiiMUie«*chaiq«i«.
>

M|.»k«»to»»«Wold-<A/A')X(«|-kiw^|>«»«-X*»«' eianpi*)

ZSoiiZ. to «fc. »~k« » wHhto lb. fW(t .kick ii4«<>«4.
!'J.*^-*i,"«; "^l^SSL TW^t^l«^lT» J~i

Wto<rto(4«UiM«KleMr« rTeiniei^ Bi««!!le.

^•"^'
20 l.«pl»«

A«imn cf ) rw<
•{f^'r "!l*i*l!S^!lf^!;t'j To 5.0 ». of "Moa-tb" II «b«.i»l cbm. bUek (Cbot

Co-PMT. «•*«
«*,f«^r«'-«> J»'^«« I;***" ^•r^^* Co.? ) .- -d.d 1.0

1.
of klcoUo. <e»mtn Cb.mlt.1 Co .

»ldbr«h«Ctbo<Cotp*r.tlof.«»dctth.«nd.nMi« Jurtmi ^ ^^^^^ ^^ ^^ ^^^^ „,^^ ^^ h,„dm«<»«
r- Tbf mUuirc.u Ki ""«

f]*?*^' "Ij^
*" »

ci,»,ttm „ d^ ,»n „! V) mt p.. e%.r«M Ci|.t.ue4 were

vc«b«d. TM i»«t|kl Vm •< found lo bt O.S p«rct»t. A 0.» ^ ^^^^ j^^ ,^ ^^ ,^^ ^,jj^^ .j,, .^^^ nieotin»-

tiM portion ^tW« mhtur* »•» fpfwd .wily ovw i tfun cot ^^^^ ^^^ ^^ ^^. ^ „^ ,^^, ,^ ,Mt.«f.e..».
ten w.b. Tb« wiUd *«b «M rolltd u.M«f»«l)r .«d k« hits •

^^^^ 71^ «J mm. rod! w.rt itl»eh«l w 20 mm. fliisn of e«l.

boilov ptpt r lubifif t>»v(tiiM to«d» dUtiHi.r of 7 I mm •n<9
,^,^ ^^^^ ^^^ ^^y^ tfTKHtcr of pvUcvlaU «mov»].

IM rewtliin rod w« cw< l«lo I cm. lo«|l'» Tb* leciiOM. eor- JO j^ ,u„rtnit„ul cMmr.H« dc»T»t»dm i»tran «f ' .4 mi. of

tMpoadini W ih« diimtwr of • eo«ir«rttoj>^ el$«ftl««. had «
,ico\m» ft cifMftw; «ho»» tritbout tb« tddUive ddivcrcd

r«iitluict-lo-df>w of I 5-2 Inehet of wiler. udettrmir^d by q ,, ^ ^ ,^j ,^^^,
• "MajtwbeBc" |«u(c «oni<e<t«d to Oi« liin in which *t Hher

Mctiem wtrt )»(n<d uid (hrovfh which '«ir wu drawn il lh« Biimpk 5

'•'?,:::^.:^':i:::".o-d...«.uino.o5«r»»..ru<-

"
j-r4:i:.'°cd'r::r''*'""''*'^"'"'''^"~'"'

.c««d.n<« whb Ih.
'^"I'^JJ^^l^J^J'^.J^ ,„,*, .«d .irJii«d .ndwL found .0 conUln 14.5 p..«n, of

fonowod by . 5 mm. ten, «etkm »' '
^'^"'^•' ""''T „ ,!««(«,. bu«d on totoi »«|ht. Thh m.lcri.1 w.. rprtU

K.UIC bMk«p flU.r. -..h . r,»u,nc...o-dr.-. ••<«'•"-•""* '
,v«Uy on t Uun co««on w,b whicb wti lh«n wlW »nd fed hito

.bovt. of 1.2 Inch of w.t„. Tb. ««l. of th. c.H..n«
, „j^ ^^ ^, h.rtn, the di«m.t«> of . c^ir.u.; tbt

ptcptrtd in tccordinc. wrth ihi. twmplc wtt fevnd b, lh«
^. ^, ,I,n.in..neo«in. w. »5 mg. p«r cm. of knith (or

m.UMMl de«cnb. »bo»c u> eonttin 1.61 «n» **"""• >**' t.5 mi oiooun.) Tlw fUw» tub. wm cut tote l-cm. t^UoM
cit*rtlt«. Conttt.1 cij»r«tut mod. with eoBWntlontI nit»n. ^^^ ^^^^ »n«h.d to c«tmt. rod* tot.ih.r with t l-cm
but without ihf ImpiWB.nt of u». mention. hinn| IM tome

>,eli»p fUut ofMttulow icttu. FUun 2-em. tenj eonwltng
»«»it»oe«-»c-dt«w.d«llv.»»<lotily 1.14 mg oleottaw. ^^ ^ etthhte MotM. md h«»itn iot.1 mlntncr bk. Ih.

...lU. 1 Ofecdmi wtr» .ttaeh.4 to th. Mtn. lyp. of clguelU lodi to
"**">""

prevU. comroit. Staolci whh additive d.Svctcd l.t b|.

A tolution of 2 (ram* nicolinc of the typ. ua.d to EiimpW 59 nicolin. to th< nnoki; lit. controls dcHvtrad 1 . t mg
I. to 20 mL n-htitn. wii applied to 2 grami of dry tilict gel |i can thu< be teen that the objceli Ki forth, and Ihotc made

aoM by Ih. Daviaon Cbeinical Pivlaion of W R Oraee * appa'cnt from the pfwading d.aeription, are .ffictKely ob-

Cempany u»d«r Ih. trad, dtiognation "Oiad. *2," and having taiiMd. aad itoc crtain changM may be made m carrying out

a partkl. tit* of SOXJOO meih Th. lohrtlon wm appUad to Um aboirt proena and to th. articW aat fcrth withosi deparImg

tbiMet t*\ carrtcf by manual Mirring. Attor J hotnt WMtog. 5) horn th. teop. of th. tarcntie*. Il ia htendcd th.i all matl.r

«fc.ao«dw»aaefarai.dbynnratioo,ai«dair.drtodfot2hoon
e»«ul».d in th. atam daactJption ihall k. taiarpraiad u ill«»-

Tb.w«i«h«ofih.iilicag.tl»>et»«.dbyJ«.5p«<«ita«dw»a »ral*». and not la a UaWng aanaa. ^ . . .

|lMa4 kyth. method deUribodabOY. 10 conuto II lp.Tc.nt Mr*.g daaerlbad i>y to».ntfc>o, vkM I eUun aa «> mid

^^.iS^
^''^•^ " ' ''""' ""* "*'•'"

«. 'TA^.^SI^^i^rcSiM . ..b.c~ .actio. ..d a

Tb.V^toe-eoat«) iilica g.l -.« .praad .»wJy o^r a thin «>!« aaetioo. uM lUiaf .action iMteding a w.ali adaorb.nl

„^^^T^rJ^ .» n. tof p^r i«N«, of a,a.t of tailed ^^r^ aMH.y *«H -Wct.d fr«n tk.

S^U. diamel.. Th. .«ylt.n| rod wa. «1 toto I cm group eo««mjof^fur«jea
or

eh«|n,l
carbon blaek, ttrf

wJ^STaubWLifli about J 1 mg. of the nKoU«.<oat.d «^ «»*» •*<'^« •»*» •
"P**^"* ""^•«

•"*• r««"

^^irKhTiT, -»^««»«- Th« ".-«»c.^o^r.- of 45 tl-n I m»ara meter p« gram. ..vd .^r of
»;coun.

-«kly
•uica 01 wmcn ,.»

™j . . t. , , , % i^^ „! _,,, -n,, adaofbad o* tha aurfae. u>d carbon black, the tobacco of th.
Ih. rjtar p««g>

"•V'~"i''' *V*
'-"^ ZZl'^ ,!r tobacco .Mtion being of a to. nicotina conte-i . the .mok.

piup -«. anaehrt to th. wdt •<
J-J*^"*

"*««~
'»«; f^ ,«eh ha. it. .i^otto. cort^ii in«..«o to a total .alue

•akiag thereby tK, pl.p into .,,.-.«. "««
J^?*'-^" „, I -JO mg of nlecio. upon lalaaM of the nieotine f«,«

«,dofth.tiptSe.wa.b^k.d«pbyJmm l.OBt>-of«n..n^ S.w.akc«bi« W«:kad».bi«durt«gamokto».
Itonal cltwfcm aeeuic nii.ri ba»i»g a i«mane«io-dfa« «f 70 "» •• -•

\7 hKh of waWf. TH. v>t\ytit of th. nnekc by th. method
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[57] ABSTRACT

A wrapper for a smoking rod has screen printed on its

surface a series of dots containing a volatile additive

which is transferred into the mam stream smoke when
the smoking rod is smoked.

22 Oaims, 7 Drawing Figures
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micro-capsules of flavouring or aromatic niaicriat hu!

SMOKING ROD WRAPPER this involves a coaling oflhe whole surface of thu wr.ip

per winch will effect undesirjhiy us flcMbilitv. ventil.i-

The present invention relates to vi'rappers for smok- iioii and combustion properties The aclJiiioii lo j ijliL^t

ing rods, such as cigarettes, cigars and cigarillos. com- < of the smoking rod of components which are to K-

prising a combustible lubuiar wrapper, usually made of Irinsferred to the smoke is already current pr^iclice. hul

paper or a tobacco based material, surrounding a com- tins is limited lo quite volatile materials, for example a

buslible filler of tobacco and/or tobacco subslitule flavour such as menthol.

It is accepted thai the smoke produced by the coin- In accordance with the present invention, a nieiliod

bustion of tobacco products contains a number of irri- 10 of producing a wrapper for a smoking rod comprises

tating substances. Many proposals have been made for screen printing onto the surface of the w r.ippei a series

reducing ihe amount of such substances inhaled by the of discrete dots of an ink containing an addilive w inch

smoker These proposals fall into three groups In the will in use. upon approach of the hot burning up of the

first group are those which aim to reduce the amount of smoking rod. be transferred and contribute lo Ihc nijin

irritant material which is produced during the combus- 15 stream smoke drawn through the rod to enhance the

lion process itself, for example b\ the use of different satisfaction to the smoker

types ol tobacco or tobacco blends, by special process- We have found thai appreciable adsaiii.ices arise

ing or extraction, by the partial or total replacement of from this method. Thus the amount and location of

tobacco with so-called tobacco substiiulcs, or bv vatia- additive deposited on Ihe surface of ihc w rapper car be

Hon of Ihe combustion temperature The second group 20 precisely controlled and thereby transferred :nio ihe

relates to the dilution of the smoke before it reaches the main stream smoke in a controlled manner The paper

smoker's mouih. for example by ihe use of a highly or other wr.npper retains its flexibility and combustibil-

permeable paper or by Ihe perforation of the paper or ity more or less unchanged. Furthermore, and b\ coni-

filtcr The third group relates lo Ihe conslruction oflhe parison with gravure printing, the screen priming of ihe

filter Itself, to achieve high filtration efl'iciency or ihc 25 dots enables dots of greater height and more accurate

selective removal of paiticular smoke componenis definition to be deposiied so that an acceptably high and

Whilst these proposals can lead to a significant rediii;- accurate loading of the addilive can be applied, m prac-

lion in the inhalation of undesirable smoke components. lice up to 5 mg/sq cm . whilst leaving an .iccepiably

this reduction is accompanied by a parallel decrease in high proportion of the surface area of the w rapper free

the satisfaction afforded lo the smoker Tins is because 30 of dots.

it IS difficult to reduce the tar yield of the product or Ihe The wrapper may he printed with the addiii\tcon-

irritancy of the smoke without at Ihe same lime reduc- taming ink on Ihe surface which will become eimer ihc

ing the amount of desirable componenis made available inner and/or ouler surface of the wrapper in use bin

to the smoker or impairing the flavour of the product preferably it is printed on the inner surface of the wrap-

The present invention is concerned w ith the applica- 35 per where it is least likely to be disturbed upon handling

tion of additives, such as smoke producing agents. of the smoking rod.

smoke nuclealion agents, fiavounng agents, and physio- the additive will be one or more of a smoke produc-

logically active agents such as nicotine componenis to nig agent, a smoke nuclenlion agent, a navounne agent.

Ihe smoking rod. in order to improve or help to improve and a physiologically active agent

ihe satisfaction provided lo the smoker This is parucu- 40 The additives will generally be compounds winch

larly useful for low tar products incorporating tobacco transfer into ilie main stream smoke without undergoing

or tobacco siibslitute appreciable Ihe/mal degradation, which give llie rc-

II has previously been proposed to apply such addi- quired salisfaclion lo the smoker, and which are know n

live to the filler material and it is well know that ccnain lo present no significant health hazards They may also

malenals arc already added in practice lo the filler 45 be. or include, compounds which undergo thermal deg

However, it is almost impossible to obtain a conccntra- radatioii during the transfer process, which the prod-

lion profile of the additives over the smoking length in ucts of such degradation are known, present no healUi

order to control Ihe puff-by-puff transfer to I he smoker. hazards, and provide the required satisfaction lo llie

and indeed local concentrations of an addiine such as smoker.

nicotine could be undesirable It has been proposed SO Suitable smoke producing agents include esters such

(Bri'ish Patent Specification No. 1.342.931) to inject as methyl palmitate. methyl sicaiaie. vinyl steaiaie.

additives through ihe wrapper into the filler material dimethyl seb.acate. dimethyl dodecandioale. dimethyl

but this IS not entirely satisfactory because of paper teiradecandioalc. glyceryl trimyrislaie. pentacrvihriiyl

perforation and because of the discontinuous distribu- tetraacetate, monoethyl sebacale. irunellul citrate, mv-

lion of the additive. It has also been proposed (British 55 ristyl myristate. palmilyl palmitate. glyceryl nioiii>siea-

Palenl Specification No 1.111.007) to impregnate the rate, glyceryl trilaurate. vinyl oleate. and dieihyl hexyl

wrapper with a nicotine component but ihis is unsalis- sebacale Other suitable smoke producing agents in

factory as controlled distribution of the nicotine is un elude docosene. myrislic acid (telradecanoic acid) lan-

cerlain and the combustion cliaracierisiics of the wrap-"" bntol wax (a blend of ceiyl alcohol and sicaryl alcohol

per arc changed It has been proposed (Uritish I'ulent 60 with a celyl/oleyl alcohol ether of polyethylene gly-

Specification No 1.351.560) lo gravure print a burn col), beeswax (mairly consisting of myricyl palmitate

accelerating agent in a series of small squares lo control and cerotic acid), and ceresinc wax Of these glyceryl

Ihe speed at which the wrapper burns hut tins does not trimynslate is preferred

contribute to the solution of the problem of the transfer A suitable smoke nuclealion agent is ammonium clilo-

of additives lo the main stream smoke to enhance the 65 ride

smokers' satisfaction It has also been proposed (Aus- The invention is particularly useful for the applica-

irian Pateni Specification No 277.028) lo apply lo a lion to a smoking rod of a physiologically active mco-

wrapper a coaling in the form of a liquid dispersion of tine compound Such a compound may include a stable
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salt of nicotine such as nicoltne ascorbalc. nicoline ci- fer to the mam stream smoke of an additnc such av

trate. nicotmc laciaic. nicotine succmale. niconne plios- nicoime When the active component is anotht-r o( iht*

phale. nicolme tartrate, and nicolme hydrogen tartrate. additives, it would be desirable if both jddjlivc> mum-
Dt-nico(tne tartrate might possibly be used but this is ally promote the transfer of one anotlier mio llic main

less suitable as it tends to be unstable. The preferred s stream smoke.

nicotine compound is nicotine tartrate or nicolme li>- In a typical experiment a wrapper was screen pruned

drogen tartrate with a series of dots of an ink conlainhig nicotinu hydro-
Two or more additives, if mutually compatible, may gen tartrate to provide a loading of about ,V5 mg ol

be incorporated in the same ink for deposition simulta- nicotine hydrogen tartrate per cigarette, and with a

neouslv- However, there is a prac'.ical limit to the 10 separate series of dois containing a similar loading of

amount of additive which can be deposited in this w-ay. l-docosene A total cumulative transfer of about 24Cr of

bearing m mind the maximum volume of each printed nicotine was obtained when a cigarette having a lo-

dot and the maximum quantity of additive which can be bacco substitute filler and incorporating the wrapper
carried m ihe ink. taking account of I he other ink com- was smoked, compared with 15% for a conlroi cigarette

ponents necessary to provide the ink with the necessary 15 of which the wrapper wjs not printed with the l-doco-

rhcological properties. If two additives to be deposited sene. A similar experiment in which the nicolme hydro-
are mutually incompatible, or if a loading of the wrap- gen tartrate and l-docosene were incorporated m a

per with the additives is required m e^cess of that which common series of dots led to a slightly lower cumula-

could be deposited in a single series of dots, different tive nicotine transfer but still some 50% higher '.lian

additives may be incorporated in different inks and 20 with the control cigarette

printed m separate series of dots If the inks are mutually The inks used in the present invention differ from

incompatible, care must be taken to ensure that the dots conventional priniing inks mainly in the fact that ihc

of the different series do not overlap one another coloured component (pigment or dye) is replaced b\

\Vc have found most surprisingly that the presence of one or more of the above mentioned additives, and thai

certain components in the printed deposit on the wrap- 25 Ihe other components of the ink are selected to be ac-

per may significantly enhance the transfer of an adJilive ceptable for a smoking product
m the deposit into the main stream smoke In this con- The ink will include a vehicle preferably in Ihe form
text Ihc transfer of the additive relates to the amount of of a volatile hydrophilic liquid, for example water or an

tlie additive which is carried by the main stream smoke organic solvent which dries off by evaporation Exam-

through the smokmg rod to the mouih end and is (here- }0 pies of the latter are ethyl alcohol, isopropyl alcohol or

fore available to the smoker The mechanics of additive mixtures of these.

transfer arc nof wholly understood and are subject to 1'he ink is also given a suitable thickness and viscosity

many variables such as the filtering effect of the smok- by the addition of a thickening agent, particularly a

ing rod filler, the extern to which the volatile additive cellnlosic polymer such as carboxymethyl <.eIlulosc,

condenses on the filler as it approaches the cooler 35 polymeihyl hydroxy cellulose, polyethyl hydrox\ eel-

mouth end of the smoking rod. Ihe extent to which Ihe lulosc or hydroxy propyl cellulose.

additive vaporises or sublimes \n\o the mam stream TTie ink may also contain hydrophobic resins which
smoke when a puff is taken as distinct from being lost in will function as barriers to the diffusion of Ihe additives

the side stream smoke between puffs, and the tempera- from the dots during storage
lure of the burning tip of the smokmg rod However, an 40 Finally, m order lo give (he ink a certain "bod>' and

important factor is believed to be ihe particle size ofthe to improve prinimg characlcristics. a charge in the form
aerosol formed by the vaporising or subliming additive, of a Oiler, such as calcium carbonaie, tilanium dioxide,

the smaller the particle size, the greater the Iransfcr It silicon dioxide, or a sihcale such as Deiiioniie may be

is therefore believed that the close proximity of certain incorporated Non-dissolved additives may also consli-

componenis reduces the particle size of the additive 45 tute a charge
aerosol and hence promotes the transfer of the additive If the additive is applied in a uniform dislnhutiori

in the mam stream smoke The experiments have shown along the wrapper and hence along the smoking rod.

that It IS not sufficient for the component merely to be the uniform distribution ofthe additives does not lead to

present in the filler but to be present on the wrapper and uniform transfer of the additive into the mam stream

thereby active upon the initial additive aerosol forma- 50 smoke draw n through the rod. This is because the addi-

tion It IS believed that the effect depends on mutual live vaporises or sublimes inio the main stream smoke
interaction of ihe component and the additive, to form adjacent to the hot burning tip of Ihe rod but is parlialK
either a greater proportion of aerosol or a more stable recondensed and filtered as it passes along the cooler

aerosol. Examples which work with nicotine com- portion of the rod towards Ihe mouth end Upon subse-

pounds are components such as docosene. stearic acid. 55 qucnl approach ofthe burning tip, the additive is again
oleic acid, which have an affinity for free base nicotine transferred into \hj main stream smoke logclhcr with

In Ihe present context such component will be depos- ihe original additive at thai part of the rod. Il follows

iled alongside the additive by being incorporated with ihal the relative transfer of Ihe additive into the mam
Ihe additive in Ihe same series of printed dots, or depos- stream smoke progressively increases as the rod is

iled in a separate series of dots which may overlie those 60 smoked In order to compensate for ihis effect, the

of ihe firsl series additive is preferably reduced towards the mouth end
The component which promoles the transfer of the This helps to compensate for the uneven transfer of ihe

additive is nol necessarily a different additive which additives into the mam stream smoke Uy an appropriate
contributes to the smoker's salisfaclon. However, it is choice of Ihe concentrated gradient of additive along
clearly beiler if the component is another additive 65 ihe rod, it is possible to approach a substantially level

which contributes to the smoker's satisfaction and a transfer of the additive inio the mam Mrcam smoke
smoke nuclealion or smoke producing ageni has been puff-by-puff The concentration gradient of ihe additive

found to be effective m this way in enhancing the trans- along the w rapper can be precisely controlled when ihe
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additive is applied by the present method and can be

varied within appreciable hmits by changing ink con-

centration, dot size or height, or by changing the den-

sity of printing, or by selecting the area of the wrapper
over which the dots are printed. 5

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS
The present invention is illustraled by (he attached

drawings, wherein

FIG 1 ts a view of a paper cigarette wrapper, show- 10

ing one embodiment of arranging the additive dots.

FIG. lA IS a histogram showing additive transfer

during the smokmg of a cigarette made from ihc wrap-

per of FIG I.

FIG. 2 IS a view of a paper cigarette wrapper, show- 15

mg one embodiment of arranging the additive dots

FIG. 2A is a histogram showing additive transfer

during Ihc smoking of a cigarette made from the wrap-

per of FIG 2.

FIG, 3 is a view of a paper cigarette wrapper, show- 20

ing one embodiment of arranging the additive dots.

FIG. 3A IS a histogram showing additive transfer

during the smoking of a cigarette made from the wrap-

per of FIG. 3. and

FIG 4 IS an enlarged view of a paper cigarette wrap- 25

per having two different additives printed thereon

The following examples illustrate the present inven-

tion:

EXAMPLE I
jQ

A composition with suitable rheological properties

for batch screen printing tests was made up by adding
0.66 g, of silicon dioxide (Aerosil 200 obtained from

Degussa AG, Zurich) and 2. 56 g. of low viscosity car-

boxy methyl cellulose {Hercules CMC 7L Fj, 30 ml of 35

1.0 M solution of nicotine hydrogen tartrate. Using a

nickel screen, with a mesh size of 50. this mixture was

applied to one surface of a conventional cigarette paper,

of width 27 5 mm, and length 66 mm The printing

occupied an area of about 24y 51 mm. and took the 40

form of distinct, well separated dots of diameter about

250 microns and height about 50 microns

About 7 mg of nicotine hydrogen tartrate were thus

deposited onto the paper at a density of 0.7 mg/cm-
The total cumulative transfer of nicotine, when this 45

paper was used with a tobacco substitute filler, of the

type disclosed in our British Patent Specification No-

1.431.045. amounted to 21% of the amount of nicotine

present on the printed wrapper. Furthermore, the pufT

number of the cigarette was not changed by the addi- 50

tion of the printing to the paper
FIG 1 of Ihc accompanying drawings shows the

wrapper 4 with an area 5 which will surround the filler,

and pnnted with the series of dots, and an end portion 6

which m use will surround a filter plug FIG lA is a 55

histogram showing the total nicotine transfer during the

smokmg of each of the first ihird. second third, and the

third third, of the length of the cigarette It will be seen

that the transfer increases significantly from the begin-

ning to the end of the smoking of the cigarette 60

EXAMPLE 2

The ink of composition described m the preceding

example was applied to the surface of a conventional

cigarette paper in the pattern shown at 5A in FIG 2 of 65

the accompanying drawings With the same filler mate-

rial, the total cumulative transfer of nicotine was 18%
and FIG 2A is a histogram corresponding to FIG lA

but in respect of the FIG. 2 example and showing how
the transfer is considerably Haitened although very

slightly increased at the end.

EXAMPLE 3

The experiment was repeated as in Example 2 but

with the pattern printed as shown at SB in FIG- 3 of the

accompanying drawings The total transfer of nicotine

was again 18% and FIG. 3A is a histogram also corre-

sponding to FIG. 1A but in respect of the FIG 3 exam

pie This shows again a slightly uneven transfer but one

which is much more level than in the first example.
These examples make it clear that the puff-by-puff

profile can be modified more or less at will by appropri-

ate profiling of the pnnted area of the wrapper
In the above examples the nicotine transfer w-as deter-

mined in conventional fashion by causing the nicotine to

be deposited in a Cambridge filler attached to the

mouth end of the cigarette during a smoking test The

results with respect to the three examples are summa-
rised in the following table, in which FBN represents

free base nicotine:

Nicoline Cumulaiive ttan%fer NonLiimuljiivL- '^J

loading mg lo Camhndge Hlier transfer in

FBN/cig mg FBN/C"g Cambridce TiIht
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2. A method according to claim 1, wherein the addi-

tive comprises a stable nicotine salt.

3. A method according to claim 2, in which the stable

nicotine salt is nicotine tartrate or nicotine hydrogen
tartrate.

'

4. A method according to claim 1, in which the ink

contains a component the presence of which promotes
the transfer of the additive into the main stream smoke

5. A method according to claim 4, wherein the com-

ponent is a dirrerenl one of the additives.

6. A method according to claim 4, in which the addi-

tive is a stable nicotine salt and the component has an

affmity for free base nicotine.

7 A method according to claim 6, in which the com-

ponent is docosene.

8. A method according to claim 1, wherein two dif-

ferent additives are incorporated in the same ink.

9. A method according to claim 1, wherein two addi-

tives are separately incorporated in dilTerent inks which
^g

are printed on the wrapper in two different series of

dots.

10. A method according to claim 1, wherein the ink

contains a hydrophilic vehicle.

11. A method according to claim 10, in which the 25

hydrophilic vehicle is one. or a mixture, of water, ethyl

alcohol, and isopropyl alcohol.

12. A method according to claim 1, in which the ink

contains a filler.

13. A method according to claim 12, in which the 30

filler is calcium carbonate, titanium dioxide, silicon

dioxide or a silicate such as Bentonite.

14 A method according to claim 1, wherein the ink

contains a thickening agent.

15. A method according to claim 14, in which the 33

thickening agent is carboxymethyl cellulose, poly-

melhyl hydroxy cellulose, polyethyl hydroxy cellulose,

or hydroxy propyl cellulose.

Iti. A method according to claim 1, wherein the addi-

tive is concentrated at that end of the wrapper which is

tc be at the lit end of the smoking rod

17. A method according to claim 16, wherein the

additive concentration is determined by varying the dot

size or dot height
18. A method according to claim 16, wherein the

additive concentration is determined by controlling the

dot density.

19. A method according to claim 16, wherein the

additive concentration is determined by controlling the

area of the wrapper surface which is printed.

20. The product produced by the process of claim 1.

21. A method of producing a wrapper for a smoking
rod, the method comprising screen printing onto the

surface of the wrapper, a series of discrete dots of an ink

containing a hydrophilic vehicle, a thickening agent, a

filler, and a stable nicotine salt, the printing extending
over a selected area of the wrapper to provide a greater

deposition of the ink adjacent to that end of the wrapper
which will be the lit end in use.

22. A smoking rod of the kind comprising a filler of

smoking material surrounded by a combustible tubular

wrapper, the improvement wherein the filler is up-

graded by the provision on the inner surface of the

wrapper of a screen printed deposition of a series of

discrete dots of an ink containing at least one additive

selected from the group consisting of a smoke produc-

ing agent, a smoke nucleation agent, a flavouring agent,

and a physiologically active agent, which will in use,

upon approach of the hot burning tip of the smoking
rod, be transferred and contribute to the main stream

smoke drawn through the rod to enhance the satisfac-

tion to the smoker, wherein the dots are printed over a

selected area of the wrapper to provide a greater con-

centration of the additive at that end of the rod to be the

lit end of the rod.

40

S3

60

6S
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[57] ABSTRACT

Cigarettes having incorporated therein a salt such as

nicotine levulinale exhibit low FTC "tar" to nicotine

ratios while (i) having a smooth, palatable, flavorful

taste, and (ii) providing smoking satisfaction to the user.

The cigarettes do not exhibit a harsh or irritating char-

acter; and do not exhibit a non-tobacco or off-taste.
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SALTS PROVIDED I ROM NICOTINE AND
ORGANIC ACID AS CIGARETTE ADDITIVES

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

The present invention relates to smoking articles such

HS cigarettes, and in particular to those smoking articles

having incorporated therein an additive comprising
nicotine and an organic acid.

Popular smoking articles such as cigarettes have a '"

substantially cylindrical rod shaped structure and in-

clude a charge of smokahle material such as particulates

of tobacco (i.e.. cut filler) surrounded by a wrapper
such as paper thereby forming a tobacco rod. It has

become desirable to manufacture cigarettes having cy-
'^

liiidrical filters aligned in an end-to-end relationship

with the tobacco rod. Typically, filters are manufac-

tured from fibrous materials such as cellulose acetate

and are attached to the tobacco rod using a circumscrib-

ing lipping material. 20

The so called "full flavor" cigarettes are popular

smoking articles which delivers a desirable tobacco

taste, navor and satisfaction to the smoker. Typically,
the "full flavor" cigarettes deliver about 14 mg or more
of FTC "tar" per cigarette. Cigarettes also can be classi- 25

fied as "full flavor low tar" cigarettes. Typically, the

"full (lavor low tar" cigarettes deliver from about 8 to

about 14 mg of FTC "tar" per cigarette, as well as

lower levels of FTC nicotine as compared to "full fla-

vor" cigarettes. Yet another classification of popular 30

cigarettes is the "ultra low tar" cigarette which delivers

still lower levels of FTC "tar" and nicotine. Typically,
the "ultra low tar" cigarettes deliver less than about 7

mg of FTC "tar" per cigarette. The "full fiavor low
tar" and "ultra low tar" cigarettes conventionally have 35

air dilution means such as laser perforations provided in

the periphery of the mouth end region thereof, or have
filter elements highly efficient for the removal of "tar"

and nicotine from the mainstream aerosol. In general,
the perceived taste or strength of the cigarettes classi- 40

fied as having lower levels of "tar" and nicotine are

progressively less than that of the cigarettes which are

classified as approaching the characteristics of the "full

flavor" cigarettes. It has been proposed to add nicotine

and other flavorants to the cut filler of lower "tar" 45

cigarettes to enhance the taste, strength and satisfaction

of such cigarettes. However, the addition of nicotine to

such cigarettes generally yields mainstream smoke
which may be perceived as harsh or irritating to the

mouth, nose and throat of the user. 50

The addition of nicotine di-(p-toluoyltartrate) salts to

cigarettes has been proposed in order to study the exog-
enous transfer of nicotine from the cigarette during
smoking. See. for example. Houseman, Deiir Tohak-

fonch. Vol. 7, p. 14(1973); Jenkins el al, /nl'lJournal o/ !•$

Applied Radiaiion and Ismopes. Vol. 27, p. 323 (1976);

Annitage et al. Quarterly Jnttriwl of Experimental Physi-

olony. Vol. 59, p. 55 (1974) However, the cited articles

propose neither improved taste nor other enhanced

smoking characteristics of the cigarettes as a result of 60

the salt additive.

It would be desirable to provide a cigeretle such as an
"ultra low tar" cigarette which is capable of delivering
a good tobacco taste, strength and smoking satisfaction

characteristic of a "full flavor low tar" cigarette while 65

not being perceived as being overly harsh or irritating.

In addition, it would be desirable to provide a cigarette
such as "full flavor low tar" cigarette which is capable

of delivering a good tobacco taste, strength and smok-

ing satisfaction characteristic of a "full flavor" cigarette
while not being perceived as being overly harsh or

irritating.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

The present invention relates to a smoking article

which delivers good tobacco taste while being capable
of delivering relatively low amounts of FTC "tar."

Preferred articles of this invention ate cigarettes which
deliver a taste, strength and smoking satisfaction char-

acteristic of a "full flavor" cigarette, and relatively low
levels of FTC "tar" characteristic of "full flavor low

tar" cigarettes. Also preferred are cigarettes which
deliver a taste, strength and smoking satisfaction char-

acteristic of a "full fiavor low tar" cigarette, and rela-

tively low levels of FTC "tar" characteristic of "ultra

low tar" cigarettes. In addition, the preferred cigarettes
are extremely palatable and provide the perception of

having a smooth smoking character (i.e . not providing
a perceived harsh or irritating character) relative lo a

comparable cigarette delivering similar levels of FTC
"tar." Of particular interest are cigarettes having (i)

relatively low FTC "tar" to FTC nicotine ratios (iil

relatively low FTC carbon monoxide to FTC nicotine

ratios, (iii) good tobacco flavor, strength and satisfac-

tion, and (iv) a smooth, palatable smoking character

without being overly mild tasting

A smoking article in accord with this invention has

incorporated therein at least one salt provided fiom
nicotine and an organic acid. The salt is incorporated
within the smoking article as an additive. Preferably,
the salt is such that the molar ratio of nicotine to organic
acid therein is 1;3. Most preferably, the salt additive

includes nicotine levulinate. The particular salt is incor

porated into the smoking article in such a manner that

during use of the article, the salt is subjected to decom-

position conditions. The presence of the salt within the

article provides improved tobacco taste, strength ami

smoking satisfaction as well as improved or maintained

fiavor characteristics to the aerosol during use of the

article. Preferred smoking articles do not exhibit unde-

sirable off-tastes

BRIEF DESCRIFFION OF THE DRAWINGS
FIG. 1 is a longitudinal sectional view of a smoking

article of this invention.

DETAILED DESCRIPITON OF THE
PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS

One embodiment of a smoking ariicle of this inven-

tion is shown in FIG. 1 and has the form of a cigarette
10- 1 he cigarette includes a generally cylindrical rod 15

of filler material 20 contained in circumscribing wrap-
ping material 25. The rod 15 is hereinafter referred to as

a "smokable rod" or a "tobacco rod," The ends of the

tobacco rod are open to expose the filler material. The

cigarette 10 also includes a filler element 30 positioned

adjacent one end of the tobacco rod IS such that the

filter element and tobacco rod are axially aligned in an

end-to-end relationsiiip, preferably abutting one an-

other. Filter element 30 has a generally cylindrical

shape, and the diameter thereof is essentially equal to

the diameter of the tobacco rod. The ends of the filler

element are open to permit the p.Tssage of air and smoke

therethrough The filter element 30 includes filler mate-
rial 35 which is overwrapped along the longitudinally
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extending surface thereof with circumscribing plug

wrap material 40.

The filler element 30 is attached to the tobacco rod IS

by lipping material 45 which circumscribes both the

entire length of the filter element and an adjacent region
of the lobncco rod The inner surface of the tipping
material 45 is fixedly secured to the outer surfnce of the

plug wrap 40 and the outer surface of the wrapping
material 25 of the tobacco rod. using a suitable adhesive.

in order to control the performance characteristics oK
the smoking article

As used herein, the term "air dilution", is the ratio

(generally expressed as a percentage) of the volume of

air drawn through the air dilution means to the total

volume of air and aerosol drawn throujih the sm<»king
article and exiting the extreme mouth end portion of the

smoking article. For air diluted or ventilated smoking
articles of this invention, the amount of air dilution can

If desired, a ventilated or air diluted smoking article is 10 vary Preferably, the amount of air dilution for a ciga-

providcd with an air dilution means such as a series of

perforations 50 each of which extend through the lip-

ping material and plug wrap.

Typically, the tobacco rod has a length which ranges
from about 50 mm to about 85 mm. a circumference of 15

.tbout 17 mm to about 27 mm: and the wrapping mate-

rial thereof is a conventional cigarette wrapping paper
If desired a dual wrapper system can be employed. The
tobacco rods and the resulting cigarettes can be manu-

factured in any known configuration using known ciga- 20

rettc making techniques and equipment.

Typically, the filter element has a length which

ranges from about 20 mm to about 35 mm and a circum-

ference of about 19 mm to about 27 mm. The filter

rctte is greater than about 20 percent, more preferably

greater than about 30 percent. The upiwr limit of air

dilution for a cigarette typically is lexs than about 80

percent, more frequently less than about 60 percent.
The salt provided from nicotine and an organic acid

(also referred to herein as a "nicotine/organic acid

salt") requires nicotine as a necessary component The
nicotine can be naturally occurring nicotine which is

obtained as an extract from nicotineous species (e.g..

tobacco) or synthetic nicotine The nicotine can be

l-nicoliiie, d-nicotine, or a mixture of d-iiicotine and
l-nicotine. Preferably, the nicotine is employed in rela-

tively pure form (e.g., greater than about 15 percent

pure, more preferably greater than about 99 percent
material can be any suitable material such a.s cellulose 25 pure) and is "water clear" in appearance in order to

acetate, polypropylene, tobjicco material, or the like avoid or minimize the formation of tarry residues dur-

The plug wrap typically is a conventional paper plug ing the subsequent salt formation steps. The nicotine

wrap, and can be either air permeable or esseniially air can be purified by distillation or other suitable methods,

impermeable. However, if desired, a nonwrapped cellu- Organic acids useful herein are any organic acids or
lose acetate filter element can be employed. The various 30 organic compounds that behave as Lewis acids when
filter elements suitable for use in this invention can oe contacted with nicotine. Preferred organic acids are

manufactured using known cigarette filter making tech- those acids which form salts with nicotine in a 1:1. 2:1

niques and equipment. or 3:1 molar ratio (organic acid:nicotine). Examples of

The filler material employed in the manufacture of organic acids useful in practicing the present invention

the smokable rod can vary Preferably, tlie majority of 35 are aromatic acids including benzoic-type acids and
the filler material present in llie smokable rod is a smok- substituted benzoic -type acids, hydroxyacids, heterocy-
able material such as tobacco material, or a blend die acids, terpenoid acids, sugar acids such as the pectic
thereof with a tobacco substitute material. Examples of acids, amino acids, cycloaliphatic acids, dicarboxylic
suitable tobacco materials include lluccured. Burley, acids, aliphatic acids, keto acids, and the like Preferred

Md. or Oriental tobaccos: processed tobacco materials 40 organic acids are the straight-chain and branched-chain
such as expanded tobaccos, processed tobacco stems. aliphatic acids, more preferably the aliphatic monocar-
reconstiluted tobacco materials or reconstituted to- boxylic acids, aiid especially the keto aliphatic mono-
hacco materials having varying levels of endogenous carboxylic acids. Examples of suitable organic acids

and exogenous nicotine; or blends thereof. If desired, include formic, acetic, propionic, isobutyric, butyric,
the tobacco materials can be blended with small 45 alpha-methylbutyric, isovaleric, bela-mcthylvaleric.
amounlsof carbonized and/or pyrolyzed materials The caproic, 2-furoic, phenylacetic, heptanoic, octanoic.
smokable materials are employed in the form of particu- nonanoic, malic, citric, oxalic, malonic, glycolic, suc-

lates as is common in conventional cigarette manufac- cinic, ascorbic, tartaric, fumaric and pyruvic acids, as

lure. For example, the smokable filler material can be well as the lower fatly acids (i.e., having carbon chains

employed in the foim of strands cut into widths ranging 50 less than Cn) and the higher fatly acids (i.e.. having
from about 1/25 inch to about 1/60 inch, preferably carbon chains of C12 to C20). and other such acids The
from about 1/30 inch to about 1/40 inch Generally. most preferred organic acid is a gamma keto aliphatic
such strands have lengths which range from about 0.25 acid known as levulinic acid (CHjCOCHiCHiCOOH).
inch to about 3 inches. Useful organic compounds which exhibit an acid char-

Typically, the tipping material circumscribes the 55 acter and which form salts with nicotine include the

filter element and an adjacent region of the tobacco rod plienolics such as guaiacol, vanillin, protocatechualde-
such that the tipping material extends about 3 mm to hyde, and the like.

about 6 mm along the length of the tobacco rod. Typi-
'

Preferred nicotine/organic acid salts have a molar

cally, the tipping material is a conventional p.iper tip- ratio of organic acid to nicotine of 11, 2:1 or 31, most

ping material. The tipping material can have a porosity 60 preferably 3:1 The most preferred salts are totally ion-

which can vary For example, the tipping material can ized salts of nicotine and the organic acid. For example.
be essentially air impermeable, air permeable, or be

treated (e.g., by mechanical or laser perforation tech-

niques) so as to have a region of perforations, openings
or vents thereby providing a means for providing air 65

dilution to the cigarette. The total surface area of the

|>erforalions and the positioning of the perforations

along Ihc periphery of the smtiking article can t>e varied

a particularly preferred sail is provided from 1 mole of

nicotine and 3 moles of levulinic acid and has a molar
ratio thereof of 1:3.

The nicotine/organic acid salts are prepared using

techniques generally known to those skilled in the art

Many of such techniques have been catalogued by Per-

fetti in Beitraqe Zur Tbbak/onchung Iiiteniaiionat. Vol.
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12. No. 2. p 43 (1983). which i^ incorporated herein by
reference Preferably, nicotine/organic acid salts are

provided by coniacling nicotine with at least the stoi-

chiometric amount of tlie organic acid necessary to

form the particular snil under conditions sufncieni to

form the sail.

The preferred salts provided from nicotine and the

organic acid generally are essentially non-volatile at

conditions under which the smoking articles are manu-

factured and stored, however, specific properties of the

various salts can vary For example, nicotine/organic

acid salts havmg slraiglit-chain or branched-chain ali-

phatic acids having less than 20 carbon atoms generally

have a molar ratio of 1:3 (nicotine:acid). and generally

The manner or process for applying the additive can

vary depending upon whether the additive is applied in

solid or liquid form, or upon the positioning of the addi-

tive within the smoking article. For example, the ;iddi-

tivc can be applied using syringes or techniques such iis

spraying, electrostatic deposition, impregnation, garni-

ture injection, spray drying, inclusion and encapsulation

techniques, and the like.

When the nicotine/organic acid salts are applied

using spraying techniques it is desirable to form a liquid

solution of the salt in a suitable solvent. Such solutions

should exhibit a low enough viscosity to allow for

spraying or injecting the solution. However, it is desir-

able that the concentration of the salt within the solu-

are liquid in form at ambient conditions. Such salts 15 tion not be so dilute that the salt experiences significant

typically decompose at temperatures less than 100' C, dissociation. Typically, the concentration of salt within

usually in the range from .iboul 50' C. to about 60° C the solution is about 20 weight percent or more.

As another example, nicotine/organic acid salts having Suitable solvents for the salts include water, ethanol. q^
dicarboxylic organic acids generally have a molar ratio glycerol, propylene glyco.^and the like, as well as coni^

of 1:2 (nicotincracid), and generally are solid in form at 20 binations thereof Generally, most nicotine/organic

ambient conditions. Such salts typically decompose at

temperatures in the range from about 90' C. to about

120' C. As yet another example, nicotine/organic acid

salts having acids contaimng phenyl groups generally

have molar ratios of 1 I. . I 2 or 1 :3 (nicotine:acid) Gen-

erally such salts are soiid in form at ambient conditions.

Such salts typically decompose at temperatures in the

range from about 110" C. to about 200* C.

Numerous nicotine/organic acid salts can improve

acid salts are soluble or miscible in such solvents, and

the salts do not undergo substantial dissociation when
solubilizcd to small amounts. For example, the salt can

be hydrated in water without undergoing a significant

amount of dissociation. However, salts diluted with

substantial amounts of solvent can undergo dissocinlion

to some degree to provide for the application of a mix-

ture of nicotine/organic acid salt, nicotine and organic
acid to the smoking article. Thus, it is possible lo apply

the flavor or aroma of the aerosol, as numerous organic 30 an additive in the form of nicotine and levulinic acid to

acids are suitable flavorants. However, whether a par- the smoking article.

ticular nicotine/organic acid salt acts as a flavoaant If desired, smoking articles can have incorporated

depends upon the amount of the particular salt em- therein as an additive (i) at least one salt consisting of

ployed as an additive as well as the flavor threshold of nicotine and an organic acid, and (ii) nicotine. Preferred

the particular acid entploycd for the salt formation. See, 35 additives of such type include at least one salt having a

for example, lobaccn Flavoring For Smoking Products. molar ratio of nicotine to organic acid of 1:3.

by Lcffingwellet al, p. II to 15(1972). Examples of salts The amount of nicotine/organic acid salt or sails

which can provide flavor and aroma lo the mainstream employed within the smoking article can vary. The

_aerosol at certain levels include nicotine acetate, nico- amount of salt incorporated within the smoking article

tine oxalate, nicotine mllate. nicotine isovalerate, nico- 40 depends upon factors such as the placement of the sail

tine lactate, nicotine citr.ite. nicotine phenylacetatc and within the smoking article, and the configuraiional as-

nicotine mynstate. Ilowcvcr.itmaybcdcsirabletou.se pects of the smoking article. Configurationat aspects

salts which provide flavor characteristics lo the ciga- include the composition and characteristics of the filter

relic al low amounts m order to not provide undesirable material and initial filler blend, the degree of ventilation

off-tastes or aromas to the cigarette. For example, it 45 of the article, and other such factors. For example, for

may be desirable to employ certain salts at low enough most cigarettes having filler material comprising a nico-

levels in order lliat the cigarette does not exhibit taste or tine content of from about I weight percent to about 2

aroma characteristics which can be perceived as being weight percent, it frequently is desirable to provide salt

chemical, metallic, bitter, pungent or soapy in nature, or additive to provide a total nicotine conlenl of up to

as being dissonant to the general organoleptic charac- 50 about 8 weight percent, more frequently up lo about 4

(eristics associated with tobacco smoke
The most preferred nicotine/organic acid salt is nico-

tine tevulinale. Such a salt can provide a smooth, palat-

able character to the cigarette while not providing any

significant dis.sonant taste or aroma. If desired, certain

amounts of various nicotine/organic acid salts can be

blended with nicotine levulinate and employed as the

additive of this invention.

The salts can be incorporated into the smoking article

weight percent to the cigarette in order lo provide
tobacco tasle. strength and satisfaction upon use. Gen-

erally, the amount of nicotine/organic acid salt applied
lo a cigarette provides from about 0.2 to about 15, pref-

erably from about I to about 10 weight percent of salt

additive, based on the total weight of ihe sail and the

amount of filler material within the cigarette. In certain

instances, it is desirable lo employ about 3 weight per-
cent of salt additive or more, based on the total weight

in a variety of places or sites. For example, the salt can (tO of ihe salt and the amount of filler material within the

be applied lo the filler m.iterial, incorporated within

some or all of Ihe filler material, applied to the wrapper
C'f the tobacco rod, applied within the glue line of the

wrapper of the tobacco rod. applied within a region

(eg . a cavity) which is subjected to heal, or the like.

Typically, the nicotino/urgunic acid salt additive or

additive mixture is incorporated in the smoking article

by admixing the additive with the smokable material.

cigarette.

The smoking articles of this invention preferably

provide a mainstream aerosol exhibiting a pH_ which is

essentially equal to or less than that of a similar smoking
65 article not having the additive (eg, the nicotine/or-

ganic acid salt additive) incorporated therein In certain

circumstances, an amount of nicotine/organic acid salt

additive is incorporated into the smoking article in
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order lo reduce Ihe pH of ihe mainstream aerosol dur- Chemicals, Eastman Kodak Co. (CataloguCy^o. 52. p

ing use of the article Mainstream aerosol is tlial aerosol 366, Chemical No. 1124973) To the 1-nicotine is

which is drawn through (he article and into the mouth charged about 10 g of sodium hydroxide pellets The

of the user. For example, for a cigarette, the mainstream flask is fitted with a heating mantle and equipped with a

aerosol is the mainstream tobacco smoke which in- 5 magnetic stirring bar. The nicotine solution is stirred

eludes the combustion and/or pyrolysis products of employing a magnetic stirring unit The nicotine is vac-

tobacco material uum distilled using a Todd Column packed with glass

By Ihe term. "pH of mainstream aerosol" is meant helixes, and the fraction distilled between IT" C and "^S'

that averaged per-puff pH of the whole aerosol as mea- C. at 10 mm Hg pressure is collected at a reflux ratio of

sured using the techniques described by Sensabaugh el 10 about 10:1. The collected distillate is water clear The

al in Tohacco Science. Vol XI. pp 25-30 (1967). which nicotine so purified using the vacuum distillation tech-

isincotporated herein by reference. Typical mainstream nique is employed in the preparation of the I-nicotine/-

aerosol pH for cigarettes ranges from about 4.5 units to levulinic acid salt,

about 8.5 units on average per cigarette. Into a 500 ml round bottom flask equipped with a ^ £n-b
In referring lo a reduction in the pH of mainstream 15 magnetic stirring bar and healing mantle is charged 9 6

aerosol, it is meant a lowering of the average pH of the g (0.6 mole) of levulimc acid. The levulinic acid is

mainstream aerosol per particular smoking article. Such stripped employing a conventional magnetic stirring

reduction is provided by the addition of an effective unit. The levulinic acid is obtained from Aldrich Cliem-

amounl of the additive (e.g.. nicotine/organic acid salt ical Co.. Catalogue No 1984-85. p 672. Compound No.

additive) Typically, the reduction in pH is a lowering 20 L-200-9. and is employed without further purification.

of the pH by more than about 03 pH unit; preferably The levulinic acid is heated to about 50' C. in order to

by more than about 0.08 pH unit. Typically, reduction provide a liquid form thereof, and the liquified conipo-

in the pH of the mainstream aerosol does not provide a nent is subjected to stirring. To the liquified levulinic

smoking article exhibiting mainstream aerosol having a acid is titrated 32.4 g (0.2 mole) of the purified 1-nico-

pH significantly below 4.5 units. 25 line over about a 20 minute time period It is preferred

The decomposition of the nicotine/organic acid salt lo introduce the nicotine lo the organic acid in order lo

during use of the smoking article can introduce a reduc- provide an environment of excess acid to nicotine and

lion of the pH of the mainstream aerosol depending thus promote the formation of salt A clear, viscous

upon Ihe quantity and type of salt additive which is yellow colored material weighing about 100 g results

incorporated into ihe smoking article. Thus, a certain 30 The product is sealed in a glass ampuole under nitrogen

balance, mellowing or marrying of the flavors culmi- The product is 1 -nicotine levulinate (as determined

nale in a fuller bodied tobacco fiavor. strength and using infrared spectrometry), and has a nicotine lo levu-

satisfaclion which is delivered to the user. Such a Ilavor linic acid ratio of 1:3 (as determined by a destructive

enhancing characteristic is particularly desirable for distillation in a 10 percent sodium hydroxide aqueous

highly air diluted or "ultra low tar" cigarettes. 35 solution, subsequent extraction using isopropanol. and

The pH of the mainstream aerosol is infiuenced by a gas chromatographic analysis for nicotine) The salt is

number of factors. For example, the pH of mainstream believed to have a structure substantially as generally

cigarette smoke can be influenced by factors such as the described in FIG. 13 of the Perfetti reference, supra

type of tobacco or blend of tobaccos employed, the FXAMPLE 2
type of processed tobacco (e.g.. volume expanded to- 40

bacco or reconstituted tobacco), the configuration of Cigarettes incorporating varying amounts of the 1-

the cigarette (e.g., Ihe filler low material, the degree of nicotine levulinate salt are provided using the following

air dilution, the circumference of the cigarette, the type procedure.

of wrapping material, etc.). the manner of drawing on Cigarettes having lengths of about 9"' mm and cir-

or puffing the cigarette, and other such factors. 45 cumferences of about 24 85 mm have tobacco rod

Cigarettes of Ihis invention generally deliver from lengths of 68 mm and filter element lengths of 31 mm
about 05 mg to about 2 mg. more frequently from The tobacco rod includes a charge of tobacco cut filler

about 0. 1 mg to .ibout 1.7 mg of nicotine when smoked weighing about 0.7420 g contained in a circumscribing

under ITC conditions. Generally, FTC "tar" to FTC cigarette paper wrap which is sold commercially as 754

nicotine ratios for cigarelles of this invention are less 50 Cigarelle Paper by Ecusta Corp. The filter element is

than about 10. frequently less llian aboul 7, and in cer- manufactured using conventional cigarette filter mak-

lain instances less Ian about 5 nC "tar" lo FTC nico- ing technology from cellulose acetate tow (2 7 denier

line ratios for cigarettes of this invention often can per filament. 48.(XX) total denier) and circumscribing air

range from about 3 to aboul 6. Typically. Ihe FTC "tar" permeable paper plug wrap having a CORESTA poros-

to FTC nicotine ratio of a cigarette of this invention can 55 ity of 26.000 cm/min. The tobacco rod and filter ele-

be lowered by up to aboul 80 percent of that ratio of a ment are aligned in an abutting, end-to-end relationship

similar cigarette not having Ihe additive incorporated ^ and secured together using lipping paper having a

therein CORESTA porosity of 3 1 35 ml/min The tipping paper

The following examples are provided in order lo is adhesively secured to Ihe filter element and the adja-

further illustrate the invention but should not be con- 60 cent portion of the tobacco rod. The tipping material

sirucd as limiting the scope thereof. Unless otherwise circumscribes the length of the filter element and aboul

noted, all parts and percentages are by weiglii. 3 mm of the length of the tobacco rod Cigarettes so

described are manufaclureu using a Pilot CigaretteEXAMPLE 1

M.x\^e! from llauiii-Werke Korber & Co KG A ring of

A salt of nicotine and levulinic acid is provided using 55 mech.inically provided perforations extends around Ihe

the following procedure periphery of the cigarette about 13 mm from the ex-

Into a 1.000 ml round Iwittom flask is charged about treme mouth end thereof. Tlie perforations so provided

350 g of I-nicotine provided from Kodak Laboratory yield cigarettes which are 50 percent air diluted. The
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cigarettes so manufactured are designated Sample Nos.

1, 2, 3 and C-1, corresponding to the sample of filler

material from which each cigarette is manufactured.

The nilsr material employed in providing the tobacco

rod is in the form of strands cut at alxjiit 32 cuts per

inch. The initial filler material includes a blend of about

9 percent Burley tobacco, about 41 percent flue-cured

tobacco, about 32 percent reconstituted tobacco mate-

rial, and about 18 percent Oriental tobacco. The blend

the level of l-nicoline levulinale is increased. The vari-

ous cigarettes each exhibit shnilar "tar" deliveries, car-

bon monoxide deliveries and puff counts. Further, the

samples of the invention (i.e . Sample Nos. 1-3) exhibit

a pH of the whole smoke lower than that of the sample
not having the exogenous nicotine/organic acid sail

(i.e.. Sample No. C-l).

Evaluations of the organoleptic properties of the

Sample Nos. 2. 3 and C-l indicate that the cigarette

has an aqueous casing of glycerin and flavors applied 10 having 5 percent salt additive (i e., Sample No 3) exhib-

its greater impact and smoothness as well as less harsh-

ness than the cigarette not having salt additive (i.e..

Sample No. C-l). Sample No. 2 is not significantly dif-

ferent organoleptically from Sample No. C-l in terms (*f

harshness and overall taste, even Ihrou^'.. there is a

substantial increase in FTC nicotine of the sample rela-

tive to the comparative sample Thus, the nicotine levu-

linale additive provides for a cigarette having a rela-

tively low FTC "tar" to FTC nicotine ratio while hav-

thcreto.

Four Ids of the cut filler blend, each lot weighing

1,520 g, are provided. The first lot is treated with 20 g
of the 1-nicotine levulinatc additive. The second lot is

treated with «) g of the 1-nicotiiie levulinatc additive IS

The third lot is treated with 100 g of the 1-nicotine

levulinale additive. The fourth lot is not treated with

the 1-nicotiiie levulinatc additive and is employed for

comparison purposes.
The 1 -nicotine levuliiiate additive is applied to cut 20 ing a smooth (i.e., not overly harsh) taste,

filler as a spray using a hand sprayer to apply a l;l cyampi p i

mixture of water ami additive.
liAAIviJ'l.l:: J

F.ach of the four lots are separately placed in sealed Cigarettes incorporating varying amounts of the 1-

plastic bags and stored at 70' F. for 2 days. Then, the nicotine levulinatc salt are provided using the following

four lots are each mixed with about 480 g of a cut filler 25 procedure.
mixture of about 75 parts volume expanded Burley Cigarettes having lengths of about 84 mm and cir-

tobacco and about 25 parts volume expanded flue-cured cumferences of about 24.85 mm have tobacco rod

tobacco. The volume expanded cut filler mixture is lengths of 57 mm and filter element lengths of 27 mm.
added to each lot using a mixing drum in order to pro- The tobacco rod includes a charge of tobacco cut filler

vide a well mixed blend having a moisture content of 30 weighing about 0.4875 g contained in a circumscribins;

about 12 percent to about 13 percent. The resulting

blend provided from the first lot of filler material has

about I percent of the 1-nicotine levulinale salt applied

thereto and is designated as Sample No 1. The resulting

blend provided from the second lot of filler material has

about 3 percent of the I -nicotine levulinale sail applied
thereto and is designated as Sample No. 2. The resulling

blend provided from the third lot of filler material has

about 5 percent of the 1 -nicotine levulinnte salt applied

cigarette paper wrap ^ lich is sold commercially as 854

Cigarette Paper by Ecusta Corp. The filter element is

manufactured using conventional cigarette filter mak-

ing technology from cellulose acetate tow (2.1 denier

.'.5 per filament. 48,000 total denier) and circumscribing
non-air permeable paper plug wrap. The tobacco rod

and niter clement are aligned in an abutting, end-to-end

relationship and secured together using a non-air per-

meable tipping paper. The tipping paper is adhesively
thereto and is designated as Sample No. 3. The resulting 40 secured to the filler element and the adj.-icenl portion of

blend provided from the fourth lot of filler material is

not treated with the l-nicoline levulinale salt additive, is

employed for comparison purposes, and is designated as

Sample No C-l.

The various cigarettes are smoked under FTC condi-

tions Data concerning (i) FFC "tar," FTC nicotine and

FTC carbon monoxide, (ii) the "tar"/nicotinc ratio, (iii)

tobacco nicotine, (iv) puff count, and (v) pH of the

mainstream aerosol for each sample are presented in

Table I.

the tobacco rod. The lipping material circumscribes the

length of the filter element ad about 3 mm of the length
of the tobacco rod. Cigarettes so described are manu-

factured using a Pilot Cigareite Maker from Hauni-

45 Werke Korber & Co. KG. A ring of laser perforations

are provided a mound the periphery of the cigarette

about 13 mm from the extreme mouth end thereof. The

perforations penetrate through the lipping paper and

plug wrap, and are provided using a Laboratory Laser

50 Perforator from Hauni-Werke Korber & Co KG. The
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6 and C-2. corresponding lo tlie sample of filler malerial Sample No. 7 is provided by injecting about 10 mg of

from which each cigarette is manufactured. the previously described 11 mixture of cthanolnicotine

The filler material employed in providing the tobacco into a cigarette designated as Sample No. 6 usmg :i

rod is in the form of strands cut at about 32 cuts per syringe in the manner previously described The ciga-

inch The initial Tiller malerial includes a blend of about 5 rette so provided comprises a nicotine levulinaie addi-

43 percent burley tobacco, about 6 percent flue-cured tive as well as an exogenous nicotine additive

tobacco, about 19 percent reconstituted tobacco male- The various cigarettes are smoked under FTC condi-

rial. and about 32 percent Turkish tobacco The blend lions Data concerning (i) FTC "tar,
" FfC nicotine and

has an aqueou.s casing of glycerin and flavors applied FTC carbon monoxide, (i) the "tarVnicoiine ratio, (iii)

thereto. 10 tobacco nicotine, and (iv) puff count for Sample Nos.

Four lots of the cut filler blend, each lot weighing 940 4-6 and C-2 are presented in Table II In addition, data

g, are provided The first lot is treated with 60 g of the concerning the pH of the mainstream aerosol for Sam-

l-nicotine levulinaie additive. The second lot is treated pie Nos. 4-6. C-2 and C-3 are presented in Table II.

TABLE II
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4. The cigarette of claim 3 wherein the additive is a

blend of nicotine levulinale and at least one other salt

consisting of nicotine and an organic acid.

5. The cigarette of claim I. 2, 3 or 4 wherein the pH
of the mainstream aerosol thereof is essenlially equal to 5

or less than that of the cigarette not having the salt

additive incorporated therein.

6. A cigarette having incorporated therein as an addi-

tive at least one salt consisting of nicotine and an or-

ganic acid such thai the ratio of FTC "tar" to FTC 10

nicotine of the cigarette is less than about 7.

7. The cigarette of claim 6 wherein the ratio of FTC
"lar" to FTC nicotine ranges from about 3 to about 6.

8 The cigarette o f claim 6 or 7 wherein the pH of the

"mamstreairraerosof^ is essenlially equal to or less than

thai of the cigarette not having the salt additive incor-

porated therein-

9 The cigarette of claim 6 wherein the organic acid is

leviilinic acid.

10. The cigarette of claim 6 wherein the additive is a
"

blend of nicotine levulinale and at least one other salt

consisting of nicotine and an organic acid,

1 1 . The cigarette of claim 6 wherein the organic acid

is an aliphatic monocarboxylic acid. .,

12. A cigarette having incorporated therein as an

additive at least one salt consisting of nicotine and an

aliphatic monocarboxylic acid in an amount sufficient to

reduce the pH of the mainstream aerosol provided dur-

ing use of the cigarette. j^
13. The cigarette of claim 12 wherein the aliphatic

monocarboxylic acid is a gamma kelo aliphatic mono-

carboxylic acid.

14. The cigarette of claim 13 wherein the acid is

levulinic acid. ^5

15. Tobacco cut filler including a nicotine levulinate

additive.

16. The cigarette of claim 1. 2, 3, 4, 6, or 12 which is

equipped with a means for providing air dilution

thereto. 40

17. The cigareilc of clami 1. 3 or 10 mchiding smok-

ablc filler material wherein the sail additive is incorpo-
rated in an amount ranging from about I percent to

about 10 percent, based on weight of the salt and the

filler material of the cigarette 45

IS A cigarette having incorporated therein as addi-

tives (i) at least dtf salt consisting of nicotine and an

organic acid, at least one of the salts having a molar

ratio of nicotine to organic acid of l-.V and (ii) nicotine.

19- The cigarette of claim 18 wherein the organic acid 50

is an aliphatic monocarboxylic acid.

20. The cigarette of claim 18 or 19 wherein the ratio

of FTC "tar" to FTC nicotine is le.ss than about 7.

21. The cigarette of claim 18 or 19 wherein ihe ratio

of FTC "tar" to FTC nicotine ranges from about 3 to 55

about 6.

22- The cigarette of claim 18 which is equipped with

a means for providing air dilution thereto

24 The cigarette of claim 23 wherem the ratio of

FTC "tar" to FTC nicotine thereof is less than about 7

25. The cigarette of claim 23 wherein the ratio of

FTC "tar" to FTC nicotine ranges from about 3 to

about 6.

26. The cigarette of claim 23 which is equipped with

a means for providing air dilution thereto.

27. The cigarette of claim 23 further comprising as an

additive a salt consisting of nicotine and an organic acid.

28. A smoking article having nicotine levulinatc in-

corporated therein as an additive

29 The smoking article of claim 28 further compris-

ing nicotine as an additive.

30. A cigarette having incorporated therein as addi-

tives (i) at least one salt wherein one -WMri is nicotine ^o\\
levulinate. and (ii) nicotine.

31 The cigarette of claim 30 wherein the ratio of

FTC "lar" to FTC nicotine is less than about 7.

32. The cigarette of claim 30 wherein the ratio of

FTC "tar" to FTC nicotine ranges from about 3 to

about 6.

33. The cigarette of claim 30 which is equipped with

a means for providnig air dilution thereto.

34. Synthetically produced substantially pure nico-

tine levulinate.

35. The cigarette of claim 2! wherein the salt is nico-

tine levulinate.

36. The cigarette of claim 1. 3. 6. 9. 12 or 14 including
smokable filler material wherein the cigarette has Ihe

additive incorporated therein as an additive to at least a

portion of Ihe filler material.

37. The cigarette of claim 18, 23, 24, 27, 30, 31 or 35

including smokable filler material wherein the cigarette

has the additives incorporated therein as additives to at

least a portion of the filler material.

38 The smoking article of claim 28 including smok-

able filler material wherein the smoking article has the

additive incorporated therein as an additive to at least
,

a portion of Ihe filler
material^ cl.o^«*^

39 The cigarette of c"«4i»rrrXT97T2. 14. 18. 23. 24.

27, 31, 32 or 36 including smokable filler material

wherein at least a portion of the smokable filler material

is selected from burley tobacco, fine-cured tobacco,

volume expanded tobacco and reconstituted tobacco

40. The smoking article of claim 28 including smok-

able filler material wherein at least a portion of the

smokable filler material is selected from burley tobacco.

fiue-cured tobacco, volume expanded tobacco and re-

constituted tobacco.

41. The cigarette of claim 4, 18. 21 or 30 including
smokable filler material wherein the salt additive is

incorporated in an amount ranging from about 1 per-

cent to about 10 percent, based on the weight of ihe salt

additive and the filler material of the cigarette.

42. The tobacco cut filler of claim 15 wherein the

amount of nicotine levulinate ranges from about 1 per-

cent to about 10 percent, based on the weight of the

nicotine levulinate and the filler.

43. The cigarette of claim 1, 3. 4, 10. 18, 21 or 3023 A cigarette including smokable filler material and

having incorporated therein as additives (i) nicotine and 60 including smokable filler material wherein the salt addi-

(ii) levulinic acid, wherein the nicotine and levulinic tive is incorporated in an amount of .ibout 3 percent or

acid additives are incorporated in the cigarette such that more, based on the weight of the salt additive and the

the molar ratio of nicotine additive to levulinic ,icid filler material of the cigarette.
additive is about 1 :3, and such that the amount of nico- 44. The tobacco cut filler of claim 15 wherein the

tine and levulinic acid additives incorporated in the 65 amount of nicotine levulinate is about 3 percent or

cigarette is greater than or equal to about 3 percent, more, based on Ihe weight of the nicotine levulinatc and

based on the weight of the nicotine additive, the levu- (he filler,

linic acid additive ami iho filler material of Ihe cigarette.
• • • • *
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Abstract. Five male smokers were tested, after 48-h ab-

stention from tobacco-product use, smoking a leading

"lights" category cigarette (Control
- FTC nicotine

yield 0.6 mg) and another cigarette yielding similar

amounts of "tar" and carbon monoxide (CO), but only
0.06 mg nicotine (Test). Heart rate (HR) and the electro-

encephalogram (EEG) were monitored before, during
and after the smoking of each cigarette. Other measures

obtained included the subjects' puffing and breathing
behaviors during smoking, plasma nicotine concentra-

tions, blood carboxyhemoglobin concentrations and ex-

pired-air CO. The results indicated no significant differ-

ences in the way the subjects puffed and inhaled the

two cigarettes and they were therefore assumed to have

inhaled similar amounts of particulate matter and gas-

phase components. Plasma nicotine concentrations were

significantly higher following smoking of the Control

cigarette. HR (percent relative change) increased follow-

ing smoking of either cigarette; however, HR increase

was significantly greater followmg smoking of the Con-
trol cigarette. Smoking the Test cigarette had no effect

on the EEG. Smoking the Control cigarette produced
a significant increase in beta2 magnitude and a signifi-

cant decrease in delta magnitude. This indicates that

the effects of smoking on the EEG are a function of

nicotine absorbed from cigarette smoke upon inhalation

and not a function of inhaled particulate matter, CO,
or other gas-phase components.

Key words: Tar - Carbon monoxide - Nicotine - Psycho-

pharmacological effects

• A nonlinear dynamical analysis of the EEG data presented in

this paper appeared previously in Pritchard et al. (1992). An ab-

stract of this work was presented at the annual meeting of the

Society for Psychophysiological Research. October 1990 in Boston,
MA.

Correspondence lo }.H. Robinson

The particulate and gas phases of mainstream cigarette

smoke contain several thousand compounds (Dube and

Green 1982; US DHHS 1983), including such pharma-

cologically active compounds as carbon monoxide (CO),

acetaldehyde (US DHHS 1988), and alkaloids, including
nicotine. Yet, investigations of the psychopharmacologi-
cal effects of cigarette smoking have generally concluded

that nicotine is the chemical in cigarette smoke responsi-

ble for such effects (US DHHS 1988). Evidence support-

ing this conclusion has been derived from studies demon-

strating that similar blood concentrations of nicotine re-

sulting from different methods of administration [ciga-

rette smoking, chewing nicotine gum, intravenotis (IV)

injection of nicotine] produce similar physiologic re-

sponses [e.g., changes in heart rate, blood pressure, elec-

troencephalographic (EEG) activity]. Conversely, differ-

ent blood concentrations of nicotine result in different

physiologic responses. Similarly, variations in the nico-

tine yield of cigarettes as well as differences in the puffing
and inhalation behaviors of smokers (which all presum-

ably affect blood nicotine concentrations) also have been

reported to result in differing physiologic responses (see

Martin et al. 1987; Adlkofer and Thurau 1991).

Benowit2 (1986) reviewed studies indicating a 10 ng/
ml rise in plasma nicotine (slow IV infusion) produces
a 15 beat per min (BPM) rise in heart rate (HR) in nico-

tine-deprived subjects, similar to changes in HR seen

following smoking the first cigarette of the day. Nico-

tine-gum administration results in cardiovascular

changes (heart rate and blood pressure) similar to those
"" observed following cigarette smoking (Benowitz 1988).

Stalke et al. (1991) showed changes in neurohumoral re-

lease following an IV infusion of nicotine that resulted

in plasma nicotine concentrations equal to those seen

following smoking. Finally, several studies have reported
that nicotine gum facilitates cognitive performance in

a manner similar to smoking (Parrott and Winder 1989;

Hindmarch et al. 1990; Hindmarch et al. 1991; Sher-

wood et al. 1990; Kerr et al. 1991 ; Provost and Wood-
ward 1991 ; Sherwood et al. 1991) as does chewing buf-

fered nicotine tablets (Wesnes and Warburton 1978;
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Wesnes et al. 1983). However, the pharmacokinetics of

nicotine (and other cigarette smoke constituents) follow-

ing inhalation are quite different from those seen follow-

ing slow IV infusion or buccal absorption of nicotine

from chewing gum (Benowitz 1988). Conclusive evidence

for the "nicotine primacy" hypothesis can only come
from inhalation-route studies.

Knott (1991) has shown that the EEG is affected dif-

ferently by smoking "familiar" and "novel" cigarettes,

presumably reflecting differential nicotine absorption by
the subjects. Pritchard (1991) reported that subjects who
had a small pre- to px)st-smoking rise in expired air CO
(and were assumed to have absorbed small amounts of

nicotine) exhibited a decrease in magnitude in lower-

frequency EEG bands (EEG activation). In contrast,

subjects who had a large change in pre- to post-smoking

expired air CO (and were assumed to have absorbed

larger amounts of nicotine) exhibited an increase in mag-
nitude in the fast-frequency beta2 EEG band; a change
associated with anxiety relief Some studies of smoking
and cognitive performance have reported differential ef-

fects of varying cigarette nicotine yield. Wesnes and War-

burton (1983) reported that smoking cigarettes that

yielded 1.65 mg but not 0.28 or 0.71 mg nicotine facili-

tated performance of a sustained reaction time (RT)
task. Similar results were obtained by Wesnes and War-

burton (1984; effects for 1.3, 1.5, and 1.7 mg but not

0.9 mg nicotine-yield cigarettes). However, other studies

of smoking and cognitive performance have varied ciga-

rette nicotine yield and found no differential effects (Wil-

liams 1980; Suteret al. 1983; Edwards et al. 1985; Revell

1988). Finally, two investigations employed nicotine-frec

control cigarettes, e.g.. commercially-available "herbal"

cigarettes (Wesnes and Warburton 1983; West and Hack

1991). However, the laste, and the "tar" and CO yields

of such cigarettes are unknown, and it is extremely
doubtful that subjects would smoke them in a manner
similar to tobacco cigarettes in terms of puff volume,

puff intensity, number of puffs, etc.

Although the results of these studies are consistent

with the hypothesis that nicotine is responsible for the

psychopharmacological effects of smoking, they are also

not conclusive. This is because the manipulations em-

ployed in these studies that presumably affected nicotine

absorption (agarette design/nicotine yields, subjects"

puffing and inhalation patterns; see Nil and Battig 1989)

would also have affected the absorption of other main-

stream smoke components (again, CO or one of the

other compounds contained in the particulate fraction

or gas phase of smoke).
To dissociate the psychopharmacological effects due

to nicotine absorbed from cigarette smoke versus other

compounds absorbed from the particulate or gas phase,

one would require a cigarette that yielded little or no

nicotine in the mainstream smoke, but did yield similar

levels of "tar" and gas-phase components. A commer-
cial cigarette that fulfilled these criteria was recently sold

for a short penod of time in limited test markets. The

cigarette was manufactured with tobaccos which had

been processed such that nearly all the nicotine had been

extracted and therefore yielded extremely small quanti-

ties of nicotine in the mainstream smoke. The cigarette

did, however, yield levels of "tar" and CO typical of

leading "lights" category cigarettes. We tested this ciga-

rette in an attempt to dissociate psychopharmacological

responses related to nicotine absorbed from tobacco

smoke from those related to components absorbed from

the particulate or gas phase.
The specific goals of the present study were to deter-

mine the behavioral and psychophysiological impact of

smoking two cigarettes, one yielding typical levels of

"tar", nicotine, and CO (Control cigarette), and the

other yielding similar levels of "tar" and CO. but mini-

mal nicotine (Test cigarette). The two psychophysiologi-
cal variables measured were HR and EEG. Subjects'

puffing patterns ("puff-profile"), breathing patterns,

and plasma mcotine, blood carboxyhemoglobin

(%COHb), and expired-air CO concentrations were also

monitored to determine the impact of smoking the Con-

trol and Test cigarettes on these variables.

Materials and methods

Subjects and cigareites. Subjects were Tive male employees of the

RJ. Reynolds Tobacco Company who volunteered to participate

in the study. Employee volunteers were used because they were

known to the experimenters to be inhaling smokers who could

be relied on to comply with pre-experimental smoking restrictions.

Subjects gave their informed consent prior to participating in the

study and all procedures used were approved by the human re-

search review board. The consent form described the procedures
to be used and the measurements to be made, but did not disclose

the purpose of the test or the charactensiics of the cigarettes to

be used (other than that the cigarettes to be tested were commer-

cially available brands). Subjects were tested individually beginning

al 0830 hours following 48-h abstention from tobacco-product use.

Subsequent analysis of plasma samples for nicotine and cotinine

indicated that all subjects had complied with the tobacco-use re-

strictions.

Mainstream smoke yields for the two cigarettes used in this

test as determined by the US Federal Trade Commission Method

(Pillsbury et al. 1969) are reported in Table I.

Blood sampling (plasma nicoiine and %COHb) A sterile indwelling

Teflon™ catheter (Becton-Dickinson, 21 ga) was inserted into the

antecubital vein m one arm and cappied with a rubber stopper

This technique allows multiple blood samples to be drawn with

only one vein puncture and no discomfort to the subject following

the initial needle stick. Individual blood samples were drawn into

7 ml Vacutainer™ tubes containing EDTA as the anticoagulant

("purple-top"). Samples were stored in the dark in an ice water

slurry until centrifuged (usually within I h of the stari of the test).

Plasma samples were aliquoted and stored at — 70* C for subse-

quent analysis of nicotine and cotinine (Davis 1986).

Percent carboxyhemoglobin was determined for selected (see

below) pre- and post-smoking whole blood samples using a Model

IL482 (io-Oximeter. These determinations were made within 5 min

of drawing the sample. Expired air CO concentrations were deter-

mined using an Ecolyzcr™ CO Analyzer and were made «?<hin

I min of taking the breath sample.

Table 1. Mainstream
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Smoking behaviors (puffing and breathing pallems). Subjects' pufT-

iDg and breathing patterns were monitored for all cigarettes

smoked during the study PufTing patterns were measured usmg
a system developed at the R.J. Reynolds Tobacco Company, similar

to the system of Rawbone et al. (1978; see also Creighton et al.

1978). Breathing patterns were monitored using an inducuve pleth-

ysmography system (Non-lnvasive Monitoring Systems, Miami.

FL, USA; set Tobin and Sackner 1982).

EEC and heart rate. During EEC and HR recording, subjects sat

in a comfortable chair in a dimly-lil, electronically shielded, and

soundproof room. EEC was recorded from Sn electrodes placed

at 1 8 scalp loci referred to the nose (forehead ground). These loci

corresponded to the 19 standard scalp loci of the international

10-20 system, with Fpz substituted for Fpl/Fp2. Heart rate was

recorded from an electrode placed on the left shoulder also referred

to Ihe nose. High- and low-pass filter sellings of I and 30 Hz

(12dB/octave rolloff) were employed with a digitization rate of

128 Hz and 8 bits A/D precision. EEG and HR data were stored

on computer disk for later off-line analysis.

Design Subjects reported for testing at 0830 hours following 48-h

abstention from tobacco-product use The EEG and HR electrodes

were attached, followed by two elastic bands for recording the

breathing patterns. The catheter was then inserted. Two recording

conditions were employed. In the first, subjects rested comfortably
with their eyes closed for 30 s In the second, they stared at a

fixation point on the wall and tned not to bUnk for 30 s. The

two conditions together will be referred lo as one "recording

block
"

Across the study, the order of the two recording conditions

was counterbalanced across recording blocks.

After subjects were sealed in Ihe testing chamber and all record-

ing equipment calibrated, the following experimental schedule was

employed (Fig. I); an initial blood sample was drawn. Subjects

then expenenced Iwo baseline recording blocks, followed by a sec-

ond blood sample. The subjects then "sham-smoked
"

(puffed an

un-Iit Test cigarette) by taking eight cued puffs, each puff spaced

30 s apart. This was followed by a third blood sample and record-

ing block Subjects next smoked the Test agaretie ad libitum. Blood

samples were drawn at 1. 3, i, and 8 min post-lighung of the ciga-

rette. Smoking was followed by a 4th and 5th recording block,

which were followed by a 7-min rest period. Another blood sample

and a 6th recording block followed the end of the rest penod

(approximately 18 min after first lighting the Test eigarelie). The

"18 min" sample for the Test agarelte served as the "baseline"

sample for the Control agarette

Subjects next smoked the Control cigarette ad libitum Blood

samples were again drawn al 1. 3, 5, and 8 mm posi-lightmg of

the cigarette. This was followed by a 7th and 8th recording block

to finish the experimental session. Plasma nicotine and colinine

concentrations were subsequently determined for all the blood sam-

ples drawn. Expired breath samples for CO analysis were obtained

immediately before hghting and 5 min posS-Ughting each agarette.

%COHb determinations were made for whole-blood samples

drawn al the same lime the expired-air samples were collected.

Results

The level of significance chosen was 0.05. Effects with

P values under 0.10 are reported as "marginally signifi-

cant". The primary method of hypothesis testing was

analysis of variance (ANOVA). Significance levels were

Greenhouse-Geisser corrected where appropriate.

Where necessary, ANOVA was followed by post-hoc

tests according to the method of SchefTe (Bruning and

Kintz 1987).

Plasma nicotine

EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN

48 Hour TobiCCO Product ADiTtfltion

Pripirinon of Si«|Kts tor RKorOxo' Blood S«iT«lif<g

Average plasma nicotine rise (increase from baseline)

data are presented in Fig. 2. At the 5 min post-hghting

sample, statistically significant increases m plasma nico-

tine concentration were seen for both cigarettes tested.

Smoking the Test cigarette resulted in an average rise

in nicoti.ic concentration of 3.63 ng/ml [f(4)
= 3.43, P<

Basobw Slood Strnpl. - EEG ftaeordHig BtocM U2 —- Blood Simple

Fig. 1. Schematic of testing procedures used. Each recording
block' consisted of one 30-s "eyes<losed" and one 30-s "eyes-

open
"
recording

5 8 18/0 \y
MINUTES POST UGHTING

Fig. 2. Average plasma nicoline rise dunng the smoking of (he

Test and Control cigarettes. Peak plasma nicotine rise occurred

5 min post-lighting for both cigarettes. Plasma nicotine concentra-

tions were significantly elevated over baseline al S mm post lighting

for the Test cigarette and at 3, S, and 8 mm post lighting for the

Control. Smoking the Control cigarette resulted in a significantly

larger increase in plasma nicotine concentration compared lo

smoking the Test
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0.03] at the 5-min sample point (the only time point
for the Test cigarette where the change in plasma-nico-
tine concentration was significantly different from zero).

Smcking the Control cigarette resulted in an average
increase in plasma nicotine concentration at the S-min

sample point of 26.42 ng/ml [/(4)
= 2.94, P<0.05]. When

subjects smoked the Control cigarette, the rise in their

plasma nicotine concentrations was significantly differ-

ent from zero at the 3-, 5- and 8-min sample points.
As expected, sham-smoking the unlit Test cigarette had
no effect on plasma nicotine concentrations.

No significant change from baseline in plasma cotin-

ine concentration was seen at any sampling point for

either cigarette tested. Average baseline cotmine concen-

tration (42.3-1-/ -30.9 ng/ml) confirmed that the five

subjects had complied with the 48-h tobacco-use restric-

tions prior to the test.

Puffing and breathing patterns

The puff-profile data are summarized in Table 2. No
statistically significant differences were seen in the puff-

ing patterns of these five subjects between the Test and
Control cigarettes. In fact, the number of puffs taken,

along with the average puff volume, average "fre-

quency" (time from the start of one puff to the start

of the next puff), and puff duration were remarkably
similar for the two cigarettes. In addition, the total puff
volumes drawn through the cigarettes and the time alight

(total smoking time from lighting to the end of the last

puff) did not differ between the two cigarettes.

Table 3 summarizes the breathing data collected dur-

ing smoking. Only breaths immediately following a puff
on the cigarette, and therefore categonzed as "smoke-

containmg" breaths, were included for analysis. The

only statistically significant difference seen in any of the

Table 2. Puff-profile data : mean (standard error)

Parameter Tesl Conirol

Number of puffs
Volume (ml)

"Frequency" (s)

Duration (s)

Total volume (ml)

Time alight (s)

12.8(1.5)

51.0(3.7)

21 4(3.6)

2.33(0.17)
633 5(43.8)
255.5 (22.4)

13.6(1.5)

52.0 (5.2)

23.1(3.3)

2.21 (0.19)

677.9 (22.7)

298 6(21.6)

Table 3. Breathing data : mean (standard error)

Parameter Tesl Control

Number breaths
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18 Hz), and beia2 (19-28 Hz) was computed and ANO-
VA performed for each band. Results indicated signifi-

cant effects on EEG magnitude in the low-frequency
delta and high-frequency beta2 bands. [For delta, main

effect of blocks f{l,2i) = 4.16. ?< 0.025; for beta2, main

effect of blocks 51(7,28)
= 6.85. />< 0.0034]. Post-hoc test-

ing indicated that smoking the Control cigarette signifi-

cantly increased beta2 magnitude (an effect associated

with anxiety relief; Pritchard 1991), and attenuated delta

magnitude (an effect indicative of arousal of the brain;

Pritchard 1991). Sham-smoking the unlit cigarette or

smoking the Test cigarette did not significantly affect

the EEG. These data are presented in Fig. 3.

Heart rate

Average HR in absolute BPM across the experiment is

displayed in Fig. 4A (in the figure, sessions 1 and 2,

4 and 5, and 7 and 8 have been averaged together).

ANOVA indicated that HR changed significantly across

the expenment [F\A.\6) = 40.32, /'<0.0001]. Post-hoc

testing showed a significant increase in HR following

smoking of the Control cigarette. TTie apparent slight

increase in HR seen following smoking the Test cigarette

was marginally significant {P= O.OZ). Since HR vanes

quite a bit among individuals, it is common to report

HR effects in terms of percent change. Average percent

TIME (UIN)
"

X
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ing either the Test or Control cigarette. It should be

noted that the baseline level for the Control cigarette

is higher than the baseline level for the Test cigarette

for both the expired-air CO and %COHb measures. This

can be accounted for by the fact that the subjects ab-

stained from smokmg for 48 h prior to smoking the Test

cigarette and smoked the Control cigarette 10-12 min

after Hnishing the Test cigarette. For this reason, changes
from baseline for the expired-air CO and %COHb mea-

sures were used to compare the two cigarettes.

Discussion

Smoking both the Test and Control cigarettes resulted

in significant increases in plasma nicotine concentration

within 5 min of lighting. The maximum rise in plasma
nicotine concentration following smoking of the Control

cigarette was significantly greater than the maximum
change seen following smoking of the Test cigarette

(30.96 ng/ml versus 4.34 ng/ml; P<O.Oi). The difference

seen in this average maximum plasma nicotine rise was

proportional to the difference m FTC nicotine yields

for the two cigarettes (0.06 mg Test. 0.60 mg Control).

It should be pointed out, however, that increases m plas-

ma nicotine concentration were seen m all five subjects

following the smoking of the Test cigarette, indicating

that it was possible for a smoker to absorb some nicotine

from the smoke of this cigarette. The small amount ab-

sorbed was sufficient to produce a small percentage rise

in HR in all five subjects, but was not sufficient to pro-

duce significant changes in EEG magnitude. No changes
were observed in any of the physiological measures fol-

lowing sham-smoking an unlit cigarette.

The sinular manner in which the two cigarettes were

smoked was somewhat surprising given the extremely
low levels of nicotine in the smoke of the Test cigarette

and the theory that mainstream smoke nicotine may pro-
vide an important cue for the puffing behaviors of smok-

ers (Rose et al. 1984). The smoking behaviors of the

subjects were essentially identical for both cigarettes.

The only significant difference in smoking behavior was

an increase in expiratory time for the Test cigarette.

Since the majority of the smoking behaviors were not

different for the two cigarettes, it is not known if the

difference in average expiratory time represents a physi-

ologically significant finding that could be replicated.

Although the smoking behaviors were neariy identical

for the two cigarettes used in the study, we would note

(anecdotally ; no formal questionnaire ratings were ob-

tained) that after the sessions nearly all the subjects

made a comment indicating that they could distinguish

a difference in the "strength" of the cigarettes they had

just smoked, with the first (Test) cigarette being noticea-

bly "weaker".

Finally, the changes seen in the EEG power spectrum

following the smoking of the Control cigarette were simi-

lar to those reported previously (Pntchard 1991; Prit-

chard et al. 1991). These changes included an increase

in power in the beta2 band, an effect associated with

anxiety relief, and a decrease in power in the delta band.

an effect associated with cortical activation. Anxiety re-

liefand improved mental alertness are two of the benefits

of smoking commonly reported by smokers as their rea-

son for smoking (see Gilbert 1979; Warburton 1988 a,

b; Warburton et al. 1988). Since the "tar" fractions of

these two cigarettes were apparently quite similar and

since the subjects apparently absorbed similar amounts

of particulate- and gas-phase components from both cig-

arettes (evidenced by the similar puffing and breathing

patterns and the similar changes in absorbed CO) we
conclude that the particulate fraction and gas phase of

cigarette smoke have little effect on the psychophysiolog-
ical responses seen following smoking. This indicates

that the beneficial effects of smoking on cognitive per-

formance (see Introduction) are a function of nicotine

absorbed from cigarette smoke upon inhalation.
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Table 1

Suppliers of Tobacco Extracts

Company Location

Bell Flavors & Fragrances, Inc.
Heinr. Borgwaldt GmbH
M. Brown & Sons Inc.
Bush Boake Allen Inc
Bush Boake Allen Singapore Pte Ltd.
Curt Georgi GmbH & Co.
Dohler-Szilas GmbH
Dragoco Gerberding & Co. AG.
F&C Licorice
Flavor Technology Corp.
Fuji Flavor Co. Ltd.
Givaudan-Roure Corp.
Givaudan-Roure Flavors Ltd.
Givauden-Roure Ltd.
Haarmann & Reimer Corp.
Haarmann t Reimer GmbH
T. Hasegawa Col. Ltd.
Hertz & Selck European Frutarom Corp.
Alfred N. Hertz Flavors GmbH
International Flavors and
Fragrances Inc.

MAFCO
Dr. Madis Laboratories Inc.
Inds. Alimenticias Maguary
Meer Corp
M.F. Neal and Co.
Ottens Flavors
Pfizer Flavor U Fragrance Product
Group (C.A.L.)

Quest International
Schimmel & Co. GmbH
Soda Aromatic Co. Ltd.

Takasago International Corp.
Technology Flavors & Fragrances Inc.
Union Camp Corp .

Universal Flavor Corp.
Universal Flavors
Virginia Dare Inc.
The Whole Herb Co.

USA (Illinois)
Germany
USA (Indiana)
USA (New Jersey)
Singapore
Germany
Hungary
Germany
Israel
USA (New Jersey)
Japan
USA (New Jersey)
Switzerland
Hong Kong
USA (New Jersey)
Germany
Japan
Germany
Germany

USA (New
USA (New
USA (New
Brazil
USA (New
USA (New
USA (New

York)
Jersey)
Jersey)

Jersey)
Jersey)
Jersey)

USA (New Jersey)
USA (Maryland)
Germany
Japan
Japan
USA (New York)
USA (New Jersey)
USA ( Indiana
Belgium
USA (New York)
USA (California)

Source: Tobacco International 1994 Buyers' Guide and Directory .

60th Edition. November 15, 1993. pages 54 and 56.

Note: These companies are listed under "Flavors (Extracts)".
Other subheadings under "Flavors" are Additives,
Aromatics, Casings & Casing Materials, Essential Oils,
Fixatives, Menthol, Top Casing and Top Dressing
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stream smoke which may be perceived as harsh or irri-

CIGARETTE lating to the mouth, nose and throat of the user.

It would be desirable to provide a cigarette such as an

REFERHNCE TO RELATED APPLICATION "ultra low tar" cigarette which is capable of delivering

This is a continu»Uon-in-part of U.S patent applica-
* » good tobacco taste, strength and smoking satisfaction

tion Ser. No. 012,922, filed Feb. 10, 1987, the disclosure characteristic of a "full rtavor low tar" cigarette while

of which is incorporated by reference. being perceived as palatable but not as overly harsh or

irritating. In addition, it would be desirable to provide a

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION
cigarette such as a "full flavor low tar" cigarette which

The present invention relates to cigarettes and other
"^

is capable of delivering a good tobacco taste, strength

such type of smoking articles, and in particular to those and smoking satisfaction characteristic of a "full flavor"

smoking articles having an organic acid additive incor- cigarette while being perceived as palatable but not as

porated therein. overly harsh or irritating. Funhermore, it would be

Cigarettes are popular smoking articles which have a desirable to improve the smoking character of ciga-

substsntially cylindrical rod shaped structure and in- "
rjHj, which employ tobaccos or other tobacco materi-

clude a charge of tobacco (i.e., in cat filler form) sur-
^j, having a wide range of nicotine contenu.

rounded by a wrapper such as paper thereby forming a

tobacco rod. Currently, popular cigarettes include SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION
blends of tobacco materials, the majority of the blends jhe present invention relates to a smoking article

having nicotine contents in the range from about 1.2 ^^j^^ deiivtn good tobacco taste while being capable
percent to about 2.25 percent, more fre<?uently from

^f delivering relativelv low amounts of FTC "tar."
about 1.4 percent to about 2 percent and most fre-

p^^^^^^ ^^^^^^ „f ,^i^ i„^^„,i^„ „^ cigarettes which
qiwntly

fr^m
about K6 percent to about 1.8 percent, ^^„^^^ ,^^ ^^^ ^^^ satisfaction charac

based on the dry weight of the tobacco .natenals. It has
„* cigarettes and relatively low

become desirable to manufacture cigarettes having cy- " rrrrr- u . .• r •.<• n n i

. J •
1 ri. _ 1- I :_ iT I _i.>:„r.i.:,. evels of FTC tar characteristic of full flavor low

Imdncal filters aligned in an end-to-end relationship ,. • . , , , . ....

with the tobacco rod. Typically, filters are m«,ufac- ">'.
cigarettes. Also preferred are cigarettes which

tured from fibrous materials such as cellulose aceute '*«"^"
'"'!• ««"8th

and sm^ofang satisfaction charac

and are attached So the tobacco rod using t circumscrib- 'e"S^<= of "fu" fl>vor low tar cigarettes, and relatively

ing tipping material. M 'o* ''^e"* of FTC "tar" characteristic of "ultra low

Popular cigarettes classified as "full flavor" cigarettes
*"" cigarettes. In addition, the preferred cigarettes are

deliver a desirable tobacco taste, flavor and satisfaction extremely palauble and provide the perception of hav-

to the smoker. Typically, the "fuB flavor" cigarettes ing a smooth smoking character (i.e., not providing a

deliver about 14 mg or more ofFTC "tar" per cigarette. perceived harsh or irriuting character) relative to a

A second classification of popular cigarettes is the "full 35 comparable cigarette delivering similar levels of FTC
flavor low tar" classification. Typically, the "full flavor "Ur." Of particular interest are cigarettes having (i)

low tar" cigarettes deliver from about 8 to about 14 mg relatively low FTC "Ur" to FTC nicotine ratios, (ii)

of FTC "tar" per cigarette, as well as lower levels of relatively low FTC carbon monoxide to FTC nicotine

FTC nicotine as compared to "full flavor" cigarettes. A ratios, fi'O goo<l tobacco flavor, strength and satisfac-

third classification of popular cigarettes in the "ultra 40 tion, and (iv) a smooth, palatable smoking character

low tar" classirication. Siich "ultra low tar" cigarettes without being overly mild tasting,

deliver still lower levels of FTC "tar" and nicotine. /^ cigarette in accord with this invention includes

Typically, the "ultra low tar" cigarettes deliver less smokable (eg., tobacco) material and at least one or-

than about 7 mg of FTC "tar" per cigarette. The "full
g^^^ ^^ additive For example, a cigarette of this

flavor low Ur" and "ultra low tar" cigarettes conven- 43 invention can have (i) a nicotine content above about 2

tionally have air dilution means such as laser perfora-
percent, based on the dry weight of the smokable mate-

tions provided in the periphery of the mouthend region ^j^j (hereof; and (ii) at least one organic acid which is an

thereof, or have filter elements highly efficient for the
.jdiUve to the cigarette in an amount of greater than

removal of "tar" and nicotine from the mainstream
about 1 pecsnt, based on the dry weight of the smokable

*'^°*o'-
u r u

'^
material. Generally, the organic acid is an additive to at

lo general, the perceived taste or strength of the
^^^ ^ .^^ ^^ 1^^ smokable material. The acid can be

cigarettes classiried as tuiving lower leveU of tar and
^ ^j,^j^ ^^^ cigarette in a dissociated and/or

nicotine are
pro^«s.vely

less tlun that of Uie cigarettes „^di,^ia,ed form. A preferred organic acid addiUve

"*?'? %"„=^'^'!?
" approaching the ch.ractenst.cs ^^^ ^^^^ ^^.^ ^^^ ^. ^^

of the "full flavor" cig«ett«^ It

h^
been proposed o 55

^^,.^^,^ .^^
add numerous flavorants to the cut filler of lower tar j t .u . "a,., ..,-i-i,." ;- ,.f.rri„» ,r>

cigarettes to enhance the taste, strength «.d satisfaction
As used herein the erm dry

'^'ISht

" "femng 'o

of%uch cigarettes. However, such addition generally
">« smokable material of the smoking article b meant

yields maiSt^ sntoke which may be per^ved as ^« mass of the smokable ma «ialaft« being dned lo

har^h or irritating to the mouth, nose and throat of the 60 constant weight at 214 F. (101 C ) for 3 hours m a

ujgj.
force-draft oven. See, Moseley et al, Ind. Eng. Chem..

Additionally, it i» possible to employ tobaccos having Vol. 43, p. 2342 (1951).

a naturally high nicotine content as cut filler to enhance As used herein, the term "nicotine content" m refer-

the tobacco taste, strength and satisfaction of such ciga- ring to the smokable material is meant the mass alkaloid

rettet. However, cigarettes having high nicotine con- 6J nicoUne as analyzed and quantitated by spectroscopic

tents (eg., which include tobacco blends having natural techniques divided by the dry weight of the smokable

nicotine contents above about 2.25 weight percent) material analyzed. See. Harvey et al, Tob. Sci, Vol. 25,

generally have the propensity to yeild unpalatable main- p. 131 (1981).
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The siDokable material from which cigarettes of this

invention are manufactured conveniently can be a cut

nner material composed of one or more tobacco materi-

als having a naturally high nicotine content. The natu-

rally high nicotine content tobacco material(s) can be 5

employed alone or as blends with (i) one or more to-

bacco materials having low nicotine contents, and/or

(ii) one or more tobacco substitutes. As such, cigarettes

of this invention include those cigarettes wherein the

smokable material thereof exhibits a total nicotine con- 10

tent or blend nicotine content above about 2 percent.

A cigarette in accord with this invention conve-

niently can have incorporated therein at least one salt

provided from nicotine and an organic acid. The salt is

incorporated within the cigarette as an additive. Prefer- 15

ably, the salt is such that the molar ratio of nicotine to

organic acid therein is 1:3. Most preferably, the salt

additive includes nicotine levulinate. The particular salt

is incorporated into the cigarette in such a manner that

during use of the cigarette, the salt is subjected to dc- 20

composition conditions. For example, a cigarette of this

invention can include a smokable material as well as at

least one salt of nicotine and an organic acid as an addi-

tive, wherein (i) the nicotine content of the cigarette is

above about 2 percent, based on the dry weight of the 23

smokable material, and (i) one of the aforementioned

salts is nicotine levulinate.

The presence of the nicotine/orgatiic acid salt within

the cigarette provides improved tobacco taste, strength

and smoking satisfaction as well as improved or main- 30

tained flavor characteristics to the aerosol during use of

the article.

Preferred cigarettes of this invention do not exhibit

undesirable off-tastes during use.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS
"

FIG. 1 is a longitudinal section view of a cigarette of

this invention.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE
PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS

40

One embodiment of this invention is shown in FIG. I

and has the form of a cigarette 10. The cigarette in-

cludes a generally cylndrical rod 15 of smokable mate-

rial 20, such as tobacco cut filler, contained in circum- 43

scribing outer wrapping material 25. The rod 15 is here-

inafter referred to as a "tobacco rod." The ends of the

tobacco rod are open to expose the smokable material.

The cigarette 10 also includes a niter element 30 posi-
tioned adjacent one end of the tobacco rod IS such that SO

the filter element and tobacco rod are axially aligned in

an end-to-end relationship, preferably abutting one an-

other. Filter element 30 has a generally cylindrical

shape, and the diameter thereof is essentially equal to

the diameter of the tobacco rod. The ends of the filter 55

element are open to permit the passage of air and smoke

therethrough. The filter element 30 includes filter mate-

rial 35 which is overwrapped along the longitudinal

extending surface thereof with circumscribing plug
wrap material 40. 60

The filtet element 30 ia attached to the tobacco rod IS

by tipping material 45 which circumscribes both the
entire length of the filter element and an adjacent region
of the tobacco rod. The inner surface of the tippng
material 45 is fixedly secured lo the outer surface of the 63

plug wrap 40 and the outer surface of the wrapping
material 25 of the tobacco rod, using a suitable adhesive.
If desired, a ventilated or air diluted cigarette is pro-

vided with an air dilution means such as a series of

perforations 50 each of which extend through the tip-

ping material and plug wrap.

Typically, (he tobacco rod has a length which ranges
from about SO mm to about 8S mm, a circumference of

about 17 mm to about 27 mm; and the wrapping mate-
ria! thereof is a conventional cigarette wrapping paper.
Suitable cigarette wrapping papers are commercially
available as Reference Nos. 719 and 856 from Kimber-

ly-Clark Corp. or as Ecusta Experimental Nos. TOD
01788 and TOD 03363 from Ecusta Corp. If desired a

dual wrapper system can be employed. The tobacco
rods and the resulting cigarettes can be manufactured in

any known configuration using known cigarette making
techniques and equipment.

Typically, the filter element has a length which

ranges from about 20 mm to about 3S mm and a circum-

ference of about 17 mm to about 27 mm. The filter

material can be any suitable material such as cellulose

acetate, polypropylene, tobacco material, or the like.

Filler materials having compositions or characteristics

so as to exhibit low nicotine filtration efficiencies can be

employed. The plug wrap typically is a conventional

paper plug wrap, and can be cither air permeable or

essentially air impermeable. However, if desired, a non-

wrapped cellulose acetate filter element can be em-

ployed. The various filter elements suitable for use in

(his invention can be manufactured using known ciga-
rette filter making techniques and equipment.

Typically, the tipping material circumscribes the

filter element and an adjacent region of the tobacco rod

such that the tipping material extends about 3 mm to

about 6 mm along the length of the tobacco rod. Typi-

cally, the tipping material is a conventional paper tip-

ping material. The tipping material can have a porosity
which can vary. For example, the tipping material can

be essentially air impermeable, air permeable, or be

treated (eg., by mechanical or laser perforation tech-

niques) so as to have a region of perforations, openings
or vents thereby providing a means for providing air

dilution to the cigarette. The total surface area of the

perforations and the positioning of the perforations

along the periphery of the cigarette can be varied in

order to control the performance characteristics of the

cigarette.

As used herein, the term "air dilution" is the ratio

(generally expressed as a percentage) of the volume of
air drawn through the air dilution means to the total

volume of air and aerosol drawn through the cigarette
and exiting the extreme mouthend portion of the ciga-
rette. For air diluted or ventilated cigarettes of this

invention, the amount of air dilution can vary. Prefera-

bly, the amount of air dilution for a cigarette is greater
than about 20 percent, more preferably greater then

about 30 percent. The upper limit of air dilution for a

cigarette typically is less than about 80 percent, more

frequently less than about 60 percent.
The smokable material employed in the manufacture

of the tobacco rod can vary. For example, the tobacco
material can be engineered in a processed form such as

an extruded form (eg., as a foamed extruded rod or
extruded into a tubular shape), have the form of filler

such as tobacco cut filler, or the like. Generally, the
tobacco material of cigarettes has the form of cut filler.

As used herein, the terms "filler" or "cut filler" are
meant to include tobacco materials which have a form
suitable for use in the manufacture of cigarette tobacco
rods. As such, filler can include tobacco materials
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which are blended and are in a form ready for cigarede

manufacture. The tobacco filler materials conventiently

are employed in the form of strands or shreds as is com-

mon in conventional cigarette manufacture. For exam-

ple, the tobacco cut filler material can be employed in

the form of strands cut into widths ranging from about

1/23 inch to about 1/60 inch, preferably from about

1/30 inch to about 1/40 inch. Generally, such strands

have lengths which range from about 0.25 inch to about

3 inches.

Tobacco materials can be cased and top dressed as is

conventional performed during various stages of ciga-

rette manufacture. For example, additives such as fla-

vorants and humectants can be applied to the tobacco

material as is commonly done when cigarettes are man-

ufactured. Suitable additives include flavorants such as

vanillin, cocoa, licorice, methaol, tobacco aroma oils,

tobacco extracts, and the like. Such additives conven-

tiently are applied to the smokable material as top dress-

ing components.
The majority of the filler material present in the

smokable rod is a tobacco material. However, the to-

bacco material can be blended with another smokable

material such as a tobacco substitute material. Examples

of suluble tobacco materials include flue-cured. Burley,

Maryland or Oriental tobaccos; processed tobacco ma-

terials such as expanded tobaccos, processed tobacco

stems, reconstituted tobacco materials or reconstituted

tobacco materials having varying levels of endogenous

conditions suitable to provide products having various

nicotine levels. If desired, nicotine can be incorporated
Into the expansion solvents used to provide a volume

expanded processed tobacco material having a high
5 nicotine content A typical expansion process is de-

scribed in U.S. Pat No. 3,524,451 to Fredrickson. Also,

processed tobacco materials include tobaccos or to-

bacco materials mixed, blended or otherwise treated

with tobacco extracts, spray dried tobacco materials or

10 tobacco aroma oils. As such, the processed tobacco

materials have high nicotine contents upon completion
of the processing steps involved in their preparation or

manufacture, and prior to their use in Ihc manufacture

of cigarettes.

15 High nicotine tobacco{s) and/or high nicotine pro-

cessed tobacco(s) can be employed as the tobacco mate-

rial of the cigarette, as the component(s) of cigaretto

blends or as portions of the components of cigarette

blends. For example, the high nicotine tobacco(s) anc"-

20 /or high nicotine processed tobacco material(s) can be

blended with tobacco substltute<s) and/or tobacco

material(s) having nicotine contents of less than about 2

percent. Typically, the so<alled "American blends
'

having high nicotine contents (i.e.. total blend nicotitie

25 contents above about 2 percent) are desirable for ciga-

rette manufacture. Typical total nicotine contents of the

tobacco material or blends of materials from which

tobacco rods for cigarettes of this invention are manu-

factured are greater than about 2.25 percent, generally

and exogenous nicotine, or blends thereof. If desired. 30 greater than 2.5 percent, often greater than about 3

the tobacco materials can be blended with small

amounts of carbonized and/or pyrolyzed materials.

Tobacco material(s) having a naturally high nicotine

content conveniently constitute at least a portion of the

smokable filler material useful in manufacturing smok-

ing articles of this invention. Typically, such useful high

nicotine content tobaccos or high nicotine content pro-

cessed tobaccos have nicotine contents of above about

2.5 percent. The nicotine contents of high nicotine to-

percent, frequently greater than about 3.5 peicent, and

in certain circumstances greater than about 4 percent.

Organic acids useful herein are any organic acids or

organic compounds that behave as Lewis acids when
contacted with nicotine. Examples of organic acids

useful in practicing the present invention are aromatic

acids including benzoic-type acids and substituted ben-

zole-type acids, hydroxyacids. heterocyclic acids, ter-

penoid acids, sugar acids such as the pectic acids, amino

bacco materials oftentimes are abo\e about 3 percent. 40 acids, cycloaliphatic acids, dicarboxyllc acids, aliphatic

frequenlty above about 4 percent, and in certain circum- acids, keto acids, and the like. Preferred organic acids

stances above about 5 percent Generally, the nicotine are the straight-chain and branched-chain aliphatic

content of tobacco materials useful in this Invention acids, more preferably the aliphatic monocarboxylic

does not exceed about 10 percent. acids, and especially the keto aliphatic monocarboxylic

The high nicotine content filler material can vary. 45 acids. Examples of suitable organic acids include for-

For example, tobaccos designated by the U.S.D A. as

Type 35 (One Sucker), Type 36 (Green River) or Type
37 (Virginia Sun Cured) are common tobaccos having a

naturally high nicotine content A cultlvar such as Nico-

llana nisiica often has a natural nicotine content in the 50

range of about 6 percent to about 10 percent Addition-

ally, also useful are upper stalk leaves of commercial

lines of flue-cured tobacco (designated by the U.S.D.A.

as Types 1 1-14) and Burley tobacco (designated by the

U.S.D.A. as Type 31). The natural nicotine content of 55

many tobaccos can depend upon the agronomic condi-

tions under which the tobaccos are grown as well as the

particular genetic line of the tobacco.

Processed tobacco materials can be employed. Such

processed tobaccos can be provided using tobacco 60 catechualdehyde, and the like,

reconstitution-type processes. For example, materials Numerous organic acids can improve the flavor or

can be manufactured using extrusion, cast sheet, four- aroma of the aerosol, as numerous organic acids are

drinier or paper making processes. Raw materials used suitable fiavorants. However, whether a particular or-

in manufacturing processed tobaccos can include those ganic acid acts as a flavorant depends upon the amount

high nicotine tobaccos described hereinbefore; or vari- 65 of the particular organic acid employed as an additive as

ous types of tobacco extracts can be employed in the well as the flavor threshold of the particular acid em-

manufacturing steps of the processed tobaccos. Altema- ployed See. for example, Tobacco Flavoring For Smok-

tively. proctsaed tobaccos can be manufactured under ing Products, by LefTingwell et al, p. 1! to 15 (1972).

mic. acetic, propionic, isobutyric, butyric, alpha-

methylbutyric, isovaleric, beta-methylvaieric, caproic,

2-furoic, phenylacetic heptanoic, oclanoic, nonanoic.

malic, citric, oxalic, malonic, glycolic. succinic, ascor-

bic, tartaric, fumaric and pyruvic acid, as well as the

lower fatty acids (i.e., having carbon chains less than

Cm) and the higher fatty acids (i.e., having carbon

chains of Ciz to Cm), and other such acids. The most

preferred organic acid is a gamma keto aliphatic acid

known as levuli.nic acid (CH3COCH2CH2COOH).
Levullnic acid also Is known as acetylproplonic acid,

alpha-ketovaleric acid and 4-oxypentaoic acid. Useful

organic compounds which exhibit an acid character

nclude the phenolics such as guaiacol, vanillin, proto-
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However, it may be desirable to use organic acids in the art. Many of such techniques have been cata-

which provide specific flavor characteristics to the logued by Perfelti in Beiirage Zur Tabak/onchung Inter-

cigarette at low amounts in order to not provide unde- national. Vol. 12, No. 2, p. 43 (1983), which is incorpo-

sirable ofT-tastcs or aromas to the cigarette. For exam- rated herein by reference. Preferably, nicotine/organic

pie, it may be desirable to employ certain organic acids 5 acid salts are provided by conucting nicotine with at

at low enough levels in order that the cigarette does not least the stoichiometric amount of the organic acid

exhibit taste or aroma characteristics which can be per- necessary to form the particular salt under conditions

ceived as being chemical, metallic, bitter, pungent or sufTicient to form the salt.

soapy in nature, or as being dissonant to the general The preferred salts provided from nicotine and the

organoleptic characteristics associated with tobacco 10 organic acid generally are essentially non-volatile at

smoke. conditions under which the smoking articles are manu-

The most preferred organic acid is levulinic acid. faclured and stored, however, specinc properties of the

Such an organic acid can provide a smooth, palatable various salts can vary. For example, nicotine/organic

character to the cigarette while not providing any sig- acid salts having straight-chain or branched-chain ali-

nificant dissonant taste or aroma. If desired, certain 15 phatic acids having less than 20 carbon atoms generally

amounts of various other organic acids can be blended have a molar ratio of 1:3 (nicotine.acid), and generally

with levulinic acid and employed as the additive of this are liquid in form at ambient conditions. Such salts

invention. For example, it is desirable that a majority of typically decompose at temperatures less than 100' C,
the organic acid additive be levulinic acid. usually in the range from about 50' C. to about 60' C.

The organic acid additive can be incorporated into 20 As another example, nicotine/organic acid salts having
the cigarette in a variety of places or sites. For example, dicarboxylic organic acids generally have a molar ratio

the organic acid or organic acid mixture can be applied of 1:2 (nicotine:acid), and generally are solid in form at

to the niler material, incorporated within some or all of ambient conditions. Such salts typically decompose at

thenilermaterial, applied to the wrapper of the tobacco temperatures in the range from about 90' C. to about

rod, applied within the glue line of the wrapper of the 2S 120' C. As yet another example, nicoline/organic acid

tobacco rod, provided within the filter element of the salts having acids containing phenyl groups generally

cigarette, or the like. If desired, the organic acid addi- have molar ratios of 1:1, 1:2 or 1:3 (nicotine:acid). Gen-
tive can be incorporated into processed tobaccos during erally such salts are solid in form at ambient conditions.

the manufacture of such materials. For example, the Such salts typically decompose at temperature in the

organic acids can be mixed with tobacco extracts or 30 range from about 1 10' C. to about 200' C.

tobacco aroma oils, and the resulting tobacco material- Numerous nicotine/organic acid salts can improve

/organic acid mixture can be blended with, mixed with, the flavor or aroma of the aerosol, as numerous organic
or otherwise used to treat other tobacco(s) or tobacco acids are suitable flavorants. Examples of salts which

material(s). The organic acid can be applied to the ciga- can provide flavor and aroma to the mainstream aerosol

rette or be present within the cigarette in nondissociated 35 at certain levels include nicotine acetate, nicotine oxa-

form and/or in a dissociated (eg., carboxylate) form. late, nicotine malate, nicotine isovalerate, nicotine lac-

Typically, the organic acid additive is incorporated in tate, nicotine citrate, nicotine phenylacetate and nico-

the cigarette by admixing the additive with the tobacco tine myristate. However, it may be desirable to use salts

material. The manner or process for applying the addi- which provide flavor characteristics to the cigarette at

live can vary depending upon whether the additive is 40 low amounts in order to not provide undesirable off-

applied diluted in liquid form, or upon the positioning of tastes or aromas to the cigarette,

the additive within the cigarette. For example, the addi- The most preferred nicotine/organic acid salt is nico-

tive can be applied using syringes or techniques such as tine levulinate. Such a salt can provide a smooth, palat-

spraying, casing, electrostatic deposition, impregnation, able character to the cigarette while not providing any
garniture ii^jection, spray drying, inclusion and encap- 45 signiflcant dissonant taste or aroma. If desired, certain

sulation techniques, and the like. amounts of various nicotine/organic acid salts can be
Suitable solvents for the organic acids include water, blended with nicotine levulinate and employed as the

ethanol, glycerol, propylene glycol, and the like, as well additive to provide cigarettes of this invention.

as combinations thereof The salts can be incorporated into the cigarette in a

One or more salts provided from nicotine and an 50 variety of places or sites. For example, the salt can be

organic acid can be incorporated into the cigarette. The applied to Ihe filler material, incorporated within some
use of such salts can provide for a cigarette having a or all of the filler material, applied to the wrapper of the

relatively high nicotine content as well as provide the tobacco rod, applied within the glue line of the wrapper
organic acid additive. Such salts can be incorporated of the tobacco rod, applied within a region (eg., a cav-
into cigarettes which include tobacco materials having 55 ity) which is subjected to heal, or Ihe like,

a wide range of nicotine contents. Typically, the nicoline/organic acid salt additive or
Preferred nicotine/organic acid salts have a molar additive mixture is incorporated in Ihe cigarette by

ratio of organic acid to nicotine of 1:1, 2:1 or 3:1, most admixing the additive with the tobacco material, the

preferably 3:1. The most preferred salts are totally ion- manner or process for applying the additive can vary
ized salts of nicotine and the organic acid. Such pre- 60 depending upon whether the additive is applied in solid
ferred ionized salts are those salts wherein both of the or liquid form, or upon the positioning of the additive
nicotine nitrogen atoms are ionized by the acid hydro- within the cigarette. For example, Ihe additive can be
gens of the organic acids. For example, a particularly applied using syringes or techniques such as spraying,
preferred salt is provided from I mole of nicotine and 3 electroslalic deposition, impregnation, garniture injec-
molesoflevulinicacidandhasamolarratio thereof of 65 lion, spray drying, inclusion and encapsulation lech-
'•'•

niques, and the like.

The nicotine/organic acid salts conveniently are pre- When the nicoline/organic acid salts are applied
pared using techniques generally known to those skilled using spraying techniques it is desirable to form a liquid
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solution or the salt in a suitable solvent Such solutions

should exhibit a low enough viscosity to allow for

spraying or injecting the solution. However, it is desir-

able that the concentration of the salt within the solu-

tion not be so dilute that the salt experiences significant 5

dissociation. Typically, the concentration of salt within

the solution is about 20 weight percent or more.

Suitable solvents for the salts include water, ethanol,

glycerol, propylene glycol, and the like, as well as com-

binations thereof. Generally, most nicotine/organic
">

acid salts are soluble or miscible in such solvenlv and

the salts do not undergo substantial dissociation when

solubilized to small amounts. For example, the salt can

be hydrated in water without undergoing a significant

amount of dissociation. However, salts diluted with "

substantial amounts of solvent can undergo dissociation

to some degree to provide for the application of a mix-

ture of nicotine/organic acid salt, nicotine and organic

add to the cigarette. Thus, it is possible to apply an

additive in the form of nicotine and levulinic acid to the

cigarette.

If desired, cigarettes can have incorporated therein as

an additive (i) at least one salt consisting of nicotine and

an organic acid, and (ii) nicotine. Preferred additives of

such type include at least one salt having a molar ratio

of nicotine to organic acid of 1:3.

The amount of organic acid employed within the

cigarette can vary. The amount oforganic acid incorpo-

rated within the cigarette depends upon factors such as
jq

the placement of the organic acid within the cigarette,

and the configurational aspects of the cigarette. Config-

urational aspects include the composition and charac-

teristics of the filter material and initial filler blend, the

degree of ventilation of the cigarette, and other such
jj

factors. For example, for most cigarettes of this inven-

tion comprising tobacco material having a total or blend

nicotine content of from about 2 percent to about 10

percent, it frequently is desirable to provide organic

add additive to the dgarette in an amount from about 1 4q

percent to about 10 percent, based on the dry weight of

the tobacco filler material in order to provide accept-

able tobacco taste, strength and satisfaction upon use.

Generally, the amount of organic add applied to such a

dgarette is greater than about 2 percent, and oflentimes 45

greater than about 3 percent, based on the dry weight of

the tobacco filler materal within the dgarette.

The amount of nicotine/organic acid salt or salts

employed within the cigarette can vary. The amount of

salt incorporated within the dgarette depends upon 50

factors such as the placement of the salt within the

dgarette, and the configurational aspects of the ciga-

rette. For most cigarettes having tobacco filler material

comprising a nicotine content of from about 1 percent
to about 2 percent, it frequently is desirable to provide ;;

salt additive to provide a total nicotine content of up to

about S percent, more frequently up tp about 4 percent
to the cigarette. Such an amount of additive can provide
for gtxxl tobacco tsste, strength and satisfaction upon
use. Generally, the amount of nicotin/organic acid salt (O

applied to a typical cigarette provides from about 0.2S

percent to about 20 percent, preferably from about 1.2

to about 13 percent of salt additive, based on the dry

weight of the tobacco filler material within that ciga-
rette. In certain instances, it is desirable to employ about 6S

3.S percent of salt additive or more, based on the dry

weight of the tobacco filler material within the ciga-

rette.

The cigarettes of this invention preferably provide a

mainstream aerosol exhibiting a pH which is essentially

equal to or less than that of a similar cigarette having a

low amount (e.g , less than about 0.2 weight percent) of

the organic acid additive incorporated therein. In cer-

tain circumstances, an amount of organic acid additive

is incorporated into a cigarette in order to reduce the

pH of the mainstream aerosol during use thereof. Main-

stream aerosol is that aerosol which is drawn through
the article and into the mouth of the user. For example,
for a cigarette having smokable tobacco material con-

tained in a drcumscribing outer wrapping material, the

mainstream aerosol is the mainstream tobacco smoke
which includes the combustion and/or pyrolysis prod-
ucts of tobacco material.

By the term, "pH of mainstream aerosol" is meant

that averaged per-puff pH of the whole aerosol as mea-

sured using the techniques described by Sensabaugh et

al in Tobacco Science. Vol. XI. pp. 25-30 (1967). which

Is incorporated herein by reference. Typical mainstream

aerosol pH for a cigarette ranges from about 4.S units to

about 8.S units on average per cigarette.

In referring to a reduction in the pH of mainstream

aerosol, it is meant a lowering of the average pH of the

mainstream aerosol per particular cigarette. Such re-

duction is provided by the addition of an effective

amount of the additive (eg., organic acid additive and-

/or nicotine/organic acid salt). Typically, the reduction

in pH is a lowering of the pH by more than about 0.03

pH unit; preferably by more than about 0.08 pH unit.

Typically, reduction in the pH of the mainstream aero-

sol does not provide a cigarette which yields main-

stream aerosol having a pH significantly below 4.S

units.

The presence of the organic acid (which can be pro-

vided by the decomposition of the nicotine/organic
acid salt during use of the cigarette can introduce a

reduction of the pH of the mainstream aerosol depend-

ing upon the quantity and type of organic acid which Is

incorporated therein. Thus, a certain balance, mellow-

ing or marrying of the flavors culminate in a fully bod-

ied tobacco fiavor, strength and satisfaction which is

delivered to the user. Such a (lavor enhandng charac-

teristic Is particularly desirable for highly air diluted or

"ultra low tar" cigarettes.

The pH of the mainstream aerosol is infiuenced by a

number of factors. For example, the pH of mainstream

dgarette smoke can be infiuenced by factors such as the

type of tobacco material or blend of tobacco materials

employed, the type of processed tobacco (e.g., volume

expanded tobacco or reconstituted tobacco), the config-

uration of the cigarette (eg., the filter tow material, the

degree of air dilution, the circumference of the ciga-

rette, the type of wrapping material, etc.), the maimer of

drawing on or puffing the dgarette. and other such

factors.

Cigarettes of this invention generally deliver from

about 0.2 mg to about 3. J mg, frequently from about 0.3

mg to about 2.S mg, more frequently from about 0.4 mg
to about I.S mg of nicotine when smoked under FTC
conditions. Typically, FTC "tar" to FTC nicotine ra-

tios for dgarettes of this Invention are less than about

12, generally less than about 9, frequently less than

about 7, and in certain Instances less than about S. FTC
"tar" to FTC nicotine ratios for cigarettes of this inven-

tion often can range from about 3 to about 6. Typically,

the FTC "tar" to FTC nicotine ratios of a cigarette

having a nicotine/organic acid salt incorporated therein
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can be lowered by up to about 80 percent or that ratio ment are aligned in an abutting, end-to-end relationship

ofsimilarcigarettenot having the salt additive incorpo- and secured together using tipping paper having a

rated therein. CORESTA porosity of 3135 ml/min. The tipping paper

The ToUowing examples are provided in order to is adhesively secured to the Alter element and the adja-

further illustrate the invention but should not be con- ' cent portion of the tobacco rod. The lipping material

strued as limiting the scope thereof. Unless otherwise circumscribes the length of the filter element and about

noted, all parts and percentages are by weight. 3 mm of the length of the tobacco rod. Cigarettes so

EXAMPLE 1

described are manufactured using a Pilot Cigarette
Maker from Hauni-Werke Korber & Co. KG. A ring of

A salt of nicotine and levulinic acid is provided using
'"

mechanically provided perforations extends around the

the following procedure. periphery of the cigarette about 13 mm from the ex-

Into a 1,000 ml round bottom Hask is charged about (jeme mouthend thereof. The perforations so provided
350 g of 1-nicoUne provided from Kodak Laboratory y,eid cigarettes which are 50 percent air diluted. The
Chemicals, Eastman Kodak Co. (CaUlogue No. 52, p.

^^ cigateltes so manufactured are designated Sa-nple Nos.

366, Chemical No. U24973). To the l-mcotine is
i, 2. 3 and C-1, corresponding to the sample of filler

charged about 10 g of sodium hydroxide pellets. The material from which each cigarette is manufactured,
flask is fitted with a heaung mantle and equipped with a jy,^ r,„„ ^i^^i] employed in providing the tobacco
magnetic stirring bar. The nicotme solution is stirred ,^ j, ;„ ,^5 fom, of strands cut at about 32 cuts per
employing a magnetic stimng unit The nicotine is vac-

jp j^^. The initial filler material includes a blend of about
uum distilled using a Todd Column packed with glass , „, 3^^,^^ ,^b^^^„ ^^out 41 percent flue-cured
helixes and the fraction distilled between 97 C. and 98

,„b,cco, about 32 percent reconstituted tobacco ma.e-

^u
"
^tT-^u^

pressure IS collected at a reflux ratio of
^,,_ ^^^ ,j^^, ,g ^^^„, q^^^,^, ^^^^^^^^^ .^he blend

about 10:1. The collected distillate is water dear. The ^„ ,„ ^ ^^ ^^^^ ^^^ ^^^^^
nicotme so punned using the vacuum distillation tech- 25 ,}.„,,„

•> ^ j rr

nique is employed in the preparation of the 1 -nicotine/- _ ', . ... . ^,, ... . , ...

levulinic acid wJt
^°"' '°'' °^ '*" "^"' ''"'^ ''''"''• "'^*' '°' ^"ghing

Into a 500 ml round bottom flask equipped with a ^f° ^l ".' P'°^ided. The first lot i, treated with 20 g

magnetic stirring bar and heating mantle is charged 69.6
°^ ""

'""."!°'Jr ''^"''""l' "^'^'""'l
^'

»"°"fJ°'
'«

g (0.6 mole) of levulinic acid. The levulinic acid is 30 if""^.*",^
*° 8 of the 1-nicotme levulinate additive,

stripped employing a conventional magnetic stirring Th'.'hird
lot is treated with 100 g of the 1-nicoline

unit. The levulinic acid is obtained from Aldrich Chem-
'^vu mate additive. The fourth lot is not treated with

ical Co.. Catalogue No. I984-8J. p. 672. Compound No.
'*" ""•co«'"e 'evulinate additive and is employed for

L-200-9, and is employed without further purification.
comparison purposes.

The levulinic acid is heated to about 50' C. in order to 35
''"« 1 -nicotine levulinate additive is applied to cut

provide a Uquid form thereof, and the liquified compo-
''""' " * '?"> """8 » ^'^'^ sprayer to apply all

nent is subjected to stirring. To the liquified levulinic
"imture of water and additive.

acid is titrated 32.4 g (0.2 mole) of the purified 1-nico- ^'^^ °^ "** ^°"^ ^°^ "' separately placed in sealed

tine over about a 20 minute time period. It is preferred ?'=*''= •'»«' ""<* **°f'd »' ''^' ^ fo' 2 days. Then, the

to introduce the nicotine to the organic acid in order to *0 ''°'" '°" "' "=•> '"'""'l w"*! «'«'"' *^° 8 "f » ="' *"'er

provide an environment of excess acid to nicotine and mixture of about 75 parts volume expanded Burley

thus promote the formation of salt. A clear, viscous tobacco and about 25 parts volume expanded flue-cured

yellow colored material weighing about 100 g results. tobacco. The volume expanded cut filler mixture is

The product is sealed in a glass ampuole under nitrogen.
added to each lot using a mixing drum in order to pro-

The product is 1-nicotine levulinate (as determined *' vide a well mixed blend having a moisture content of

using infrared spectrometry), and has a nicotine to levu- ilJO"' '2 percent to about 13 percent The resulting

linic acid ratio of 1:3 (as determined by a destructive blend provided from the first lot of filler material has

distillation in a 10 percent sodium hydroxide aqueous about 1 percent of the I -nicotine levulinate salt appfied

solution, subsequent extraction using isopropanol, and thereto (based on the filler conditioned weight) and is

gas chromatographic analysis for nicotine). The salt is designated as Sample No. 1. The resulting blend pro-
believed to have a structure substantially as generally vided from the second lot of filler material has about 3

described in FIG. 13 of the Perfetti reference, supra. percent of the I -nicotine levulinate salt applied thereto

Cigarettes incorporating varying amounts of the I- (based on the filler conditioned weight) and is desig-
nicotine levulinate salt are provided using the following ,.

nated as Sample No. 2. The resulting blend provided
procedure. from the third lot of filler material has about 5 percent

Cigarettes having lengths of about 99 mm and cir- of the I -nicotine levulinate salt applied thereto (based
cimiferences of about 24.85 mm have tobacco rod on the filler conditioned weight) and is designated as

lengths of 6ft mm and filter element lengths of 31 mm. Sample No. 3. The resulting blend provided from the
The tobacco rod includes a charge of tobacco cut filler jo fourth lot of filler material is not treated with the 1-nico-

weighing about 0.74 g contained in a circumscribing tine levulinate salt additive, is employed for comparison
cigarette paper wrap which is sold commercially as 754 purposes, and is designated as Sample No. C-1.

Cigarette Paper by EcusU Corp. The filler element is The various cigarettes are smoked under FTC condi-
manufactured using conventional cigarette filter mak- tions. Data concerning (i) FTC "tar," FTC nicotine and
ing technology from cellulose aceute tow (2.7 denier 63 FTC carbon monoxide, (ii) the "tar'Vnicotine ratio, (iii)

per filament, 48,000 total denier) and circumscribing air cigarette nicotine content, (iv) puff count, and (v) pH of
permeable paper plug wrap having a CORESTA poros- the mainstream aerosol for each sample are presented in

ity of 26,000 cm/min. The tobacco rod and filter ele- Table I.
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order to provide a nicotine content of «bout 3.92 per- FXAMPI F ?
cent to the cigarette. The nicotine/ethanol mixture is

incorporated into the tobacco rod by inserting a syringe Cigarettes having a high nicotine content and incor-

into the lighting end of the rod and slowly pulling the porating varying amounts of the levulinic acid are pro-

syringe from the rod while injecting the mixture into 5 vided using the following procedure,

the rod. Cigarettes having lengths of about 84 mm and cir-

Sample No. 7 is provided by injecting about 10 mg of cumferences of about 24.85 mm have tobacco rod

the previously described 1:1 mixture of ethanol nicotine lengths of 57 mm and filter element lengths of 27 mm.

into a cigarette designated as Sample No. 6 using a The tobacco rod includes a charge of tobacco cut filler

syringe in the manner previously described. The ciga- 10 weighing about 0.76 g contained in a circumscribing

rette so provided comprises a nicotine levulinale addi- cigarette paper wrap which is sold commercially as 854

tive as well as an exogenous nicotine additive. Cigarette Paper by Ecusta Corp. The filter element is

The various cigarettes are smoked under FTC condi- manufactured using conventional cigarette filler mak-

tions. Data concerning (i) FTC "tar," FTC nicotine and ing technology from cellulose acetate low (2. 1 denier

FTC carbon monoxide, (ii) the "tar'Vnicotine ratio, (iii) 15 per filament, 48,000 total denier) and circumscribing air

cigarette nicotine content, and (iv) puff count for Sam- permeable paper plug wrap having a CORESTA poros-

ple Nos. 4-6 and C-2 are presented in Table II. In addi- ily of 26,000 cm/min. The tobacco rod and filter ele-

tion, data concerning the pH of the mainstream aerosol meni are aligned in an abutting, endto-end relationship

for Sample Nos. 4-6, C-2 and C-3 are presented in Table and secured together using porous (air permeable) tip-

II. 20 ping paper. The tipping paper is adhesively secured to

TABLE II
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additive. The quantity of w«ter of the waier/idditive

mixttire is adjusted to attain a (inal cut filler moisture

content of about 1 5 percent
Each of the four lots are leparately placed in sealed

plastic bags and stored at 70" F. for 2 days. Then, the

four lots are each mixed with about 2,000 g on a dry

weight basis, of a cut filler mixture of about 3S parts

volume expanded Burley tobacco having a nicotine

content of about 4 percent, and about 65 parts volume

expanded due-cured tobacco having a nicotine content

of about 4 percent The volume expanded cut filler

mixture Is added to each lot using a mixing drum in

order to provide a well mixed blend having a moisture

content of between about 12 percent and about 13 perc-

net
The resulting blend provided from the first lot of

filler material has about 3 percent of the levulinic acid

applied thereto (based on the filler dry weight) and is

designated as Sample No. 8. The resulting blend pro-

vided from the second lot of filler material has about 7

percent of the levulinic acid applied thereto (based on

the filler dry weight) and is designated as Sample No. 9.

The resulting blend provided from the third lot of filler

material has about 10 percent of the levulinic add ap-

plied thereto (based on the filler dry weight) and is

designated as Sample No. 10. The resulting blend pro-

vided from the fourth lot of filler material is not treated

with the levulinic acid additive, is employed for com-

parison purposes, and is designated as Sample No. C-4.

The various cigarettes are smoked under FTC condi-

tions. Data concerning (i) the nicotine content of each

blend. (iO FTC "tar," FTC nicotine and FTC carbon

monoxide, (iii) the "tar"/nicotine ratio, (iv) puff count

and (v) pH of the mainstream aerosol for each sample,

are presented in Table III.

while the control sample is very harsh. The mildness of

Sample Nos. 8 and 9 is considered comparable. The

cigarettes of the invention yield good tobacco taste,

strength and smoking satisfaction. The control sample is

5 very strong, and the overpowering sensation provided

thereby is not satisfying.

EXAMPLE 4

Cigarettes incorporating varying amounts of the lev-

10 ulinic acid are provided using the following procedure.

Cigarettes having lengths of about 84 mm and cir-

cumferences of about 24.85 mm have tobacco rod

lengths of 57 mm and filter element lengths of 27 mm.
The tobacco rod includes a charge of tobacco cut filler

15 weighing about 0.82 g contained in a circumscribing

cigarette paper wrap which is sold commercially as 856

Cigarette Paper by Ecusta Corp. The filter element is

manufactured using conventional cigarette filter mak-

ing technology from cellulose acetate tow (2.7 denier

20 per filament, 43,000 total denier) and circumscribing air

permeable paper plug wrap having a CORESTA poros-

ity of about 26,000 cm/min. The tobacco rod and filter

element are aligned in an abutting, end-to-end relation-

ship and secured together using essentially air imperme-
25 able tipping paper. The tipping paper is adhesively se-

cured to the filter element and the adjacent portion of

the tobacco rod. The tipping material circumscribes the

length of the filter element and about 4 mm of the length
of the tobacco rod. Cigarettes so described are manu-

}0 factured using a Pilot Cigarette Maker from Hauni-

Werke Korber & Co. KG. A ring of laser perforations

extends around the periphery of the cigarette about 13

mm from the extreme mouthend thereof The perfora-

tions so provided yield cigarettes which are 50 percent

33 air diluted. The cigarettes so manufactured are desig-
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linic acid additive. The fourth lot is no^ treated with the and average smoke pH when compared lo a control

levuUnic acid additive and is employed for comparison (i.e.. Sample No. C-5 which does not have the levulinic

purposes. acid additive).

The levulinic acid additive is applied to cut filler as a Organolepic evaluation of the samples indicates thai

spray using a hand sprayer as a mixture of water and S the cigarettes of the invention are smooth smoking
additive. The quantity of water of the water/additive while the control sample is very harsh. The mildness of

mixture is adjusted to attain a Tuial cut filler moisture Sample Nos. 12 and 13 is considered comparable. The
content of about 15 percent cigarettes of the invention yield good tobacco taste,

Each of the four lots are separately placed in sealed strength and smoking satisfaction. The control sample is

plastic bags and stored at 70* F. for 2 days. Then, the 10 very strong, and the overpowering sensation provided
four lots are each mixed with about 880 g on a dry thereby is not satisfying,

weight basis, of a cut (ilier mixture of about 35 parts pyampi p <
volume expanded Burley tobacco having a nicotine

fcAAMKLb 5

content of about 4 percent, and about 65 parts volume Cigarettes incorporating varying amounts of the lev-

expanded flue-cured tobacco having a nicotine content IS ulinic acid are provided using the following procedure,
of about 4 percent The volume expanded cut filler Cigarettes having lengths of about 84 mm and cir-

mixture is added to each lot using a mixture drum in cumferences of about 24.85 mm have tobacco rod

order to provide a well mixed blend having a moisture lengths of.57 mm and filter element lengths of 27 mm.
content of between about 12 percent and about 13 per- The tobacco rod includes a charge of tobacco cut niler

cent. 20 weighing about 0.82 g contained in a circumscribing
The resulting blend provided from the first lot of cigarette paper wrap which is sold commercially as 856

filler material has about 1 percent of the levulinic acid Cigarette Paper by Ecusta Corp. The iilter element is

applied thereto (based on the filler dry weight) and is manufactured using conventional cigarette filter mak-

designated as Sample No. 11. The resulting blend pro- ing technology from cellulose acetate tow (2.7 denier
vided from the second lot of filler material has about 3 23 per filament, 48,000 total denier) and circumscribing sir

percent of the levulinic acid applied thereto (based on permeable paper plug wrap having a CORESTA poros-
the filler dry weight) and is designated as Sample No. ity of about 26,0(X) cm/min. The tobacco rod and filter

12. The resulting blend provided from the third lot of element are aligned in an abutting, end-to-end relatio-

filler material has about 5 percent of the levulinic acid ship and secured together using essentially air imperme-
applied thereto (based on the filler dry weight) and is }0 able lipping paper. The lipping paper is adhesively se-

designated as Sample No. 13. The resulting blend pro- cured to the filter element and the adjacent portion of
vided from the fourth lot of filler material is not treated the tobacco rod. The tipping material circumscribes the

with the levulinic acid additive, is employed for com- length of the filter element and about 4 mm of the length

parison purposes, and is designated as Sample No. C-5. of the tobacco rod. Cigarettes so described are manu-
The various cigarettes are smoked under FTC condi- 35 factured using a Pilot Cigarette Maker from Hauni-

tions. Data concerning (i) the nicotine content of each Werke Korber &. Co. KG. The cigarettes so manufac-

blend, (ii) FTC "tar," FTC nicotine and FTC carbon lured are designated Sample Nos. 14, 15, 16 and C-6,

monoxide, (iii) the "tar"/nicotine ratio, (iv) puff count corresponding to the sample of filler material from
and (v) pH of the mainstream aerosol for each sample, which each cigarette is manufactured,

are presented in Table IV. 40 The filler materials employed in providing the to-
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sociated fonn incorporated therein in an amount greater

than about I percent, based on the dry weight of the

smokable material.

29. The cigarette of claim 28 wherein the smokable

material is smokable cut Tiller material.

30. The cigarette ofclaim 28 wherein essentially all of

the levulinic acid is in nondissociated form.

31. The cigarette of claim 28 wherein a portion of the

levalinic acid is provided to the cigarette in the form of

nicotine levulinate.

32. The cigarette of claim 28, 29, 30 or 31 having a

ratio of FTC "tar" to FTC nicotine of less than 7.

33. The cigarette of claim 28, 29, 30 or 31 having a

ratio of FTC "tar** to FTC nicotine within the range of

3 to 6.

34. The cigarette of claim 28, 29, 30 or 31 wherein the

organic acid additive is incorporated therein in an

amount greater than about 2 percent, based on the dry

weight of the smokable material.

35. The cigarette of claim 28, 29, 30 or 31 wherein the

organic acid additive is incorporated therein in an

amount greater than about 3 percent, based on the dry

weight of the smokable material.

36. The cigarette of claim 28 or 30 including a filter

element, at least a portion of the levulinic acid being

present within the filter element.

20

25

30

33

40

43

30

55

60

65
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Table 2

A Sampler of Alternative Nicotine Delivery Devices

Company Patent Comment

BAT
(1990)

Brown &

Williamson
(1990)

4,945,929

4,945,931

Imperial Group 4,340,072
Limited (1982)

Philip Morris 5,144,962
(1992)

Philip Morris 5,240,012
(1993)

Procter & 4,735,217
Gamble (1988)

Aerosol device simulating a

smoking article, explicitly
designed for dispensing nicotine

Aerosol simulated smoking
device, mentions delivery of
flavor only; no mention of nicotine

Cigarette-like device with a fuel
rod core surrounded by inhalant
material . "Among the reasons why
most people smoke conventional
cigarettes is that they wish to
inhale an aerosol containing
nicotine." "The aerosol material
may, as an alternative to a
flavourant solution, comprise a
solution of a flavourant and/or
nicotine in triacetin or benzyl
benzoate. Any psycho-active or

physiologically active compound
such as ephedrine or a nicotine/
ephedrine mixture may be used... ."

Electrically powered flavor-
delivery article for the delivery
of "tobacco flavor components" to

"produce the taste and sensation of

smoking without burning tobacco."

Disposable carbon heat source and
"tobacco flavor producing element"
ejectable after use from a reusable
holder. While similar devices are
described as producing a "nicotine-
containing aerosol," the word
"nicotine" is not used at all in
reference to this article.

Dosing device to provide vaporized
medicament to the lungs as a fine
aerosol. Battery operated heater
designed to deliver nicotine or a

nicotine salt "to satisfy the
smoker's craving for nicotine... ."
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Table 2, Sampler of Novel Devices, continued.

RJ Reynolds
(1987)

4,714,082 Premier. Multiple other patents
describe various aspects of this
and related devices.

RJ Reynolds
(1990)

4.947.874 Three separate patents for articles
4.947.875 using electricity to heat tobacco,
4,922,901 a flavor generating aerosol, or a

drug-delivering aerosol

Comment: The BAT patent is for a device similar to the one
patented by Brown & Williamson, but the US subsidiary
of BAT does not use the word "nicotine" at all, while
the delivery of nicotine is clearly the whole point of
the British device.

The Imperial Group patent makes no pretense, either,
about what customers want: "they wish to inhale an
aerosol containing nicotine."

Philip Morris avoids talking about nicotine in relation
to its inventions.

Procter & Gamble see the main point of another battery-
operated, cigarette-like device as being the delivery
of nicotine to the customer without combustion to
satisfy a "craving" .

RJ Reynolds' Premier has been discussed elsewhere, in
the FDA's docket on the two petitions about Premier
from 1988. The Company's battery-powered device can be
used like a cigarette, as a flavor dispenser, and as a
medication dispenser.
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Table 3

Examples of Cigarette Advertising Claiming

Reduced Throat Irritation

Company Brand Text

American Tobacco

Brown & Williamson

Liggett & Myers

Lorillard

Philip Morris

RJ Reynolds

Pall Mall

Kool

Chesterfield

Old Gold

Guard against throat-scratch

Your mouth and throat will
feel soothed, more relaxed,
than with 'hot' cigarettes.

Nose, Throat and Accessory
Organs not Adversely Affected
by Smoking Chesterfields.

Lowest in throat -irritating
tars and resins.

Philip Morris Something wonderful happens
when you change to Philip
Morris! Here's why:
1. You'll feel better
because, in case after case,
coughs due to smoking
disappear. . .parched throat
clears up... that stale smoked-
out feeling vanishes.

Camel The "T-Zone" -- Taste and
Throat - - the proving ground
for cigarettes.

Not one single case of throat
irritation due to smoking
Camels .

Sources: New York Daily News . 9/22/52 (Chesterfield ad). All
others: Affidavit of Frederick H. Walsh, FTC v Liggett
& Myers . 11/19/52.
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Table 4

Examples of Usages of the Term "Satisfaction"

Distinct from References to "Satisfying Taste"

Company (year) Brand Text

Brown & Williamson Kool
(1977)

Never before has there been a
low "tar" menthol like this
one. So refreshing. So
satisfying. Yet so low in
"tar" .

Lorillard (1977) Kent Kent Golden Lights. As low as
you can go and still get good
taste and smoking
satisfaction.

RJ Reynolds
(1976)

RJ Reynolds
(1978)

RJ Reynolds
(1980)

Now

Salem

Camel

Now also gives you real
smoking satisfaction.

More and more smokers prefer
the mellow flavor, cooling
menthol and total
satisfaction.

Discover satisfaction. Camel
Lights .

Sources: Time . 8/8/77; Time , 11/7/77; Time , 9/27/76;
Time . 7/10/78; Time , 2/11/80.
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U.S. Patent Sep. 8, 1992

^
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Sheet 3 of 9 5,144,962
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Appendix

Some Patents on Nicotine and Tobacco Extract in Cigarettes

The following patents illustrate many of the ways cigarette
manufacturers can manipulate and control the nicotine contents
and deliveries of their products.

The compilation is illustrative, not exhaustive.

In addition to demonstrating the options for nicotine

manipulation available to cigarette design engineers, four of the

patents are especially informative in revealing the way the

companies regard nicotine. These four are identified by a * and
have been included in full with the materials provided to the
Subcommittee .

Desirable chemical alterations of nicotine

Imperial Tobacco Group, Ltd. Pat. 3,861,400, 1975.

Salts of nicotine are added to tobacco blends to boost
nicotine delivery without increasing "tar". The particular
salts used are nicotine pectinate and nicotine alginate.

The patent notes, "Nicotine in the smoke is thought to
contribute substantially to the satisfaction traditionally
associated with smoking and it is undesirable to remove it."

B.A.T. Cigarettenfabriken GmbH. Pat. 4,641,667, 1987.

The patent describes the preparation of the trans isomer of
nicotine N' -oxide and the use of this material as an
additive to tobacco blends, to cigarette paper, and to
tobacco prior to a puffing process. Nicotine N' -oxide is
converted to nicotine during the smoking of a cigarette, and
the patent makes clear that this additive is intended to
function as a precursor for nicotine.

The patent describes the separation of the trans isomer from
the cis isomer of nicotine N' -oxide, a separation that makes
it practical to use this additive since the cis isomer
contributes an off taste to the finished product.

The trans-nicotine N' -oxide additive boosts the nicotine
delivery of cigarettes made with this additive without
increasing the "tar" component of the smoke.

The company is a subsidiary of the company that also owns
Brown & Williamson in the U. S.
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* R.J. Reynolds Tobacco Co. Pats. 4,830,028 & 4,836,224, 1989.

These two patents describe the addition of the levulinic
acid salt of nicotine to tobacco mixtures. The goal is the
achievement of enhanced tobacco taste and satisfaction
without the smoke being perceived as harsh or irritating.
This is accomplished by the addition of a salt of nicotine
which boosts the nicotine delivery of the smoke while

keeping the pH low (acidity high) . The practical result is

the maintenance of a low pH and the production of a

cigarette that delivers the desired dose of nicotine in a

form that is not harsh, that is, that can be easily inhaled.

Adding nicotine to cigarette paper

Imperial Tobacco Company (of Great Britain and Ireland) , Limited.
Pat. 3,422,819, 1969.

The patent describes the impregnation of a nicotine salt
into cigarette paper. Nicotine alone does not work well
because of losses during storage. This problem is overcome
by using a salt of nicotine, preferably a citric acid salt.

The patent also describes various ways to keep the consumer
from taking the treated paper directly into the mouth using
either an overwrap or a tipping paper.

* Gallaher Limited. Pat. 4,236,532, 1980.

The patent describes the printing of a series of dots on the
inside surface of cigarette paper using a screen printing
process. There may be more than one additive in the inks
used in the process, and it is clear that the process is

designed to boost the delivery of nicotine in mainstream
smoke. The pigment of an ordinary ink is replaced in this
invention by the additive (s).

The first two claims read as follows:

We claim:

1. A method of producing a wrapper for a smoking rod,
the method comprising screen printing onto the surface
of the wrapper, a series of discrete dots of an ink

containing an additive which will in use, upon approach
of the hot burning tip of the smoking rod, be
transferred and contribute to the main stream smoke
drawn through the rod to enhance the satisfaction to
the smoker, wherein the additive is one or more of a
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smoke producing agent, a smoke nucleation agent, a

flavouring agent and a physiologically active agent.

2. A method according to claim 1, wherein the additive
comprises a stable nicotine salt.

Gallaher has been controlled by American Brands (which also
owns the American Tobacco Company) since 1975.

Adding nicotine to filters

* Philip Morris Incorporated. Pat. 3,584,630, 1971.

The patent describes the addition of a "nicotine releasing
agent" to a filter. The "nicotine releasing agent" is
nicotine adsorbed onto carbon black. The idea is to add
nicotine to the mainstream smoke without adding to the "tar"
fraction. The patent reads in part:

Maintaining the nicotine content at a sufficiently high
level to provide the desired physiological activity,
taste, and odor which this material imparts to the
smoke, without raising the nicotine content to an
undesirably high level, can thus be seen to be a

significant problem in the tobacco art. The addition
of nicotine to tobacco in such a way that it remains
inert and stable in the product and yet is released in
a controlled amount into the smoke aerosol when the
tobacco is pyrolyzed, is a result which is greatly
desirable.

The present invention provides a solution to this
longstanding problem and results in accurate control of
the nicotine which is released in tobacco smoke. By
employing the nicotine-releasing agents and methods of
the present invention, it is possible to incorporate
exact amounts of nicotine in a tobacco composition,
which will remain constant over extended periods of
time and which will ultimately yield a smoke containing
a controlled amount of nicotine.

The. present invention may also be used to incorporate
flavorants into tobacco smoke.

Nicotine is treated as something quite separate and apart
from flavorants, and the patent states that nicotine is
needed "to provide the desired physiological activity,
taste, and odor." Philip Morris does not presently sell
cigarettes with charcoal filters in the U. S., but in Japan,
its Lark brand features a charcoal filter.
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Extraction processes

Loews Theatres, Inc. Pat. 4,215,706, 1980.

The patent, titled "Nicotine transfer process," describes a

process for extraction of soluble material from tobacco and
its transfer to another material. The receiving material
can be a different grade of tobacco or some other filler
material. Nicotine transfer is specifically discussed as
part of the process. The patent indicates that both the
donor tobacco and the receiving material can be employed in

smoking products.

Lorillard is a wholly owned subsidiary of Loews Theatres.

R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Co. Pat. 5,197,4 94, 1993.

The patent illustrates an extraction process for tobacco.
It refers to the previous literature on the subject and
discusses the uses of tobacco extracts as additives in

multiple stages of the manufacturing process, including use
as casing or as top dressing for "tobacco strip,

" "cut
filler," or "other smokable materials." The extracts are
also potentially useful as filter additives. Specifically
mentioned filter substrates are polypropylene, polyester,
and low density polyethylene. The extracts can also be
placed inside cigarette pack wrappers to create "a desirable
cigarette aroma and 'pack aroma.'"

Some of the extraction procedures described are specifically
designed to increase or decrease the extraction of nicotine.
That is, the solvent used in the process determines in large
measure the nicotine content of the final extract.

Adding tobacco extracts to tobacco

R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Co. Pat. 4,898,188, 1990.

Describes the addition of an extract of burley tobacco to
flue -cured tobacco. -.

R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Co. Pat. 5,234.008, 1993.

Describes a process for "^altering, in a controlled manner,
the character of a tobacco material. In particular, the

process involves removing and then redistributing certain
components of a tobacco material within that tobacco
material." The stated purpose of the invention is "to
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provide a process for efficiently and effectively altering
the chemical nature or composition of tobacco, and in
particular to provide a process for controlling the
composition of a tobacco material." The extract can be
manipulated with the addition or removal of certain elements
before being reintroduced to the tobacco.

The pH of the extraction solvent is controlled. The use of
ammonia, which raises the pH and increases nicotine
extraction, is specifically mentioned.

The patent gives an indication of the degree to which
tobacco extracts can be manipulated and fine tuned to
control the final composition of a tobacco product.

Adding tobacco extract to "reconstituted tobacco"

Brown & Williamson Tobacco Corporation. Pat. 3,840,024, 1974.

The patent describes a process for increasing the absorbency
of reconstituted tobacco sheet by incorporating bibulous
fibers. The resulting product, which is composed of from 5%
to 25% of these bibulous fibers, is capable of absorbing a
larger amount of additive than tobacco sheet made without
these fibers. This increased absorbency permits "the
impregnation of the base sheet, after drying, with a

sufficiently concentrated extract of tobacco."

Adding tobacco extract to filters

American Tobacco Company. Pat. 3,428,049, 1969.

The patent discloses the insertion of breakable hollow
capsules into cigarette filters which the customer presses
on to release the contents into the filter prior to smoking.
The possible contents of capsules include tobacco extract.
A medication such as a decongestant is also suggested as a
possible additive in this system.

Philip Morris Incorporated. Pat. 4,756,316, 1988.

A method for applying additives to cigarette filter tow is
described. Tobacco extract is one of the additives that can
be used in this process .
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R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Company. Pat. 4,862,905, 1989.

The patent describes a system for adding pellets to
cigarette filters. The pellets may contain or carry on
their surfaces a variety of additives including "menthol,
cinnamon, citrus, cocoa, licorice, tobacco extract,
nicotine, and the like." The object of the invention is to

permit the production of "cigarette filter elements having
well controlled amounts of flavorant contained therein."

Philip Morris Incorporated. Pat. 5,115,823, 1992.

The patent describes a "flavor-enhancing smoking filter"
involving a "flavor-enhancing zone" and a "filtering zone."
The former is charged with additives which may include
"reconstituted tobacco, tobacco paste, tobacco solubles and
ground or particulated tobacco." The term "tobacco
solubles" is a synonym for tobacco extract.

Eastman Kodak Company. International Pat. Application WO
92/05713, 1992.

The patent application describes cigarette filter fibers
with complex geometries making them capable of holding
additives. The fibers' designs "result in improved delivery
of the tobacco modifying agent to the user." Tobacco
extract, nicotine and nicotine salts are listed as possible
additives that can be used.

Kimberly-Clark Corporation. Pat. 5,269,329, 1993.

The patent describes a process for adding tobacco extract to
cigarette filters. The process can be used to add tobacco
extract of from 10% to 110% of the filter fiber weight.

Cigarettes incorporating two different smoking mixtures

R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Con^any. Pat-. 4,759,380, 1988.

Mollins PLC. Pat. 4,793,364, 1988.

Rothmans, Benson & Hedges Inc. ^nd Rothmans International
Services Limited. Pat 4,896,681, 1990.

These three patents describe the concept and some machinery
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capable of producing cigarettes with two different charges
of smokable material, with one positioned distally, near the
lit end, and the other proximally, near the filter.

In each case, the patent describes using a more expensive,
more flavorful blend distally and a relatively bland, filler
mixture proximally. This design permits the initial draws
on the lit cigarette to be more flavorful while perhaps
enabling the later draws, flavored more by smoke material
distilled from the richer mixture, to not be overpowering.
These designs seem to accomplish two things: they permit
the use of less expensive filler for part of the rod and
they may provide for a more even delivery of nicotine and
other smoke components throughout the smoking of the
cigarette. In conventional cigarettes, nicotine delivery
increases with each succeeding puff. That would not
necessarily be the case with this design, depending on the
cortiposition of the two smoking mixtures and how their
respective zones overlapped.

An effect similar to that achieved by adding tobacco extract
to the filter could be achieved by reversing the strategy
described in the patents. These inventions would permit
placing a charge of more potent tobacco, such as pure
burley, at the proximal position, next to the filter. Smoke
drawn through this charge of burley would pick up volatiles,
including nicotine, from the burley. If the burley charge
were sufficiently short, or if the tipping paper overwrap
sufficiently long, it would not be burned.

Lowering "tar" and nicotine delivery by reducing the puff count

R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Company. Pat. 4,776,354, 1988.

This patent discloses a cigarette design which, by using an
unusually long filter, reduces the number of puffs the
consumer can take. In doing so, the resulting overall "tar"
and nicotine numbers resemble those of a low tar brand, but
on a puff by puff basis, the smoke delivery from the
cigarette can exactly match the initial puffs from a "full
flavor" brand. This design takes advantage of the fact that
smoke delivery increases with succeeding puffs. Eliminating
the later puffs can reduce overall deliveries substantially.

Denicotinized tobacco

R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Company. Pat. 5,025,812, 1991.

This is one of many patents for the denicotinizing of
tobacco. The process described here involves an aqueous
extraction of tobacco using an alkaline solvent. The

resulting extract is then processed by mixing it with an
immiscible liquid in which the nicotine becomes dissolved.
The two liquids are then separated. The processed,
denicotinized extract can then be returned to the tobacco.
Extraction efficiencies of 90% to 95% are claimed.
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37 C.r.R. 8 21.38

CODE OF FEDERAL RBGUIATIONS
TITLE 27—ALCOHOL, TOBACCO PRODUCTS AND FIRSARMS

CHAPTER I—BUREAU OP ALCOHOL, TOBACCO AND FIREARMS, DEPARTMENT OF THE TREASURY
SUBCHAPTER A—LIQUORS

FART 21—FORMULAS FOR DENATURED ALCOHOL AMD RUM
SUBPART —SPECIALLY DENATURED SPIRITS FORMULAS AND AUTHORIZED USES

31.38 FormulA No. 4.

(a) Fosaula. To every 100 gallons of alcohol, or to every 100 gallona o£ run
of not leas than ISO proof, add:
One gallon o£ the following solutions Five gallons of an aqueous solution

containing 40 percent nicotine; 3.6 avoirdupois ounces of methylene blue,
U.S. P.; and wacer sufficient to make 100 gallons.
(b) Authorised uses. (1) As a solvent:

460. Tobacco sprays and flavors.
(2) Miscellaneous uaest

812. Product development and pilot plant uses (own use only).

PART 21—FORMXnAS FOR DENATURED ALCOHOL AMD RUM

Authorityi 5 U.S.C SS2{b); 26 U.S.C. 5342, 7805.

Sources 48 FR 24673, June 2, 1983} 52 FR 5961, Feb. 27, 1987, unless
otherwise noted.

27 C. F. R. a 21.38
27 CFR s 21.38

END or DCX:UXZHT
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Statement of

Sherwin Gardner, Consultant
before the

House Subcommittee on Health and the Environment
March 25. 1994

Members of the Subcommittee, my name is Sherwin Gardner. I am an

independent consultant to industry specializing in issues arising from

regulation of food and other products by the Food and Drug

Administration. My experience includes 13 years as Senior Vice

President for Science and Technology with the Grocery Manufacturers

of America, and seven years as Deput>' Commissioner of the Food and

Drug Administration. I am here at the request of Philip Morris U.S.A.,

which retained me to review its tobacco processing and cigarette

manufacturing practices in light of recent allegations regarding

manipulation of the nicotine content of cigai-ettes.

To do this. I visited several Philip Morris manufacturing facilities in

the Richmond. Virginia area. I was accompanied by two consultants

from the Weinberg Group, an independent technical consulting

organization, who are experienced in auditing food and drug

manufacturing facilities in the United States. The assistance of these

consultants was requested by me. and they served under my

supervision. Biographical statements about myself and the two

consultants are included in the accompanying report that I am

submitting for the record. The information presented to the

Subcommittee is based on the observations made and the interviews

conducted with Philip Morris personnel during these visits. We sent
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an agenda to Philip Morris outlining our information interests prior to

our \-isits: the personnel we saw during our inspections responded

cooperatively in helping to gather the information for this review.

We did not find any basis for concluding that Philip Morris

manipulates, or intentionally adds measurably to, the nicotine content

of cigarettes through its processing and manufacturing.

Two of the facilities manufacture reconstituted tobacco products

known as blended leaf and reconstituted leaf, respectively. These are

produced by utilizing tobacco leaf stems and other tobacco leaf

particles, which are ground up and made into a thin tobacco sheet.

Indeed, the reconstituted tobacco production process is comparable

to many food processing operations in which natural agricultural

products are separated and recombined.

During the manufacture of these blended and reconstituted tobacco

leaf products, certain non-tobacco materials are used for flavoring and

as processing aids. None of these materials contain nicotine; the

nicotine content of the resulting reconstituted tobacco products is a

function of that which naturally occurs, less processing losses. In the

blended leaf process 30-40 % of the nicotine is lost; and 20-25 % is

lost in the reconstituted leaf process. Flavorings containing tobacco

extracts are not used in the manufacture of reconstituted tobacco

products for domestic use. These reconstituted products are used as
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part of the tobacco filler in a cigarette, and comprise approximately

25% of the blend in a cigarette, the actual percentage varying by brand

and type.

During our Inspections of these facilities, we were able to see

manufacturing records of the controls used in producing these

reconstituted tobacco products. These were used to track moisture

content (a critical factor in the production process), and the use of the

identifiable non-tobacco materials. We did not observe any

manufacturing controls in reconstituted tobacco production for

nicotine content.

Another of the facilities, the Flavor Center prepared the flavor

concentrates for application to tobacco just prior to cigarette making.

I understand that there are as many as 100 substances that are

blended to formulate flavors for different brands and types of

cigarettes. We did not see the specific names or specifications for

these flavoring substances, but were informed that none contained

nicotine, except for the flavor carrier, which is denatured alcohol.

The alcohol is denatured with nicotine sulfate, which is the only

denaturing agent approved by BATF for sprays used in the processing

of tobacco.(see 27CFR21.38) The amount of nicoUne added to a

cigarette by this use in spraying flavors on tobacco is calculated to be

.0011 millligrams per cigarette, or approximately one part per ten

thousand of the nominal 15 milligrams of nicotine in one cigarette.
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This can also be compared with the nicotine variation in one cigarette

of plus or minus 1 milligram, caused by random weight variations of

the manufacturing process. The amount of nicotine contributed by

denatured alcohol to a finished cigarette is not measureable by

standard analjlical methods.

To further evaluate the significance of flavoring at the final stage of

tobacco preparation for cigarettes, we computed the hypothetical

addition of nicotine assuming all the added flavor was nicotine. The

Philip Morris flavor department advised us that up to 0.201 milligrams

of flavoring agent is used per cigarette. This amounts to approximately

one and one third per cent (.013) of the 15 milligrams nominal

nicotine content of a single cigarette.

Finally, we visited the Cigarette Manufacturing facility, where the two

reconstituted tobacco products are blended with the natural tobacco

leaf to formulate the filler for cigarettes. Here, tlie natureil

(unprocessed) leaf receives non-tobacco flavgrlng agents, and is

blended with the reconstituted tobacco products according to the

brand and type of cigarette. The blended tobaccos are cut and in a

final step prior to cigarette making, flavored as discussed previously.

The final steps in cigarette making comprise fiUing a continously

formed tube of cigarette paper, and adding a filter and band that

secures it to the filled tobacco tube. Nicotine is not added to the

filter.
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In conclusion, the interviews and inspections of these four Philip

Morris manufacturing facilties provided us with the information to find

that the nicotine content of cigarettes is not intentionally controlled

by the manufacturing processes, nor is nicotine added during the

process of preparing reconstituted tobacco nor as part of a flavoring

agent. The nicotine content of cigarettes results from the natural

content of tobacco leaves and stems, with the exception of an

insignificant amount contributed by the denatured alcohol used as a

flavor carrier.

The question of FDA's authority to regulate tobacco products is clearly

a legal matter. This question has arisen previously, including during

my tenure as Deputy Commissioner at the agency. It hinges on a

marketer's intent and representation to consumers. The agency and

the courts have held that, in the absence of representations that the

tobacco product is intended to affect any function of the body, the

product does not fall within the statutory definition of a drug (2 1 USC

§ 321 (g)(l)(C)l. The definitive court holding on this issue was in the

case of Action on Smoking gmd Health v. Harris in 1980 [655 F. 2d

236. DC. Cir. 1980i. Considering this and other provisions of the

FD&CAct, nothing I have learned during my service at FDA or since

changes my understanding of the Act and its applications in this area,

including the recent FDA consideration of cigarette regulation. My

recent inspections of the Philip Morris facilities did not disclose any
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facts that would support regulation of cigarettes as drugs under

current law.

Certainly the Congress in its wisdom may decide to change the legal

standcirds under which cigarettes are regulated. I have serious

reservations, however, about burdening the FDA with the

implementation of another major regulatory program. The agency

already is responsible for the regulation of about 25% of the

consumer's purchases, and Congress has added important new

regulatory responsibilities over the past 15 years without significant

additional resources to carry these out. Indeed, when I served on

Secretary Sullivan's advisory committee on the FDA only three years

ago. agency officials stressed their needs for additional resources to

perform effectively. Adding the regulation of cigarettes to the agency s

responsibilities will only jeopardize its ability to serve the public

through the approval of new drugs, biologicals and devices, and to

monitor the safety of the food supply.

I thank you for your attention, and will be pleased to respond to the

Subcommittee's questions.

SHER W JN GARDNER is a consultant in regulatory policy and strategy. He was tbrnierly Senior

Vice President. Science and Technology at the Grocery Manufacturers of America. Inc. In that role,

he was responsible for GMA activities with respect to the scientific and technological issues affecting
the grocery industry Mr. Gardner provided staff support for the GMA Technical Regulatory- Affairs

Committee, and directed the GMA international affairs program. Prior to joining the GMA. Mr
Gardner held the position of Deputy Commissioner of the FD.A for over seven years, having been

appointed to that position on June I. 197:^. .\s Deputy Commissioner. Mr. Gardner shared with the

Commissioner the responsibility for managing agency programs, and served as Acting Commissioner

during three extended periods when the position of Commissioner was vacant. Mr. Gardner has also

served as an engineering research and development evpert specializing in areas of instrumentation

and control. Mr Gardner has authored several papers on food safety and related subjects. He

received awards from the FDA and the Public Health Service for his work, and was honored by FDLI

in I'JgO. Mr Gardner received his Bachelors degree in mechanical engineering, cum laude. from Cit>'

College of New York and completed his graduate studies in industrial amnagemcnt at Polytechnic

Institute. Brooklyn, New York. He is a licensed Professional Engineer in the State of New York and

a member of the Institute of Food Technologists.
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REPORT OF THE REVIEW OF THE
PHILIP MORRIS, U.S.A.

MANUFACTURING FACILITIES
AS SUBMITTED TO
SHERWIN GARDNER

I. FACILITIES

A. Introduction

Based on prospective observation by the reviewing team, it is evident Philip Morris. U.S.A
has developed several processes that utilize all of the parts of the purchased leaf tobacco used

in the manufacture of cigarettes. Reconstituted tobaccos, described later, have become

significant components, along with leaf tobacco, in the filling of cigarettes. The in-process

and finished product testing controlled for flavor levels, texture, and moisture content; the

nicotine level of the tobacco is neither monitored nor controlled via additives.

Cigarettes are made by blending various grades and types of both domestic and foreign

tobaccos and reconstituted tobacco products of natural origin. Three types of natural tobaccos

are purchased for cigarette production: Bright tobacco, which has been flu-cured: Burley

tobacco, tobacco thai has been air-cured; and sun-cured tobacco, or Oriental tobacco. The

blends are accented with an assortment of fla\ors and humectants at several stages of

production before the tobaccos are formed into the commercial product, cigarettes.

The raw tobacco leaves chosen for production undergo a procedure which removes the stem

and veins from the body of the leaf (threshing). Bales of Oriental tobacco are not threshed,

but are aged until production. The remaining portion of the leaf (lamina) is stored in round

barrels (hogsheads) until direct transfer to the cigarette manufacturing facility after aging.

The stems, dust, and small leaf parts (below 1/4 inch) are transferred to facilities responsible

for manufacturing the two types of reconstituted tobacco used by Philip Morris. U.S.A..

blended leaf and reconstituted leaf tobacco. The products from each of these facilities are

blended with leaf tobacco for the production of cigarettes.

Flavoring is a key element of the cigarette process. Philip Morris, U.S.A. adds numerous

flavors during the reconstituted leaf process, blended leaf process, and final blending process

Many of the flavors are mixed at the facility of use, while other formulations are blended by
the Philip Morris Flavor Center. Flavors are added as aqueous mixtxires during the

manufacture of the blended leaf and reconstituted leaf tobaccos, during the preparation of the

leaf tobaccos, or "casing" process, and in a denatured alcohol spray on the final blend.

As shown in a flow diagram on the following page, all of these procedures are key elements

of the final manufacture of cigarettes. Threshing, which is performed by a contractor, was

not reviewed or inspected. Threshing is a purely physical process in which no additives are

used. The findings during the review of the facilities responsible for blended leaf,

reconstituted leaf, flavoring, and cigarette manufacturing are discussed further.
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DIAGRAM 1

MANUFACTURING FLOW OF TOBACCO
COMPONENTS

Burley Tobacco

Bright Tobacco
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B. Blended Leaf Facility

Stems, dust, and leaf parts of less than 1/16 inch primarily from Burley tobacco, are used in

this process. The two components are first treated separately, the stems being ground and the

dusts being wetted and screened. The crushed stems and dust paste are then combined with

flavors in de-ionized water. The mixture is aged and then fed onto a stainless-steel sheet

conveyor belt. The paste solution is cast onto a conveyor belt that passes through dryers

which dry the paste into a sheet. The sheet is cut into 4-inch chevrons and packed in large

wooden containers for use in cigarette production.

The facility does not control for nicotine levels in the incoming raw material or the finished

product. The primary in-process production control is the moisture level. The facility does

not account for nicotine levels in the incoming raw material or the finished product.

Approximately 40 percent of the nicotine contained in the tobacco entering the process is lost

and not returned or replaced.

C. Reconstituted Leaf Facility

Reconstituted leaf is manufactured from the stems and small leaf parts from threshing and

processed in an separation and recombination paper-making process.

The stems and small leaf parts are first crushed and mixed in a large solution tank. The

mixture of fiber is pressed and divided into two parts: the semi-solid cellulose fibers and

tobacco solubles.

The cellulose fibers are transferred to a wire screen where water is removed, the remaining
fibers form a tobacco sheet, and the sheet is partially dried. Potassium nitrate is removed

from the liquor containing tobacco solubles. The tobacco solubles are flavored with

ingredients, and recombined with the tobacco sheet. The tobacco sheet is then dried, cut into

chevrons, and packed in wooden hogsheads for storage until used in cigarette production.

There are process controls for the quality of the product; in-process and final process samples
are tested for water soluble content. Equipment settings are adjusted to ensure target soluble

content is achieved in the final product. The raw materials, liquor, and finished product are

not controlled for nicotine levels. There is a 20 to 25 percent loss of nicotine contained in the

tobacco entering the process and the lost nicotine is not replaced or returned to the tobacco.
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D. Flavor Center

The Philip Morris Flavor Center produces over 100 flavors for use in cigarette manufacturing.

All raw materials received and flavors produced in the Flavor Center are tracked by a

comprehensive quality assurance system which includes a computerized management system.

The facility mixes the solutions during the day, and performs full analytical testing in the

evening. Laboratories, equipment, and a sample of records were reviewed. Personnel at the

Flavor Center indicated that 95 to 98 percent of all of the flavor ingredients used are food-

grade.

None of the materials used in the production of the flavorings contains nicotine except

denatured alcohol and the flavor packages containing tobacco extract. Flavor packages

containing tobacco extract have not been used in domestic product since 1993. Prior to 1993,

flavor packages containing tobacco extract contributed negligible quantities of nicotine to the

total nicotine content per cigarette.

E. Cigarette Manufacturing Center

The components produced in the Blended Leaf Facility. Reconstittited Leaf Facility, Flavor

Center, and Threshing Facility come together in the Cigarette Manufacturing Center. Before

the Burley leaf tobacco is mixed with the other tobacco components, it is sprayed with a

mixture of flavors and humectants. The treated Burley is then blended with a mixture of

cased Oriental and Bright leaf tobacco. To this blend is added the reconstituted leaf tobacco

and blended leaf tobacco. This blend of tobaccos is cut, dried, and mixed with tobacco that

has been expanded. Bright lamina and stem are expanded after impregnation. Improved and

Expanded stem are also added. This expanded tobacco is added to the mixture to increase the

bulk. The complete blend is sprayed with an alcohol mist containing final flavors. The

tobacco is dried to a final moisttire specification, formed into cigarettes, and packaged for

retail sale.

There is no indication that nicotine is added in any of these processes. The denatured alcohol

used in the final spray is the only ingredient currently used with a measurable nicotine

content. The alcohol is denatured with nicotine sulfate as required by the Bureau of Alcohol,

Tobacco, and Firearms (BATF). There is no analysis for nicotine in the various tobaccos

used in production. Nicotine and tar yields are tested in the smoke of cigarettes pursuant to

Federal Trade Commission regulations.

II. NICOTINE CONTENT

The nicotine content of tobacco varies and is affected by several environmental factors

including rain fall, growing location, and length of growing season. Also, there is significant
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variability among the three types of tobacco. In 1993, Burley tobacco contained

approximately 3.4 percent nicotine, Bright contained 2.9 percent, and Oriental contained 1.3

percent nicotine. The nicotine content of tobacco is tracked through recording yearly nicotine

trends of the various tobacco types. Also, nicotine is lost during manufacture due to

nicotine's volatility and water solubility. During the over-all process, approximately 25

percent of the nicotine content contained in the raw tobacco is lost.

The typical cigarette contains 750 to 760 mg of tobacco. The average concentration of

nicotine per cigarette is 1 5 mg. There were two potential sources of added nicotine in the

manufacture of cigarettes, flavorings containing tobacco extract and alcohol denatured with

nicotine sulfate. Philip Morris stopped using flavors containing tobacco extract in domestic

product in 1993. When flavors containing tobacco extract were used, Merit Ultra Lights

Menthol was the Philip Morris product which had the highest combined use of flavors

containing tobacco extract and nicotine sulfate denatured alcohol. The total contribution of

nicotine from the flavor containing tobacco extract and the denatured alcohol was calculated

as 0.00544 mg per cigarette. This amount falls below standard analytical detection limits and

represents less than 0.04 percent of the total nicotine in a single cigarette.

4. FINDESGS

Based on the procedures and processes observed in the four different facilities, there is no

basis for the claim that Philip Morris controls or manipulates the levels of nicotine in the

processing of its tobacco for cigarettes.

Processing of blended leaf and reconstituted leaf tobaccos were developed to utilize all of the

purchased leaf tobacco, much like any other agriculture-based industry. These processes do

not increase the amount of nicotine in the resultant tobaccos, rather they reduce it with no

processes to re-introduce or replace the lost nicotine. The frequent addition and removal of

water lowers the concentration of a water-soluble compound such as nicotine. Utilizing

components such as stems in cigarette manufacturing also lowers the nicotine level because

these elements have much lower concentrations of nicotine than leaf.

The addition of flavors to tobacco does not contribute measurable nicotine to the tobacco.

The only exceptions in this case are for the addition of flavors containing tobacco extract and

the nicotine contained in the alcohol used as a vehicle for the flavors. Tobacco extract has

not been used by Philip Morris in cigarettes sold domestically since 1993 and is presently not

used in foreign exports. When flavors containing tobacco extract were used, the additional

nicotine content per cigarette was not detectable by standard analytical methods.
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STATEMENT OF GREGORY N. CONNOLLY

-1-

My name is Dr. Gregory Connolly and 1 an^ pleased to testify before the

Subcommittee on Heedth and the Environment on behalf of the Anierican Public Health

Association in support of the Federal Food and Drug Administration's regT-Uation of

tobacco products as drugs- I will focus my remarks on regulation of moist oral snuff as

a drug. I am the director of the Massachusetts Tobacco Control Program which is a $52

million state agency diarged with curbing tobacco tise in Mtissachusetts. I have

conducted research on the health effects of oral tobacco and have published a number

of articles in the scientific literature on this topic. I am chairman of the World Health

Organization's Study Group on Smokeless Tobacco and a consultant to Major League
Baseball. In that capacity I have re.searched dependence among baseball players on oral

snuff and developed a cessation program for those who are interested in quittiiig.

Summary of Testimony

1) Micotine is an addictive drvig aiid the larger manufacturer of moist oral

snuff, U.S. fobacco Company (UST) which has 88% of U.S. sales has

conducted research on tlie phaiinacological properties of nicotine and has

knowledge of its dependence producing properties .

2) The manufacturer has used this knowledge to develop low nicotine starter

snuff brands with the intent having new users experiment witli the

products and gradually develop dependence.

3) The manufacturer employs a "graduation" strategy with the intent of

moving new users from tlie low nicotine brands up to higher nicotine

brands as dependence occurs. The manufacturer intentionadly adjusts the

nicotine dose in each brand to cause and maintain dependence.

4) The manufactviring strategy has contributed an 83 percent increase in sales

of moist oral snuff from 1981 to 1991 and a 20 fold increase in use among
males 18-19 from 1976 to 1991 (.3 to 7.6%).

5) Based on tlie manufacturer's knowledge of nicotine and intent to cause and satisfy

dependence among consumers, moist oral snuff should be classified as a drug
under the Federal Food, Drug and Cosmetic Act.
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-2-

L Description of Smokeless Tobacco Products

There arc two forms of smokeless tobacco; oral snuff and chewing tobacco. Snuff

is a finely ground tobacco that is held in the mouth next to the cheek and gvxm.

Chewing tobacco is cut-leaf tobacco that is chewed. Oral snuff is called "dip" and is sold

under brand names as Skoal, Copenhagen, and Hawken in 1.2 oz tins. Chewing tobacco

is called "chew" and common braiids include Red Man and Levi Garrett that come

generally in 3 oz pouches.

II. Use of Smokeless Tobacco Products Cause Cancer and Other Life Threatening

Diseases

Oral sni.iff, the most popular form of smokeless tobacco, causes mouth cancer,

gum recession, and other oral health problems- A North Carolina study found that long-

term users of oral smiff were 50 times more likely to develop mouth cancer than

nonusers. Mouth cancer is a devastating disease resultiiig in the loss of portions of the

face and jaw. More thaii 40 percent of patients are dead within five years of diagnosis.

Cancer-causing chemicals contained in oral tobacco include polonivtm 210 (a radioactive

particle), benzopyrene, and iiitrosamines. Nitrosamines are potent carcinogeix<; and arc

foT.md in oral tobacco at levels 20,000 times greater than allowed in food and beverages.

Cancers are often preceded by oral leukoplakia, white patches caused by the irritation

of the tobacco. Approximately 3 to 6 percent of oral leukoplakia exhibit precancerous
cell changes. Use of oral snuff aleo causes breakdown of the gum tissue next to where

the tobacco is held, a condition called gingival recession. Treatment of tliis problem can

be painful and expensive.

III. Use of Oral Snuff Can Cause Dependence and Nicotine's the Active Chemical

In Oral Snuff that Produces the Dependence

There have been a number of reviews of the literature on the addictiveness of oral

snuff. The U.S. Surgeon General and World Health Organization have concluded that

smokeless tobacco can cause addiction. These reviews show that oral snuff delivers

nicotine to users at levels equal to that for cigarette smoking (see appendix A), and that

\isers demonstrate the same addictive behaviors as cigarette smokers.
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"There is ample evidence that the blood nicotine levels of smokeless

tobacco users were as high as or even higher than those found in many
cigarette smokers. Its continued use therefore, does cause addiction

and dependence in humans."

World Health Organization Soiukcless Tobacco Control. Repon of n WHO
Study Group, World Health Organization Tecbnical Report Series 777.

Geneva 1988

Since Dicotine levels in the body resulting from smokeless tobacco use are

similar in magnitude to nicotine levels from cigarette smoking it is

concluded that smokeless tobacco can be addictive."

U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, The Health Consequences

of Uking Smokeless Tobacco, A Report of the Advisory Committee to the

Surgeon General, U.S. Depanment of Health and Human Services. Public

Health Service, NTH Publication No.86-2K74, April 1986C

IV. Oral Snuff Manufacturers Have Conducted Research on the Pharmacological Effects

of Nicotine on Humans and Have Knowledge That Nicotine Can Produce Dependence

Evidence submitted in the Marscc vs. U.S. Tobacco Company (UST) Court Case show

that UST conducted extensive research on the bioavailability and pharmacokinetics of nicotine

delivered from cigarettes and oral snuff among naive and habitual tobacco users. The study

entitled "Pharmacokinetics of Nicotine in Major Metabolites in Naive and Habimal Snuff Takers"

measured nicotine bioavailability from snuff and compared it to that from cigarettes. The

summary of that smdy is appended (see appendix B). There is only one rea-son that this type of

research would be conducted and that is to undersund how the drug nicotine delivered from oral

snuff effects llie structure and ftinciion of the human user as compared to cigarette smokers and

in mm assist UST in creating and maintaining dependence on their products among consumers.

Other evidence submitted to the Court included a statement of Mr. P.E. LindquisL UST
Sr. Vice President, from document (No. 1027818-24) read by Plaintiffs attorney George

Bnily.

"
Taste and strength (nicotine) should be medium, recognizing the fact that routinely

all tobacco usage is based upon the nicotine ('the kick') satisfaction"

Marsee vs. UST, Vol. 4, pg 113

P.E.L4ndqui$t, Sr.Vi>.. U.S.Tobacco June 5, 1981

Court Document No. 1027818-24

Statement by Mr. Braly
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In another statement read into the court case, a UST scientist Dr. Bennett recommended],

"

Develop new products. For example, artificial snuff, a consumable coufcctioucry

which would satisfy the snuff user."

v. Oral SxmS Manufacturers Show Intept to Cause Nicotine Dependence Among
Consumers thi'ough a Strategy that First Involves Promoting Use ofLower Nicotine Brands

with the Intent of Moviiut Users Up to Higher, More Addictive Brands Over Time

Other court exhibits submiued in the Marscc vs. UST Cose, describe the use of low

nicotine starter producK and a giaduation strategy. These strategies are described on the "Lotus

Prqicct"and the documents arc appended (sec appendix C).

The Lotus l^oject called for a development of a new product that later was marketed as

the SKOAL Bandit. The SKOAL Bandit was introduced in 1983 and is still sold today. The

target git>up for the new brand was de.?cribed a.s "new users, mainly cigarettes smokers, age, 15 -

35"; product strength was described as "nicotine satisfaction." A second memo on the Lotus

Project called for three different brands with high, medium and low nicotine content. The

graduation process was read inlo evidence by Attorney George Braly. According to the Court

Transcript:

"Graduation theory. New users of smokeless tobacco..attribuled to ihe category for

a variety of reasons. ..are most likely to begin with products that are milder tasting,

more flavored and/or easier to control in the moulh. After a period of time, there

is a natural progression to products switching to brands that are more full-bodied

less flavored, has more concentrated tobacco taste that the entry brand."

Statement of Mr. Braly, Vol.4,pg.ll2, May 21. 1986

Documeut No. 247-3950

The graduation strategy was further described in court Exhibit No. 100 io the case (see

appendix D). The chart shows that the graduation process was dependent on varying nicoiiuc

content and began with use of the lowest nicotine brand, SKOAL Bandits, then Happy Days,
Skoal Long Cut, and finally, Copenhagen. Evidence demonstrating this process comes also from

published industry documents. According to Mr. Jack Africk, Executive Vice President, U.S.

Tobacco.
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"As far as strategy for entering a new market is concerned - for each market there

is a set of criteria, which have been established and must be met SKOAL
Bandits is the introduaory product; iind then we look towards esublisliiug a

normal graduation process. The bottom line is that Bandits is a vehicle that is

going to expand the use of smokeless tobacco."

(Up to Snuff-Aununn 1984.pg 2 UST. Greenwich, CT)

Independcnl analysis of nicotine levels of these brands show graduated levels of nicotine.

Table I - Nicotine Dose per Unit of Selected Moist and SnuCT Brands

Brand
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VI. Advertising and Promotional Practices Demonstrate Manufacturer Intent to

Have Consumers Experiment vrith Low Nicotine Brands and Graduate to Higher Nicotine

Brands Over Time

According to National Leading Advertisers (NLA), advertising expenditures for the low

nicotine brands far outweigh tliosc for the higher nicotine brands. In 1983, total US I'obacco

advertising dollars for SKOAL Bandits was 47% while the brand made up only 2% of market

share by weight. Copenhagen, the highest nicotine brand, had only 1% of adveni.semcnt

expenditures but 50% of market share. UST spent $5.8 million in 1990-91 for print advertising

for Skoal or SKOAL Bandits. No advertising was reported for Copenhagen.

A second source of evidence that shows intent is the advertising messages. The content

is exemplified by two ads (see appendix E). The fust is a Skoal Brands thai uses lenns such a.s

"Introducing" "Easy to Use". Coupons for a free sample generally accompany these

advertisements and US Tobacco reported 400,000 solicitations through magazines in the last six

months of 1984. free sampling is routinely done for SKOAL Bandits and Skoal bul not foi

Copenhagen. In the 1980's, UST operated a "College Marketing Program". According to

College Marketing Manual,

"Your first and foremost responsibility is consumer sampling. All activities

on and off campus will focus on sampling."

A brochure for SKOAL Bandit offers new users instructions how to use the product.

According to the brochure;

How long should 1 keep tlie pouch in my mouth?
If you haven't tried SKOAL Bandit before, we recommend that you keep your
first one in for about a minute - then remove. The next time you try

another one, leave it in a bit longer. Like your Grst beer, SKOAL Bandit

can be a taste that takes time to acquire and get the most out of. Alter four

or five Skoal Bandits you'll find you've developed quite a taste for them and you'll

want to keep a pouch in as long as the flavor lasts-this varies from person to person.

In conuast to advertisement for the intfoductory product, the second ad for Copenhagen use one

simple message, "Sooner or Later It's Copenhagen".
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vn. The Use of Low Nicotine Brands Along with Graduation Strategy Has Resulted in

a Sharp Increase of Oral Snuff Sales and Widespread Nicotine Dependence Among Young
Males

From 1981 lo 1991 UST sales of moist oral snuff rose 50% from 27.3 million pounds to

41 million pounds. Interestingly, there wai no increase in sales for staner products such as Happy

Days and SKOAL Bandits but a 83% increase for the highest nicotine brand, Copenhagen, 12

million to 22 million pounds. The failure in sales growth of the low nicotine brands demonstrate

that the brands serve as transition products to the higher nicotine brands.

From 1970 to 1991 , the prevalence of use of snuff by men age 18+ rose from 1.4% to

3.1% and among males 18-19 from .3% in 1970 to 7.6% making that age group the heavieist

users of the product. The 1990 Youth Risk Behavior Survey found that 24 percent of all white

male high school studenls use smokeless tobacco at least once during tlic past month. A 1989

National Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA) survey of college athletes found a 40 percent

increase (from 20 percent to 28 percent) in the use of smokeless tobacco from 1985 to 1989.

Among NCAA baseball players an alanning 57 percent use.

CONCLUSION

Based on the information supplied above oral snuff should be declared a drug under federal law.

Commissioner Kesbler of the FDA has staled that if tobacco products arc declared drugs, then

Congressional action may be needed to prevent proliibition of tobacco products. If Congress does

intervene we strongly recommend that the marketing of cigarettes be restricted to standards that

currendy apply to other drugs including no direct advertising or promotions to consumers, full

disclosure of all additives and full di.sclosure of all health risks and generic packaging. Also,

new products such as SKOAL Bandits be treated in the same manner as any other drug and be

prohibited from sale if deemed harmful to human health.
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Figure 1

Nicotine absorption rales from tobacco smoke and smokeless tobacco
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Average blood nicotint levels in 10 nnen who siriokBri \r\f 9 Tiin (1.3 cigarettes), piacoi
2.5 g moist oral snuff In the mouth for 30 min. chewed an average of 7.9 g (range of 0.9 g
to 17 B g) chewing tobacco for 30 min. and chewed * mg niL-otine gum (two 2-mg pieces
of Nicorene) for 30 mm. SfwtJies were performed m the rr.orn:ng after overnight absti-

nence from tobacco.

'Source Addpted from Benowin ei ai.. ^986

'With I'SguIiir daily ci\;arettt .smnkin\:. blooil ot plasma levels ol nicouriv

sampled in the aflcinooii when those levels aic ai or ticar steady slate

generally range from 10 to 50 ng/mL. in a rtsearth ward study of eight

22J
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AFPEaiDIX B

PLAINTIFF
EXHIBIT
NO

TTPP'S DEPOSITION I
BIT i^T" I3.27 -^. I

^S ...J
FMnueeklMtlea or NlcetlBi and Iti Kajor KatftboXltcs

la N&ly* Md Itebieucted Snuff T«k«r«

4m i ^mj^o^, t iwh

The polynuelcar «ireMtle ^ydroc>rbon (PAH) fraction of tebtceo maokc

Is (enarated froa pjrrolysl* of aliphatic parafflna in tobacco l«ar (Stcdaan,

1968). The PAH-onrlehod fractlea of tobaeee Mokt wMeh eeaprteaa only O.df

Of lU enide eondenaatc woUbt (Akin ot *1.. 1976) Is lavolvotf 1a Badlatlns

tbo obsorvod «Xt«r«d dlspesltloa of sons druss in «ls«ratM aaokora (Juske,

1978).

ConwiMrs of nokele^s tebaeaee - onufi takara and tebaeeo ohsuera > apptar

to b« « useful population for studyloc nicotine pharBaeoklaatlcs, reprasentlnt

ceod cxporlJienUl aodel for delineating the orrccts of obroAle nicotine

Ingeatlen without being exposed to the aKnifloant Inductive stlsull of the

PAUs thAt are 'produced froa saoked tobaeco.

Oaede (19i>1}. studying nlootlne abaerptloo fr«0 chewing tebaoco, observed

less rapid oieatlae abserptieo after chewing than after aseklng with inhalation.

Volff and Cllea (1950) quantitatively estimated the anounte of nicotine absorbed

froa chewing tebaeeo and observed that peak plasma nloetine eoneentratlens

aehlevad after tobaooo chewing were slightly less than those achieved after

»Mking ooaparable amounts of nicotine. TcBple (1976) provided evidence

that nicotine Is absorbed froa tobacco snuff through the nasal aueous menbrane

and that the urinary elialnatlon of nicotine and Its aajor oetabolltea was

eloilar to that following absorption of nicotine froB tobacco smoke.

la yet, no report of an extensive pharsacoklneilc-aetabolle investigation,

involving aerial sanpling of both blood and wj-lne after use of eeekeless

tobacco, has appeared. Therefore, we undertcMk to investigate the diaposttloa

profile of nicotine, cotlnine and nieotlne-l*-K-oxlde in both plasna and

urine of naive and habituated users of tobacco snuff after a atandardlred

•flip- or snuff. Comparative Investigations after tobacco chewing and cU«rettc

•J « •..•..1.
V.t CS'"

.•:-.tn'.»
"

order*

£.•;•••.-; -»- USXE000004365
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aoekltis will b« oendueied later and citeapts u0« to 0«llna«te alftiltritles

•Ad 4irf«r«no«a la nleotln* pharaaceld.Beties tt\*r aoutc and chronic ust

of aaokad tuad aaokel«*a tdbaeeo produota.

ttATERIiLS AMP HTTHODS

lleaiwnta

(•-}>KlaetiM, purohascd froa CaatMn Kodak Co., vts purlflod by neuia

tflatinatlee (123-125^) *nd atorad uodcr nltrcBan. {.}-eetliila« waa a gut

rro« B. MtfaoBla, Madleal Cellace ef TlrflaU and (-}-SleotlM-V-««<aclda

vaj ajrDthetlaed aeeerdlng to PhllUpaen & Randa (1975). Kodsllna sulTate

(2-«etl))rl-3-plpcridln»-p7raalDe] waa ebtaloed Troa Vara«iM.«Bb«rt Zastltute,

H.J., while prllecalne hydreehlerlda, froa which the free base was (aaerated',

was supplied by Utrm Pbaimecutical Prods., Kass. Titataua trleblorida

(t«ehatoal grade) aolutieo, 20i was purchased from Baker Chealoal Co. and

diluted to e.2K by eeablnlng 1.5 parts of It with 1 part ceBceatratad BCl

end 7.S parts dlatllled water. Other reas«nts and >elvents used and their

seurees are Hated below:

Ether, abaolute reagent - Hatbesea, Colenan ( Bell, Norwood, Ohio

Methylene chloride, Spectranalyxed - Timber Seientirie Co., Pair Lawn, N.J.

Butyl aeetatc, Photrez reagent - Baker Chee. Co., Philllpsburs, N.J.

Acetone, glass distilled .- Burdlek A Jackson Lab Zae., Muskcsen, W
Sodlva hydroxide, lOM - Flaher Sdeatiric Co., Pair Lawn, H.J.

SediiB ectablaulflte - Flaher Soieatirie Co.. Fair Lawn. H.J.

Hydrochloric aeld, cooeentrated (IZ.ZN)^- Baker Chealoal Co.. PMllip»burg, N.

Subjectj and Saaplcs

Six naive and sl> habituated ciale tobacco snurr takers took part In

the study. The habituated subjects eonsiBcd tobacco snufr en a regular basis,

"CONFIDENTIAL"
"This dotumeni is svMect lo « protec-

tii't either tnd ntllW il ftoi its

CMteots nuf be shoani. discusied or

diKlosed eicept ia tccsrdanct villi udi
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UNITED STATES TOBACCO COMPANY !- ^—..-

INTRA-COMPANY CORRESPONDENCE |i^^.. J ^-^V-'^

TO. Mr. L. A. Ba^Ue, Pres(C>ent

FooH; W. W. Watson, President - United Scandia Interrvarlonal

June 2. 1972

LOTUS

The moist &rvjff user and manufacturer has, for a long period of

tiiT«, desired and searched for a method of placing moist crxrff

into a sir^le unit op portion for convenience of use.

Market research and our consynner suggestion file shows sUfcrtg

Support for such a pad^agi'^g concept.

To satisfy this cv>sjrr^r want there are several forms molst could

take, such as - capsule, taclet, candy coated chiclet, or tea bag

concept (Lotus). AU of ti^se concepts should be explored. Hov^«ver.

as of today, nnuch worK has gone into the Lotus project.

1 . A prototype machine is available with initial success.

2. Market tests (Sweden) ©f the packaging idea sho-*

strong acceptance from the consum»er.

3. Lotus satisfies all but one -of the product needs

(product taste) and tJ^ere is a strong belVef that

with hard work on the part of STA and UST a
..

satisfactory product will be produced.

Trerefore. for tt^ immediate future, we must concentrate all efforts

on Lotus.

There are and will be many problems to be solved before Lotus can

b« marketed. How important is it that U£T and STA be first in

th« m»-ket with an acceptable product? If not first, should we not

at least E>« second. My persoral voU is to be ftrst with the best

damn product possiole and SOpn.

-CONFIDENTIAL" -»^*^-
'

-^'^.'^^rrri^ P.— ^^^"^
^3, B00000i471
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To narrow the problern down, may w« talk about what Is tt^ product
to b«.

Results of meetings t->eld wtth the project group In Sweden and one

meeting with the gnoup tn UST plus several smaller meetings, con-
clude the following.-

1. There should be three products of three different

tastes and strengths of nicotine.

a. High nicotine, strong tobacco flavor for

consumer who presently uses tobacco
in the mouth.

Can this be accomplished by using
present product of Copenhagen or Enna?

Can it be accon-plished by larger portion than

present sample?
Can this be <Jone by using stronger tobacco

colors In packaging?

b. Medium strength of nicotine.

Can this be accon^tished by using a Happy Days
product?

Can this be accompUshed by using medium
size package?

Can w« use spirits such as rum, cognac, bourbon;
wines - sherry; coffee, tea, for this product?

Will the color of the package t>e medium In strength?

c. Low nicotine, sweet product.
Can this be done by using present size Lotus?
Is there a milder snuff moist available than we

are presently using (sweet dry snulT)?
Do we flavor this product with honey, chocolate or

vanilla?

Above are three objectives as to guidelines for product development.
They are the best offerings thus far. What has been done to develop
these products? Is it possible to develop any of tt^se suggestions?

"CONFIDENTIAL"
••This <Jocun^cM is s.h=:t lo a proles

live otdtr 2nJ oc-,:;e. .» nor '«

disclosed eicepl in accordance w.th such

ofdet."

^ST B00000>472
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Wor<l Berv^ett was the first to suggest th*t X>y papc" being used

for tKe Inside sack was not allowing sufficient Havor to pass thrwjgh.

He is working on otl^r paptirs. What is his progress?

A machine could be ready for use in Chicago by the end of '972.

Do we went this machine?

What do we do while we ai-« waiting for the machine? I suggest we
work like h«ll On the product. With no other suggestions coming

^orth, I advise that we go with the above outline as to product.

How«ver, niay I offer that to gain the advantage of mony talents

in U.S.T. that a small grooo be aopointed by you, Mr:. Bantle,

to brir^ together what may be thoughts of manufacturing, product

research, and marketing to agree on the steps to be taken.

Vou, Mr. Santle, would be head of the grr^jp or group committee
could report to you directly. May I not appear too bold to suggest
a Coordinator be appointed and If >t should please you, I would be

honored anti happy to act in this capacity. The reason for the Sug-

gestion of myself is that it would bring to the group the progress
and work already done by S.T.A. Secondly, U.S.I, is very inter-

ested m obtaining the right Uotus package for international market-

ing and soon.

To my sorrow, this report Is not the full answer to the problem,
but it is rny belief that it is a big step forward.

Please, Mr- Santle, should you need any ^rrh«r discussion on

miatter, ihe writer is n^ost anxious to be of service to you.

this

a2&
\WvVi/:hlm

-
- «• CONFIDE NT 1A.L"

"TWs Oociintr.l .5 »•. cci » « v

UST 8000001473
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M»nutes fro<'r> a Meeting in

Greenwich 7-1B-72 at.

Mr. l_. A. Bantle's Office

Subject:
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This task force should report directly to Mr. Banlle and always bear In nnind

the secrecy of the project.

Before the meeting was ended several technical asp>ccts of the project were

discussed (flavored paper, sire of pinch and homogenized leaf). Mr. Bantle

In Summing up this discussion declared that all possibilities to make the right

Lotus product for the new consumer must be explored with every effort put

into the project.

Mr. Thomas B. O'Grady has been appointed Chairman of this task force

committee.

The next meeting of the Lotus Committee will be the middle of August.

Members w>U be given suff\cient notice as to the place, time and date.

- "CONFIOCNTIAL"

disciostd eicepl m i^o.u.

o-det."
UST EOOOOO-1027
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THE LOTUS PROJECT

AIM: To make it easier for a new irser to use
tobacco tn the mouth.

TARGGTT GROUP:

PRODUCT:

New users, mainly cigarette smokers, age
group 15 - 35.

A. Strength

1. Nicotine satisfaction.

MUd like Happy Days
Instant but not shocking.

2. Feeling in the mouth.

As little harshness as possible
on the gum and in the throat.

B. Taste

A riavored taste like mint, cherry
Or rum; not too strong to give
harshness but strong enough to cover
any salty bitterness or other unpleasantness
for a new user \n having tobacco in

the mouth.

PACK: A. Size of Pinch

Small enough for a nevj user to manage.
The present Lotus size is perKaps okay.
This point has to be closely worked out,
takes into consideration the desired ef-

fects mentioned under "Strength."

B. Paper

..^, documents
^^

lef

«
^^ „,

live ofdtt »nj "*J,„ i,s;usscd
or

disclosed
eicepl m »-

The paper is only there to keep the tobacco
in place and to make chewing look cleaner.
The paper should be felt as littla as possi-
ble and should allow flavor and taste to do
its job as if no paper vvas there.

U.S.I. 7-18-72

UST E000004028
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STATEMENT OF

CONGRESSMAN JAMES V. HANSEN

FIRST DISTRICT OF UTAH

BEFORE THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON HEALTH AND THE ENVIRONMENT

MARCH 25, 1994

Mr. Chairman I appreciate the opportunity to submit testimony today
before this Subcommittee. I wish to substantiate that Congress has a responsibility
to provide guidelines for the Food and Drug Administration's (FDA) regulation of
tobacco and tobacco products. As Co-Chairman of the Congressional Task Force
on Tobacco and Health, I endorse your attempt to address thus complicated and

highly controversial issue.

As we all know, the consequences of tobacco use are widespread and
life threatening. Not only do tobacco users suffer, but everyone around them is in

danger as well. Tobacco products are directly linked to hundreds of thousands of

deaths each year, but the industry is unlike every other industry in America -
it is

virtually unregulated. Although further regulation goes against the grain of my
philosophy, I have no problem endorsing FDA intervention and regulation of this

industry when tobacco use is clearly the cause of so much death and disease in the

United States.

My own home state of Utah recently became the second state in the

nation to pass a law banning smoking in public places. Utah's law is the most

comprehensive in the country, and the first to eliminate smoking in all private and

public workplaces. Utah was also the first state to ban cigarette vending machines,

prohibit distribution of free tobacco samples, and to ban billboard advertising. I'm

thrilled that local lawmakers, businesses, and the military have seen the need to

provide a safe and healthy environment for everyone. With the momenmm behind

this national wave of health consciousness, I think it would be irresponsible of

Congress to not act quickly on this matter.

I am a cosponsor of H.R. 2147, introduced by Mr. Synar. It's a

good bill and I believe its provisions should be seriously considered as you begin

drafting guidelines for the FDA. The tobacco industry has gotten away with too

much for too long. The fact these companies operate without government
intervention is unreal; you can't look anywhere in our market and see a company
operating this way. The manufacnire, labeling, distribution and marketing of this

business needs government regulation, and it needs it now. I believe we have a

responsibility to keep the public fiilly informed and protect people's health. It is

important for people to know exactly what ingredients they are inhaling, snuffing
or chewing ~ the reality may have a positive impact and save a few lives. So

what if it costs the tobacco companies a few dollars, I think they can afford iL

Mr. Chairman, I encourage you to continue this discussion and design
a solution which protects the health of our children and their parents. I thank you
for your time.
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Denial

Associaion

Office of th« Executive Director
21' East Cr :ac~ Ave^„e
Ch cac:; , -: 5 606''-:6rs
.3-2. J40-250C

March 31, 1994

Honorable Henry A. Waxman
Chairman
Subcommittee on Health and the Environment
Committee on Energy and Commerce
2415 Rayburn House Office Building
U.S. House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515

RE : Statement for the Record for March 25. 1994 Hearing Concerning
Regulation of Tobacco Products under the Federal Food. Drug
and Cosmetic Act

Dear Chairman Waxman:

The American Dental Association (ADA or Association) appreciates
the opportunity to submit a statement for the record concerning the
regulation of tobacco products. As the representative of over
140,000 dentists nationwide, the Association has, as a core
responsibility, a mandate to support activities to enhance the oral
health of the American public.

To that end, the ADA agrees with those who call for legislation
that defines tobacco as a drug and transfers its regulation to the
Food and Drug Administration.

A March 25, 1994 Morbidity and Mortality Weekly Report (Vol. 43,
No. 11, at p. 198) published by the Centers for Disease Control
(CDC) , U.S. Public Health Service confirms that the use of tobacco
products continues to be a significant oral health problem, as the

5-year survival rate for people with oral cancer remains a very low
53 percent. According to CDC, oral cancer was diagnosed in about
30,000 people in the United States in 1992, causing nearly 8,000
deaths. Furthermore, CDC states that approximately 70 percent of
those deaths are associated with smoking and other forms of tobacco
use.

It is important to keep in mind that oral cancer is truly a

devastating disease, often resulting in the loss of portions of the
face and jaw. While oral examinations are effective at reducing
morbidity and mortality caused by oral cancers, prevention always
remains the best first-line defense. In this instance, the best
preventive measure is simply not using tobacco products.

The Association has strived for years to eliminate the use of
smokeless tobacco, especially among adolescents. To accomplish
this goal, the ADA continues to work with professional baseball to
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discourage its use among players. We believe that if role models
kick the habit, adolescents are less likely to take up smokeless
tobacco.

Unfortunately, the use of smokeless tobacco products among college
athletes and adolescents has increased significantly over the past
twenty years. Gregory N. Connolly, D.M.D., Director of the
Massachusetts Tobacco Control Program, testified before this
subcommittee that the use of snuff among males 18-19 years of age
increased from .3 percent in 1970 to 7 . 6 percent in 1991. Twenty-
four percent of all white male high school students used smokeless
tobacco at least once during the past month, according to a 1990
Youth Risk Behavior Survey. Finally, there was a forty percent
increase (from twenty percent to twenty-eight percent) in the use
of smokeless tobacco among college athletes from 1985 to 1989, with
a fifty-seven percent usage rate among NCAA baseball players.

The U.S. Surgeon General has warned that the use of smokeless
tobacco among adolescent boys could lead to higher oral cancer
rates several decades from now, according to a 1992 study by the
National Institutes of Health and the National Cancer Institute.

You and the entire Subcommittee on Health and the Environment are
to be commended for your efforts to draw attention to the very
significant public health problems caused by tobacco products. The
Association also supports your efforts, Mr. Chairman, to create a

smoke-free work environment through the enactment and enforcement
of legislation and regulations to reduce the exposure of nonsmoking
adults and children to environmental tobacco smoke, pursuant to
H.R. 3434.

The need for strict regulation of tobacco products and
environmental tobacco smoke (ETS) is obvious. A report recently
published by the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) concluded
that ETS is a grave threat to nonsmokers. ETS is a human lung
carcinogen, responsible for about 3000 lung cancer deaths annually
in nonsmokers. The EPA also estimated that ETS increases the risk
of respiratory disease in children, 7,500 to 15,000 of such
illnesses result in hospitalization each year. In those who smoke,
inhalation of tobacco products is now responsible for about 434,000
deaths per year. It has also been documented for about 40 years
that tobacco use causes lung cancer in humans, is a major risk
factor for heart disease and causes many chronic respiratory
diseases.

The ADA will be pleased to work with you in the future as you
determine the best course to follow in determining FDA jurisdiction
and other appropriate legislative and regulatory actions.

Sincerely,

rfohn S. Z^p, D.D.S.

^ecutive Director
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STATEBiIENT OF TAYLOR M. QUINN
SUBMITTED TO THE

SUBCOMMITTEE ON HEALTH AND THE ENVIRONMENT
HOUSE ENERGY AND COMMERCE COMMITTEE

MARCH 25. 1994

Mr. Chairman, members of The Subcommittee, thank you for the

opportunity to submit this statement addressing the issue of nicotine In

the processing and manufacturing of cigarettes
- an issue which has

recently been the subject of considerable attention.

I retired from the U.S. Food and Drug Administration In 1985 after

34 years of service. My FDA experience Includes 10 years as an

investigator conducting comprehensive field investigations of food, drug

and cosmetic manufacturing facilities. These inspections included the

review of ingredients and additives as well as material balance

evaluations. I held the position of Director, Division of Regulatory

Guidance, Bureau of Foods, from January, 1970 through September,

1976. and served as Associate Director for Compliance, Bureau of Foods

from September. 1976 until my retirement on February 1. 1985. Since

1985. I have been President of Taylor Quinn Consulting Inc., conducting

inspections and audits of manufacturing facilities in the food industr>' for

quality control procedures, good manufacturing practices, contamination

problems and material balance evaluations.

Philip Morris U.S.A. recently engaged me to conduct an

independent investigation concerning nicotine in their tobacco processing

and manufacturing practices, and I am appearing today at their request.
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In the course of conducting my independent investigation I inspected

Philip Morris facilities in the Richmond, Virginia area including the two

plants where reconstituted tobacco sheets are prepared, the Flavor

Center responsible for the ingredients added to cigarettes and the

Cigarette Manufacturing Center.

I wish to emphasize that I had complete autonomy in conducting

the investigation and directed that I be given access to comprehensive

information and data regarding Philip Morris tobacco processing and

manufacturing. My investigation focused on several key questions:

(1) nicotine in tobacco processing;

(2) what processing aids and ingredients were being added

during the various stages of tobacco processing and

manufacturing;

(3) determining which processing aids or ingredients contained

nicotine and. if so, how much;

(4) the nicotine content in various finished products; and

(5) how much of the nicotine in the finished product came

from the raw tobacco and how much nicotine, if any was

added.
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During the course of my investigation I randomly requested data

with respect to brands and time periods, and all of the information

requested was provided. For example, while I reviewed all of the

ingredients used in the manufacture of Philip Morris cigarettes I

randomly chose three brands - Marlboro, Merit Regular and Merit

Menthol - and was provided with a list of flavors and processing aids for

each brand. I also requested this information for randomly selected time

periods and was provided with this information for all three brands

currently as well as six months and one year ago. Similarly, data

regarding nicotine content for all three brands for all three time periods

was produced at my instruction.

I was permitted to ask any question of any Philip Morris employee I

chose, and all inquiries were readily answered. Also, all records that 1

requested were readily provided.

The conclusions of my investigation can be summarized as follows:

1 . There is nothing I observed in the processing of tobacco or

the manufacture of cigarettes at Philip Morris that would

materially increase the nicotine in their products above what

naturally occurs in the tobacco.

2. The denatured alcohol used as a processing aid by Philip

Morris contains nicotine in the form of nicotine sulfate (SDA-

4) as approved by the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and

Firearms and 27 C.F.R. § 21.38. Denatured alcohol contains
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nicotine in amounts so small that it would be undetectable

in the tobacco in the finished cigarette considering the much

larger amount of nicotine from the tobacco. This is

confirmed by my calculations demonstrating that the

nicotine contribution from SDA-4 denatured alcohol is

0.0006 to 0.0008 milligrams of nicotine per Marlboro

Regular cigarette. 0.0011 to 0.0015 milligrams of nicotine

per Merit Regular cigarette and 0.0012 to 0.0023 milligrams

of nicotine per Merit Menthol cigarette. The level of total

nicotine in these cigarettes ranges from approximately 16

milligrams to approximately 13 milligrams. So the amount

contributed by the SDA-4 could not be measured against

this naturally occurring background.

3. The commercial tobacco llavoring commonly referred to as

"tobacco extract" was used by Philip Morris in 1993 in its

Merit Menthol cigarette. This extract contains naturally

occurring nicotine in small amounts. No other flavor used

by Philip Morris contains nicotine and this flavor was used

only in Merit Menthol. The nicotine contribution from

tobacco extract to the finished cigarette in which it was used

is so small that it does not measurably change the level of

nicotine in the cigarette. For example, the maximum

possible contribution of nicotine from tobacco extract in

Merit Menthol is about 0.0029 milligrams of nicotine per

cigarette by my calculations. When this is combined with

the nicotine contributed by SDA-4. it would result in a
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maximum of approximately 0.0052 milligrams of nicotine per

cigarette. Again, considering the total nicotine in the

cigarettes, the nicotine contributed by these two sources

could not be measured against the naturally occurring

nicotine.

4. My extensive investigation into the Philip Morris processes of

preparing reconstituted tobacco resulted in the conclusion

that no measurable nicotine is being added.

As an experienced investigator. I was satisfied with the cooperation

and candor of all Philip Morris personnel during my inspection of their

facilities. I observed no evidence that would support any allegation that

Philip Morris adds any measurable level of nicotine to cigarettes over and

above the amount of nicotine naturally found in tobacco.

Thank you.
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House of Representatives,
Committee on Energy and Commerce,

Subcommittee on Health and the Environment,
Washington DC.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 9:05 a.m., 2123
Raybum House Office Building, Hon. Henry A. Waxman (chair-

man) presiding.
Mr. Waxman. The meeting of the subcommittee will come to

order. I'd like to ask our guests to please take your seats.

This is an historic hearing. For the first time ever, the chief exec-

utive officers of our Nation's tobacco companies are testifying to-

gether before the U.S. Congress. They are here because this sub-
committee has legislative jurisdiction over those issues that affect

our health. And no health issue is as important as cigarette smok-

ing.
It is sometimes easier to invent fiction than to face the truth.

The truth is that cigarettes are the single most dangerous
consumer product ever sold. Nearly a half million Americans die

every year as a result of tobacco. This is an astounding, almost in-

comprehensible statistic. Imagine our Nation's outrage if two fully
loaded jumbo jets crashed each day, killing all aboard. Yet that is

the same number of Americans that cigarettes kill every 24 hours.

Sadly, this deadly habit begins with our kids. Each day 3,000
children will begin smoking. In many cases they become hooked

quickly and develop a life long addiction that is nearly impossible
to break. For the past 30 years a series of surgeons general have
issued comprehensive reports outlining the dangers these children
will eventually face.

Lung cancer, heart disease, emphysema, bladder cancer, and
stroke are only some of the diseases caused by tobacco causes. And
now we know that kids will face a serious health threat even if

they don't smoke. Environmental tobacco smoke is a Class A car-

cinogen, and it sickens more than 1 million kids every year.
In fact, five former surgeons general of the United States testi-

fied before this subcommittee this year, that the most important
legislation in disease prevention that we could enact would be re-

strictions on smoking in public places. This subcommittee will soon
act on that legislation, and it will consider other measures as well.

This hearing will aid our efforts by presenting an important per-
spective. But these hearings are important for another reason as
well.
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For decades the tobacco companies have been exempt from the
standards of responsibility and accountability that apply to all

other American corporations. Companies that sell aspirin, cars, and
soda are all held to strict standards when they cause harm.
We don't allow those companies to sell goods that recklessly en-

danger consumers. We don't allow them to suppress evidence of

dangers when harm occurs. We don't allow them to ignore science
and good sense. And we demand that when problems occur, cor-

porations and their senior executives be accountable to Congress
and the public.
This hearing marks the beginning of a new relationship between

Congress and the tobacco companies. The old rules are out, the
standards that apply to every other company are in. We look for-

ward to hearing the testimony this morning, and to working with
these companies to begin to reduce the extraordinary public health
threat that tobacco poses.
An old proverb says that a journey of a thousand miles must

begin with a single step. Today is the first step. Many more are to

come as we deal with the most serious health problem facing our
Nation.

Before calling on our witnesses, I want to recognize members of

the subcommittee for opening statements, and to call on Mr. Bliley
first.

Mr. Bliley. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Ladies and gentlemen, I

certainly would like to know, who is the anti-smoking groups' P.R.

agent because this person has done more for the name I.D. of this

small town Virginia mayor over the past few weeks than all of my
the press secretaries combined for the past 14 years.

Seriously, ladies and gentlemen, over the past several weeks, we
have witnessed an unprecedented assault on tobacco that has un-

fortunately been driven not by science but by press release. Now
I've come to expect such behavior from the zealots in the anti-

smoking community, but it seems that when it comes to tobacco
that these tactics have acquired mainstream credibility. It is clear

that tobacco is not politically correct.

I must say that I was saddened by what took place in this room
a couple of weeks ago. I witnessed the Commissioner of the FDA,
who is both a trained scientist and a lawyer, take threads of truth
and weave them into whole cloth of rumor and innuendo. The
members of this subcommittee were rude and hostile to any wit-

ness who dared to attempt to offer a different explanation. I hope
today is different.

I welcome the leaders of the American tobacco manufacturers be-

fore our subcommittee to set the record straight. I pledge to you
that I will do what I can to ensure that this proceeding is fair, and
that your voice is heard. I am proud to represent thousands of hon-

est, hard working men and women who earn their livelihood pro-

ducing this legal product.
I am proud of all their positive contributions to my community,

and I'll be damned if they are to be sacrificed on the alter of politi-
cal correctness. This Congress must not turn its back on science
and reason just because of the bubble of popularity. Though it may
be only tobacco today, what lies next. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Waxman. Thank you Mr. Bliley. Mr. Synar?
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Mr. Synar. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Let me commend you and
Mr. Wyden both for this very historic day on which we begin this

journey.
Fifty milHon Americans are addicted to smoking. Four hundred

and twenty thousand of our fellow citizens die each year because
of tobacco and tobacco-related illnesses. Americans want to know
why. Americans also want to know why American CEO's and exec-
utive continue to deny basic responsibility that they are not ac-

countable for 1,000 deaths every day of the year in this country.
Americans want to know why corporate executives in America

deny that their companies prey upon children as they spend $4 bil-

lion advertising and promoting a product to the most vulnerable in

our society. And Americans want to know, very simply, why cor-

porate executives in this great country of ours continue to deny
consumers basic information so that they can make informed deci-

sions.

Today, at long last, we're going to get some of those answers. I

look forward to today's hearing, and as the chairman said, this is

the first step in a long journey.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Synar follows:]

Opening Statement of Hon. Mike Synar

Ladies and Gentlemen, I am thrilled to be here, face to face, with the Chief Exec-
utive Officers and Chief Researchers from the seven largest cigarette and oral to-

bacco companies in the United States.

From their written testimony, I see that they are issuing the same blanket deni-

als that they have clung to for the past 30 years.
These denials are simply no longer acceptable to this subcommittee or to the

American people.

Fifty million Americans are addicted to smoking. They want to know why. They
want to know all 700 ingredients, not just the 599 released yesterday in cigarettes
and oral tobacco and how these ingredients affect their bodies. They want to make
sure that tobacco companies are not preying on children.

Today, the tobacco industry, instead of continuing its attack on my bill, H.R. 2147
(which would give the FDA broad regulatory authority over tobacco while prohibit-

ing the Agency from banning it) has instead tried to cast shadows on the credibility
of two of the most respected health officials in our country: Dr. David Kessler, the
Commissioner of the FDA, and Dr. Greg Connolly, a representative of the American
Public Health Association.

Why is this necessary? Why not just provide this subcommittee with solid, honest
answers?
This is a simply case of corporate responsibility. We require that Kraft cheese,

owned by Philip Morris, list its ingredients on the back of the package. Marlboros,
although exempted from every other regulation, cannot be allowed to cast its smoke
screen over the health of Americans. Any other company that even attempted what
the tobacco companies have done to the health of America's youth would have been
sued out of existence years ago.

I hope that this hearing reveals some real answers about this deadly product, and
gives some desperately needed information to the 50 million Americans addicted to

cigarettes and oral tobacco.

Mr. Waxman. I thank you, Mr. Synar. Mr. McMillan?
Mr. McMillan. I thank the chairman. And thank you for taking

the time to investigate further this most important issue. Espe-
cially, I would like to thank you for giving the tobacco industry an
opportunity to come in and directly explain some of the complex-
ities of the issues which have been raised in recent weeks and
years, confusing so many in this chamber.

It is extremely important that we pause long enough to listen

and to get a clear understanding of what is at stake. I should point
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out, unfortunately, that several Members of this Congress in the
North Carolina delegation who's districts are impacted by this

issue were not allowed to testify today.
These Representatives probably represent some 70,000 people

who work directly in the tobacco industry either as growers or proc-
essors. And I think their interest and insight into this matter
would be useful. And I hope that at a future date they can be in-

cluded in the process and that their written testimony could be in-

cluded in the record today.
I know that we will address a number of issues concerning to-

bacco processing and smoking in this hearing. I am particularly in-

terested in hearing from the principal executives of the seven major
tobacco companies about some of the issues previously raised before

this subcommittee, particularly those that were raised, and pos-

sibly distorted, by Commissioner Kessler several weeks ago.
It is extremely important that we get factual information at this

hearing. I believe that the gentlemen here today are in a position
to provide that. Dr. Kessler spent a great deal of time explaining
how he perceived the position and actions of the tobacco industry.
Several of the issues discussed appeared to be in direct contradic-

tion to my understanding as to how tobacco is processed, and cer-

tainly, I think, to the understanding of the gentlemen who are here

today.
I expect that this hearing can shed considerable light on these

for the benefit of the members of the committee and the American

public who are watching. It is important that this subcommittee
deal with factual information, as it should on matters of this im-

port, and that it should take whatever actions are necessary, based
on fact and not on public perception. However, I am extremely con-

cerned that there are too many members here, and too many others

outside, who are too eager to jump to conclusions before they look
at the facts.

And I think we need to back up and, as the chairman said in his

opening statement, apply equivalent standards to this product as
we do to other products, applying the same rational thought to

each. If we do this we will serve the American public well. I yield
back the balance of my time.
Mr. Waxman. Thank you, Mr. McMillan. I do want to note that

our colleagues from North Carolina were here to testify at our
March 25th hearing. We'll have their statements in the record. Mr.

Wyden?
Mr. Wyden. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. I want to

commend you for all of your years of leadership in this effort, and
also our colleague, Mike Synar, who has done a tremendous job in

advocating for the health rights of children who are so directly af-

fected by tobacco products.
And I think I'd like to start by saying that I come to this hearing

as a parent of a 4 year old and a 10 year old, and in a few years
all of you, the executives who are sitting at the witness table, are

going to be using advertising by Joe Camel to try to hook my kids
and addict them to tobacco products.
Now, some of you are parents and grandparents as well, and I

think you'd agree with me that all our children are our most valu-
able possession. And I just can't understand how each of you is en-
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gaged in an enterprise that is sure to kill some of our children. I

hope today that you will tell us how you all can live with such a

killing record on your conscience.

Now, this issue, in my view, is no longer a matter of free choice.

It's clear that nicotine is addictive, and it's clear that people get
hooked and they can't get off. The same is true of second-hand
smoke. We have innocent bystanders that are hurt as the result of

second-hand smoke, so this is no longer a matter of free choice.

And I hope you will answer to us exactly how you all think that

it is a matter of people just exercising an individual preference.

Finally, let me wrap up by saying that yesterday you all treated

the American people to a chemical smorgasbord, and you put out
a list of all these additives and, in effect, said that they are all safe.

Well, I have a letter here from the Centers for Disease Control that

disagrees with you. And let me read it to you.
"We cannot categorically state that any of the ingredients are ei-

ther safe or hazardous without a reference to a specific dosage, and
we are unable to determine hazardous risk for any of the sub-

stances."
You all didn't put out the quantities of chemicals that are used

in cigarette products. You didn't put it out in terms of each brand
of cigarettes, I'm going to make this letter from the Centers for

Disease Control available to each of you, because it makes it very
clear that until you put out that quantity of chemical that is used,
it cannot be declared that these additives are safe.

Mr. Chairman, again, I commend you and our colleague, Mike

Synar, for many years of work, and I look forward to our witnesses.

Mr. Waxman. I thank you, Mr. Wyden. Mr. Greenwood?
Mr. Greenwood. Mr. Chairman, in the interest of time, I'd like

to forgo an opening statement. I look forward to hearing from the
witnesses.
Mr. Waxman. Thank you. And Mr. Bryant?
Mr, Bryant. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I commend you for put-

ting this together and I am glad that we have the executives here

today, I would just like to say that while I do not think I have ever

voted with your industry, I have not been an anti-smoking zealot

by any definition,

I got into my teenager's car a couple of weeks ago and flipped

open the glove compartment. There was a pack of Camel cigarettes

which, ironically, is the same brand of cigarettes which my grand-
father smoked, who died of lung cancer, after smoking your prod-
ucts for his entire life, when I was in the sixth grade.

I have always believed that the best way to raise kids is to let

them have experience in life and make their own rational choices.

But the problem with this is that I am not arguing with reason

here, I am arguing with the fact that your product is addictive, de-

priving him and millions of other Americans of the ability to make
a rational choice. And I think we are going to have to talk about
that today.

In my view, the question raised by Mr. Wyden, about your moral

responsibility to your fellow human beings is right at the center of

this discussion. And I am one of millions of parents who is trying
to figure out how to deal with this without forgoing the right of

your child to have experiences and make reasonable decisions?
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They cannot do that if they are going to be addicted to your prod-
uct. And that is what your product does, it addicts people to some-

thing they cannot get rid of later in life. It deprives them of the

reason that otherwise would come to bear on a decision to make
a consumer choice.

So we are really not talking about consumer choices, a phrase
which seems to weave itself through all of your written testimony.
We are really talking about the inability of consumers to make a

choice after they try your product for very long because they are

hooked. I yield back my time.

Mr. Waxman. Thank you, Mr. Bryant. Mr. Kreidler?

Mr. Kreidler. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I want to thank you
for holding these hearings so that we can hear from the tobacco in-

dustry. Tobacco kills the equivalent of the population of an entire

congressional district every year. As a health care professional, I

take a considerable interest in this heavy toll that we're taking

right now that affects our public health, our medical system, and
families.

We've seen enough of what has to be labeled as dodging, denial,

and dissembling by the industry. And it's clear that it is time to

learn the truth, to learn what toxins from cigarettes do to people,
how much nicotine is in cigarettes, and what other chemicals do to

people. It's time for full disclosure.

Aiid, Mr. Chairman, I commend you for holding these hearings
so that we can get to the bottom of this and find out what's really

happening to the American people. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Waxman. Thank you very much, Mr. Kreidler,

[The prepared statement of Hon. Gary Franks follows:]

Opening Statement of Hon. Gary A. Franks

Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Today's hearings are an important part of moving the

whole tobacco issue out in the pubhc's eye for review. Tobacco use is an important

subject, and when the pubUc interest is concerned it should be reviewed.

We all know there is a great deal of interest on this topic. However, there is also

a great deal of conflicting data available for public consumption. But charges and

counter-charges will not get us to the facts, that is why these hearings play such

an important role in the tobacco debate.

I believe the tobacco industry should be scrutinized for their actions, if they are

not in the public's best interest. But by the same token, the arguments against the

tobacco industry should be put to the same test. I would like to see all of the studies

thoroughly reviewed and see if the conclusions all hold up to the same
scrutinization.

As I understand it, the primary issues here are nicotine and its alleged manipiila-
tion and addiction, tobacco ingredients, tobacco's appeal to youth, and tobacco's im-

pact on health.

Mr. Chairman, we need more facts on these issues before we start voting on any
legislation regarding these issues.

Routinely, I request my staff to look into the various claims that cross my desk

in the form of "Dear Colleague" letters. Many of these letters claim that tobacco use

causes all sorts of problems. Many times, my staff learns that the information in

these "Dear Colleague" letters lead you to conclusions that are exaggerations, or

perhaps, distortions of the facts. Mr. Chairman, these distortions should only compel
you to insure a fair and impartial hearing today.
A recent study from the Department of Health and Human Services confirms that

the youth usage of smokeless tobacco products is currently declining and continues

to go down. I would not of reached that conclusion from the information that has

passed over my desk recently sent out by my colleagues here in the House of Rep-
resentatives.
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I understand that recent epidemiological studies that demonstrate statistical asso-

ciation are insufficient alone to propel a ban on consumer products or to move their

classification as an addictive substance.

Certainly, before we start to criticize the industry's manufacturing process we
should be very certain of the facts.

Let's leave the decision to use or not to use a tobacco product to the public after

we provide them with complete and honest information about the product and it's

production.
I am very concerned about the health of the American people, but my concern also

extends to the millions of workers in one of the largest industries in America. We
need to be sure of the facts of the tobacco issue before we denigrate an entire indus-

try by loose interpretations of biased reports and slanderous remarks made by U.S.

Government officials.

I look forward to hearing what these panels have to say. I have a healthy cyni-
cism for all the claims made by the parties on both sides of this matter, and I look

forward to getting to the honest facts about these issues.

I yield back the balance of my time.

Mr. Waxman. Gentlemen, we welcome you to our hearing today.
There is a blue pamphlet at the witness table, that will inform you
of the limits on the power of this subcommittee and the extent of

your rights during your appearance today. You, I'm sure, are all

aware that you are entitled to be represented by counsel, or ad-

vised by counsel during your appearance here today. Do you or

those of who you have asked to accompany you object to appearing
before this subcommittee under oath?

[No response.]
Mr. Waxman. If not, I'd like you to rise, and those who will be

testifying, as well, with you to rise. Will you raise your right
hands?

[Witnesses sworn.]
Mr. Waxman. Please consider yourself to be under oath. And

we'd like to ask each of you to identify yourself, including those
who are accompanying the witnesses, so that we can have that for

the record.

Mr. Campbell. William Campbell, President of Philip Morris
U.S.A. I'm accompanied by Harold Burnley, our director of process-

ing, and Dr. Kathy Ellis, our director of research.

Mr. James Johnston. I am Jim Johnston. I'm chairman and
CEO of RJ Reynolds Tobacco Company. I am accompanied by Andy
Schindler, our head of manufacturing and operations; Carl Leh-

man, our head of R and D; and Richard Cooper, our outside counsel

and former general counsel of the FDA.
Mr. Taddeo. My name is Joe Taddeo. I am president of U.S. To-

bacco. I'm accompanied by Robert Lawrence, he is our executive

vice president of manufacturing and R and D.
Mr. TISCH. Mr. Chairman, I'm Andrew H. Tisch, chairman and

chief executive officer of Lorillard Tobacco Company. With me is

Dr. Alexander W. Spears, Lorillard's vice chairman and chief oper-

ating office. Dr. Spears has senior responsibility for Lorillard's re-

search and production operations.
Mr. HORRIGAN. Mr. Chairman, I'm Ed Horrigan, chairman and

chief executive officer of Liggett Group. Accompan3dng me this

morning is Greg Sulin, our vice president of operations.
Mr. Sandefur. Mr. Chairman, I'm Tommy Sandefur, chairman

and chief executive officer of Brown and Williamson Tobacco Com-
pany. I'm accompanied by Dr. John Jewell, who is in charge of our
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manufacturing production operations, as well as Tilford Riehl, who
is vice president of R and D.
Mr. Donald Johnston. Mr. Chairman, my name is Donald

Johnston. I'm president and chief executive officer of the American
Tobacco Company. And with me today is Robert F. Sprinkle, execu-
tive vice president of research and quality assurance.
Mr. Waxman. I thank you all very much. Without objection, your

prepared statements will be a part of the record in full. We would
ask that you summarize your prepared statement in approximately
10 minutes or less. I want to note, at the request of Mr. Bliley,
we've agreed to allow Mr. Campbell of Philip Morris and Mr. John-
ston of RJ Reynolds, an additional 5 minutes to complete their

presentations.
I would also note before we begin that the subcommittee received

a number of requests from Members of the House of Representa-
tives who desire to present oral testimony. Although the hearing
schedule precluded expanding the witness list today, without objec-

tion, the record will be held open to receive testimony from those
of our colleagues who requested to testify.

[The prepared statements of Hon. Howard Coble, Hon. H. Martin
Lancaster, and Hon. Karen Shepherd follow:]
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SnOBMENT OF TOE HCNDRABLE IKWARD CDBIiE

Subcotmittee on Health and the Environment

House Energy and Conmerce Cotmittee

i^ril 14, 1994

Thank you, Mr. Chainnan. I appreciate the c^portunity to share m/

views vdth the menters of the Subcamdttee today.

My congressional district is one in v*iich tcbacco farming has been and

still ranains a vital part of the state and local ecanomy. The Sixth District

mirrors many regions in North C&rolina in this regarxi, particularly those

areas vAiich are rural and less affluent.

I am sanevAiat surprised by the tone and content of this debate, as if

the issue were novel. Cigarette ccrrpanies have not suddenly altered their

manufactxaring processes or just started to use these ingredients. Similarly,

there has been no change to federal food and drug law that would require the

FDA to rethink its longstanding and well -reasoned position on cigarettes. In

addition, nothing is new about the anti-smaking groups petitioning the EDA to

regulate tobacco as a drug. These groups have done this for decades, and the

EDA, with the approval of the courts, has denied these petitions for decades

as well.

Dr. Kessler has suggested that he believes there may be a middle ground.

As I understand his position, it might be possible for cigarettes containing

low levels of nicotine or no nicotine at all to ranain on the market vMle all

other tcbacco products are banned. This is the same tact the Anti-Salocn

League used in the 1920 's. First, it persuaded Congress to prohibit

interstate shipments of liquor to "dry" states and territories. It then
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secured a ccaigressional prohibition of liquor advertisatEnts through

interstate mail to "dry" states. Also at the behest of the League, Ccoigress

amended wartime food- control statutes by prohibiting the manufacture of

"spirituous liquors,
" and authorized the President to ban or othervdse

regulate the sale and production of all beer and vdjie.

Originally, prohibitionists said they were only after the traffic in

liquor, not individuals or consumers. It soon became ^^parent, hcwever, that

the point of the Taiperance Mdvement was to regulate the drinking habits of

each and every Anerican. Does all this sound familiar? It should. And, it

should also alarm the American public.

If the irenters of this subcarmittee think that Dr. Kessler and anti-

tcbacco grxx?)s really will be satisfied with anything short of an outright ban

on cigarettes, they are not, in ity view, being realistic. Dr. Kessler 's

February 25 letter speculates that only those brands containing nicotine at

nonaddictive levels could renain on the marketplace. I siuply find it hard to

believe that the FDA, pressured by the anti- tobacco groups, will ever arrive

at an 'acc^table" clinical definition of nonaddictive nicotine.

Moreover, v*iy is this agency spending so much of its time and resources

reviewing an old subject? Are not these resources better directed toward

reducing the chronic backlog of pending medical device applications and new

drug approvals before the FDA. Based on recent figures, the agency will visit

each of the drug and device establishments it is required to inspect -- 90,000

in all -- cnce every six years instead of cnce every two years, as the statute

requires. The infrequent rate at v*iich the agency inspects iitported products

and foreign plants is alarming as well. Fran 1985 to SeptaAer 1989, for

ejonple, only 31 of the 3,400 registered foreign canneries were inspected.

Vfy constituents would rather the FDA use their tax dollars to protect

the safety of their food, drugs, and medical devices. They do not want the

agency to launch a paternalistic crusade that will ultimately cost them their

livelihoods.
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statement
of the

Honorable H. Martin Lancaster

before the

Subcommittee on Health and the Environment

April 14. 1994

Mr. Chairman, this Subcommittee is currently is currently considering issues that are

extremely important to me and the livelihood of many of my constituents. 1 remain

deeply troubled about the ill-conceived attack this Subcommittee and Commissioner

Kessler launched regarding nicotine in cigarettes.

Commissioner Kessler has acknowledged that, if his agency regulated tobacco as a drug,

the overwhelming majority of tobacco products, if not all of them, would have to be

harmed. But because Commissioner Kessler recognizes the disastrous ramifications of

ProhibiUon, he has asked Congress to give him "clear direction".

I am happy to provide the Commissioner with the direction he has requested. My
direction is simple. LEAVE TOBACCO ALONE!

In reviewing the testimony offered to this Subcommittee on March 25, I fmd no

convincingjustification for giving the FDA additional authority to regulate tobacco. Much
of Commissioner Kessler's testimony was focused on 33 of the more than 26.000 patents

held by the cigarette manufacturers. Of those 33 patents Dr. Kessler focused his

attention, he had no indication whatsoever that any of the patents were being used. I

believe will today's testimony will substantiate the industry's assertion that none of these

33 patents are used to increase the level of nicotine in cigarettes.

The FDA's other "evidence
"

included charts which insinuate that nicotine levels are

increasing in cigarettes while tar levels are decreasing. Such a suggestion flies in the face

of several reports by the Surgeon General which clearly point out that nicotine and tar

levels in cigarettes have fallen dramatically over the past 40 yeeirs and continue to do so

at a ratio which approaches one-to-one.

The FDA has traditionally asserted no jurisdiction over tobacco under the Federal Food.

Drug and Cosmetic Act because manufacturers make no health claims for the product.

Commissioner Kessler now suggests that cigarettes should be treated as a "drug",

regardless of how they are promoted to the consumer. He bases this proposal on the

supposed 'new' informaUon that cigarette companies are apparently able to control

nicotine levels in cigarettes. This reminds me of the Claude Rains character in

"Casablanca" who declared he was "shocked, shocked
"

to discover that gambling was

going on in Rick's cafe. For the past twenty or thirty years cigarette manufacturers have

offered consumers cigarettes whose smoke contains substantially reduced amounts of

both nicotine and tar. Clearly the fact that low-tar and nicotine brands have been in the

marketplace for many years suggests that nicotine in finished cigarettes is not at the

same level as that which occurs naturally in the cured tobacco leaf. However, in no case

is the level of nicotine increased as Dr. Kessler asserted in his testimony last month.

Dr. Kessler appears to have joined forces with the neo-Prohibitionists. But their version

of America is not one which my constituents or I share. We are cilso insulted at the

comparisons made between cigarettes and Ulicit hard drugs, such as heroin and cocaine.
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Though I am not a chemist, it is brutally obvious to me that a tremendous difference

exists between those who use legal tobacco products and those whose only concern is

how to obtain their next fix of an illegal drug. Our prisons are not currently overflowing
because of so-called cigarette addicts who steal, rob, injury and kill in order to obtain

their next fix.

Tobacco growers are law abiding citizens who take umbrage at being associated with the

likes of the Columbian drug cartel. And Dr. Kessler would now turn tobacco growers and
smokers into criminalsJust because they choose to live their lives in a manner other than
Dr. Kessler thinks they should. The FDA is directing us down a very serious and
treacherous path. Let us not forget that this is an agency that cannot now fulfill its many
other responsibilities.

On behalf ofthe many small family farmers who proudly grow tobacco in North Carolina's

Third Congressional District and support themselves and their families by laboring

during the hot and humid eastern North Carolina summers, 1 urge this Subcommittee
to join me in providing Commissioner Kessler with the direction he seeks, based on the

facts we will hear today. I have no doubt that only conclusion will be to LEAVE
TOBACCO ALONE!

I welcome today's panel of witnesses and cim pleased that top executives of the major
cigarette manufacturers have voluntarily agreed to testify, under oath, on the issue of

nicotine in cigarettes. I look forward to hearing their testimony as 1 know thej' will

provide this Subcommittee £ind Dr. Kessler with a complete picture of the issue instead

of the mere conjecture we heard from the FDA a few weeks ago.

Mr. Chairman, thank you for convening this hearing so that every side of this issue can
be properly and fairly aired.
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April 28, 1994

TESTIMONY OF CONGRESSWOMEN KAREN SHEPHERD SUBMITTED TO THE
HEALTH AND ENVIRONMENT SUBCOMMITTEE

Thank you Mr. Chairman, for the opportunity to appear before your

Subcommittee regarding the need to regulate tobacco products.

Most of us would never think of eating or drinking something filled with mystery

ingredients, and we don't have to. Everything from chewing gum to shampoo clearly

lists its ingredients on the side of the package. Except for cigarettes.

Unlike cosmetics and food, the law permits cigarettes to contain secret

ingredients, which until now, have been guarded by the tobacco industry as trade

secrets. The time has come to treat cigarettes like the dangerous consumer product

that they are.

States and cities have long been cracking down on smoking in public. Utah

Governor Mike Leavitt recently signed legislation which prohibits smoking in all public

places, government buildings, schools and workplaces. I am co-sponsoring your bill,

which would extend the ban nationwide. The Environmental Protection Agency has

rated cigarette smoke a class-A carcinogen. The Occupational Safety and Health

Administration has proposed banning smoking in the work place and the Food and

Drug Administration is examining whether to regulate nicotine as a drug. In addition,

tobacco companies have recently been accused of manipulating the nicotine levels in

their cigarettes and conspiring to keep fire-safe cigarettes off the market.

Now questions have been raised over whether tobacco companies add

dangerous chemicals to an already deadly product. Mr. Chairman, I watched in horror

as the chief executive officers of the country's tobacco companies came before your
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Subcommittee and denied thai smoking poses a health risk. Smoking, one

unenlightened CEO contended, is no more dangerous than eating twinkles.

The reality is smoking, unlike eating twinkles, kills a half a million smokers

annually and drags 3,000 non-smokers to their graves through second-hand smoke.

Smoking is the leading cause of preventable death in the United States. Smokers

annually add $100 billion to the national price tag for health care. An individual

smoker will pay about $6,000 in extra medical costs over a lifetime. Smoking costs

businesses $47 billion in 1990 in lost productivity, and all those statistics combined

do not even begin to address the other health hazards of smoking, including fires

caused by smokers, and increases in breast cancer rates for women.

Now we are confronted with the knowledge that tobacco companies have been

adding chemicals to their cigarettes. Recently, National Public Radio reported that it

had obtained a list-heretofore top secret-of 700 chemicals added to cigarettes. At

least two of the chemicals have been shown to cause liver damage and convulsions

when tested on animals; and two of the chemicals are considered too dangerous to

be allowed in municipal waste dumps. The list is considered a trade secret and is

provided only to the Centers For Disease Control and^on a restricted basis, to a few

Members of Congress.

Most of the chemicals on the list are well-known food additives. But there are

six chemicals that are not food additives, but deadly chemicals that we know nothing

about. Just how much Methoprene, "an active ingredient of a registered pesticide,"

does a human need to inhale before causing critical damage to their body? What are

the cancer rates for long-term exposure to Dimethyltetrahydrobenzofuranone "a
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solvent that is flammable and has 'moderate' toxicity"? These chemicals must be

researched. There has been an increase in breast cancer in women from 1 in 20 to 1

in 8. True, this increase coincides with the increase in smoking among women, but

are these chemicals also contributing to the higher cancer rates ? In order to know we

need research and full disclosure of the chemicals added to cigarettes.

We have trusted the tobacco companies long enough. They have withheld

information and denied science. Profits are clearly more important to them than human

health.

I have introduced legislation that would force cigarette companies to label their

products. The goal of the legislation is to provide consumers with the same

information they get before buying other products they take into or use on their

bodies.

The fact is, you can walk into any grocery store and find extensive labeling on

products. A simple can of soda pop has a label listing its fat, sugar and protein levels;

how many calories it has and what ingredients it contains. The labels were mandated

to help consumers make educated choices about what they put into their bodies. The

labels were mandated to make sure companies are truthful in their advertising. And

yet cigarettes--a product we know to be deadly, has only one thing printed on the side

of the box: a warning label that smoking tobacco will cause, among other things,

cancer. Warning people is a good start, but now we have reason to believe that

consumers are smoking more than just tobacco. Until we push for strict regulations

and force cigarette companies to make their ingredients known, consumers will

continue to suffer the consequences.
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Mr. Waxman. Mr. Campbell, we'd like to start with you. And I

guess the best thing to do is to pass the microphone right in front

of you.

TESTIMONY OF WILLIAM I. CAMPBELL, PRESIDENT, PHILIP
MORRIS U.SA., ACCOMPANIED BY KATHY ELLIS, DIRECTOR
OF RESEARCH; JAMES W. JOHNSTON, CHAIRMAN, RJ REYN-
OLDS TOBACCO CO., ACCOMPANIED BY ANDY SCHINDLER,
HEAD OF MANUFACTURING, AND RICHARD COOPER, COUN-
SEL; THOMAS E. SANDEFUR, JR., CHAIRMAN, BROWN &
WILLIAMSON TOBACCO CORP., ACCOMPANIED BY TILFORD
F. RIEHL, VICE PRESIDENT; ANDREW H. TISCH, CHAIRMAN,
LORILLARD TOBACCO CO., ACCOMPANIED BY ALEXANDER
SPEARS III, VICE CHAIRMAN; DONALD S. JOHNSTON, PRESI-

DENT, AMERICAN TOBACCO CO.; EDWARD A. HORRIGAN, JR.,

CHAIRMAN, LIGGETT GROUP, INC.; AND JOSEPH TADDEO,
PRESIDENT, U.S. TOBACCO CO.

Mr. Campbell. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, distinguished mem-
bers of the subcommittee. In recent weeks a number of charges
have been leveled against the tobacco industry generally, and Phil-

ip Morris specifically. I sincerely hope that you and other members
of the subcommittee are today interested in separating the facts

from the rhetoric regarding issues raised a few weeks ago in Com-
missioner Kessler's presentation.
Be that as it may, our consumers are being misled and when

that happens PhiUp Morris has and will continue to speak out

loudly and clearly. Our consumers deserve to know the truth, and
I thank you for creating a forum that allows me the opportunity
to set the record straight. I have a few charts to supplement my
testimony. We have copies of them available here.

Philip Morris does not add nicotine to our cigarettes. Philip Mor-
ris does not manipulate nor independently control the level of nico-

tine in our products. There were a number of incorrect statements

or assumptions in Commissioner Kessler's presentation. These is-

sues are not new and many require a detailed rebuttal.

The claim that cigarette smoking is addictive has been made for

many years. The fact that tar and nicotine levels vary among our

many products has been publicized for over 20 years. The process

by which cigarettes are manufactured, and which at our invitation

FDA representatives saw first hand several weeks ago, has been

publicly known for over 50 years. And the call for FDA to assert

or be given jurisdiction over cigarettes has been made and rejected

by the FDA and the courts on several occasions in the past.
To the extent possible in the time available today, my colleagues

and I will try to answer the subcommittees questions, and we will

be happy to supplement the points we make in a detailed written

submission.
Point one, Philip Morris does not add nicotine to our cigarettes.

The claim that Philip Morris secretly adds nicotine during the

manufacturing process to keep smokers addicted is false. The proc-
esses used to manufacture cigarettes have been a matter of public
record for years in patent filings and in the published literature.

The result of that processing, cigarettes with varying levels of tar

and nicotine reflecting a wide variety of consumer preferences, has
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been closely monitored and reported by the Federal Trade Commis-
sion. The manufacturers have published the deliveries in every ad-
vertisement for the past 25 years.
The fact is that tar and nicotine levels have decreased dramati-

cally over the past 40 years. Today the market is populated with
a number of ultra low brands which deliver less than 5 percent of
the tar and nicotine levels of popular brands just 20 years ago.

Philip Morris and other manufacturers have reduced nicotine de-
liveries in a number of ways. The most important is through the
use of increasingly efficient filters which substantially reduced
main smoke components, including both tar and nicotine. Filtration
alone reduces nicotine delivery by 35 to 45 percent as compared to

cigarettes made of simply tobacco and paper.
Through a process called ventilation, which allows fresh air to be

drawn through the cigarette, nicotine levels are reduced by a fur-

ther 10 to 50 percent. Through the use of expanded tobacco, a proc-
ess developed by which Philip Morris puffs tobacco much like

puffed rice cereal, tar and nicotine levels are reduced still further.
A fourth manufacturing technique, the reconstituted tobacco

process, also reduces the nicotine in cigarettes. This process which
has been thoroughly described in the literature for years does not
increase nicotine levels in tobacco or in cigarettes. Through this

process 20 to 25 percent of the nicotine in the tobacco used to make
reconstituted leaf is lost and is not replaced.
These processes, when combined in cigarettes Philip Morris sells

today, reduce nicotine deliveries, for example, by 50 percent in the
case of Marlboro, and 90 percent in the case of Merit Ultima;
again, compared to cigarettes made simply of tobacco and paper.

Ignoring these reductions, some critics have focused on the
minute amounts of nicotine which are found in tobacco extracts
and denatured alcohol. Even when used together, they have no
measurable effect on the nicotine levels of our cigarettes. Philip
Morris uses small amounts of denatured alcohol to apply flavors to

the tobacco.

The alcohol is denatured, in fact, in order to make it drinkable—
non-drinkable under a formula required by the Bureau of Alcohol,
Tobacco, and Firearms, and found in the Federal Register. In other

words, the outside vendors who supply us with the denatured alco-

hol use that tiny amount of nicotine solely to comply with the Fed-
eral law. All use by Philip Morris is reported annually to the
B.A.T.F.

Philip Morris has spent hundreds of millions of dollars to reduce
tar and nicotine levels to provide the products that the marketplace
demands. Why, if we were supposedly intent on adding nicotine to

cigarettes, why would Philip Morris have spent over $300 million
to develop a process to denicotinize tobacco and launch next a near
zero nicotine brand?

I'll tell you why. Our public opinion research indicated smokers
were interested in a no-nicotine cigarette. Our Maxwell House Cof-
fee Company had pioneered processes for decaffeination of coffee,
and we used that technology as a spring board for denicotinization
of tobacco. The process worked, the resulting product did not.
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We gambled $300 million and lost. That's business. If Philip Mor-
ris does not strive constantly to meet consumer demand, we will

fail in the American marketplace.
Point two. Philip Morris does not manipulate nor independently

control the level of nicotine in our products. We voluntarily opened
our manufacturing operations to the FDA in a good faith effort to

resolve the allegation that we add nicotine or control its level in

our cigarettes. As representatives of the FDA learned, nicotine lev-

els in tobacco are measured at only two points in our manufactur-

ing process, prior to the tobaccos being blended, and then 18

months later when those leaves have been manufactured into fin-

ished cigarettes.

Although Philip Morris maintains over 400 quality control check-

points in the manufacturing process that measure things like mois-

ture, weight, et cetera, none, not one, measure, report, or analyze
nicotine levels in tobacco.

Commissioner Kessler indicated in his testimony that the nico-

tine to tar ratio increased as tar delivery decreased. The reason for

the slight increase in the nicotine to tar ratio in lower tar and nico-

tine cigarettes is not the result of intentional manipulation but the
result of the difference between filtering tar and filtering nicotine.

Simply put, filters are more efficient in removing tar than nico-

tine. As tar and nicotine levels fall, proportionally more tar is fil-

tered out than nicotine. This does not mean that consumers of low
tar cigarettes get more nicotine. Quite the contrary. On an absolute

basis, far less nicotine is delivered per cigarette in lower tar and
nicotine deliveries.

Commissioner Kessler suggested that during the period 1982 to

1991 tar delivery levels have remained flat while nicotine delivery
levels have increased. The fact is, after substantial decreases since

the 1950's, tar and nicotine levels both have remained relatively
flat during the past decade.
Fact three. Philip Morris has not used patented processes to in-

crease or maintain nicotine levels. Commissioner Kessler spent a

great deal of his testimony attempting to support the proposition
that Philip Morris may be using secret patented processes to in-

crease or maintain nicotine delivery in our cigarettes. We have not.

We are not.

Philip Morris, like every other corporation, applies for and ob-

tains patents on virtually every innovation that we pioneer. That
is critical to ongoing research efforts. Philip Morris currently holds
over 600 patents, only about a quarter describe processes ever
used. The processes described in the patents are no more secret

than the regulations of the FDA. They are publicly disclosed upon
issuance through the U.S. Patent Office.

In his testimony. Commissioner Kessler said he had no evidence
that Philip Morris or any of the other companies ever actually used

any of these patents to increase or maintain nicotine levels. As he

correctly said, patents do not necessarily tell us what processes are

currently being used in manufacturing cigarettes. To make myself
perfectly clear, Philip Morris has never used any of the patents
Commissioner Kessler cited except those to reduce nicotine levels.

Fact four—point four. Cigarette smoking is not addictive. During
the March 25th hearing, Commissioner Kessler and members of
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the subcommittee contended that nicotine is an addictive drug,

and, therefore, smokers are drug addicts, I strenuously object to

that premise. I strenuously object to that conclusion.

Cigarettes contain nicotine because it occurs naturally in tobacco.

Nicotine contributes to the taste of cigarettes and the pleasures of

smoking. The presence of nicotine, however, does not make ciga-

rettes a drug or smoking an addiction.

Coffee, Mr. Chairman, contains caffeine, and few people seem to

enjoy coffee that does not. Does that make coffee a drug? Are coffee

drinkers drug addicts? I think not.

People can and do quit smoking. According to the 1988 Surgeon
General's Report, there are more than 40 million former smokers
in the United States, and 90 percent of those who quit did so on

their own, without any outside help. Smoking is not intoxicating,
no one gets drunk from cigarettes, and no one has said that smok-
ers do not function normally. Smoking does not impair judgment.
In short, no one is likely to be arrested for driving under the influ-

ence of cigarettes.
Our consumers smoke for many reasons. Smokers are not drug

users or drug addicts, and we do not appreciate or accept being
characterized as such because, yes, Mr. Chairman, I am one of the

50 million smokers in this country.
Point five. Philip Morris research does not establish that smok-

ing is addictive. At the March 25th hearing. Commissioner Kessler

made the statement, supported by Dr. Heningfield, that in 1983 a

company, later identified as Philip Morris, suppressed research by
one of its own scientists who, allegedly, concluded that nicotine was
an addictive substance.
That is false. In fact, that scientist published two full papers and

five abstracts related to the work in question, including one pub-
lished in 1982, a year prior to the creation of the manuscript in

question. The manuscript subsequently provided to the committee

by Commissioner Kessler, presented some evidence that rats will

self-administer nicotine, and that nicotine, therefore, is a weak re-

inforcing agent.
The researcher later concluded that nicotine is a reinforcer in the

class of non-addictive chemical compounds such as saccharin and
water. In addition, and Commissioner Kessler failed to note this,

the manuscript itself states, and I quote, "Termination of prolonged
access to nicotine under conditions in which it functions as a posi-

tive reinforcer does not result in physiological dependence."
Thus the manuscript did not conclude that nicotine is addictive.

And both Dr. Kessler and Dr. Heningfield know that. More impor-

tantly, the committee should know that by the time the Philip Mor-
ris researcher was ready to publish his study in 1983, the positive

reinforcing nature of nicotine had already been reported in other

published literature.

Indeed, the 1988 Surgeon General's Report, to which Dr.

Heningfield was a contributor, stated that such nicotine reinforce-

ment was shown conclusively, as early as 1981, based on Govern-

ment-supported research. Last month Dr. Heningfield testified be-

fore this committee that because the manuscript was unpublished,
he could not cite it in his literature reviews. In fact. Dr.
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Heningfield did cite the manuscript in a 1984 literature review he
wrote.

Finally, in that same review, Dr. Heningfield acknowledged that

another abstract by the same researcher actually showed that even,
and I quote, "At high levels of tobacco smoke or nicotine intake,

maintained for extended periods, abrupt abstinence is not followed

by the onset of withdrawal syndrome." I'm sure Dr. Heningfield

simply forgot that publication.
Point six. Consumers are not misled by the published nicotine

deliveries as measured by the FTC method. Contrary to the im-

pression given by Commissioner Kessler that the FTC has some-

how adopted a test procedure that can mislead the public as to the

true levels of tar and nicotine they are inhaling.
The routine analytical smoking methods derived from the FTC

method are nearly identical to those used throughout the world to

measure tar and nicotine levels and accurately compare brand de-

liveries. All of the tests are conducted on cigarettes obtained from

the marketplace. They are therefore the same cigarettes smoked by
consumers.
Commissioner Kessler suggested that the FTC figures were mis-

leading because smokers might compensate for a lower tar and
lower nicotine brand by smoking those cigarettes differently. If

Commissioner Kessler is also claiming that lower yield cigarette
smokers smoke more cigarettes, he is simply wrong. The data show
smokers of low yield brands smoke fewer cigarettes than smokers
of high yield brands.
Mr. Chairman, we at Philip Morris appreciate the opportunity to

respond to some of the claims made against us. We will be pleased
to answer any questions you may have about these matters, and
to provide a more detailed written submission, should that be ap-

propriate.
Further, I extend to you and the other members of your sub-

committee an invitation to come see our manufacturing process
first hand, as the FDA has already done. We're proud of our com-

pany, our products, and the people at Philip Morris. Thank you,
Sir.

[Testimony resumes on p. 558.]

[The prepared testimony of Mr. Campbell follows:]
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statement of William I. Campbell
President and Chief Executive Officer

of Philip Morris U.S.A.

before the

Subcommittee on Health and the Environment
House Energy and Commerce Committee

April 14, 1994

Mr. Chairman and distinguished Members of the

Subcommittee. I am here today at your request, and I

would like to take this opportunity to set the record

straight on charges that have recently been made against

the industry and Philip Morris. First, Philip Morris

does not add nicotine to our cigarettes. Second, Philip

Morris does not "manipulate" or independently "control"

the level of nicotine in our products. Third, Philip

Morris has not used patented processes to increase or

maintain nicotine levels. Fourth, cigarette smoking is

not addictive. Fifth, Philip Morris has not hidden

research which says that it is. And, finally, consumers

are not misled by the published nicotine deliveries as

measured by the FTC method.

Mr. Chairman, I trust that you and the other

Members of the Subcommittee are sincerely interested in

learning the facts about the various issues raised a few

weeks ago in Commissioner Kessler's presentation —
issues which, I might add, are not new. The claim that
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cigarette smoking is addictive has been made for many

years. The fact that tar and nicotine levels vary among

our many products has been publicized for over 20 years.

The process by which cigarettes are manufactured, and

which, at our invitation, FDA representatives saw

firsthand several weeks ago, has been publicly known for

over 50 years. And the call for the FDA to assert, or

be given, jurisdiction over cigarettes has been made and

rejected by the FDA and the courts on several occasions

in the past.

There were a number of incorrect statements or

assumptions in Dr. Kessler's presentation. Many require

a detailed rebuttal. To the extent possible in the time

available today, I will try to respond to them and to

the Subcommittee's questions.

PHILIP MORRIS DOES NOT ADD NICOTINE
TO OUR CIGARETTES

The claim that Philip Morris secretly adds

nicotine during the manufacturing process to "keep

smokers addicted" is a false and irresponsible charge.

The processes used to manufacture cigarettes have been

publicly disclosed for years in patents and the

published literature. And the results of that
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processing — cigarettes with varying levels of tar and

nicotine reflecting varying customer preferences — have

been closely monitored and reported by the FTC, and the

manufacturers themselves in every advertisement, for 2 5

years.

Contrary to the claim that we are committed to

maintaining, or even increasing, nicotine delivery in

our products, the fact is that tar and nicotine levels

have decreased dramatically over the past 40 years.

Today, the market is populated with a number of "ultra

low" brands which deliver less than 5% of the tar and

nicotine of popular brands 20 years ago.

Philip Morris and other manufacturers have

reduced delivery in a number of ways. The most

important is the use of increasingly efficient filters

which substantially reduce many smoke components,

including both tar and nicotine . Filtration reduces

nicotine delivery 35% to 45% in today's brands, as

compared to a "standard" cigarette made simply of

tobacco and paper.

Through a process called ventilation, nicotine

levels are reduced by 10% to 50%. Through the use of

expanded tobacco — a process developed by Philip
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Morris, in which tobacco is "puffed" much like puffed

rice cereal — tar and nicotine levels are reduced still

further.

There has been a fair amount of recent discussion

of the reconstituted tobacco process. Again, that

process has been thoroughly described for years in the

published literature. In that process, stems and small

leaf parts are re-formed into a paper-like sheet. The

reconstituted leaf process does not increase nicotine

levels in tobacco or cigarettes. To the contrary. 2 0%

to 25% of the nicotine in the tobacco used to make

reconstituted leaf is lost and not replaced .

These processes, when combined in the cigarettes

Philip Morris sells today, reduce nicotine delivery

levels by more than 50% in the case of Marlboro, to 96%

in the case of Merit Ultima, as compared to a "standard"

cigarette made of nothing but tobacco and paper.

Ignoring these reductions, some critics have

focused on minute amounts of nicotine that are found in

tobacco extracts and denatured alcohol — which together

have no measurable effect on nicotine delivery of our

cigarettes.
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Philip Morris uses denatured alcohol to spray

flavors on the tobacco. The alcohol is denatured —
that is, it is made to taste bitter so that no one will

drink it — under a formula recmired by the BATF and

found in the Federal Register .

Again, the small amount of nicotine found in

denatured alcohol and tobacco extracts cannot be

measured in cigarette smoke.

The expenditure of millions of dollars to reduce

tar and nicotine in these various ways undercuts any

suggestion that Philip Morris is "intent" on adding

nicotine to its cigarettes in an effort to "maintain"

nicotine levels or to "addict" smokers.

II. PHILIP MORRIS DOES NOT "MANIPULATE" OR
INDEPENDENTLY "CONTROL" THE LEVEL OF
NICOTINE IN OUR PRODUCTS

The cigarette industry, markets and advertises

products by tar category to satisfy a variety of

consumer preferences. Within tar categories, we attempt

to provide a competitive advantage by providing the best

possible taste.
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When creating a cigarette for a tar category, we

select a particular tobacco blend and flavors to provide

"uniqueness" for the product. The most significant

parameters for determining tar delivery are the amount

of expanded tobacco used, filtration efficiency, and

ventilation.

So, how do we "manipulate" or independently

"control" nicotine as our critics charge? The answer is

we don^t . We accept the nicotine levels that result

from this process.

As representatives of the FDA learned when, at

our invitation, they recently visited our manufacturing

center in Richmond, nicotine levels in tobacco are

measured at only two points in the manufacturing

process — at the stemmery, where tobacco leaves are

prepared for processing, and then 18 months later after

those leaves have been manufactured into finished

cigarettes. Although Philip Morris maintains over 400

quality control checkpoints in the manufacturing process

— for example, moisture levels, weight, etc. — none

measures, reports or analyzes nicotine levels in

tobacco.
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III. PHILIP MORRIS HAS NOT USED PATENTED PROCESSES
TO INCREASE OR MAINTAIN NICOTINE LEVELS

Commissioner Kessler spent a great deal of his

recent testimony attempting to support the proposition

that Philip Morris may be using secret patented

processes to increase or maintain nicotine delivery in

our cigarettes. We are not.

The processes described in the patents referred

to by Commissioner Kessler are not at all secret but,

rather, were publicly disclosed years ago, first to the

U.S. government and then to the world.

Philip Morris in fact has never used any of the

processes described in these patents to increase, or

even maintain, nicotine levels in any of its products .

To the contrary, the only patents cited by Commissioner

Kessler which Philip Morris has ever used were for the

reduction and in some cases the virtual elimination of

nicotine.

IV. CIGARETTE SMOKING IS NOT ADDICTIVE

During the March 25 hearing. Dr. Kessler and some

Members of the Subcommittee contended that nicotine is
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an addictive drug and that, therefore, smokers are drug

addicts. I object to the premise and to the conclusion.

Many people like to smoke. Some people like the

look and feel of the pack or the smell of tobacco. Some

like to hold and fiddle with a cigarette. And, of

course, there is the taste and aroma of the tobacco, and

the sight of the smoke.

Cigarettes contain nicotine because it occurs

naturally in tobacco. Nicotine contributes to the taste

of cigarettes and the pleasure of smoking. The presence

of nicotine, however, does not make cigarettes a drug or

smoking an addiction.

People can and do quit smoking. According to the

1988 Surgeon General's Report, there are over 40 million

former smokers in the United States, and 90% of smokers

quit on their own, without any outside help.

Further, smoking is not intoxicating. No one

gets drunk from cigarettes, and no one has said that

smokers cannot function normally. Smoking does not

impair judgment. No one is likely to be arrested for

driving under the influence of cigarettes.
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In short, our customers enjoy smoking for many

reasons. Smokers are not drug addicts.

V. PHILIP MORRIS RESEARCH DOES NOT ESTABLISH
THAT SMOKING IS ADDICTIVE

At the March 25 hearing. Commissioner Kessler

repeated the charges of Dr. Jack Henningf ield, that in

1983, a company, later publicly identified as Philip

Morris, suppressed research by one of its scientists

which allegedly concluded that nicotine was an addictive

substance. That claim is false.

In fact, that scientist published two full papers

and five abstracts concerning the work in question prior

to the creation of the manuscript in question. That

manuscript, which was subsequently provided to the

Subcommittee by Commissioner Kessler, did present some

evidence that nicotine will be self-administered by rats

and is, therefore, a "weak" reinforcing agent. But the

manuscript itself states:

"that termination of prolonged access to
nicotine under conditions in which it
functions as a positive reinforcer does
not result in physiological dependence."
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The manuscript thus did not conclude that nicotine is

"addictive. "

Moreover, by the time the Philip Morris

researcher was ready to publish this information (1983) ,

the "positive reinforcing" nature of nicotine had

already been reported in other published literature.

Indeed, the 1988 Surgeon General's Report states that

such nicotine reinforcement was "shown conclusively" as

early as 1981 . based on government-supported research.

VI. CONSUMERS ARE NOT MISLED BY THE PUBLISHED
NICOTINE DELIVERIES AS MEASURED BY THE FTC METHOD

Contrary to the impression given by Commissioner

Kessler that the FTC has somehow adopted a test

procedure that misleads the public as to the true levels

of tar and nicotine they are inhaling, the routine

Analytical Smoking Methods derived from the FTC method

are nearly identical to those used throughout the world

to measure tar and nicotine deliveries and accurately

compare brand deliveries.

All of the tests are conducted on cigarettes

obtained from the marketplace. They are, therefore, the
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same cigarettes smoked by the consumer after all

cigarette manufacturing processes have been completed.

As a result of this testing, the nicotine

delivery of all commercial cigarettes is measured and

disclosed to the tenth of a milligram, both in public

releases by the FTC and, perhaps more importantly, in

every cigarette advertisement .

Commissioner Kessler suggested that the FTC

figures were misleading because smokers might

"compensate" for lower tar and lower nicotine brands by

smoking those cigarettes differently. In fact, the data

indicates that, despite the dramatic reductions in tar

and nicotine levels over the past decades, the number of

cigarettes smoked by an individual has remained

constant, and even declined slightly. More importantly,

the data shows no difference in the number of cigarettes

smoked by those who favor higher and lower yield brands.

Mr. Chairman, we at Philip Morris appreciate

having the opportunity to respond to some of the claims

made against us. We will be pleased to answer any

questions you may have about these matters and to

provide a more detailed written submission should that

be appropriate.
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Mr. Waxman. Thank you very much, Mr. Campbell. We do have

questions, but we're going to hear from all of the witnesses before
members on the panel ask their questions. Mr. James Johnston?
Please pull the microphone in front of you?

TESTIMONY OF JAMES W. JOHNSTON
Mr. James Johnston. Good morning, Mr. Chairman, members of

the subcommittee. Again, I am Jim Johnston, chairman and chief

executive officer of RJ Reynolds Tobacco Company. I appreciate
this opportunity to discuss a number of important issues concern-

ing the tobacco industry.
I am proud to be here to day to speak for the 45 million adults

who choose to smoke, and the growers, retailers, and the other 2.3

million Americans who are part of the tobacco industry. I am proud
to represent the more than 10,000 people at Reynolds Tobacco, who
are dedicated to making the best cigarettes that we can make.
My company and I take very seriously the allegations that have

leveled against us. And I would like the record to clearly show that

Reynolds Tobacco does not spike its products with nicotine. In fact,

our process results in the loss of nicotine. We do not add, or other-
wise manipulate nicotine to addict smokers. Finally, there is no

justification for the FDA to regulate cigarettes as a drug.
I also want to talk to you about the real issue before the Amer-

ican people and this subcommittee. The real issue is, should ciga-
rettes be outlawed? Let's make no mistake about it, the goal of the

anti-smoking industry is to bring back prohibition. This morning I

intend to show you how they hope to achieve that goal.

But, first, I want to address the charge that Re3molds Tobacco

manipulates the level of nicotine in its products, the implication is

that we are somehow doing something sinister to addict smokers
or to keep them addicted. We do not.

We do reduce the amount of nicotine in our products. We do mon-
itor and measure tar and nicotine yields because we are required
to publish those figures in our advertising. And we do maintain the
consistent taste and quality of our brands which our customers ex-

pect. But we do not do anything to hook smokers or to keep them
hooked.

Let me repeat, we do not manipulate nicotine to addict smokers.
We no more manipulate nicotine in cigarette than coffee manufac-
turers manipulate caffeine in their products. There is nothing sin-

ister about it.

I think the subcommittee should also be aware that Dr. Kessler's
definition of addiction would classify most coffee, cola, and tea
drinkers as addicts, caffeine addicts. Many people experience a

strong urge for a cup of coffee each morning, and there is a well-

documented physical withdrawal syndrome associated with the con-

sumption of coffee and cafFeinated soft drinks.

Nonetheless, I seriously doubt that the American public would
say that these characteristics put caffeine in the same class as ad-
dictive drugs such as cocaine and heroin. And I don't think anyone
would seriously suggest that the FDA consider regulating coffee,

tea, or soda as drugs, even though soft drink manufacturers rou-

tinely add caffeine to their products.
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In the same vein, the manufacturers of alcoholic beverages con-

stantly monitor the alcohol content of their products through the

fermentation process to precisely control the level of alcohol. In ad-

dition, some wines are fortified with added alcohol. Nonetheless,

Re5molds Tobacco is not aware of any efforts to regulate wine, beer,
or spirits as a drug. And we certainly don't believe that efforts of

that type are necessary or desirable.

Much of the recent controversy surrounding our products is fo-

cused on our use of various techniques that help us reduce the tar

and nicotine yields of our products. Let me be clear. We could stop

using those techniques. We could chop up the tobacco and roll it

in paper, but the consequence of doing that would be a return to

the 1940's, when the average cigarette yielded 40 milligrams, 2.8

milligrams of nicotine. That would increase the tar and nicotine in

our cigarettes by 300 to 400 percent, I trust this committee would
not endorse such an effort as a matter of public policy, regardless
of your personal views about smoking.
At the last hearing on this subject, some people asked why we

don't simply eliminate from our products. Nicotine plays an essen-

tial role in the overall smoking experience. It enhances the taste

of the smoke and the way it feels on the smoker's palate, and it

contributes to the overall smoking enjoyment. During the past sev-

eral years there have been a wide variety of attempts to convince

the American public that cigarettes are addictive, and some public
officials have even gone so far as to put cigarettes in the same class

as cocaine and heroin.

You don't need to be a trained scientist to see this isn't true. All

you need to do is ask and honestly answer two simple questions.

First, would you rather board a plane with a pilot who just smoked
a cigarette, one with a pilot who just had a couple of beers, or

snorted cocaine, or shot heroin, or popped some pills?

Second, if cigarettes were addictive, could almost 43 million

Americans have quit smoking, almost all of them on their own
without any outside help? The answers are obvious, and that is

precisely my point. Cigarettes are clearly not in the same class as

addictive, mind-altering like heroin and cocaine.

I agree that for some people cigarette smoking is habit forming
in the same way that other pleasurable activities such as watching
TV, eating your favorite foods, sometimes overeating your favorite

foods, and drinking coffee can be habit forming. And, yes, some
smokers find it difficult to quit.
But there is nothing about cigarette smoking that prevents a per-

son from clearly thinking and making reasoned decisions, including
the decision to quit. The allegation that smoking cigarettes is ad-

dictive is part of a growing and disturbing trend that has destroyed
the meaning of the term by characterizing virtually any enjoyable

activity whether it is eating sweets, drinking coffee, playing video

games, or watching TV. This defies common sense.

Now, let's go to the real issue, prohibition. The anti-smoking in-

dustry is committed to achieving what essentially amounts to pro-
hibition. When confronted, they will tell you they don't want prohi-

bition, but their actions belie those claims. Regardless of what we
in the tobacco industry do, our opponents in the anti-smoking in-

dustry cry "Foul." We produce high tar cigarettes and they say.
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"Reduce tar and nicotine." We lower those levels and they say, "It

doesn't matter, regulate those products as drugs."
Let me cite just two examples. When Philip Morris introduced a

cigarette that was essentially nicotine-free, the Coalition on Smok-

ing OR Health called it, quote, "The most dangerous product put
on the market in the last 10 years." And they petitioned the FDA
to ban it.

Several years ago our company test marketed a cigarette that

had virtually no tar and less nicotine than 97 percent of the ciga-

rettes on the market. It virtually eliminated second-hand smoke,
and was essentially fire safe. The response? The product and our

company were viciously attacked, and petitions were filed with the

FDA to ban the product. The bottom line is, in the eyes of the anti-

smoking industry, we can do nothing right short of firing our em-

ployees and going out of business.

A good example is the recent use of scare tactics concerning the

ingredients used by the tobacco industry. Ingredients are added to

our product to enhance the flavor and aroma of our products. And
despite all the claims that have been made about our ingredients,
the fact is more than 99.99 percent of this Winston cigarette, and
all the cigarettes we make, 99.99 percent is tobacco and ingredients
that can be lawfully used in foods. The other 1/lOOth of 1 percent
are ingredients that have been approved by other governments for

use in tobacco products.
In addition, all the ingredients used by the industry have been

thoroughly reviewed by a blue ribbon panel of experts, scientific ex-

perts, toxicologists, who have concluded that those ingredients are,

and I quote, "Not hazardous under the conditions of use." So let's

be clear about the fact that the anti-smoking industry's call for a

smoke-free society by the year 2000 is little more than a thinly
veiled attempt to achieve back door prohibition.

If you don't believe that is the case, just look at how extreme
some of these efforts are, like trying to prohibit people from smok-

ing outdoors, in public parks, in their cars, or even their own
homes. And consider this, alcohol prohibition started with the anti-

alcohol movement, claiming that their goal was simply temperance.
The American public overwhelmingly opposes prohibition wheth-

er it comes in through the front door or sneaks in through the back
door. So let's be clear about the fact that back door prohibition is

prohibition nonetheless. Raising taxes to force smokers to quit is

back door prohibition. Banning smoking in all public places, in-

doors and outdoors, including parks, work places, and outdoor sta-

diums to further stigmatize smokers is back door prohibition.

Banning advertising so that new or better products can't be effec-

tively communicated and introduces is censorship and it is back
door prohibition. Forcing manufacturers to produce products that

smokers find unsatisfying or unacceptable is back door prohibition.

Attacking every attempt by the industry to respond to public and
smoker concerns is back door prohibition.
And advocating that the FDA regulates cigarettes as a drug,

which would effectively ban cigarettes from the market, is clearly
back door prohibition.

If any member of this subcommittee truly believed that ciga-
rettes are too dangerous to be sold, then stand up, vote for prohibi-
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tion and be prepared for the consequences. But no one should try
to use the back, door and force prohibition by saying cigarettes are
a drug because they contain tobacco which contains nicotine. My
company and I must speak up for smokers and for the 85 percent
of all Americans who oppose prohibition.
So I submit the real question before the American public and this

subcommittee is this, should cigarettes be outlawed? Will adults be
allowed to choose to smoke, to afford to smoke, to smoke outside
their homes, or is it time to say, "No, the Government knows bet-

ter." Thank you.
[Testimony resumes on p. 590.]

[The prepared statement of James W. Johnston follows:]
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Statement of R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Company

R.J. Reynolds Tobacco Company ("Reynolds Tobacco") welcomes this opportunity

to respond to the inaccurate and misleading attacks that have precipitated these hearings.

For the past several weeks, Reynolds Tobacco and the rest of the tobacco industry have

been bombarded with spurious and inflammatory claims. Our responses to these charges

are simple and straightforward:

• Does Reynolds Tobacco add nicotine to its products? No.

• Does Reynolds Tobacco manipulate nicotine yields to create, maintain,

or satisfy "addiction"? Again, the answer is no.

• Does Reynolds Tobacco hold patents for technology that relates to

modification of nicotine yields independent of "tar" yields? Yes. In

fact, for years some governments, smoking and health critics, and

international public health scientists have encouraged such

developments in cigarette design.

• Is Reynolds Tobacco using such technology commercially? No.

• Is cigarette smoking an "addiction"? No, cigarette smoking is not an

"addiction" under any meaningful definition of the term, including the

new definition presented by Dr. Kessler before this Subcommittee.

There is no factual or policy basis to regulate or ban cigarettes as drugs simply because they

contain nicotine or simply because cigarette manufacturers have the ability to reduce the

nicotine yields of their products. This company is not engaged in some sinister plot to

deceive the American smoker.

Progress or Prohibition

If this Subcommittee fairly and objectively evaluates the true facts about cigarette

design, it must find that the efforts of Reynolds Tobacco and others in the industry

demonstrate a remarkable record of achievement and progress. This company is justifiably

proud of those accomplishments and of the dedicated and talented employees who have
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contributed and now contribute to them. We regret that others seek to advance an agenda

of prohibition over progress.

Today, we are here to discuss whether there is a basis for FDA regulation of

cigarettes as drugs. Contrary to many reports, this issue is not novel. In fact, the question

has been advanced and rejected many times before. For example, twenty-two years ago, the

Commissioner of the Food and Drug Administration (FDA), Dr. Charles C. Edwards,

testified at a hearing similar to this one before the Consumer Subcommittee of the Senate

Committee on Commerce. Dr. Edwards stated, "Cigarettes and other tobacco products

would be drugs subject to the Federal Food, Drug and Cosmetic Act if medical claims are

made for the product .... However, cigarettes recommended for smoking pleasure are

beyond the Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act."^ Dr. Edwards was echoing a conclusion

that has been consistently reached -- both by FDA and the courts prior to and after his

statement.^

Three weeks ago, FDA Commissioner Dr. David Kessler appeared before this

Subcommittee and testified extensively concerning the "task facing the FDA," which he

characterized as "to determine whether nicotine-containing cigarettes are 'drugs' within the

> To Amend the Federal Cigarette Labeling and Advertising Act to Require The

Federal Trade Commission to Establish Acceptable Levels of Tar and Nicotine

Content of Cigarettes. 1972: Hearings on S.1454 Before the Consumer Subcomm.

of the Senate Comm. on Commerce . 92nd Cong., 2d Sess. 239 (1972) (statement of

Charles C. Edwards, Comm., FDA).

-
See, e.g.. FTC v. Liggett and Mvers Tobacco Co. . 108 F.Supp. 573 (S.D.N. Y. 1952),

affd on op. below. 203 F.2d 955 (2d Cir. 1953); Letter from Donald Kennedy,

Commissioner of Food and Drugs, to John F. Banzhaf, III, Dkt. No. 77P-0185

(December 5, 1977;>: Action on Smoking & Health v. Harris . 655 F.2d 236 (D.C. Cir.

1980).

-2-
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meaning of the Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act." Ail cigarettes sold are "nicotine-

containing cigarettes," and indeed the tobacco plant is known as nicotiana tabacum in

recognition of the fact that it naturally contains nicotine. Moreover, the facts relevant to

whether FDA has jurisdiction over cigarettes today are substantially the same as when Dr.

Edwards testified in 1972 and when the FDA rejected petitions to regulate cigarettes in 1977

and on other occasions. At those times, as is the case today, a variety of cigarette brands

was available to consumers which yielded a variety of "tar" and nicotine levels. Through

advances in cigarette design and in response to consumer preferences, however, the average

cigarette sold today yields one-third less "tar" and nicotine than when Dr. Edwards testified.

Cigarette Design

How and why have these reductions in "tar" and nicotine yields come about? To

evaluate these questions completely, it is imperative to consider the evolution in the design

of cigarettes over the last forty years
- an evolution that, in its purpose and effect, differs

significantly from the grossly inaccurate allegations and misrepresentations by our critics in

these proceedings and recently in the press. In short, Reynolds Tobacco designs cigarettes

to respond to consumer demand and to attempt to address the many scientific and other

criticisms that have been leveled at our products for more than forty years. Today's

cigarettes reflect the enormous efforts to respond directly to consumer demand and those

criticisms and suggestions. A very brief discussion of the history of cigarette design will

illustrate why these recent claims are misguided.

Early cigarettes were primarily cut tobacco (much like pipe tobacco) wrapped in

paper, with flavorings such as the oil of citrus peels. The quality of a cigarette depended

-3-
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primarily on the single type of tobacco it contained -- Turkish tobacco was used in premium

cigarettes and domestic air-cured or flue-cured tobacco was used in less expensive cigarettes.

The first American blend cigarette, which combined both Turkish and domestic tobacco, was

Reynolds Tobacco's Camel brand, introduced in 1913. Although slightly different blends

and different materials were used in cigarette manufacturing, cigarettes remained largely

unchanged until the early 1950s.

At that time, most cigarettes produced in the United States were made from flue-

cured, burley and Turkish tobaccos. They were 70 mm long and unfiltered. When smoked,

these cigarettes yielded an average of 40 mg of "tar" and 2.8 mg of nicotine by methods

comparable to those used by the United States Federal Trade Commission (FTC). (The

FTC methods became official in 1969).

A number of watershed developments in the early 1950s led to another evolution in

cigarette design. Several epidemiologic studies published during the early 1950s reported

that there was a statistical association between cigarette smoking and lung cancer. Also, in

1953, Dr. Ernst Wynder and others published the results of a mouse skin painting

experiment in which the researchers observed skin tumors on the backs of mice exposed to

cigarette smoke condensate. All these studies were widely publicized in the general

media and the media coverage affected consumer demand. Reynolds Tobacco in turn has

made extensive efforts to respond to these scientific theories and demands and the tastes

of its consumers to produce a broad array of products.

Since the 1950s, Reynolds Tobacco, among many other lines of research, has pursued

two basic lines of research and development in this area: (i) identification of individual
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constituents in tobacco smoke and development of technology to attempt to reduce or

remove those of potential concern, and (ii) development of new technologies to reduce

yields of "tar" and nicotine generally. The first line of research has had limited success; the

second line of research has been remarkably successful.

Selective Reduction

During the 1950s and early 1960s, many researchers focused on one chemical

constituent of smoke (or a family of constituents) in the search for a "cancer-causing" agent

that would explain the epidemiologic and skin painting results. This focus turned to

disappointment, as reflected in the 1964 Report of the Advisory Committee to the Surgeon

General ("Surgeon General's Report"). From the mid-1950s until today, a succession of

constituents has been targeted by the biomedical community. Even today, however, the

biomedical community has been unable to agree on which, if any, of those constituents is

responsible for the reported association between cigarette smoking and lung cancer.

Cigarette manufacturers and others explored and published numerous methods to

reduce or eliminate individual constituents (or a family of constituents) in cigarette smoke,

e.g.. reducing the temperature at which the cigarettes burned, breeding tobacco plants to

change the chemical composition of the tobacco, and adding different types of filters or

other filtration mechanisms to the cigarette. Unfortunately, manufacturers faced a moving

target as the focus changed from constituent to constituent. Constituents of concern at one

point in time were later determined by the scientific community to be of no significance.

Moreover, techniques that might have selectively reduced a constituent in the laboratory

-5-
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commonly increased another constituent. In general, efforts to reduce individual

constituents have not been successful.

General Reduction

During the same period, Reynolds Tobacco and other cigarette manufacturers also

directed their research to attempt to reduce levels of all constituents. This approach, also

advocated by researchers such as Dr. Ernst Wynder, offered advantages over selective

reduction because it led to the reduction of total smoke yields and the levels of individual

compounds more or less proportionately.

To understand the concept of general reduction, it is essential to understand what

smoke is. Smoke is a complex mixture -- it consists of a particulate or "tar" phase as well

as a vapor or gas phase. Since the mid-1950s, cigarette manufacturers have devoted

extensive resources to achieve a general reduction in "tar" and the vapor phase components

of cigarette smoke. Techniques incorporated in cigarettes over the last 40 years which

reduce "tar" include:

• Filtration

• Reconstituted tobacco

• Paper porosity

• Reduced tobacco

• Expanded tobacco

• Filter ventilation

Design changes such as the development of more porous cigarette paper, improved

filtration, and the use of expanded (or "puffed") tobacco and reconstituted tobacco made

-6-
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general reduction possible. By utilizing one or more of these techniques, cigarette

manufacturers can offer smokers a variety of cigarettes with a range of "tar" and nicotine

levels. Cigarette designers have been so successful in their efforts to respond to the demand

for these reductions that today there are commercially available cigarettes that yield "tar"

and nicotine at levels so low they cannot be measured reliably by the FTC's standard

procedure.^ In 1979, the Surgeon General listed more than 25 different design techniques

that reduce yields of "tar" and nicotine.'* Each of these techniques has been well-publicized

and known to the goverrunent, public health, scientific and even lay communities. A brief

analysis of these design achievements demonstrates the effectiveness of general reduction

methods to achieve lower yields of "tar" and other smoke constituents.

The earliest developments included the cellulose acetate filter, use of porous paper,

and use of reconstituted tobacco. Each of these developments was in place by 1965, and

"tar" and nicotine yields had been reduced dramatically. After 1965, the principal design

'
See. £^, Federal Trade Commission, 'Tar," Nicotine and Carbon Monoxide in the

Smoke of 207 Varieties of Domestic Cigarettes 2-3 (1985).

*
Public Health Service, U.S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, Smoking
and Health: A Report of the Surgeon General 14:110 (1979) ("1979 Surgeon
General's Report"). The techniques identified in the 1979 Surgeon General's Report
were genetics and breeding of tobacco plants, planting density, nitrate fertilization,

applying agriailtural chemicals, topping the tobacco plant at different stages, altering

the type of tobacco, altering the position of the stalk, changing the nitrate content,

selecting tobacco with specific constituents (e.g .. proteins, carbohydrates, resins),

curing, homogenized leaf curing, grading, fermentation, solvent extraction, tobacco

expansion (freeze-drying), additives, blending, changing the amount of tobacco,

changing the amount of tobacco stems, utilizing varying amounts of reconstituted

tobacco, using expanded tobacco, varying the tobacco cut, using porous cigarette

paper, perforating the cigarette paper, smoke filtration, and perforating the filter tips.

Jd. at 14:108-14.
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breakthroughs were expanded tobacco and air dilution through perforation of cigarette

filters. Expanded tobacco resulted from the search for ways to reduce the volume of

tobacco in each cigarette in order to reduce "tar" and nicotine yields. The tobacco is

"puffed" or expanded in order to allow the same amount of tobacco to occupy more space,

much like popping popcorn. As a result, each cigarette is filled with less tobacco, there is

less tobacco available to be burned, and the yields of "tar" and nicotine are therefore

reduced. Reynolds Tobacco developed expanded tobacco and was the first to introduce it

commercially, in 1968. In fact, Reynolds Tobacco licensed this process to others in the

industry for commercial use throughout the world.

In the late 1960s, scientists discovered that perforating the cigarette filter allows air

to mix with the mainstream smoke, thereby diluting the smoke and reducing the total yields

of "tar," and nicotine. Air dilution also reduces the burning temperature of tobacco and

causes less tobacco to be burned per puff, thereby further reducing the "tar" and nicotine

yields. Perforated filters were first sold commercially in about 1972. By 1981,

approximately 50% of all cigarette brands sold had perforated filters.*

By 1981, the tobacco content by weight of the average cigarette had declined by

23.8% through the use of expanded tobacco.* In some ultra low-"tar" brands, expanded

*
Public Health Service, U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, The Health

Consequences of Smoking: TTie Changing Cigarette. A Report of the Surgeon
General 209-10 (1981) ("1981 Surgeon General's Report").

*
Id. at 209-10.
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tobacco was used to a much greater extent to reduce the weight even more dramatically.^

Thus, as part of the design techniques to achieve lower yields of "tar" and other smoke

constituents, the amount of tobacco in cigarettes has been reduced, with the corresponding

result that the smoke nicotine has also been reduced dramatically.

The cigarette design efforts discussed above have been reviewed and commended by

govenmient and other scientists. For example, from 1966 through 1978, the National Cancer

Institute supported a program to develop a "less hazardous cigarette". This effort involved

government, tobacco industry, public health groups, and universities. Reynolds Tobacco and

other cigarette manufacturers participated in this program. The NCI program evaluated

over 100 different cigarette designs
~ many of which had already been incorporated in

commercial cigarettes by the major manufacturers. The results of this program indicated

that the general reduction approach as described above was the best approach to respond

to the scientific criticisms of cigarettes. Importantly, virtually every design variable that was

evaluated by the NCI group had been developed by the United States tobacco industry and

utilized in a commercial brand.

In 1979, scientists involved in the field of smoking and health came together at the

Banbury conference. This conference reviewed virtually all work that had been done to

modify cigarettes during the previous twenty-five years in response to the smoking and

health controversy. All of the papers presented at the Banbury conference were published,

'
This point is especially significant because it addresses Dr. Kessler's "surprise" at

finding that, for some brands in the ultra low-"tar" category, the percent nicotine in

the tobacco itself might be the same or slightly higher than the percent nicotine in

the tobacco used in higher-yield cigarettes. Reducing the amount of tobacco has a

major influence on the nicotine yield to the smoker.

-9-
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together with all the debate and discussions. The consensus among scientists participating

in that program was that overall "tar" and nicotine reduction was the most effective and

most appropriate approach. Several scientists, including Dr. Dietrich Hoffmann,

acknowledged the responsiveness of the tobacco industry:

I do think the tobacco industry, voluntary or not, adjusts very
well to the demands of the logical reasoning of the scientific

community and that we should continue on this path.*

In Dr. Kessler's March 25, 1994 statement, he asked the cigarette companies to

address the intent of cigarette design developments. The clear intent behind cigarette

design developments has been and remains to manufacture and market a broad range of

cigarette products in response to the demands and tastes of today's adult smokers and to

ensure cigarette to cigarette and pack to pack consistency within a brand. Within the

universe of cigarette products, there is a range of "tar" and nicotine levels. As noted earlier,

reducing "tar" yields automatically results in roughly proportional reductions in nicotine

yields. That is seen by the dramatic reduction in both "tar" and nicotine achieved, by

Reynolds Tobacco and other cigarette manufacturers since. 1955.

In 1957, Dr. Ernst Wynder and others called for efforts to reduce "tar":

[F]or practical purposes, a filter-tip capable of filtering out 40

percent of the tar would be a step in the right direction ....

"Such a filter-tip . . . placed on a regular-size cigarette which

normally yields 30 milligrams of tar in its smoke, would reduce

the smoker's tar exposure to about 18 milligrams. A reduction

to that level, as shown both by animal experiments and human

*
Dietrich Hoffmaim, Discussion in "Risk Reduction Achievements", Banbury Report

3 - A Safe Cigarette?, pp. 155-178 at 174 (1980).
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statistical studies would be a significant reduction in cancer

risk."'

The tobacco industry has accomplished this objective
-- and has gone much further. The

vast majority of today's cigarettes are 85-100 mm long, have filters and yield an average of

11.5 mg of "tar" and 0.8 mg of nicotine. Some cigarettes now available yield less than 1.0

mg of "tar" as measured by the FTC method.

These "tar" and nicotine reductions have largely been achieved through innovations

in cigarette design
-- innovations pioneered by Reynolds Tobacco and other members of the

tobacco industry. Since the complexity of smoke provides a cigarette with its taste and other

sensory properties, many of these reductions in "tar" and nicotine have come at the expense

of flavor. Some smokers are unwilling to sacrifice flavor for reduced "tar." This has

prompted a continuing effort to develop new cigarette designs.

It is ironic that in the face of the overwhelming recommendations of just such an

approach, certain public and private critics of cigarettes have decided once again to attack

the industry
-- and to seek to stop, if not to reverse, the extensive design innovations that

other pubUc and private critics have encouraged over the years.

Tar" /Nicotine Ratios

Reynolds Tobacco does not manipulate the nicotine in its products to create,

maintain, or satisfy "addiction". Qaims to that effect are false. As "tar" yields have been

reduced over the years, nicotine yields have also been reduced, roughly in proportion to the

"tar." The fact that "tar" to nicotine ratios are not exactly the same for all cigarettes is not

'
Mattox, L. and Monahan, S., "Wanted - And Available -

Filter-Tips That Really

Filter", Readers Digest, pp. 43-49, 44 (August 1957) (quoting Dr. E.L. Wynder).
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news to anyone familiar with tobacco products or to anyone who has reviewed the extensive

"tar" and nicotine reports published by the FTC.

Reynolds Tobacco's cigarettes contain approximately one and one-half to two and

one-half percent nicotine, depending upon the tobacco blend. When burned, these

cigarettes yield varying amounts of "tar" and nicotine. 'Tar" to nicotine ratios, while not

constant, are very closely linked because both are found in the particulate phase of smoke.

As "tar" yield is reduced, through filtration, paper porosity, expansion, and other design

parameters, nicotine yield is also reduced. Filters, however, are slightly more efficient at

reducing "tar" yield than nicotine yield. This is due to the fact that cellulose acetate, the

primary filter material used by Reynolds Tobacco and others, was developed to reduce "tar"

yield. The ability of these filters to reduce the gas phase constituents is somewhat limited.

Since a small amount of nicotine (unlike "tar") is found in the gas phase of cigarette smoke,

as well as in the particulate phase, slightly more "tar" is filtered out of the smoke,

proportionately, than nicotine. Thus, as yields are reduced, the ratio of "tar" yield to

nicotine yield is reduced slightly.

In response to the fact that "tar" and nicotine yields are so closely and naturally

linked in cigarette smoke, many public health officials and others have suggested that the

tobacco companies should attempt to develop cigarettes which break that link. In other

words, we have been encouraged to develop cigarettes with reduced "tar" while maintaining

nicotine yields. Notable among officials who have encouraged such development is the

Independent Committee on Smoking and Health of the United Kingdom, which

recommended in 1983 that ". . . there should be available to the public some brands with

-12-
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low levels of tar and a proportionately higher nicotine yield."'" According to one recent

publication cited by Dr. Kessler in his testimony:

One proposal has been to develop tobacco that is high in

nicotine but low in tar. This is not easy to do naturally;
nicotine and tar are highly correlated in the tobacco leaf. One
method would be to add nicotine to a low tar, low nicotine

cigarette."

The fact is many scientists, government and/or public health officials have suggested

reducing "tar" to nicotine ratios as a way toward potential progress in cigarette design.'^

Much as the industry responded to calls to reduce "tar" and nicotine yields in the

1950s and 1960s, Reynolds Tobacco has devoted research to responding to these calls to

reduce the "tar" to nicotine ratios. Out of the hundreds of patents issued to Reynolds

Tobacco personnel over the years. Dr. Kessler referred to nine Reynolds Tobacco patents

during his recent testimony to this Subcommittee. These patents reflect work that Reynolds

has done in this area. As Dr. Kessler recognized, however, patents do not necessarily reflect

what is being used in practice. While Reynolds Tobacco has been able to develop a

cigarette which disassociates "tar" and nicotine in the laboratory, it has not been able to

achieve an acceptable commercial product. As stated above, this is not easy to do because

'" Third Report of the Independent Scientific Committee on Smoking and Health of

the United Kingdom (1983).

"
Schelling, T.C., "Addictive Drugs: The Cigarette Experience." Science Vol. 255:430-

433 (1992).

"
See, e.g.. "UICC Tobacco Control Fact Sheet 3," Tobacco and Cancer Programme,
International Union Against Cancer (March 1993); Editorial, "Monsieur Nicot's

Legacy," l^nceUI (8249): 763 (1981); Russell, M.A.H., "Smoking and Society (There
Is No Question)", Rehabilitation, 32 (1-4): 41-42 (1979).
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"tar" and nicotine are so highly correlated. If we could develop such a cigarette acceptable

to the consumer, it would apparently be welcomed and encouraged by European

governments and public health officials, rather than being characterized as some sinister plot

by tobacco companies, as Dr. Kessler appears to characterize it." In fact, none of the nine

Reynolds Tobacco patents cited by Dr. Kessler has been used commercially .

Published FTC 'Tar" and Nicotine Yields

The amount of nicotine present in a cigarette is in large part a result of the choice

of tobaccos used in the cigarette blend, which are chosen because of their taste and other

properties.''' It is not present as a result of a decision to "manipulate" nicotine levels to

some carefully controlled "addictive level." The concept of an "addictive level", raised but

not defined by Dr. Kessler, is not a concept known to or understood by Reynolds Tobacco.

Neither that concept nor any similar concept is used by Reynolds Tobacco in the design of

its cigarettes. We do not know what the concept means, and we are unaware of any data

"
In 1988, Reynolds Tobacco introduced Premier, a cigarette that heated rather than

burned tobacco. That cigarette addressed many of the scientific criticisms that had

been made against cigarettes for many years. It virtually eliminated "tar"; it vastly

reduced environmental tobacco smoke; and it reduced cigarette ignition propensity.

Despite these attributes, certain U.S. government officials, public health officials and,

of course, anti-smoking activists launched a vigorous attack on the cigarette
- in

terms that sound strikingly similar to the anti-smoking rhetoric surrounding this

current debate. European health officials, on the other hand, and some United

States scientists recognized the attributes of Premier and, indeed, encouraged the

development of similar cigarette technologies. See , e.g.. "Smoking Pleasure Without

the Danger of Fire and Risks To Health." Die Neu Aerztliche (December 19, 1988);

Hoffmaim, D., £l al., "Cancer of the Upper Aerodigestive Tract: Environmental

Factors and Prevention." Journal of Smoking-Related Diseases 3(2): 109-129 (1992).

" A variety of agricultural factors and practices influence these properties, including,

for example, tobacco type, stalk position of the leaf, curing practices, and crop year.
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that give it meaning. Further, what is relevant is not what is present in the cigarette, but

what is present in the smoke.

Dr. Kessler has made much of the fact that the FTC numbers do not necessarily

reflect the precise "tar" and nicotine yields for every smoker. This is certainly true, just as

EPA mileage estimates do not reflect the precise fuel economy that will be achieved by

every automobile driver. The important point is that in spite of broad variations in how

individual smokers may smoke any given cigarette, the fact remains that the lower the yield

by FTC numbers, the lower the yield will be to any given smoker. The yield for any given

smoker will probably be different from the FTC yield; for some smokers it will be higher,

for some it will be lower, but overall, the FTC yields are generally predictive of the yield

to smokers as a group. The statement, however, that "in reality" low yield cigarettes do not

yield low "tar" and nicotine, is not true. In work published by members of the Swiss Federal

Institute of Technology, lower yield cigarettes were associated with reduced smoke

absorption."

Another indication of Dr. Kessler's misunderstanding of cigarettes relates to his

statements concerning low "tar* cigarettes. He stated that from 1967 to 1978 eighteen

brands of filter cigarettes underwent increases in overwrap width, resulting in less tobacco

being smoked by machine smoking in accordance with the FTC method. Since the FTC

method specifies that the cigarette is smoked to within 3 millimeters of the tipping

overwrap, and Dr. Kessler stated that the tobacco within the overwrap was still smokeable

"
Hofer, £t ai., "Nicotine Yield as Determinant of Smoke Exposure Indicators and

Puffing Behavior." Pharmacology Biochemistry and Behavior. Vol. 40, 139-149

(1991).
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(and would be smoked by the consumer), he concluded that these brands deviously "cheat"

the FTC method. That is not true. First, Reynolds Tobacco uses standard tipping overwrap

and has not increased the width because that would reduce puff count and the value to our

consumers. But, more importantly, the tipping overwrap simply is not smokeable. No

smoker would consciously smoke the overwrap more than once. The tipping paper, because

it is not intended to be smoked, imparts a significant off-taste to the cigarette smoke.

Finally, in his testimony before this Subcommittee, Dr. Kessler used several charts

(which have since been widely publicized) to support his contention that the nicotine/tar

ratio for the lowest "tar" cigarettes has increased since 1982 on a sales weighted basis. This

allegation surprised Reynolds Tobacco as much as it surprised Dr. Kessler. Company

scientists immediately tried to duplicate Dr. Kessler's charts, using the identical FTC data

and the only publicly-available brand sales data of which this company is aware. Despite

applying the same data allegedly employed by Dr. Kessler's staff, our scientists cannot

duplicate these findings. In fact, our results show exactly the opposite
-- nicotine yields and

nicotine/"tar" ratios in the lowest "tar" category decreased slightly between 1982 and 1991 -

- the time period covered by Dr. Kessler's charts. We have, in fact, asked FDA staff

members to provide its data and complete methodology. We would welcome the

opportunity to review the data and methodology used by FDA staff to prepare these charts,

so that we would have a full opportunity to understand and review the procedures used and

evaluate the conclusions reached.
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The "Addiction" Hypothesis

A major premise of the charges against the cigarette industry today is the claim that

cigarettes are "addictive". Dr. Kessler and our other critics rely on selective and incomplete

evidence to support this claim. They ignore significant and meaningful differences between

cigarettes and truly "addictive" drugs. When long-established criteria for labeling a

substance or activity as "addictive" do not permit our critics to fit cigarette smoking nicely

within the existing criteria, these critics resort to a simple tactic to further their agenda ~

they attempt to lower the standards and change the definition of "addiction" and its alleged

components.

In 1964, the Advisory Committee to the Surgeon General recognized that cigarette

smoking did not meet well-established criteria for "addiction."'* In 1988, the Surgeon

General altered the definition to fit the existing data on smoking. In essence, the Surgeon

'* The 1964 Advisory Committee Report to the Surgeon General defined "addiction"

as follows:

"a state of periodic or chronic intoxication produced by the

repeated consumption of drug (natural or synthetic) whose

characteristics include:

"(1) An overpowering desire or need (compulsion) to

continue taking the drug and to obtain it by any means;

"(2) A tendency to increase the dose;

"(3) A psychic (psychological) and generally a physical

dependence on the effects of the drug;

"(4) Detrimental effect on the individual and on society"

The Report concluded that tobacco smoking was properly classified as a

habituation. 1964 Surgeon General's Report, 351, 354.
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General moved the goalposts after he located the ball on the field. We categorically reject

the claim that cigarettes are "addictive", and we know that an objective review of the facts

and science supports our position.

Dr. Kessler defined "addiction" in terms of four elements:

• compulsive use

• psychoactive effect

• reinforcing behavior

• withdrawal symptoms

When each of these elements is carefully analyzed in an unbiased manner, it becomes clear

that cigarette smoking is no more "addictive" than coffee, tea or Twinkies.'^ Further, in

spite of the efforts to expand the definition, it still does not properly encompass cigarette

smoking.

1. Compulsive use . This concept of compulsive use, like the definition of

"addiction" itself, has undergone a redefinition in an attempt to encompass cigarette

smoking. The classic definition of "addiction", as used in the 1964 Surgeon General's

Report, properly defines compulsive use seen with hard drug addiction as "an overpowering

desire or need (compulsion) to continue taking the drug and obtain it by any means." This

is precisely what is seen with truly "addicting" substances like cocaine and heroin. The

'^
Using similarly vague definitions, researchers claim to have discovered addiction to

love, jogging, television, credit cards and even eating carrots. See , e. g. . Peele, S.,

Lx)ve and Addiction. 1976; Hailey aTnd Bailey, "Negative Addiction in Runners,"

(1979); Winn, M.. The Plug In Drug (1977): Parade Magazine . April 5, 1987, p. 28;

Wright, M.R., "Surgical Addiction: A Complication of Modern Surgery?" Archives

of Otolaryngology: Head and Neck Surgery. 112: 870-872 (1986); Cerny and Cerny,

"Can Carrots Be .Addictive? An Extraordinary Form of Drug Dependence," Br. J.

Add. 87:1195 (1992).
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desire is overpowering and leads to criminality and violence, if necessary, to satisfy the need

for the drug.

In the 1988 Surgeon General's Report, the term "compulsive use" was expanded to

include behaviors driven by "strong urges".** There is a world of difference between the

irresistible need of the hard drug addict and a "strong urge" to engage in a pleasurable

behavior or activity. People have strong urges to eat sweets, drink coffee and watch their

favorite soap operas. It is misleading to label these types of "urges" as compulsions.

Smokers are frequently in situations where they resist the urge to smoke. They are not in

the throes of an overpowering desire to use and obtain cigarettes by any means. They do

not remotely resemble cocaine addicts whose very real compulsion to take this highly

intoxicating drug totally disrupts their lives, their families and their occupations.

Smokers are now constantly characterized as addicted and thus unable to quit.

Common sense belies that conclusion. Since 1974, more than 40 million people have

stopped smoking permanently without any outside intervention or assistance. As one ex-

smoker has candidly acknowledged: 'To quit, you have to decide you want to quit. Then

you quit."*'

'* The full definition states: "Highly controlled or compulsive drug use indicates that

drug seeking and drug-taking behavior is driven by strong, often irresistible urges".

It provides no criteria for determining when a strong urge becomes "irresistible". In

fact, no such criteria exist, as admitted by the American Psychiatric Association.

"The line between an irresistible impulse and an impulse not resisted is no sharper
than that between twilight and dusk. . . ." See "American Psychiatric Association

Statement on The Insanity Defense", Am. J. Psychiatry. 140(6), 681-688, 1983.

" Leonard Larson, Scripp Howard News Service.
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This is not to say that stopping smoking, or changing any well-liked, habitual behavioi

is easy. It takes effort and commitment. But, the process is not different from successfully

losing several pounds and maintaining the weight loss or developing a regular exercise

program. It is completely different from successfully recovering from hard drug addiction

or alcoholism. The true addict must overcome severe physical withdrawal, rebuild every

aspect of his life, learn new value systems, and approach life without being constantly

intoxicated. None of these impediments is present in stopping smoking.

2. Psychoactive effect . Originally, the scientific community described the term

"psychoactive" to include, as a necessary component, distortions or disruptions in cognitive

and motor performance, i.e., intoxication. Those concepts were in effect for decades and

were included in the 1964 Surgeon General's Report.^ Smoking/nicotine, however, does

not produce intoxication. To eliminate this inconvenient truth, the 1988 Surgeon General's

Report redefined "psychoactive" to mean anything that gets to and produces effects in the

brain. Based on this imprecise and revised definition, nicotine is psychoactive. So too is

the caffeine in chocolate, coffee and soft drinks. Sugar, warm milk, cheeses, and many other

everyday substances and common pleasant experiences (such as watching sporting events or

listening to music) also produce psychoactive effects similar to those from smoking. They

are quite unlike the profound effects caused by hard drugs and alcohol. It is the intoxication

of hard drugs and alcohol that sets them apart and causes muddled thinking and loss of self

control.

^
Robinson, J.H. and Pritchard, W.S., 'The Role of Nicotine in Tobacco Use.'

Psvchopharmacologv. 108, (4): 397-407, 1992.
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Dr. Kessler testified that nicotine contained in cigarette smoke releases a certain

chemical (dopamine) in the "pleasure centers" of the brain, resulting in similar effects as

addicting drugs such as heroin and cocaine. Dr. Kessler failed to acknowledge that many

different pleasurable and not so pleasurable experiences and activities also result in the

release of dopamine in these "pleasure centers". Once again, the attempted analogy

becomes meaningless when viewed objectively and without blinders. Dopamine release is

one part of the neurochemical response to both pain and pleasure. It will occur if one

receives an electric shock or slap in the face and also occurs in response to pleasant

experiences of all kinds. Attempting to mystify a basic physical reaction and implying that

it only occurs with addicting drugs is misleading at best.

3. Reinforcing behavior . Dr. Kessler's third criterion, reinforcing behavior,

provides yet another example of the attempt to invest commonplace concepts with scientific

mystique, combined with an erroneous implication that the condition only occurs with

addicting drugs. Such is not the case. As presented in the 1988 Surgeon General's Report,

reinforcing behavior merely refers to the fact that a pleasant experience will likely be

repeated, whether it involves a chemical or activity.^' Dr. Kessler cites two lines of

evidence as support for his claims regarding reinforcement from nicotine:

1. That animals can be trained to self-administer nicotine; and

2. The experiments which claim that nicotine causes activation of "pleasure
centers" in the brain involving dopamine.

^' The report artificially attempts to separate reinforcement involving chemicals from
those involving activities. In reality, it is the magnitude of the effect that is most

important, not the source. Further, we reject the notion that the reinforcement, or

pleasure, derived from cigarette smoking is solely the result of ingestion of nicotine.
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Although it is true that animals will self-administer nicotine under certain very

limited circumstances, this does not imply that the effects produced by or the motivation for

ingesting nicotine are in any way similar to those of truly "addicting" drugs. Scientists at the

Bowman Gray School of Medicine, in association with a Reynolds Tobacco scientist, recently

published a peer-reviewed study demonstrating that nicotine and caffeine are very weak

reinforcers when compared to cocaine and methylphenidate (Ritalin*).^ Their findings

were in line with the overall weight of the scientific evidence, which has consistently found

caffeine and nicotine are both weak reinforcers.^ Animals can be trained to self-

administer a wide variety Of substances. Animals have been trained to self-administer very

painful electric shocks, and morphine addictetj monkeys have been trained to self-administer

opiate antagonists, precipitating very painful withdrawal symptoms. However, none of these

self-administration behaviors proves the existence of an "addiction". Moreover, animals do

not have to be extensively trained to self-administer cocaine or heroin. Once they start

receiving either drug, they quickly become hooked and self-administer it to the exclusion of

food and water and until death if not stopped.

4. Withdrawal symptoms . Although nicotine withdrawal was defined in 1987 by

the American Psychiatric Association (DSM-IH-R) as an element of tobacco dependence,

^
Dworkin, £l ^., "Comparing the Reinforcing Effects of Nicotine, Caffeine,

Methylphenidate and Cocaine." Medical Chemistry Research . Vol. 2:593-602 (1993).

"
Griffiths, R.R., Brady, J.V., and Bigelow, G.E., "Predicting The Dependence Liability

of Stimulant Drugs" in Thompson and Johansen Behavioral Pharmacology of Human

Drug Dependence. NIDA Monograph 37, 1981, p. 92. This position has not changed.

Griffiths, R., American Psychiatric Association Annual Meeting, San Francisco, CA,

(1991).
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the associated symptoms were identified in the 1964 Surgeon General's Report: restlessness,

anxiety, trouble concentrating, and other "mild and variable symptoms".^ That report

stated that these symptoms were the same as those seen when any well-liked behavior was

suddenly stopped. Nothing new has been established in this area. Caffeine withdrawal is

much more well-established and well-defined, including the physical symptom of the

"caffeine headache." Under Dr. Kessler's definition, caffeine and heroin should be treated

equally.

Smoking cessation never involves any of the severe physical and behavioral

disruptions involved in withdrawal from truly addicting drugs such as heroin, cocaine, and

amphetamines. In fact, the symptoms of hard drug withdrawal normally require medical

treatment. With many drugs (e.g.. barbiturates and alcohol), the addict can die fi-om

withdrawal if not medically treated. An addict undergoing withdrawal from hard drugs is

unable to think clearly or control his actions while in the throes of withdrawal. This is never

the case with cigarette smokers who quit. They continue to attend to their responsibilities

and lead normal lives. The symptoms reported by cigarette smokers when they stop are of

the same kind and magnitude reported by dieters and people changing sleep patterns (s^,

changing from the first to third shift at work )."

" 1964 Surgeon General's Report, supra, at 352.

"
It should be noted that DSM-III-R states that there is no evidence that, even at its

most severe level, tobacco withdrawal prevents a person from successfully stopping.

The same can not be said for barbiturates, alcohol or crack cocaine. Diagnostic and

Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (Third Edition - Revised ) American

Psychiatric Association, (1987), 151.
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Cigarette smoking is more like drinking coffee and eating chocolate than like using

cocaine, heroin, or any truly addicting hard drug. Cigarettes, however, are unpopular, which

is why our critics strain so mightily to demonstrate that smoking is "addictive". The plain

truth is that, under any objective scientific (or common sense) measure, cigarette smoking

should not be considered "addictive".

Dr. Kessler and others support their assertions by repeating a deluge of facts that,

in their judgment, prove their conclusions. Let us examine just a few of these "facts":

• First, Dr. Kessler quotes a 1993 Gallup Survey reporting that

75% of smokers say they are addicted. What Dr. Kessler does

not report is that the same survey found that 69% of the same

smokers said they "could quit if I wanted to." Moreover, this

survey was conducted after the well-publicized 1988 Surgeon
General's Report, which equated cigarette smoking with cocaine

and heroin addiction. Does Dr. Kessler not believe that such

publicity could affect responses to this survey?

• Dr. Kessler states that "By some estimates, as many as 74 to 90

percent are addicted." He relies on a paper by Hughes, si li-

This paper also included the comment, "In addition, the fact

that this definition [referring to DSM-Hl-R] classified 90% of

the tobacco users in this study as dependent suggests that it is

over inclusive and thus may lack diagnostic discriminability".

• Dr. Kessler makes repeated references to how certain

percentages of people "may" or "might" possibly behave in

certain circumstances. In one example, he discusses patients

who continue to smoke after surgery or a coronary event. Some

continue to smoke; most quit. Some also follow their doctor's

advice and eat less fat, exercise regularly and lose weight.

Some don't. The fact that human behaviors run a wide gamut
when faced with similar situations tells us something about

human behavior and little about smoking or nicotine.

• Dr. Kesslefs "experts" tell him that most smokers reach for

their first cigarette within 30 minutes of waking. He concludes

that this fact is "a meaningful measure of addiction". By this

measure most coffee drinkers should be considered addicts.
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Manufacturers of coffee makers have even developed machines
which have coffee prepared by exact times to ensure that the

coffee "addiction" can be satisfied immediately upon awakening.

It should be pointed out that Dr. Kessler's "definition" of addiction would classify

most coffee, cola, and tea drinkers as caffeine addicts. Caffeine is psychoactive and the

effects last longer than those of nicotine.^ Many people experience a "strong urge" for a

cup of coffee each morning. There is a well-established physical withdrawal syndrome for

2-3 cups a day coffee drinkers who suddenly stop drinking coffee. Is caffeine similar to

cocaine and heroin because of this? Neil Benowitz, one of the editors of the 1988 Surgeon

General's Report, admitted that caffeine meets their new definition of addiction:

Many physicians have treated patients who continue to drink

large quantities of raffeinated beverages in the face of

information that caffeine is harmful to their health and advice

to quit. Such behavior suggests that these people are addicted

to caffeine. Addiction liability can be analyzed according to

criteria recently presented by the United States Surgeon
General. The three major criteria for addiction liability are

psychoactivity, drug-reinforced behavior, and compulsive use.

That caffeine is psychoactive and that some people consume
caffeine compulsively is clear. That caffeine reinforces its

consumption has recently been demonstrated in people,

although reinforcement is highly dependent on the dose, with

excess doses producing dysphoria. Minor criteria for addiction

liability include the development of tolerance, physical

dependence, and recurrent intense desire for the drug, all of

which are characteristic of regular caffeine consumers. Thus,
there is a group of coffee drinkers who appear to be addicted

26
See Jaffe, J. and Kantzer, M., "Nicotine: Tobacco Use, Abuse and Dependence,
Subst. Abuse . 0(0): 256, 1981. See .also Sawyer £t al., "Caffeine and Human
Behavior: Arousal, Anxiety and Performance Effects. J. of Behav. Med. . 5(4): 415,
1982. "Caffeine is, without question, the most commonly used psychoactive drug in

the World." Jaffe, J.H., Comprehensive Textbook of Psychiatry. Chapter 13,

Psychoactive Substance Use Disorders, 1(0), page 683, 1989.
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to caffeine, although the extent of caffeine addiction in the

population is unknown?^

If the same "standards" are applied to caffeine, should the FDA also be considering (or

should you suggest that it begin) regulating coffee and soft drinks as drugs?

One final point is important. Essentially every claim made about manipulating

nicotine in cigarettes by Dr. Kessler can be made about alcohol in beer, wine and spirits.

Spirits manufacturers constantly monitor the alcohol content of their products throughout

the fermentation process to precisely control the level of alcohol. Beers and wines are

offered to the public with a wide range of alcohol content. Alcohol is added to fortified

wines. High alcohol malt liquors are also available to the public. While no one will dispute

that alcohol can be a truly "addicting" substance under any definition, there is no move to

regulate alcohol as a drug, and we do not believe there should be.

Why People Choose to Smoke

Dr. Kessler dismisses the issue of why people smoke by concluding, as the anfi-

smoking supporters he relies upon conclude, that smoking is an "addiction" and smokers

would quit if they could break this "addiction". In the current climate of social disapproval

and "political correctness", it is unpopular for smokers to honestly state that they smoke for

pleasure and enjoyment. Yet for hundreds of years smoking has been accepted as a social

custom, providing a pleasurable, enjoyable break from normal activities. Smokers enjoy the

taste and other sensory aspects of smoking. A few moments with a cigarette can be a break

^^
Benowitz, N.L., "Clinical Pharmacology of Caffeine." Ann. Rev. Med.. 41(0) 277-288,

1990.
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during boring or intensive tasks, or a nice complement to a meal. All of these highly

subjective reasons for smoking have found support in scientific publications.

Dr. Kessler pejoratively refers to "top tobacco industry officials" when referencing

internationally respected Reynolds Tobacco scientists who have published widely in peer-

reviewed scientific journals because they do not believe that tobacco is addictive. He then

goes on to mischaracterize their data. In the journal article referenced by Dr. Kessler, Drs.

Robinson and Pritchard summed up the evidence concerning addiction and tobacco use:

We believe that Warburton (1990) has developed a balanced,
functional theory of nicotine use that recognizes the beneficial

psychological effects of nicotine. This "resource" or

"psychological tool" hypothesis holds that people smoke

cigarettes primarily for purposes of enjoyment, performance
enhancement and/or anxiety reduction. This theory also passes
the common sense test of why people smoke. They smoke, not

because they are addicted to nicotine, but because they achieve

some benefits from smoking, enjoy these benefits which are

totally compatible with everyday tasks and stresses, and choose
to continue to enjoy these benefits ....

We believe the distinctions are clear and caimot be stated more

clearly than what was said in the 1964 SGR [Surgeon General's

Report]: "the practice [smoking] should be labeled habituation

to distinguish it clearly from addiction, since the biological
effects of tob.acco, like coffee and other caffeine-containing

beverages, ... are not comparable to those produced by

morphine, alcohol, barbiturates, and many other potent

addicting drugs" (p. 350, emphasis in original). If we lose this

common-sense perspective of the role of nicotine in tobacco

use, those of us who enjoy the "lift" we receive from that first

cup of coffee in the morning or that cola drink in the late

afternoon may find that a few years from now a small group of

researchers have equated our coffee/cola-drinking behavior to

that of a hard-core crack or heroin addict.^

^ Robinson and Pritchard, supra, at 405-6.
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No scientific breakthrough has occurred since the 1964 Surgeon General's Report to

warrant classifying cigarette smoking as "addictive". All of the essential facts describing the

behavior have been well known for years. The only thing that has changed is the political

climate surrounding cigarette smoking, and with it the ability of anti-smoking critics to

develop a new definition of "addiction" solely to include cigarette smoking within it.

Conclusion

The facts are clear:

• Reynolds Tobacco does not add nicotine to its cigarettes.

• Reynolds Tobacco does not manipulate nicotine yields in its cigarettes in

order to create, maintain, or satisfy "addiction".

•
Cigarette smoking is not an "addiction" under comm.on sense and honest

comparison with truly "addicting" drugs.

Simply put, there is no factual basis or policy reason for the FDA to regulate cigarettes as

drugs. The result of FDA regulation, moreover, would be a ban, or prohibition, of

cigarettes. Dr. Kessler made this point clear in his recent statement before the

Subcommittee. Members of this Subcommittee have stated that a ban or prohibition is not

their intent; the American public resoundingly rejects the prohibition of cigarettes as well.

We encourage a dialogue that will lead to progress rather than prohibition.
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Mr. Waxman. Thank you, Mr. Johnston. At the request, I gather,
of the witnesses, we're going to call on our next speaker, Thomas
E. Sandefur, chairman and CEO of Brown and Williamson Tobacco

Company, rather than go down the list. Mr. Sandefur?

TESTIMONY OF THOMAS E. SANDEFUR, JR.

Mr. Sandefur. Mr. Chairman, I have a short statement to make.
It's been given to the subcommittee and to save time, I'll be more
than happy to forgo reading that. It's your pleasure. If you want
me to read my statement to you, I'll be happy to.

Mr. Waxman. If you want. It's going to be in the record, so

Mr. Sandefur. It's in the record.

Mr. Waxman [continuing]. So if you want to say something oral-

ly, do so. If you don't we'll move on to the next witness. We've got
a lot scheduled.
Mr. Sandefur. Fine. Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Sandefur follows:]

Statement of Thomas E. Sandefur, Jr., Chairman and Chief Executive
Officer, Brown & Williamson Tobacco Corporation

Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommittee, I appear today on behalf of

Brown & Williamson Tobacco Corporation in response to the chairman's letter of

March 31, 1994, to address auestions concerning nicotine in cigarettes that have
been raised in recent weeks by FDA Commissioner David A. Kessler and others.

This statement supplements the statement submitted by Brown & Williamson in

connection with the subcommittee's hearing on March 25, which is part of the record

of that hearing.
The premise of the questions raised by Commissioner Kessler is that nicotine is

"addictive." The term addiction" has been used to describe everything from an en-

slavement to hard drugs to an inability to lose weight or watch less television, and

Surgeon General Koop himself proclaimed in 1982 that children were "addicted" to

video games. In view of the radical differences between tobacco and hard dinigs in

their effects on behavior and the symptoms associated with quitting, and in view
of the fact that more than half of all Americans alive who have ever smoked have

quit^-over 90 percent without professional help—equating cigarettes and hard drugs
is nothing more than rhetoric.

Initially, in his letter of February 25, 1994, Dr. Kessler suggested that cigai-ette
manufacturers "commonly add nicotine to cigarettes to deliver specific amounts of

nicotine." Brown & Williamson has never done that, as we demonstrated in our sub-

mission to this subcommittee in connection with its March 25 hearing. Dr. Kessler
mentioned a number of patents in his testimony on March 25, including some that

have been secured by Brown & Williamson. I can state categorically that Brown &
Williamson does not utilize, and has never utilized, any of tliese patents to control

the amount of nicotine in cigarettes. As Brown & Williamson explained, moreover,
"the nicotine content of B&W cigarettes is lower than the nicotine content of the
tobacco used to produce them." According to the New England Journal of Medicine,
the average nicotine delivery dropped from 2 milligrams to 0.9 milligrams between
1955 and 1987.
After the submissions by Brown & Williamson and the other manufacturers, Dr.

Kessler, in his testimony on March 25, retreated to the suggestion that the cigarette
manufacturers' failure to use the technology supposedly at their disposal to elimi-

nate nicotine from cigarettes suggests that they may intend it to satisfy an addic-

tion. This, too, is incorrect.

Without nicotine, you don't have tobacco. Without nicotine, cigarettes simply
would not taste like cigarettes. The experience of another manufacturer indicates

that consumers will not accept a cigarette without nicotine. Calls for legislation to

eliminate nicotine amount to a call to ban cigarettes
—not because the substance

that allegedly satisfies an "addiction" would be removed, but because the resulting

product would taste nothing like a cigarette. We offer a range of products with a

range of nicotine deliveries and the consumer makes the choice.

We also vigorously dispute the suggestion of Dr. Kessler and Dr. Slade that the
"tar" and nicotine ratings produced using the FTC test method are meaningless or

misleading. The cigarette manufacturers nave never suggested that these ratings re-
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fleet the precise amount of "tar" and nicotine that each individual smoker actually
receives. But we do believe that smokers can expect to receive lower amounts of

those constituents from lower-rated brands than from higher-rated brands, and that

the FTC test method therefore reliably ranks cigarettes in terms of "tar" and nico-

tine deliveries. EPA's mileage figures may not reflect the actual experience of indi-

vidual drivers, but EPA is correct that a Cadillac delivers fewer miles per gedlon
than a Honda.

Hopefvilly our testimony today will help to clear up some of the misconceptions
that currently exist about nicotine in cigarettes.
On April 5, Dr. Kessler wrote me a letter asking to arrange a meeting between

FDA representatives and members of our research, scientific, technical, and produc-
tion staffs to review relevant information. I have responded to Dr. Kessler's request
and anticipate that such a meeting will take place shortly.

Mr. Waxman. Next we'll hear from Andrew Tisch, chairman and
CEO of Lorillard Tobacco Company.
OK. Thank you.

TESTIMONY OF ANDREW H. TISCH

Mr, TiSCH. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. At the committee's re-

quest, I have submitted for the record at this hearing a written

statement in response to each of the questions set forth in your in-

vitation letter. In normal circumstances I would be happy to sum-
marize that statement orally and then respond to any questions

you or the members of the committee might have.

But these are not normal circumstances, Mr. Chairman, you
have made a number of very serious claims and assertions during
the press conference that you called yesterday. Claims and asser-

tions that question the integrity of our company and of Dr. Alexan-
der Spears, who is with me today and testified before this commit-
tee on March 25th.

When a representative of our company called your staff yester-

day following a press conference to ask that Dr. Spears be given
a separate opportunity to respond to the claims and assertions

from your press conference that related to him, we were told that

this would not be possible.
More specifically, we were told that Dr. Spears opportunity to re-

spond would be limited to any time that might be left from the

time that has been allotted to my testimony or to the question and
answer period that is to follow.

Mr. Chairman, I frankly cannot understand the attitude con-

veyed by your staff. Indeed, I am left with no choice but to cede

the balance of my time to Dr. Spears to ensure that he will have
the adequate opportunity to correct the very serious misstatements
and misconceptions that were conveyed in yesterday's press con-

ference.

Mr. Chairman, with your permission, I'd like to ask if Dr. Spears
may respond during the rest of my time period?
Mr. Waxman. Mr. Tisch, we're going to have plenty of oppor-

tunity for Dr. Spears to respond. I do have a number of questions
to ask of him, he will have his chance. But this is our chance to

hear to from you. And we want to hear from you at this point.
Mr. TiSCH. OK, fine. I must respectfully disagree with that, but

you are the boss.

On behalf of the more than 3,700 employees at Lorillard Tobacco

Company, I am pleased to have this opportunity to address you
about the issues you identified in your letter to Lorillard of March
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31st, 1994, announcing this hearing. You will recall that Dr. Spears
testified before this subcommittee on March 25, 1994, with respect
to the same subjects proposed for discussion here today.

In as much as Dr. Spears and Lorillard's position on the ques-
tions raised has not changed in the past 2 weeks, for the sake of

brevity, I have attached to my statement a copy of Dr. Spears' writ-

ten submission of March 25th, and ask your permission that it and
his March 25th oral testimony also be entered into the record.

Mr. Waxman. Without objection. [See p. 377.]
Mr. TiSCH. At the outset, I want to reaffirm and emphasize what

Dr. Spears said during his appearance on March 25th, and to make
absolutely clear to the Congress and to the public that the level of

nicotine in the products manufactured and sold by Lorillard is sole-

ly determined by the tobacco that we buy and the blending of the
different tobaccos used in our manufacturing.
The tar and nicotine yields of our products are determined by a

combination of the tobacco blends and the physical characteristics

which constitute the construction of the cigarette, namely, length,

circumference, paper porosity, filter, tip ventilation, and tobacco

density. Nicotine levels follow tar levels and are not raised or re-

duced for particular brands.
Dr. Spears previously advised you that in the course of manufac-

turing we use denatured alcohol which the Bureau of Alcohol, To-

bacco, and Firearms requires be made unpotable by the manufac-
turer of the alcohol to the addition of a miniscule amount of nico-

tine. We also use a number of flavors which incorporate a tobacco
extract that contains some nicotine. But it is important to under-
stand that the combined amount of nicotine from these sources is

too small to be measured in the final products.
The manufacture of our brands of cigarettes also involves the use

of reconstituted tobacco, or tobacco sheet. One of the processes
Lorillard uses in the production of reconstituted tobacco involves a

temporary separation and subsequent reapplication of water solu-

ble components of tobacco, incluaing nicotine. However—and I in-

vite your specific attention to this important fact—this process and
all others, all of which are well known in published literature, re-

sults in a reduction of nicotine in the finished product.
Dr. Kessler's March 25th testimony referred to a 1980 Lorillard

patent dealing with nicotine and reconstituted tobacco. I am ad-

vised that an earlier laboratory observation indicated a possible
use for this process. Following our usual business practice, and
that of virtually every other company in American, we applied for

and obtained the patent.
However, so there is no misunderstanding, the record should re-

flect that Lorillard has never practiced the patented process in any
commercial manner. Moreover, even if it was to be used, the proc-
ess would not result in any increase or decrease in the nicotine

level.

In your March 31st letter, we are asked to address any studies
of the physiological or psychological effects of nicotine and related

compounds which have been undertaken by Lorillard. I can re-

spond succinctly. Lorillard has not undertaken any such research.
As regards cigarette ingredients, please note the following. The

cigarette manufacturers have provided to the Department of
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Health and Human Services, each year since 1984, a comprehen-
sive listing of cigarette ingredients. HHS has never indicated to

Lorillard at any time, in response to those submissions, that it had
a problem with respect to any individual ingredient or groups of in-

gredients.
Indeed, when HHS asked the manufacturers for the quantity of

each ingredient being used, the manufacturers promptly provided
that information to HHS on a confidential basis. To my knowledge,
HHS has no outstanding requests to this manufacturer or any oth-

ers for additional information.

The manufacturers, including Lorillard, have assured HHS re-

peatedly that we would be happy to meet with HHS officials, and/

or HHS scientific consultants to answer any questions about ingre-
dients which the HHS or its consultants might have. I reaffirm

that commitment now.

Finally, Mr. Chairman, allow me to sum up and to state

Lorillard's position on the principal issues raised in the statement

released by you when you scheduled today's hearings. In doing so,

it is also my purpose to respond to Dr. Kessler's erroneous asser-

tions first made on February 25th, and then expanded upon at your
March 25th hearing.

Lorillard does not take any steps to assure a minimum level of

nicotine in our products. Lorillard does not add nicotine to cigarette
tobacco for the purpose of manipulating or spiking the amount of

nicotine receivea by the smoker. Lorillard makes no effort to keep
secret any information about the nicotine content of our products.

And, as you know, since 1971, every cigarette advertisement has

carried a complete disclosure of the tar and nicotine content. Mr.

Chairman, I respectfully suggest to you that Lorillard has acted

and will continue to act in a completely responsible manner in this

as well all our business practices.

Furthermore, I state unequivocally that our manufacturing proc-

esses neither violate the Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act, nor

do they justify placing the manufacture of cigarettes under the ju-

risdiction of the FDA.
I thank you for your attention and for this opportunity to state

Lorillard's position. At the appropriate time. Dr. Spears and I will

take any questions you or your colleagues might have. Thank you.
Mr. Waxman. Thank you, Mr. Tisch.

Donald Johnston, president of American Tobacco Company.

TESTIMONY OF DONALD S. JOHNSTON
Mr. Donald Johnston. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. What I have

to say is repetitive from the statements already read, but I believe

these points do bear repetition as they focus on the facts concern-

ing the issues you raised in your letter inviting us to this hearing.
Aside from tobacco itself, and federally authorized use of alcohol

denatured with minute amounts of nicotine, the American Tobacco

Company does not use nicotine in the manufacture of its cigarettes.

Contrary to the implications that have aired before this subcommit-
tee and elsewhere, the American Tobacco Company does not spike
its cigarettes with nicotine, or it does not use any of the patents
that have been placed before this subcommittee on any other like

processes or devices.
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The only source of nicotine, other than that naturally occurring
in tobacco is introduced from Specially Denatured Alcohol Number
4, which is used as a solvent for flavorings. SDA No. 4 is author-
ized for tobacco use in accordance with the 27 Code of the Federal

Regulations of Alcohol, Tobacco Products, and Firearms which were
revised as of April 1, 1993. I believe it is section 21.118 and 21.38.
And it is denatured by the alcohol manufacturer in accordance with
the prescribed formula outlined in the regulations.
Now, the quantity of nicotine indirectly added to tobacco from

the use of SDA No. 4 is on the order of 3 parts per million to 5

parts per million, or 3 ten thousands of a percent to 5 ten thou-
sands of a percent by weight, which is infinitesimal in comparison
to the naturally occurring nicotine of tobacco blends that generally
contain 2 to 2.5 percent by weight.

Further, the American Tobacco Company does manufacture re-

constituted tobacco by the Fourdrinier papermaking process that
involves separation of water soluble components from tobacco, for-

mation of the tobacco cellulosic sheet, and reapplication of the
water soluble components to the sheet that's in a continuous proc-
ess. American does add nicotine to this process.
The end product is tobacco material that contains only the quan-

tity of water soluble components, including nicotine originally re-

moved from the tobacco. In practice, as I believe has already been
mentioned, the nicotine content of the reconstituted tobacco mate-
rial is approximately 4 percent less, which is owing to the process-
ing losses, than the nicotine content of the tobacco utilized in the
reconstitution process.
The American Tobacco Company uses various types of natural to-

baccos, including reconstituted tobacco in the manufacture of its

cigarettes. The percentages of natural tobacco types and reconsti-
tuted tobacco vary by brand. However, after processing of tobacco
for cigarette manufacture, the nicotine content is on the order of
5 percent less than that of the various tobaccos entering into the

process.
On the matter of patents, the American Tobacco Company has

been issued two patents, U.S. Patent Number 3428049, and Num-
ber 4505282 which reference the addition of materials which could
include tobacco extract and/or nicotine to cigarettes and an
innerliner wrap for a tobacco smoking article. As with any patent,
the language is purposely broad in scope with an objective oi cover-

ing a wide variety of conceptual applications which may or may not
be reduced to practice.
While the American Tobacco Company has been issued such pat-

ents, addition of tobacco extract or nicotine to cigarette filters and
wrapper have never been employed in a commercial cigarette prod-
uct by American Tobacco.

In summary, nicotine involved in the federally regulated and au-
thorized use of SDA No. 4 denatured alcohol is negligible. Nothing
is done in the tobacco processing or manufacture of cigarettes or fil-

ters by the American Tobacco Company to increase nicotine beyond
that which is naturally occurring in the tobacco.

I would now like to address questions that have also been raised
with respect to the intent of the design of our cigarettes in relation
to nicotine. In 1966, the Federal Trade Commission amended its
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cigarette advertising guides to encourage cigarette manufacturers
to publish the tar and nicotine content expressed in milligrams of

the mainstream smoke from a cigarette, declaring that to be infor-

mation concerning cigarettes which may be material and desired by
the consuming public. Time has proven the FTC to have been right
and that consumers have shown an interest in and differing pref-
erences for different levels of tar and nicotine.

Moreover, since 1971, American has been governed by and has
adhered to an FTC Consent Order requiring American to publish
in its advertisements for low tar cigarettes tar and nicotine data
as determined by the testing method employed by the FTC in the

testing of the smoke of its domestic cigarettes.

Through tobacco blends, filtration, ventilation, American Tobacco

has, on a sales-weighted average, reduced tar and, consequently,
nicotine levels as determined by the FTC method. The tar and nico-

tine data for each of American's products are published. American

carefully monitors its finished cigarettes, and the published data to

assure that the tar and nicotine figures are accurate.

Thus American Tobacco manufactures and sells cigarettes with
tar and nicotine content in response to the consumer dem^and for

different types of cigarettes, and provides correct information to

consumers about those amounts. American has no desire or intent

to manipulate nicotine.

At no time has the American Tobacco Company attempted to

market a cigarette based upon nicotine content. Or more generally,
has it ever designed or marketed a cigarette with the purpose or

intent of selling nicotine. Rather, American has always considered
that it sells cigarettes and that nicotine is one of the several intrin-

sic properties characteristic of the tobacco itself.

Thank you for your attention, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Waxman. Thank you very much, Mr. Johnston.
Next I want to hear from Mr. Horrigan.

TESTIMONY OF EDWARD A. HORRIGAN, JR.

Mr. Horrigan. Thank you Mr. Chairman and fellow members of

the committee. My name is Ed Horrigan, Jr., and I am chairman
and chief executive officer of the Liggett Group. Although I've only
somewhat recently joined the Liggett, I have had the pleasure of

addressing this subcommittee on a prior occasion.

After having served in the military and then in companies in

other industries in this country for over 20 years, I joined the to-

bacco industry 16 years ago. And then in 1989 I retired as chair-

man and CEO of Reynolds Tobacco, as well as vice-chair of RJR
Nabisco. I came out of retirement to rejoin the tobacco industry
mindful of the challenges presented to it at this time.

And also with the knowledge, bom of my experience, that the to-

bacco industry is one of the respectable American industries that

make up American commerce. It acts responsibly in its business

practices, and it produces a product recognized world-wide for its

quality.

And, therefore, I am pleased to have this opportunity to address
the subcommittee on behalf of Liggett on the matters that were
discussed during your meeting earlier on March 25th.
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While my remarks will be somewhat redundant, repetitive from
the other companies, I will highlight them to show the uniform
sense of responsibility and accountability that exists in this indus-

try, and to add our sense to the absurdity of the allegations that

people continue to place against this industry.
At the outset, I would like to make it clear that Liggett does not

increase the nicotine level of our cigarettes beyond the level of nico-

tine found naturally in the unprocessed tobacco that we use to

make our cigarettes. Second, Liggett does not manipulate the level

of nicotine in our cigarettes to hook or addict smokers. Third,

Liggett does not use any of the patented technology that was re-

ferred to by Dr. Kessler in his testimony before this committee last

month.

And, finally, I want to emphasize that we at Liggett are proud
of the quality of the cigarettes that we produce, we're proud of the

people who grow our tobacco that goes into our product, we're

proud of the people who manufacture them for us, as well as those

people who distribute and sell our product legitimately around this

country.
Now, with regard to the manufacture of cigarettes, I would like

to emphasize that the manufacturing process results in a reduction
in the amount of nicotine in cigarettes when compared to the nico-

tine in the unprocessed tobacco.

Second, the essential components of cigarette manufacturing, and
specifically, the use of reconstituted tobacco has been publicly docu-
mented for decades, so none of this is new. Reconstituted tobacco
is used to reduce waste and to achieve the most efficient use of the
natural tobacco that we purchase for our product.
Tobacco is the most expensive component of the cigarette and,

therefore, any loss of that tobacco would make the production of

cigarettes more costly. In brief, the reconstitution process involves

the addition of water to the tobacco to separate water soluble sub-

stances, including some nicotine, from the tobacco.

The remaining tobacco cellulose can then be formed into sheets.

Water soluble substances originally removed from the tobacco are
then once again returned to that tobacco sheet. No nicotine not
found naturally in the tobacco is added in the production of the re-

constituted tobacco. In fact, the reconstituted tobacco contains less

nicotine than raw tobacco, from which it was made, because a cer-

tain amount of the natural nicotine is inevitably lost in that proc-
ess.

Denatured alcohol and tobacco flavorants are the only other
sources of nicotine in our cigarettes. Nicotine occurs naturally in

the water soluble extracts of tobacco used in miniscule amounts as
flavorants. The use of tobacco flavorants has been a matter of pub-
lic record, again, for decades.
The Specially Denatured Alcohol No. 4, which is used as a carrier

for flavors, is the only denatured alcohol that is approved by
B.A.T.F. for the manufacturing process in cigarettes. The B.A.T.F.

requires that that alcohol be denatured by the addition of a min-
iscule amount of nicotine to make it undrinkable. And it is dena-
tured in accordance with the prescribed formulas outlined by
B.A.T.F.
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The amount of nicotine contributed to tobacco smoke by way of

tobacco flavorants and denatured alcohol, is so miniscule that it

cannot be measured in tobacco smoke, using the FTC's standard
methods. Moreover, as I noted, the nicotine content of cigarettes,
manufactured by Liggett, is lower than the nicotine in the unproc-
essed tobacco that we use to make our product.

Therefore, Liggett, like the rest of us, does not manipulate or

spike the amount of nicotine during the manufacture of its ciga-
rettes to achieve an alleged addicting level of nicotine. Specifically,

Liggett does not and has not used any of the patented processes
described in those patents referred to in Dr. Kessler's earlier testi-

mony.
Liggett does not believe that there is any such thing as an ad-

dicting level of nicotine in cigarettes, or that cigarettes are addict-

ive like heroine or cocaine, as has been alleged. In fact, to equate
cigarette smoking with actual hard drug addiction ignores the sig-
nificant differences between them. It also blinks at reality.
As has been mentioned, there have been over 40 million Ameri-

cans who have chosen to quit smoking. And more than half of all

adult smokers have quit, 90 percent of them quitting without the
aid of the Betty Ford Clinic, or the Hazelton Clinic, or any other
such clinic. It's thus apparent that irrespective of the nicotine in

cigarettes, consumers can and do choose to quit.
Consumers also express their personal preference by choosing

from a wide variety of cigarette brands and styles on the market
that have different "tar" and nicotine yields. To meet the demands
of the marketplace, Liggett produces a variety of cigarette brands
with a variety of "tar" and nicotine yields. For more than 20 years,

cigarette advertising has carried the nicotine yield of each cigarette
brand and style as measured in accordance with FTC standard test

methods. Over the years, consumers have expressed a growing
preference for cigarettes with lower "tar" and nicotine yields. This
has resulted, on an industry-wide basis, in more than a 50 percent
reduction in average nicotine yields over the past 40 years.

In conclusion, let me say that nicotine is a naturally occurring
substance in tobacco, which is obviously an intrinsic characteristic

of our product. Liggett does not design or manufacture its ciga-
rettes with the intent to spike the amount of nicotine in cigarettes.
There is no secret about the yields of Liggett's cigarettes, which I

reiterate has been publicly disclosed for years.
In closing, I'd like to add a personal observation. Some anti-to-

bacco zealots would have the American people believe that in our

manufacturing process there is a gentleman at the end of each line

with a pot of nicotine making sure that we sprinkle the product as

it goes out the door to be sure that there is enough nicotine to hook
or addict smokers. We don't do that, and I've never heard of it

being done.
In all of my years in this business world-wide, I have never

known of a product-designed objective or goal that included even
the notion of spiking the amount of nicotine in a cigarette to

achieve a level that would hook or addict smokers.
I am pleased to be back before your committee, Mr. Chairman.

We look forward to answering your questions.
Mr. Waxman. Thank you very much, Mr. Horrigan.
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And, last, is it Mr. Taddeo?

TESTIMONY OF JOSEPH TADDEO
Mr. Taddeo. Taddeo. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. U.S. Tobacco is

a leading manufacturer and producer of smokeless tobacco prod-

ucts, including moist snuff. U.S. Tobacco does not manufacture

cigarettes. U.S. Tobacco's smokeless tobacco brands include Copen-
hagen, which is one of America's oldest registered brand names. It

was introduced in 1822. Skol, our second largest selling brand was
introduced in 1934.

Clearly, smokeless tobacco is not a new product. The use of

smokeless tobacco has been a tradition in the United States since

the 18th Century, predating branded cigarettes by over 100 years.
In fact, smokeless tobacco products dominated the American to-

bacco market until the early 20th Century when cigarettes began
to win wide public acceptance.
While today smokeless tobacco products are consumed through-

out the United States, per capita consumption of smokeless tobacco

in the 1990's is less than 25 percent of what it was at the turn of

the century. As for U.S. Tobacco's products specifically, the makeup
and manufacturing process for its smokeless tobacco brands is very
similar to what it was at the turn of the century, regardless of the

flavor, cut of the tobacco, form, or packaging.
I welcome, Mr. Chairman, this opportunity to set the record

straight, with regard to the baseless claims made before this sub-

committee on March 25th, concerning U.S. Tobacco's marketing
practices.

Before turning to those matters, however, I will comment on alle-

gations of manipulation or control of nicotine in tobacco products.
U.S. Tobacco does not in any way manipulate the nicotine level in

its tobacco products, nor does U.S. Tobacco take any action to con-

trol the nicotine content of its tobacco products before, during, or

after the manufacturing process. In fact, an incidental effect of our

manufacturing process is that the nicotine content of our smokeless
tobacco products is less than that which occurs naturally in the to-

bacco.

Other than tobacco itself, the only material used in the manufac-
ture of U.S. Tobacco's smokeless tobacco products which contains

nicotine is denatured alcohol, which is purchased from a supplier
as a carrying agent for the application of certain flavorings that do
not dissolve in water.
The denatured alcohol that is used by U.S. Tobacco has been de-

natured by its manufacturer with small amounts of nicotine. The
use of nicotine as a denaturant for alcohol which is to be used in

the processing and manufacturing of tobacco products is specifically

approved by the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, and Firearms.
The amount of nicotine that might be contributed to our smoke-

less tobacco products through the use of this denatured alcohol in

the manufacturing process is so miniscule as to be unmeasurable

by standard laboratory methodologies.
Mr. Chairman, there were three serious allegations, made before

this subcommittee on March 25th, regarding U.S. Tobacco's mar-

keting practices. First, the allegation that U.S. Tobacco markets its

smokeless tobacco products to persons under the age of 18.
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The second allegations was that U.S. Tobacco has conducted sci-

entific research for the purpose of, quote, "Creating and maintain-

ing dependence among smokeless tobacco consumers." And, third,
the allegation that U.S. Tobacco products are developed in the
basis of some sort of graduating levels of nicotine.

As to the allegation that U.S. Tobacco markets these products to

persons under the age of 18, that allegation is absolutely false. We
strongly believe at U.S. Tobacco that those who enjoy our products
should be adults. That is why U.S. Tobacco and other smokeless to-

bacco manufacturers have devoted substantial efforts and resources
to discourage the sale of their products to minors.
Those efforts include support of State laws mandating 18 as a

minimum purchase age for smokeless tobacco products. Programs
to remind parents, retailers, and other adults that smokeless to-

bacco is an adult custom not intended for youth, a national cam-

paign in publications such as U.S.A. Today, U.S. News and World

Report to communicate our adults only policy.

I, too, am concerned reports indicating that some individuals

have tried tobacco products including smokeless tobacco before they
are adults. Research, conducted by others, indicates that advertis-

ing plays little, if any, role in the decision to begin using smokeless
tobacco. That research indicates that a variety of factors, including
family and friends appear to influence the decision to begin using
various products, including smokeless tobacco.

It's noteworthy that according to a recent Department of Health
and Human Services Report, use of smokeless tobacco by males
under 18 years of age is low, decreasing, and very close to HHS's
target or goal for the year 2000.

In 1992, Healthy People Review states that the reported use of

smokeless tobacco, which is defined as use on at least one occasion

in the last 30 days by 12 to 17 year old males decreased by 20 per-
cent from 6.6 percent in 1988 to 5.3 percent in 1991.

Moreover, a survey published in October 1993, by the Substance
Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration, reported that

the use of smokeless tobacco by 12 to 17 year old males had further

declined in 1992 to 4.8 percent, which is very close to the 4 percent
target for the year 2000 in Healthy People 2000 Review.
Even though these trends are encouraging, they're not good

enough. We're not going to rest until that figure is zero. U.S. To-

bacco will continue its efforts, with other members of the industry,
to discourage the sale of smokeless tobacco products to minors.

As for the allegation that U.S. Tobacco has conducted scientific

research for the purpose of, and I quote, "Creating and maintaining
dependence among consumers," that allegation is also false. The re-

search in question was funded by U.S. Tobacco and other tobacco
manufacturers.

However, it was neither intended or used by U.S. Tobacco to de-

velop or manufacture smokeless tobacco products. The research
was conducted 15 years ago by a group of independent researchers
in the Department of Pharmacology at Pennsylvania State Univer-

sity College of Medicine.
For a number of years, the Pennsylvania State researchers had

been interested in measuring extremely low levels of blood nicotine

in tobacco consumers. And later they became interested in studying
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the absorption by humans of nicotine from snuff and chewing to-

bacco. The Pennsylvania State researchers submitted a proposal for

a 3 year study to pursue this matter.
Several tobacco companies, including U.S. Tobacco, funded this

research during the period 1978 to 1981. The document relied upon
to support this allegation and testimony relates to the research
conducted at Pennsylvania State and was prepared by those re-

searchers. The results of that research are reflected in a 1983 pub-
lication by the Pennsylvania State researchers in the journal Phar-

macology, therefore, available in the public domain.
And this project, the funding of this research, was part of the

smokeless tobacco industry's ongoing funding of research by inde-

pendent investigators into questions relating to smokeless tobacco

and health. Over the years, such funding has totalled more than

$25 million and has been acknowledged in nearly 800 scholarly ar-

ticles and abstracts in a wide spectrum of scientific publications.
As to the allegation that U.S. Tobacco products are developed

based on a graduating levels of nicotine, that allegation is false. As
indicated in my written statement, the assertion that U.S. Tobacco

manipulates its consumers and dictates which of its smokeless to-

bacco products those consumers ultimately choose to use are totally
false.

The key to our product development process is developing prod-
ucts which appeal to the taste preferences of our consumers. The
taste characteristics of our smokeless tobacco products, as with all

tobacco products, are inherently complex. A number of factors

interacting with each other affect the ultimate taste, including leaf

blend, cut of tobacco, moisture, PH, flavors, and undoubtably nico-

tine in the tobacco leaf
U.S. Tobacco's success is based upon its unique ability to develop

a wide selection of flavored products incorporating blends of tobacco

that have been developed over hundreds of years ago.
What would I tell someone who said, you are using the gradua-

tion strategy to entice consumers to begin using low nicotine start-

ers products, either through advertising or through nicotine de-

pendence to graduate down to products of higher levels of nicotine?

I'd tell them that our consumers do not conform to any so-called

graduation theory.
The oral tobacco market does not work that way. There is no set

pattern of brand switching among smokeless tobacco consumers.
Smokeless tobacco consumers remain loyal to a single brand, or

switch among a variety of brands according to their taste pref-

erences, cut of tobacco, form, and packaging.
U.S. Tobacco's line of smokeless tobacco is based on the apprecia-

tion that we can not make any part of the public like and use any
one of our products, if it does not appeal to their taste preferences.

Finally, Mr. Chairman let me address the general concerns
which have been raised about the ingredients added to tobacco

products. The identity of the ingredients in U.S. Tobacco's smoke-
less tobacco products is proprietary information. I can assure you,
however, that U.S. Tobacco has a procedure in place for the evalua-

tion of all available scientific information regarding the ingredients
added to the tobacco in the manufacture of our products.
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As a result of these evaluations, U.S. Tobacco believes that no in-

gredient, which it adds to tobacco in the manufacture of its prod-

ucts, would result in adverse health consequences to a consumer of

our products.
Without revealing proprietary information, I can tell you that

every ingredient which U.S. Tobacco adds to tobacco in the manu-
facture of our products is a common food item, or approved for use

in food, with the one single exception of denatured alcohol which

you've heard a lot about today, which is the only substance ap-

proved by the B.A.T.F. for use in the manufacture of tobacco prod-
ucts.

[Testimony resumes on p. 619.]

[The prepared statement of Mr. Taddeo follows:]
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statement of United States Tobacco Company

Before the

House Energy and Commerce Committee

Subcommittee on Health and the Environment

April 14, 1994

United States Tobacco Company welcomes this opportunity to

address a number of issues, as they relate to smokeless tobacco

products, raised at the March 25, 1994 hearing before this

Subcommittee concerning the possible jurisdiction of the Food and

Drug Administration over the manufacture of tobacco products, and

in Chairman Henry Waxman's March 31, 1994 letter inviting United

States Tobacco Company to participate in today's hearing.

Further, United States Tobacco Company will set the record

straight with regard to the baseless claims made by Dr. Gregory

Connolly on March 25th concerning United States Tobacco Company's

marketing practices.

To provide a context for this discussion, this statement

will briefly address the history of smokeless tobacco, and the

background of United States Tobacco Company, its products, and

the process by which they are manufactured.

^4
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Smokeless Tobacco

Smokeless tobacco products — snuff and chewing tobacco —

are a variety of consumer products which, unlike cigarettes,

cigars, pipe tobacco or other smoking tobacco, are not

manufactured to be smoked but instead are placed in the mouth and

chewed or passively enjoyed. Consumers choose to use smokeless

tobacco products for a variety of reasons, particularly where

smoking is inconvenient.

Smokeless tobacco was introduced in Europe early in the 16th

century by explorers who found the natives in the Western

Hemisphere using tobacco in several ways. Its use quickly grew

in popularity throughout Europe and the British Isles. The use

of smokeless tobacco has been a tradition in the United States

since the 18th century, predating branded cigarettes by over a

hundred years. Smokeless tobacco dominated the American tobacco

market until the early 20th century when cigarettes and other

lighted forms of the leaf began to win wide public acceptance.

Today, smokeless tobacco products are consumed throughout the

United States, although per capita consvimption of smokeless

tobacco in the 1990s is less than 25 percent of what it was at

the turn of the century.
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United States Tobacco Company

United States Tobacco Company (U.S. Tobacco) , founded as the

Weyman-Bruton Company in 1911, is a leading producer and marketer

of smokeless tobacco products, including moist snuff.

U.S. Tobacco's leading moist snuff brands include

Copenhagen, one of America's oldest registered brand names,

introduced in 1822; Skoal, another fine-cut smokeless tobacco

product introduced in 1934; Skoal Long Cut, consisting of

slightly larger particles of fine-cut tobacco, introduced in

1984; and Skoal Bandits, a portion-pack product developed for

ease of use introduced nationally in 1983.

U.S. Tobacco's Smokeless Tobacco Manufacturing Process

U.S. Tobacco's smokeless tobacco products are made up of a

combination of aged tobaccos and flavorings. The tobaccos used

in U.S. Tobacco's smokeless tobacco products are a historical

blend which includes whole or threshed dark fired, dark air cured

and burley tobaccos. The hallmark of U.S. Tobacco's basic

manufacturing process is tradition. Thus, for example, the

makeup of and manufacturing process for Copenhagen brand

smokeless tobacco today is very similar to what it was in 1906,

the earliest date for which records are available.
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The process by which U.S. Tobacco's smokeless tobacco

products are manufactured is illustrative. The process begins at

U.S. Tobacco's facility with the arrival of the tobacco from

farmers. It is then processed for aging in large containers

known as hogsheads. After aging, the tobacco is removed from the

hogshead and put into bulking bins where it is blended. Blended

tobacco from the bulking bins is then cut to the final particle

size. Once cut, the tobacco is then dried and sifted.

As the process continues, water and other ingredients are

added. The product next goes into stainless steel cure bins

where it is subjected to curing and mixing.

Once cured, the tobacco is sifted. Flavoring and other

ingredients are added during the process. The product is then

brought into the packing room where it is packed, labeled and

wrapped. Finished rolls are packed into cartons for shipment.

Over the years, this process has remained substantially the

same. Of course, as technology progressed with the times, the

machinery used to perform the functions described has become more

automated.
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Throughout the entire manufacturing process, the product and

process are carefully monitored to ensure adherence to U.S.

Tobacco's high standards of manufacturing practices and product

quality.

General Claims Regarding Addiction and Nicotine Manipulation

At the March 25th hearing, Dr. David Kessler and others

charged that tobacco products are highly addictive, and that

tobacco manufacturers may intentionally manipulate or control the

amount of nicotine in their products for the purpose of creating

and maintaining dependence on tobacco products among their

consumers.

The Addiction Claim

The assertion that smokeless tobacco use can be addictive is

without merit. In this day and age, people claim to be addicted

to a wide variety of things — to work, to sweets, to video games

— when in fact they are describing settled practices or habits.

The fact of the matter is that tobacco use, like many other

routinely repeated activities in life, involves a wide array of

diverse psychological and physical factors that elude scientific

explanation. When confronted with such a lack of understanding.
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some have resorted to the charge that tobacco use is "addictive".

Such charges ignore the scientific facts, including the fact that

more than 50 million Americans have given up tobacco, including 8

million who have given up smokeless tobacco. While the use of

smokeless tobacco may become a settled practice or habit, it is

not addictive.

U.S. Tobacco is, of course, aware that the 1988 Surgeon

General's Report on nicotine claims that tobacco is "addicting"

and that "nicotine is the drug in tobacco that causes addiction."

Professor David M. Warburton, a British researcher who

prepared a portion of the 1988 Surgeon General's Report, has

published a critique of that Report.^ It is Professor

Warburton' s judgment that the Report's conclusions are "political

pronouncements" rather than experimentally verified scientific

claims.

Furthermore, Professor Warburton believes that the Surgeon

General's "misleading comparisons" of tobacco and drugs may

^Warburton, D.M. , "Is Nicotine Use an Addiction?", The
Psychologist . 4, 166-170, April 1989.
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unintentionally encourage teenagers to experiment with heroin and

cocaine:

"The problem is that putting tobacco, a legal

product, in the same category with heroin and

cocaine trivialises the illicit drug problem.

Thus, statements that eguate [tobacco use] with

heroin use and cocaine use could promote hard drug

experimentation with all its risks. Teenagers see

the normality of friends and relatives who [use

tobacco] and think that, if heroin and cocaine use

are only like [tobacco], then there is no harm in

trying these drugs. Nothing could be further from

the truth. Heroin use in our society leads to

gross physical, social and moral deterioration in

the frequent user. Misleading comparisons of

[tobacco] with other substances may

unintentionally encourage hard drug use and its

horrifying evils."

The concept of "addiction" cannot and should not be applied

to a consumer product such as smokeless tobacco which has been

widely used and accepted worldwide for hundreds of years.
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The Nicotine Manipulation Claim

U.S. Tobacco offers smokeless tobacco products suited to the

taste of those consumers who choose to make tobacco a part of

their lifestyle. U.S. Tobacco actively competes against more

than 600 brands of other tobacco products and the variety of its

products reflect the wide range of consumer preferences in

flavor, cut of the tobacco, form and packaging.

U.S. Tobacco does not in any way manipulate or "spike" the

nicotine levels in its tobacco products. Nor does U.S. Tobacco

take any action to control the nicotine content of its tobacco

products before, during or after the manufacturing process. In

fact, an incidental effect of U.S. Tobacco's manufacturing

process is that the nicotine content of U.S. Tobacco's smokeless

tobacco products is less than that which occurs naturally in

tobacco.

The only material used in the manufacture of U.S. Tobacco's

smokeless tobacco products, other than the tobacco itself, which

contains nicotine, is denatured alcohol which is purchased from a

supplier as a carrying agent for the application of certain

flavorings that do not dissolve in water. The denatured alcohol

(SDA-4) used by U.S. Tobacco has been denatured by its
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manufacturer with small amounts of nicotine. The use of nicotine

as a denaturant for alcohol which is to be used in the processing

and manufacturing of tobacco products is specifically approved by

the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms (see 27 CFR 21.38).

The amount of nicotine that might be contributed to a U.S.

Tobacco smokeless tobacco product through the use of denatured

alcohol in the manufacturing process is so minuscule as to be

unmeasurable by standard laboratory methodologies.

Claims Regarding U.S. Tobacco

At the hearing held by this Subcommittee on March 25, 1994,

Dr. Connolly made a series of claims regarding U.S. Tobacco that

may be summarized as follows:

1. Allegation that U.S. Tobacco has conducted

proprietary "in-house" scientific research on the

pharmacological properties of nicotine, and has used that

knowledge to create and maintain dependence on its smokeless

tobacco products among consumers;

2. Allegation that U.S. Tobacco developed Skoal

Bandits to target cigarette smokers aged 15 to 35 years of

age ; and
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3. Allegation that U.S. Tobacco employs a "graduatioi

strategy" with the intent of moving new users from low

nicotine brands up to higher nicotine brands as dependence

occurs, and intentionally adjusts the nicotine dose in each

brand to cause and maintain dependence.

Dr. Connolly* s Agenda

Before addressing the substance of these allegations, it is

important to understand the demonstrable bias of the individual

who is making them. Although Dr. Connolly stated on March 25th

that he was appearing on behalf of the American Public Health

Association, his public statements on matters relating to U.S.

Tobacco and the smokeless tobacco industry are not those of an

objective public health official. Rather, they depict a

vindictive individual whose personal crusade against U.S. Tobacco

and the smokeless tobacco industry extends far beyond any

responsible public health stand.

Two examples of Dr. Connolly's personal agenda will suffice.

He was quoted in a 1986 Business Week article as stating, "I'm

going to kill [U.S. Tobacco]." Dr. Connolly recently admitted

the accuracy of this statement before the House Ways and Means

Committee. And in 1985 Dr. Connolly was quoted as having the

10
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self-proclaimed goal of "crippling the smokeless tobacco industry

nationwide."

It should also be noted that the claims which Dr. Connolly

made on March 25, 1994 were first put forth during the 1986 trial

of a product liability lawsuit, Marsee v. U.S. Tobacco , in which

Dr. Connolly attempted to testify on behalf of the plaintiff.

In the Marsee case, an Oklahoma jury rendered a unanimous

verdict in favor of U.S. Tobacco, indicating that the jury did

not believe U.S. Tobacco was responsible for a 19-year old's

tongue cancer and subsequent death. The jury announced its

verdict after approximately six hours of deliberation following a

five-week trial during which the plaintiff called thirty-one

witnesses and introduced 140 exhibits. The suit was brought by

the mother of Sean Marsee after his death. She claimed his

cancer was caused by his use of snuff and sought approximately

$147 million in damages, including punitive damages. The Tenth

Circuit Court of Appeals in Denver, Colorado upheld the jury

verdict in favor of U.S. Tobacco.

The Nicotine Research Allegations bv Dr. Connolly

In support of his assertion that U.S. Tobacco "has

conducted research on the pharmacological properties of nicotine

11
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and has knowledge of its dependence producing properties," Dr.

Connolly points to a single document which was made available by

U.S. Tobacco to plaintiff's counsel prior to the Marsee trial.

That document is entitled "Pharmacokinetics of Nicotine and its

Major Metabolites in Naive and Habituated Snuff Takers." Dr.

Connolly further asserts that "there is only one reason that this

type of research would be conducted and that is to understand how

the drug nicotine delivered from oral snuff effects the structure

and function of the human user as compared to cigarette smokers

and in turn assist [U.S. Tobacco] in creating and maintaining

dependence on their products among consumers."

Dr. Connolly misstates the facts both as to who conducted

the research, and the purpose for which it was conducted. Both

Dr. Connolly's assertion that this research was conducted by U.S.

Tobacco and his assertion that its purpose was to "assist [U.S.

Tobacco] in creating and maintaining dependence on their products

among consumers", are false.

The research in question was not conducted by U.S. Tobacco,

and was neither intended nor used by U.S. Tobacco to develop or

manufacture smokeless tobacco products. The research was

conducted 15 years ago by a group of independent researchers in

the Department of Pharmacology at Pennsylvania State University

College of Medicine. For a number of years, the Pennsylvania

12
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state researchers had been interested in measuring extremely low

levels of blood nicotine in tobacco users, and later became

interested in studying the absorption by humans of nicotine from

snuff and chewing tobacco. The Pennsylvania State researchers

submitted a research proposal for a three-year study to pursue

this matter. Several tobacco companies, including U.S. Tobacco,

funded this research during the period 1978 to 1981. The document

relied upon by Dr. Connolly relates to the research conducted at

Pennsylvania State and was prepared by those researchers. The

results of that research are reflected in a 1983 publication by

the Pennsylvania State researchers in the journal Pharmacolocry .

This project was part of the smokeless tobacco industry's

ongoing funding of research by independent investigators into

questions relating to smokeless tobacco and health which over the

years has totaled more than twenty-five million dollars and has

been acknowledged in nearly eight hundred scholarly articles and

abstracts in a wide spectrum of scientific publications.

The Youth Allegations By Dr. Connolly

Again relying on allegations made in the Marsee case.

Dr. Connolly asserts that U.S. Tobacco's Skoal Bandit product was

targeted at "new users, mainly cigarette smokers, age 15-35."

That allegation is also false. The document relied upon by

13
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Dr. Connolly to support his assertion was written over 20 years

ago, does not mention Skoal Bandits, was not created by U.S.

Tobacco and does not reflect U.S. Tobacco policy.

U.S. Tobacco strongly believes that those who enjoy its

products should be adults. That is why U.S. Tobacco and other

smokeless tobacco manufacturers have devoted substantial efforts

and resources to discourage the sale of their products to minors.

Those efforts include support of state laws mandating 18 as the

minimum age for purchase of smokeless tobacco; programs to remind

parents, retailers and other adults that smokeless tobacco is an

adult custom not intended for youth; and a national campaign in

publications such as USA Today and U.S.News and World Report to

communicate our "adults only" policy.

In this regard, it is noteworthy that according to a recent

HHS report, use of smokeless tobacco by males under 18 years of

age is low, decreasing and very close to HHS's "target" or goal

for the year 2 000. The 1992 Healthy People 2000 Review^ states

^The 1992 Healthy People 2000 Review was compiled by the
National Center for Health Statistics (Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention) and submitted by HHS Secretary Shalala to
the President and Congress in compliance with the Health Services
and Centers Amendments of 1978.

14
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that the reported use of smokeless tobacco (defined as use on at

least one occasion in the last 30 days) by 12-17 year old males

decreased from 6.6% in 1988 to 5.3% in 1991.

Moreover, a survey published in October 1993 by the

Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration

(SAMSHA)-' reported that use of smokeless tobacco by 12-17 year

old males had further declined in 1992 to 4.8%, which is very

close to the 4.0% "target" for the year 2000 in Healthy People

2000 Review .

Furthermore, the reported use of smokeless tobacco by the

total 12-17 year old population (males and females) was only 2.6%

in 1992 according to the SAMHSA survey.

Allegations Regarding A "Graduation Strategy"

Dr. Connolly has alleged that U.S. Tobacco "employs a

'graduation' strategy with the intent of moving new users from

the low nicotine brands up to higher nicotine brands as

dependence occurs." And Dr. Kessler has asserted that "there is

evidence that smokeless tobacco products with lower amounts of

nicotine are marketed as 'starter' products for new users, and

National Household Survey on Drug Abuse: Population
Estimates 1992 DHHS Pub. No. (SMA) 93-2053, Oct. 1993, p. 97.

15
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that advertising is used to encourage users to 'graduate' to

products with higher levels of nicotine."

The assertions of Drs, Connolly and Kessler suggest that

U.S. Tobacco manipulates its consumers and dictates which of its

smokeless tobacco products those consumers ultimately choose to

use. Those assertions are totally false. U.S. Tobacco does not

employ any marketing strategy based upon a theory that consumers

can be enticed to begin using low-nicotine "starter" smokeless

tobacco products, and subsequently caused to "graduate" through

advertising (according to Dr. Kessler) or through nicotine

dependence (according to Dr. Connolly) to products with higher

levels of nicotine.

This fanciful concept was created by plaintiff's counsel in

the 1986 Marsee litigation in an unsuccessful attempt to sway the

jury against U.S. Tobacco. This fiction has been perpetuated by

Dr. Connolly.

Furthermore, the inflammatory allegations of Drs. Connolly

and Kessler regarding a so-called "graduation strategy" are not

supported by the facts. Smokeless tobacco products, like all

tobacco products, vary in nicotine content. Any suggestion that

U.S. Tobacco's line of products i§ developed based on

"graduating" levels of nicotine is not true.

16
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Moreover, there is no set pattern of brand switching among

smokeless tobacco consumers. In short, smokeless tobacco

consumers remain loyal to a single brand or switch among a

variety of brands according to their preference for flavor, cut

of tobacco, form and packaging. They do not conform to any so-

called "graduation strategy".

U.S. Tobacco offers smokeless tobacco products suited to the

tastes of those consumers who choose to make tobacco a part of

their lifestyle. The variety of different U.S. Tobacco products

reflects the wide range of consumer preferences in flavor, cut of

the tobacco, form and packaging.

Conclusion

U.S. Tobacco does not in any way manipulate the nicotine

levels in its smokeless tobacco products, nor does it control the

nicotine content of its tobacco products before, during or after

the manufacturing process.

Furthermore, U.S. Tobacco does not employ any marketing

strategy based upon a theory that consumers can be enticed to

begin using low-nicotine "starter" smokeless tobacco products,

and subsequently caused to "graduate" to products with higher

levels of nicotine.

17
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Mr. Waxman. Thank you very much, Mr. Taddeo.
Mr. Taddeo. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Waxman. I and all my colleagues on the subcommittee ap-

preciate your being here. Your participation in the subcommittee's

ongoing investigation into tobacco is essential. This is, however, not

going to be an easy day. We have a lot of substantive issues that

we want to go into.

When we hear about scientific disputes, we have to listen to one

expert versus another. But let me tell you there are some things
that we know about from our own personal experience. I was a
smoker and I know how addicted I was to smoking. I know how
hard it was to quit. Each and every time I did try to quit, I had
to do it a number of times before I was successful. So from my own
personal experience, and from people I've known and talked to,

your universal comment that cigarette smoking is not addictive

just doesn't ring true.

Now, Mr. Johnston, I want to start with your testimony. You and

your colleagues seem to have almost a fanatical insistence your
products are the same as all these other products. This morning,
in your written statement and in your oral statement, you have

compared cigarettes to coffee, tea, sweets, sugar, warm milk,

cheese, chocolate, and Twinkles. That's quite a list.

I'm struck by what I think is a calculated attempt to trivialize

the devastating health impacts of your product. You and I both

know that Twinkies don't kill a single American a year. They may
not add to a healthy diet, but they don't kill. The difference be-

tween cigarettes and Twinkies, and the other products you men-
tioned is death. I'm sure you are aware that the Surgeon General
and the American Medical Association estimate that cigarettes kill

over 400,000 smokers every year. Putting aside your assertion that

people accept this risk willingly, do you agree with this estimate?

Mr. James Johnston. Do I agree with the estimate of why the

35,000 people? I've heard from this subcommittee this morning
three or four different numbers. My understanding of how that

number is

Mr. Waxman. If you don't agree, with that number, then give us

your number. How many smokers die each year from smoking ciga-

rettes?

Mr. James Johnston. I will explain.
Mr. Waxman. No. I want you to answer. We have limited time.

Mr. James Johnston. I do not know how many.
Mr. Waxman. Do you disagree with the Surgeon General's esti-

mate?
Mr. James Johnston. It is a computer generated number that

makes
Mr. Waxman. Mr. Johnston, I'm going to have to ask you to re-

spond to my questions. Do you or do you not agree with the Sur-

geon General's estimate that over 400,000 smokers die

Mr. James Johnston. I do not agree.
Mr. Waxman. OK. Do you know how many smokers die each

year?
Mr. James Johnston. I do not know.
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Mr. Waxman. How can you as a chief executive of a company
manufacturing a product that has been accused of killing so many
people, not know this information? How is it?

Mr. James Johnston. I'm telling you that number is generated
by a computer and it makes two important assumptions. The first

is that virtually everyone that smokes and dies, dies because they
smoke unless they got run over by a bus. And, second, that model
allows people to die one, two, three, four times. I don't know how
that can happen. But that is what that model does.

Mr. Waxman. Well, I'm struck by the overwhelming scientific

agreement on the dangers of smoking. The U.S. Public Health

Service, the Surgeon General, the Food and Drug Administration,
the World Health Organization, The National Cancer Institute, the

American Medical Association. I guess, all of these groups you
would call the anti-tobacco industry. They all say it's hazardous.
The experts also agree that smoking causes heart disease. Do you
agree that smoking causes heart disease?
Mr. James Johnston. It may.
Mr. Waxman. OK. They agree that smoking causes lung cancer,

do you agree?
Mr. James Johnston. It may.
Mr. Waxman. Do you know whether it does?
Mr. James Johnston. I do not know.
Mr. Waxman. Why not?
Mr. James Johnston. Because all of that is

Mr. Waxman. Proprietary?
Mr. James Johnston [continuing]. Statistically generated data.

It is epidemiological as opposed to empirical. There have been no

laboratory studies which have been able to confirm any statis-

tic

Mr. Waxman. My colleague, John Bryant, said in his opening
statement, his grandfather smoked all of his life and died of lung
cancer. Do you think that lung cancer was caused by smoking?
Mr. James Johnston. I don't know, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Waxman. OK. The medical experts agree that smoking

causes emphysema. Do you agree?
Mr. James Johnston. It may.
Mr. Waxman. They agree that smoking causes bladder cancer,

stroke, and low birth weight. Do you agree?
Mr. James Johnston. It may.
Mr. Waxman. Mr. Tisch, I want to move to you for a moment.

In a deposition last year, you were asked whether cigarette smok-

ing causes cancer. Your answer was, quote, "I don't believe so." Do
you stand by that answer today?

Mr. Tisch. Yes, Sir.

Mr. Waxman. Do you understand how isolated you are in that

belief from the entire scientific community?
Mr. Tisch. I do. Sir.

Mr. Waxman. You are the head of a manufacturer of a product
that's been accused by the overwhelming scientific community to

cause cancer, and you don't know? Do you have an interest in find-

ing out?
Mr. Tisch. I do, Sir. Yes.
Mr. Waxman. And what have you done to pursue that interest?
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Mr. TiSCH. We have looked at the data, and the data that we
have been able to see has all been statistical data that has not con-

vinced me that smoking causes death.

Mr. Waxman. Mr. Campbell, you were also deposed. And you
said, quote, "To my knowledge it has not been proven that cigarette

smoking causes cancer." This is a rather passive and puzzling ap-

proach, especially in light of the consensus not by some but all of

the scientific community. Will you ever be convinced? W^hat evi-

dence are you waiting for? And let's have the microphone passed
over.

Mr. Campbell. Yes, I may be convinced. We don't know what
causes cancer, in general, right now, so I think that we may find

out what causes cancer, and we may find out some relationship,
which has yet to be proven.
Mr. Waxman. I must say, this is rather a passive approach. Don't

you feel you have an obligation, the same obligation that every
other consumer company has to determine whether you are causing
harm, and to take steps to minimize that harm? You are not meet-

ing that responsibility.
And it's clear your views on the health impact of cigarettes are

out of step with the overwhelming scientific evidence. If all the

medical people, who don't work for you, say it causes cancer, what
more do you need to understand that that is the case, and accept

it, and then try to v/ork constructively to try to see if we can avoid

that terrible tragedy to so many people?
Mr. Campbell. Is there a question. Sir?

Mr. Waxman. That's the question.
Mr. Campbell. I'm sorry, it was too long for me to

Mr. Waxman. Well, I think the point I'm making is that all of

you have some responsibility not simply to say you don't know,
even when the overwhelming weight of scientific evidence is

against you. I think you have an obligation to know. In my view,
at the center of the entire debate over tobacco is nicotine. This in-

gredient in tobacco has an enormous impact on humans.
At our last hearing, Mr. Spears told the subcommittee that nico-

tine is an important flavor. In contrast, Dr. Kessler said the taste

of nicotine is actually bitter, and can be replicated through the ad-

dition of pepper. Dr. Kessler also told the subcommittee that he
was unaware of any purpose for the inclusion of nicotine in a to-

bacco product except for it's addictive effect. Yet Mr. Spears in-

sisted to the subcommittee that nicotine was a flavor.

I want to cite, at this point, a document entitled, "Tobacco Fla-

voring for Smoking Products." The document was published by the

RJ Reynolds Tobacco Company in 1972. The document lists hun-
dreds of potential flavorings for tobacco, and rates them for smoke
taste and smoke aroma. But neither nicotine nor nicotine sulphate
is listed as an additive. Am I missing something, Mr. Johnston?
This is RJ Reynolds. Why wasn't nicotine listed as a tobacco flavor-

ing? Or do you disagree with Mr. Spears?
Mr. James Johnston. I would want to see the document, but I

think I can give you the general answer to that. Nicotine is the

natural component of tobacco leaf, and therefore would not be an
added ingredient. Nicotine sulphate, as everyone here has testified.
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is required by the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, and Firearms in

miniscule quantities.
Mr. Waxman. So you say it's not a flavor because it wasn't

added?
Mr. James Johnston. That was a document, as I recall, that ad-

dresses flavors and aromas.
Mr. Waxman. So you submit then that it is not listed as a flavor

in your company's document, because it's a natural ingredient in

the tobacco?
Mr. James Johnston. I would have to look at that document, un-

derstand what it's purpose and intent is. I'm trying to give you a

generalized answer to a publication 22 years old.

Mr. Waxman. Well, we're going to move on. We'll get back to

some of these issues. Mr. Bliley?
Mr. Bliley. Mr. Campbell, allegations have been made that the

cigarette industry adds or controls nicotine to hook smokers. But
it seems inconsistent with a number of facts, including Philip Mor-
ris' development of a virtually nicotine-free cigarette. Did Philip
Morris spend about $200 million in the late 1980's building a plant

capable of producing denicotinized tobacco in commercial quan-
tities?

Mr. Campbell. On expenses and in promoting and trying to sell

the product, yes, sir.

Mr. Bliley. It Philip Morris a long time to develop a denico-

tinized cigarette, isn't that because the technology for selectively

removing nicotine from tobacco was unavailable until recently?
Mr. Campbell. It was very unusual technology. When we ac-

quired the Maxwell House Company, we saw their decaffeination

process over in Europe. And it's a very selective type of process,
and we were able to take out the nicotine without taking out a lot

of other things, so we applied that technology, yes, sir.

Mr. Bliley. Am I correct that between 1986 and 1989 Philip
Morris research and development team, working with a marketing
team, tested different blends using denicotinized tobacco in an at-

tempt to produce a cigarette with all the other desirable properties
of cigarettes, but no nicotine?

Mr. Campbell. Innumerable man hours, sir. That work actually
still continues today.
Mr. Bliley. My understanding is that Philip Morris denicotized

cigarettes failed in marketplace because consumers didn't like the

way they tasted, is that correct?

Mr. Campbell. That's exactly correct. People found them a little

bit lacking in taste and flavor. And the other word they used was
"flat," which relates to, I guess, mouth impact. Nicotine seems to

have an impact that's like carbonation in a soda.

Mr. Bliley. Mr. Johnston, didn't you have a similar experience
with your so-called, well, your tobacco-free cigarette. Premier?
Mr. James Johnston. We were not able to provide the level of

taste that smokers expected. We continue to do a lot of

Mr. Bliley. I know my wife is a smoker. I took a pack of your
cigarettes, those, home and she took three puffs, put it down never
to pick it up again. She said it tasted terrible.
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Mr. James Johnston. Sometimes the greatest attempts at tech-

nology fail to provide consumers with what they want, despite
whatever advantages that product might bring.
Mr. Bliley. Mr. Campbell, aside from taste, wasn't the initial

failure of Next also attributable to the fact that there were already
a number of brands on the market with virtually no nicotine, and
consumers therefore did not perceive the even greater reduction of

nicotine in Next as a selling point?
Mr. Campbell. That's correct. There is some major brands that

have under one milligram of tar and under 0.1 milligrams of nico-

tine, so that made the competitive marketplace difficult.

Mr. Bliley. Do you think the marketing of Next was hindered

by petitions from the Coalition on Smoking OR Health which ar-

gued that the elimination of nicotine from the product made it a

drug under the food and drug laws?
Mr. Campbell. Yes. And I think Mr. Johnston pointed out the

irony of that in his prepared remarks.
Mr. Bliley. Did members of the Coalition on Smoking OR

Health ironically argue to the FDA that Philip Morris' denicotized

Next cigarettes posed a greater health hazard to smokers than or-

dinary cigarettes?
Mr. Campbell. That's exactly correct, sir,

Mr. Bliley. Isn't that petition position totally contrary to what

they and Dr. Kessler are now saying, which is that products with-

out nicotine should be the only ones allowed in the marketplace?
Mr. Campbell. Yes. I think, as many of my colleagues said, there

is great ironies here. We do something and we get
—for it, and we

do something and we do something else and we get
—for that as

well. So, it's difficult for us, sir.

Mr. Bliley. What was Philip Morris' objective in marketing it's

denicotized Next cigarettes?
Mr. Campbell. Our objective was to try to get a piece of the mar-

ketplace, because we try to provide what the public wants.

Mr. Bliley. When you say, "a piece of the marketplace," you
know, I've heard different figures, but 1 percent in the market-

place, of all sales of cigarettes, what does that mean in dollars?

Mr. Campbell. Oh, I guess, about $150 million, sir.

Mr. Bliley. So that's a reason to be very competitive, I would

think.

Mr. Campbell. I think it is, yes, sir.

Mr. Bliley. Mr. Johnston, at last week's hearing, data was pre-

sented from the Surgeon General's Report which showed a dra-

matic reduction in tar and nicotine levels over 30 years. Dr.

Kessler, during his testimony, showed us several graphs which

showed us dramatically different results. His graphs showed nico-

tine increasing, and tar decreasing over the period 1982-1991.

First, let's examine the first graph, which is taken from the 1989

Surgeon General's Report. This graph documents the decline of tar

and nicotine from the 1950's to the 1990's. For both tar and nico-

tine there has been a 69 percent reduction.

[The graphs referred to follow:]
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Mr. Bliley. This graph shows that nicotine levels are a function

of tar levels in tobacco. When tar levels are set, nicotine levels fol-

low. And as the manufacturers have reduced their tar levels over
the years, nicotine levels have correspondingly fallen.

Now, the second chart, which is taken from Dr. Kessler's testi-

mony shows the opposite. His chart shows that as tar levels have

fallen, nicotine has actually risen. I understand that your company
has run a further analysis of this data. Could you please explain
the differences in these graphs?
Mr. James Johnston. Yes, Congressman, I can. First, going back

to the Surgeon General's data, which were presented at the pre-
vious hearing, we went back—^the Surgeon General's data, David,

please?
Just to make sure that those data were correct, we went back

and selectively recalculated data. Our data were exactly in line

with the Surgeon General's data which show a steady and quite re-

markable decline in tar and nicotine deliveries. Certainly not an in-

dication of increasing nicotine or addiction, or any of that sort of

thing, with a 65 percent reduction in nicotine, a 67 percent reduc-

tion in tar, based on what people are actually smoking in the Unit-

ed States.

The FDA chart was quite startling and amazing to us, and so we
set about immediately to try to reconstruct those data. We con-

tacted the FDA and asked them to share their data with us. We
believe the FDA calculations are incorrect. They used several sim.-

plifying assumptions, and took just the three basic categories,
made three multiplications, full flavor times average tar and nico-

tine, low tar, and ultra low tar.

We went back and calculated for that 10 year period every single
one of the 500 brand styles times their exact tar and nicotine num-
ber, times their exact sales in the marketplace. So, if you'll show
chart three? This is precisely what Americans smoked on average
for that 10 year period. And what you see, and what we expected
to see, and what we have nov/ confirmed, is that both tar and nico-

tine levels did decline during that period.
You do get changes year to year because we are dealing with an

agricultural crop, based on sunlight, and rain, and wind, and all

those sorts of things. Nicotine naturally varies year to year, so you
get little changes. I want to be very clear Congressman. I am not

accusing Dr. Kessler of manipulating data. I know how it is to be

falsely accused. We have contacted the FDA. We are providing
them with our calculations, and we have offered to be any help we
can.

But it was Dr. Kessler's chart that was picked up by every news-

paper in this country, and on television, as the proof that we were

manipulating nicotine, and it was wrong.
Mr. Bliley. When you say, Mr. Johnston, that sunlight, moisture

vary the amount of nicotine in a stalk of tobacco, what kind of vari-

ance do you get from, say, a very dry summer, a hot summer, to

a relatively cool summer, and a wet summer?
Mr. James Johnston. Mr. Congressman. You have just gone be-

yond my technical ability to answer that question. Mr. Schindler?

Mr. Schindler. I don't know the exact numbers, but my under-

standing is that the ratio of nicotine to weight in the leaf varies
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according to the rainfall in the growing season. The amount of nico-

tine in a leaf is essentially the same regardless of the size and
weight of the leaf. In a dry season, the leaf is smaller so it has
more nicotine relative to the smaller size and weight of the leaf.

In a wet season, the leaf is larger so it has less nicotine relative

to the larger size and weight of the leaf.

Mr. Waxman. Thank you, Mr. Bliley, we'll have to get that state-

ment reiterated for the record. I don't know if it was picked up.
You'll see later if it was on the record.

Mr. Wyden?
Mr. Wyden. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Just before we go to the

subject of my questioning, I know that the witnesses want to turn
this to the battle of the charts, I guess, with respect to Dr. Kessler
and the FDA. We're going to get into it later, but we believe that
the chart in question, with respect to the FDA, is an accurate one,
and we'll get into it a little bit later.

Let me begin my questioning on the matter of whether or not
nicotine is addictive. Let me ask you first, and I'd like to just go
down the row, whether each of you believes that nicotine is not ad-
dictive. I heard virtually all of you touch on it. Yes or no, do you
believe nicotine is not addictive?
Mr. Campbell. I believe nicotine is not addictive, yes.
Mr. Wyden. Mr. Johnston?
Mr. James Johnston. Mr. Congressman, cigarettes and nicotine

clearly do not meet the classic definition of addiction. There is no
intoxication.

Mr. Wyden. We'll take that as a "no." Again, time is short. I

think each of you believe that nicotine is not addictive. We would
just like to have this for the record.

Mr. Taddeo. I don't believe that nicotine or our products are ad-
dictive.

Mr. TiscH. I believe that nicotine is not addictive.

Mr. HORRIGAN. I believe that nicotine is not addictive,

Mr. Sandefur. I believe that nicotine is not addictive.

Mr. Donald Johnston. And I, too, believe that nicotine is not
addictive.

Mr. Wyden. Dr. Campbell, I assume that you are aware that

your testimony, and you said in your testimony that nicotine is not
addictive is contradicted by an overwhelming number of authorities
and associations. For example, in 1988, the Surgeon Greneral of the
United States wrote an entire report on this topic. The Surgeon
General, of course, is the chief health advisor to our government,
I assume that you have reviewed that report?
Mr. Campbell, Yes, I have. Sir.

Mr, Wyden. All right. Exhibit 1 excerpts from the report. And
I'm going to ask the clerk from our committee to give you an ex-

hibit. And I would ask unanimous consent, Mr. Chairman, to put
this exhibit into the record as well?
Mr. Waxman. Without objection, that will be the order.

[Testimony resumes on p. 640.]

[Exhibit No. 1 follows:]
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Exhibit 1

THE HEALTH CONSEQUENCES OF SMOKING: NICOTINE ADDICTION

(A Report of the Surgeon General)

FOREWORD

This 20th Report of the Surgeon General on the health conse-

quences of tobacco use provides an additional important piece of

evidence concerning the serious health risks associated with using
tobacco.

The subject of this Report, nicotine addiction, was first mentioned

in the 1964 Report of the Advisory Committee to the Surgeon
General, which referred to tobacco use as "habituating." In the

landmark 1979 Report of the Surgeon General, by which time

considerably more research had been conducted, smoking was called

"the prototypical substance-abuse dependency." Scientists in the

field of drug addiction now agree that nicotine, the principal

pharmacologic agent that is common to all forms of tobacco, is a

powerfully addicting drug.

Recognizing tobacco use as an addiction is critical both for treating
the tobacco user and for understanding why people continue to use

tobacco despite the known health risks. Nicotine is a psychoactive

drug with actions that reinforce the use of tobacco. Efforts to reduce

tobacco use in our society must address all the major influences that

encourage continued use, including social, f)sychological, and phar-

macologic factors.

After carefully examining the available evidence, this Report
concludes that:

• Cigarettes and other forms of tobacco are addicting.

• Nicotine is the drug in tobacco that causes addiction.

• The pharmacologic and behavioral processes that determine

tobacco addiction are similar to those that determine addiction

to drugs such as heroin and cocaine.

We must recognize both the potential for behavioral and pharma-

cologic treatment of the addicted tobacco user and the problems of

withdrawal. Tobacco use is a disorder which can be remedied

through medical attention; therefore, it should be approached by
health care providers just as other substance-use disorders are

approached: with knowledge, understanding, and persistence. E^ch
health care provider should use every available clinical opportunity
to encourage or assist smokers to quit and to help former smokers to

maintain abstinence.
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To maintain momentum toward a smoke-free society, we also must
take steps to prevent young people from beginning to smoke. First,
we must insure that every child in every school in this country is

educated as to the health risks and the addictive nature of tobacco
use. Most jurisdictions require that school curricula include preven-
tion of drug use; therefore, education on the prevention of tobacco
use should be included in this effort. Second, warning labels

regarding the addictive nature of tobacco use should be required for

all tobacco packages and advertisements. Young people in particular

may not be aware of the risk of tobacco addiction. Finally, parents
and other role models should discourage smoking and other forms of
tobacco use among young people. Parents who quit set an example
for their children.

Smoking continues to be the chief preventable^ cause of premature
death in this country. Nicotine has addictive

, jperties which help
to sustain widespread tobacco use. It is gratifying to see the decline
in reported smoking prevalence and cigarette consumption in the
United States during the past 25 years. However, we cannot expect
to see a sustained decline in rates of smoking-related cancers,
cardiovascular disease, and pulmonary disease without sustained

public health efforts against tobacco use.

The Public Health Service is committed to preventing tobacco use

among youth and to promoting cessation among existing smokers.
We hope that this Report will assist the health care community,
voluntary health agencies, and our Nation's schools in working with
us to reduce tobacco use in our society.

Robert E. Windom, M.D.
Assistant Secretary for Health

u
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PREFACE

This Report of the Surgeon General is the U.S. Public Health

Service's 20th Report on the health consequences of tobacco use and
the 7th issued during my tenure as Surgeon General. Eighteen

Reports have been released previously as part of the health

consequences of smoking series; a report on the health consequences
of using smokeless tobacco was released in 1986.

Previous Reports have reviewed the medical and scientific evi-

dence establishing the health effects of cigarette smoking and other

forms of tobacco use. Tens of thousands of studies have documented
that smoking causes lung cancer, other cancers, chronic obstructive

lung disease, heart disease, complications of pregnancy, and several

other adverse health effects.

Epidemiolc^c studies have shown that cigarette smoking is

responsible for more than 300,000 deaths each year in the United

States. As I stated in the Preface to the 1982 Surgeon General's

Report, smoking is the chief avoidable cause of death in our society.

From 1964 through 1979, each Surgeon General's Report ad-

dressed the major health effects of smoking. The 1979 Report

provided the most comprehensive review of these effects. Following
the 1979 Report, each subsequent Report has focused on specific

populations (women in 1980, workers in 1985), specific diseases

(cancer in 1982, cardiovascular disease in 1983, chronic obstructive

lung disease in 1984), and specific topics (low-tar, low-nicotine

cigarettes in 1981, involuntary smoking in 1986).

This Report explores in great detail another specific topic: nicotine

addiction. Careful examination of the data makes it clear that

cigarettes and other forms of tobacco are addicting. An extensive

body of research has shown that nicotine is the drug in tobacco that

causes addiction. Moreover, the processes that determine tobacco

addiction are similar to those that determine addiction to drugs such

SIS heroin and cocaine.

Actions of Nicotine

All tobacco products contain substantial amounts of nicotine.

Nicotine is absorbed readily from tobacco smoke in the lungs and

from smokeless tobacco in the mouth or nose. Levels of nicotine in

iii
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the blood are similar in magnitude in people using different forms of
tobacco. Once in the blood stream, nicotine is rapidly distributed

throughout the body.
Nicotine is a powerful pharmacologic agent that acts in a variety

of ways at different sites in the body. After reaching the blood

stream, nicotine enters the brain, interacts with specific receptors in

brain tissue, and initiates metabolic and electrical activity in the
brain. In addition, nicotine causes skeletal muscle relaxation and
has cardiovascular and endocrine (i.e., hormonal) effects.

Human and animal studies have shown that nicotine is the agent
in tobacco that leads to addiction. The diversity and strength of its

actions on the body are consistent with its role in causing addiction.

Tobacco Use as an Addiction

Standard definitions of drug addiction have been adopted by
various organizations including the World Health Organization and
the American Psychiatric Association. Although these definitions
are not identical, they have in common several criteria for establish-

ing a drug as addicting.

The central element among all forms of drug addiction is that the
user's behavior is largely controlled by a psychoactive substance (i.e.,

a substance that produces treuisient alterations in mood that are

primarily mediated by effects in the brain). There is often compul-
sive use of the drug despite damage to the individual or to society,
and drug-seeking behavior can take precedence over other important
priorities. The drug is "reinforcing"—that is, the pharmacologic
activity of the drug is sufficiently rewarding to maintain self-

administration. "Tolerance" is another aspect of drug addiction

whereby a given dose of a drug produces less effect or increasing
doses are required to achieve a specified intensity of response.
Physical dependence on the drug can also occur, and is characterized

by a withdrawal syndrome that usually accompanies drug absti-

nence. After cessation of drug use, there is a strong tendency to

relapse.

This Report demonstrates in detail that tobacco use and nicotine
in particular meet all these criteria. The evidence for these findings
is derived from animal studies as well as human observations.

Leading national and international organizations, including the
World Health Organization and the American Psychiatric Associa-

tion, have recognized chronic tobacco use as a drug addiction.

Some people may have difficulty in accepting the notion that
tobacco is addicting because it is a legal product. The word
"addiction" is strongly associated with illegal drugs such as cocaine
and heroin. However, as this Report shows, the processes that

iv
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determine tobacco addiction are similar to those that determine

addiction to other drugs, including illegal drugs.

In addition, some smokers may not believe that tobacco is

addicting because of a reluctance to admit that one's behavior is

largely controlled by a drug. On the other hand, most smokers admit

that they would like to quit but have been unable to do so. Smokers

who have repeatedly failed in their attempts to quit probably realize

that smoking is more than just a simple habit.

Many smokers have quit on their own ("spontaneous remission")

and some smokers smoke only occasionally. However, spontaneous
remission and occasional use also occur with the illicit drugs of

addiction, and in no way disqualify a drug from being classified as

addicting. Most narcotics users, for example, never progress beyond
occasional use, and of those who do, approximately 30 percent

spontaneously remit. Moreover, it seems plausible that spontaneous
remitters are largely those who have either learned to deliver

effective treatments to themselves or for whom environmental

circumstances have fortuitously changed in such a way as to support

drug cessation and abstinence.

Treatment

Like other addictions, tobacco use can be effectively treated. A
wide variety of behavioral interventions have been used for many
years, including aversion procedures (e.g., satiation, rapid smoking),

relaxation training, coping skills trsdning, stimulus control, and

nicotine fading. In recognition of the important role that nicotine

plays in maintaining tobacco use, nicotine replacement therapy is

now available. Nicotine polacrilex gum has been shown in controlled

trials to relieve withdrawal symptoms. In addition, some (but not all)

studies have shown that nicotine gum, as an adjunct to behavioral

interventions, increases smoking abstinence rates. In recent years,

multicompwnent interventions have been applied successfully to the

treatment of tobacco addiction.

Public Health Strateglea

The conclusion that cigarettes and other forms of tobacco are

addicting has important implications for health professionals, educa-

tors, and policy-makers. In treating the tobacco user, health profes-

sionals must address the tenacious hold that nicotine has on the

body. More effective interventions must be developed to counteract

both the psychological and pharmacologic addictions that accompa-

ny tobacco use. More research is needed to evaluate how best to treat

those with the strongest dependence on the drug. Treatment of

tobacco addiction should be more widely available and should be
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considered at least as favorably by third-party payors as treatment of

alcoholism and illicit drug addiction.

The challenge to health professionals is complicated by the array
of new nicotine delivery systems that are being developed and
introduced in the marketplace. Some of these products are produced
by tobacco manufacturers; others may be marketed as devices to aid
in smoking cessation. These new products may be more toxic and
more addicting than the products currently on the market. New
nicotine delivery systems should be evaluated for their toxic and
addictive effects; products intended for use in smoking cessation also
should be evaluated for efficacy.

Public information ampaigns should be developed to increase

community awareness of the addictive nature of tobacco use. A
health warning on addiction should be rotated with the other

warnings now required on cigarette and smokeless tobacco packages
and advertisements. Prevention of tobacco use should be included

along with prevention of illicit drug use in comprehensive school
health education curricula. Many children and adolescents who are

experimenting with cigarettes and othci rorms of tobacco state that

they do not intend to use tobacco in later years. They are unaware of,

or underestimate, the strength of tobacco addiction. Because this
addiction almost always begins during childhood or adolescence,
children need to be warned as early as possible, and repeatedly
warned through their teenage years, about the dangers of exposing
themselves to nicotine.

This Report shows conclusively that cigarettes and other forms of
tobacco are addicting in the same sense as are drugs such as heroin
and cocaine. Most adults view illegal drugs with scorn and express
disapproval (if not outrage) at their sale and use. This Nation has
mobilized enormous resources to wage a war on drugs— illicit drugs.
We should also give priority to the one addiction that is killing more
than 300,000 Americans each year.
We as citizens, in concert with our elected officials, civic leaders,

and public health officers, should establish appropriate public
policies for how tobacco products are sold and distributed in our
society. With the evidence that tobacco is addicting, is it appropriate
for tobacco products to be sold through vending machines, which are

easily accessible to children? Is it appropriate for free samples of
tobacco products to be sent through the mail or distributed on public
property, where verification of age is difficult if not impossible?
Should the sale of tobacco be treated less seriously than the sale of
alcoholic beverages, for which a specific license is required (and
revoked for repeated sales to minors)?

In the face of overwhelming evidence that tobacco is addicting,
policy-makers should address these questions without delay. To
achieve our goal of a smoke-. ree society, we must give this problem
the serious attention it deserves.

C. Everett Koop, M.D., Sc.D.

Surgeon General
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Chapter II: Nicotine: Pharmacokinetics, Metabolism, and Phar-

macodynamics

1. All tobacco products contain substantial amounts of nicotine

and other alkaloids. Tobaccos from low-yield and high-yield

cigarettes contain similar amounts of nicotine.

2. Nicotine is absorbed readily from tobacco smoke in the lungs

and from smokeless tobacco in the mouth or nose. Levels of

nicotine in the blood are similar in magnitude in people using

different forms of tobacco. With regular use, levels of nicotine

accumulate in the body during the day and persist overnight.

Thus, daily tobacco users are exposed to the effects of nicotine

for 24 hr each day.

3. Nicotine that enters the blood is rapidly distributed to the

brain. As a result, effects of nicotine on the central nervous

system occur rapidly after a puff of cigarette smoke or after

absorption of nicotine from other routes of administration.

4. Acute and chronic tolerance develops to many effects of

nicotine. Such tolerance is consistent with reports that initial

13
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use of tobacco products, such as in adolescents first beginning
to smoke, is usually accompanied by a number of unpleasant

symptoms which disappear following chronic tobacco use.

Chapter III: Nicotine: Sites and Mechanisms of Actions

1. Nicotine is a powerful pharmacologic agent that acts in the

brain and throughout the body. Actions include electrocortical

activation, skeletal muscle relaxation, and cardiovascular and
endocrine effects. The many biochemical and electrocortical

effects of nicotine may act in concert to reinforce tobacco use.

2. Nicotine acts on specific binding sites or receptors throughout
the nervous system. Nicotine readily crosses the blood-brain

barrier and accumulates in the brain shortly after it enters the

body. Once in the brain, it interacts with specific receptors and
alters brain energy metabolism in a pattern consistent with the

distribution of specific binding sites for the drug.
3. Nicotine and smoking exert effects on nearly all components of

the endocrine and neuroendocrine systems (including catechol-

amines, serotonin, corticosteroids, pituitary hormones). Some
of these endocrine effects are mediated by actions of nicotine

on brain neurotransmitter systems (e.g., hypothalam-
ic-pituitary axis). In addition, nicotine has direct peripherally
mediated effects (e.g., on the adrenal medulla and the adrenal

cortex).

Chapter IV: Tobacco Use as Drug Dependence

1. Cigarettes and other forms of tobacco are addicting. Patterns of

tobacco use are regular and compulsive, and a withdrawal

syndrome usually accompanies tobacco abstinence.

2. Nicotine is the drug in tobacco that causes addiction. Specifi-

cally, nicotine is psychoactive ("mood altering") and can

provide pleasurable effects. Nicotine can serve as a reinforcer

to motivate tobacco-seeking and tobacco-using behavior. Toler-

ance develops to actions of nicotine such that repeated use

results in diminished effects and can be accompanied by
increased intake. Nicotine also causes physical dependence
characterizes .jy a withdrawal syndrome that usually accompa-
nies nicotine abstinence.

3. The physical characteristics of nicotine delivery systems can

affect their toxicity and addictiveness. Therefore, new nicotine

delivery systems should be evaluated for their toxic and

addictive effects.

14
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f»i Tobacco Use Compared to Other Drug Dependen-

rfiarmacologic and behavioral processes that determine

addiction are similar to those that determine addiction

^drugs such as heroin and cocaine.

ivironmental factors including drug-associated stimuli and

pressure are important influences of initiation, patterns

'use, quitting, and relapse to use of opioids, alcohol, nicotine,

other addicting drugs.

3. Many persons depjendent upon opioids, alcohol, nicotine, or

other drugs are able to give up their drug use outside the

context of treatment programs; other persons, however, re-

quire the assistance of formal cessation programs to achieve

lasting drug abstinence.

Relapse to drug use often occurs among persons who have

achieved abstinence from opioids, alcohol, nicotine, or other

drugs.

i^ 6. Behavioral and pharmacologic intervention techniques with

demonstrated efficacy are available for the treatment of
-

. addiction to opioids, alcohol, nicotine, and other drugs.

y*-

IP

Chapter VI: Effects of Nicotine That May Promote Tobacco

Dependence

1. After smoking cigarettes or receiving nicotine, smokers per-

form better on some cognitive tasks (including sustained

attention and selective attention) than they do when deprived
of cigarettes or nicotine. However, smoking and nicotine do not

improve general learning.
2. Stress increases cigarette consumption among smokers. Fur-

ther, stress has been identified as a risk factor for initiation of

smoking in adolescence.

3. In general, cigarette smokers weigh less (approximately 7 lb

less on average) than nonsmokers. Many smokers who quit

smoking gain weight.
4. Food intake and probably metabolic factors are involved in the

inverse relationship between smoking and body weight. There

is evidence that nicotine plays an important role in the

relationship between smoking and body weight.

Chapter VII: Treatment of Tobacco Dependence

1. Tobacco dependence can be treated successfully.

2. Effective interventions include behavioral approaches alone

and behavioral approaches with adjunctive pharmacologic
treatment.

15
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3. Behavioral interventions are most effective when they include

multiple components (procedures such as aversive smoking,
skills training, group support, and self-reward). Inclusion of too

many treatment procedures can lead to less successful out-

come.

4. Nicotine replacement can reduce tobacco withdrawal symp-
toms and may enhance the efficacy of behavioral treatment.

Appendix A: Trends in Tobacco Use in the United States

1. An estimated 32.7 percent of men and 28.3 percent of women
smoked cigarettes regularly in 1985. The overall prevalence of

smoking in the United States decreased from 36.7 percent in

1976 (52.4 million adults) to 30.4 percent in 1985 (51.1 million

adults).

2. In 1985, the mean reported number of cigarettes smoked per

day was 21.8 for male smokers and 18.1 for female smokers.

3. Smoking is more common in lower socioeconomic categories

(blue-collar workers or unemployed persons, less educated

persons, and lower income groups) than in higher socioeconom-

ic categories. For example, the prevalence of smoking in 1985

among persons without a high school diploma was 35.4 percent,

compared with 16.5 percent among persons with postgraduate

college education.

4. An estimated 18.7 percent of high school seniors reported daily

use of cigarettes in 1986. The prevalence of daily use of one or

more cigarettes among high school seniors declined between

1975 and 1986 by approximately 35 percent. Most of the decline

occurred between 1977 and 1981. Since 1976, the smoking

prevalence among females has consistently been slightly

higher than among males.

5. The use of cigars and pipes has declined 80 percent since 1964.

6. Smokeless tobacco use has increcised substantially among
young men and has declined among older men since 1975. An
estimated 8.2 percent of 17- to 19-year-old men were users of

smokeless tobacco products in 1986.

Appendix B: Toxicity of Nicotine

1. At high exposure levels, nicotine is a potent and potentially

lethal poison. Human poisonings occur primarily as a result of

accidental ingestion or skin contact with nicotine<ontaining

insecticides or, in children, after ingestion of tobacco or tobacco

juices.

2. Mild nicotine intoxication occurs in first-time smokers, non-

smoking workers who harvest tobacco leaves, and people who

16
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: nceesive amounts of nicotine polacrilex gum. Tolerance

effects develops rapidly.

exposure in long-term tobacco users is substantial,

many organ systems (Chapters II and III). Pharmaco-

ld§)c actions of nicotine may contribute to the pathogenesis of

Doking-related diseases, although direct causation has not yet

.bten determined. Of particular concern are cardiovascular

», complications of hypertension, reproductive disorders,

cancer, and gastrointestinal disorders, including peptic ulcer

djbease and gastroesophageal reflux.
'

4. The risks of short-term nicotine replacement therapy as an aid

to smoking cessation in healthy people are acceptable and

substantially outweighed by the risks of cigarette smoking.

17
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Mr. Wyden. We'll wait just a moment, Dr. Campbell, so that you
can have the exhibit.

All right. At page 4, you'll note that the Surgeon Greneral lays
out the standard definition of drug addiction that's been adopted by
various organizations, including the World Health Organization
and the American Psychiatric Association.

Here is what the Surgeon General said, with respect to the ele-

ments, on drug addiction. First, the central element among all

forms of drug addiction is that the behavior of the user is largely
controlled by a psychoactive substance. Second, there is often com-

pulsive use of the drug despite damage to the individual or to soci-

ety. And drug-seeking behavior can take precedence over other im-

portant priorities.

Third, the drug is reinforcing. That is, it is the pharmacologic of

the drug is sufficiently rewarding to maintain self-administration.

Fourth, tolerance is another aspect of drug addiction, whereby a

given dose of the drug produces less effect, or increasing doses are

required to achieve a specified intensity of response.
Fifth, the physical dependence on the drug can also occur, and

is characterized by withdrawal S3nidrome that usually accompanies
drug abstinence. Six, after cessation of drug use, there is a strong
tendency to relapse.
Now, the Surgeon General goes on to state, and I quote, "This

report demonstrates in detail that tobacco use and nicotine, in par-
ticular, meet all these criteria."

Do you still disagree with the conclusion of the Surgeon General?
Mr. Campbell. I have a common sense definition of addiction

which tells me that, first of all, I'm a smoker and I'm not a drug
addict. And, basically, I can function in quite a normal way, my
judgment is not impaired, I like most smokers don't have an indica-

tion of—there is no indication that there is tolerance at play here.

People smoke the same amount
Mr. Wyden. We'll say you disagree because time is short.

Mr. Campbell. OK, fine. Thank you.
Mr. Wyden. In Chapter 4, the Surgeon General reaches the fol-

lowing conclusions. They appear on page 14 of this same exhibit.

First, cigarettes and other forms of tobacco are addicting, patterns
of tobacco use are regular and compulsive, and a withdrawal syn-
drome usually accompanies tobacco abstinence. Are you familiar
with this statement by the Surgeon General?
Mr. Campbell. I'm just catching up to you, sir. I'm sorry Con-

gressman Wyden. Would you
Mr. Wyden. Do you disagree with that statement from the Sur-

geon General?
Mr. Campbell. I think that it is rather ironic that the Surgeon

General in 1964 did not conclude that cigarettes were addictive,
and then in 1988 he seems to have changed his mind. I stick by
my common sense definition. I really, you know, I think that these
kind of comparisons with heroine, and cocaine, and hard drugs, are

really not applicable.
Mr. Wyden. Hopefully, we'll get a yes or no answer to some of

these questions.
Mr. Campbell. OK.
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Mr. Wyden. And I'd like to stick to that. Now, the Surgeon Gren-

eral goes on to state that nicotine is the drug in tobacco that causes
addiction. Specifically, nicotine is psychoactive, mood altering, and
can provide pleasurable effects. Nicotine can serve as a reinforcer

to motivate tobacco-seeking and tobacco-using behavior. Tolerance

develops such that repeat use results in diminished effect and be

accompanied by increased intake. Nicotine also causes physical de-

pendence, characterized by withdrawal S3nidrome that usually ac-

companies nicotine abstinence. Do you disagree with this state-

ment?
Mr. Campbell. Yes, I do.

Mr. Wyden. In Chapter 5, the Surgeon General concludes, and
I quote, "The pharmacologic and behavioral processes that deter-

mine tobacco addiction are similar to those that determine addic-

tion to drugs such as heroine and cocaine." Am I correct that you
disagree with this statem^ent as well?
Mr. Campbell. Yes, I do. And I particularly

—I think there is

some people, including some anti-tobacco people that disagree with

that, the characterization like heroine and cocaine.

Mr. Wyden. Now, Dr. Campbell, the Surgeon General
Mr. Campbell. I'm not a doctor, sir, I'm sorry.
Mr. Wyden. All right. Mr. Campbell, the Surgeon General is not

exactly out there by himself with respect to the scientific commu-
nity. Let me now give you Exhibit 2.

[Exhibits 2 and 3 follow:]
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before the
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July 29. 1988
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Th« American Psychological Association is trie national scientific and

professional organization of psychologists in the United States. Our

mempership of over 90.000 psychologists InciuCes scientists and

practitioners who are engaged In the study of hu-Tian behavior and the

treatment of aDnormai and health-damaging tehaviors. witnir the scope of

Our expertise is the study and treatment of addictive denaviors. in fact,

several divisions of cur organization (e.g., Psychcpharraacology . Health

Psychology) include members who are world-renowned experts on addiction and

whose research and treatment activities are concentrated on the topic o'

addiction.

The American Psycholog lea ! Association concurs with the conclusions of

the Surgeon General's Report. "The Health Consequences of Smoking: Nicotine

Addiction,- that:

1. Cigarstte and other forms of tobacco are addicting.

2. Nicotine Is the drug In tobacco that causes addiction.

3. The pharmacologic and behavioral processes that determine tobacco

addiction are similar to those that determine addiction to drugs

such as heroin and cocaine.

In our opinion, this Surgeon General's Report thoroughly and accurately

presents and reviews the scientific evidence necessary to reach these

cone I us Ions .
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The criteria for addiction usea in this Reoort ara comoieteiy

consistent with the criteria ana definitions of addiction used By the World

Health Organization, the National Institute on Drug Atjuse, and the American

Psychiatric Association. We comollment the Surgeon General for clearly

presenting these criteria against which to ccmoara the data that are

reviewed thrcugncut the Resort. The Surgeon General's .^leoort has perfor-ned

a valuaoie cuSiic service In providing a clear eiplanatlon of the criteria

for drug addiction that have tseen established tjy the community of drug

addiction experts over the past 20 years. Many individuals trs unaware of

these cr i ter i a .

The Report accurately reviews the overwhelming scientific evidence to

suDOort the conclusions summarized in Chapter I. The review is

comprehensive and fair. In fact, the fleoort Is written as a scholarly

review in that weaicnesses as we i i as strengths of various studies are

pointed out. The Report presents state-of-the-art knowledge on nicotine

addiction, including relevant behavioral, psychological, and biological data

that are necessary to understand the addictive behavior of tobacco use.

Top experts from the U.S. and abroad who study every aspect of

nicotine's affects contributed to this Report. Each chapter was reviewed

and critidued by up to 11 other Internationally known experts and their

comments were used to produce the final version of the Report. Many memsers

of the American Psychological Association, as wall as experts from other

disciplines Including pharmacology and the neurosclences, contributed to

•very phase of this pr'scess. Including authorships, reviews, and scientific

•d I t ing .
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Ju:y 29. 1S33

-3-

In addition to presenting evidence that toDacco use Is addicting and

tnat nicotine Is the drug In tobacco that causes addiction, the Reoort

compares toBacco use to other drug add!. ,ons. The inclusion of these

comoarlsons Is critically Imcortant. esoeclally at a time when our country

Is deeoly concsrned about drug abuse. it Is necessary that the public and

the Congress undnr^r^nr) th«. facts about the psyche I eg : ca I
, p.-is,--Qco ;cg ; ca I .

and sociological processes that are Involved In drug abuse. The Report

provides a valuable perspective that should be reflected In the development

of public policies to deal with various drugs of addiction.

Finally, the Report reviews treatment approaches and outcor.es and

concludes that behavioral and pharmacologic Intervention techniques with

demonstrated efficacy are available, offering hope for these who seek

assistance In quitting.

Thank you for this opportunity to comment.
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Exhibit 3

Diagnostic and Statistical

Manual OF
Ment\l Disorders

(Third Edition -
Revised)

DSM-lll-R"

ifr.'

Published by the

American Psychiatric Association

Washington, DC
1987
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130 Organic Mental Svncromes and Disorders

Diagnostic criteriafor305.90 Inhalant Intaxicatiort continued.

(4) slurred speech

(5) unsteadv gait

(6) lethargy

(7) depressed reilexes

(8) psychomotor retardation

(9) tremor

(10) generalized muscle weakness

(11) blurred vision or diplopia

I'lZl StupUl Ol COIMd

(13) euphoria

D. Not due to anv phvsical or other mental disorder.

Note: When the dirferential diagnosis must be made without a clear-cut histor,' cr

toxicologic analysis ot bodv fluids, it mav be qualified as "Provisional."

NICOTINE-INDUCED ORGANIC MENTAL DISORDER

292.00 Nicotine Withdrawal

See p. 181 for a description of the different forms of nicotine and Nicotine Depen-
dence.

The essential feature of this disorder is a charaaeristic withdrawal svndrome due to

the abrupt cessation of or reduction in the use of nicotine-containing substances le.g.,

cigarettes, cigars, and pipes, chewing tobacco, or nicotine gumi that has been at least

moderate in duration and amount. The svndrome includes craving for nicotine; irntaoil-

itv, frustration, or anger: anxiety; difficulty concentrating; restlessness; decreased heart

rate; and increased appetite or weight gam.
In many heavy cigarette-smokers, changes in mood and penormance that are

related to withdrawal can be detected within two hours after the last tobacco use. The

sense of craving appears to reach a peak within the first 24 hours after cessation of

tobacco use. and gradually declines thereafter over a few days to several weeks. In any

given case it is difficult to distinguish a withdrawal effect from the emergence of

psychological traits that were suppressed, controlled, or altered by the effects of nico-

tine or from a behavioral reaction (e.g., frustration) to the loss of a reinforcer.

Mild symptoms of withdrawal mav occur after switching to low tar/nicotine ciga-

rettes and after stopping the use of smokefess (chewing) tobacco or nicotine gum.

Associated features. Increased slow rhythms on an EEC, decreased catechol-

amines, decreased metabolic rate, tremor, increased coughing, REM change, gastroin-

testinal disturbance, headaches, insomnia, and impairment of performance on tasks

requiring vigilance are commonly associated features of Nicotine Withdrawal.

Course. The symptoms begin within 24 hours of cessation of or reduction in

nicotine use and usually decrease in intensity over a period of a few days to seve.'al

weeks. Some former nicotine users report that craving for the substance continues for

longer periods.
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Ooioid Intoxication 151

Complications. Whether severe Nicotine Withdrawal decreases the abiiitv to stop

smoking or remain abstinent from smoking is unknown.

Differential diagnosis. The diagnosis of Nicotine Withdrawal is usuailv seif-evident

from the person's historv, and disappearance of the symptoms if smoking is resumed is

confirmator. However, withdrawal from other psychoactive substances mav take

place simultaneously, and produce similar svmptoms.

OiagnosticcriteriafiorZSZLfla NicotineWithdrawaL

A. Dail'. -ise of nicotine for at least several weeks.

B. Abr'j::t cessation of nicotine use, or reduction in the amount of nicotine used.

folio'.\ed within 24 hours by at least four of the following signs;

(11 craving for nicotine

(2) irntabilitv, frustration, or anger

(3) an.xiety

(4) Gifficultv concentrating

(5) -estlessness

{6i cecreased heart rate

(7) increased appetite or weight gain

OPIOiD-INDUCED ORGANIC MENTAL DISORDERS

See p. 18; :or a description of substances in this class and Opioid Dependence and

Abuse.

305.50 Opioid Intoxication

The essential features of this disorder are maladaptive behavioral changes and specific

neurologic signs due to the recent use of an opioid.

The initial maladaptive behavioral changes from intravenous opioids occur within

2 to 5 minutes after use and often include euphoria that mav last 10 to 30 minutes. This

is followed by a longer period (two to six hours, depending upon the type of opioid, the

dose, and the previous history of drug-takingj of lethargy, somnolence, and apathv or

dysphoria. Other maladaptive behavioral etrects during the period of intoxication

include imioaired judgment and impa.-reo -.OvJial and occupational functioning. Unlike

in Alcohol Intoxication, aggression and violence are rare.

Pupillary constriction is always present (or dilation due to anoxia from a severe

overdose;. Other neurologic signs commonly observed are drowsiness, slurred speech,

and impairment in attention and memory.

Associated features. Pupillarv constriction may lead to reduced visual acuity. The

inhibitorv effect of the psvchoactive substance on gastrointestinal motility mav cause

constipation. There mav be analgesia.

For many people, the effect of taking an opioid for the first time is dysphoric rather

than euphoric, and nausea and vomiting may result.
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N(coiir;e Cecence'^ce 181

Associated features. Users or inhalants nearly alwavs use other psvchoactive sub-

stances as .veil. When inhaiant Dependence exists, hosvever. it is usuailv clear that

inhalants are the prererred substance, and inhalants are used regulariv whereas other

substances are used oniv sporadicallv. E-. en occasional users or mhaiants are iikeiv to

have sier.iricant ph\sical and mental problems.

Course. Younger children diagnosea as having Inhaiant Dependence mav use

inhalants several times a wee!<. orten on weekends and arter school. Severe depen-
dence in '.oung adults mav involve varvine periods or intoxication throughout each dav

and occasional periods of heavier use that mav last several davs. This pattern mav

persist tor manv vears. with recurrent need ror treatment. Users of inhalants mav have a

prererrec level or degree or intoxication, and the method of administration allows a

user to m.aintain that specific level for several hours. Chronic heavv users or inhalants

mav deve'op renal and hepatic complications.
Tole'ance to inhalants has been repored. but mav be mereiv increased use over

tim.e. witr. more pe'iods of intoxication and increased preterence for higner levels oi

intoxication. Withcrawal has aiso been reported, but there is inadequate evidence to

substantiate its existence.

Prevalence. No information.

305.10 Nicotine Dependence
See Nicotine-Induced Organic viental Disorders ip. 1 3C) for a description of Nicotine

Withdrawal.

Patterns of use. .^t present, the most common form of Nicotine Dependence is

associatea with the inhalation ot cigarette smoke. Pipe- and cigar-smoking, the use of

snuff, anc the chewing of tobacco are less likelv to lead to Nicotine Dependence. The

more rapid onset of nicotine effects with cigarette-smoking -leads to a more intensive

habit pattern that is more dift'icult to give ud because of the frequencv of reinforcement

and the greater phvsicai dependence on nicotine.

Associated features. People with this disorder are often distressed because of their

inability to stop nicotine use, particularly when they have serious phvsicai svmptoms
that are aggravated bv nicotine. Some peoole who have Nicotine Dependence mav
have difficulty remaining in social or occupational situations in which smoking is pro-

hibited.

Course. The course of Nicotine Dependence is variable. .Most people repeatedly

attempt ro give up nicotine use without success. In some the dependence is brier, ir.

that when thev experience concern about nicotine use. they promptly make an erfort

to stop smoking and are successful, though in many cases they may experience a

period of Nicotine Withdrawal lasting from days to weeks. Studies of treatment out-

come suggest that the relapse rate is greater than 50% in the first 6 months, and at least

70''.'b within the first 12 months. After a vears abstinence, subsequent relapse is un-

likely.

The difficulty in giving up nicotine use definitively, particularly cigarettes, mav be

due to the unpleasant nature of the withdrawal syndrome, the deeplv engrained nature

of the habit, the repeated en'ects of nicotine, which rapidly follow the inhalation of

cigarette smoke (75,000 puffs per vear for a pack-a-dav smoker), and the likelihood that

a desire to use nicotine is elicited by environmental cues, such as the ubiquitous
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182 Psychoactive Substance Use Disorders

presence or other smokers and the widespread availability of cigarettes. When efforts
to give up smoking are made. Nicotine Withdrawal may develop.

Impairment. Since nicotine, unlike alcohol, rarely causes any clinically significant
state of intoxication, there is no impairment in social or occupational functioning as an
immediate and direct consequence of its use.

Complications. The most common complications are bronchitis, emphysema, cor-

onary artery disease, penpheral vascular disease, and a variety of cancers.

Prevalence and sex ratio. A large proportion of the adult population of the United
States has Nicotine Dependence, the prevalence among males being greater than that

among females. Among teen-age smokers, males are affected approximately as often as
females. ..

Familial pattern. Cigarette smoking among first-degree biologic relatives of people
with Nicotine Dependence is more common than among the general population.
Evidence for a genetic faaor has been documented, but the effect is modest.

304.00 Opioid Dependence
305.50 Opioid Abuse
See Opioid-induced Organic Mental Disorders (p. 151) for a description of Opioid
Intoxication and Withdrawal.

This group includes natural opioids, such as heroin and morphine, and synthetics
with morphinelike action, which act on opiate receptors. These compounds are pre-
scribed as analgesics, anesthetics, or cough-suppressants. They include codeine,
hydromorphone, meperidine, methadone, oxycodone, and others. Several other com-

pounds
that have both direct opiatelike agonist effects and antagonist effects are

included in this class of substances because they often produce the same physiologic
and behavioral effeas as pure opioids, e.g., pentazocine and buprenorphine. Prescrip-
tion opiates are typically taken orally in pill form, but can also be taken intravenously;
heroin is typically taken intravenously, but can also be taken by nasal inhalation or

smoking. Regular use of these substances leads to remarkably high levels of tolerance.

Although methadone is included in this class, people properly supervised in a
methadone maintenance program should not develop any of the Opioid-induced
Organic Mental Disorders. When the criteria for one of these diagnoses are met, this

indicates that there has been nonmedical use of methadone, in which case the appro-
priate didgnusib shuuid be made.

Patterns of use. There are two patterns of development of dependence and abuse.
In one, which is relatively infrequent, the person originally obtained an opioid by
prescription, from a physician, for the treatment of pain or cough-suppression, but has
gradually increased the dose and frequency of use on his or her own. The person
continues to justify the substance use on the basis of treatment of symptoms, but

substance-seeking behavior becomes prominent, and the person may go to several
physicians in order to obtain sufficient supplies of the substance.

A second pattern that leads to dependence or abuse involves young people in
their teens or early 20s who, with a group of peers, use opioids obtained from illegal
sources. Some use an opioid alone to obtain a "high," or euphoria. Others use these
substances in combination with amphetamines, cannabis, hallucinogens, or sedatives
to enhance the euphoria or to counteract the depressant effect of the opioid. In this
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Mr. Wyden. It is a statement from the American Psychological
Association presented to this subcommittee in 1988. Now, the
American Psychological Association is, of course, a professional as-

sociation of psychologist, and it's got 70,000 members. And they
agree with the Surgeon General's conclusion, one, that cigarette
and other forms of tobacco are addicting, nicotine is the drug in to-

bacco that causes addiction, and it is the pharmacologic and behav-
ioral processes that determine tobacco addiction are similar to

those that determine addiction to drugs, again, such as heroine and
cocaine.

Are we correct in assuming that you disagree also with the
American Psychological Association?

Mr. Campbell. Yes, I do. And a lot of other people do as well.

Mr. Wyden. Now, we have a third group, the American Psy-
chiatric Association. And they have described, also, the addictive

properties of nicotine. The American Psychiatric Association has

39,000 members. I'd like to give you now Exhibit 3, it's called the

Diagnostic and Statistic Manual of Mental Disorders.

They recognize dependence as a psychoactive substance abuse
disorder. I'll let the staff give you this.

I quote here. "People with this disorder are often distressed be-

cause of their inability to stop nicotine use, particularly when they
have serious physical symptoms. In many cases they may experi-
ence a period of nicotine withdrawal lasting from days to weeks.
The relapse rate is greater than 50 percent in the first 6 months,
and at least 70 percent in the first 12 months."
The American Psychiatric Association goes on to state, nicotine

withdrawal is, quote, "an organic mental syndrome and disorder."

This disorder includes craving for nicotine, irritability, frustration

or anger, difficulty concentrating, restlessness, decreased heart

rate, increased appetite or weight gain.
Are we, again, correct in saying that you disagree with the Amer-

ican Psychiatric Association?
Mr. Campbell. I do. And, again, many of these symptoms that

are being described here are not accurate. And, you know, I stand
beside the fact that 90 percent of the 40 million smokers who have

quit have quit without any assistance.
Mr. Wyden. Let's just keep building this mountain of evidence,

if we could, from these medical experts because I'd like to refer you
to Exhibit 4 where the American Medical Association, has also

taken a position on the issue. They have 270,000 members who are

doctors. I assume that you are aware that the AMA has identified

nicotine as a drug of addiction. Do you disagree with the American
Medical Association as well?
Mr. Campbell. I don't have the documents, but I do not believe

ihat cigarette smoking is addictive.

Mr. Wyden. All right. The World Health Organization, a fifth or-

ganization, has taken the position that nicotine is addictive. Just
so we get you this exhibit, they are, of course, the premier inter-

national public health organization.
[Exhibits 4 and 5 follow:]
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1993 AMA POUtCY COMPgNDiU>^ . Exhibit 4

30.000 Alcohol Slid Aleohorsm iSae j'so: Accident Ptevemion: Motor Vehicles; Drug Abuse: Pregrancvl

30.954 Prohibiting B««r Ads on Talevlslon: The AMA requests Congress to ban jil beer advertising on

television. (Pes. 41C, 1-32)

30.955 Sequelse of Alcohol Intake; The AMA (1) will initiate and maintain an intensive carppaisri to

encourage all Bnysic;3ns :a rane an aiconol history frem all their teenage and adult patients and to

warn 'lienri o^ the senous sequetae of alccnol ccnsumption; and (2) wiii aoprise all pnvsicians of the

many reasons that Soacs often loathe to Intervene with patients :use alcohot as outlined -n

the Journal of tr.t American Mes:eai Association, Volume 267, Nc .. -"atieots Who Crin< Too

Much.' (Res. 408, A-91)

30.956 Inclusion of Detoxification Coverage in fulinirrum Benefits Paekage for the Uninsured: The AMA
endorses the position tnat ccverage for detoxification shouid be Included in any minimum health

insurance benefts package (Amended Pes. 806, 1-91)

30.957 Age Requirement for Purchase of Nonalcoholic Beer: The AMA (1) supports accurate and

appropriate lateung aisclcs<ng the alcohol content of all beverages, inciuding so-called

'ncnalceholic' beer and ot.^er substances as well, including over-the-counter and prescflpricn

medications, with removal of 'nonalcoholic' from the label of any substance ccrrtaming any

alcohol; (2) supports efrsrs to educate the public and consumers relating to the aiconol content of

sa-cailed 'noralcehciic' beverages and other substances, including medications, esoeaally as

•elated to eons^mcrtien by miners; and (3) expresses its strong disaperovjl of any consumprtion of

•nonalcflhoiie beer* by persons under 21 years of age, which creates an image of drinkjng

alcoholic beverages and triereby may encourage the illegal underaged use of alcohol. (Sub.

Res. 217, 1-911

30.958 EiAyi Alcohol and Nicotine ss Addictive Drugs: The AMA (1) identities alcohol and nicotine as

drugs of addictcn which are gateways to the use of other drugs by young people; (2) txges all

physicjanj to intervene as eany as possible with their patients who use to&aeco products and have

problems related to alcohol use. so as to prevent adverse health effects and reduce ^tm probability

of long-ttnT! addition; (31 encourage* phyjieians who treat patients with alcohol probJems to oe

alert to the hiqn probability of co-exir.mg nicotne problems; and (4t .'eaffirms that individuals who

suffer from drug addictior^ n ary of iu manifestations are persons with a treatable disease.

(Amended Res. 28, A-S1)

30.S59 Mandatory Lest of Driver's License lor Drivers Under Age 21 with Any Blood Alcohol Lev9l: The

AMA (1) suppons the scveiopment of model legislation wIMch would provide for school education

programs to teach adolescents about the dangers of drinking and driving and wfiich would

mandate the following penalties when a driver under age 2* drivas wliTi any biood aieehol level

(except for minimal bicod alsohol levels, sucn as less than 02 percent, or^ly from medications or

religious practices): (al for tne first offense - mandatory revocation of tf>« driver's license for one

year and (b) for the second offense — mandaiory revocation of the driver's license for two years

or until age 2 1 . wnichcvcr is greater; 12) urges state medical atsaciatians to seek enactment of the

legisiatisn in their legislatures; and (31 encourages state medical associations to partldfrete in

educabenal accvitles related to eliminaring alcohol use by adolescents. (Amended BOT Rep. T,

A-91)

30.960 Physician Ingestion of Alcohol and Patient Care: The AMA, believing that the possibUty. or even

the perception, of any aicohoi-ineuced imoairment of patient care acrivires is inconsistent with the

professional image of the phyiioan. (11 urges that physicians engaging in patient care have no

Significant body content of alcohol and 12) urges that ail physicians, prior to being avaiUtie for

patient care, refrain from Ingesting an amount of alcohol tnat nas the poterrtlal to cause

Impairment of performance or create a 'hangover' etfect. (Amendtd BOT Rep. Y, A-91 1
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436

9S.00O TobKco: Libaling Sfld W»/ninBS iS«t also: Oe»tn, Prevenrve Medi&ne; PyBlie He«it*), Tesaeco-
Tobacco: Marketing »nd Pfomcnon, ToMceo: P'ohibiOcns on Sale and Uss)

495.391 Speofic Slii ».i<i Location of Wammg Labals on Cgarena Packs and in Advartisamenti: 7h« aj^»
urjei *e Congress to require t^at: (11 warring !aeels or cgarette pacits should aopear on ^^
frort and t.i« bacx gnd occupy twenty-five percent of trie total suflace area on eacfi side; (2) \r\

t^e ease o' ioarerte acvertissmerts. 'abeis o' dgarene packs s^culd Be rnoved to tr.e tec of u^
ad and sncu'd be emarged to twenty-five percent of total ad space; ana (3) warning laoeis

follewiog tr'ese specifications sbouJd be included on agarette pack* of U.S. companiej b^mq
distributed for safe in foreign markets. (Pes. 523. A-92)

495. 992 Health Warnings an Cgaisne Packages: The AV.A |1! reaftirrns existing policy calling «of a totai

s^atutory prcnibibon of promotion of tobacco and tobacco proaucts, and 12) supports jctively

engaging in icobying for legislation tftat would require an increase in the si?e of warning Igpei^ .j

include the ratemem triat Smoking is AOOlCT'.VE and may f:$mt in DEATH. (Sub. Res. 99. A-9i|

495.993 Warnings About Tobacco Dangtrs: The AMA i1) encowages p^ys1c;'sns to take upon tnemselv«i |

Bri'»'.ary task te educate the puti'.c and their patem about the danger of tobacco use, and

especially cigarette smoking, and urges tTiese seopie to eliminate the use of teoaccs !n ail 'orTj;

121 ercocra;es physican offices, clinics and hospitals to become primary sites for education of :}*

public about the harmful effects of tobacco: and (31 encourages pfr/sifcans ana ether health care

workers tt introduce ana support other healthy lifestyle practices In their offices, dinics and

hospitals. (Res. 40, 1-89!

495.994 Strengthaning Tobacco and Alcohol Product Warnings: The AMA supports workjng toward more

effective warnings regarding tTie use of tobacco and alcohol products. (Ft«s. 1 6, !-99)

495.995 Tobacco Product Packaga L«balling: The AMA supports fe'dera! legislation that would require

toftaeeo prodwct manufacturers to print in a clear and conspieueuf manner the Surgeon General's

warning on all tobacco products, with all warning labels to be enlarged to ccver at 'east 25 ctroirr

of rru padiage front, pnnt adverbsement or billboard, and to be set out in a blacli-and-white block.

(Res. 72. A-«9: Amended Sub. Res. 221. 1-911

495.996 Cgarerta Additives: The AMA supports extension of labeling requirements of ingredients to

tobacco products sold m the Unted Slates. ',R«s. 19. A-d4l

495.997 Cigarette Advertising and Package Labeling. The AMA supports legislation to require all

sdvet'Se^ents for 6garer.es «na each pack of dgarettes to carry a legible, boxed .vamirg such

»s; 'Warrang: Ogarene Smoking aus'es CaNCES Of T«E MOUTH, LAB^rNX, anO LUNG, Is a

major sause of HEART DISEASE ANO EMPHYSEMA, is ADDICTIVE, and may result in DEATH.
Infants ana children living with smoker: nave an increased risk of respiratory infections and

cancer.' (Res. 94. A-B4; Amended Sub. Res. 221, t-91)

495.998 Smoka'ats Tobacco {S«>uff and Chawing Tobacco): Tha AMA (1) believes that s.nuff dipping ana

tobacco chawing are hazardous to health and are cercainlv not safe alternatives to smoking;
12) encourages the US. Surgeor General to 'cquire a health hazard warning en smokeless tabac

similar ts the warnings currentw i cigarettes; and (31 urges physi&ans to make every efcr: to

discourage the use of smokeless tobacco. (Res. 122, A-941

495.999 Cigaratts Package Warnings: The AMA reaffirms its support for the concept of rctatitnat warrj

on cigarana packages. (Sub. Res. 43. A.82; Reaffirmed: CLRPD Rap. A. 1-92)
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Exhibit 5

Women and
tobacco

Nicotine dependence'

Nicotine, an alkaloid, is a constituent of all tobacco products
and is fundamentally the reason why people use tobacco: nicotine-

free tobacco does not satisfy the needs of those w^o are dependent
on tobacco.

Alkaloids are a group of chemical compounds of plant ori-

gin, many of which have long been used by people for their medi-

cinal properties, their psychoactive effects and as poisons. .Most

alkaloids are poisonous at high concentrations and nicotine is no

e.xception; at high exposure levels it is a potent and lethal poison.
Alkaloids are by definition alkali-like and nicotine can e.xist

as :he free base or as a salt. W'hen tobacco is combined with lime

for chewmg. as in south-east Asia, the nicotine is released from
the tobacco as the free base, and absorbed in the mouth. Smoke
from pipes and cigars also contains nicotine as the free base which
is absorbed in the mouth and nose. The smoke from other

nicotine-delivery devices, particularly cigarettes, is acidic; in this

case, the nicotine is absorbed in the lungs.
The absorption oi nicotine by the blood is very rapid; nico-

tine is quickly distributed to the brain and its effects on the central

nervous system are manifested almost instantaneously.
Studies in both humans and animals have shown that nico-

tine is a potent psychoactive drug. High doses can lead to intoxica-

tion and death; at doses typically obtained from tobacco products,
nicotine is responsible for much of the pleasure and satisfaction

obtained by tobacco users. Through activation of mcotine recep-
tors in the central nervous system, nicotine can produce depen-
dence. It also appears that nicotine can alleviate various dysphoric
states associated with boredom, stress, and the nicotine withdrawal

syndrome.
Nicotine administration can lead to tolerance and physiologi-

cal dependence. Tolerance is indicated by the diminished response
to repeated doses of nicotine. Nicotine-induced physiological de-

pendence and withdrawal are specific to the administration or

removal of nicotine itself. The withdrawal syndrome includes a

craving for nicotine, im.paired ability to concentrate, disrupted

cognitive performance, mood changes, and impaired brain func-

tion. The severity of the symptoms may be such that heavy smok-
ers are unable to abstain permanently from, tobacco without treat-

ment; however, the symptoms usually disappear within a few weeks.

' This secTion is baied on information received from Dr J Hennin|lleld. Oief. Oiiucai Phar-

macology Branc.i. National Institute on Drug .\buse. .Addiaion Research Center. Baitimore. .MO, USA.

33
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WOMEN ANO TOBACCO

Nicotine dependence, like other forms of drug dependence, is

a progressive, chronic, relapsing disorder. The severity of the dis-

order varies from low levels to levels at which the behaviour is

highlv resistant to change.

Mortality and morbidity

In 1980 the report of the US Surgeon-General on The heaii'n

consequences of smoking for women (34) exposed clearly the falla-

cy of the belief that women were immune to tobacco-related dis-

eases. This impression was gained from studies conducted between

1950 and 1980, which compared the death rates from tobacco-

related diseases among mien with those among women. More re-

cent research has shown that whenever the cigarette "smoking

characteristics — in particular duration and mtensity — of women
emulate those o'. men. their relative risks of smoking-related illness

are likely to be similar.

Currently, tobacco use is estimated to account for 3 r '^n

deaths per year. More than half of these occur in developed , en-

tries, and more than 300 000 of them are among women in these

countries. The cumulative exposure of women to tobacco (primari-

ly from smoking) has been much higher in these countries than in

the developing countries and as a consequence the death rates

from smoking-reiated diseases among women in developing coun-

tries are likely still to be relatively low. However, the mortality

rates from other forms of tobacco use among women (primarily

chewing) is substantially higher in developing countries, with an-

nual estimates of at least 100 000 deaths in India alone. Current

trends suggest that among women who smoke, at least 25 ""b will

die from smoking-related diseases.

In Chapter 2, it was pointed out that the uptake and increase

in tobacco consumption by women is mainly in the form of smok-

ing, panicularly cigarette smoking; consequently this chapter will

concentrate on this issue. However, in some developing countries

such as India, cigarette smoking represents only a small fraction

of the total tobacco consumption, in particular among women in

rural areas. In these countries, smokeless tobacco is also imposing

its burden of tobacco-related diseases and deaths. The risks of oral

cancer, as well as of numerous odontological disorders and dis-

eases of the mouth and gums, are greatly increased by the use of

sm.okeless tobacco. Smokeless tobacco use has also been shown to

be related to hypertension and an increased heart rfte. In addition,

tobacco chewing poses specific risks for women, e.g. for potential

adverse effects on the fetus during pregnancy.

34
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Mr. Wyden. They have stated that nicotine administration can
lead to tolerance and physiological dependence. The withdrawal

syndrome includes a craving for nicotine, impaired ability to con-

centrate, disruptive cognitive performance, mood changes, impaired
brain function. Am I correct in saying that you disagree with this

organization as well?
Mr. Campbell. Yes, that's correct. And would you like to hear

some scientific opinion on this from my standpoint as well, or not?
Mr. Wyden. Why don't—if you could state it briefly, that'd be

fine. You know, to me, the evidence, from the medical experts is

overwhelming. It is unanimous. And what we will have seen in the
course of the hearing that we even see the results of suppressed
industry research that demonstrates addiction.

And I'm really struck by the fact that if you just go ask your cus-

tomers, you'll find that this is addictive. Again, and again, I hear
from smokers at home saying that they just cannot stop.
And yet in spite of this enormous amount of evidence that nico-

tine is addictive, in spite of the fact that all of these recognized
medical leaders in a unanimous fashion say that nicotine is addict-

ive, you all come before us and say, no.

So I would be happy to hear any arguments you have that sup-

port your point of view?
Mr. Campbell. Would you like to hear from my scientist, sir?

Mr. Wyden. Mr. Chairman? That would be fine by me?
Mr. Campbell. Dr. Ellis, would you comment on the definitions

of addiction?
Ms. Ellis. Yes, Mr. Wyden. I think at issue here is a scientific

definition of addiction. I do not believe that there is a consensus
in the scientific community on the criteria necessary to classify a
substance as additive. And, in fact, the lay community freely asso-

ciates the word "addictive" to food substances such as chocolate and
exercise. Therefore, it is a very complicated question which re-

quires an extremely complicated answer.
The psychologists are not pharmacologists, nor are the medical

community pharmacologists. The strict pharmacological definition

of addiction involves three different criteria. They are, intoxication,

physical dependence, and tolerance. And to my knowledge there is

no evidence that nicotine or cigarette smoking plays in any of these
definitions.

Mr. Wyden. Tell me, if you would, because we have thousands
of medical experts coming to us and saying nicotine is addicting.

Certainly the Surgeon General, with a full report on the subject
has spoken to it. What are your qualifications, and who pays your
salary?

Dr. Ellis. Mr. Wyden, I have a Ph.D. in pharmacology, and I'm
the director of research for Philip Morris U.S.A.
Mr. Waxman. Would the gentleman yield to me?
Mr. Wyden. I'd be happy to yield.
Mr. Waxman. I find it amazing when you have the scientific com-

m.unity, and we're not talking about just some people involved in

this issue, we have the Surgeon General of the IJnited States, the
American Medical Association, the American Psychological Associa-

tion, the American Psychiatric Association, the World Health Orga-
nization, all coming to the conclusion as they look at the issue of
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addiction, that cigarette smoking is addictive. That is all on one
side and on the other side are the tobacco companies. I say this be-

cause it really raises a question of credibility. Who else is on your
side?

Mr. Sandefur. Mr. Chairman
Mr. Waxman. I asked the question of this lady here.

Ms. Ellis. Mr. Waxman, I think there is technical, scientific lit-

erature available. And some of that I know you are aware of, be-

cause it was submitted to you, that indicates that nicotine cigarette

smoking does not meet these criteria.

Mr. Waxman. Are there any major health organizations that

would agree with you?
Ms. Ellis. We would be happy to supply that information to you,

and other information that is in the scientific literature.

Mr. Waxman. We'll hold the record open. I thank the gentleman
for yielding to me.

[The following letters were submitted:]
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PARK AVENUE TOWER
65 EAST 55TH STREET

NEW YORK, NEW VORK 10022-32I9

12121 750-5050

PETER T GROSS!. JR
DIRECT LINE: (202> 672-5670

ARNOLD & PORTER
leOO NEW HAMPSHIRE AVENUE. N. W.

WASHINGTON. D C 20036-6885
<a02) 872-6700

CABLE ARFOPO
TAX <202> 872-67 20

TCLCX 69-2733

I 700 LINCOLN STREET

DENVER. COLORADO 80E03-4S40
(303I863 lOOO

September 28, 1994

BY HAND

The Honorable Henry A. Waxnan, Chairman
The Honorable Thomas J. Bliley, Jr.,

Ranking Minority Member
Subcommittee on Health and the Environment
House Committee on Energy and Commerce
2415 Rayburn H.O.B.
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Mr. Chairman and Rep. Bliley:

I am writing to submit, on behalf of Philip
Morris U.S.A., information that you requested from
Dr. Cathy Ellis at the Subcommittee's April 14, 1994
hearing. Specifically, we are providing statements from
scientific experts as well as relevant literature in
support of her view that neither smoking nor the
nicotine delivered in cigarettes is properly classified
as "addictive."

First, we enclose the summary statements of the
following eight eminent scientists: Rubin Bressler,
M.D., Professor of Medicine and Pharmacology, University
of Arizona College of Medicine; Robert Cancro, M.D.,
Lucius N. Littauer Professor of Psychiatry, and Chairman
of the Department of Psychiatry, New York University
Medical Center; Harold H. Kassarjian, Ph.D., Professor
Emeritus of Marketing and Consumer Behavior, Graduate
School of Management, University of California at Los
Angeles; Stuart A. Kirk, D.S.W., Ralph and Marjorie
Crump Professor of Social Welfare, Department of Social
Welfare, School of Public Policy and Social Research,
University of California at Los Angeles; P. Caren
Phelan, Ph.D., clinical psychologist, Austin, Texas;
C. Robert Cloninger, M.D., Wallace Renard Professor of
Psychiatry, Washington University Medical School, and
Psychiatrist-in-chief, Barnes and Allied Hospitals, St.
Louis, Missouri; Michael A. Bozarth, Ph.D., Associate
Professor, Department of Psychology, State University of
New York at Buffalo; Domenic A. Ciraulo, M.D. , Professor
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ARNOLD Sc PORTER

The Honorable Henry A. Waxman, Chairman
The Honorable Thomas J. Bliley, Jr.

September 28, 1994

Page 2

of Psychiatry, Tufts University School of Medicine.
These statements are contained in Volume 2 . of the six-
volume submission that Philip Morris made to the FDA's

Drug Abuse Advisory Committee in connection with that
Committee's meeting on August 2, 1994. As you )cnow, the

Advisory Committee addressed "issues related to nicotine
and smoking, including the relationship between nicotine
dose and addiction in smokers." 59 Fed. Reg. 35738

(July 13, 1994) .

Second, also enclosed in response to your
request, are the remaining volumes of the six-volume set
submitted to the Advisory Committee. As you will note,
Volume 1.0 is the statement submitted by Philip Morris
and American Tobacco regarding the issues considered at
the Advisory Committee's August 2 meeting. It includes
numerous citations, the texts of which can be found in

Volumes 3.1, 3.2, 3.3 and 3.4. Because the Volume 3 set
constitutes about 1,500 pages in length, we have

provided copies only to you, and not to all Subcommittee
Members. However, we would be happy, upon request, to

provide copies to any Subcommittee Member.

Finally, we refer you to the enclosed excerpts
from the transcript of the August 2 Advisory Committee

meeting, which are statements of three witnesses who
testified in general agreement with the views expressed
by Dr. Ellis. Two of these are Doctors Bozarth and

Ciraulo, whose credentials are described above, and the
other is Dr. John Robinson of the R. J. Reynolds tobacco

company.

We trust that the enclosed materials respond to

your inquiry.

Sincerely,

Peter T. Grossi, Jr.

Enclosures

cc: Members of the Subcommittee on
Health and the Envii;-onment
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PHILIP MORRIS
U.8.A.

RESEAflCM CENTER; P.O. BOX 26SU. RICHMOND. VIRGINIA 23381 -aSSS TELEPHONE (804) 874.2000

May 9, 1994

VIA TELEFAX

The Honorable Henry A. Waxxnan
Chairman
Subcommittee on Health and the Enviroiunent

Committee on Energy and Commerce
2415 Raybum House Office Building

Washington, DC 20515^118

Dear Mr. Waxman:

During the April 28, 1994, hearing before the Hoiise Energy & Commerce
Subcommittee on Health and the Environment, you and Representative

Wyden referred to portions of the testimony diat I presented to the

Subcommittee on April 14, 1994. In particular, you referred to the following
statement, found in the imoffidai transcript that I have reviewed: The strict

pharmacological definition of addiction involves three different criteria: they
are intoxication, physical dependence and tolerance. And to my knowledge,
there is no evidence that nicotine or cigarette smoking plays in any of these

definitions."

The subject of addiction is scientifically complex and is further complicated by
a great deal of semantic confusion. Diirlng the hearing, the rapid pace of

questioning and the Subcommittee's frequent insistence on "yes or no"

answers inhibited a full discussion of the topic. Accordingly, I am writing this

letter to clear up any misunderstandings that may have led you and

Representative Wyden to challenge my views.

As I tried to explain during the hearing, there is much debate within the

scientific commimity regarding the meaning of "addiction" and the scientific

criteria that must be met before classifying a substance as addictive. Given the

terminological confusion in this area, I believe that an inquiry into a

substance's so-called addictive properties should focus on the extent to which
the substance is associated with the pharmacological phenomena of

intoxication, tolerance, and physical dependence (as characterized by
withdrawal).

MARCSORO BENSON * HCEXaES MCRfT VIRGINIA SUMS MRUAMENT UOhTS PLATERS SARATOOA CAMBRlOOE ALPINE MULTlf)LTER
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Chairman Waxman
May 9, 1994

Page 2

There is a great deal of literature regarding the pharmacological aspects of

nicoMne and smoking, and I would like to make dear that I did not intend my
testimony to be read as denying the existence of such liieratxzre or as denying
that certain research findings reported in the literature have led others to

conclude that nicotine is "addictive." In my view, however, the information

with which I am faa:UIiar does not support the conclusion that the nicotine in

cigarettes causes smokers to experience intoxication, pharmacological
tolerance, and physical dependence in a manner that would impair the

smoker's ability to exercise a free choice to continue or to quit smoking.
Thus, I do not beUeve that pharmacological evidence, viewed in light of what
I consider an appropriate definition of "addiction," supports the conclusion

that dgarette smoking is an "addiction." That was the thrust of my statement

that "there is no evidence that nicotine or dgarette smoking plays in any of

these definitions." As promised durizvg the hearing on April 14, 1994, Philip
Morris will be submitting references in support of the points that I have

expressed.

Finally, I am not aware of research results obtained by Drs. DeNoble and Mele

while at Philip Morris, or any statements they made to management during
their tenure at Philip Morris, that would lead me to a different condusion

regarding the weight and sigruficance of the pharmacological evidence to

which I have referred.

Sincerely,

Cathy Ellis, Ph.D.

Director, Research

PC The Honorable Thomas J. Bliley
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Mr. Wyden. Well, Mr. Chairman, I think what is really striking
is that the people who have no vested financial interest in this par-
ticular subject say that nicotine is addictive. And the people who
have a vested financial interest in saying otherwise argue that it's

not. Now, I could keep going on.

I note that the National Institute on Drug Abuse has said that
nicotine is as addictive as heroine. They have indicated that it is

like 5 to 10 times more potent than cocaine or morphine, in terms
of producing effects on mood and behavior.

I have found it very interesting in listening to the testimony that
we have heard already today, all of you are comparing cigarettes
to traffic accidents, and television, and coffee, and soft drinks.

I don't know anybody who charged that cigarette are causing
traffic accidents. I don't know anybody that's proved that coffee has
caused cancer. But what we do know is that the preponderance of
medical experts in our country say that nicotine is addicting, and
that there is solid indisputable proof that smoking causes lung can-
cer.

I'm just struck by how, when the chairman and other experts
pile up this mountain of evidence, report after report, the Surgeon
General, the American Medical Association, the World Health Or-

ganization, report after report, after report, after report, your com-

panies, who have a vested financial interest in saying otherwise,
are the only folks who make the contention, that is contradicted
even by your customers, that smoking is not addictive.

Mr. Waxman. Mr. Wyden, if you will yield to me. I just also want
to remark on the fact that this woman is the director of research
for Philip Morris, and this is a fundamental question, I would
think, for the tobacco industry, whether their product is addictive,
but you have reached the conclusion it isn't.

You will have to do research to find out if there is any other rep-
utable organization, but you would think that if there were, you
would know it. But we will keep the record open. And we specifi-

cally want you to submit to us your research data that indicates
that this is not addicting.
Mr. Campbell. Could I enter a quote, sir, on the topic of addic-

tion?

Mr. Waxman. Yes, Mr. Campbell?
Mr. Campbell. Could I enter a quote, Mr. Chairman, from an

eminent person, with respect to addiction?
Mr. Waxman. Before we do that, I would like for you to submit

your research data to us on this addiction question.
Mr. Campbell. We said that we would submit data on addiction

experts that agree with Dr. Ellis' position.
Mr. Waxman. But I think we should have for the record your re-

search data showing it's not addictive.

Mr. Campbell. I'm—we have
Mr. Waxman. Let me ask it this way. I want from you any re-

search that you have showing it's not addictive, and I also want
any research data from you that shows it is addictive. Will you
agree to submit that to us?
Mr. Campbell. I see no problem supplying material. We'll get

the appropriate people together from our side with the appropriate
people from your side, and see how it can be handed over.
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Mr. Waxman. Thank you.
Mr. Synar, I promised Mr. McMillan that he would be next, and

that we'd let Mr. Wyden go on a little longer. So if you would per-

mit, I'm going to go vote. We'll assume he's on his way, we'll give
him another 5 minutes.

[Brief recess.]
Mr. Synar [presiding]. The subcommittee will come back to

order. Mr. McMillan is recognized for 10 minutes.
Mr. McMillan. I thank the Chair. I think that Mr. Jim Johnston

in his opening statement characterized the nature of what we're

here for. The real motive behind most of this is a ban on the use
of tobacco and not a whole host of other things that are being as-

serted. On CNN last night, the gentleman from Oregon, on CNN
last night, said that he was not interested in banning tobacco, but

my perception is that the contrary is true and I do not think we
should approach it that way.

If we're going to abide by the chairman's opening statement, then
the same standards that we apply to tobacco should be applied to

other products. I think that's been suggested here today in a num-
ber of ways, including a wide range of products

—alcohol, caffeine

content products, sugar content products, fat content products—we
could go on down that list.

I think it's important to be candid in what we are talking about.

I've smoked in the past. I've used alcohol in the past. Nicotine, I

think, is essential to the use of tobacco. Alcohol is essential to the

use of alcoholic products. I drink coffee. I don't like it if it doesn't

have caffeine in it. I like candy. I don't think I'd like it if it didn't

have chocolate or sugar.
The question is how do we deal with the fact that use to excess

or misuse of certain products may be harmful in one way or an-

other. They can be harmful physically. They can be harmful psy-

chologically. They can modify behavior.
Somehow or another, in all this, we don't seem to be applying

any commonly accepted standards with respect to similar products
and I don't know how to deal with this issue rationally unless we
do.

My first question has to do witH the much ballyhooed list, the so-

called secret list that became public. Why was nicotine not included
on the list of 600 items that were disclosed? Anyone can answer.
Mr. James Johnston. Congressman, it's because nicotine is the

natural component of the tobacco leaf. Nicotine sulfate was on the

list. It's present because it is required to be there by the BATF. It's

in minuscule quantities.
This cup, if poured into a 3,000 gallon swimming pool, would rep-

resent how much nicotine is present in that nicotine sulfate. It

can't even be measured. And it's required to be there by the BATF.
Mr. McMillan. We don't require a secret list of the 30 to 40-plus

additives that go into a bottle of gin in excess of alcohol, do we?
Over and beyond alcohol. Most of us don't even know what they
are.

Mr. James Johnston. The ingredients released by these manu-
facturers yesterday goes far beyond what has ever been provided
by any manufacturer of food products. They're not required to dis-

close processing agents. We have supplied those data to the U.S.
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Government for over 10 years. We have fully cooperated with the

Department of Health and Human Services.

A prior chairman of this company testified before Congress in

1964 and offered our ingredient list to Congress 30 years ago this

year. We've not been trying to hide anything. We've been fully co-

operative on this. We've been highly responsible in having not only
each of those ingredients analyzed, but analyzed in totality, ana-

lyzed in totality by independent toxicologists.
Mr. McMillan. On the subject of the chart, Mr. Campbell, that

was subsequently discussed with respect to the testimony of Dr.

Kessler and relative content of tar and nicotine, isn't it true over
that period of time that we also went through a transition in pro-
duction of cigarettes, trying to conform to consumer preference, and
that probably embraces the introduction and growth of filter-tipped

cigarettes and the decline of non-filter-tipped cigarettes?
How does that enter into the equation?
Mr. Campbell. There's been a number of things put up to show

that the overall levels of tar and nicotine over the last 40 years
have dropped in the neighborhood of 60 percent. Dr. Kessler main-
tained that that had stopped after 1982 and that somehow the nic-

otine level was going up.
Well, Mr. Johnston's charts actually, once Dr. Kessler's data was

available to us and they could break it down, shows that the tar

and nicotine has admittedly slowed down in terms of its average
consumption, but it's still going down and nicotine and tar are

going down together, as they always have.
Mr. McMillan. The introduction of filter-tipped cigarettes came

about for what reason?
Mr. Campbell. I think that the introduction of filter-tipped ciga-

rettes was in about 1953 or 1954 and I think that what happened
was that the consumers expressed that they wanted a better way
to smoke and consumers were expressing an interest in, at that

time, more mildness. But it has since become an interest in tar and
nicotine and we've responded.
Mr. James Johnston. And, Mr. Congressman, there were public

health concerns about tar. There were requests by the public
health and scientific communities to reduce tar in cigarettes. It is

quite a remarkable result that has been achieved.
Mr. McMillan. The filter tip, did it not only reduce tar, but also

reduce nicotine?
Mr. James Johnston. Yes.
Mr. McMillan. Proportionately?
Mr. James Johnston. Its intent was to reduce tar. By reducing

tar, it roughly proportionately brought nicotine down, as well. That
wasn't the intent by the manufacturers. In the context of this hear-

ing today, however, it is important because of all the allegations
that have been made about nicotine.

I point to one simple thing, which is if we had this Nation of ad-
dicts—now, addicts demand increasing dosages of products, of that
substance. Heroin users go from 1 shot a day to 2 to 3 to 4. Here
is a Nation that has decreased its consumption of nicotine by two-
thirds. Common sense says this is not some overwhelming
Mr. McMillan. But in the filter tip, there is a presumption of

removing something that was perceived to be potentially damaging
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and the industry responded to it and the consumer demonstrated

a preference for it. Isn't that the truth or not?

Mr. James Johnston. Tar. Yes, sir. Tar.

Mr. McMillan. Yes. And tar was the one that was identified as

a problem, not nicotine.

Mr. James Johnston. That's correct.

Mr. McMillan. Although there may be some problems with nico-

tine taken to excess. Has the government ever attempted to regu-
late the amount of nicotine that goes into a cigarette? It requires

disclosure, I understand that, but has there ever been an attempt
to limit it?

Mr. James Johnston. Not until recently, there hasn't. Smokers

know, have always known that nicotine is part of the natural prod-
uct. It's been in the common vernacular for a long time. What has

scared smokers out of what are truly hysterical charges being made
is that we are somehow adding nicotine to hook them or addict

them.
One simple chart, the Surgeon General's chart shows it's been

just the opposite. A two-thirds reduction. We owe it to the Amer-
ican people for this subcommittee, after they've done whatever

work they need to do, to go on record to say it is not true. We've

checked this out, we agree with the tobacco manufacturers, we

agree with the Surgeon General of the United States that nicotine

has been reduced, not increased.

Mr. McMillan. Has it ever been the intent of the law to require
that tobacco products be sold with a nicotine content less than that

naturally occurring in a typical blend of tobacco products or tobacco

leaf?

Mr. Campbell. No, absolutely not. The nicotine has just gone
down on its own in response to consumers' interest in these areas.

Mr. McMillan. Has my time expired or can I continue?

Mr. Waxman You can take another minute.

Mr. McMillan. Let me just conclude this round of questioning.
I think it's been said, but it's worth repeating. Anyone answer this

question. Does anyone produce a tobacco product in which you de-

liberately try to engineer a nicotine content in excess of the natural

content of the tobacco leaf used in the product?
Mr. Campbell. Absolutely not.

Mr. McMillan. In fact, the opposite is true, right? You do engi-

neer a product, the filter tip is a case in point, of product that is

below the norm that would be contained in the leaf itself

Mr. Campbell. Dramatically.
Mr. McMillan, That's a true statement.

Mr. James Johnston. Dramatically.
Mr. McMillan. Thank the Chair.

Mr. Waxman. Thank you, Mr. McMillan. Before I recognize Mr.

Synar, just for housekeeping purposes, Mr. Campbell, my staff

wanted me to make this very clear for the record. What we're re-

questing of you is any report, memorandum or other document de-

scribing research conducted by Philip Morris on nicotine and addic-

tion, regardless of whether the document shows nicotine is addict-

ive or that it is not addictive.
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If you need to have our staffs meet about that, we will certainly
make our staff available. But we would like a commitment from

you to get that.

Mr. Campbell. I hear your request. I'll have to take it—I'll make
the commitment to look into it and to put the two staffs together.
I don't know if there are any privileged documents involved. I'm

not sure.

Mr. Waxman. You're the Chief Executive Officer. For what rea-

son could you not give us this research if it's been conducted?
Mr. Campbell. I have no problem giving you any material we

have if it's not in some way involved in active litigation at this

time.
Mr. Waxman. Let me tell you that litigation is not a reason not

to give the Congress of the United States information. We expect
to get it. Mr. Synar?
Mr. Synar. Let me reiterate that there is absolutely no legal rea-

son why you should not be required to provide that information.

Your lawyers know that proprietary information provided to Con-

gress does not make it public. It would be handled in a confidential

manner.
Gentlemen, I'm a little bit distressed as I hear some of your an-

swers with respect to your flippant attitude on the impact of nico-

tine and its addictiveness and the impact of cigarettes in general.
I call to your attention to your left, that stack of books, over-

whelming medical evidence, over the last 25 years of the

addictiveness, as well as the hazard of the product that you
produce.
Mr. Campbell, 2 weeks ago, Congressman Waxman released a

study written by Dr. Victor DeNoble. I'd ask unanimous consent to

enter in the record at this time Exhibit 5-A.

Mr. Waxman. Without objection, that will be the order.

Mr. Synar. As you know. Dr. DeNoble was a research scientist

at Philip Morris during the early 1980's. You have in front of you
the DeNoble study. Dr. DeNoble was studying the nicotine of rats.

In 1983, he found that rats will self-administer nicotine when
hooked up to an intravenous nicotine solution. In other words, they
will work to get nicotine. And as Dr. Kessler told us in the hearing
in which he testified, self-administration of this type is hallmark
addiction.

I'd ask unanimous consent to enter in the record Exhibit 6.

Mr. Waxman. Without objection, that will be the order.

Mr. Synar, Mr. Campbell, before you is a press release, your
press release that said that Dr. DeNoble's study showed exactly the

opposite. I have a copy here, which is marked, and it says that the

DeNoble study showed that nicotine is "in a class of non-addictive
chemical compounds, such as saccharine or water."

I don't think any of us are ever going to find, Mr. Campbell, a

study that shows rats or any other animals will self-administer sac-

charine or water intravenously the way they do nicotine.

I ask unanimous consent to enter in the record Exhibit 7.

Mr. Waxman. Without objection, that will be the order.

Mr. Synar. Mr. Campbell, this is a letter from the Director of the
National Institute of Drug Abuse regarding the DeNoble study
which is in question here. This letter directly contradicts your as-
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sertions. According to the expert Federal agency on drug abuse,
and let me quote from it, "These findings from the DeNoble study
indicate that nicotine has reenforcing properties, one of the hall-

marks of addictive substances."

Yet, with this overwhelming evidence by medical experts, you
continue to contend that your study shows the opposite. Would you
have this subcommittee believe that the National Institute doesn't

know how this study was conducted or understand it at all?

Mr. Campbell. I can't comment. I obviously just received the

document for the first time.

Mr. Synar. Mr. Campbell, was Dr. DeNoble's work part of your
company's effort to develop a nicotine analog, which are chemicals
which would have addicting or reenforcing features without any of

some of the nicotine side effects? Yes or no?
Mr. Campbell. Yes.
Mr. Synar. OK. I have here and I ask unanimous consent to

enter in the record Exhibit 8.

Mr. Waxman. Without objection, that will be the order.

Mr. Synar. It is a 1980 internal memorandum written by one of

your scientists, J.L. Charles. This memorandum describes nicotine

receptor research that your company was funding at the University
of Rochester.
Was this related to Dr. DeNoble's work?
Mr. Campbell. I studied this matter in general, but vou've now

entered into a depth of study that I—can I ask Dr. Ellis to help
me?
Mr. Synar. Mr. Campbell, was this part not—turn around and

ask them. Was this part of Mr. DeNoble s work?
Mr. Campbell. Yes.
Mr. Synar. I ask unanimous consent to enter in the record Ex-

hibit 9.

Mr. Waxman. Without objection, that will be the order.

Mr. Synar. There's something that bothers me, Mr. Campbell,
even more than your complete misrepresentation and characteriza-

tion of the DeNoble work. It's the apparent attempt by your com-

pany to suppress the findings in the DeNoble study and to keep the

important study secret because it might hurt the industry.

Now, let me go through the chronology with you. Dr. DeNoble
submitted his study to a leading scientific journal,

Psychopharmacology, in 1983. It was peer reviewed. It was accept-
ed for publication. It was edited. Then, at the last minute. Dr.

DeNoble withdrew the study.
In a letter written to Philip Morris on Philip Morris stationery,

which you have before you. Dr. DeNoble explained that he was

withdrawing that study "for reasons beyond my control."

Dr. DeNoble resubmitted that study in 1985, Mr. Campbell. It

went through the same peer process. I'd ask for Exhibit 10 to be
made part of the record.

Mr. Waxman. Without objection, that will be the order.

[Testimony resumes on p. 685.]

[Exhibits 5-A through 10 follow:]
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Exhibit 5-A

NICOTINE AS A POSITIVE REINFORCER FOR RATS

EFFECTS OF INFUSION DOSE AND FIXED RATIO SIZE

Victor J. DeNoble, Paul C. Mele and Francis J. Ryan

Philip Morris Research Center

lcT«r pr«Mlnt by raU vat «*u)»U>li«4 $a4 m»imt*\m«4 by l«tr«T«M«f

KicetlA* io/ualooa. Ttt r«U e^ levtr prcatin^ mis rBrt\trt4 ^f ••bakitBtiuf

•a1 in* for nicvclaa ltifu«ie<(« or bf t^'^iaf ete r«t* rusponin <wticf«ad»*t

tUcQtlae iofuiiotw. tb* nt« »f lov«r r>t»Kln« vtt imnttiv* to botli daat *»i

'1»«<1-'"**" «l««. IV"**- •.-vaultj «ho« that nlcacin* r»n Man<>t i/tn *« • po«ICl«»

reiQiercvc fgr rati la ct« abteoct of «UMr induceai^nt or welfht ntfvctlon

}ro««<h>r««. la »44i(loo, tb« ff*tmt r««aUa r«vradrd fitn^lom work tbaviag

tD«t tanlMtloa at fr«l(wce<l exp««ure lo olcocLw r)u(« ooc rttult U •
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llcotitt 1« Mk* of ki^ a**! wi4«ly utM cott^m^m, Aowcver, it U ««ly

ttcvatly th«t Uio effects of Kic«tiM m tche^mle- coat relict bvtavier lum

bMW •yitcaatle«ll7 teudled (t*3). U r«t«, alcvtisa locretiiaa mpoadiag

f«rcc«eae *f lev cau Ktedolc* •' tooi or vater ptruMtatlra aai wa4«f

acheduloa o< «l«9ctcieal shock pttttpoaOHat (1). ftc«ru« 4«<te*«M respooliof

mdOT tUed mU« CFH) aehed»Ie« of foo4 er v«Ur pretvautios. 9»llt«t4Ttly

aUtilaLr re«ult« «• rtapondtAg htva liaM ray«rt«4 £» t^utrral araatuyf <it>trtB«>4

iuu)«» a aitiylfl rZ-A ad)«dwl< of either pcfacncer.lon of fe»4 or McbImOm

et « ttXonlua ••eci«t«4 «1U tlocUic tliock C2). la additlot It (im htm

sbowB tlMt i«trav«s«%a iAjectiaaa af AicoUW vlll maLuUia hl|ii Mtat of

lever-jrenias ^ squirrel uuutof undtr a aacaod er4»r arbadoia. Oa^r tMa

icte4«la rMpondlot roaulU ia dt« praaeneaclou of a viaual atlaulat ttek li

liib«nat(te*cl7 AMOdat^ vitk reepoiiM coatia^iut nlcotUa i^atttaw.Q}

RaB7 eomfemai* ttm iitf*tnai phanMceleclcal claaaea cm» twfMo mi

aalUalK ^eUrtax tliat l(m4ft U a«lf-«(kil]ilotx«tlo«i or tlMa con—iii «|.

Io««^x»t^ro la Ut£t» ^vidaaeo iKat rata will ieCr.«va«»Mly aolf-oAaiJiialoo

alcotlea uoleaa Bolff-odiilalatoaaes U i^ducotf try a loo4 ^llvory Mfc»<>i1« (S)

•r tli«y are gtvoa ptogrtWMd nicotlM infttfleiM for a<t««ral 4ity» (!)• 4i

levtlf of rtipoBdlif BalAealao4 Vy UtraT««au« olcetlu UlhnlMg ftatfamai

infvaioM iwvo tecB ia* Cft). Tim pcoacat aCady il«Maatr«tM thai latwmtnalj
4*livorad nlcotloa fOMUoatf aa a toaiti'va r»<«r«rc«t la tW Mtummn wt ^rf

tprlycfoftt 9c ftosraanH iafMlea caAiitieoa. VtcotiAa aclC-a4o l a1arraUf
v» 9Xnii*6 vaitt diffftrouC 71 *!««• ao4 ocroa* a rM»a «( ialuaie«

Is 0(Ultleo, tli» psaacBt raoolta exeoaa proytaua flftaia«a ()) by

tantaaUon of »TcXoxiie4 acctM to olcatlrt* wader c»a4lti«aa U «kMk 1«

eua«trl*A« aa a ^••{t4.r« ralnr»c««r «*•• «»•« «•-«!« in |>liy«i»lafieal ««fMl««««.
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TW Mlf 1mo4MI TAtm M«K i.mf\unt«4 wltk •• VMM! CaCtvMV (7) VMM

mtsUtittd ta sUndard ofcraat f:«i«<llel(>fUttfl ctUaMtn vicJi ImmI <2t>-30t/ Aif)

•»^ v«ttv olMyv iv»iUbl». bck cU«b*r wm •a«lo«e<t U « •otui4-ctt««Mti«s

^OK. tatp«a4tA« •« A^0 l««t( aectv^cc^ •• {aAmiX** p«m^ Cos 4'9 accvaiaf

^Llv«tiat lA lAfuloa of 6.13 al »r •«lac(«a- B«ft9c4is*« os Um ttke* I«t«r

(•ctl^Lt; let«c) «*n r«c«rM bat lud ao ptfogrAMw^ c«Mof(aeAc«. At nU oi

Acdvity IM^T retpod4ia( vm r«cor4ed tbrouf&aut aU <9cp«vi«Mit«l audfcli'

tl«<U AAi vat C0«p«c«4 t« tk« rata »/ r«a(>«o4t«f r«e«r4*4 tt^m tbC laTWr

r««ulU«c i» nicaUaa Ufaalo^*, the teusaXl^c provi4«A ItliMiinBilM •wi

hUtUti at » r»e« «f 10 Ii U«l«|( M UCuslon. Fictt, aic«tiM ktU-

t^«£ai«eratLoa wu aanMUhH U th* OU at 32 \tt/*%/\itf\aUt Call 4m«« «»

rxprttlttf M tte ft^ b«ao). ilccMt to oIooOa* vm >ali«lta4 (H Vmm),

vlC^ «M nuipooM raquini for <«di tafMlo« Cm 1). ru* ohaa«M vtn M4tt

is Lto aicottoB teUTvcy frocetec* to teUcaina if l«var |rt««iBt «8t b«iat

MiaUiatd br tlw c«stUtaocy MtabUifatd b«twtt«« iev«r praa«tB( «! alMtias

4ellvtty (4). CUAiaa iqcloM Hbttltatioa of mUm <«c aieQtiM« lyaNMUc

ctntM Is dos« fta4 fiffrmmti ml.e*tlM» imtm»ion9 tk laterpaX* •< M» 4ft, 41

aB4 90 •!«»»<. AU rata VH« tavcH viUi tte satlM MtektUtiM Vsecalu*

and UkrM rats «e«* flvta pinti-i—< lafuaiOTu. la tha c«v«a nta aai nialv-

fat >iotrMM>ad iafurlaaa tlia affect af lirftiaiaa 4aa« vaa 4at«wiaaA M Cfta

ttwbcr o< (aIsai«M Mllvtrt« mU tka toUl aievtiae iaeoka C«f/k|/14 ko«0

«M4ar aa n 1 aebadala. bfltalaa 4aa«« tf4.«, at.«. |4.«, a*4 :9 mfW
tafiaalaa) van praaaatH U Ca*eaiklid« o(4av far a aiAiava eX 7 4af«

Uidac eaek infoaloa teaa tarar vtn»i»t vat sllowad t* aUMLaa bafbca

Mara aa4a. la tbe ttut«a r»M tb*t rec«iva« pra^«Me4 laCwloaa ska afCactS

«f H» viaa (!-• r««poa»aa/M w«/>«/JJ»/Wte«) «a tl»« «oab#» af la»w prtaaaa

»mI «h* aa«k«i afl lnfut««f •««« aw^la*. I«ti»» w-ca praaaacaa ia aaoaa'las
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• r4«i itU kka rat* va«« MiBfcai«*4 \m4mr aadt r«»i« lui • «tal«ua of 7-lt

irasloM.

All raU inicijt«4 *ad MiAttlM^ aieotlM i«U-«d«lAi»trttlaa VUgun I,

y*t> p«n*l). C«B«»ally, I0«20 •t*i«n« war* ••••••ry tar tha ac^ltltlm tti

•UtbUufclM of re«p«a<1ln« aik th« ateotiA* l«v«r. Itablltty V«« «flfiw4 a«

S-S a^aalMia «lck «« i«M«iaaOL( 6r 4arr«>««{it« t.r«iiHW <a tte auwbas »( tafa*-

i9A«. TUa wlthia laasloa p«tt>n^ af a&catUicT^tnrorcefl r««poA4lag >«i4tr UM

n \ tc&»ilul.c «« t7ptc4lir • BcrlM of cloMly *p4cad tarutuna (i-i/tluM),

fallowed by a pa\M« (3C*M nUnuu) faring wblek liiM no iafaaion* w«r« u1m».

IIccUac a«lf>«dMioittM(ioii »«• ah**^ t« b« Miatatocd ky ch« r««pMUt-

alcotlB* e«atlaAa*^i rathar fcK»a Vy <>Ut«< bakavioval «rr«ctc «f tile«rt,l««.

Stbatitutios af aallM for nic^tiM Mlveioo failed to aMtaUla l«*t>r fmalaa

(Tlff««« !)• Soltaa aabacttatloe pr»4ne«4 a Coajporary 0-6 hour*) tocrMaa ia

lavat yraaalag vkiali r«fi41y do«lla*d ta 1«m Ui«* 11 talMiana 4i»riaft tte

followlat 24 bovr SMiioo. Mha oicaiisM wf rtiotrodmemi (9t.O mAt/Ufwio)

t*« MMib«r af Ai«««la« lafaaleaa ij»cr*a««4 %* prmrimitm IrroU {tl^tw 1).

frciodxc wtoorracioa o/ CM ciu wtea ateotUM M« «vatia»u iM dirtut U«

MlUe rabstitvtioa ftil«4 U r**««l a«y ataoa of pkfU^ tfape«aMMa (•).

Mms oicotiao wca arailabto lotvr ^roaaias ooevrrH aUw«( oncLtaly •• t%»

liTOi 4«liTu4^ atCO^UHi lafMioM. ActXrtty-Uwr roa|M«a«« Mr* laa« ttaa

1VX af Ow t«tal akMri)a< af ro^gqnaca for all rax*.

7«bU I chcara tta offact •< yrctri—< iofaalaw tfollvorH iarfa;«M4«»tly

of catyoatftAt a« atcottao aalttalaMI lovor px«MUf. Tb« p«t«aa»'4acrMM ia

r.b« n—har af laapAM* QaAClAfMit {jif««t»M *aa tc«ar««ly ^tatW W tk*

VrotraMMd fata/UiMloa UkUrral. Tha aoa af rta^pooM cMtUgne unwioaa

ylMa rr«v«nM' io4ep«n4««t yra«r>«M*4 <Bfiifi<.«ma «»• arahia a«roaa aasaioas

(7a>l* JJ, av«S«tViM that Uw ^-lly l«vtl of aic«&»a« arU-a^4»4a»ntlo« U

at leaat la ^rt «»4or evattal of aoow circalatlng l)loo4 Icrtl*
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(

KRI ieb«4iil« ii hjVK'ia ib« rifht pa««l af rixwrv t. A:i th» «1«a« aC alcotlM

Mfl docr*«t«4 Ik* ouabar «f iafoaloo* tint {acrcxMnl iIm;u ij«crta««f. fa

CMtraat, ii^«*lAn tAt*k« (*«/)>• •< >*»'*r w«t«h«> lncr«4»>-<i aa M (uuctio« ««

Kieetiil* ao«« CfiV* O- Siwllar roiietiMMl rrlaiianahi^ A»v« kMB f»tt«4

vith atb** r«li\f«c«*ra (A), That ^s/kK/lafMian ga»a dl<4 imL aaiataia Icwr

;r«*alai a^v* m11«« itn*lM,

Th««« taaulu tf«iaonatr<t« Ukat intraTAnoi^ty dclvveiw^ nicottac cm

lBer*«a« and MiaUi* tevrr pnaaing that raauUx m Un ilal^vaiy. Tkt Thttrgaa

la c&a alcotia* ddivcrr priK-cdurr vhovtd that l»v«r prcsiini wm iMiatafiuMi

rby

lb* a<aatta«-s««panafi cvntiaMncy. Tkara «*prr ffwr t<tiiivi>i.l«cM •t Uie

po(iti<vt nlofoiclai sffavt* oC aicotiiu: I) a irc4t«n uimbct ot levvc prMMs
vt«n nicotia* »«§ re«;oot«>ceotin^ifne thwi wbta talloft w«ji ro«poiU4r-ccittinsaet|

||

1) A (r«at«r noabvr «( reayoniiaa on tba nicattac lc««r rJian aA Cte accivitf

\ l«T«r; )) « «y*t«fMUr d»rr«Mt U tk« Mubax uf cvatinnetit iiUoviPM vImm

ni aic«tiAa vaa 4«Iiy*Ka4 na«icont*i>«rnt ly; »a4 4) tyatiaaatic ckaai^a la La«aa

\ f<«aaia« «a a fwia«toa Of rfett nlMCiat ^oa**.

Til* offfrCt af Itcrtsstai tU rati* alaa oa th# mmb^r at l.a«»< fvaaaaa

«a4 iaCuaiana L$ ibam la Vigsra 1. Jncraaaea (a m *<!: ap ta ra S rff«»lc«tf

ta kakataAtial ta<ra«a«a In Ika nca^vr af tovar preaaoa. kt rafcia Af S antf I

tka auatiar a( Irvn* araia^a rOMiaaa r«l«i>v«iy kusMv. a (Qtxmtt >aaaaaaa ta

ratla alia ta IX f M«ult«4 la a iaeraaaa U tb4 auabar ^r lavax yraMM. Tfet.

Kunbav af loCaaiaa* raoaiiwd aalatiTMly atakla «ccoaa dcvrral ratla* (I-*)*

tJtra (VcT<»a»a4 at matM •< 7 aa4 I. Alt)ie«(k iairaveiiatiMy i(«li«ara4 atcattaa

MinUiaiNi rakia ratfoxaaaco, tkaaa avarall ratea of Trfl|i««41at eamfttmi t»

otbisr lutravanutoily dallvacvd raUfatcora (*) nrr low, e\<K|ccs»iaa »V»« «t««tl*»

fiay tw a ««ak rctafOTClai ageat.
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rrvviau* abba^TM »• #nt«hlt*k atevfriiM m as LBt.c«y«i«»u«Ay ^^Ifwnd

i«iai*rao* for rat» tuv* •b««'a OMk MI7 M4«r c«(iditi«»« •! c*4<>c«4 keff

w«t|ht »a4/«r OMOAjrvMt fta*4 tlai food pretwUtiMi *^1l uteattiM Mtll*

«4aiAi,ftMtioa «e«ur «C r*CM aaMt vehicle caatrol level* (3). tb« pcemMt

r«(ttlta show tk4t aieettM «•« fuactlA* • m iatravcaoasly (1«lt-w«H pociti'W

r«l»lerc*c for ral» in th« abawici of tttct co«41tl«aa, and CiMt Um Ivvvi sf -

rMf4ftdlnf vaa be Miaulatd •ero** t«T«r«t cAtto krbvdalfH.

'

A 4lct«ilcd pr«£ilft a/ tbc bnliavlocal effects of nicoLUMr hit h*m taCniAS

froa »«v*r«l UbonUrlt* (l,3)i hoviTtc, th«r» b4« been a coaiia<i4«t owd

I for « ayvteaatic evtluatiea «t the rvla<orc&sg «freck «f AteetlA* la tha rat.

la x.bi.9 atM*y xfea waiawn**** af lovaw yr««atiic vn. <uiw4|uiv«call7 the rwatti

\ ol coiui«^u««t eicotiof l«fu»i«u. TortbetaoTt, tba batMvior wta iliowa t« be

\«eatitiv*
U botii 4«M Md r««)«BM contX«s«ncy ia«ot|mUiioAa.
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I. 0. Icrree, 7. tcwet'lllttl, ia Tftb«?co AlluU^«li •«4 t'ltUil Caap«M4i, Voa

lultr U. (0Kf«c4 rartMMoa Fr*i» i9«S) pp. IZS; «'. K. H«rtis»«. J. A.

8««plieaa«a, N7«)k«f)MnMC«l«iia 15, 3Si (I96»)i S. M. PrwiiMa, Arcti.

I«t. ?)i«ra«c»47«. Tlwr. lU. U7 ((970): I.. Ando. Pturoae. Blodmi.

I«k«t, 3, MS (197S)i L. C. Abood, K. U«ry, A. Te«#t«k«. H. BooUl, J.

Ia\tr«. Set. Km. 1, 337 (197l)| 7. J. DaNobla, Y. DrigM, I. Carrw,

rsTCtwphinMMlo^y (<a p(»«t llt2}| «. J. OcN«ftl«» F. J. Ry««<> T. P.

Drtita, 9. C. Male, J. lUweral, S. X«jraf»i4, rtamwc. Siochart. Behav.

{inz}\ I. r. StaUnwa. aad H. X. Jarrlk, P«f<lvaplu macototia 30 (1973);

«. X. Jacvik. ftnqJCLteuL-ISX- '' ('*»>

t. I. B. Spaalaaa, . I» 0ol4b«r|, ft. 1. Oardaar, J. nuira. fsy. ttar. 314,

04 (l»tt){ r. I. A. DiTis, C. i. KmaUr, P. 1. Oawa. ParctuylMflH*

calofi* 32, M (IS73).

3. f. H. 0«l4Vart. R. • flpaalMO. D. K. 6ol<bert. Sclaar* 914. S7A (l««l).

4. •. fickaaa, Jl. A. Na^adi, T. TlMi^a**, ta AaoAoali af Fayclie^tecMactlatyi

L. I,. Ivaraaa, I. a. Xwnati 1. I. S«y4«r IMa. C^laauii Prew Iw r*c«,

IBTt). 13, ff. 1.

$. «. I. Lang, A. A. UtiCf. A. HoQumm, 0. SIa«ar, P>i4*«a«9l. SlachM.

lahav. 7, «5 (197?) t I. A. SmiXk, V. J. Ung. ik(4, IS. 2U (19lf).

«. a. . laaaaa, b. A. Tv»»u»», a. R. Hwft***, M« Ci«ac««t« SMkUg aa a

Ikvendaica Pncvta, f. A. Kraiinagar, M. ($aifariaa»«c P(iacla« Offlc*,

WatblngtM. O.C. 1979), 7«.

7. Vaoeua catbeCcr* ««ra liylaaiad (J. «. Vaalu, in Mechada in P»y<-b«bialagp,

g. B. Krara, E4. (A<a4«»ie Pcaaa Loadaa, 1912). a p» laM. UnSar paM*-

b«rttltal aikd lMt«ttirar aaaattiasta aod iauJ«r aae(n.lc <^x«tlttoai. Oaa ••4

af tha cathata* (Inatde dlaaaaioa, 9.3 aa outai*: aiaaatLoa. •<« wa)
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««v« »K CtM l«v*l cC t)i0 riito >bri««. Tho distal «MMt »r Ua eaClwiaK

wm» paaacA •tt%«ul«aaou«l]r aai mik Uirauck <|ie ilua iA Lte vUMl* mt tiM

*«•»«!• of Ue r«t'a ^Ack. ttt c«th«t«r wii c««nr«tad to • MUi«l««s

«U«1 fttdl yUU. Keck MdMl M» «Ilow4 It «Uy* iMovacy bafara b«iat

placed ift a U«» clU«i»e*>

T. T»WI«&t«, II. Tak«twi«lil. J. fhaMXMt. C^. TV»r. 179, U» (1«70).

7*»U 1

TIm (•?<:<«( dftcrrsse U tb« ouater of i«if<a4toi*i«t«re4 cilc«tl«o

lafutlooa ftod Utc c«ul nunbar of laffu«i«fi« «• • fnactlo*
«f titc iAMcvai b«6n«o rcspovM iao«f«ttd«ftv p(9gr'aaMi«0

»leott»e taff\uta*s,

Mesa (1 *tBii4««4 •rr«r) S
loUriafuloa Interval iacr—$9 1a t!b4 oaabcc «f

Coatrol

90

60

90

45 (i 5.0}

» (* 3.4)

11 (i 1.5)

•i (^.a)

n (14.3)

79 (la.i)

74 Ct3.5)
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7l|Hrt 1. tttvfta «r ta^ttltutlai fltnc for alcotiiM •• ih« auater af i%t»tl9»

(Imtt 9«A*1}. B4Cb b«r r«»r«*«*t« « ••• •{ 10 «*«»jteu (10 Mts s

1, 24 tMur ttaHont"). T|m v«rtte«l lloas aKow ibm mx.9ni*t* •trpt.

Tb« rlfttt li«# «( tk« ri««if« •*«»« kb« affftct of warrita th« 4««* •€

nicotine oa bocb ttM maber of lafutiodo (tolitf iUim) and i***!^

iauk* (f\|/k|;/»«*slra, ^atha^ ILasi) tndcr an Ft I sch*<iult. KMft
°

yviat <• • «•» mt 91 •««ai«tt« (7 r*t» m 3 ••iIo«a each) «nd cte

verticil \(mi •fe«« th« at4a4«rd errpr.

rifuM 2. T>« nuaibcr o< Uvtr pee**** and iivfuiiann (32 mi/I^i) <• atwYn •• a

rvinccioft ox ctte Ft am. TUt ratioa vei* prftsented in an «ie«a4Iiit

9«4«*. Each yoia.t la • acra «f 9 gbaervstioaa fl rata i 3 t«aai««»)

aaa tA« farcical liMa •^«>v tKa •Iaa4ar4 «r*9r.

Vo thJMk Tmwm SrafB uki Liaa Carran ^r eJi^ir i««teieal a«alf».aa«».
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Exhibit 6

PHILIP MO»U9-U.8A. $TATEMSNT RISPONDINO TO
CONGRESSMAN WAXMAN'S PRESS CONFBRfiNd

N{ARCHI1,1M4
I

Dr. Victor D« Nobl* was m\ploy9d by Philip MonrU /rom April 1980 to

March 1984 as a rM^arch sdandat in tht Rcaearch and Divtlopmtnt Oapartrntnt

Dr. Dt Nobi« eonductid niootin^'ralatad research and concluded that nicodn* U a

r«iAferctr is th« daii of nasuddlctlvfl chamleal oompoundi luch u Mccharin^ or

watMV and that ha did not b«U«va nicotlna fit th« accepted criteria /or drug

•

dependence. He alao concluded that nicotine telf-adminiitration cannot be viewed

u a form of drug "abuse" or u an "addiction."

Contrary to the luggeitions that Dr. De Neble't research has been somehow

withheld from the sdentiAc community and public, w« find dozens of pubUcatiocts

authored by him/ including five based on hit nlcotine^related research conducted

while at PhiUp Morris.

At no time did Philip Morris seek an injunction, legal or otherwise, against

tha puUitttion of any of Dr. De Noble's research. Ai with virtually all industries,

publication of researdi done while an employee must be reviewed and approved

prior to auch pubUation. We are aware of one instance when Dr. De Noble Med to

go through the Philip Morris manuscript review process and thus was told not to

puhliah Philip Morris researdi until completing the process. An abstract based on

Uiat research wu published.

Contact: Victor Han
ai2)S7S^279(
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* M DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH A HUMAN SERVICE Exhibit 7

^4 National Inatitule on Drug Abuie
MOO Flahen Lane

4PR13 8M RockvHIa, Maryland 20SS7

The Honorable Henry A. Waxman
Chairman, Subcommittee on

Health and the Environment

Committee on Energy and Commerce
House of Representatives

Washington, D.C. 20515-6118

Dear Mr. Waxman:

I am writing in response to your request of April 11 for the evaluation by the National

Institute on Drug Abuse (NIDA) of the significance of the findings presented in

Dr. Victor DeNoble's 1983 research paper, "Nicotine as a Positive Reinforcer in Rats:

Effects of Infusion Dose and Fixed Ratio Sire.* The findings from Dr. DeNoble's study

demonstrate that nicotine does act in a reinforcing manner when tested in an animal model.

It is also important to note that the rate of nicotine self-administration varied with the dose of

the drug. Furthermore, when the subject's baseline nicotine level was increased by the

researcher, the rate of self-administration of nicotine by the subject in the study was

decreased. These two findings support the contention that nicotine reinforcement was due to

the pharmacologic effects of this substance. These findings from the DeNoble study indicate

that nicotine has reinforcing properties, one of the hallmarlc characteristics of an addictive

drug, and are consistent with those of NIDA-supported researchers who have studied the

reinforcing effects of nicotine.

You also requested my comments on the statement by the Phillip Morris Company that the

DeNoble study shows that "nicotine is a reinforcer in the class of nonaddictivc chemical

compounds such as saccharin or water.' It is tiue that saccharin and water can also serve as

reinforcers; however, the reinforcing properties of water depend upon the animals being

deprived of water and the reinforcing properties of saccharin are due to its ta.^te. In the

DeNoble study, the animals were neither food nor water deprived, and nicotine was

administered intravenously, which avoids taste effects. Therefore, nicotine docs not have the

same characteristics a^ water and saccharin.

I hope you will find this information helpful.

Sincerely,

Alan I. Leshner, Ph.D.

Director
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Suiibit 8

PHILIP MORRIS U. S. A.

IHTCR-OFFICE C R « £ S P H £ N C E

MCNMOKt, llltiail

(!

-CONnDENl

T«l

SMkjMt: .

Or. Jl. 1. Scllgaaa
.1

J. L. Chsrlts

oatK March 18, 1980

Wlcotln» R«c«ptoT PTogTMi ' PnlvTslty of Roch«5t»'T -.
-^ ';'';

... . . . ..,

;->j/;t>^^"*k.fiO.;.d';;^ir^.7r;:^

'a/:

3^
^:i--;v\-

.,>r.\. Wlcotla* !• A pw«rful phar««colofic«l tftn't with •;;:.

,Bultipl« sitas of action asd aay b« th« aost ispoftant .,: -'^c-.

essBonant of cicaratt* ssoka.' Nlcotlao and aa vuidarstanding
*of Its proptrtlas art laportaat to th» eontlnuad wall •--*

baing of OUT cigarstt« businass slnca this alkaloid has" baan
eitad oftaa as "tha raaioa .'or saokiag*' aad thaorlas hava
ba«a advaaead for "aicotiaa titration" b/ tha saokar. Nicotin
^is kaowa to hava affects oa tha cantral aad paripharal aarvous
"systta as wall, as iafluaacing maaory, loaming, paia parcaptioi
rasponsa to strass aad laval of arousal. .• -..- I-

^r-'TT.: It is not suprising that a compound with such a aultituda
of affects would hava properties which are considered ~'

.'^;^
•

undesirable by tha anti- sacking forces. Claias ar« aada
that nicotine in cigarette saoke can induce chest pain and
irregularities ia cardiac rhytha when a person witA a cosproai:
cardiovascular systea saokas or when parsons with cardiac
disease are exposed to high concentratioas of sid* streaa saoki

- **• ^*^

' For thasa reasons our ability to ascertain th« structural
features of tha nicotine aolacula which are respoaalble for
its various pharaacologieal properties can lead to tha design
of coapouads with eahaneed desirable properties (eaatral . . /
nervcuj systea effects) aad ainiaized suspect pro^rties
Cperl.^theral nervous systea effects). There are aany opportunit
for acquiriag proprietary cospounds which can serve as a fira
fouadatioa for.aew aad iaaovacive products ia the future.

. Tlic above is aa excerpt froe an introduction to the nieotl
prograa which I wrote on 12/1/78. My views have not signiflcar
changed siaee that tiae. I believe that nicotine does play an
iapertaat role in the sacking process. How iaporcant that role
is reaaias to be determined. The receptor program at the

University of Rochester is an integral part of the aicotine

prograa and can be justified in a number of ways. Aa initial

thought was that Or. Abood would have the knowledge and techniq
to perfora screening of nicotine analogs for CNS activity.
The synthesis group has created a nuaber of interesting compoun
which are now being screened by Dr. Abood. In addition
Dr. Abood was to carry out fundaaancal studies on sites and

mechanisms of action of nicotine in the brain. That research
.

is in progress. '
I"
"^

hnsiiia unci
~
1003288974
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I SAt'la oa an addition*! meeting with Dr. Abood and
Ots. SAttdcrs, S««Ban, and Chavdarian during Or. Abood' s last
visit. Z fouAd tha discussions tc b« useful and felt that
Dr. Abood was doing some very interesting work which can
ultinatel/ be of benefit to Philip Morris. I also utilized
Dr. Abood as a consultant during that visit and he made some
food suggestions and I thought the tiae was well spent.

la suBBary, the nicotine rtceptor prograa at the •

Uaivarsity of Rochestar is an integral part of our overall
aieotiaa prograa. The combination of basic research on the
pharsacology of the nicotine receptor combined with the
capability to screen nicotine analogs for CNS activity
eoBpltoants our internal synthetic and behavioral efforts
ia the nicotine prograa. The prograa is justified la ay view

'as a defensive response to the anti-smoking forces criticisms
of nicotine and also as fundamental research into the nature
of our product and how It affects our ciistoacrs, th« saokers.
This entire prograa involve? complex technological problems
and the benefits to be derived from the prograa will not be
realized laaediately. Indeed the benefits will necessarily
ba of a long-tem nature and aay have direct bearing on our
market position in a 10-15 year time frame. However, if we
do not nave the basic research results this prograa will
provide wa will not be in a position to respond if and when
the pressures to change do occur.

Ac/aro Qiy-'^^^^^
cc: Dr. T. S. Osdene [^

^
i
QD

CI
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Exhibit 9

'."^•X- - -i

PHILIP MORRIS,.'
U.S.*.

August 30, I9fl3

Herbert Barry, III. (*.0.

University of Pittsburgh
School of Pharmacy

Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15261

Dear Or. Barry:

I regret to inform you that due to factors beyond my control 1 must

»1thdraw our manuscript I83M400 from consideration as a publication In

PsYChopharfflacology .

Please accept »y sincerest apology.

Sincerely,

^victor J. DeHoble, Ph.D. -^
'
»$$oc!«te Senior Sclentlit

VJD/mps
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DOCUMENT 4

Exhibit

22 3«pt«eb«r 19«
Tutor i. D«NoM«, n.D.
ir«r«t UterttorlM Smmto^, Im.
CH 8000

h>ln6«t0B, W 089*3-^90

S«itr Tl«tori

ntXsftetorllr iaprorvd tna t^brrrlattd. T^aniu for your tberguth, «ffMtlva

Kr rcratlM otiMk for 41a<]rc(waQl«a ^tMtc tb« r«rer«no« Itat utd
sitatlora tft tba t«xt bM rcTa&asd thct Lane «t al. (197T), oitad on p%e** 3
•ltd 11) i* not Id (b« r«r«r«uo« Uat. Sloo* it WM Ui Ui« r«f«r««o« Hat La
tba prior Ttraioa, thla om 9f th« 16 rafaraxtoa Hat Iteas 4«Iata4 af^arantlj
•bQul4 hart b««n retaiMd.

X abar* tha dlautaa yec aiQrtSM^ is tout p6ona oocr«r*«tlon of it

Saptaotar that tba Philip Morria CoqpaAjr haa lasuad in lAjUaotlon a«auwt
SMbiloatlon of ehla pap«r. I aa rvuraiag t« you tha ty»a«ori.pt, laeludlns
tha tfZoaa/ prlata of tb* four rupiraf < Z wui ao««pt yov paptr for

pu^llctttloa and a«n4 it to tl>« r»<tiMiaal Ultor oulj 1/ t raoalva fro* you «
oerraotad typaaorlpt vlUi tba Infbraatton that tha UJvntloa haa b«an Uftad.

Vban X ratOTB t« tba autbor a Mnaaerlpt that I aw^ vlll ba aodaptabla
aftar rarlAlea, X Icvap it 1b a peodliH aUt«« for alx aostha. it tba tad of
tMt tlaa, X tvoA t« tb* ^ours&l'a Pr^taatlgo OTflM a olroolatloa »lip
ap««ifnac that tba papar «iU aet ba publlabad. X vlll fbllov tbla pi'ooatfaf
yiCaaa X raoalT* aontrai7 loatrMtloaa froB yoa.

AXtbo«^ It la dlaappotttilas Wtb tve i^i tai tor m that tba afTorta m
tbla papar by j«a, by tw aspart l a Tlfwra , and ta a laraar vAaot by •• vlU
^paraaiUy sat raaalt U pwbltaattaa, X baUav* «im« ]r««r aTAtK ant
aivarlanoa vUl ba baa«nalall|r appUad to roar ratura papara. Tou bava ^r
baat «labM for aaooaa* tt paw oaeHt tad fWtura raaa«r«fe| and r«r uaafU
poblleaileaa r«portu« poor ftadtiwa.

Stann^p f«v«»

Sarbari Bbrrrt XXX, fk,9,
Piald Idltor for labatlarai rbaimoota

la labaratflTf aalaala
taal.
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Mr. Synar. It then had to be withdrawn again. According to this

letter written to the journal editor, the reason was that Philip Mor-
ris had "issued an injunction against publication of this paper." The
letter was from the editor, as you can see.

Mr. Campbell, do you deny that Philip Morris kept the DeNoble

study from being published?
Mr. Campbell. I will not deny that.

Mr. Synar. You did keep it from being published.
Mr. Campbell. Yes. We did not in any way employ legal tech-

niques, such as injunctions, but we did not choose to publish that.

Mr. Synar. Isn't it true, Mr. Campbell, that prior to the time
that Dr. DeNoble submitted his study to the journal in 1983, his

study had been reviewed by Philip Morris for publication?
Mr. Campbell. I believe that to be the case, yes.
Mr. Synar. All right. In its press release, Mr. Campbell, Philip

Morris states that it did not obtain an injunction against the publi-
cation. My question to you is did Philip Morris, its attorneys or any
of its employees threaten a court injunction that would be sought
against Dr. DeNoble if the article was published?
Mr. Campbell. Not to my knowledge, sir, and I have investigated

to some extent.

Mr. Synar. Do you have a written memo on that investigation
from your staff?

Mr. Campbell. I don't think so.

Mr. Synar. If you do, would you leave that memo available for

the record and submit it?

Mr. Campbell. Thank you.
[The following letter was received:]
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PHILIP MORRIS
USA.

1?D PARK AVENUE, NEW YOHK. NY 10017

William I. Campbell
POtSIOCNT »NC5

CMICr CXCCUTIVE OrriCEH

AprU 26, 1994

Henry A. Waxman
Chairman, Subcommittee on Health

and the Environment

2415 Rayburn House Office Building

Washington, DC 20515-6118

Dear Mr. Chairman:

I have had an opportunity to review an unofficial trar^crlpt of the April 14

Hearing. While I may have additional clarifications for the Record after further

review, there are a few clarifications I would like to make now.

Congressman Synar, in referring to Dr. DeNoble's impublished 1983

manuscript, said that the research described in the manuscript "found that rats

will self-administer nicotine when hooked up to an intravenous nicotine

solution." Congressman Synar went on to say that Philip Morris's March 31

press release "said the DeNoble study showed exactly the opposite." I don't

believe Congressman Synar is correct. The Philip Morris press release said that

Dr. De Noble "conducted nicotine-related research and concluded that nicotine is

a reinforcer in the class of non-addictive chemical compounds such as saccharin,

or water ...." And that is indeed what he concluded. The press release went on
to say that Dr. DeNoble "did not believe nicotine fit the accepted criteria for drug
deperuience." And again, that is indeed what he concluded. Our press release

did not say that Dr. DeNoble's 1983 unpublished manuscript showed anything
Other than what it did.

Congressman Synar asked me whether Dr. DeNoble's work was part of

the Company's "effort to develop a nicotine analog, which are chemicals which
would have addicting or reinforcing features without any [of some] sic of the

nicotine side effects? Yes or no?" In answering "yes," I was not agreeing that

either nicotine or the analogs had addicting features, but simply that the analogs

might be reinforcing.
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Congressman Synar also asked whether "Philip Morns, its attorneys or

any of its employees, threaten[ed] a court injunction that would be sought
against Dr. DeNoble if the Journal or the article was published'" I answered.
"Not to my knowledge, sir, and I have investigated to some extent." I am
unaware of any threat of a court injunction against Dr, DeNoble. As a result of

the publication, on several different occasions, of the results of research

conducted while with the Company, without Company approval as was required

by his employment agreement, an attorney with the Company wrote to Dr.

DeNoble, two years after he left the Company, saying:

"The Company cannot tolerate this type of conduct. As I stated in my
earlier letter, if you wish to publish or otherwise utilize research from

Philip Morris, you must request and receive permission from the

Company. Any further breach of your agreement will result in action

being taken."

The Company acted appropriately. No legal action, however, was ever taken

against Dr. DeNoble by the Company.

Finally, Mr. Wyden asked me whether the Company is currently the

subject of a potential antitrust action by the Department of Justice over our

refusal to develop a fire-safe cigarette. I answered, "I don't know that, sir." I

was confused by the question and, as a result, my answer was incorrect. On
January 11, 1994, the Department of Justice, Antitrust Division, issued a Civil

Investigative Demand (CID) directed to Philip Morris Incorporated, as part of

"an antitrust investigation to determine whether there is, has been, or may be a

violation of Section 1 of the Sherman Act." The investigation is into "joint

activity to restrain competition in the manufacture and sale of cigarettes,

including joint activity, to limit or restrict research and development or product
innovation." We are informed that the focus of the investigation is into

allegations of joint industry activity to restrict the development of a "fire-safe"

cigarette. Therefore, we are the subject of a Department of Justice antitrust

investigation related to the development of a "flre-safe" cigarette.

I appreciate having this opportunity to clarify the Record. Should a

further review require additional clarification, I will advise you promptly.

cc: The Honorable Thomas J Bliley

Ranking Minority Member
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Mr. Synar. The subcommittee was informed, Mr. Campbell, that
in early 1984, Philip Morris or Berkeley closed down the research

laboratory of Dr. DeNoble and his colleagues and the employees
were told to find other jobs. Is that true?
Mr. Campbell. That's correct.

Mr. Synar. Is it true that Philip Morris took that action because
of the adverse research findings that were being found by the lab-

oratory?
Mr. Campbell. No.
Mr. Synar. Does Philip Morris have copies of any of Dr.

DeNoble's studies, reports, notes or any other documents pertain-

ing to work he performed or any other documents pertaining to his

animal research?
Mr. Campbell. I would think that we do, sir.

Mr. Synar. Will you provide those documents to the subcommit-
tee and for the record?
Mr. Campbell. I see no problem.
Mr. Synar. The subcommittee contacted Dr. DeNoble, Mr. Camp-

bell, to ask his version of the events and Dr. DeNoble informed this

subcommittee that he would be unable to talk to us because it may
be subject to a confidentiality agreement that he has with your
company, Philip Morris. Therefore, it would bar the testimony of

Dr. DeNoble because of that agreement.
Mr. Campbell, will you release Dr. DeNoble from his confiden-

tiality agreement so that he can appear voluntarily before this sub-

committee to tell us what really happened?
Mr. Campbell. I don't know of the confidentiality agreement. So

I'd have to have an investigation, but then I will answer.
Mr. Synar. Will you release Dr. DeNoble from any contractual

arrangements that would allow him to voluntarily testify before

this subcommittee?
Mr. Campbell. Dr. DeNoble is quite on record in a
Mr. Synar. Yes or no? Will you allow Dr. DeNoble to come for-

ward?
Mr. Campbell. I see no problem and our people will discuss it

with you.
Mr. Synar. No. That's not the question. Mr. Campbell, Dr.

DeNoble will voluntarily appear if he can get through the agree-
ment that he has with your company. Will you release him from
that agreement?
Mr. Campbell. Can I check with my counsel at this time?
Mr. Synar. I just want to know. You're the chairman of the

board.
Mr. Campbell. No, I'm not, sir. I'm just the president, but
Mr. Waxman. Mr. Synar, let's give him a minute.
Mr. Synar. All right.
Mr. Campbell. We'll do it, sure.

Mr. Synar. Thank you. Mr. Johnston, do you currently have ani-

mal research going on in your laboratory?
Mr. James Johnston. I believe we do, yes.
Mr. Synar. Will you make available to the subcommittee all doc-

uments pertaining to that animal research that you are presently
and have in the past conducted?
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Mr. James Johnston. Those which do not involve proprietary

product development
Mr. Synar. Mr. Johnston, that is an unacceptable answer. Pro-

prietary information is available to Congress in confidential form.

That is not a legitimate excuse for not providing it to the sub-

committee.
Mr. James Johnston. Congressman, may I finish my response?
Mr. Synar. You may finish.

Mr. James Johnston. Those documents which relate to specific

product development, it is my clear understanding that without

being very careful with those documents, we could then have the

Justice Department come after us for anti-competitive behavior. So
this requires specific documents.

I have no problems with cooperating with this committee in any
way.
Mr. Synar. Mr. Johnston, I take that as a yes that you will pro-

vide all the animal research and laboratory information that you
are presently
Mr. James Johnston. We will provide any reasonable data.

Mr. Synar. No. That's not what I'm suggesting, Mr. Johnston.

That's not up to your determination what is reasonable. I'm asking

you, will you and will every one of the gentlemen to your right pro-
vide all present and previously conducted animal research data to

this committee that has been done, and reports, notes, et cetera.

Mr. Johnston?
Mr. James Johnston. I will repeat if

.

Mr. Synar. Yes or no, Mr. Johnston?
Mr. James Johnston. If there is a possible violation of anti-com-

petitive law
Mr. Synar. Mr. Johnston, let me give you the rules. Maybe you

don't understand
Mr. James Johnston. I will not knowingly
Mr. Synar. Mr. Johnston.
Mr. James Johnston [continuing]. Violate the law.

Mr. Synar. Mr. Johnston, you cannot withhold information from
the U.S. Congress. Now, we can either ask you to provide that in-

formation or we can use our subpoena power to do that. There is

no bar from that information on the basis that it is proprietary or

that there is pending litigation.
We will have our lawyers explain to your lawyers, if that's nec-

essary and I don't think it is, that the providing of proprietary in-

formation does not constitute making that information public,
therefore violating any formulas or particular private information

that you have.

Now, the question I ask you one more time and to each gentle-
men to your right. Will you provide us all the test reports and
notes from all animal laboratory testing that you are presently or

formerly been involved in? Yes or no?
Mr. James Johnston. I will provide those documents which do

not threaten a Justice Department charge of anti-competitive be-

havior and I will require, Mr. Congressman, some kind of assur-

ance from the subcommittee stafi" that those proprietary, competi-
tive information be held in confidence. We've had some issues late-
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ly of data being released in an inflammatory sense, in possible vio-

lation of a Federal
Mr. Waxman. Just a minute. The question is whether you're

going to submit this data. You're not suggesting that this sub-
committee has released any data you've submitted to us in con-
fidence in any improper way, are you?
Mr. James Johnston. No, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Waxman. You will submit the data. May I have the answers

from the others? We'll have to move on.

Mr. Taddeo. I'm unaware that we have any in-house animal re-

search.
Mr. Waxman. Speak into the microphone.
Mr. Taddeo. I'm unaware that we have any in-house animal re-

search.
Mr. Waxman. Whatever you have, we want you to submit it to

us. Will you agree to that, Mr. Tisch?
Mr. TisCH. Yes, sir. We will provide to Congress whatever is ap-

propriate and required by law, sir.

Mr. Synar. Gentlemen, let me explain to you something. If we
have to subpoena this information, you will not be able to deter-
mine the appropriateness of the information. So you can either vol-

untarily agree to submit all information, including notes, records,
et cetera, or the subcommittee may be forced to consider a sub-

poena, through which we will get all the information.
Mr. TiscH. I understand that, sir.

Mr. Waxman. Are you committing to cooperate with the sub-
committee and get us the data?
Mr. TisCH. I have not, not cooperated, with the committee. Like

I said, I will be glad to provide whatever is appropriate and what-
ever you require of us and whatever you ask of us.

Mr. Waxman. Mr. Horrigan?
Mr. Horrigan. We will cooperate. And if I may, at this juncture,

I am somewhat appalled by the conduct of this hearing. You in-

vited responsible executives here to devote their time and their

honesty to the answers. You overwhelm people with questions. You
ask yes and no. And I would like to think if we were going to have
an exchange here, a true exchange, for you to be informed rather
than have your minds made up, we should be given chances in fu-

ture questioning to expand, if necessary.
Mr. Waxman. Mr. Horrigan
Mr. Horrigan, We will cooperate fully with the question rep-

resented by Mr. Synar.
Mr. Waxman. So your answer is yes. Mr. Sandefur?
Mr. Sandefur. Yes. We will cooperate. We have not done any

animal research.
Mr. Waxman. Mr. Johnston?
Mr. Donald Johnston. Yes. We will cooperate. We have not

done any such studies in our own facilities. However, I would point
out that in the period of the 1930's through the 1960's, we did par-
ticipate in a program of grants with the Medical College of Vir-

ginia, and that information may be something we can provide.
Mr. Waxman. Thank you very much. Mr. Bryant?
Mr. Bryant. Thank you very much. I would like to ask each of

you sort of a rhetorical question I think I know the answer to al-
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ready. But it is true, is it not, that in product liability cases that

have been filed against the tobacco companies that seek to hold

your companies responsible for the illness or death of a smoker,
one of the defenses which the tobacco companies always assert is

that the sick or dead individual who smoked did so as a matter of

his or her own free choice and that he or she, therefore, assumed
the risk of diseases which are publicly associated with smoking.

Isn't that the case, Mr. Johnston?
Mr. James Johnston. There is virtually universal awareness by

the American public of the health risks involved in smoking. That
is part of litigating these issues.

Mr. Bryant. I just asked a question. I do not want to cut you
off, because I want you to be able to give a full answer. But you
have got to answer the questions pretty quickly. It is the case, is

it not, that your usual defense is the smoker smoked voluntarily
as a matter of free choice and, therefore, assumed the risk and you
are not responsible? Is that not the case?

Mr. James Johnston. That's correct, sir.

Mr. Bryant. Is it also true that your argument that smokers
continue to smoke as a matter of their own free choice is a key part
of the defense? It is the essential part of your defense. Is that not

right?
Mr. James Johnston. I wouldn't characterize it as essential. It

is part of the defense, yes, and part of the American record.

Mr. Bryant. Is it not the case that that defense would be wiped
out if you conceded here today or any forum that nicotine and your

products are addictive?

Mr. James Johnston. Mr. Congressman, I don't know. Addiction

is a term that is

Mr. Bryant. We all know what it means. Would it not be the

case if you conceded here today that nicotine was addictive and

your products were addictive, that you would no longer be able to

claim that the sick or dead individual smoked as a matter of free

choice? Is that not the case?
Mr. James Johnston. I can tell you what juries believe. Juries

usually believe, because of the common definition of addiction, that

the person was addicted, but the person can quit.

Mr. Bryant. The fact of the matter is that you can not sit here

today and say to us that people made a free choice to smoke if you
also concede that once a person starts, they are addicted. Now, you
cannot do that.

So it is very clear that you all have a very clear econoniic inter-

est in telling the American people and in sustaining the idea and

saying and not deviating from the assertion that your products are

not addictive. I think that is just a matter of logic.

Mr. James Johnston. I respectfully disagree with you. The

truth, Mr. Congressman
Mr. Bryant. So you think a person could be addicted to ciga-

rettes and you could still assert that they smoked as a matter of

free choice.

Mr. James Johnston. I'm telling you that the truth is the truth.

I will speak the truth as I know it, disregarding litigation con-

sequences. If we
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Mr. Bryant. Fine. All I am saying—I think it is clear what I am
saying. You cannot claim somebody smoked as a matter of free

choice and, at the same time, admit that they are addicted to your
product, now can you?
Mr. James Johnston. Mr. Congressman, I'm not a litigation law-

yer or expert.
Mr. Bryant. But I would hope you are a logical thinker.

Mr. James Johnston. I am, I hope.
Mr. Bryant. I think the logic leads us to that conclusion. When

everybody on the panel says the same thing and, Mr. Horrigan, you
took offense at our questioning a moment ago, but when everybody
on the panel says the same thing and, astonishingly, says it in the

same way, as you did a moment ago when you affirmed that you
did not believe nicotine is addictive, it raises the question about
whether or not the response was rehearsed.
Mr. Horrigan, did your lawyer tell you that you needed to affirm

today without equivocation that nicotine is not addictive?

Mr. Horrigan. No one had to tell me anything about my opin-
ions about addiction, sir.

Mr. Bryant. Did this group discuss the need to state clearly in

the same words as you all did, in the same words that nicotine is

not addictive?
Mr. Campbell. Absolutely not.

Mr. Horrigan. You may think that we get together and meet.

That's absolutely outrageous.
Mr. Bryant. What is outrageous?
Mr. Horrigan. That is outrageous for you to assume that we

meet and talk about these issues. We are competitors. We're inde-

pendent. We're fighting for survival in a legitimate marketplace.
Mr. Bryant. You mean you have never collaborated

Mr. Horrigan. And we all have our own opinions.
Mr. Bryant. You have never collaborated in defending against a

product liability case brought against you for making people dead
and sick?

Mr. Horrigan. If lawsuits are brought against companies to-

gether, then the companies obviously, as a group, would protect
themselves if they are brought together.
Mr. Bryant. That is all I'm talking about, Mr. Horrigan, I would

also observe, Mr. Horrigan, it is very difficult for me to find you
at this table characterizing anything as outrageous after 7 appar-
ently intelligent people have stood here and told the American peo-

ple, 250 million of whom know better, that cigarettes are not ad-

dictive. What could be more ridiculous?

So if we sit up here a little skeptical of your answers in other

areas, you will understand why.
Now, Mr, Johnston, the Mr, Johnston who is with R,J. Reynolds,

we have spent a long time on the medical and scientific aspects of

nicotine addiction today. Behind the medical and scientific jargon
about self-administration and reenforcing effects are, of course, real

people who are suffering real pain and serious diseases and ulti-

mately loss of life because of their addiction to cigarettes.
I have a letter from one of these people, Mr. Pat McLaughlin

from Florida. It is marked as Exhibit No. 11. I think Ms.

McLaughlin's letter should be read. She writes, "I must comment
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on the statement that cigarettes are not addictive. Let me tell you
about my father's death from emphysema. His death was not the

bad part. His life was the real horror story. My earliest childhood

memories include hearing my dad's persistent and constant hack-

ing cough, watching him continually spit up phlegm into a coffee

can which he had by his side 24 hours a day."
She writes, "I also remember my dad being in the hospital once

or twice each year for a lengthy stay while his lungs were being

pumped of the poisons from nicotine. My m.ost vivid memories were

my dad's unforgettable words of despair. Not one day went by
when he didn't say 'I know these damned cigarettes are killing me,
but I can't quit.' I remember his being under the oxygen tent and

begging for a cigarette."
She concludes by saying "My dad never got the chance to meet

his three grandchildren and he died with a cigarette in his hand."

Were you aware, Mr. Johnston, that your cigarette caused this

kind of misery for the McLaughlin family and for hundreds of thou-

sands of families like them each year?
Mr. James Johnston. Mr. Congressman, I am sorry to hear

about the McLaughlin family's situation. I do not believe that Mr.

McLaughlin was addicted to cigarettes. My mother has diabetes.

When we talked about all those other substances that aren't harm-

ful, sugar is perhaps killing my mother. I have talked to her. I

have begged her. I have pleaded with her to stay away from sugar.
In the end, she makes that choice, knowing everything she

knows about the risks of diabetes, having all the encouragement
from her son and her daughters. She makes that choice.

[Exhibit 11 follows:]
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Washington D.C. 2000Q
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I am not concerned with the FDA's decision, but I must comment on your statement that •CIGA-

RETTES ARE NOT ADDICTIVE".

Let me tell you, Ms. Dawson, about my father's death from emphysema. His DEATH was not the

bad part. His LIFE was the real horror story. My earliest childhood memories include hearing my
Dad's persistent constant hacking cough, watching him continually spit up phlegm into a coffee

can (which he had by his side 24 hours a day).

I also remember my Dad being in the hospital once or twice each year for a lengthy stay while his

lungs were being pumped of the poisons from nicotine.

My most vivid memories were my Dad's unforgettable words of despair. Not one day went by when
he didn't say

"
I know these damned cigarettes are kilii ng me , but I can't quit', i remember him being

under the oxygen tent begging for a cigarette.

Does this sound like a pleasurable, non-addicting hobby or a disgusting addicting disease? Do you
think a person would choose this lifestyle? My Dad never got the chance to meet his three

grandchildren and he died with a cigarette in his hand.
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who still have a chance to 'JUST SAY NO* to this harmful dmg called nicotine, which Is known to
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Mr. Bryant. I will just have to say no medical experts agree with

your assessment or comparison of sugar and nicotine. None, none

whatsoever. There is a stack of books that say you are wrong or

that you are stating something you do not believe, one way or the

other.

Do you think the Schick Clinics and the people who sell patches
and all who are trying to help people escape from this addiction are

operating a fraudulent enterprise?
Mr. James Johnston. No, Congressman, I do not. But for you to

sit here and tell me that my mother's life is not at stake is wrong,
as well.

Mr. Bryant. No one in this room heard me say that. You did not

hear me say that either. You are evading my question. Do you
think that Schick and these people who are trying to provide peo-

ple with medically-approved means of getting away from your prod-
uct are running a fraudulent operation?
Mr. James Johnston. For some smokers, it may make a dif-

ference. The success rates, as I understand them, with stop smok-

ing clinics and with patches and the nicotine gum and so forth is

somewhere, I believe, and this is speculation, not a fact, but my un-

derstanding is around 25 percent. So for some people, it is an aid

to support their decision.

Mr. Bryant. So for some people, perhaps it is addicting. Would

you agree?
Mr. James Johnston. Any one of those clinics will tell you when

you walk in the door if you aren't committed, if you haven't really

made the decision to quit, you will not quit.
Mr. Bryant. But would you agree that for those 25 percent of

the people, they are addicted to nicotine?

Mr. James Johnston. I'm sorry, Congressman.
Mr. Bryant. You acknowledge 25 percent of the people are aided

in quitting by those clinics. Would you agree that those people are

addicted to nicotine?
Mr. James Johnston. No, sir. No, Congressman.
Mr. Bryant. Then what good does a patch that puts nicotine into

their body do them?
Mr. James Johnston. Pardon me7
Mr. Bryant. What is the effect of the patch that gives them nico-

tine?
Mr. James Johnston. What is the
Mr. Bryant. What is the effect of the treatment if they are not

addicted?
Mr. James Johnston. What is the—I'm sorry. Congressman.
Mr. Bryant. If they are weaned from their habit with a nicotine

delivery system, then how can you say that nicotine was not in-

volved in their inability to stop smoking?
Mr. James Johnston. Nicotine provides pleasure. It provides en-

joyment.
Mr. Bryant. Let us move on to something else.

Mr. Waxman. Before you do move on, do you believe that nicotine

administered through a patch is pleasurable?
Mr. James Johnston. I dont know. It has a mild pharma-

cological effect. Those products are marketed as a drug. And the

reason—this is very important, Mr. Chairman. The reason that
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many people do not stay with nicotine patches, which provide nico-
tine just like a cigarette does, is that there's something more to

smoking than just nicotine. It's the ritual. It's the way we associate
it after a meal or with a cup of coffee.

So to say that people taking nicotine through gum or patches—
if it was only nicotine, the/d stay with it. But there is something
more to smoking. There is pleasure and enjoyment out of smoking.
Mr, Waxman. And 400,000 people die each year. Thank you, Mr.

Bryant. Mr. Kreidler?
Mr. Kreidler. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Waxman. Mr. Hastert has arrived. Do you want to take your

time now? Mr. Kreidler.
Mr. Kreidler. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. My father said to me,

he said "I just wish I had known" what he had known 10 years ago.
He wished he had known at the age of 14 what he knew 10 years
ago. The sad part of that was that he was telling me this as he
was in a nursing home bed dying of emphysema.

I was in the State legislature at the time and after the end of
the day, I'd go up and I'd spend my evenings with my father over
those last few months and it was a prized time to have that kind
of exchange of information with your father as he's dying.
But it was really hard because it was interrupted so frequently

with his laboring coughs and his attempts to get breath. It would
be hard for me to imagine that there's one of you gentlemen sitting
here that have ever witnessed something like that. My father start-

ed smoking when he was 14 years of age. He quit 10 years before
he died because of the diagnosis of emphysema, took every medica-
tion he possibly could on a very regimented schedule, but it's pro-
gressive. It just goes until you die. You can't get any breath.

I can't imagine there's one of you gentlemen here that could actu-

ally advocate to a loved one please take up cigarette smoking, par-
ticularly if you've ever witnessed on a very personal level somebody
very close to you dying under those circumstances, which I had, un-

fortunately, the opportunity to do.

My dad died that way and it was very sad. A very proud man
under a very sad situation.

Mr. Campbell, you said it's not addictive. It's very hard for me
to sit here and hear anybody say that it's not addictive when I wit-

nessed what it did to my father over those years and the state-

ments that he made, which clearly indicate that it is not just ad-

dictive, it's very addictive.

How do you respond? Would you ever want a loved one to take

up cigarette smoking, knowing that the outcome, particularly if it

were to lead to something like emphysema, would be something
that could lead to the kind of death that I had to witness with my
father?
Mr. Campbell. As I said, I really don't accept, from a common

sense standpoint, that smoking is addictive. In terms of your own
family situation, I can only feel the same kind of remorse that you
reflect. But I guess what I would say is that when it comes to fam-

ily members, I think of my own daughters and I would like them
to take no risks.

But I accept that at some point that they're going to be taking
some risks and I want them to be informed about those risks. I
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think that in a lot of ways, this product and a lot of other products
that Congress, Health and Human Services

Mr. Kreidler. Would you want them to take up cigarette smok-

ing?
Mr. Campbell. I want them to be completely informed about all

the kinds of pursuits that are associated with current
Mr. Kreidler. As a parent, if you had the choice.

Mr. Campbell. In the end, I'm going to have to accept that they
will be taking risks and I won't second guess them.
Mr. Kreidler. I've scuba dived. I was a smoke jumper for the

Forest Service. I did some things that were risky behavior. If you
had a choice, as a parent, would you have your daughters start cig-

arette smoking?
Mr. Campbell. I can't make the choice for my daughter and

that's all I can tell you.
Mr. Kreidler. If you, as a parent, could make a recommendation

to your daughters.
Mr. Campbell. My daughter is getting recommendations all the

time about a lot of things. But in the end, they'll be as informed
as they can be and make their own decision.

Mr, Kreidler. So you wouldn't give them a recommendation on

cigarette smoking.
Mr. Campbell. It wouldn't matter if I gave them a recommenda-

tion with the amount of information that they'll have about this

and a lot of other things. I think the important thing is that our

children and everyone gets as much information as possible.
Mr. Kreidler. I think we know the answer. In all honesty, you

would tell your daughters don't do it because you know enough
about it and it is very risky behavior and it's something that you
wouldn't want to see them do.

I, too, apprise my kids of that same concern and I can always
point to my father and I said do you remember how grand-dad
died, that's why you don't want to smoke.

Let's turn to another issue that has to do with some of the myths
that surround nicotine. This is the claim that nicotine levels in

cigarettes have gone down dramatically. The industry position is

simple. It says that nicotine yields calculated by the FTC test has

dropped over 60 percent in the last 10 years, demonstrating a mas-
sive reduction in nicotine.

There's just two problems with that claim. First, it's not true

that the FTC nicotine yields have been dropping for the last 10

years. In fact, for the last 10 years, they've been increasing. Second
and even more important, the FTC's nicotine yields are an unreli-

able measure of how much nicotine is consumed in smoke in a par-
ticular cigarette.
The FDA, the Surgeon General, independent experts, and even

the industry's own consultant have concluded that there is vir-

tually no relationship between the measured FTC yield and the
amount of nicotine actually inhaled by smokers.

My question is this. Dr. Spears, for Lorillard, 3 weeks ago, you
presented a chart to the subcommittee that. Dr. Spears, you
claimed showed that nicotine levels have consistently fallen for the

past 10 years. A copy of your chart, marked to emphasize the most
recent decade, is Exhibit No. 16.
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I believe that except for the markings that have been added, this

is the same graph that you submitted to the subcommittee on
March 25. Dr. Spears, is that correct?
Mr. Spears. Yes. This is a graph that I submitted to the hearing

on March 25.

Mr. Kreidler. According to the notation at the bottom of the

graph, the bulk of this graph, including the years from 1956 to

1987, is drawn from the Surgeon General's 1989 report on smoking,
which charts nicotine levels based on the FTC data. Is that correct?
Mr. Spears. This chart is basically a replication of a chart in the

Surgeon Greneral's report extrapolated to 1990. I don't remember
exactly where the chart stopped in the Surgeon General's report.
Mr. Kreidler. The Surgeon General's 1989 chart is Exhibit No.

17. I believe this is essentially the same as the Philip Morris chart
number two. I'd like to put both charts in the record at this point,
if I might, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Waxman. Without objection, they will be received for the

record.

Mr. Kreidler. Dr. Spears, in our last hearing, you used this

chart to contradict FDA Commissioner David Kessler who had sug-
gested that in recent years nicotine levels in cigarettes are going
up.
Now that we have had time to look more closely at your chart

and the data upon which it is based, however, we see some prob-
lems. At least over the most recent decade, the chart does not ap-
pear to reflect either the FTC data or the 1989 Surgeon Greneral's

chart upon which it is supposedly based.
I have an exhibit and poster that are taken directly from the

1989 Surgeon General's report and from the chart you submitted
to the committee. The exhibit is Exhibit Number 18. It shows the

major difference between your chart and that of the Surgeon Gen-
eral after 1982.

[Exhibits 16, 17, and 18 follow:]
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Mr. Kreidler. Your chart shows a continuing decrease in nico-

tine levels after 1982, but the Surgeon CJeneral's chart shows—if

we could bring up Philip Morris Chart Number 2 in lieu of that

Surgeon General's chart. We have the exhibit. We didn't have a

poster. So the public can see the exhibits being passed out.

But the Surgeon General's chart shows-—or, I should say, Philip
Morris here—shows an increase in nicotine levels. For instance, the

Surgeon General's chart shows a significant increase in nicotine

yields in 1985. This is not reflected in your chart at all. In fact,

your chart shows a decrease from 1984 to 1985.
A look at the FTC data upon which the Surgeon General's chart

is based is very revealing. If you could, pull out the chart and post-
er showing this data for a moment. According to the FTC data,
there is a clear increase in nicotine levels in 1985 and again in

1987. The increase is reflected in the Surgeon General's chart, but
not in your chart.

Mr. Spears, is it possible for you to make a mistake in represent-
ing the Surgeon General's chart as a basis of your chart before this

subcommittee?
Mr. Spears. I'd like to say a few things about this. Obviously,

there is a lot of confusion. Let me say, number one, what I rep-
resented to you was not the very minute detail that you're now
talking about, but the fact that tar and nicotine decreased through
the period 1950's to the present in a parallel fashion.

Mr. Kreidler. Dr. Spears, these are the numbers from 1982 to

1990. These are the raw data numbers. Did you look from 1982

going down through 1990—does that show a decrease or does that
show an increase?
Mr. Spears. May I finish?

Mr. Kreidler. Proceed.
Mr. Waxman. Just a minute. You're entitled to have an answer

to your question.
Mr. Kreidler. I'm curious. This is the hard data for that 10-year

period right now. It's the raw data. Does that show a decrease?
Your chart showed it decreasing. This is the raw data. Are those
numbers showing a decrease or actually an increase? I think it's

hard to say that those represent a decrease. They are, in fact, an
increase.

Mr. Spears. It's hard to say it represents an increase.
Mr. Kreidler. But your chart
Mr. Spears. Just a minute. I am not prepared to say that these

are the correct data that you're showing me. We have gone back
and I have recalculated a lot of this data in view of seeing Dr.

Kessler's charts, which alleged significant increases in nicotine and
flat levels of tar.

Mr. Kreidler. I would argue and put forward to you that
Mr. Spears. No. What he showed
Mr. Kreidler. We're talking about FTC data that—this isn't

something that's been manipulated by somebody else. This is FTC
data. If you want to take a look at it and get confirmation, I pre-
sume that when you submitted the data that you had had a chance
to review it when you presented it to the committee the first time.
But this is the hard data from FTC.
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Mr. Spears. It's not the hard data from FTC. What it is is FTC
data, sales weighted by reports on the sale of the cigarettes.
Mr. Kreidler. Which is the same data that you were using, cor-

rect?

Mr. Spears. And you have to do it correctly. I do not believe that

Dr. Kessler's work was correct and I said this caused us to go back
and look at recalculation of these figures. I cannot confirm Dr.

Kessler's graphs.
Mr. Kreidler. But you still argue at this point and you'd still

submit to the committee that the nicotine levels are decreasing,

specifically over this last 10 to 15-year period.
Mr. Spears. I did not make that as a profound statement. I made

a
Mr. Kreidler. You submitted data that would lead us to that

conclusion.
Mr. Spears. The statement was that nicotine follows tar from the

period 1950's to 1990. I stick with that statement and I believe it

is accurate. We've gone back and rechecked the calculations.

Mr. Kreidler. You submitted it as the Surgeon General's chart.

Mr. Spears. Now, if you wanted to

Mr. Kreidler. Excuse me. Dr. Spears, but you submitted this as

a Surgeon General's chart. Is it or is it not the Surgeon General's

chart?
Mr. Spears. This chart came from the Surgeon General's report

that was identified, yes.
Mr. Kreidler. Was it presented accurately? Why does it—for the

last 10-year period, why does your chart show that the levels are

decreasing when, in fact, the data shows us they're increasing?
Mr. Spears. It looks to me like

Mr. Kreidler. And the Surgeon General's chart also shows that.

Mr. Spears. It looks to me like my chart might show a 10 per-
cent decrease. But the data you put up there might show a zero

or certainly much less than a 10 percent increase and the Re5Tiolds

picture shows that it's slightly decreasing or flat.

Mr. Waxman. Mr. Kreidler, your time has expired.
Mr. Kreidler. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Waxman. You may want to catch that vote. The Chair will

recognize himself for the next round of questioning. I have in front

of me a copy of—Mr. Spears, you might want to stay there. I have
a copy of a 1981 report written by Mr. Alexander W. Spears, the

vice chairman of Lorillard. Without objection, it will be entered in

the record as Exhibit 12.

[Testimony resumes on p. 715.]

[Exhibit 12 follows:]
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Mr. Waxman. This article says that nicotine levels can be in-

creased through the blending process. Specifically, the article con-

cludes, and I quote, "Higher nicotine levels can be achieved by de-

creasing oriental and the stem and tobacco sheet and increasing
the hurley and upper stock positions of both the flue-cured and the

hurley tobacco."

Mr. Spears, did you write this article?

Mr. Spears. I believe you're referring to the article that I wrote

in 1981, yes.
Mr. Waxman. That's correct.

Mr. Spears. Which appeared in the Advances in Tobacco Science

symposium of the 35th Tobacco Chemist Conference. Is that cor-

rect?

Mr. Waxman. That's the one I'm referring to.

Mr. Spears. I wrote that.

Mr. Waxivian. Do you agree that cigarette makers can adjust the

level of nicotine in cigarettes through the process of blending dif-

ferent types of tobacco?
Mr. Spears. Mr. Waxman, I have prepared a statement in view

of your press conference yesterday and if you'll permit me, I'd like

to present that statement.
Mr. Waxman. We'll be pleased to

Mr. Spears. It deals with this subject and a couple of others. It

deals with this subject.
Mr. Waxman. I understand it deals with this subject. We'll be

pleased to receive the statement for the record. Is it a lengthy pres-
entation?
Mr. Spears. No, it's not.

Mr. Waxman. Then, please, go ahead.
Mr. Spears. Thank you, Mr. Chairman and members of the sub-

committee, for the opportunity to speak. I will try to be brief, but
I must take this opportunity to clarify some issues that Dr. Kessler

introduced at the March 25 hearing and that you, Mr. Chairman,
raised at a press conference yesterday.

I have four specific points that I'd like to address. I stated in my
earlier testimony that nicotine follows tar and used the latest FTC
tar and nicotine yields to prove this point. The correlation coeffi-

cient between tar and smoke nicotine data for all commercial
brands measured was 0.975. That has not changed and I have not

heard any challenge to it. This, of course, includes ultra-low tar

brands.
I also showed the changes in the sales weighted tar and nicotine

values of the commercial brands from the 1950's to 1990. Reduc-
tions in tar were followed by reductions in nicotine of similar per-

centages. Dr. Kessler showed charts at the March 25 hearing indi-

cating that sales weighted smoke nicotine has been increasing
since 1982 and that tar has undergone little or no change.

My staff cannot duplicate the data used to construct Dr. Kessler's

charts and I stand by my prior charts and testimony on this sub-

ject. Smoke nicotine follows tar to a very high degree among the

commercial brands.
Second point, nicotine concentration in tobacco should not be con-

fused with nicotine smoke yields as measured by the FTC method.
Ultra-low tar cigarettes are also ultra-low smoke nicotine ciga-
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rettes. The nicotine concentration in the tobacco is not correlated

to FTC tar and smoke nicotine yields. That is differences in tobacco

nicotine concentrations are not correlated to smoke nicotine yields
in the cigarette.
The filter, the filter-tipped ventilation, density of the tobacco are

the principal factors that control the nicotine smoke yield.
Mr. Chairman, you told the press and the public yesterday that

a 1981 publication of mine, which was just referred to, reported
higher concentrations of nicotine in the tobacco of very low tar ciga-

rettes, meant that smokers of these cigarettes receive high yields
of nicotine. This is not true.

The ultra-low brand cigarette was defined in my paper as a to

6 milligram tar segment. The Federal Trade Commission nicotine

yield of this segment are also the lowest among commercial brands.
Smoke nicotine follows tar.

Third, the cigarette tobacco blends are formulated to try to

achieve taste acceptance, brand distinction and preference within
the smoker franchise. The fact that nicotine concentrations vary
among the compounds or components used to formulate the blend
has been discussed in the Surgeon Greneral's report and many other

publication besides my 1981 paper.
The fact that commercial cigarette blends vary in nicotine con-

centration should not be treated as a revelation by this committee.
The practice of using tobacco blend differences to establish unique
taste characteristics have given rise to all Turkish cigarettes, the

American blended cigarette, the black tobacco cigarette of France
and so forth.

This centuries old practice is well known and cannot be con-

strued as manipulation of nicotine.

For the purpose of this committee or those of Dr. Kessler, the

suggestion that my 1881 article provides evidence of nicotine ma-
nipulation, as stated in your press conference, Mr. Chairman, ap-

pears to result from a total misunderstanding of the data, design
and manufacture of cigarettes from an agricultural commodity in

varying compositions.
I've also looked at your staff report on that 1981 article and I

would like to address two specific things there. One, they indicated

that this article suggested that there was ongoing research in the

industry to raise the nicotine level of tobacco so that nicotine would
be higher than tar.

That was work that came out of, I think, the Tobacco Working
Group of the National Cancer Institute, was being conducted by the

USDA and the land grant universities in the tobacco growing
States. It had nothing to do with the manufacturers or this indus-

try. Inference that it was the manufacturers by the staff report is

totally incorrect.

I'll stop there, if you have other questions.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Spears follows:]

Statement of Alexander W. Spears, Vice Chairman and Chief Operating
Officer, Lorillard Tobacco Company

Mr. Waxman and members of the subcommittee, thank you for the opportunity
to speak. I will try to be brief, but I must take this opportunity to clarity some is-

sues that Dr. Kessler introduced at the March 25 hearing and that you, Mr. Chair-
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man, raised at a press conference yesterday. 1 have four specific points that will be
addressed.
No. 1, I stated in my earlier testimony that nicotine follows tar, and used the lat-

est FTC tar and nicotine yields to prove this point. The correlation coeflQcient be-

tween the tar and smoke nicotine data for all commercial brands measured was
0.975. This, of course, includes ultra low tar brands. I also showed the changes in

sales-weighted tar and smoke nicotine values of commercial brands from the 1950's

to 1990. Reductions in tar were followed by reductions in nicotine of similar percent-

ages. Dr. Kessler showed charts at the March 25 hearing indicating that sales-

weighted smoke nicotine has been increasing since 1982, and that tar has under-

gone little or no change. My staff cannot duplicate the data used to construct Dr.

Kessler's charts, and I stand by my prior charts and testimony on this subject.
Smoke nicotine follows tar to a very high degree among the commercial brands.

No. 2, Nicotine concentration in tobacco should not be confused with nicotine

smoke yields as measured by the FTC method. Ultra low tar cigarettes are also

ultra low smoke nicotine cigarettes. The nicotine concentration in the tobacco is not

correlated to FTC tar and smoke nicotine yields because the amount of tobacco in

the cigarette, the filter and filter tip ventilation are the principle factors that control

nicotine smoke yield. Mr. Chairman, you told the press and the public yesterday
that a 1981 publication of mine which reported higher concentrations of rucotine in

the tobacco of very low tar cigarettes meant that smokers of these cigarettes re-

ceived high fields of nicotine. This is not trae. The ultra lew tar cigarette brand

segment of market was defined by my paper as the 0.6 tar segment. The FTC nico-

tine yields of this segment are also the lowest among commercial brands. Smoke
nicotine follows tar.

No. 3, Cigarette tobacco blends are formulated to try to achieve taste acceptance,
brand distinction, and preference within the smoker franchise. The fact that nicotine

concentrations vary among the components used to formulate the blend has been
discussed in a Surgeon CJeneral report and many other publications besides my 1981

paper. The fact that commercial cigarette blends vary in nicotine concentration
should not be treated as a revelation by this committee. The practice of using to-

bacco blend differences to establish unique taste characteristics have given rise to

the all Turkish cigarette, the American blended cigarettes, the black tobacco ciga-
rette of France, etc. This centuries-old practice is well-known and cannot be con-

strued as manipulation of nicotine for the purposes of this committee of those of Dr.

Kessler. The suggestion that my 1981 article provides evidence of nicotine manipu-
lation as stated in your press conference, Mr. Chairman, appears to result from a
total misunderstanding of the data, design, and manufacture of cigarettes from an

agricultural commodity with varying composition.
No. 4, The last point relates to your staff's analysis of my 1981 paper. They indi-

cated that this paper reported that the industry was doing research to increase the
nicotine level, wrdie keeping the tar level constant. The reference to this in the

paper relates to an idea that came from tlie Tobacco Working Group of the NCI and
others. It pertains to research toward the development of new varieties of tobacco
at the USDA experiment stations and the universities in the tobacco growing States,

it v.as not research being conducted by the manufacturers and cannot be related to

manipulation of nicotine by the manufacturers.

Mr. Waxman. Thank you. Without objection, I'm going to start

my time from the period at which you've ended. Dr. Spears, your
article said that increased nicotine is in the lowest yield cigarette.
It's indisputable that there is more nicotine in the cigarette.
There's more nicotine in the sm.oke, as well. Furthermore, you're

relying on FTC numbers which, I would submit, are not meaningful
because they don't relate to what the smoker actually takes in.

I have a line of questions on that point and I want to get to that
in a minute,
Mr. Spears. May I say something? I disagree with w^hat you just

said, that it's indisputable that the concentration of nicotine in to-

bacco relates to what's in the smoke. The question is does the con-
centration of nicotine in tobacco relate—differences in that con-
centration relate to what's in the smoke.
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Mr. Waxman. If you raise the level of nicotine in the cigarette,
all other things being equal, it would raise the level of nicotine in

the smoke. Do you disagree with that statement?
Mr. Spears. If all other things were equal, but they are not.

Mr. Waxman. We'll get into that in a minute. You wrote in this

article that higher nicotine levels can be achieved by decreasing
oriental and the stem and tobacco sheet and increasing the burley
and upper stock positions of both the flue-cured and the burley to-

bacco.

Do you agree that cigarette makers can adjust the level of nico-

tine in cigarettes through the process of blending different types of
tobacco?
Mr. Spears. People will get different nicotine concentrations in

the tobacco depending upon the specific blend, yes.
Mr. Waxman. Now, I want to ask if everyone on this panel

agrees. Do each of you agree that you can adjust the level of nico-

tine in your cigarettes through the blending process? Mr. Johnston?
Mr. Donald Johnston. Yes, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Waxman. Mr. Sandefur?
Mr. Sandefur. Depending on the availability of the blend con-

stituents, yes, you can.

Mr. Waxman. Mr. Horrigan?
Mr. Horrigan. The same response as Mr. Sandefur.
Mr. Waxman. Mr. Taddeo, do you agree?
Mr. Taddeo. In smokeless tobacco products, you can vary it.

Mr. Waxman. Mr. Johnston?
Mr. James Johnston. Yes, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Waxman. You agree. And Mr. Campbell?
Mr. Campbell. Just a moment, please. No. It's important to re-

member that the concentration can be changed, but it is the abso-
lute level in low delivery cigarettes that is all important. We're

talking about
Mr. Waxman. Do you agree that you can adjust the level of nico-

tine in your cigarettes through the blending process?
Mr. Campbell. Yes.
Mr. Spears. Mr. Chairman, would you say concentration and not

nicotine level? Then I can agree with you.
Mr. Waxman. You have each told us that you can have the po-

tential to adjust the nicotine levels

Mr. Spears. Concentration.
Mr. Waxman. Concentration or levels—through blending. What

I'd like to know is whether you have actually exercised this control.

Mr. Johnston, let me begin with you, whether j'ou've actually exer-
cised this control.

Mr. James Johnston. Mr. Chairman, we do not design our ciga-
rettes with any nicotine levels in the specifications. We design our

cigarettes, this is very important, for tar levels, usually within a
band. It might be a light cigarette within that band or sometimes
a specific tar level objective and the nicotine flows from there, be-
cause filtration takes
Mr. Waxman. You have the ability to control it. Your answer is

you have controlled it, but for other reasons. Is that a fair state-

ment of your answer?
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Mr. James Johnston. We design our products and we control for

tar, as we are required to do.

Mr. Waxman. Last night, one of your officials, Mr. Suber, ap-

peared on CNN. Mr. Suber was asked whether your company ma-
nipulates the level of nicotine, and this is what he said. "In order
to deliver to the consumer a product that he wants, a consistent
level of nicotine, we have to blend the tobacco's accordingly. So we
do control it."

Mr. Johnston, do you agree with Mr. Suber? He says that in

order to deliver the consumer a consistent level of nicotine, which
is what the consumers want, you do control nicotine levels. What
is your answer? Do you agree or not?
Mr. James Johnston. As I said both in the written statement

and in my oral statement
Mr. Waxman. No. I want to know whether you are disagreeing

or agreeing with Mr. Suber's statement as I just read it to you.
Mr. James Johnston. I'm telling you what I agree with.

Mr. Waxman. No. I want a yes or no. Do you agree or do you
disagree?
Mr. James Johnston. Please restate the question.
Mr. Waxman. I'm sorry. WTiat did you answer?
Mr. James Johnston. Please restate the question.
Mr. Waxman. Do you agree or disagree with Mr. Suber's state-

ment that I quoted for you from his interview on CNN, where he
said "In order to deliver to the consumer a product that he wants,
a consistent level of nicotine, we have to blend the tobaccos accord-

ingly. So we do control it."

Mr. James Johnston. I disagree with that wording of the state-

ment, yes.
Mr. Waxman. You disagree with him.
Mr. James Johnston. Yes.
Mr. Waxman. I'd like to ask the other members of the panel.

Well, staff is raising a good point. Mr. Suber works for you, doesn't
he?
Mr. James Johnston. Yes, he does.

Mr. Waxman. And he was representing your company on tele-

vision last night as a spokesman.
Mr. James Johnston. Yes, sir, he was.
Mr. Waxman. How could he make a statement with which you

disagree on such a fundamental point?
Mr. James Johnston. It's not a fundamental point. It's a choice

of how he phrased it. What I've tried to communicate, Mr. Chair-

man, is what we do design and manufacture our cigarettes for is

to tar specifications. As I said in my statement, we monitor and
measure both tar and nicotine and they come right in line, and we
are required
Mr. Wax\lan. Well, Mr. Suber says that the smoker wants a con-

sistent level of nicotine. Nicotine, not tar. You can't assure a con-

sistent level of nicotine without controlling the level of nicotine, can

you?
Mr. James Johnston. That's what I disagree with, Mr. Chair-

man. Our smokers want a consistent product. They want the Win-
ston that they smoke today to be like the Winston they smoke to-

morrow, like the Winston they smoke in California or the Winston
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they smoke in Oklahoma or the Winston they smoke in North
Carolina.

Further, our tar and nicotine numbers are in every advertise-
ment and we have tried to

Mr. Waxman. You're going through all your protestations, but

you have a spokesman from your company who made a statement.
You're saying he was incorrect in his statement. Now, we know
that—we know from Dr. Spears that if you adjust the level of tar,
it might not change—it generally changes the level of nicotine, but
that can be changed through blending. You don't disagree with

that, do you?
Mr. James Johnston. I don't disagree with that whatsoever.
Mr. Waxman. You do disagree, however, with your own spokes-

man from your company that says that the consumer wants this

level consistent and, therefore, they blend to reach that consistent
level.

Mr. James Johnston. Mr. Chairman, I don't even know the con-

text of his remarks. I might look at them in context and come back
and tell you I precisely agree with him. It can be one sentence that
I wasn't there to hear. I'm telling you that as you read it to me,
Mr. Chairman, I do disagree with it.

Our customers, our smokers want Winston to taste like Winston

yesterday, today and tomorrow, as any consumer products manu-
facturer would do, and we want to comply with the law. Our adver-
tisement has our tar and nicotine level in it. We file it with the
FTC and we are obligated to do our best to deliver precisely that.

Mr. Waxman. Let me read to you precisely what Mr. Suber, the

representative from RJR Tobacco Company, said. "In order to de-

liver to the consumer a product that he wants, a consistent level

of nicotine, we have to blend the tobaccos accordingly. So we do
control it. We have advertising that states what the level of nico-

tine is and the level of tar. Therefore, we have to control this. Oth-

erwise, we're in violation of advertising regulations."
Do you agree with that statement now that you've
Mr. James Johnston. I agree with everything that is in that

quote with the exception that the consumer wants a consistent

level of nicotine. In fact, what happens in a natural agricultural

product is that there are crop-to-crop variations. There are round-

ing. We're dealing with such small numbers here that in our lowest
tar products, a one-tenth milligram rounding, and we are required
by the FTC to round, can change the number by 50 percent and
actually you've only changed the number by 1 percent.
Mr. Waxman. When you control the level for tar, does nicotine

go along with it?

Mr. James Johnston. In a rough proportion. It is not a direct

proportion because filters are slightly more effective at reducing
particulate matter than they are vapor matter. Nicotine comes

through in both foi-ms. More of it is filtered out in the particulate
form, but less in the vapor form. So it's not
Mr. Waxman. So if you're trying to get a consistent level of nico-

tine and they don't go precisely together, you have to adjust nico-

tine levels separately, don't you?
Mr. James Johnston. No. No.
Mr. Waxivian. You haven't told Mr. Suber that.
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Mr. James Johnston. Mr. Suber-
Mr. Waxman. Dr. Spears indicated in his statement—his article,

rather, that I released yesterday, that through a blending process,
the nicotine levels can be changed. You've indicated that you agree
with that.

Mr. James Johnston. I know of no such article.

Mr. Waxman. Let's start again. You know Mr. Suber, don't you?
Mr. James Johnston. I do, indeed.
Mr. Waxman. Yesterday, there was a discussion of an article is-

sued by Dr. Spears. You have not been made aware of that article.

Mr. James Johnston. You said Dr. Suber's article.

Mr. Waxman. Dr. Spears.
Mr. James Johnston. I said there is no such
Mr. Waxman. You're aware that Dr. Spears wrote an article in

1981.
Mr. James Johnston. Now that we have the correct person, yes,

Mr. Chairman, I am aware of that.

Mr. Waxman. Now, he indicated that through a blending process
of tobaccos, the nicotine concentrations or levels can be changed
and often are separately adjusted from the tar levels. Do you do
that?
Mr. James Johnston. Repeat the question.
Mr. Spears. That statement is not found in my article that you

can separately adjust tar and nicotine.

Mr. Waxman. Let me read to you your article. "Based on these

trends, one would conclude that the lowest tar segment is com-

posed of cigarettes utilizing a tobacco blend which is significantly

higher in nicotine. Although one cannot conclude that this has been
achieved solely by the selection of tobacco, it does indicate a trend
toward the use of tobacco with higher nicotine levels." That's page
22.

Mr. Spears. Yes, sir. But you said that this indicates you could

separate tar from nicotine.

Mr. Waxman. That you can adjust separately the tar and nico-

tine.

Mr. Spears. It does not indicate that.

Mr. Waxman. We're talking about the lowest tar cigarettes.
Mr. Spears. I understand.
Mr. Waxman. Does your article say or not say that those can also

be the highest nicotine concentrations?
Mr. Spears. In concentration in the tobacco, but not in the nico-

tine yield of the cigarette smoke.
Mr. Waxman. And the
Mr. Spears. Let's not confuse it any further, if I may.
Mr. Waxman. When you say the nicotine content in the smoke

is separate from the cigarette, that seems to me a very strange no-
tion.

Mr. Spears. I'm tr5dng.
Mr. Waxman. If you're going by the FTC
Mr. Spears. Let me explain it to you.
Mr. Waxman. No. I'm going to get into that whole question, but

I want to do it in an orderly way. We're going to get to that. Let
me just say that's a very strange notion and we're going to examine
that more carefully.
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It defies anybody's understanding of a concentration of a higher
level of nicotine in a cigarette. It may or may not be reflected in

the smoke. It could be different in the FTC numbers as opposed to

the concentration in the cigarette. And both of those can be dif-

ferent than what the smoker, in fact, inhales. Is that correct?

Mr. Spears. Let's start fundamentally. Understand that if you
have the concentration, you must also know the amount of tobacco
in the cigarette in order to determine how much nicotine is in the
tobacco column of the cigarette. The paper does not discuss the to-

bacco weight levels in these very low tar cigarettes, low nicotine

cigarettes, versus the others that I talk about.
So the starting premise that you can relate directly concentration

to what is in the smoke is incorrect. Further, what is in the smoke
is modified by the construction of the cigarette, the filter, the air

tip ventilation and so forth. These are the important determinants
of what the nicotine and tar will be.

The differences between the blend concentrations in that paper
are totally insignificant in terms of what ends up in the smoke.
Mr. Waxman. I have an article that I'm going to have distributed

to you. It's Exhibit 21. It's an article by Dr. Neal Benowitz, M.D.,
and others, "Smokers of Low Yield Cigarettes Do Not Consume
Less Nicotine" is the title. He shows in his graph—wait a minute.
This article is from the New England Journal of Medicine and

without objection, it will be made part of the record as Exhibit No.
2L

[Exhibit 21 follows:]
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SMOKERS OF LOW-YIELD CIGARETTES DO NOT CONSUME LESS NICOTINE

, L Benowttz, M D
, Sharon M. Hall, Ph.D., Ronald I. HuunNO, Ph.D., Peyton Jaco» II J, Ph.D.,

R£CSE T. Jones, M.D., and Abdel-Latbf Osman, M.D.

^Ibaet AOwtsemenis suggest thai smokers of c^-
fOa bw n nicotine are exposed lo less nicotine and tax.

Isoint yields are measured with smolung machines. tuA

do not smoke ctgarattes as people do. We
measured the actual nicotine content of conv

cjgaretles with different nicotine and tar yields as

with smoKirtg machines, and also measured
nwjiine ntaka as indicated by b<ood conceotratwns

metaboAe, cotinine, in 272 subfects srrKfking various

of cigareRes.
found that low-yield cigarette tobacco M not con-

)BACCO advcrtisemenu claim that low-yield

. dfarettes "have" and deliver leu tar and nicodite

I kigher-yield brands. Many physicians advise pa-
I who cannot stop smoking to switch to low-tar,

*ine agarettes, believing that they are safer.

the figures for nicotine and tar determined

<&e imofcing machines used by U.S. Federal

t Conimissioa (FTC) arxl dted by cigarette ma»-
I in advertisements are misleading. The FTC

• do oot reflect what b actually taken into the

[^

of the cigarette smoker.

meajuremeiits of cigarette nicotine and tar

are determined by a smoking machine, a syringe
S5-ml pufls each minute until a set length of

: it burned.' Cigarettes can have low yields in

•machir>e assays for several reasons. The to-

> may be lower in nicotine and may generate less

'The use of ventilated filters or porous cigarette

may result in dilution of the tobacco smoke.
I that bum Taster may reduce the time in which

^afarette bums; faster burning means that fewer
> are taken by the machine to bum a given amount

Kozlowski et al. have pointed out that the

• Omal I>miiaix*>f3 Dnil oT «ic Mnftcal Scmci. Sa I

»Ho^.a<>fc.fcalCeata. MdtfKLMtkTrangPtyctiMOKla—»—i
I «t MeAoK. Uv>aU7 o^ Cllifcnu. Sa Fmcnoi Adikoi

> Ck Beaoov Saa Fiucaoo CcBcrtl Ho^«^ aid Ma&cal
• "« * S«FVxw. 1001 room A«e . Sm Fnacuai. CA XllO

I (Wl br (nsa (DA 01696. DA «£rn. DA023M. DAODM.
9>l Iram ikc Saocoal losooac aa O^ Atmt

lain less nicotirw. in fact the nicoCine concentration in to-

bacco invo.sefy correlated (r
- -0.53, P<O.Cte) wtlh Qtt

corceotration measured by smoldng machines. Blood co-

tinine concsntratioos correlated with lt>e nun^er of aga-
rettes smoked per day but not with the nicotine yieW nvsas-

ured by smokjng n'^achines Onty 3.8 to 5 per cent of total

variarKX in blood cotirune was contributed by nicotirw

yield.

We conclude that smokers of bw-nicobne cigarettes do
not consume less nicotine. (N Engl J Med 1983: 309:13»-

42.)

use of ventilated filters artd more rapid burning dmes
can explain much of the reduced yield of currently

manufactured cigarettes.'-* The ventilation character-

istics of the filter as well as the number of puSi taken

before a dgarelte is discarded can be controlled to a

substantial degree by the way in which the cigarette is

held aiuj smoked. Many smokers will alter their smok-

ing behavior, changing the number of dgarettes

smoked, the method of puffing, and the depth ofinhal-

ing the smoke, to maintain a desired level of nicodne

intake.*^ For adl these reasons, we questioned whether

or oM smokers of low-yield cigarettes truly consume

less nicodne.

We..addressed two questioas: What is in the ciga-

rette tobacco — that is, does the tobacco of low-yield

cigarettes contain less nicodne.' And do the FTC fig-

ures predict the actual nicotirK intake of smokers.' We
measured blood ooncentratioiu ofcotinine as an index

of nicodne consumption. Cotinine is the major meub-
olite of nicotine and persists in the body for a much

longer period than nicotine,' with a hajf-life averaging

20 hours (unpublished dau). Because of the long half-

life, cotinine blood conccntfations vary relauvdy little

throughout a day of smoking and thus are a reason-

ably consistent measure of nicodne exposure.

Methods

TV njoodnc con tent </ tobacco frooi ib popuUr bnnds of cif»-
mtcs wu mtajurcd Elsumatca o( iucDUn« delivered by ouchjnc

ringed from 05 to 1 .5 mg Cigajtnes were cu( lo the bvii lengths
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ipcdfied in ih* FTC repon rf D««mber 1981.' Tbt p»po w«
removed and ttir lobaccs wtigbcd. NicouiK wu extncud by feaa-

ing (he tobacco is 30 ml of I ^ hydrochlonc add for oot bour ia a

boiling water bath. After the tuba >tood ovtnugfci, cbcy orre

miied, and IOO-/1I aliquou wen removed and diluted with 900 ;d cf

0.14 N aqueous ammonia. Niootioe coocentrationj were measared

by high-peHbnnaiice liquid chrocnaiography (Beekmao Modei

1 I2A pump with a Periii>-Elmer Modd LC-IS 6>cd mvckafik
detector >ei at 254 oro). A revene-phaae column was used (ABied
10 n C-8), with a mobile phaje clSi per cent methanol and U per

cent of an aqucoua lolulioa containing I per cent (vo(A«l) 2-

methoxyethylamine adjusted to a pH of 8 with acetic add, at a flow

rale of 3 ml per minute. The retention time ibr nicotine was I4J

minuta. .\n external aqueoui sundard of nicotiiK was ued, which

gave a linear standard curve over the entire range (C to 100 >ig per

milliUter) of observed coocentratioas.

Two dgareties were measured from each pack. The nicotioe ooe-

centrations of dgarettes from the same pack differed on average by

i.O per cent

To estimate nicotine intake, blood samples were uken from 272

subjects
— 122 men and 150 women, with an average age of 37il

years (S D., range, 20 to 56) All sut^ecis were about to begin a

smoking-treatment program. Each subject was asked the brand and

number of dgarettes he or she had smoked in the previous 24 bourv

Blood samples (ot cotinine analysis were drawn at rwo diflereai

limes in two subgroups of patients. In Group I (n
" 149), the sam-

ple was drawn late in the afiemoon, usually around 5 p m. (range.

100 to 6:30 pm.). In Group 2 (n
= 123). the blood sample was

drawn at 8 a.m., after 8 to 12 hours of abstinence Cotmine was

measured by gas chromatography with nitrogen-phojphorus detet-

txm and a structural analogue of cofinine as the internal uandard.*

Nicotine content was expressed as a percentage of tobacco weight

and also as the toul amount of nicotine in the airvouni of tobacco

usually burned in the FTC smoking-tnachine asaay. The relation

bnween the ccmcentratioo of nicotioe in tobacco, total nicotine in a

cigarette, and the nicotine deUvered by nuchiiK were measured by

linear regression.

Dau on blood cotinine concentrations ia Croups I and 2 were

aiolyicd separately Univariate linear regression was used to meas-

ure the relation berween blood counine conccniraiion and age.

number of dgareites smoked per day. machine-determined nicouoe

>ield, and "daily doae* of nicoune (as estimated by the product of

number of dgarettei and the yield) Hierarchical mullipie liacar

regres]ioo'*wms used to examine the dScct ofmachine oicstax yieid

no biood cotinine coocentratio>, with coolroj far the tSeea of age,

sex, and number of cigarettes smoked per day.

Results

Cigarette tobatxo contained an average of

1 .57 ±0.33 (S.D.) per cent ofnicotine. Neither the con-

centration of nicotine in the tobacco nor the total

amount of nicotine in the cigarette correlatetl positive-

ly with the FTC machine-delivery estimate (Fig. I). In

fact, among the cigarette brands sampled, there was a

significant inverse correlation between the nicotine

concentrations in the tobacco and the nicotine deliv-

ertd.

Blood cotinine concentrations were significantly

correlated with the number of cigarettes smoked by
both groups (Fig. 2A). The correlation between ma-

chine-determined nicotine yield and blood counine

concentration was not significant in either group (Fig.

2B). The daily intake of nicotine (number of cigarettes

smoked per day rr.ultiplied by the nicotine yield of

each cigarette] correlated no better with cotinine con-

centration (r
= 0.42 and r = 39 for Groups 1 and 2,

respectively) than with number of cigarettn alone.

Multiple regression analysis showed that combination

of the variables age, sex, and number of cigarettes per

I
Z

<
c

o

Figure 1 . Ucotine Contort of Otgar^lea. Compared ** F

OMeminMj Vatua* (Regnaaon Analyst).

"Viotaunti pkotr* per dgmot' danam total uncun a
ne in the tangCi of cigareae-totoixo radanoked in Sw s

FTC smoUng-madwie assay. FHteen popiar cotnmemJ c

raOe tsrandi were 1

day accounted ibr 21.2 per cent aad 23.3 per rrvi

the variance in blood cocinine ooncentraiica

Groupc I and 2, respectively. TW addition of 1

dune-delivered lucodiM yield added ooly 2.8 per <

and 5.0 per cent to the explained wiaoce in Groofi I

and 2, respectively.

Tobacco from low-yield dgarencs does not

less nicotine than tobacco from higher-yield

This is probably well known to ^ tobacco

but to our knowledge, it has not bees disctissed

medical hterature. The main deterainants of wbrtks'

a cigarette has a low or a high yield ia machine irsiiaf

are the characteristics of its ventilatioo and bumio^
'^

Both these variables are under the cootrol of the oj»-

Tette smoker and allow coosidcrabfe variation in mt»'

tine intake.' We also found that peo^ who wanted •

stt>p smoking and who mrere smobag low-yield ogs-

rettes did iK>t consume less nicodoe, as judgH bf

blocd cotinine concentration, than smokers of hjef>cr-

yieW cigarettes.

Blood cotinine concentration is not a perfect iiurta

of nicotine consumption, because cf individual \^
ability in both the conversion of mcoone to cotuui*

and the elimination rate of cotinine itself But we tu»«

no reason to think that there is an\ relation betwrrt

the rate or pattern of nicotine or cocinine metabolisa
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Mr. Waxman. Are you familiar with this article?

Mr. Spears, Yes, I am.
Mr. Waxman. He says that measured nicotine per cigarette de-

notes total amount of nicotine and the length of cigarette tobacco
rod smoked in the standard FTC smoking machine assay, and he
went through 15 popular commercial cigarette brands were as-

sayed. What he shows in this graph is that the nicotine content of

cigarettes, even if it were a low tar cigarette, can be the same level

as in a non-low tar cigarette.
Mr. Spears. You have introduced another subject, which is how

do people smoke cigarettes. I haven't read this article very recently,

but, please, it should be obvious that if people smoke more or less

cigarettes number-wise, this will change the amount of nicotine

that they receive.

So the first question is are we standardizing the number of ciga-
rettes that this consumer takes in. Number two, people smoke ciga-
rettes in different ways. There's no question about that. Puff it

more frequently, you will get more than if you puff it less fre-

quently. But if you standardize all of these things, I believe that
the FTC numbers represent, as fairly as they can be represented,
the yield of cigarettes.
Mr. Waxman. Dr. Spears, I'm going to move on. I'm going to let

you have this article to look at and we'll get back to it later. Let
me just submit to you that Dr. Benowitz is indicating that the nico-

tine levels of low tar cigarettes are as high in others and we'll ex-

amine what it means. I think we need to go into that in some de-

tail, what the smoker ingests as opposed to the concentration in

the tobacco and whether that's a meaningful distinction or not.

Mr. Bliley.
Mr. Bliley. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, The first thing, I might,

in this series, run a little long, but since you went considerably be-

yond the 10 minutes, I hope you'll be considerate.

First, I'd like to demand that any documents that this sub-
committee has requested be subject to strict confidentiality proce-
dures by the subcommittee and its staff in the receipt, review and
use of the materials which have been requested by all subcommit-
tee members.
There are obvious proprietary concerns and others that we re-

quest that these procedures be strictly followed.
Mr. Waxman. Mr. Bliley, when we get these documents and

there's a request for confidentiality, we will review that with the
members of the subcommittee. But I'm certainly not going to agree
that everything is going to be kept confidential because the tobacco

industry wants to keep it confidential.

We have had too many things that have been kept out of the

public view and I'm not going to agree that ever3rthing they submit
to Congress can never be in the public view again. So I will not

agree to that proposition, but we can discuss it when the time
arises.

Mr. Bliley. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Mr. Johnston, as I under-
stand it, the question of the manufacturers' intent is very impor-
tant in order to determine whether or not the nicotine in cigarettes,
the caffeine in coffee or the alcohol in wine is a drug under Federal
law. This is confusing to me because I know caffeine helps me stay
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awake, but when it's added to soda, it's not a drug. But when it's

added to No-Doz, it is a drug.
Can you explain this to me?
Mr. James Johnston. Mr. Congressman, our
Mr. Bliley. Turn your mike on.

Mr. James Johnston. Yes, sir. My common sense understanding
is the same as yours, that No-Doz is a drug because of the manu-
facturer's intent. But this is really a technical and legal question
and I would like Mr. Cooper, our outside counsel, to respond to

that question, sir.

Mr. Cooper. Mr. Bliley, the law here doesn't necessarily follow

common sense, but it does have its own logic. In the definition of

the term "drug" in the Food, Drug and Cosmetic Act, there are two
branches of the definition that employ the concept of intended use.

One is intended use in the diagnosis, cure, mitigation, treatment
or prevention of disease. That's not the definition that Dr. Kessler
invoked and I don't think it's the one that's particularly relevant
here.

The other branch is intended to effect the structure or function
of the body, and that branch of the definition has an explicit ex-

emption for foods. Now, the intended use of a product, in almost
all cases, is determined by the claims and representations made by
the manufacturer of the product in connection with its distribution.

Thus, if I put out a product and claim that it will keep you
awake, that brings the product within the second branch that I re-

ferred to because I am claiming that the product will, indeed, have
an effect on the function of the body. It will keep you awake when
otherwise you might be drowsy or fall asleep.
So if I put caffeine in such a product and I make that claim and

caffeine is the active ingredient that makes the claim true, then
the caffeine is what is making that product a drug, along with the
claim.

If, however, I put caffeine in a cola beverage and I don't make
such a claim, even though the caffeine may be having the same ef-

fect, it doesn't make the product a drug, at least as the law has
been currently understood,
Mr. Bliley. Thank you. Mr. Johnston, I heard the industry say

that it doesn't want kids to smoke. Is that true?
Mr, James Johnston, Yes, Mr, Congressman, That is correct,

Mr. Bliley, What is your company doing about the serious prob-
lem of under-age smoking?
Mr. James Johnston. It is a serious issue for parents and for the

society. I would like to put it in brief perspective, if I may. David,
the chart, the government chart on under-age smoking, please.
Great progress has been made in this society of reducing under-

age smoking. We'll have a chart up in a moment. It is important
that we as a company do something about it. I want to mention

just two of the programs we have.
What the science, social science, and what parents know and

what children know is the driving force in an under-age person
starting to smoke is peer pressure. The next most important issue
is whether an older brother or sister smoke. Those are the most
powerful driving forces. We have a program that deals with the
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peer pressure issue. It was developed by Lifetime Learning Sys-
tems, an educational development company.
We have that program in 10,000 schools in the United States,

helping 3 million children a year avoid falling into peer pressure.
We use folks like Will Smith, the Fresh Prince who does public
service announcements on this issue. We have a program to enforce

restrictions on sales to minors. Our company and our industry
helped bring the legal age for smoking up to age 18 in something
like 18 States.

We've gone out to retailers. We have 25,000 retailers today co-

operating with our Support the Law program, asking for ID's,

training clerks to check for ID's. Getting access out of kids' hands
is the way to go about it. Most kids don't get their cigarettes in a
store. They swipe them from their older brother or sister or par-
ents. I would strongly urge parents to keep their cigarettes away
from kids.

We also use actor Danny Glover in that program and as of this

year, it is a cooperative effort with the National Jaycees, who have
taken this on to help.
Mr. Bliley. How much, as a company, do you spend on that pro-

gram?
Mr. James Johnston. Mr. Congressman, I don't recall the price,

the exact
Mr. Bliley. Will you submit it for the record?
Mr. James Johnston. It's millions of dollars per year. Is it

enough? I don't know if it's enough. As we find these programs
work, we try to extend them. The more they work, the more we're

willing to spend.
Mr. Bliley. Mr. Campbell, do you have any idea how much Phil-

ip Morris spends on it?

Mr. Campbell. I don't know, as well. But it is, again, millions

of dollars. Our combined efforts are combined through the Tobacco
Institute. You're talking about a substantial amount. As Jim said,
we're never quite sure that we're doing enough because we do not
want young people to smoke. We're working very closely with our

customers, the National Association of Convenience Stores, and the

instrumental, which is a logical place for kids to go to get ciga-
rettes.

They are very, very strict about their It's the Law and we're

working very closely with them, as well.

Mr. James Johnston. Mr. Congressman, if I might add, the

charge that's always hurled at the industry is you have to go out
and recruit these new smokers, you just have to. And the answer
is that would be the stupidest thing we can do. I have a huge op-

portunity. The opportunity to grow my company is by taking Mr.

Campbell's smokers away from him and switching them to my
brands and Mr. Tisch's and so forth. There are 30 million smokers
who don't smoke R.J. Reynolds brands.

That's my opportunity. They're already smoking. If I can provide
better products and I can communicate that to them through ad-

vertising, that's my business. So every time a kid lights up a ciga-

rette, we get blamed and we know we get blamed for it, but it

would be stupid because the objective of this is to ban advertising.
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Without advertising, I can't go take Mr. Campbell's smokers away
from him and bring them over to my brands.
Mr. Bliley. Mr. Johnston, clear up another question for me.

Thirty patents held by the tobacco industry were presented here by
Dr. Kessler. Many of the companies have stated publicly that they
are not using these patents. In its written comments, your com-

pany stated that it doesn't use such technology commercially.
Why do you patent all these things if you don't use them?
Mr. James Johnston. Mr. Congressman, that's a good question,

I've been asking that myself. Of our 600-plus patents, about 20 per-
cent or less are actually in use. As I understand it, we can patent
a technology or an idea, but having created an original idea doesn't
mean it's commercially feasible.

In many of the patents we have today, there is "a technology
which, according to U.S. patent law, can be patented and the re-

searcher can feel good about it, but it doesn't have commercial ap-
plication.
Mr. Bliley. I would like to ask each of you are you using any

of the patents that Dr. Kessler mentioned in his testimony?
Mr. Campbell. Yes, Mr. Bliley, I am. I'm using the patents that

relate to the reduction of nicotine through my de-nicotization proc-
ess. I am using no other patents.
Mr. Bliley. Mr. Johnston?
Mr. James Johnston. No, we are not. But this raises a very im-

portant issue, Mr. Congressman. There wouldn't be anything wrong
if we did use those patents. There have been calls from govern-
ments, from scientists all over the world, including the United

States, for the industry to provide lower tar cigarettes while main-

taining nicotine yields, the theory behind that being that people
will—that tar is the risk factor here, that people will smoke fewer

cigarettes.
Our company is being actively encouraged outside the United

States to produce those products, and look what's happening in this

room today.
Mr. Bliley. Mr. Taddeo?
Mr. Taddeo. What is the question, Mr. Bliley?
Mr. Bliley. Does your company use any of the patents described

by Dr. Kessler in his testimony, to your knowledge?
Mr. Taddeo. No. We didn't have any of those patents.
Mr. TiSCH. No, sir. We do not use any of those patents.
Mr. Bliley. Mr. Horrigan?
Mr. Horrigan. Nor does Liggett.
Mr. Bliley. Mr, Sandefur?
Mr. Sandefur. No, sir, we don't.

Mr. Bliley. Mr. Johnston?
Mr. Donald Johnston. No, sir.

Mr. Bliley. Thank you. Mr. Johnston, what do you think the

consequences would be if Congress or the FDA simply said ciga-
rettes may no longer be sold?

Mr. James Johnston. Congressman Bliley, that is the question
we've been avoiding all morning. We hear these strong feelings
about the dangerousness of this product. We hear strong feelings
about the character and motives of the people at this table and the
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2.3 million people engaged in this industry. We hear about addic-

tion and the threats.

If cigarettes are too dangerous to be sold and they are addictive,

then ban them. But let me tell you what the consequence of ban-

ning them is. Some people will quit. Some people, no matter what,
will obey the law. Many will not. Many will not.

And people will get their cigarettes from people selling them out

of the trunks of cars, made who knows where, of who knows what,
and sold to my kids and yours and everybody else's, because crimi-

nals don't care who they sell to.

My colleagues and I, the 10,000 people in Reynolds Tobacco, we
will go find other jobs somewhere where we cannot be accused of

all these things.
Mr. Bliley. Mr. Johnston, I want to be absolutely certain of this,

because there has been a lot of interest in this subject and at least

one of your competitors has sued ABC over it. Once and for all,

does your company spike its cigarettes with nicotine?

Mr. James Johnston. No, Mr. Congressman. We do not spike
our products with nicotine.

Mr. Bliley. Mr. Campbell?
Mr. Campbell. Mr. Bliley, we do not spike our cigarettes and we

have sued the ABC Company for its accusing us of doing so.

Mr. Bliley. Mr. Tisch? Mr. Taddeo, you don't have cigarettes.
Mr. TiSCH. No, sir. We do not spike our cigarettes with nicotine.

Mr. Bliley. Mr. Horrigan?
Mr. Horrigan. At Liggett, we do not spike our cigarettes with

nicotine.

Mr. Bliley. Mr. Sandefur?
Mr. Sandefur. We do not add nicotine to our cigarettes, no, sir.

Mr. Bliley. Mr. Johnston?
Mr. Donald Johnston. We do not spike our cigarettes at all.

Mr. Bliley. Thank you. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, for your in-

dulgence.
Mr. Waxman. Thank you, Mr. BHley. Mr. Synar.
Mr. Synar. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Mr. Johnston, 1,147 peo-

ple die each day because of cigarettes. And with those deaths, there

is need to replenish the customer base. It is your claim that you
do not target children to replenish that base. Is that correct?

Mr. James Johnston. There is no need to

Mr. Synar. Is that correct?
Mr. James Johnston [continuing]. Approach that base and, no,

we do not market to children and will not.

Mr. Synar. Thank you, Mr. Johnston. In deciding to launch your
Joe Camel campaign, and I'd ask the staff to put the advertisement

up, according to FTC documents, your company sponsored focus

groups studies to determine the preferences of your likely cus-

tomers. By 1987, your sales of our product among young people had
been declining because your product's image was an older person's

cigarette.
In fact, at the time, your market share among 18 to 34-year-olds

was on the decline. When your campaign began in 1988, Mr. John-

ston, the focus group data confirmed that "Smooth Moves" cam-

paign and its later revisions had greater appeal among younger age
segment, 18 to 20, than the older segment of 18 to 34.
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Now, the American Medical Association found that since 1987,
Mr, Johnston, the Joe Camel campaign has, for under 18 year old

smokers, increased from 0.5 percent share to 32.8 percent. The
study concluded that the 32 percent market increase was worth
$476 million to R.J. Re3niolds. That's a remarkable coincidence,
isn't it?

Mr. James Johnston. Mr. Congressman, those numbers are
false. Now, I want to be very clear. We do not survey anyone under
the age of 18. So I cannot provide you with R.J. Reynolds' data
Mr. Synar. It is your position that the American Medical Asso-

ciation study is false.

Mr. James Johnston. Absolutely,
Mr. Synar. Thank you.
Mr. James Johnston. No question about it.

Mr. Synar. Thank you, Mr. Johnston.
Mr. James Johnston. I rely on the U.S. Government for those

numbers and
Mr. Synar. Mr. Johnston, thank you.
Mr. James Johnston [continuing]. The U.S. Government dis-

agrees with the
Mr. Synar. R.J. Reynolds spokeswoman Mora Payne Ellison told

the Washington Post Magazine, Mr. Johnston, the following. "We
don't do research among young smokers because we don't think

young people should smoke." Yet, in December of 1991, again, the
American Medical Association found that 91 percent of the children

age 3 through 6 could match Joe with a Camel cigarette, which
means, Mr. Johnston, that Joe Camel was as well known as Mickey
Mouse.
Do you still maintain that Joe Camel cartoons are not targeted

toward children?
Mr. James Johnston. Congressman Synar, when
Mr. Synar. It's a simple question, Mr. Johnston. Do you con-

tend—you do contend that Joe Camel is not targeted toward chil-

dren.

Mr. James Johnston. Clearly and absolutely.
Mr. Synar. All right.
Mr. James Johnston. But I can explain
Mr. Synar. Mr. Johnston, I would ask you to submit to this sub-

committee all the documents and other materials produced in con-

nection with the Joe Camel advertising campaign from your com-

pany and your advertising firms since its inception, including inter-

nal memos, reports, presentations of any kind, story boards, results

of focus groups and marketing surveys, and any material within
that description. Will you provide that for the subcommittee?
Mr. James Johnston. Absolutely. We have provided 60,000

pages of documents already to the U.S. Government. To help mini-
mize any environmental impact, I can direct you to where those
documents are already supplied.
Mr. Synar. Mr. Campbell, has Philip Morris done any research

of any kind on the Joe Camel advertising campaign and its effec-

tiveness?
Mr. Campbell. I'm not acquainted with anything specifically.
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Mr. Synae. Have any of the other companies seated at the table

done any research with respect to the impact of the Joe Camel
campaign? Mr. Horrigan?
Mr. Horrigan. No, sir.

Mr. Synar. Thank you. Now, Mr. Johnston, in answer to a pre-
vious question, you stated that one of the goals of advertising and
promotion was to get the smokers from your competitors that are

sitting at the table; in other words, to get people to switch brands.
Mr. James Johnston. That's the only goal and
Mr. Synar. And I find that fascinating since we know from the

records that, combined, you all spend about $4.6 billion a year ad-

vertising and promoting your product. There are 50 million smok-
ers. We know that only 5 percent of all smokers switch, which
means that's 2.5 million people per year. So you're spending, by our

calculations, roughly $1,840 per person to get them to switch.

Now, can you explain to me a 1989 advertisement, which I have

right here, that you later withdrew, if switching is the only reason

you have? You have here "fool-proof dating advice" that starts with
"Number one, never date a woman named Dave." And it continues.
How to impress someone on the beach. "One, run to the water, grab
someone, drag her back to the shore and act as if you're saving her
from drowning. The more she kicks and screams, the better."

Is that an advertisement to get people to switch or to rape? Mr.

Johnston, you withdrew this. Is that not correct?

[The advertisement follows:]
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2.

3.

Run into the water, grab someone and drag her bock
to the shore, os if you've saved her from drowning.
The more she kicks and screams, the better

If you're overweight, lie on

a towel with vertical stripes. .,-

If you're underfreight, lie on
a towel with horizontal stripes...

^» Always have plenty of Camels

ready when the beach

party begins.

LOOK FOR MORE
SMOOTH MOVES
COMING YOUR
WAY SOON.
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1 • Never date a woman named Dave

^* Never dale a woman who has

12 older brothers.

^« Never dote a woman whose
father is called "Captain."

^« Always break the ice

by offering her a Camel.

c 1989R.J REYNOLDS TOBACCOCO

SURGEON GENERAL'S WARN
Smoke Contains Carbo
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How to get a FREE pack
even ifyou don't like to

redeem coupons.

#437

I • Ask your best friend to redeem it.

jL% Ask a kind-looking stranger to

redeem it.

%S* Ask a good-looking stranger to

redeem it.

*\% Offer each a Camel and start a

warm, wonderful friendship.

SURGEON GENERAL'S WARNING: Cigarene

Smoke Contains Carbon Monoxide.

LIGHTS: 9 mg. •'tar". 0.7 mg. nicoiine. LIGHTS HARD PACK: 10 mg. "tar". 0.7 mg. nicotine, LIGHTS lOQ'S: 12 mg. "tar",

0.9 mg. nicotine, FILTERS: 16 mg. tar", 1.0 mg. nicotine. FILIERS HARD PACK: 17 mg. "tar", 1.1 mg. nicotine, FILTERS

lOO'S: 18 mg. "tar". 1.2 mg. mcoiine, REGULAR: 21 mg. "tar", 1,4 mg. nicotme, av. per cigarette by FTC method.

K)Z06
I
MANUFACTUR6RS COUrH)N | EMtWES 1/31/W

|

5""12300"10100' Of Camel!
When You Buy 1.Any Style.

RETAILER YOU MUST FlU IN NORMAL RETAIL PRICE . . (00 NOT INCLUDE SALES TAXES) 90704
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Mr. James Johnston. That ad ran once. That is not an ad that

represents what I want our company or any of our brands to rep-
resent. I wrote a letter to Congress at that time, and I quote, "I

have carefully reviewed the situation and have concluded that this

ad should never have run,"

I can also say that it would not have run had I been running the

company at that time. I had come to the company after it ran. I

apologize. It was offensive. It was stupid. We do make mistakes

and, Mr. Congressman, we
Mr. Synar. I take that as a sincere apology.
Mr. James Johnston. Absolutely.
Mr. Synar. Because, Mr. Johnston, of that sincerity, I have to

tell you that your advertisement campaign, which is demonstrated
here and across this country in many mediums, is some of the most

cynical, explosive, perversive advertising we have ever seen in this

country. It has one purpose, whether you will agree to that or not,

and that is to attract children.

Now, I'm not satisfied with your answers, but I do know because

you have the opportunity as the chief of your company to make the

decision to pull that ad so that there will be no doubt that you're

trying to attract children, will you pull that ad and that advertising

campaign so that we can eliminate the attraction that this ad

clearly does to children? Will you do that?

Mr. James Johnston. I will repeat for the record if I thought
that campaign caused any young people to begin smoking, I would

pull it in a heartbeat. We have taken this issue very seriously, very

responsibly. We have gone out and replicated that research

through the Roper Organization, much larger sample bases. The

sample bases that were used in that, generally, the American Med-
ical Association work you wouldn't accept for political polling pur-

poses. They were too small.

Here is what we found. Teenagers who associate Joe Camel with

cigarettes and who may like Joe Camel have uniformly negative
views of smoking. I might like Snoopy the dog, but I don't like Met
Life insurance. They might like Joe Camel, but here are the results

and I'd like them submitted for the record.

Mr. Waxman. They will be.

[The following information was furnished:]
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Mr. Synar. Mr. Campbell—I'm sorry, Mr. Johnston. I have lim-

ited time. I'd like to go to Mr. Campbell. The American Medical As-

sociation has found that the initiation rates increased rapidly in

girls under 17 as a result of the Virginia Slims ads. In 1973, the

initiation rate for girls under 17 increased 110 percent over 1967's

rates.

I have behind me a poster. In that poster, it says, right here,

"Hey, if you think female bonding is all about hair spray and nail

glue, you're obviously stuck in the past." Can you tell me who this

ad was pointed to?

Mr. Campbell. That's to attract women smokers over the age of

20, 25, something like that. Those women are all over 25 in that

ad. It's to attract some of my competitors' business.

Mr. Synar. So you don't think any little girls looking at that

thinking that they can be successful and attractive, sexually attrac-

tive, would never think that that ad might be pointed towards

them.
Mr. Campbell. We have no evidence of that, Congressman

Synar.
Mr. Synar. All right. Mr. Taddeo, I haven't been talking to you

today, but I want to. You've testified that U.S. Tobacco does not

employ a graduation schedule to move oral tobacco users from a

lower to a higher nicotine level.

Mr. Taddeo. Right.
Mr. Synar. In the spring 1985 edition of Up to Snuff—-this is

what you send to college student sales representatives. Your Execu-

tive Vice President, Jack Africk, said "Skoal Bandits is an introduc-

tory product and then we look toward establishing a normal grad-
uation product," as you can see. We then have the ad in front of

us to your left with respect to Copenhagen, where it says "Sooner

or later, it's Copenhagen."
What does that mean, "Sooner or later, it's Copenhagen?"
Mr. Taddeo. That was a competitive ad; that out of all the to-

bacco products we compete against, that finally you'll try Copenha-
gen and hopefully prefer that.

Mr. Synar. So it is your contention that you do not use the grad-
uation system that I just described.

Mr. Taddeo. We absolutely have never used the graduation sys-

tem as you described and there's a couple reasons why it's impos-
sible to do. But one reason is that each of our cans contains loose

tobacco. There is not a uniform portion of tobacco in each can.

A dip of tobacco would consist of different weights and different

measures for each person consuming it.

Mr. Synar. All right. You have stated that U.S. Tobacco does not

conduct its own research, but you have admitted that you funded
a Penn State study on the effect of different levels of nicotine. For
the record, what other studies have you funded?
Mr. Taddeo. There is a list of studies that we fund through the

Smokeless Tobacco Research Council. I don't know the number of

them.
Mr. Synar. Will you provide that for the record?

Mr. Taddeo. Yes, we will.

Mr. Synar. And make them, also, public?
Mr. Taddeo. Yes, we will.
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Mr. Synar. Thank you very much. Now, you, on page 10 of your
testimony, attack Dr. Connolly, a Massachusetts public health offi-

cial who has testified before this committee. You say he has an al-

ternative motive.
Mr. Taddeo, how much do you get paid by U.S. Tobacco every

year?
Mr. Taddeo. I have a salary of $400,000.
Mr. Synar. Your salary as Executive Vice President of the to-

bacco parent company is $400,000.
Mr. Taddeo. That's my salary, yes.
Mr. Synar. We're not able to find out what else you're paid.

Would you like to volunteer what other things are in your incentive

package?
Mr. Taddeo. My bonus last year was a little over $ million.

Mr. Synar. So your salary last year was $1.4 million approxi-

mately, correct?

Mr. Taddeo. No. The salary was $400,000. The total compensa-
tion was a little over $1.4 million.

Mr. Synar. Also, we have learned that you hold 167,200 shares

of U.S. Tobacco Corporation stock, which closed yesterday worth
about $4 million. Is that correct?

Mr. Taddeo. I still owe some money on those shares, yes.
Mr. Synar. Would you say your annual salary of $6 million alter-

native motive may be just as strong of an ulterior motive as Dr.

Connolly's?
Mr. Taddeo. I don't know what the question is.

Mr. Synar. All right. Mr. Taddeo, a North Carolina study found
that long-term users of oral snuff were 50 times more likely to de-

velop mouth cancer than non-users. More than 40 percent of the

patients are dead within 5 years of diagnosis. I have behind me—
I'm going to put it on the chart—a photograph of mouth cancer re-

sulting from moist snuff and chewing tobacco.

Do you still deny that oral tobacco causes mouth cancer?
Mr. Taddeo. Oral tobacco has not been established as a cause of

oral cancer.
Mr. Synar. Thank you. All right. Ms. Brenda Dawson, the Vice

President of the Tobacco Institute, has stated on many public occa-

sions that the tobacco companies have never tried to stop any ef-

forts to keep cigarettes from minors.
Mr. Campbell, you have maintained that the tobacco industry

wants to enact strict measures banning cigarette sales to minors.
I think you went through a number of questions with Mr. Bliley

concerning this.

First of all, we have with us here today a petition for a ballot

initiative paid for Philip Morris in California, to try to counteract
some of the stricter local smoking restrictions in California.

I also have with me a State-to-State analysis of current State

legislative trends, where it says that in 1994, the Tobacco Institute

has initiated a major push to seek enactment of its own model bill

on cigarette sales, and they list a number of States.

My question is how can you contend that you have done nothing
to try to keep laws from being enacted to enforce against minors
when you issue these types of petitions that would override and

preempt stricter city and county smoking restrictions?
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Mr. Campbell. Congressman Synar, I think if you investigate
more closely, you'll find that the tobacco industry and our company
has very actively supported in States that don't have 18-year age
limits, that we very aggressively supported that.

Mr. Synar. All right. Let's talk about how aggressively you have
enforced it. It is your official company position, is it not or is it,

regarding withholding a product from retailers who sell cigarettes
to minors? Do you or do you not withhold cigarette sales to retail-

ers that have been found in violation of selling to minors?
Mr. Campbell. I don't know of cases in that regard, but I don't

know that we have the right to do
Mr. Synar. Is it your policy that where you find—^you stated ear-

lier that you work with a thousand retailers nationwide in order
to enforce against sales to minors. Is it your official or unofficial

policy to

Mr. Campbell. If we have proven egregious abuse of these ciga-
rette minors laws, we would not supply those stores.

Mr. Synar. In the past year, how many retailers has your com-
pany stopped selling the product to because you've learned a re-

tailer was selling to kids under 18?
Mr. Campbell. We have learned of no one doing so. There's very

few prosecutions brought in that regard, but that doesn't mean
that we wouldn't be responsive to any suggestions you have in that

regard, Congressman Synar.
Mr. Synar. So you're telling me that you have not found a viola-

tion anywhere in the country, is that correct?

Mr. Campbell. They have not been brought to my attention, I

can say that.

Mr. Synar. I'd like to conclude my round by infusing a little bit

of reality from my own State of Oklahoma. I received on the 15th
of March of this year a letter from a young lady named Laura
Sandefur. I don't think she's related to you, Mr. Sandefur. She may
be. "Dear Congressman, my civics class just saw a movie about

your days, what it consists of I enjoyed watching it. I think of you
v/orking hard." I had to give my self some advertising here.
"The purpose of this letter is to try and help me know what I

can do with this problem we have. Of about 25 people that ride my
bus, about 15 of them smoke. I'm in the eighth grade and I think
it's totally wrong. To make matters worse, just recently my mom
and I walked into Quick Trip and saw a bunch of cigarettes sitting
on the shelf and a sign that said Tree, take one.' By advertising
those cigarettes as free they tell kids of all ages that it's OK to

smoke. I think that's totally wrong. Would you help me solve this

problem and let me know what I can do."

Does that offend you that free samples are available at Quick
Trips across this country where children can walk in as they're
purchasing candy and grab one?
Mr. James Johnston. I don't believe that to be true. We do not

do that. We do not support that.

[The following letters were submitted:]
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April IS. 1994 JAMES w. JOHNSTON
Chairman and
Chiel Executive Officer

Winsion-Salem. N.C. 27102
919-741.792S

Mr. Chester E. Cadieux

Chainnan, President

QuikTrip Corporation

Post Office Box 3475

Tulsa, Oklahoma 74101

Dear Mr. Cadieux;

As you may know, I and the CEO's of the other six major U.S. tobacco companies had the

opportunity to testify before Congressman Waxman's subcommittee yesterday.

During our testimony, we were asked a series of questions by Congressman Synar relating to a letter

he had received from one of his constituents. Apparently, this constituent wrote that she was in a

QuikTrip outlet recently and saw individual cigarettes on display with a sign that said something to the

following cfifect: Take one, they're free." Mr. Synar was quite adamant and said that he also had

personally seen this "offer." The suggestion from all this by Mr. Synar was that these cigarettes were

accessible to children and could encourage them to experiment with smoking.

I wanted to call this matter to your attention because I understand from the folks in our regional sales

office in Oklahoma City that you arc as firmly committed to keeping cigarettes out of the hands of

minors as we are.

I would greatly appreciate your looking into this and letting me know whether there is any basis for

the allegations and conclusions drawn by Mr. Synar.

Very truly yours,

James W. Johtfston

'We work for smokers.'
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,,riJ 20, 1994

Mr. James W. Johivstoo /^iiLT* "

Chairman and Chief Executive Officer UulKlnp
R J ReynolcU Tobacco Company
Winston-Salem, NC 27102

Dear Mr. Johniton:

We received your letter about Mr. Synar's statements concerning our company. QuikTrip works diligently to be a

responsible tobacco retailer and arc very sorry a program we ran was so misunderstood.

On March 14, 1994, sample cigarette products were placed on checkstands in our stores. The sole intent was to allow adult

customers who choose to smoke to try another brand. We would never condone the selling or sampling of cigarettes to

minors in our store. It's morally wrong and also illegaL

The sample products were placed near the employee on duty for continual supervision. Signs from the corporate oSicc

clearly labeled the display, 'For our adult customers who choose to smoke." The sign also prominently carried the Surgeon
General's warning. If any stores lacked signage or had incorrect signage it was corrected in a very short time. We feci we
conducted this program in a fiilly professional manner completely within the law.

Being a responsible retailer, we discontinued the program when some of our customers complained. The program was

discontinued in Oklahoma on March 3Ist and in our other market areas on April Sth (the program was never conducted in

our Iowa stores). It's noteworthy that QuikTrip voluntarily discontinued the program roughly two weeks prior to Mr.

Synar's comments, and Mr. Synar never contacted our oGGces for information or facts about the program.

We do not intend to provide nor sell cigarettes to minors, and have steps in place to ensure this and to enforce the law. We
thoroughly train responsible tobacco retailing procedures to all employees and have prominent signs displayed in the stores

which indicate the legal age to purchase tobacco products.

There are no current cigarette sampling programs at QuikTrip nor do we presently anticipate future cigarette wimp ling

programs.

We are codoslng a copy of the Tulsa World newspaper article dated Saturday, April 16th, about Mr. Synar's comments.

The article quotes a spokesperson for the American Lung Assodatioa in Tulsa as saying they were pleased with QulkTrip's

actions in halting (he program. Obviously our timing was bad on this program but to say our intent was to get cigarettes to

minors is totally false.

I am sorry we put you in an embarrassing situation during the hearings and appreciate your help in setting the record

straight.

Chester Cadicux

President and Chief Executive Oflicer

Enclosure

QuikTrip Corporation/ 901 Nonh Mingo Road / PC Box 3475 /Tulsa Oklahoma 74116/(918) 836-8551
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Mr. Synar. So Ms. Laura Sandefur from Tulsa, Okla. is lying.
Mr. James Johnston. No. I'm not going to go around making un-

substantiated allegations. She could be wrong. That doesn't make
her a liar. She could be wrong. She may have seen a sign that said

"Buy one, get one free." That's probably what she saw.
Mr. Synar. Mr. Johnston, I can tell you I've been in a Quick Trip

or two over the last 2 weeks as I've travelled through my district

and she's telling the truth, because I saw those cigarettes laying
out.

Mr. James Johnston. Congressman, I will investigate this im-

mediately and I will submit for the record what we found and what
action we have taken, if our company is involved in any way. That
is unacceptable to us, if that's true.

Mr. Campbell. You have the same commitment from me. Con-

gressman Synar. That is unacceptable to us and if our sales force

is involved in any way, they will be suitably reprimanded.
Mr. Waxman. Mr. Synar, your time has expired. Mr. McMillan.
Mr. McMillan. I would just comment. If the ad with Joe Camel

in Joe's Place was designed to appeal to young, then both the bar
and the advertising were poorly targeted because people under 18
aren't allowed in the bar nor are they allowed to purchase ciga-
rettes. It doesn't seem to make much sense.

Mr. James Johnston. That's correct.

Mr. McMillan. Is nicotine produced and put into product in

amounts in excess of that found in tobacco for any other reason or

in any other product that you're aware of?

Mr. Campbell. Any one of us?
Mr. McMillan. Yes.
Mr. Campbell. Absolutely not.

Mr. McMillan. I don't mean the tobacco companies doing it. I

mean is it out there in the marketplace for any other purpose.
Mr. Campbell. It's available in nicotine gums and in the patch,

which is a pharmaceutical application.
Mr. McMillan. That's the prescription use of nicotine.

Mr. James Johnston. And it's found, Mr. Congressman, nicotine

is found naturally in tomatoes and eggplant and a number of other

vegetables in very low amounts.
Mr. McMillan. I think some of the parallels here when we talk

about common standards are interesting when we start looking
into the area of caffeine or alcohol, especially. We have alcohol sold

in this country with widely varying amounts, which I presume are

deliberately determined and formulated into the product, to the

point where in the labeling of the product, it's rather precisely stat-

ed, either in terms of percentages of proof and, yet, we don't con-

sider alcohol to be an addictive drug and it's not treated as such.

It strikes me as somewhat unusual that we're trying to apply
standards to tobacco, with a product that perhaps is potentially far

less threatening physically, psychologically and behaviorally than,

say, alcohol.

I've missed some of the testimony here having to do with at-

tempts to define what is addictiveness and so forth. Is there a pre-
cise science, in your view, in which this committee could address
the question of addictiveness or call it something less that can be
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evaluated in terms of the potential adverse effects on an individual,
whether they be physical or psychological or behavioral?
Mr. James Johnston. The definitions of addiction have changed

over time; not based on new learning, but based on looser and
looser definitions of what addiction really is. You'll recall earlier

today it was mentioned the 1964 Surgeon General's report said

cigarettes are not addictive. They're habit-fcrming, they^re not ad-

dictive. There was no new learning between 1964 and 1988.

The goalpost was moved. The definition was changed. But we
come back to what's a common sense definition of addiction. As
we've tried to look through some of the literature—this is sworn

testimony. I'm obviously telling the truth. I will submit this for the

record. I came across an article in the British Journal of Addiction,

peer reviewed journal, saying that carrots can be addictive and
even more so than cigarettes.

[The article referred to follows:]
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Briiisk Journal of Addiction (IM2) 87, 119S-U97
" •*««<«• i.i««*^

RESEARCH REPORT

Can carrots be addictive? An extraordinary form
of drug dependence

LUDEK CERNY" & KAREL £ERNY=

' Aneiatcoholie Depanment, Psychiatric Clinic, ApoUnarska 4, Prague 2 6" '

Department of

Experimental Oncology, Narcdni 8, Prague 2, CiechoSlovakia

Abccract

The paper deicribes three eaiet of depeniersce on carotenoldt toith typical symptoms of irritability and

nervousness aceampanyirg their abstinence, taith a long-term dependence, and an inahili^ to ttmply

discontinue. Three patienis (a man and too tcomen} ell being smokers, evaluaud this dependence as riery

similar to thai on tobacco. The limiiation offurther use had the same effect in bock CMes, The toomen evaluate

the dependence as stronger than Owt on dgaretut, the man as lomeahat toeaker. The former patient
—a

tooman—even relapsed, and recently found herself in danger affurther relapse. This, homever, the nipped in

the bud. Lohoraiory enzyme examinations revealed a disorder in the eniymaiie outfit affecting the auto-

immunity and the nettrovegetattae system.

latroduction

Casci of hypercaroccnemu arc eomuatered io che

lilentuce only ipotidieiUy, Case icudiet hive

deicribc<l ikc physical changes <2u: (a malnuuitioa,

decnal changes, panicu'.ariy ia cbU^ceo but have left

the psychological state: of tb«< cases uare-

cotded.'-'^-* Hughes & Wcoteti met with hypemr-
oienemia as early as 1919, (cfcfcoce is made to it ia

their work The Orange people.* The subjects wete

two agriculiunl vorixn whose diet had coositted

predominantly of carrots nod i?!natocs. Their sUn

wai orange in -colour. The study includes no

description whatsoever of their piychologtca! state

No reference is made to tfceit furrher life history.

In my psychiatric practice I have racouniercd

three cases of hypcicarotcnemia, accompanied by

typical symptoms of drug depeodeace.

AaalynU
I came across ihc first case of this kind » early as

195< in the Prague psychiatric clinic where a 35-

year-old woman was hospitalised because of t

neurotic distutbaoce and the was consuming

approximately 1 kg of raw carrots daily. Her skia ts

well as the sderae of her eyes were coloured dark

orange. Carrots were most difGculi lo procure in

winter but she had to get hold of ihem at uy
price. Their lack made her aiCta from typical

withdrawal symptoms with a marked ncrvouscess

Mate. After discharge from hospital, sbc was lost to

follow-up.

In 198S. a 38-year-old nurse aiiended for help.

Patient A. L. was born iit 1947 and worked as a

nurse. Sbc had commenced smoking at 18 years of

age, stopped during pregnancy and at preseotation

ihe smoked 20 cigarettes daily. She consumed

alcohol only occasionally and also occasionally

drank 2-3 cups of coffee daily when at work, but

only one cup when at home. She is married with one

daughter.

She started coniuming carrots during her first

pregnancy ui 1970 when she sulTered fromcardial-

gie and <-ice(s acidity of «omich fluids, accompan-

1195
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1 1 90 Ludik demjl Cr Kanl dtmy

'\ed by liypcremcsis. Being uniblc to loUriic fruitt,

llic ccok to coniumiiig vcgeublci m lirgc quintitict.

la a fon.aighc the consumed • b«tl of young e«rrou.

She soon fouad (hat she took pleasure in it, or (O (he

Slid. She aie eurots in (hit muiacr tad quantity

throughout her pregnancy. After childbirth, «he

stopped eating carrots and rrturned to nortnal She

ntimatod (hat she had consumed (uo and a half

sacks of carrots during her pregnancy. She noted

iha( her skin became iutenscly yellow.

Ilcr stotnach troubles accompanied by occasional

vumiling recurred in 1985. She resumed eating

ctcrois regularly and in the course of a (ingle week,

•he eie 1 kg of carrots daily. Carrots had to be eaten

raw. Cooked carrots failed to quench her craving

Her desire became .«i in(cnse that she preserved the

carrots peeling as a reserve supply. la the •'inter

months and particularly in spring, when carrots lose

much nf their pleasant Havour and become rather

bitter, she added sugar to them. If she ran out of

Clrrolz at the wcc>;.end, she would ask a neighbour to

give her some. Vfhen no carrotc were available, she

became desperately nervous. Son-.etimet the would

bite off a mouthful of carrot even before washing it.

In iJie morning she voutd feel a desire for carrots

and would peel and eat them even on her way to

work. Her ici;uain(ancea began to make fun of he;

tod even to acold her. She (bea retorted to

purchasing and eating carrots secretly. Another

time, in the pccmises of the hcrse-facinj course

where she often eomej in compioy with her

daughter, luge case.-! loaded with carrots were

delivered to (he itablct. She had nothing with her to

put the earrott io. Her craving for carrots was so

irten.sc that she weal to borrow a plastic bag and

took the cacTDts directly from the discharged cases.

She had tried (o reduce her curot consumptloil

several times hut all het efforts have failed. Of iate,

due to poor market supply of Carrots, (he has

attempted to cure herself of this habit. She is psrtly

successful and cruaches something else instead, z.%.

radishes. At the same time she is considerably

nervous. She has noticed a tendency to more copious

bleeding but ao othct UifTiculiics are. involved.

The naiifj>t is subjected to a coatutuous foUiiw

up. During her lait check-up »he imparted the

ioformation thir 2 yoatt j^o (he got (id of her

dependence iin carrots—these she completely left

out of her menu. About Christctijs \'iV\, vh<- lacted

carrots several (imei when cooking, and (gain found

them appealing to her palate. She realized that (he

miRht quickly become dependent on (hern again.

When this was bcoughi hone to hcf , sh; maoagrd tc

stop taking carrota in lime. At present she has no

difficulties.

Somatoneurological findings were within the

norm. Her skin is orange in colour, especially the

uaderturfaces of her feet and her palms. A complex
examination of the level of retiool, ca(T>renoid( in

general, and beta-carotene in the serum, as well as of

some eoiymatic systems including the determina-

tion of the cnrymatic activity of the following

parameters was carried out. The test battery applied

here was recomnicnded •fter a consultation with

specialists In interual diseases about (he possibilities

of renderiog certain biological changes. Ttese tests

cover the area of the description of liver, cardiac and

neurovegetative diseases recommended by the Ger-

man Medical Chamber for the purposes of clinical

diagnostics. !r. compliance with the rcfults of

enzynutic teats, metabolic disorders in the eniyma-
iic pattern can he distinguished In great dei«U, and

(he patient's metabolic condition as well as his

disease can be monitored by methods non-iggrcs-

sive in long-term application.

Our material thaws a marked impairment of the

pattcat't eniynvis. A particularly marked intesifica-

tion flf activity bax been found in aldolase (AI.D) as

veil as cerebral creatinkinasc (CK B) and lipase.

Lower values in comparison with the norm were

found in uylesterase (AE), alkaline phosphomoso-
ctietaie (AP), and cholineitcraac (CHS). Her high

carrot intake resulted in substantially higher vtluei

of retiaol, beta-carotene and carotcooids in general.

A prcdooiinant represent;stion of lycopens tad plant

carotenotdt were found in the serum.

In evaliutiflg the proGle of the patient's enzyiiKt,

it may be itaied that the patiet^t't dependence on

carrots led to a metabolic imbalance. After a long-

term monitoring of the patient's conditioa, the

detected changes were found to depend on rhe

quantity ofconsumed carrots, and, after a relatively

long tbttinencc, they rettjo to normal. In ail

probability, the changes involved are not persistent.

Our third case wis a 40-year-old man, J. T. who

wai undergoing treatment for multiple iclerotis. la

spring I98t, b« turned up at an uiti-«mokiag advice

cciitnc in Priigue tsldag for help to atop smoking. Tic

had made nunteroui un<uccet(ful attempts to dun
kiundf because of his concerns for bis general

licaiih. Hit wife bad advised that it was necessary to

replace eigaretcec with co<n«cKia(; els« and rcc

oounendcd a substitute— *"ruit, or crunchiitg tome

vegetables. She gave him carrots and he found that it

helped him to forget about crgi/ettes. He was loon

eating carrots constantly, consutning up to five
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bunclicj » day, and is ii wn tpcmg he put hioisclfto

considerable expense. His craving for curois be-

came asurgcm at his previous craving for ciguenes.
Whenever ihc image of etrrou entered hii mind, or

whenever he happened to catcb tight of them, he

immediately imagined himself eating them and

started yearning for them. The coiuiunptioa of

carruit slopped his urge for sotneihiag, and again be

helped himself to carrota. If a (ufficieot amount of

carrots were available, he would crunch them iu

rapid succession—this perfectly supplanted the

cigsretics and, in the same way, it was Czed in bis

consciotisnets. He ate tiie carrots at home but also

could not resist eating them in public When he wco!

shopping, he felt compelled lo eat the carrou he had

already bought on his way borne on die train.

The anti-smoking advice centre advised him

against such habitual carrot coniumpuoa. He imme-

diately started doing his level best to pvc up cirrols.

Although the habit was not a: strong as the

dependence on cigarettes, it took him a lotl{ time to

suppress it completely. He went on buying carrots

throughout the summer—he was, however, con-

scious of the necessity to be OQ his guard. 2t was oaly
in autumn when carrots became rare in the maritei

that he stopped eatiog diem. In spring 1989 be did

not feel ctjmpclled to indulge in eating caxrou any

more, though he continues to like them even now.

After hit visits to the adrice centre be success-

fully slopped imotdc^ and abstained {rom it for 4

months. However, tie relapsed afief xoffle stress

situation at work.

I)<5CU!;Kion

The three cases of raw-cartot abuse dcscnbed here

arc remarkable fur giving rise to a psychic depen-

dence, identical with drug addiction as defined by
the WHO (1969). in all the three aflectcd peisoos—two women and one man. The lack of carrots

nude them lapse into a state of heightened irritabil-

ity, nervoiunets. Tbe wiihdravrat syndrome is so

intense that the afSicted persons get bold of tod

consume carrots even iti socially quite unacceptable
situations. In view of the faa that both the patients

described in detail were alto smokers, it was possible

to discuss with them the intensity of (be depen-
dence. The patient A. L. stated that tbe psychic

difficulties caused by a lack ofcirrots were far more

intensive than those called forth by i Uck of

cigircitei. Tbe quality of difficulties is the same as

in the case of smoking. The patient J. T. mentioned

the same difficulties is the above patient but

evaluated their intensity as somewhat lesser than in

smoking. This patient, however, had not been

consuming carrots fot such a long time as the patient

A. I.. The ascertainment that raw carrots have the

same effects as drags of the uicotine type sec me

thinking what substance ill carrots might be in-

vulved. The first to come into consideration was the

biologically active carotene.

tor the time being, however, I cannot discount

^hc possibility that carrots may contain another

active substance conducive to drug addiction. In this

area, experimentation seems necessary. This is why
the aim of this communication is to draw the

compeicnl specialist's attention to this odd quality

of carrots. A higher carrot intake resulted in a

metabolic disorder panicularly in the area of the

auto-immunity system, the neurovegetative system
and the centra] nervous system, at it tbe case in

neuroses. Tbe condition improved alter giving up
the constimptioa of carrots. Also tiie recurring

relapse in patient A. L. was interesting
—

it was

similar to Chat found with other dru$ types.
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Mr. James Johnston. The facts are and the studies that are out

there suggest that nicotine and caffeine have similar—that they
are—in terms of effect and so forth on people

—
^very similar in

terms of how they effect the central nervous system and the fact

that when you stop using the product, if you choose to do that, you
may experience some symptoms of withdrawal, almost precisely the

same ones from caffeine as from nicotine.

But we get to these characterizations of nicotine being like co-

caine and heroin that are scary. They're scary because they may
actually mislead people as to what the
Mr. McMillan. If nicotine has those characteristics of addiction

and there are people who are out there who are seeking to abuse
the public by marketing excess amounts of it or, as we do, argu-

ably, with respect to alcohol or other things, why isn't somebody
out there producing a high nicotine product specifically to take ad-

vantage of the fact that it's presumably addictive?

Mr. James Johnston. If some of the suggestions that have been

offered in the days leading up to this hearing were seriously taken,
that's what we would all be producing. If we just chop up the to-

bacco and roll it into a piece of paper, the amount of nicotine then

provided to smokers will go up 300 to 400 percent. Yet, we have
this remarkable record of reducing nicotine and somehow we're

challenged about it. I don't get it.

Mr. McMillan. I would say that if the other side succeeds in

banning the production and distribution of legal tobacco products
in the United States, then precisely that kind of thing is likely to

occur. It will go off-shore. It won't be taxed. It will find its way in

the market. It will create an enormous crime apparatus through
selling and distributing it, and it will probably have an extraor-

dinarily high, artificially high content of additives to make it more

appealing.
Mr. James Johnston. There is some indication that just that

happened in Canada. When they went to very high taxes, not only
was the contraband issue overwhelming, which is why they re-

duced the tax recently by 50 percent, but they found people drifting

to higher tar, higher nicotine cigarettes because of the price.

Consumers naturally moved that way, saying I can smoke fewer

cigarettes and that sort of thing. The crime element is what drove

Canada to bring their taxes down. It should not be the policy of

this government to say I will discourage you from smoking by mak-

ing it too expensive for you.
That's the government knowing better than adults know. Let

them make their choices. Let them make informed choices.

Mr. McMillan. I don't think we're arguing here about full and

adequate disclosure of what's in a cigarette or in alcohol. That's

something that I think we can all get behind. And, also, what is

above the normal terms of acceptable content. We allow extraor-

dinary amounts of alcohol by proof in the consum>;r products that

we sell.

What's important is that consumers understand how to regulate
content. We come at that and deal with it in a different way. We
have DUI laws to deal with alcohol in terms of the way it can be

threatening to others. We don't have that driving under the influ-

ence of nicotine laws out there.
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I think that's an example of how we need to be sensible about

dealing with this.

I had one other question for Dr. Spears and I wanted to clarify,
if I might, because I'm not sure your response to the chairman's

questions came across all that clearly.

Yesterday, you were accused publicly of making misrepresenta-
tions to this subcommittee the last time you appeared. Specifically,
this charge arose from a 1981 article that you authored that told

how the level of nicotine in a tobacco product can be changed by
blending different types of tobacco which have differing nicotine
contents.

This discussion from your article was presented as conclusive

proof that cigarette manufacturers manipulate nicotine in ciga-
rettes and you should stand accused of hiding this supposed "se-

cret" fact.

Dr. Spears, if you would turn to your written statement from
March 25, if you have it, and read the last sentence on the first

page. If you don't have that, I

Mr. Spears. I'm sorry. I do not have it.

Mr. McMillan. I would be glad to read that, and I quote, "The
level of nicotine in the tobacco of our products is solely determined

by the tobacco that we buy and blending of the different tobaccos

during manufacturing. The tar and nicotine yields of our products
are determined by a combination of the tobacco blends and the con-

struction of the cigarette; that is, length, circumference, filter, tip

ventilation, tobacco density, et cetera. The Federal Trade Commis-
sion has reported the results of tar and nicotine analysis by brand
for years."

I will finish in just a minute, Mr. Chairman, if I may. Dr.

Spears, in fact, you told the committee on March 25 what you said
in your article, didn't you?
Mr. Spears. Yes, I did.

Mr, McMillan. They were consistent.

Mr. Spears. They were consistent.

Mr. McMillan. I think that it's very clear, then, that some of

the allegations that have been made with respect to your testi-

mony, which, at that time, was perfectly clear, have been distorted

and I simply wanted to interject that again to give you an oppor-
tunity to set the record straight on that point.
Mr. Spears. Thank you. I'd like to say something further on the

concentration of nicotine in tobacco since that was one of the mis-

interpretations and statements made. I think Mr. Waxman still—
he is not a believer that there's no correlation between the con-
centration in tobacco and the FTC nicotine jdeld.

I'd like to read from this paper that I was handed from the New
England Journal of Medicine by Neal Benowitz, the first paragraph
under results. [See p. 724.] "Cigarette tobacco contained an average
of 1.57 percent of nicotine. Neither the concentration of nicotine in

the tobacco nor the total amount of nicotine in the cigarette cor-

related positively with the Federal Trade Commission machine de-

livery estimate.
"In fact, among the cigarette brands sampled, there was a signifi-

cant inverse correlation between nicotine concentrations in tobacco
and the nicotine delivered," which says, again, if a higher con-
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centration of tobacco—-in this study, he found lower levels in the

smoke.
I think, again, that's exactly what I said and what I've taken

issue with in the chairman's press conference yesterday, a

misstatement, not in this regard—in this regard.
Mr. Waxman. Thank you, Mr. McMillan. I think you're turning

the world on its head, but it's not my turn to get into the questions.
I'll get there in a minute. Mr. Wyden, your turn.

Mr. Wyden. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Gentlemen, I'd like to

turn again to the matter of children in our country smoking. I men-
tioned I've got young children. Millions of parents, of course, do, as

well. I note that the Federal Government has found the Centers for

Disease Control, and I quote, "Approximately 75 percent of current

sm^okers become addicted to tobacco by age 18," generally before it

was even legal for them to purchase tobacco products.
I'd like to start at this point by asking how many of you have

children or grandchildren. If you would, just raise your hand, ei-

ther children or grandchildren.
[Show of hands.]
Mr. Wyden. Almost everybody. Good. My situation. I know that

you all have been asked in the past about whether you v/ould want

your kids or your grand-kids to smoke and I have listened very
carefully to the response that you've made.

In the past, when you all have been asked this question about
whether you would want your kids or your grand-kids to smoke,
the position of executives and others has been that this is an indi-

vidual decision to be made by adults, and I have heard that stated

on many occasions. I agree with you on that. No question about it.

It is a decision that should be made by adults.

But I'm not going to ask you that question this morning. What
I'd like to ask each of you with children is I'd like to ask each of

you if you had your preference, would you want your kids or your
grand-kids to smoke or not smoke? If you had your preference.
Let's start with you, Mr. Campbell.
Mr. Campbell. I have no preference.
Mr. Wyden. It wouldn't bother you if your kids smoked.
Mr. Campbell. Well, I think that in the end, the most important

part, I've answered some of these questions earlier, is that the

most important part is that our children be given information

about all of these kinds of things, smoking and drugs and alcohol

and sex and disease. I think that we're doing a good job of that and
I think that the Congress of the United States is leading that.

Mr. Wyden. But after all that information is given, it wouldn't

bother you if your kids smoked.
Mr. Campbell. I have to accept that my children are going to

take risks, whether I like them to or not. I would prefer my kids

have no risks.

Mr. James Johnston. Mr. Congressman, I do not want my chil-

dren to smoke. I do not want your children to smoke or anyone
else's children to smoke.

Mr. Wyden. Thank you.
Mr. James Johnston. I want adults to smoke.
Mr. Wyden. Thank you. I agree with that answer.
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Mr. Taddeo. I wouldn't want any children to use our product,
any child.

Mr. TISCH. Mr. Wyden, I have stated in the past and I truly be-
lieve that smoking is an adult decision. I've got a 15-year-old son
who is sitting in this room today and I have told him in the past
that I would prefer that—first of all, I don't want him to make that
decision until he's 18 years old and that when he's 18 years old,
I want him to make a fully informed decision based on all the in-

formation available.
Mr. Wyden. Mr. Tisch, with all due respect, the question I'm

asking you is

Mr. TiSCH. May I finish?

Mr. Wyden. Please.
Mr. Tisch. I think I will get to your question very quickly. I

would prefer that he not smoke.
Mr. Wyden. Thank you.
Mr. HORRIGAN. I have four children, all of whom are married.

Neither my wife or I smoke. All of them smoke and they made
their own decisions free and independent of any lifestyle that they
saw in our home.
Mr. Wyden. So you have no preference.
Mr. Horrigan. We have no preference.
Mr. Wyden. All right.
Mr. Sandefur. I have no children.

Mr. Wyden. All right. We'll let you off the hook.
Mr. Donald Johnston. I have two children who are adults. One

is a smoker and one is not. I believe it's right that they should have
the right to make their own choice and an informed choice. I would
not have a preference for them to be smoking as children.
Mr. James Johnston. Mr. Congressman, I misspoke a moment

ago. I'd like to correct it for the record. I said I want adults to

smoke. That is not what I mean to communicate. I want adults to

make that decision for themselves.
Mr. Wyden. But you still don't want your child to smoke or I

guess your grandchild, is that right?
Mr. James Johnston. I have three children, sir.

Mr. Wyden. OK. Let me ask you, Mr. Johnston. I note that ad-

vertising age, for example, a publication that is truly committed to

advertising. First Amendment and the like, in January of 1992,
said that the Joe Camel ads encourage youngsters to smoke and
urge that the ad be dropped.
Now, that is not exactly a—^that's not even a health organ. That's

an advertising organ. How do you react when even pro-advertising
publications, publications that are dedicated to making money on

advertising, say that you're zeroing in on kids?
Mr. James Johnston. Let's make sure that we're defining the

term properly here. When I talk about children, it is those under
the legal age to smoke. Just so we're clear on that.

Mr. Wyden. But this publication said that your ad—this is not
the American Medical Association. This is an advertising publica-
tion—said that it is zeroing in on kids and urged you to drop it.

Mr. James Johnston. My recollection is that was not the thrust
of their editorial, but, rather, that those accusations would bring
this reign of terror on cigarette advertising in general. So, there-
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fore, even if the company was right, they should cave in. And let

me tell you it would be wrong and irresponsible for me if the facts

don't support pulling that campaign, you know, I believe, and I

know that this would not be the end of it. They would next go after

the cowboy or the Newport advertiser or something else because
the goal of the anti-smoking industry is to ban advertising so that

we
Mr. Wyden. Sir, I'm not for banning cigarettes. I just want to

make sure that youngsters don't get started, because the evidence

shows that 75 percent of the smokers are hooked before they're 18.

You've got an advertising publication that makes its revenue on ad-

vertising and even they are saying that you all are zeroing in on
it.

I guess your answer is, and let's keep it for the record and it's

a clever one, that somehow this is going to lead to some wild reign
of terror. But the fact of the matter is even publications that are

dedicated to advertising revenue say that they are concerned that

your practice is to go after kids.

The fact of the matter is we see it every day. You promote your
products involving music and sports and parties. It's cool. There's

an in-your-face kind of element. I just think now it's reached the

point where even advertisers are having these concerns of con-

science that I and other parents have. I hope that you all will get
the message.
Mr. Chairman, let me, if I might—and I realize that this is un-

usual and out of order, but we have a young man with us today,
Robert—I believe you pronounce his name Frenchis. He is a young
man who testified at our hearing on second-hand smoke, about how
he and other children don't want to be caught up in all this dis-

ease.

I think it would be very appropriate and very helpful if we could

call this young man forward. I would realize it would have to be
with the consent of all our members and we don't seem to have any
on the other side, but I'd sure like to have these executives hear
from this young man.
Maybe we could wait and obtain
Mr. Waxman. You have a few minutes left of your time.

Mr. Wyden. That will be fine.

Mr. Waxman. What will be fine?

Mr. Wyden. Excuse me. I would like to have him come now. I

do want to make it clear that I recognize this is unusual.

Mr. Waxman. You want him to make a very brief statement.

Mr. Wyden. I would like that, yes.
Mr. Waxman. And take part of your time.

Mr. Wyden. Yes, please.
Mr. Waxman. Why don't we have him do that? Robert, why don't

you come over? Why don't you speak right into that mike, if you'll

turn it around, Mr. Sandefur. We're going to hear from Robert.

TESTIMONY OF ROBERT FRENCHIS

Mr. Frenchis. Hello. My name is Robert James Frenchis and I

am 7 years old. I go to AMT Elementary School in Lake Ridge, Va.,
and I am in the first grade. I like to ice skate, play soccer and
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swim, but sometimes it is hard for me to do these things when I

get sick with asthma and can't breathe very well.

This happens sometimes when I come in contact with tobacco
smoke. When I smell it, I cough a lot and my eyes get red and real

puffy. My breathing becomes more difficult and often my chest gets
real sore. I also get headaches. After being around cigarettes, I

usually have to take a lot of medicine to keep from getting worse
and to get better.

Cigarette smoke keeps me from doing some of the things I'd like

to do, like bowling. I can't go bowling because most alleys let people
smoke. It hurts when I can't go bowling like other people.

It makes me feel different from my friends. I wish there were

alleys where people can't smoke. Kids like me would have more fun
and would not have to worry about getting sick.

There are some places I can go. I can go to shopping centers with
mom and to most ball games. I can even go to some restaurants.

When I go there, it's best if there is no smoking so I can stay well,
because it hurts people like me who have asthma and can cause

lung cancer, even in non-smokers.
If I could, I would tell the President to make it the law that no

one smoke in public places. He should do the same thing with ciga-
rettes that they are doing with guns. Turn them in for money or

other things to get people off smoking.
I would also tell people who smoke it hurts them and especially

other people, too. This is also important for parents who smoke at

home to know, too. They need to realize what their smoking does
to others around them.

I hope the government will help kids like me because growing up
around cigarette smoke is hard. Clean air would help me to live

like my friends and get to do all of those things that I would like

to do.

Mr. Wyden. Robert, you said it better than any Member of Con-

gress could possibly have said it and thanks for coming and being
here to speak up for all the kids. Thank you.

Mr. Waxman. Thank you, Robert. We're going to take a break for

10 minutes while we respond to a vote and give everybody a chance
for a breather. So we'll reconvene as soon as we return from the
vote in 10 minutes.

[Brief recess.]
Mr. Waxman. The meeting will come to order. Mr. Bryant.
Mr. Bryant. I will yield to my colleague from Oregon, Mr.

Wyden.
Mr. Wyden. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman and my col-

league. As we heard from the young witness earlier, kids face a

very serious health threat even if they don't smoke. There's over-

whelming evidence that the cigarettes that you all make bring mis-

ery and disease to thousands of children across America, kids who
didn't succumb to the advertising, children who don't smoke.
But their only mistake is to be near someone who does and to

be too little and too powerless to stop this second-hand smoke. I'd

like to know what each of you say to Robert, starting with you, Mr.

Campbell.
Mr. Campbell. I'd say people that smoke around you, Robert, are

inconsiderate and you should always ask them not to smoke in
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your company and you should avoid smoke so that you feel well as

much as you possibly can.

Mr. Wyden. How can he do that if he's in a building, for exam-

ple? This kid is 7 years old. How is he going to go out and clear

out the building and tell everybody not to smoke?
Mr. Campbell. I think that the majority of people in America are

very considerate, and particularly smokers. In fact, I think you now
know that smokers and non-smokers alike believe that they can get

along with an accommodation policy, that there's restricted areas

for smoking.
Mr. Wyden. If everybody is so considerate, I don't know how it

is that the Federal Government has found that the smoke causes
more than 150,000 cases of lower respiratory disease, like bron-

chitis, in young kids less than 2. What would you say to Robert,
Mr. Johnston? I'd go to you next.

Mr. James Johnston. Robert is a delightful young man. I

listenedvery carefully to what he had to say. I agree with Mr.

Campbell that smokers will respect non-smokers. Are there a few
rude smokers? Of course, there are, and there are rude non-smok-
ers. But 70 percent of the American population believes that smok-
ers and non-smokers working together can accommodate one an-

other.

Mr. Wyden. But Robert is not causing cancer in the smokers.

The smokers are causing the young people to get sick. I think this

is all nice to kind of gloss it over and say let's ail be happy to each

other, but 7 years old, he doesn't have the power to stop this. It

seems to me that you all are pretty indifferent to it, too. Sir, what
would you say to Robert? He wants to stop it.

Mr. Taddeo. I'd have Robert talk to his parents and see if accom-
modations could be made to help him out.

Mr. Wyden. His parents aren't the problem? The problem is the

smokers around him. What? Is his parent going to go beat up
somebody who smokes?
Mr. Taddeo. No. The place he was talking about, the bowling

alley, certainly his parents could talk to the management of the

bowling alley, tell them about Robert's situation, and make accom-
modations. That's what I would tell him.
Mr. Wyden. Mr. Tisch? It seems to me, too, if everybody re-

spected each other the way you all advocate in this sort of wonder-
ful world that doesn't exist, we wouldn't have this problem. We've

got the problem because people don't go along with the kind of

thing that you all are talking about. Mr. Tisch?
Mr. Tisch. Mr. Wyden, we also, and you'll not hear anything dif-

ferent from me, but we are in favor of an accommodation between
smokers and non-smokers.
Mr. Wyden. Do you support the Waxman legislation then to re-

strict smoking in these buildings?
Mr. Tisch. No, sir, I don't.

Mr. Wyden. What kind of—all of this is happy talk. Robert
doesn't want to get sick. All this business about accommodation is

just great, but the fact of the matter is when the rubber hits the

road, he's powerless. Mr. Waxman wants to give Robert and the

other children in this country some power so they aren't going to

get sick.
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You say you're opposed to it, but you're in favor of some accom-
modation. I think that's unfortunate. I hope your children and your
grandchildren don't get sick as a result.

Mr. Horrigan?
Mr. Horrigan. I think over the years and since the issue has be-

come more high profile, you have obviously seen a huge increase

in the population, the smoking population, and their appreciation
and respect for others. So I think that will continue. They will re-

spect the rights of others. As Mr. Johnston said, there are rude

non-smokers, as well, but I think it is a matter of accommodation.
I just happened to see Dave Thomas, the founder of Wendy's,

yesterday in the hotel. He's a non-smoker and he said what's going
to happen with all this prohibition of smoking in public places and
restaurants. Are they managers or are they policemen? And he's a

non-smoker, but he believes his customers who smoke have the

right to smoke under the right circumstances, and that's my posi-

tion, too.

Mr. Wyden. The Chain Restaurant Association supports the ef-

forts of Mr. Waxman and the other supporters of the bill. Mr.
Sandefur? Excuse me.
Mr. Sandefur. I would suggest that Robert's parents tell him

that there are things in life that he's going to come in contact with
in growing up that he doesn't have control over, because we live in

a free society and we have choices to make and smokers have

choices, as well as non-smokers to be around people who smoke.
Mr. Wyden. What you said is it's more important for smokers to

smoke
Mr. Sandefur. I did not say it was more important.
Mr. Wyden. But you said if it comes down to it, it's OK to let

smokers smoke. So Robert is going to stay home from school be-

cause he's sick. I think that's unfortunate, as well. Mr. Johnston?
Mr. Donald Johnston. I listened carefully, too, to what Robert

said and I, too, think it's an issue of accommodation and smokers
and non-smokers accommodating each other.

I'm not convinced that further legislation is required to ensure
that accommodation.
Mr. Wyden. Mr. Chairman, the gentleman from Texas has been

very gracious to give me this time. I'd like to hear more about how
your accommodations are going to work in the real world? I think
what you all have done is reconstructed reality with respect to the

smoking situation. The reality is it causes people to get sick. The
reality is that it's addictive. The reality is that second-hand smoke
is a problem and you've just reconstructed reality to say that this

is really no big deal.

Mr. Waxman. Mr. Wyden, if you'll yield to me or Mr. Bryant will

yield just to make one comment. I don't know if you're all aware
of the fact that my legislation on environmental tobacco smoke
would allow an accommodation for smokers in separately ventilated

areas. In that way, the non-smoker is not forced to breathe in the

tobacco smoke that's going to be permeating the same room and
that a kid like Robert Frenchis is going to have a real difficult time
if he's in the room with smokers.
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So while you've all said you want accommodations, I think the

legislation does make those accommodations and I hope you'll take

another look at it.

Mr. Bryant. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I think there is an

anomaly that sort of surfaced in the questioning about kids a
minute ago. Mr. Johnston, you and others said that you are work-

ing very hard to keep kids from smoking, or you are trying to avoid

luring them into smoking.
I, frankly, think that the Joe Camel advertising campaign con-

tradicts that very forcefully. But even if it is true, why are you
working hard to keep kids from smoking if, indeed, smoking does

not involve any risk to one's health?
Mr. James Johnston. Our market is adult smokers. I have a

huge opportunity to increase my market share at these other peo-

ple's expense. I need the ability to advertise in order to do that.

Every time a kid lights up a cigarette, we get accused of luring kids

in and tempting them into our products, and that results in calls

for specific ads to be banned or all ads to be banned.
It would be stupid and crazy for me to threaten my ability to ad-

vertise by targeting kids.

Mr. Bryant. But today we are having a hearing, though, and we
are trying to find out what you say about your side of these issues.

And you said very forcefully today "I don't want kids to smoke."
Mr. James Johnston. That's right.
Mr. Bryant. I think Mr. Tisch said he doesn't want his kids to

smoke. You say you do not want to lure kids into smoking. Why
not? If smoking does not hurt your health, why not?

Mr. James Johnston. Let me be clear about that. I was talking
about under-age kids.

Mr. Bryant. I am talking about kids, anybody under, say, 18.

Mr. James Johnston. I have a 25-year-old kid, but I didn't

mean
Mr. Bryant. We are using time up here unnecessarily. I am talk-

ing about kids, people under 18 years old.

Mr. James Johnston. Under age. Let's be specific. Smoking has
health risk factors associated with it. It is very important for smok-

ing or drinking or voting in this country that people be fully in-

formed in order to exercise intelligent choices.

Mr. Bryant. So you acknowledge that it does entail dangers to

your health.

Mr. James Johnston. It entails clear health risks, yes. There are

risk factors associated. I don't deny the statistical evidence. It is a

risk factor, yes, sir.

Mr. Bryant. You have talked about—I am going to ask Mr.

Campbell about this one—about all the efforts that have been
made to reduce nicotine in cigarettes. But if, indeed, nicotine is not

addictive and it is not harmful, why is it helpful to your case that

you are working hard and have succeeded in reducing levels of nic-

otine?
Mr. Campbell. W^e don't in any way imply that we just do what

our consumers want. We did some polling, some research. They
told us that they'd be interested in no-nicotine cigarettes, so we of-

fered one. We've tried very hard to lower tar numbers over the

past.
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Essentially, we're just responding to our consumers' expressed
wants in the way of new products and that allows me the oppor-
tunity to try to get some of my colleagues' business.
Mr. Bryant. Let me ask you about that. We have a chart that—

it is Exhibit 13A, if we have it here, I would like you to see it,

which shows the concentration of nicotine in three brands of your
company's Merit cigarettes. The chart indicates that as the tar lev-

els go down in your cigarettes, the nicotine concentration goes up.
In fact, the highest tar brand of Merits, the regular Merit filters,

actually has the lowest concentration of nicotine in the cigarettes.
[The exhibit follows:]
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EXHIBIT 13A

Percent Nicotine in

Merit Cigarettes

Brand
Percent

Nicotine
(mg/grams)

Merit Filter 100s

Merit Ultra Lights

Merit Ultima

1.46

1.67

1.99

Source: FDA
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Mr. Bryant. The lowest tar brand of Merits, the Ultima, actually
has the highest concentration of nicotine, which would seem to

imply that in making the Ultima, you use a tobacco blend with a

higher concentration of nicotine than you used in making the Merit
filters. Is that true?
Mr. Campbell. We have been trying to get the background infor-

mation to the equivalent of this chart from Dr. Kessler's office ever

since it was published and we can't explain this data. We don't use
this kind of measurement. So it's very difficult for us to answer.
Mr. Bryant. You are in on the decisions about how to make the

product. Did you use a tobacco blend with a higher concentration

of nicotine in making Ultima than you used in making Merit fil-

ters?

Mr. Campbell. Absolutely not. In fact, I have a chart along with

me, if you're willing to take the time to have my colleague Mr.

Bumely explain to you, for instance, the difference in hov/ we make
a Merit filter and a Merit Ultima and how we end up with 8 milli-

grams of tar and 0.6 milligrams of nicotine on a Merit filter and
how we get it down to 1 milligram and 0.1 milligram of nicotine.

It will take a few minutes, but if you'd like to take the time, we'd
be happy to explain to you how we do that.

Mr. Bryant. What I am interested in is knowing whether or not

you used a tobacco blend on purpose that has a higher concentra-

tion of nicotine in one cigarette than you did in another one.

Mr. Campbell. No. We'd be happy to show you. What we do with
the Merit Ultima is that we use some different grades of tobacco,
but we only use 40 percent real tobacco, leaf tobacco, then we use
reconstituted or processed tobacco and expanded tobacco. Then
we—^but the expanded tobacco means that you're taking the weight
down.
Mr. Bryant. The key question
Mr. Campbell. So, in fact, you're taking the—there is no con-

centration of nicotine in these low tar cigarettes because of the way
we've reduced the weight.
Mr. Bryant. But the key question is whether you knowingly use

a tobacco blend with a higher concentration of nicotine in one type
than you do in another type.
Mr. Campbell. We are not using—when it ends up, it is inside

the rod and the way it is delivered to the consumer, we are deliver-

ing, in no uncertain terms, 1 milligram of tar and 0.1 milligrams
of nicotine.

Mr. Bryant. Let me just get a yes or no answer from you about
this. Do you use a tobacco blend with a higher concentration of nic-

otine in making Ultima than you use in making Merit filters? Yes
or no?
Mr. Campbell. Are you taking into account both the leaf tobacco,

the reconstituted and the expanded tobacco? The answer would be
no,

Mr. Bryant. Just the leaf tobacco.

Mr. Campbell. That's only 40 percent of the tobacco.

Mr. Bryant. OK. Well, with regard to that portion of the tobacco,

yes or no?
Mr. Campbell. That tobacco is there for taste and flavor. We

need the taste and flavor.
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Mr. Bryant. I am just asking you. If you say it is 40 percent,
then let us talk about 40 percent. With regard to that 40 percent
of the cigarette that is leaf tobacco, do you use a tobacco blend with

a higher concentration of nicotine in Ultima than you use in Merit

filters?

Mr. Campbell. Yes, but it's irrelevant in terms of what the

smoker gets in the end, because we use other tobaccos with lower

nicotine to counteract that.

Mr. Bryant. Mr. Sandefur, let me ask you a question about the

Barclay cigarette that Brown & Williamson makes. I think Barclay
is marketed as a low tar cigarette, is that right?
Mr. Sandefur. Yes. It's marketed as an ultra-low tar cigarette,

as agreed to by FTC and Federal Court.

Mr, Bryant. I understand that the nicotine content of the to-

bacco used in Barclay cigarettes is 2.3 percent or higher. Is that

correct?

Mr. Sandefur. 3.3 percent or higher.
Mr. Bryant. 2.3 percent or higher.
Mr. RiEHL. That certainly sounds high to me.
Mr. Bryant. Could you identify the gentleman who just spoke?
Mr. Sandefur. That was Mr. Riehl, in charge of our R&D. You

must understand that the FTC established the rating for Barclay.
The machine that was used to measure Barclay, when we manufac-
tured Barclay and we measured it, the machine, the FTC methodol-

ogy measured it at 1 milligram tar. Exception was taken to that

because of the design of the cigarette.
We took it to court. The court decided that we should talk with

FTC and go with FTC, which we did, and the numbers are on the

pack.
Mr. Bryant. Let us stick with the Barclay cigarette. Are you say-

ing that you do not know whether or not Barclay cigarette has a

nicotine content from the tobacco of 2.3 percent or higher?
Mr. Sandefur. No, sir, I don't, because we don't—I don't make

it a habit of looking at nicotine on my cigarettes.
Mr. Bryant. The average nicotine content in tobacco is 1.7 per-

cent. So if 2.3 percent is correct, ^it is 35 percent higher than the

nicotine content in the average tobacco leaf. My question is do you
deliberately mix the tobacco for the Barclay cigarette so that it will

have a much higher concentration of nicotine?

Mr. Sandefur. I'm going to ask Mr. Riehl to answer that ques-
tion. He is the blender on the cigarette.
Mr. RiEHL. No, sir. We blend for taste, not nicotine.

Mr. Bryant. In order to obtain your goals with regard to taste,

do you deliberately mix the tobacco for the Barclay cigarette so

that it will have a much higher concentration of nicotine?

Mr. RiEHL. No, sir, we don't. We blend for taste.

Mr. Bryant. Go ahead. I yield.
Mr. Waxman. I find this unbelievable. If you listen to what

they're saying, they blend for taste, but they also say nicotine adds
to the taste. So it seems to me that what's happening is you're

blending the higher tobacco, the higher nicotine tobacco in some of

these low tar cigarettes so it comes out, even though it may be low

tar, with a higher nicotine label.
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And you may be right. You may think that's for taste, but it also

produces a higher nicotine level. Isn't that what's happening in

your products?
Mr. Campbell. No, it isn't, sir, because we compensate. You're

talking about milligrams per gram. We compensate in our ultra low
tar cigarettes by using reconstituted tobacco and expanded tobacco.

So that what the smoker gets is what we told—we say in our FTC
advertisements, 0. 1 milligram of nicotine.

But we basically, as I said, also, in my opening remarks, we do
not blend for nicotine. Nicotine is a result. If you would join us, like

the FDA experts did, you would find that we actually only ever
measure nicotine in two places; one, before the tobacco enters the

factory and then 18 months later after it's a finished product.
Mr. Waxman. Let me just ask you a factual question. Do you use

a higher, a richer nicotine tobacco in your low tar cigarette prod-
ucts?
Mr, Campbell. The total—there's only 484 milligrams of tobacco

in an Ultima, in a Merit Ultima. There is 680 milligrams of tobacco
in a full-fledged Merit. That's how the difference is

Mr. Waxman. I'm not asking about tobacco. I'm asking about nic-

otine concentration. Is there a higher nicotine concentration in that
tobacco because of blending?
Mr. Campbell. Forty percent of the blend in a Merit Ultima has

relatively higher alkaloid tobaccos. Then you have 60 percent of a
Merit Ultima's blend is expanded and processed tobacco where the
nicotine has been reduced.
So the consumer gets, in the end, 0.1 milligram of nicotine. We

design cigarettes according to tar and that's why it's very difficult

for all of us to express it as nicotine. We design in the early stages
for tar.

Mr. Waxman. When you look at the concentration itself, which
has a higher concentration, the Ultima or the regular?
Mr. Campbell. That's a weight measurement. Weight measure-

ment is not what the smoker gets, sir.

Mr. Waxman. My question is whether the nicotine concentration
is higher? That should be an answer yes or no.

Mr. Campbell. You are talking about concentration as if it's—
this is a—how we design a cigarette is we use a combination of

weight and volume. What we're talking about is what the smoker
actually gets.
Mr. Waxman. I'm asking about the concentration of nicotine in

the tobacco. You have blended tobacco. I want to know if there's a

higher concentration in that tobacco in the Ultima than there
would be in the regular cigarette?
Mr. Campbell. It's there for taste, yes, sir.

Mr. Waxman. Thank you very much.
Mr. Bryant. Mr. Chairman, could I have
Mr. Waxman. Yes.
Mr. Bryant. Is it the fact that some tobacco leaf has a higher

concentration of nicotine than another tobacco leaf?

Mr. Campbell. Of course, yes.
Mr. Bryant. Do you, when you are making cigarettes, ever

choose a tobacco leaf with a higher concentration of nicotine on

purpose?
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Mr. Campbell. We do not choose it for its nicotine, no, sir.

Mr. Bryant. See, you always qualify the answers and that is

why we get impatient and why we do what Mr. Horrigan does not

like, we jump in and cut you off. I have asked you a simple yes
or no question. It does not require a qualification.
Do you sometimes choose a tobacco leaf with a higher concentra-

tion of nicotine than at other times in order to make a specific ciga-

rette?

Mr. Campbell. I can tell you under oath we blend for tar, sir.

We do not blend for nicotine. I'm sorry. That's all I can answer.

Mr. Bryant. Do you know which tobacco leaves have more nico-

tine than other tobacco leaves?

Mr. Campbell. We know that from measurement, but we do not

blend for it. I'm sorry. I really can't answer any further in that re-

gard.
Mr. Bryant. No need to apologize. Keep the microphone over

there. You do not need to keep leaning back. I have some questions
for you. You know some tobacco leaves have more nicotine than
other tobacco leaves.

Mr. Campbell. Yes, sir.

Mr. Bryant. Is that correct?

Mr. Campbell. Our people know that, yes.
Mr. Bryant. For whatever reason, do you occasionally decide to

use a higher nicotine content tobacco leaf to manufacture one
brand than you do to manufacture another of your brands?
Mr. Campbell. That's the end result. As I say, we do not design

the product that way. We design the product for its category in the

market, which is generally a tar category.
Mr. Bryant. Why are you concerned about the implications of

my question if nicotine is not addictive?

Mr. Campbell. I think that this has been used extensively as if

we have been undertaking some kind of sinister practice. We really
resent that and we really have no sinister practices at all. We go
about blending our cigarettes in order to make them competitive in

the marketplace. And as I say, they^re blended for tar.

Mr. Bryant. Well, if nicotine is not addictive and it has no harm-
ful characteristics in particular, why are you—or why is Mr. John-

ston—somebody, suing ABC for alleging that you are manipulating
the nicotine? If all you are really doing is manipulating it for the

purposes of flavor, why do you not just say so—what if we are, it

does not hurt anything. What is your answer to that?

Mr. Campbell. The ABC charges are for the misrepresentation
that we are spiking our products with nicotine.

Mr. Bryant. My point is why bother to refute them if all you
need to say is, well, so what, all we are doing is doing it for flavor,

which is what you are saying to us today. If you are only doing it

for flavor, why are you worried about the implications of that pro-

gram?
Mr. Campbell. We were very worried about the fact that our

stock dropped the next day because there were some implications
that we were doing something sinister.

Mr. Bryant. My point is why not simply say there is nothing
wrong? If you believe it, why do you not just say—there is nothing
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wrong with manipulating the levels of nicotine, if it is only for fla-

vor?
Mr. Campbell. We don't do it. That's why I won't acknowledge

it. I'm sorry.
Mr. Bryant. I have just heard you say here that, yes, we do use

tobacco leaves with varying levels of nicotine or to achieve a goal
of a particular flavor. You have said that.

Mr. Campbell. Yes, I have.
Mr. Bryant. I rest my case. I do not think it adds up. I think

I am over my time, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Campbell. Excuse me. Just one final point on that, Con-

gressman Bryant. If we would have had available the FDA data on
this brand family, we would have been able to do a better job of

explanation. We have been asking repeatedly for this information,

starting almost 2 weeks—as soon as we received the testimony,
and we've just been unable to respond because we couldn't get the
data.

So if you'd like a more—that doesn't help us answer your ques-
tions.

Mr. Bryant. The data that would be necessary to answer my
questions is exclusively in your possession, and that is—^what kind
of tobacco are you putting in your cigarettes. I do not think any-

body else has that. I yield my time back.

Mr. Waxman. Thank you, Mr. Bryant. I'm going to try to clarify
an issue that is getting to be very complicated and see if I can
make it clear to everybody listening to this, although I think this

panel understands it because I think what's happening is there's

a manipulation of the information.
What this panel keeps on saying is that concentration is irrele-

vant to the FTC numbers. Dr. Spears cited Dr. Benowitz for that

very conclusion. But the reason that the concentration is irrelevant

to the FTC numbers is because the FTC numbers are irrelevant.

The FTC numbers are, as Dr. Kessler testified before us, filled with
difficulties because they can be distorted.

I have a chart that I think that would be the best way to talk

about some of the distortions in the FTC numbers and why it's ir-

relevant.

The industry's argument is based on the FTC numbers and I

would submit that the FTC numbers are meaningless. The tobacco

industry has invented a variety of ways to manipulate the tests, ac-

cording to Dr. Kessler. He went through many of these ways and
here's a list of them. The FTC numbers are based on a smoking
machine. That smoking machine could have two problems with it.

The smoking machine can distort what the actual smoker is re-

ceiving by way of nicotine because of the ventilation in the ciga-
rette itself. The second thing that can be done to distort what the
machine would take in is the faster burning cigarette. So if it's a
faster burning cigarette, the machine will not take in as much nico-

tine. That's not what happens to smokers.
And Dr. Benowitz, rather than being quoted appropriately for Dr.

Spears' proposition, concludes, and I want to read it, "We conclude
that smokers of low nicotine cigarettes do not consume less nico-

tine." That is our point. The reason they don't consume less nico-

tine is because the FTC numbers don't make any difference. It's
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what the smokers will actually take in, and that is related to con-

centrations.
I have a copy of an American Lung Association document, which

I, without objection, will submit to the record, Exhibit 20.

This was a 1993 study. The study looked at the levels of

continine, a biological mark of nicotine intake in the bodies of 300

smokers. The study found, and I quote, "Subject to smoked low

yield brands at continued levels that were continine levels that

were virtually indistinguishable from those of smokers using high

yield brands."

Well, if that's the case, the smoker is getting as much nicotine

from these so-called low tar/low nicotine cigarettes as someone

using a regular cigarette, which it doesn't even pretend to be lower

in nicotine.

I also wanted to make another point to illustrate this issue. We
have a study by a tobacco industry consultant by the name of Dr.

Gio Gk)ri, and without objection, this will be introduced in the

record as Exhibit 22.

[Testimony resumes on p. 791.]

[Exhibits 20 and 22 follow:]
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EXHIBIT 20 t
AMERICAN
LUNG
ASSCXZIATION.

FOR IMMEDIATB RELfiASS
Augusul993

Cuuuwu loho KccMo
C212) Ji5-r746

DONT BEUEVE TME LABEL: STUDY SHOWS NO BENEFIT
IN SMOtONa LOW<TAR AND NICOTINE dGARETTEB

NEW YORK, NY — Tbe \kiui>1 uI uyniciies tuioken choow has little or

nothing to do with their true «cpotur« to Ctr and oicotlM.

In a new study publiibcd by the Ainctiean Lunf Auociatioa, reievchcn

took salivt and bieath stmplet from }IX) smokers and measured them for

carbon moaoxkU (CO) and counine, a byproduct at Dicnrine They Eound that.

on average, subjecu who smoked low-/ieli] bimal* bad CO and cotfailne levcb

that wete bxrDly dMnguJshable bom ibose of unokers using high-yield brands.

Tile fludiu^ laJse tcriouj questions about the relevariM of tar and

oiootitte dau published by tbe Federal Trade ComnuMion (FTC). Tbcse diu

arc often cited in tobacco odvertiumenia implying that there are health benefit*

associated with low-tar and •nicobDe c)gare(te<t.
A recent Calli^ survey,

conducted for tht American Tung Aundation, the American Hesfft AssodatlDn,

and the Amcricau Caiicer Society, showed that most Americaiu intttpret these

ads to mean that low-yield brandt arc safer, leu addictive, and taeaJtltiet.
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LoW'Tu A NttOtlM Clfiiratteii/S

"Hub »(u(ly Gunflrms tbti tbere's no sucli ttung as a safer type of ciganttt,' uid

Luo( AssodatiOD Pietklent Dr. AtFred Miinzer. 'Ads toutiag low tar »nd aleodn« yields

or* deospttvc «n<2 ought to be banned.'

The new findiniis are reponed in the Aavisl American RevUw rtf Krspvatory

Dlntat,* an ofEciol journal of the American Tlor&cic SocicQr, llic Luug AModatioo's

nnedical tectioo.'

"If you'Te trying to predict the ultimate exposure that people get from cigarette

smoking, I'd kny ihat the FTC data aren't at aU uscftil," ssys Dr. David Umltas, lead

author of (he Itudy and a profetaor at the University nf New X«ezia> School of Medidne.

"Fix; dot* are obtained by smoking nwchinej, which brnuke in a verj nandardlsed

manner," taid Dr. Coultax. "But people imoke to obtain nicotine, and ihc/ll uie various

technique*, either consciou*ly or unoonsdously, to emure they get the level they want"

These techniques may Include Inhaling more »molte per puft, inhaling it more

deeply. holdifl| smoke longer in the limgt. and blocking the ftiAolet on cigarene fihers

that dihite the smoke entering the body.

"Millions ot smokcre have been duped Into thinking the hrand* they n«e ere (eu

h»»ardou»," uyc Dr. Munsar. 'Low-yield brand* give tmoken a faUe KilK uf MMJUfllyi

wlwo the only .tafe optitm is quUtlng."
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l«w-Tar ft Nloottu ClfKnUM/3

The Itudy did And a sisalfleam reUtlonhlp benveen the number of dguettet

smoked and lev«U of codninc and carbon monoxide in the body, it alio found thai uicu

»molced more dgtreiio ua dver«ge than womea A large majority of the nudy't

paftidpaiitt wtf« Hiipanlc Amcrictiu redding near Albuquei^u*.

T\x9 Anowtoui Lun( Aawdatkin, ib» Amertuia Heart Astodaiiun, and the

American Cancer SodeQf, united at the Coalition on Smokins or Health, )i»v« peiition«d

the Fond and Drug Administration and tha Fademl Trade Commiulon 10 regulaic a*

'diu^' tliote tubacGu products that make health dalmt and use advertitiog and

promotional campaigns to miniead cnnsumert that some dgarattat are lofer, heohhicr.

aitd leti addictive than others, The peiiUun wm tlted in February 1992, but neither

agency tus yei responded to the rcqueit. nor to follow-up letten frnm the Coalitloa

appealing for action.

The New Mexico study was coauthored by Dix. Christine Stldley and Jonathan

Samet. who are alitn arniiat^d with the Uoivardty of N«w Maxioo School of Mcdidne.

For snokcri wliu ueed belp In beating tbdr tobacco addiction, the American

Lunc Auodatioc provides Freedom From Smnlring* dioTn and telf-h«lp materials. For

mora infoniMitiott, call 1-SOO-LUNG USA.

Tit AmfiafV^ tt P^TI""" DiiM«|» UnmiMfO oMdil Irwrnk p.*krt«rt ky lk« A-xww Um« \maAltm

ikiiM(k lu Mteu Mnm, me Ajbkm nonnc Sootiy. ki tnfom » a pnxtfc (kIimuit ph^ldm mt raK>titei> wk tttf^

tt-it^n auonuUM «b Um ayw na uuibmi sI i«| iHmim A ac«M (Mrul. ik Amemm J»-n| a( ttTiff™- '^^ "^

eanXWlll; Ht>to, MMfM, MM l» ml) «R »|I|B< UJ Itf ikaUIMl K OlllniUI IMH* Mt tj ttUU «MII1I)I lOI i llnil ni».

hmd^ In <«U m xraMi ni»iwJi»«. •• Ajmimk 1 4iAf AjimmiIuk k <» eMw MHyiuqr kMMi i«Mqr u a* Unutd Iniai.
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Cigarette Yields of Tar and Nicotine and IMaricers

of Exposure to Tobacco Smoice

DAVID B. COULTAS, CHRISTINE A. STIDLEY, and JONATHAN M. SAMET

Department of Medicine, Pulmonary and Critical Care Division, and the New Mexico Tumor Registry, Cancer Center,

University of New Mexico School of Medicine, Albuquerque, New Mexico

Although cigarette yields of tar and nicotine have been declining since the eady 1970s, little information

is available for the general population on the consequences of their use on exposure to tobacco combus-

tion products. In a population-based sample of 298 smokers, the majority of whom were IHispanic, we exam-

ined the relationships between yields of cigarettes cunently smoked and levels of salivary cotinine and

end-expired carbon monoxide. Spearman correlation coefficients between the current number of cigarettes

smoked and cotinine (r
= 0.52) or carbon monoxide (r

= 0.51) were higher than correlations between the

Federal Trade Commission (FTC) nicotine data and these same markets, 0.12 and 0.05, respectively Corre-

lations tmtween FTC tar and cartjon monoxide yields and the biologic markers were similarly weak. In mul-

tiple linear regression models, the current number of cigarettes smoked was the most important predictor

of cotinine and cartx>n monoxide levels (p < 0.0001). The addition of FTC tar, nicotine, or carbon monoxide

to the models explained little of the variability in cotinine or carbon monoxide levels. Because FTC yields

of tar and nicotine are poor predictors of exposure to tobacco combustion products, subjects^ reports of

cigarette brand should not be used as a primary marker of exposure in epidemiologic investigations. Fur-

thermore, smokers need to be advised atiout the limitations of cigarette yield information for predicting

the potential for adverse health effects of smoking. Coultas DB, Stidley CA, Samel JM. Cigarette yields

of tar and nicotine and markers of expoiure to tobacco smoke. Am Rev Respir DIs 1 993; 1 48:435-40.

Since the early 1970s, tobacco manufacturers have marketed cig-

arettes with increasingly lower tar and nicotine yields (1). Marketers

have implied that health benefits accrue from low-yield cigarettes,

and switching to these cigarettes has been advocated for smokers

unwilling to quit (2). These well-advertised changes in cigarettes

have led to the belief by as many as 45% of smokers that low-

yield cigarettes are less hazardous than other cigarettes (3). Be-

cause cigarette tar and nicotine yields are determined with smok-

ing machines, however, the data may not accurately reflect the

exposures to tobacco combustion products actually experienced

by smokers (4). To develop effective preventive strategies for

cigarette-related diseases, evidence is needed on the relation-

ship between the reported yield to tar and nicotine and levels of

biomarkers, which may provide a more biologically appropriate

index of the doses of injurious substances.

Using data from a population-based survey of respiratory dis-

eases and lung function in New Mexico Hispanics (5), we de-

scribed the tar and nicotine yields of cigarettes smoked, based

on respondents' reports of brands and Federal Trade Commission
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(FTC) data, and examined the relationships of measures of ciga-

rette smoke exposure, including current number of cigarettes

smoked per day and FTC cigarette yields, with levels of salivary

cotinine and end-expired cart>on monoxide. Our intent was to ex-

amine, in a population-based sample, the relationships between

these biomarkers of exposure and the FTC values

METHODS
Data Collection

The study was conducted in a semirural city with a 1960 population of

more than 1 1 .000 located near Albuquerque, H&m Mexico. The methods

of sample selection and data collectkm and the study questionnaires were

descnt>ed in detail by Samet and colleagues (5). In the period from July

1984 to NovemtMr 1985, 733 Hispanic househoMs were sampled in a

population-based prevalence survey of respiratory disease. Household

eligibility was based on ttie presence of at least one self-identified Hispanic

adult. Ail persons residing in the household were considered eligibte to

participate in the study regardless of ethnicity. Survey procedures rele-

vant for this analysis included an interviewer-administered smoking his-

tory for persons 18 yr of age and okJer, endmdal cartx>n monoxide deter-

mination, and collection of a saliva sample at the time of data cotlectton

End-exptred samples of exhaled air were oCrtained for n>easurement

of cartwn monoxide (6). Subjects inhaled to total tung capacity from func-

tional residual capacity and hekj the breath for 10 s. The sut>fects then

exhaled, and the field interviewer collected the exhaled air close to func-

tional residual capacity in a 1-L anesthesia bag fitted with a one-way valve.

Within 2 h the end-expired air samples were analyzed at the field office

for cartxsn monoxide with an Ecolyzar* (Energetics Science. Hawthorne,

NY), whicii was calibrated daily witts a 40 ppm cartxin monoxide stan-

dard. An e4hanol filter was used to prevent interference

The salhra was collected by expectoration of 1 to 2 ml into a plastic
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lube. The specimens were frozen ai -20* C uniil the cotintne assays were

performed, within 6 months of collection. The assays were performed with-

out Knowledge of the reported smoking status.

Cotinine Assay

Cotinine was quantified by double-anftbody radioimmunoassay, as de-

scnbed by Langone and coworKera (7). A specific antiserum produced

in rabbits was supplied by Or Helen Van Vunakis (Brandeis university),

and all assays were performed at the University of New Mexico (8) Saliva

samples were diluted 1:2 or 1:5 for the assay, and an equal quantity of

saliva from a person not exposed to tobacco products was added to each

standard. The sensitivity of the assay in our hands was 36 pg/tube or 0.78

ng/ml saliva (4.204 pmol/L). intraassay coefficienis of variation were 71.

4 0. and 9.6% at low. middle, and high concentrations of cotinine stan-

dard, respectively, and interassay coefficients of vanatjon were 15.7. 10.2.

and 8 4ivt) at low. middle, and high concentrations of cotinine standard,

respectively.

Statistical Analysis

The present analysis included participants 18 yr of age and older, reganl-

lesa of ethnicity, who identified themselves as current smokers, defined

as smoking cigarettes within 6 months of the intenrtew. Subjects using

cigars, pipes, snuf t, or chewing tobacco were excluded t>ecause the use

of these products elevates cotinine andfor carbon monoxide levels. We
also excluded manjuana smokers because of the potential for elevated

carbon monoxide levels.

We obtained information on current cigarette brands, types of ciga-

rettes currently smoked (nonfilter, filter, or rolled own), cigarette length,

and number smoked per day. For each cigarette brand, type, and length,

we matched available FTC data lor 1984 and 1985 on cigarette yields of

tar. nicotine, and cartwn monoxide (9. lO) with the self-reported cigarette

information. Because respondents frequently claimed cigarette lengths

that were not possible, we assigned them the closest length available

from the FTC tables. We also ascertained inhalation patterns dunng smok-

ing by asking whether the subject inhaled into the mouth only, into the

back of the throat, into the top ot the lungs, or deeply into the lungs.

To assess determinants of levels of cartxjn monoxide and salivary coti-

nine and numbers of cigarettes smoked daily, we calculated Spearman
correlation coefficients ar 1 used multiple linear regression. Dependent

variables for the regression analysis included cartxin monoxide level, coti-

nine level, and current numt»r of cigarettes smoked per day as continu-

ous vanables. The independent factors included current number of ciga-

rettes smoked par day as a continuous variable and. as categoncal

vanables. sex. age (below or atsove 50 yr). ethnicity (Hispanic or non-

Hispanic), time since last cigarette (less than i h or 1 h or more). ar>d

inhalation patterns (into top of lungs or deeply into lungs versus into mouth

only or into back of throat).

Data analyses were performed with standard pnjgrams of the Statisti-

cal Analysis System (11).

RESULTS

A Iota! of 298 current smokers. 39.5% males and 60.4% females,

hat] sufficient data available for this analysis (table 1). An addi-

tional 51 smokers were excluded because they were currently

using marijuana (n » 39) or other tobacco products (n = 12). Of
the available smokers. S'.5% ot the males and 92.2% of the fe-

males virere Hispanic. The remaining 24 smokers were non-

Hispanic whites. For the Hispanic and non-Hispanic males, mean
ages were 465 and 44.1 yr. respectively Mean ages for the fe-

males were 39.9 and 3S.7 yr, respectively.

In contrast to the 298 smokers included in this analysis, the

51 smokers excluded were largely male (68.6%) anj younger, with

mean ages of 36.3 yr for males and 25.9 yr for females. The aver-

age numbers of cigarettes smoked per day by those excluded were

21.2 and 15.7 for males and females, respectively.

Although 298 smokers were included, the numbers of subjects

available for the variotjs analyses varied widely. Information on

numbers ol cigarettes currently smoked, current cigarette brand,

and current cigarette length were obtained from 96.3. 99.0. and

98.0% of the subjects, respectively. Based on this information we
were able to determine FTC tar and nicotine yields for 80.2%. Be-

cause of incomplete FTC data on cartx>n monoxide yields, how-

ever, we were able to determine this value in only 470% of the

smokers. Salivary cotinine levels were available for 89.6% and

end-expired cartron monoxide levels in 983% ot the subjects.

Patterns of reported smoking and levels of biomarkers varied

between males and females and between Hispanics and non-

Hispanics (table 1). For both ethnic groups, females smoked fewer

cigarettes per day than males, and on average Hispanics smoked
fewer cigarettes per day than non-Hispanics. Except for Hispanic

males. 90.0% or more ot the subjects smoked filter cigarettes.

Among Hispanic males. 81.1% smoked cigarettes with high tar

contents (15 mg or greater) compared with 63.4% of Hispanic fe-

males (figure 1). Similarly, for selt-reports on depth of inhalation

of cigarette smoke, a higher proportion of Hispanic males (45.4%)

reported inhalation deeply into the lungs than Hispanic females

(23.2%). Although the subject numbers were much smaller, simi-

lar smoking pattemswere observed lor the non-Hispanics. As for

the self-reports on cigarette smoking practices, sutistantial differ-

ences were observed for levels of salivary cotinine and end-expired

carbon monoxide among the sex and ethnic groups.

Spearman correlation coefficients were used to examine the

relationships among the various measures of exposure to ciga-

rette smoke. The correlation was highest between salivary coti-

MEASURES or CIQARETTE SMOKE EXPOSURE AMONO CURRENT SMOKERS
FROM A NEW MEXICO SAMPi-E. 19M TO 1965
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Distributions of FTC cigarette tar yields m a general population sample of Hispanics, New Mexico, 1984

nine and end-expired carbon monoxide levels, r ^ 0.64 (N =: 264.

p < 0.0001). For other measures of exposure (table 2). moderate

levels of correlation were observed between current number of

cigarettes smoked per day and the biologic markers salivary coti-

nine and end-expired carbon monoxide (figures 2 and 3). There

was a weak association between the tar level and the salivary coti-

nine level.

We developed multiple linear regression models to character-

ize further the predictors of salivary cotinine and end-expired car-

bon monoxide (tables 3 and 4) Several models were examined

using available independent variables as predictors of salivary

cotinine and end-expired cart)on monoxide levels (see Methods).
Current number of cigarettes per day and time since smoking the

last cigarette were statistically significant predictors in all models

(tables 3 and 4). The current number of cigarettes smoked was

consistently the most important predictor. Addition of FTC yields

to the models explained only a small proportion of the vanability

in cotinine and carbon monoxide levels. Models that included in-

halation patterns as categorical variables (0 ^ into top of lungs or

deeply into lungs; 1 = into mouth only or into back of throat)

showed lower levels of cotinine (B = -11.14 ng/ml.p » 0.65) and

carbon monoxide levels (B = -2.39 ppm. p - 0.16) associated

with reports of inhaling only into the mouth or throat, but the coeffi-

cients were not statistically significant.

We also used multiple linear regression to examine predictors

of the current number of cigarettes smoked per day. with sex, age.

ethnicity, and FTC tar and nicotine yields as independent vari-

ables. Significant predictors were sex (on average, males smoked
4.1 cigarettes more than females, p = 0.002). age (on average,

subjects less than 50 yr of age smoked 32 cigarettes more than

those 50 yr of age and older, p = 0.02). and ethnicity (on average.

Hispanics smoked 10.9 fewer cigarettes than non-Hispanics, p <

0.0001). FTC tar and nicotine yields were not significant.

TABL£ 2

SPEARMAN CORBEUVTION COEFFICIENTS BETWEEN VARIOUS
MEASURES OF CIGARETTE SMOKE EXPOSURE AMONG

ACTIVE SMOKERS IN NEW MEXICO. 19S4 TO 1985

N 1

Salivary cotinina. ng/ml

Current number of cigarettes smolted/day
FTC lar. mg
FTC nicotine, mg
FTC CO. ppm

End-tidal carten morTOKidfl. ppm
Current number of cigarettes smolred/day

FTC tar. mg
FTC nicotine, mg
FTC CO. ppm

-

p - 00001
t p - O03

260
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TABLE 3

MULTIPLE UNEAR REGRESSION MODELS' FOR PREOICTINO

SAUVARY COTININE LEVEL (N(VML)
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posure. and for which there are few data, include Individual differ-

ences in the metabolism and excretion of tobacco combustion

products (34).

Our results provide additional information on assessment of

exposure to tobacco combustion products; the findings has-e prac-

tical implications for epidemiologic research on smoking and

health and for counseling smokers atx>ut yields of tar and nico-

tine. Because FTC yields are not strongly predictive of exposure

to tobacco combustion products, subjects reports of cigarette

brand should not be used as a primary marker of exposure in

epidemiologic investigations. The potential for misclassification

of exposure based on brand, and thus on FTC yields, is great and

may largely explain inconsistent results among studies compar-

ing health effects in smokers of high-yield cigarettes with those

in smokers of lower yield cigarettes (1. 35).

Although many smokers perceive cigarettes labeled low in tar

and in nicotine as less hazardous, our results suggest that FTC

cigarette yields provide the smoker with inaccurate information

on actual exposures to tobacco combustion products. Smokers

need to be advised about the limitations of cigarette yield infor-

mation. Switching to lower yield cigarettes may not reduce a

smoker's exposure to hazardous tobacco combustion products,

and switching is unlikely to produce substantial health benefits

compared with those that follow complete cessation.
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The smoke intake of 865 undisturbed smoken of over 10 cigarettes per day was measured

using plasma nicotine and cotinine, and expired carbon moooxide (CO) as nrurken. WhDe nicotine

yields, according to Federal Trade Commission (FTC) analytical standards, varied 16-foid from

0.1 to 16 mg/cigarette. the corresponding plasma nicotine values varied from around 25 to 45

n^/ml, and estimated mean nicotine intake of smokers varied from around 0.75 to 1 .25 mg/
cigarette. Expired CO and plasma cotinine values also varied in similar proportion, but mean

daily cigarette consumption was independent of the FTC nicoiinc yield of the cigarettes smoked.

The results indicate that pharmacodynamic satiation causes behavioral regulatioo, and thai smoken
of very high yield brands compensate downward, and vice versa. The ratio of tar yield to nicotine

yield usually increases with increasing tar yield; therefore tar intake is likely to increase at higher

tar yields, even though the increment of nicotine intake is small. It follows that FTC analytical

determinatjotts are poor predictors of relative intake of oicotine, CO, or tar, while rankings based

on mean tar-to-nicotinc ratio of a brand's smoke could be more meaningful Moreover, the

considerable variation of individual smoking behavior suggests that precise numerical rankings

of cigarettes are not justified. An analogic ranking of cigarettes into a few broad classes would

better reflect the realities and expectations of average consumers, e i«5 Academe i

INTRODUCTION

In the United States, cigarette yields are determined by the Federal Trade Com-
mission (FTQ according to standard procedures similar to methods used in other

countries (30). The results of such tests do not represent the full behavioral range of

individual smokers; as the FTC itself recognized, they simply indicate the relative

yield position of brands according to a convention of analytical standards, but not

actual conditions of smoke puffing or intake (13). While the prolonged public use of

FTC ratings has fostered the belief that these values predict intake, several reports

have challenged this belief, suggesting that official ranking methods may not offer

reliable information to consumers (3, 7. 9, 12, 16, 27, 34, 35). The present study was

'

Ptliminary rcsultsof this study were first presented at the 21$t Annual Meeting of the American College

of ^•^uropsychopharmacology, San Juan. PR.. December 15-17. 1982.
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aimed ai funher clarifying this issue, b\ measuring the undisturbed intake of individual

smokers in relationship to the anai\lJcaJ FTC yields of tar. nicotine, and carton mon-

oxide (CO) of the cigarettes smoked.

Of the several thousand substances present in smoke, nicotine is obvioush a most

specific marker, in plasma it has a half-life of some 120 min (5, 6), and iu steady-

state levels reflect the input from cigarettes smoked during 8- 10 hr prior to sampling.

Toiinine, the principal metabolite of nicotine, has a terminal half-life arouiid 15 hr

.3, 29). and it has been suggested as a better indicator of cumuJative nkodoe intake

over a period of several days ( 1 9-2 1 ).

Nicotine is delivered in close physical association with tar particles (17). OnJy a

negligible amount migrates as vapor, and at the average pH of cigarette srooke most

of it is rapidly absorbed in the lungs (2), whDe less soluble lar components ant deposited

on the lung surface or are partially exhaled (25). Thus, plasma nicotine aod cotinine

can be used to infer maximum tar intake potential, once the average ratio of tar to

nicotine of a cigarette's smoke is known.

It should be kepi in mind that plasma nicotine or cotinine values art not direa

indicators of intake, and cannot be utilized as such to determine the validity of FTC
cigarette rankings, which are expressed as yields per cigarette. To this end, ibey need

to be transformed into estimates of mean nicotine intake per cigarette (KfNlC), ac-

counting for each subject's weight and cigarette consumption, and after appropriate

pharmacokinetic considerations.

Blood carboxyhemoglobin is quantitatively related to the amount of inhaled carbon

monoxide and correlates with the concentration of CO in expired air (37). Fnere are

many external sources of CO besides cigarette smoke, aad endogenous formation is

also possible (36). For these reasons, expired CO values can be interpreted only in the

light of other more reliable markers, especially in studies uiilizing free ranging smokers

under field conditions.

SUBJECTS AND METHODS

Subjects

The subjects (397 men and 468 women) were approached randomly in five cities.

They were at least 21 years of age and had been smokJng only cigarettes of the same
brand for at least 3 months and no less than 10 cigarettes per day. Only volunteers

who measured at least 1 5 ppm CO of expired air were recruited, in order to eliminate

noninhalcrs. To ensure an even coverage of market share over the FTC range, less

than 10 subjects per brand were recruited (Fig. 1), with minor exceptions at very low

yields where few brands arc available. Subjects represenicd predominantly white collar

occupations and housewives.

Only individuals in good health under no medication were recruited. Individuals

with alcoholic problerr»s or exceeding ±20% of ideal weight, or pregnant v«jt excluded

Subjects reported to the test facility and smoked one of his/her custoniary cigarettes.

A venous blood sample was taken 10 nodn after the last puff to allow ad»)uate time

for first compartment distribution (32). All subjects were sampled in midaftcmoon
on Wednesdays or Thursdays, and received nominal monetary compensation.
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Blood Samples

Blood samples were drawn with EDTA as an anti<x>agulant; plasma was immediately

frozen without preservatives. Samples were blind coded and stored frozen at -20''C

or below.

Cigarette Consumption

Volunteers reported the number of cigarettes smoked each day (CPD), by day of

week. Approximately 20% of the volunteers were asked to bring all cigarette butts

from the previous day to the test facility, and the verbal reports were consistently

verified. The overall CPD was taken as the daily average for all days of the week,

rounded to the nearest integer.

Colinine and Sicotine Analysis

Nicotine and cotinine levels in plasma were determined, using methods developed

by Jacob et al. (26). Standard curves were constructed and repeated e\ery 40 deter-

minations, using the internal standards iV-eihylnomicotine for nicotine, and .V-<2-

methoxyethyl)norcolinine for cotinine. The peak height correlation was linear over

the range 5 to 600 ng/ml for cotinine, and 1 to 100 ng/ml for nicotine. Throughout
the procedure, precautions were taken to avoid exogenous contamination ( 13).

As a test of consistency, 167 samples were reanalyzed for nicotine and 88 separate

samples reanalyzed for cotinine. The mean values for nicotine were 31.1 ng/ml for

the onginal analyses and 31.5 ng/ml for duplicate analyses. The mean difference of

0.4 ng/ml had a SEM of 0.2 ng'ml. The corresponding values for cotinine were 244.7
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and 255." ng,'mi for ihe original and dupiicatc samples, respectively. The mean dif-

ference of 9.0 ng/ml had a SEM of 3.2 nj/ml. There was no statistically signilxant

pair^ise difference between the original and dupiicatc values for cither nicotine or

cotinine, at the 5% kve! of significance.

In a previous study (19), utilizing the same methods of analysis for cotinine and

:oiine. inienerenoes from other compounds were excluded after measuring a random

jup of samples by high-resolution gas chromatography and mass speciromctiy.

Expired Carbon Monoxide Determinations

Expired air samples were obtained at the time of blood withdrawal by having the

respondent loosen aB tight fitting clothes, assume a standing position, take a full deep

breath, hold it for 5 sec, and exhale all but the end tidal air, which was then coUcaed

in a 1-liter polyethylene sample bag. The CO concentration was measured iramcdiatdy

using a carbon monoxide analyzer (Ecolyzcr, Energetics Sciences, Inc., Elmstead,

N. Y.), with a sensitivity of ±1 ppm, on the fuD scale from to 100 ppm.

RESULTS

A very close similarity of data allowed a combined analysis for both sexes. Brand

yields are those reported by the Federal Trade Commission (14). Because of »«U-

known production variations and seasonal drifts, the actual yields of the cigarettes

smoked by the subjects might have been somewhat different from FTC figures. Data

arc presented graphically as a sequence of interval means. It is emphasized that this

representation shows only the overall trend in the data; each mean, by itself, is com-

prised of several dau points. Ninety-fivt percent confidence bounds (broken hncs)

indicate the extent of scanering. A scatter plot of the original plasma nicotine mea-

juremenis is given to illustrate the extent of variance, which is similar for plasma

cotinine and expired CO data sets. Linear regression equations are given where desir-

able. However, it a clear that true functions involving nicotine or CO intake are

nonlinear and must intersect (0,0) cotDrdinatcs:

Plasma Sicotine and Cotinine as a Funaion of Cigarette Yield

Individual levels of plasma nicotine are presented as measured to emphasize their

pharmacodynamic significance, and are gjvcn in Fig. 2 as a function of FTC nicotine

yields. The figure shows a close correspondence in slope and intercept with the mean

sample trends of Fig. 3. Plasma cotinine values correlated with FTC nicotine yields

in a pattern similar to that of plasma nicotine ()'= 225.3 -i- 74.4^ r = 0.23, /*< 0.001)

and their mean sample trends are also reported in Fig. 3.

Nicotine Intake

The transformation of plasma nicotine data according to cigarette consumpdon,

body weight, volume of distribution, and clearance give an estimate of mean nicotine
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Fig. 2. IndividuaJ plasma nicotine values as a function of FTC nicotine yield of cigarettes smoked. The

digit in each data point irdicatcs the numoer of individual obscrvaiiotu in the domain of that point •

mdicaies 10 or more observations. The significance o( r a P < 0.001.

bioavailability per cigarette. Published information on nicotine disposition in man (5,

6) estimates mean plasma nicotine half-life h = \20 min, and mean volume of dis-

tribution y^
= 2600 ml/kg. For each individual, the weight W^is known, and dt = 900

min/(CPD -
1) is the average interval between cigarettes smoked. Each individual

was sampled in late afternoon, 10 min after smoking a cigarette, giving plasma nicotine

values at or near peak steady-state /^Nic)s.s. On this basis, individual mean nicotine

intake per cigarette I-MNIC can be estimated as

I-MNIC =
/'(Nic)s.s. . ^f'• V^*[\

-
(0.5)*/*]

Because V^ and h are estimated population means, the I-MNlC values cannot be

interpreted as precise individual estimates, but the statistical aggregate of their values

is reasonably representative of sample trends.

This conclusion is even more justified since published data (5) do not show corre-

lation between half-life and dose, volume of distribution and dose, half-life and volume

of distribution, or half-life and plasma levels. Independent direct measure of mean

nicotine intake in smokers has produced data consistent with the mean estimates of

our study (9). Mean values of estimated ."-.icotine intakes are reported in Fig. 4, which

also shows the mean trend of daily nicotine intake per kilogram ofbody weight, given

here for its pharmacodynamic significance. In this regard it should be noted that in

our sample the distribution of body weights was associated with less than 1% of the

variation in the FTC nicotine yield of the cigarettes smoked (K = 66.2 h- 3.76Ar; r

= 0.09, .«>< 001).

Sicoiine-Cotinine Relationship

Previous studies have shown a good correlation of plasma nicotine and cotinine (r

=
0.84). after accurate selection of subjects, and blood samplmg limed to synchronize

pharmacokinetic variables near steady-state values ( 19, 20). Recently, Benowitz et al.

(8) and Lynch (29) reported kinetic parameters for cotinine disposition in man. showing

no correlation between dose and half-life, nor between plasma levels and half-life.
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Fig. 3. Trends of mean p(asma nicotine, cotininc, and nicotine to cotinine conversioa me (/«} as a

funcuon of FTC nKxdne ykW of cigarettes smoked (95% confidence intervaJj).

Such data open ib< possibility of estimating individual metabolic conversion rates (I-

K%) of nicotine to cotininc:

I-K* =
lOO«P(Cot)s.s.« Jt^» Ki«[l

-
(0.5)'*'*1/(I-MNIC)

where P(Cot)s.s. is the plasma cotinine level measured in late afternoon at or near

steady state for each individual, H^ is the individual weight, V^ =
1 !00 mlAj is the

mean volume of distribution of cotininc, I-MNIC is the mean individual mtake of

nicotine per cigarette as previously defined, dt = 900 min/(CPD - I) is the individual

mean interval between cigarettes smoked, and h = 900 min is the mean tenniaal half-

life for plasma cocinine (8). The estimated mean conversion rate K% is arooad 45%;
this value is obviously sensitive to the choice of parametric determinants, bat not so

for the slope of the relationship, which appears independent of cigarette nicodse yield,

as Fig. 3 shows.
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HtcoOnt Mate
mgAift Day

Fig. 4. Nicotine intake per cigaretle and daily nicotine intake per kilogram of body weight Mean trends

as a function of FTC nicotine yield. The straight line teprescnts expected values if mean intakes per cigarette

*ere equivalent to FTC nicotine yields (95* confidence intervals).

Cigarette Consumption

Figure 5 indicates that mean daily cigarette consumption is not significantly affected

by FTC nicotine yield for the sample of thb study. Similarly, Fig. 6 indicates that

mean plasma nicotine levels are poorly related to the number of cigarettes smoked

daily, probably reflecting the absence of smokers of less than 10 cigarenes per day in

our sample. For those smokers the relationship is likely to be more pronounced, as

the beginning of the curve in Fig. 6 suggests.

Expired CO

'^igure 7 shows virtually no correlauon between FTC CO yields and expired air CO
values. The correlation ofexpired CO and plasma cotinine and nicotine \*-as negligible

even after correcting for FTC nicotinc/CO ratios of the brands smoked (Y = 26.8

+ 1 .3A', r = Q.[5,P< 0.00 1 ), suggesting strong interference from environmental sources

of CO inuke, other than cigarettes.

DISCUSSION

Sicotine ar\d CO Intake

The results show that in a sample of smokers representative of the entire market,

mean cigarette consumption is unaffected by the FTC nicotine yield (Fig. 5) and that
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Fw. 5. Mean values of cigarettes smoked per day as a function of FTC oicoiine yield (95% cotiJence

intervals).

MNIC varies only between 0.75 and 1 .25 mg/cigarette (Fig. 4), corresponding to mean

steady-state nicotine plasma levels between 25 and 45 og/ml (Fig. 3), despite a much

greater variation ofFTC cigarette yields from approximately 0. 1 to 1 .6 mg per cigarette.

The limiting factor is probably nicotine intake itself, since plasma nicotine and codnine

values display similar ceilings, while the nicotine to cotinine conversion rate remains

PUsma NIcotina
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Fig. 6. Mean piasnu nicotine values as a function of cigarettes smoked daily (95% confidence ioierrals).
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Fig. 7 Mean expired air carbon monoxKk (CO) vaJuo as a function ofFTC CO yield of cigareites smoked

(95% confidence intervals).

constant (Fig. 3). Daily nicotine intake per kilogram of body weight also displays a

parallel ceiling (Fig. 4), and the mean plasma nicotine ceiling itself is not significantly

exceeded even at high numbers of cigarettes smoked daily (Fig. 6). Expired CO levels

also reach a ceiling corresponding to that of nicotine intake (Fig. 7), suggesting that

either agent or both agents may be independently responsible for limiting intake.

However, previous experience (37) suggests that CO is unlikely to have a primary role

in the limitation of intake within the range of concentrations measured in this study.

The results confirm earlier partial findings for nicotine, cotinine, and CO (3. 4. 7, 9.

12,23,24.33.34).

The parallel distributions of plasma nicotine and cotinine at all FTC levels argue

aaainst a metabolic explanation of the ceiling conditions observed, unless nicotine or

greater proportions of a different metabolii; were excreted at faster rates, as intake

Increases. This possibility has not been obsened experimentally (5, 9), and ii shoiild

be considered very unlikely, especially in vievi of the parallel and independent stationary

conditions of expired CO levels. Pharmacodynamic satiation and related behavioral

determinants are the most probable reasons for the observed ceilings.

.According to this thinking, smoke inuke may be determined by individual nicotine

demand, and to a lesser exten: by the capaarv- of the cigarette to deliver nicotine. The

former would influence behavioral factors, such as number of cigarettes smoked, mod-

ulation of the nicotine bolus effect by depth of inhalation, puff volume and frequency,

and tampering with filtration and air dilution devices (22). .\t high FTC yields roughly

equivalent amounts of nicotine may be extracted by individual smokers from the daily

average cigarette. At low yields most smokers compensate upward, although previous

studies have shov^n that at yields below 0.2-0 5 mg FTC nicotine it \^ill be progressively

more difficult to physically extract smoke a.nd nicotine from the cigarette no matter
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hc"v much '.^npenr.g occurs, resulting in a linear correlation of >-ie!d and iniak;(l9).

Brand preferences are probabU established on the basis of organoleptic, phvsicx' per-

formance (e.g.. draw), promotional, and kinesthetic differences.

Figure 4 indicates that more smokers in our sample experienced intakes higher

than FTC yields when smoking brands yielding less than 0.8-1.0 mg of nicotine, and

Mce versa. Ahhoueh these figures correspond closely with independent experimental

Tieasures of nicotine intake (9), Fig. 4 should be interpreted only as a plausibJc ap-

proximation, owing to the variance of the parametric values utilized. Moreover, smok-

ers of less than 10 cigarettes per day or with less ihan 15 ppm CO in expired air were

excluded from our sample; their inclusion would have given lower MNIC estimates

than reported in this study, which may be vaJid only for the majority of serious smokers,

as direct measurements of compensation suggest (9).

Tar Intake Esiimaies

Retention of tar from inhaled smoke may be lower than that for nicotine (25);

therefore, any evaluation of tar intake from nicotine intake estimates represents max-

imum possible tar intake and can be calculated from nicotine intake values, after

adjusting for the tar-to-nicotine ratio (T/N) of the smoke inhaled.

For U. S. market cigarettes, the FTC T/N ratios of cigarette smoke increase with

increasing FTC tar deliverv- (Fig. 8). In general. T/N ratios arc sensitive to blend

composition, puff profile, volume, and duration, interval between puffs, tampering

with ventilation devices, and environmental conditions (10). Methods of determining

the T/N ratio for individual smokers under free smoking conditions arc not yet avail-

able. Nevertheless, available evidence indicates that the effects of ventilation on T/N
ratios of sm.oke may not be extreme (10), suggesting that average T/N ratios based on

FTC values might be close to mean field conditions. With this in mind, if we consider

the range of MNIC in Fig. 4, and that of FTC T/N ratios of commercial cigarettes in

Fig. 8, the probable lax intakes should range between 4 and 6 mg/cigarette at the low

end, and between 1 5 and 20 mg/cigarertc at the high end. Thus even though there is

a small 0.6-fold increase in nicotine intake between low and high yield cigarettes, the

increase in tar inuke could be in the order of 2.5 to 5-foId.

CONCLUSIONS

In a large sample of relatively heavy smokers representative of market share, daily

cigarette consumption is unaffected by the FTC nicotine yield of the cigarettes smoked,

and MNIC for high yield cigarette consumers is only some 60% higher than for those

of very low yield brands, even though the FTC ranking scale implies a 1600% iocrtasc.

This intake ceiling is probably controlled by nicotine, it reflects upon CO intake and

plasma cotinine levels, is not significantly affected by the number ofcigarcues consumed

daily, and appears to be of pharmacodynamic and behavioral origin, fn general these

findings reinforce previous reports and suggest that FTC measures have dubious

meaning to consumers, except perhaps for a small fraction of smokers (2-3%) using

very low yield cigarettes (19). The results also reinforce the desirability of cigarettes

with low T/N ratios (18, 38) and are consistent with epidemiologic evidence show-

ing that duration of exposure is of greater significance than the type of dgarette

smoked (II).
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FiC. 8. FTC Ur-»o-nicotinc ratios as a function of FTC ur >ield of cigarettes smoked. The significance of

RisF<Q.00l.

The small variation of nicotine bioavailability in relation to FTC yield should not

have appreciable biologic consequences (1. 22, 31) and, thus, may not be a suitable

criterion for cigarette ranking. On the other hand, tar intake is likely to vary over a

broader range and can be estimated from the T/N ratio of the smoke inhaled. In the

light of our results, a cigarette ranking index should encourage low tar and thus low

overall yields, and could be defined as /? = T( 1 + l/N)/5 where T and N are the FTC
tar and nicotine yields, and 5 is a normalizing factor. This index would give a range

of approximately sevenfold between the lowest and highest yield brands now on the

market, probably close to real diSere-'.ces in mean tar intake.

However, any ranking based on standardized and precise o-.alylical yields is bound

to retain a futile determir'stic pretense, given the individual variability in smoke

demand and associated behavioral traits. Therefore, a better ranking index would

simply give a message of relativity, graded into a few broad categories or bands. For

instance, a three-band system would group cigarettes with R values of less than 2.

between 2 and 4. and greater than 4. Ifsuch an approach were adopted, manufacturers

could easily adjust yields to classify cigarettes unambiguously in any of these categories.

The broad meaning of such banding system has two main advantages. First, it

\*ould make possible to change future classification criteria without altering the basic

public message, when better methods became available for predicting true tar to nicotine

ratios and average intake. Second, its avoidance of numerical pretension will render

it all the more realistic, credible, and informative. A\. the same time, consumers should

be made aware that cigarette rankings have only relative value, absolute intake being

predominantly determined by personal behavior.
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Mr. Waxman. Like the American Lung Association and Dr.

Benowitz, Dr. Gori found, and I quote, "FTC analytic determina-
tions are poor predictors of relative intake of nicotine." So when
this panel tells us that the FTC numbers show that nicotine rates

are going down, they're relying on FTC numbers that they are able

to affect, and which are not a predictor of what is happening to the
smoker.

Now, if it's not a predictor of what's happening to the smoker,
you would expect that maybe in smokers who have died, you can
measure some of those nicotine levels. Dr. Gori's chart on page 318,
showed that the individual plasma nicotine values as a function of

FTC nicotine jdeld of cigarette smoke was not relevant and, in fact,

plasma levels showed the same levels of nicotine.

This is relevant to the question of Dr. Spears' presentation in

1981, where he wrote that when the cigarettes were reduced for

tar, the nicotine levels through a blending process could be greater
and could result in a greater nicotine concentration.

Now, Dr. Spears says that concentration doesn't make any dif-

ference because it's the FTC numbers that make a difference. The
FTC numbers do not make the difference. It's the concentration in

the cigarettes because of the blending. If you have a higher con-

centration because of the blending in the cigarette which results in

a higher nicotine level or concentration that is getting to the smok-

er, that is something the smoker will experience.
That will keep the smoker, if you accept the proposition, which

this group does not, but which every other scientific—every other

medical group that's looked at it would submit, nicotine is, in fact,

addicting.
I was impressed by the statement that you blend tobacco for

taste. You blend, as Mr. Suber, from the RJR Company, said, even

though Mr. Johnston denies it, to achieve levels that the consumers
have come to expect.
This is all a very slick way, in my estimation, of saying that it's

really being done, you can say for other reasons, but for the levels

of nicotine that consumers will experience. Mr. Suber said in order

to deliver to the consumer a product that he wants, which contains

a consistent level of nicotine, so we have to blend the tobaccos ac-

cordingly. So we do control it. They control it. They control the lev-

els of nicotine by controlling the levels of concentration. This is one

way we know that levels of nicotine can be manipulated.
Now, I want to ask a question of Mr. Johnston. You said that you

want to advertise for adults to change brands. Well, I'll take you
at your word, but tell me what this ad is all about. What adult is

going to be influenced by this ad? "There's something for everyone
at Joe's Place." There's Joe Camel. There's all these people having
a wonderful time.

I'm an adult. I don't understand it. What do your advertising

people have in mind when they produce have this ad to appeal to

adults and not children?
Mr. James Johnston. The setting for that ad is a nightclub, a

venue accessible ordinarily to people 21 years and older, who would
understand what a nightclub is like and people having fun. The ad
also talks about the smoothness of the product and it
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Mr. Waxman, What is the message in a bunch of camels to an
adult? These are cartoon figures.
Mr. James Johnston. It's fun, just like Snoopy the dog sells Met

Life insurance, just like Garfield the cat sells Embassy Suites ho-
tels. We're not accusing them of targeting kids, are we?
Mr. Waxman, Well, I think somebody ought to buy some life in-

surance if the/re going to use this product.
Mr. James Johnston. Mr. Chairman, I think I can be helpful to

this committee on the subject of what are smokers really getting
when they smoke the full flavor and low tar and ultra-low tar. May
I speak to that?
Mr. Waxman. I have some additional questions and believe you'll

get to address these issues in the context of those questions. But
first I want to question the assertion that the levels of nicotine

have been going down since the 1950's.

Mr. Johnston, you wrote recently to Dr. Kessler that finished

cigarettes contain between 1.5 percent and 2.5 percent nicotine. I

have a copy of your letter here, which I will mark as Exhibit 23
and put in the record, but I assume you've seen that letter.

Did you send that letter?

Mr. James Johnston. I don't have it in front of me, but I did,

indeed, send
Mr. Waxman. Let's get it to you.
Mr. James Johnston. I have a copy of it here with me. Yes, sir.

That's my letter.

Mr. Waxman. The subcommittee has recently discovered evidence
that the nicotine concentrations that you cited are actually higher
than the concentrations of nicotine in tobacco in the 1950's.

Specifically, in 1952, a chemist for the FDA determined that nic-

otine levels in 1952 varied, on average, from 1.58 percent to 1.82

percent. His data is on an exhibit which I'd like to have marked
24 and put in the record.

[Exhibits 23 and 24 follow:]
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^^^-/z^.?^'
Tobacco Company

February 28, 1994 JAM6S w. Johnston
Chairman and

Chief Executive Olficer

r-> .JAT^ 1 »m Winston-Salem. N.C. 27102
David A. Kessler, M.D. 919-741-792S

Commissioner of Food and Drugs
Food and Drug Administration

Department of Health ic Human Services

RockviUe,MD 20887

Dear Dr. Kessler

This letter is intended to clarify one simple fact that R-J. Reynolds Tobacco

Company does not increase the nicotine in its cigarettes above what is found nattirally

in tobacco. In fact, our processes reduce the amount of nicotine in cigarettes when

compared to unprocessed tobacco.

Reynolds manufactures and sells a broad range of cigarette products designed to

appeal to the tastes of today's adult cigarette smokers. Smokers have increasingly

demanded lower "tar" cigarettes. As a result of the processes used to lower "tar", nicotine

has also been reduced. Over the past 40 years, the average "tar" And nicotine in cigarettes

sold in the U.S. has declined by more than 60%.

The variety of cigarettes available is, in large part, a result of blending techniques

developed over a long history of cigarette manufactxire and research. In addition to

traditional tobacco blending techniques, various other techniques are available to

cigarette manufacturers, including puffing of tobacco, filtration, air dilution, tobacco

reconstitution and others, in order to enable manufacturers to reduce the "tar" and

nicotine yields in their cigarettes. As a result of these various techniques, the sales

weighted averages of "tar" and nicotine yields in the United States today are 11.5

milligrams and 0.8 milligram, respectively.

In the early 1950's the sales weighted averages of "tar" and nicotine yields were 36

milligrams and Z7 milligrams, respectively. Most cigarette brands were in a narrow

band around this average. Rue-cured tobacco naturally contains 2.5 to 3.5 percent

nicotine, burley tobacco contains 2.75 to 4.0 percent nicotine, and Oriental tobacco

contains 0.5 to 1.8 percent nicotine in the cured leaf. Finished cigarettes generally

contain approximately 1.5 to 2.5% nicotine by weight, less than the natural cured leaf.
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Dr. David A. Kcsslcr, M.D.

Page 2

Fcbrvaiy 28, 1994

The broad range of cigarette products available today provides smokers with a

wide selection of tastes, "tar" and nicotine yields. The "tar" and nicotine yields in

cigarettes are published by the Federal Trade Commission and the yields for each brand

are provided in every advertisement for that brand in accordance with the law. The

processing of certain tobaccos enables us to manufacture cigarettes consistent with the

published "tar* and nicotine levels despite the nicotine variations from leaf to leaf and

crop to crop.

Let me repeat, so that it is absolutely clear: R.J. Reynolds Tobacco Company does

not increase the nicotine in the tobacco we use in the manufacture of our cigarettes.

Sincerely,

lame^W. Johnston
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EXHIBIT 24

In the Matter of

LIGGETT & MYERS TOBACCO COMPANY

AFFIDAVIT OP CLARENCE D. WRIGHT

DISTRICT OP COLUMBIA, ss.

Clarence D. Wright, first being duly sworn, states on

oath as follows:

I am a resident of the District of Columbia and am

employed as a chemist in the Food and Drug Administration,

Federal Security Agency, Washington, D. C. I hold the

degrees of A.B« and Ph.D. and since 1912 have worked

continuously as a food and drug analyst for the Pood and

Drug Administration and its predecessor agencies of the

United States Government.

In the course of my official duties I received on

August ll{., 19^2, fifteen cartons of cigarettes from

Horatio Wales of the Division of Medical and Chemical

Opinions of the Federal Trade Commission. Each carton

bore sn unbroken seal and was identified as shown in the

attached photostatic copy of report marked Exhibit 1. The

cartons remained in my possession until opened and the

cigarettes contained therein were then tested and analyzed

as shown in said report marked Exhibit 1. The resiilts of

the tests perfoirmed are shown in the attached photostatic
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copy of report marked Exhibit 2, Both exhibits are

incorporated herein by reference and made a part hereof.

V •:•-.<'

^.fi;

..]- i. .

i^.V'-;.; > Subscribed aijd/Haworn to before v\e, ( jEie^^

pi*:;':'- -a'NbtJary" Publlp in: and fop th^ District of Columbia, this
,<M.j^;,'.-,.:, ;.',:

-
v;. _2;^ -

.
-' ' ' '

.•...•»,.,

^^V>'^:^;:^; *7^^^^-- day of Ocfcbber, 19^2^'::'^;;*
.-< •.;:\......r I. s'.^^;-,-. , .

;
^

.

•
:, v. M :

i>^ ;}:.;• My ''commission .expires

!••..(. Vi'.s'iV''; '* .. •..• •'',•»,;,- .

'mi.:L
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BSPORT OP AHALTflCAL WORK ON CIGAflSTTES FOE FSDERAL TRADS CO:-i.-lISSIQN

Bet Liggett and H^ers Tobacco Coapany, Pile Mo. 1-2A117

Saaplee t Fifteen cartons of cigarettes, three of each of five brands,
were received from Dr. H. Wales on August 14, 1952, The

cartons were Identified as follows s

BtQrdos Sichibit A - Luckj Strike

B - Philip Morris

C > Chesterfield
D •> Caael
K - Old Gold

EokstroB Exhibit A - Chesterfield
B - Camsl
C - Lucky Strike
D - Philip Morris
E - Old Gold

LaBlTlere Exhibit A - Chesterfield
B - Lucky Strike

C - Philip Morris
D - Old Gold
E - Camel

Each carton was treated as a ssparate sample, all determinations

reported being made on samples consisting of ten cigarettes, one from

each pack in the carton.

Moisture.

The papers were removed frora set of 10 cigarettes, and the con-

tents placed in flat al\iminum dishes with (tight fitting covers) which

had previously been weighed. The covered dishes and contents were then

weighed, the covers removed and th« dishes contairing the cigarette
filler placed in a dessicator oven cxmcentratod sulfuric acid and allowed

to stand at rooo teaperature for two weeks. The papers were weighed

separately. After drying, the dishes were covered and rewelghed, the

loss being reported as moisture (as. received).

Conditioning .

Two sets of 10 cigarettes from each carton were placed In 50 cc,

beakers and these in a humidor over a saturated solution of amaonium

nitrate. After standing for two weeks at least, one set was used for

the smoking tests, the other was treated as described under "loisture"

above, the loss being reported as moist.ure .after. conditioixing*^ , .
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Kleotine.

Vaighed sets of 10 cigarettes (as received) were treated bj
the A.O.A.C. insthod for nicotine in tobacco and tobacco products
(Methods of Analysis, 6.108). Results were corrected for the moisture
content and for the paper weight, and reported on the dry basis.

Smoking Teats .

Sets of 10 conditioned cigarettes were saoked in the automatic
apparatus previously developed for reproducible sacking conditions,
each cigarette requiring about 7 to 9 ainutes to be snoked to a 23 nn.
butt. The aspirated smoke was drawn through a series of four separatory
funnels each containing 12.5 oc. of chlorofora and 12.5 ec. of i% sul-
furlo acid, at half idjnute intervals, each "draw" being about 2 seconds
duration. After the 10 cigarettes had been smoked successively, the
chlorofom extract, including washings, was evaporated and dried at
100* for 1-hour periods until the loss was less than .005 gran. The

separated acid,aqueous solutions, and washings were used for nicotine
determinations by ths A.O.A.C. asthod.
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Mr. Waxman. This chart compares two sets of data on nicotine

concentrations. It shows a general trend toward the use of tobacco

blends with higher nicotine concentrations over the last 40 years.
So I would submit there's really no validity to your claim that nico-

tine levels are going down.
What do you say about that?
Mr. James Johnston. I would say, once again, I agree with the

Surgeon General of the United States. We have gone back and
recalculated the Surgeon (Jeneral's numbers and we agree with
them. Now, I don't agree with the Surgeon General on everything,
but I agree with the Surgeon General on that.

This is information I have never seen before. I will take this very
seriously. I will go back, analyze this, and I will submit, for the

record, a response.
Mr. Waxman. Isn't it backwards to say that those numbers are

really the Surgeon General's numbers that you're relying on? The
Surgeon General's numbers are the FTC numbers.
Mr. James Johnston. They are worked through the FTC. Mr.

Congressman, again, I believe I can be helpful to this committee
on that subject.
Mr. Waxman. I appreciate that attitude because I want you to

be helpful. I want all of you to be helpful. We've got a health crisis

in this country causing an enormous amount of expense and loss

of lives and paiin and suffering and misery due to cigarettes.
I think we ought to work together to figure out a way to try to

lessen that burden. I want you to be constructive, not simply to tell

us you don't believe the health statistics that all the medical ex-

perts have submitted. You don't believe the Surgeon General's re-

port on nicotine addiction. You don't believe anything but that
which serves your purpose, the FTC numbers, which, I would sub-

mit, has been challenged by Dr. Kessler in a way that I think rea-

sonable people have to wonder whether those FTC numbers mean
anything, because they certainly don't correlate to what a smoker
is ingesting through inhaling the smoke.
Have you done human studies to measure the nicotine levels in

blood or related to nicotine addiction?
Mr. James Johnston. Mr. Chairman, we have done blood nico-

tine or continine studies. I would like to submit those to this com-
mittee for the record because I think they will be helpful. What
those studies show—let's sort of back up to what I'd want to know
as a smoker.
Some of the questions that have come up today might well scare

me about am I getting more nicotine with a low tar cigarette, is

this thing deceiving me, should I switch to a high tar cigarette. I

don't believe that's the case,

Mr. Waxman. How about switching to no cigarette if you want
to avoid the nicotine levels.

Mr. James Johnston. Absolutely.
Mr. Waxman. Would you submit to us these studies that you

have done, human studies on the levels?

Mr. James Johnston. There is one
Mr. Waxman. I want to ask whether the other Chief Executive

Officers will be as cooperative as you are planning to be.

Mr. James Johnston. I'd like to share with you
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Mr. Waxman. Would you submit to us, as well, your
Mr. Campbell. I don't know if we have anything available. I'd

have to check.
Mr. Waxman. What we want are studies, human studies to

measure nicotine levels on blood and studies relating to nicotine

addiction. Do any of you refuse to give it or will you be willing to

give us whatever you may have? You may not have studies, but if

you do, we think we ought to get it and we think you ought to give
it. Do any of you refuse?
Mr. Sandefur. Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Waxman. Yes, Mr. Sandefur.
Mr. Sandefur. The work on continine was done by Dr. Gori and

that's been published. That's the work that we've done at Brown
and Williamson.
Mr. Waxman. That one we have.
Mr. Donald Johnston. Mr. Chairman, we have not done any

such studies on our own premises, but as I mentioned earlier, we
were involved in grants with the Medical College of Virginia from
the 1930's to the 1960's and if any of that information is necessary,
fine, we'll cooperate.
Mr. Waxman. Mr. Horrigan?
Mr. Horrigan. We have done no such testing, but we'll continue

to review and cooperate fully.
Mr. Waxman. Thank you. Mr. Tisch?
Mr. TiSCH. We've done no such studies, but we'll be glad to give

them to you.
Mr. Waxman. Mr. Taddeo?
Mr. Taddeo. We've done no such studies, but we'll cooperate.
Mr. Waxman. And the other two have said yes. Mr. Bliley, I'm

going to let you take a turn.

Mr. Bliley. Mr. Johnston, perhaps you can help us with this

issue of the relationship between the amount of nicotine in the to-

bacco rod and the amount of nicotine in cigarette smoke. Which one
is more important and why?
Mr. James Johnston. Clearly, as a smoker, I would say it's

what's in the smoke and how jnuch stays in my body. From the

very limited—and I wouldn't call this a massive scientific study,
but from the very limited work that we've done in this area, which
we will provide to this committee.
Think of an FTC number as an EPA gas mileage number. If I

drive my car fast, I get less gas mileage than what the sticker says.
If I drive it easy, I get more. So it is with the FTC tar numbers.
I may smoke one cigarette differently from another. Within a ciga-

rette, I will get diff'erent tar and nicotine per puff, depending on
how
Mr. Bliley. Are you saying that you could get different levels of

nicotine from two cigarettes from the same pack?
Mr. James Johnston. Depending on how I smoke it. If I'm under

stress—wait till you see the cigarette I light up after this hearing.
It's probably going to be a high tar cigarette. It depends on how
you smoke it. It depends on how you puff it. But here's the inter-

esting thing we found; again, limited data, that among low tar

smokers, the actual amount ingested as opposed to the FTC tar

number, taking highs, lows, depending on how you smoke the ciga-
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rette, the average was a remarkable .97 correlation, meaning 97

percent accurate.
That's pretty darn good. Now, we have seen studies, and this is

important for the chairman because I know he's interested in these
studies that talk about smoker compensation. At the very lowest
level of tar, I believe that there is evidence to suggest that smokers
do compensate, that they do, on an ultra-low, lowest yield product,
that they do, in general, compensate. But it's very important to un-
derstand that even with that compensation, someone smoking a
lowest tar level or an ultra-low or lights or full flavor, each one

going up, they ingest and intake less nicotine and tar at each level.

So if I'm smoking a low tar cigarette, could I physically puff it

hard enough to get more tar? Yes. But based on the averages, it

appears to line up, with some slighter compensation at the low end.
I can't state that as a fact, but our review of the literature suggests
that.

So a lowest level smoker still is getting less nicotine, but may be

compensating up a little bit from what the published number is.

Mr. Bliley. Do the rest of you agree with that or do you have

any quarrel? Do any of you have any quarrel with that?
Mr. Campbell. Absolutely not. The FTC, as Jim has indicated,

has some significant constraints in terms of individuals, very much
like the EPA mileage. However, it's a relative measurement. It's a

good measurement from brand to brand. I think that, most impor-
tantly, people should realize that we talk about the dilution holes

being covered, people smoking closer to the butt and all of these
kinds of things. If you tore the filter off completely and smoked it

as a plain-end cigarette, the Merit Ultima, which we sell as a 1

milligram of nicotine, it would still be a low tar cigarette.
So it's important to know that, yes, people do smoke in different

ways, but as of this time, we haven't yet seen a better relative

measurement.
Mr. Bliley. The FTC, how do they test a cigarette? What do they

actually do with a cigarette to test it for nicotine and tar?

Mr. James Johnston. I can give you a general explanation. I'm
sure one of our scientists can give you a better one. But in general,
it's inserted in a machine. There is a puff regimen, a puff in 30 sec-

onds, then a puff in 30 seconds. The tar and nicotine are registered
on a pad and then chemically analyzed to determine the weight of
tar and the weight of nicotine on that pad.
Mr. Bliley. My purpose in asking the question is—then this ma-

chine, I assume, puffs at the same rate always. No difference,
whatever the cigarette, whether it's an Ultima or whether it's a

regular or whatever.
Mr. James Johnston. It is meant to predict an average that,

again, from our very limited research into this, it appears to rep-
resent, at least in low tar cigarettes, the average may slightly un-
derestimate the ultra-low.
Mr. Bliley. If they wanted to, they could step it up, from what

you appear to have said before or at least what I've gotten out of

what you said before, that if they change that rate, instead of one

puff every 30 seconds, that they would do three puffs every 30 sec-

onds, they would get a different rate. They would get different re-

sults.
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Mr. James Johnston. Correct.

Mr. Campbell. Absolutely.
Mr. Bliley. Mr. Campbell, the Federal Government is well

aware of the ingredients you add to the tobacco in your cigarettes.
Haven't you been providing HHS with an annual ingredients list

for a number of years?
Mr. Campbell. Yes. We started that back almost 15 years ago.
Mr. Bliley. Has HHS at any time during this time period issued

a report to Congress, as it is authorized to do, citing any health
risks associated with any such ingredients?
Mr. Campbell. No, they have not, sir.

Mr. Bliley. Has HHS ever approached the industry with the re-

suits of any studies suggesting that any of the ingredients in ciga-
rettes presented any health risks to smokers?
Mr. Campbell. Absolutely no indications of health risks with our

ingredients, sir.

Mr. Bliley. Have you offered your cooperation to HHS and its

review of ingredients?
Mr. Campbell. Repeatedly we have offered our willingness to

work with them.
Mr. Bliley, What was their response?
Mr. Campbell. There has been no response up to this time, sir.

Mr. Bliley. If HHS had approached the industry with some of

the allegations that have been bantered about recently in the press,
what would have been your response?
Mr. Campbell. Our response would have been that all of these

are generally approved, but that we would be happy to look into

these ingredients in any way that they wish to discuss them.
Mr. Bliley. Is it your understanding that over 90 percent of the

ingredients used by major cigarette companies in cigarettes manu-
factured in the United States are commonly used in food? They ei-

ther have been approved by the Food and Drug Administration as

food additives or they are included on lists of substances generally

recognized as safe maintained by the FDA or the Flavor Extract

Manufacturers Association?
Mr. Campbell. That is absolutely correct.

Mr. Bliley. Additionally, governmental bodies or affiliated orga-
nizations in other countries, such as Great Britain, Germany,
France, Belgium, Switzerland and the Council of Europe, have
evaluated the ingredients used in cigarettes and have come up with

accepted lists of ingredients?
Mr. Campbell. That's correct and that completes the U.S. domes-

tic manufacturers list, I believe.

Mr. Bliley. In short, all of the ingredients used by the major
American cigarette manufacturers also can be found in one or more
of these accepted lists.

Mr. Campbell. That's correct, sir.

Mr. Bliley. Thank you very much. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Waxman. Mr. Synar.
Mr. Synar. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Mr. Campbell, I'd liki to

enter into the record Exhibit 14, if I could. Can the staff provide
Exhibit 14 to Mr. Campbell?

[Exhibit 14 follows:]
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Exhibit 14

Times Newspapers Limited, Sunday Times

[September 19, 1993, Sunday]

Smokers May Get a Quick-fix Cigarette

[By Peter Victor]

With smokers increasingly banished from their workplaces to draughty corridors,
the quick nicotine fix is set to get quicker. Industry sources say that Philip Morris,
one of the world's biggest cigarette manufacturers, is developing a fast-smoking
brand, understood to be code-named "Marlboro Express".
The idea behind Express is that smokers' craving for nicotine can be satisfied in

half the time. It works by putting tobacco with a nigh nicotine yield in the outer
end of the cigarette.

If successiul, the Express couid be worth millions of pounds in Britain. Although
the country is increasingly hostile to smokers, 17 million are still hooked on tobacco,

spending more than Pounds 10 billion on cigarettes last year.
Last week Philip Morris refused to comment "on stories about products in devel-

opment".
But Dr. John Slade, addiction specialist at the University of Medicine and Den-

tistry of New Jersey, said patents confirm that the project is underway. "The pat-
ents would help them to produce a cigarette like the Marlboro Express."

Mr. Synar. Mr. Campbell, this is an article from the Sunday
Times of London, dated September 19, 1993. The article is about
a new product Philip Morris is developing on the Marlboro Express.
Let me read to you from the article, paragraph 1. Quote, "Industry
sources sav that Philip Morris is developing a fast-smoking brand
understood to be code-name Marlboro Express. The idea behind Ex-

press is that smokers craving for nicotine can be satisfied in half

the time. It works by putting tobacco with a high yield in the outer
end of the cigarette."
Mr. Campbell, is Philip Morris now developing a fast-smoking

brand of cigarettes, possibly named Marlboro Express?
Mr. Campbell. If we had a project named Marlboro Express, I

wouldn't tell my competitors. But we would not—we are not devel-

oping a fast-smoking product in any way.
Mr. Synar. Mr. Campbell, let me remind you you're under oath.

Mr. Campbell. Absolutely.
Mr. Synar. At any time, now or in the past, have you ever tried

to develop a fast-smoking brand?
Mr. Campbell. No, sir, we have not.

Mr. Synar. In other words, what you're saying is that the story
from the London Times is simply and completely untrue. Is that
correct?

Mr. Campbell. If we were to look at products like this, the tars

and nicotines would be proportional to their size.

Mr. Synar. I didn't ask you that, Mr. Campbell. Let me repeat
the question. You're saying the story from the London Times is

simply and completely untrue, yes or no?
Mr. Campbell. As it stands, it is untrue, yes.
Mr. Synar. Thank you. Mr. Tisch, I'd like to ask you about the

13 billion Kent Microlite cigarettes that Lorillard sold from 1952 to

1975. They were advertised as "Just what the doctor ordered" and
which provided "maximum health protection."
That Microlite filter was a blend of 30 percent asbestos and 70

percent cotton and acetate. You aire aware that 20 of the 36 work-
ers who worked for Specialties, Incorporated which produced that
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cigarette paper and filter, died from asbestos poisoning and lung
cancer. One woman died from simply washing her husband's over-

alls every day. Are you familiar with that?

Mr. TiSCH. I am not familiar with those statistics, sir.

Mr. Synar. Is the advertising cam.paign that your corporation

presently uses as inconsistent and untrue as it was from 1952 to

1957?
Mr. TiSCH, Could you repeat the full question, sir?

Mr. Synar. The question is—you advertised Kent Microlite ciga-

rettes from 1952 to 1957 with the following advertising slogan,
"Just what the doctor ordered" and "maximum health protection."
That's not very honest advertising. Is that the same kind of adver-

tising you all do today?
Mr. TiSCH. I do not recall that campaign.
Mr. Synar. Mr. Johnston, you testified that if the FDA takes ju-

risdiction over cigarettes, it would result in the ban on those ciga-

rettes. You are familiar with my bill. I'm sure you were briefed in

anticipation of this hearing. You are familiar with the fact that my
bill specifically prohibits the FDA from banning cigarettes, are you
not?
Mr. James Johnston. I have been through your bill. I don't re-

call the exact details. I did read, however, a quote attributed to you
in a national journal saying that FDA regulation would effectively

mean the end of this industry.
Mr. Synar. Only if the FDA finds that the ingredients are not

safe. Isn't that correct? Because the standard the FDA has is the

safe and effective standard. Therefore, if the products are found un-

safe, they would have no option but to ban it. Is that correct?

Mr. James Johnston. Based upon the view expressed by a num-
ber of members of this committee that this is

Mr. Synar. Let's go back to square one. Are you familiar with

my legislation? Mr. Johnston, are you aware that my legislation

specifically directs the FDA not to ban cigarettes? Yes or no?

Mr. James Johnston. But it requires them to prove that the

product is safe, as I recall.

Mr. Synar. No. It gives them the opportunity to review the prod-
uct. You are assuming that once they take jurisdiction and review

it, that they will find that the ingredients are unsafe. Is that not

correct?

Mr. James Johnston. Based upon the view expressed by you and
others on the committee that this product kills

Mr. Synar. Are the ingredients safe in cigarettes, Mr. Johnston?

Mr. James Johnston. All of the ingredients that we add to our

product have been thoroughly reviewed. They've been in the posses-
sion of the U.S. Government for 10 years. The Surgeon General of

the United States testified before Congress saying he didn't see

that ingredients were a significant problem.
But are you asking me to tell you that cigarettes are safe? Is that

what you're saying?
Mr. Synar. That's correct.

Mr. James Johnston. No. I cannot say that. I have acknowl-

edged, I believe, that cigarettes are a risk factor.
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Mr. Synar. You're familiar, also, Mr. Johnston, with the Synar
amendment which would require States to enact and enforce bans
on cigarette sales to minors, are you not?
Mr. James Johnston. Mr. Congressman, there are so many

pieces of legislation affecting the industry
Mr. Synar. Mr. Johnston, I'm not new to this subject. You're fa-

miliar with my legislative career in this area, are you not?
Mr. James Johnston. I am, indeed.
Mr. Synar. OK. You're familiar with the legislation that would

enforce the ban of cigarette sales to minors, yes or no? Mr. Camp-
bell, are you familiar with it?

Mr. Campbell. I, like Mr. Johnson, am only generally familiar
and not specifically familiar.

Mr. Synar. Let's be real here, folks. You're the CEO's of major
companies. This legislation, which passed last year, has a major
impact on the distribution of your product to minors, and you're
telling me as you sit there that you're only vaguely familiar with
the legislation.
Let me ask you this. You said earlier today that the tobacco in-

dustry has been doing everything possible at the State legislative
level to push for these kinds of minor bans from smoking. In order
to make sure these laws are effective, why don't you all commit
today to me to financing the State funding of sting operations of

retail units? Will you commit to that today, Mr. Johnston, at this

end?
The question is since you all are so committed to keeping ciga-

rettes out of the hands of minors, will you commit to this sub-
committee that you will help finance sting operations within States
to try to catch minors who may be doing it? Will you help provide
the money for sting operations on the State level by which to en-
force the law?
Mr. Donald Johnston. I'm not sure that additional financing is

required, other than the revenues that are already generated
from
Mr. Synar. I'll take that as a no. Mr. Sandefur?
Mr. Sandefur. No.
Mr. Synar. Mr. Horrigan?
Mr. Horrigan. I don't see that's our role.

Mr. Synar. Thank you. Mr. Tisch?
Mr. TisCH. No, sir.

Mr. Synar. Mr. Taddeo?
Mr. Taddeo. I don't think that's our role.

Mr. Synar. Mr. Johnston?
Mr. James Johnston. I have outlined our programs this morn-

ing. Smokers pay $13 billion a year in excise taxes and some
Mr. Synar. Mr. Johnston, will you provide money for sting oper-

ations within the State?
Mr. James Johnston [continuing]. Portion of that is

Mr. Synar. Yes or no?
Mr. James Johnston. No.
Mr. Synar. OK. Mr. Campbell?
Mr. Campbell. No.
Mr. Synar. A disingenuous commitment, I would say. From

1972, Mr. Johnston, there's a memo to the Tobacco Institute Presi-
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dent Horace Komegay from Fred Panzer, who, I believe, was the
Vice President of the Institute at that time. In fact, let me ask this

of Mr. Campbell. It laid out the industry strategy and let me read

you from that memorandum, Mr. Campbell.
It says "For nearly 20 years, this industry has employed a single

strategy to defend itself on three major fronts—litigation, politics
and public opinion." Is that the strategy that drove you to sue
ABC?

Mr. Campbell. No, sir.

[The memorandum referred to follows:]
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TOj Rorae* R/ XDrfte<3*y

suiJECTt Th« Aop«r ?copostl

It it ny itrof.g b«li«< th»6 wa now hav« «n opportuftitv
to UXt th4i initiative iA th« cigartttt ccf\txov«riy, and
•ttrt tfi tMjrn it 4rognd,

ror n««rl/ cw«nty yeart, thi4 industry h*« amployad
,» •in^i* stratt^y to d«f«nd iti«if oa fehr«« oAjgc fronci —
Utigation, p<9Uti««. and t^ublic opinign.

Whiltt th4 stxatAfY va« bcilUantly concaivtd and
AXceutid dv«t th« y«4r« helping us w<n I'r.ryyftif.s batt'.*-*,
it if only <4ir to icy ch«t it ia net • nor was it iAt«Aa«d
to b« • • vahicU ret victory. Oa th« cdntxttfy. it h«a

always b««n a holding atzatagy, eenalating eC

•>• creating deubt about th« h*ait?t eharga
without actually denying it

— advocating the public' i right to smok*,
without actually urging th*m to t«k» up
th« prtotic*

-* aMOUzaging obj«etiv« «elentifio rasatrch
M th« only way to raaolvo tha quaation of

hoAlth hMaxd

Oq th^ Ij^tioatioft jfront for which th« atratagy wt« da»ign«d
it has boon «uce9ffCul. tvhila wa h4va not lott a lia}»iUty cast,

thia la rtOt l^aeiui* juriaa havo rajactad tha anti-tmoking

arguiMAta.

On tV.w opUti,eil front , tha atrif.agy ^its holptd m*ka

poaalbla an «rda*ly tatraat. But \% i» fair to aay that it

KA/KTIFF'S .
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?I9« 3.

4«t«ri«t«t9d And w;;i ccAZif^ut to w«rs»-. rhi» trosion v^.i
h4v« «n ddvtrs« tfitct oa th« ot;h«r frsr.tf, >i4«iuse h«rs i« wh«r$
ch« 6«U6ff, attLCudts «Ad ac^ioni of r^d^As, juri^a, •lsc;*d
of{ici*is a Ad goverAffl«nt employcas ar« femcO.

A« »n industry, th«rtfor«, w« tr* ConiAitted td *n i.J,l-

d«fiAdd ffliddl* ground which i« irticuUtttd by variationi oa

th« ^h«m« th«c, "tht «*•• i« not proved,* xt th« ««e«ht

history of U.S. iftvelv«fli«nt In Vl«tft4» d«mon«txat«d, Ic ia

impotiiblo to hold thi public on a mlddU sours« {or *Ay Itn^th
of tiRM. Th«r« s««m« CO b« Ad <^ay ^•^ a*sa public opinion
can •Ntg« In • eoAtroy^rfy 4nd «h«ot« an anfwtr thtt 90««

boyond th« r»ftfa o< •i'th«f/or.

m th« cigarette controversy, the public — •apaclally
thoee who art presant and potential luppcrters (•.«. tebacco

dtat* con^T-ifSmin *f.d hea'r/ i =«>'••?« ^
— ~-is* p«»«eiv», g,-d«»r-

stand, and beliave in avidene* to suatain th«ir opirU.oni that

$mc)tin9 may not be the eauaal faotor.

h» thinqa atand, ve auppiy then Wth too iittlt in th«

way of ready-mede cradibl* alternatives.

'pa ALT£^!ATIVtS

TWO aueh credible alternatives a«lat«

I) rs| const).tv»<^^°
"«i MvpothMia

i,i. p«opi« who «ac<* ««nd to

diiftr iapoctantly froa People

who do not, in th«ir haredity,

ifl conetltutionel m*l«*up. in

peeterns «< lii«. *«^^ »•" ^'^^^

presaura und«r which thay live.

I.e. ai icienca Advance*, mora

and mora factor* come under

eufplcion «» contributing to eha

illnanea for which imokinq le

blamed - *ic p<»Uuti*«' vlruaea.
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food «ddltiv«i, oce-jpaticn*:
hiiZ»ri» and *tre93«j.

Thvjf, th«rt tr« mllUoM «f p«epu who woui4 b« rtc»Dtiv»
to « A«W nt«iiC9t, StatiA9i

r * m

hasaxd thftt (h« antl-«mokin9 p«cpl« i«y
it i« b»c»ui* othtr tlttrnttiva

, ir|^ _^<^
I«»it fc< probabU

•

Th« Rop«t Propo**! would b« 1 p«r9u««iv« {it not gtrietly
icitntific) n«diua for thi< m««t«9« , which w« hAv« dona littla
to d«v«lop in a lyitftAAtio oy e»<npirth«n«lv« way.

Pollewinf iA my eutlint of th« tttp^ tKUirad to start
a ahi<t lA putjlle oplMon if th« Rop«r fropotal ia accaptad.

A SCeWKiq ,

TOR ACTIOH

1) Salaet a panal o^ axparta to «on4ult on ch« d«ai9n
of tha ttudy. Z4aa;iy th«y would b« prvsciga figursa who would

initially hav« a lolid cenc^ibutlOA to maKa and who would also
)>« willing to andoraa th« atudy publicly «t A latar ttagt.

2) Conduct tho pilot study.

}) It ftvorabla, praiant tha raauUa to eairafully taiactad

(ntmbars of th« felloMi/vg kay froups i

lanata
Rouia
C«binot
Whitt Heuaa
Sttta Qovarnera
Madieal School and Univera^ty rroaiJtfnva

Sciantifie bodiaa
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Th* pur?03« ;« tvc-iold (a; ta (jai,-, ju, j^-pft.. ^^.d

participttlOA «f fr;tnd« «r.<l (b) ta r.eutrHu* any »4v«j3«
action th«y may ba brewi.-.g. For «xa*.•^l«•. By iooir.5 3«cr«(.«r/
But* «% fehi* tim« w« mi7>\? -7*10 cca* dsgrt* of ,;*rxiCip«cior.
from th« A^rleuliurt 3«p«t4r.«nt. Sy aeti-^ Sacrecary Richardscn
w« mi^ht; pcasibly Cere»««Il « PHS anti-smoking driv«.

4) Conduct th« full scal« surv«y.

5) 2f th« r««ults ara favorftbU, r*loa«« ehvut as
• book in both hard eovt* and pap*' b*cK vartion, hopefully
publiah«d by a l«9itim»t« heua«, Zn •tSmct. iueh a voLumt
would b« « «ovint«r - 8ur9«on 0«n«ct],'« Report. Tht principal
authera w^uld b* aurna Rep«r and an tn\in«nt raaaarch aciantiat.
Tb« advifory panel-* hopefully broadcnad aa a ca«ui« of Sfp ) —
would wrxta th« introduction. Th« induatry'a funding rou would
ta« fully ac)(A«wUd9«4.

6) Aa a book th« matorial would b« markacod and pronotad
In all tho many wiyi ftvaLlibUi ma(3acin« condanaation, TV and
Radio talk thowt, nawapapar faview« and int«rvi«w«, advertising,
gift diatribucion, ate. «te.

And boat of all* it would only h«v« to bo toon — noe

read — to bo boliaved. .. ju9t lika tho Surgaon (SonaraTa rtport.

rrAo

cei M, KaatanbauB
W. Kleopfar, Jc. /'
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Mr. Synar. Mr. Campbell, earlier in questioning about the Joe

Camel ads, I asked you whether or not you all had done any mar-
ket research with respect to the impacts of the Joe Camel ad by
your competitor. Your response at the time is "not specifically."
What did you mean by that?

Mr. Campbell. I don't know whether we've done any research of

Joe Camel. If we have, I guess it would be available to you.
Mr. Synar. And you would tell us and provide that to the com-

mittee.
Mr. Campbell. Yes.
Mr. Synar. All right. And the same for all you gentlemen, even

if it's not specifically involved with Joe Camel.
Mr. Campbell. I'm sorry. I'm committing to a competitive act

which I really can't do. I'm sorry.
Mr. Synar. Excuse me?
Mr. Campbell. Well, as Mr. Johnston was saying before, I can't

share competitive information without appropriate
Mr. Synar. I'm not asking for competitive information. I'm ask-

ing you for studies that you have done on the effectiveness of the

Joe Camel advertising campaign.
Mr. Campbell. I'll check into it. I don't know whether we have.

Mr. Synar. Will you or will you not provide that information for

the committee?
Mr. Campbell. These general requests are getting very broad.

Can we not discuss
Mr. Synar. No. That's not broad at all, Mr. Campbell. I am ask-

ing you that with respect to the issue of Joe Camel, if your com-

pany has done some research with respect to the effect of that ad-

vertising campaign, will you provide that information to the com-
mittee?
Mr. Campbell. We are extremely concerned about competitive

activity in view of the fact that we
Mr. Synar. Yes or no, Mr. Campbell?
Mr. Campbell. I will do my best, yes.
Mr. Synar. Mr. Chairman, that concludes this. May I take this

opportunity as we come to a close of this hearing to say that I

think I've learned a lot here today. I've learned, in particular, that

when you're paid the exorbitant amounts of money that the seven
of you are, you can create new reality, new reality of whether or

not nicotine really is addictive, reality of whether or not $4 billion

is targeted towards children, and the new reality of whether or not

you have any corporate responsibility to consumers.
I thank God that the rest of the corporate community in this

country doesn't accept that same corporate responsibility. Thank
you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Waxman. Thank you, Mr. Synar. I have some questions. This

will be my last round of questions and I think Mr. Wyden may re-

turn with a few questions. I want to get some things on the record.

But before I just ask some very specific questions for which you
will be able to give, I think, specific answers, I do want to raise

with you, Mr. Campbell, an issue in the State of California.

A letter has gone out to people all over the State asking that

they sign a petition to restrict smoking in public places. The initia-

tive that they're trying to get on the ballot is described as some-
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thing that will strictly protect the non-smokers, with strict regula-
tions and tough smoking restrictions. But, in fact, this is a cam-

paign paid for by the Philip Morris Company, which you can see
on the small print. Califomians for Statewide Smoking Restric-

tions, a committee of restaurants, hotels and Philip Morris, Inc.

What I understand this petition would put on the ballot is a pre-

emption of all the local laws that do protect the non-smokers. In

fact, it would weaken existing laws with a statewide standard. I

want to express to you my concern about this. I don't know if you're
familiar with it or not.

I would hope that you would see this as an inappropriate action

on the part of your corporation to try to mislead people who want
strict regulations into preempting stricter regulations at the local

level by deception.
I ask that you look at this and I would hope that as you evaluate

it, we can get a more favorable response. I would like to get a re-

sponse from you for the record on that point.
Mr. Campbell. I am somewhat familiar with the program. I

think that the restaurant owners and people in the lodging and
hotel business and things like that, they want standardization of

smoking restrictions in the State and we are legitimately funding
that work because the vast majority of Americans want smoking
handled in an accommodative way.

I think you probably saw the Time Magazine poll this week that
showed that most Americans want accommodation. They want sep-
arate smoking and non-smoking sections, and, yes, we support
that.

Mr. Waxman. I, without objection, will put this document in the
record with regard to what I consider a misrepresentation to people
who sign it for the very purpose of getting the strongest regulation
ofEIS.

[The document follows:]
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INmATIVE MEASURE TO BE SUBMITTED DIRECTLY TO THE VOTERS
The Attomfy Genera] of Cdifomia has prepared ihe foltowinf title and summary of ihe chief purpose and points of the proposed measure:

SMOKING AND TOBACCO PRODUCTS. STATEWIDE REGULATION. INITIATIVE STATUTE. Esub-

lishcs statewide smoking and tobacco regulations. Repeals California Indoor Clean Air Act of 1976. Repeals

and preempts local smoking and tobacco regulations. Bans public smoking with significant exceptions. Permits

smoking sections in restaurants and employee cafeterias. Bars not regulated. Permits smoking in private offices,

and business conference rooms with occupants' consent. Exempts from smoking regulations gaming clubs,

bingo establishments, racetracks, sports facility private boxes and smoking lounges. Regulates location of

tobacco vending machines and billboards. Increases penalties for tobacco purchases by minors. Permits amend-

ment of tobacco regulations by two-thirds vote of Legislature. Summary of estimate by Legislative Analyst and

Director of Finance of fiscal impact on state and local governments: Unknown effects on public-sector health

care costs and state tobacco tax revenues, depending on the extent there are changes in the consumption of

tobacco products and/or exposure to second-hand smoke. State costs to enforce the measure would be around $1

million annually; local enforcement costs would probably not be significant.

NOTICE TO THE PUBLIC; THIS PETITION MAY BE CIRCULATED BY A PAID
SIGNATURE GATHERER OR A VOLUNTEER. YOU HAVE THE RIGHT TO ASK.
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INITIATIVE MEASURE TO BE SUBMITTED DIRECTLY TO THE VOTERS
IV Aaomry Genml of Califonua hu pnpttvd ihc (oikminf uik md iwmmio o' (he etuei purpow wd potiM* of Ihc propoacd meuwre

SMOKING AND TOBACCO PRODUCTS. STATEWIDE REGULATION. INITIATIVE STATUTE. Estab-

lishes staiewide smoking and tobacco regulations. Repeals California Indoor Clean Air Act of 1976. Repeals
and preempts local smoking and tobacco regulations. Bans public smoking with significant exceptions. Permits

smoking sections in restaurants and employee cafeterias. Bars not regulated. Permits smoking in private

offices, and business conference rooms with occupants' consent. Exempts from smoking regulations gaming
clubs, bingo establishments, racetracks, sports facility private boxes and smoking lounges. Regulates location of

tobacco vending machines and billboards. Increases penalties for tobacco purchases by minors. Permits amend-
ment of tobacco regulations by two-thirds vote of Legislature. Summary of estimate by Legislative Analyst and
Director of Finance of fiscal impact on stale and local governments; Unknown effects on public-sector health

care costs and slate tobacco tax revenues, depending on the extent there are changes in the consumption of

tobacco products and/or exposure to second-hand smoke. State costs to enforce the measure would be around $1

million annually; local enforcement costs would probably not be significant.

TO THE HONORABLE SECRETARY OF STATEOFCAUPORNU

W< ihr UAdmiffted. fTiMUrvd. quaJifiedvoicrvof Califonua. rrMdenltof CAwmy (or City and County), twnby propoK VMndnwnu K> Ok Bunncsi
knd PrefmKiAv Codr tnd iV Penal Code tna wncodirted u«iwior> proviuon^ nUiu} lo Uw nfuUuofi of tmolunf and lobscco producu aMi peuuon ihr Sccmiry of Suu u> uNnn iIk unw u>

ihr vottn of CAlifomta (or ibcii adopuon or ivjocuon w thr neii «Kcndin| lencnl ckctMit or ai «ny tprcuJ lutcwxk clecuoa heU pnor id ihu foxni deOMO or alxrwm provided b> l«w
Tbr prDpncd lUluior) wnendmenii 4nd provtifom read u folk«<vi

SECTION I TltrF^opkofchr SuKofCahromiaftMlifiddecURthu

<) ThrcwTVMre|ulsuonof imolLin|inpubtwinC«li(oniuiMnadequ«ir in thai there we iniufTicwm luu^wide tundards for fC|utaiifi|Miiokinf in KSUWwu. office buiidingi,nd
othrr public placet

(b) ThciT If I wuit vanance in the local rvfulaiion of imoLjnf Somr localitiei provide Unlr or no prourtion u> thou who with to avotd leoor^haMJ trnokt n wch pbcn. while odten

ovenvfuUu lo the cxtmi that in u IcaS one at)' pcnoo may be Aned for unohinf on the udewalL oroi the una

(c) Theft K a clear oeedfoi uniform ttaiewwk refu Ianon of mobny m public to >«tii/r thow jf^wfuirt ig tvoMJiny trfwidhaftd lofracfio tP'^** faa*T tftf lamr pwnwi?':^ Mffi" Itey

go in the (Uie and thai ihov who do tmofce have fair Muce of when uno4jo| u prohtbiied

(dl There muti be ilrKwr ttjtrwide control t to curb the illefal tale of inhrfm
fT»ritM-n

m wmww^
iM-tiMtmi

ih>
»p.Unjffi»i^.f<-...tp—^fc.^«Mf.fc|f.ftmn^-f| j |~|^ Funber. (be Mlvotiir-

Siem of tobacco producu near ichooli must be lestrKicd

SEC 1 To accomplish the yoalim forth in Section I ihe People enact thii measure to prottde for the oatewide regylaoon of pnoking m rcnaurant^ other pubbc ptKO and ite wtat-

place. a(K) for uaiew idr iTttnojons on the marteung ar^ diimbin>an of uibacxo praducu through the regulation of lakt to 1^

lAf near ichool groundi

SEC 3 Thai aci thai! be known and ma) be oied as Ihe Cilifonua Uniform TotactoCoMnri Act-

SEC 4 DivtiKNi 10 tcommenang with Section ZSSOO) it added to the Bunnell mm! Profeuiam Code, lo read.

DTVISION 10 R£CIAAT»ON OF SMOKING

CHAFTER I GENERAL PROVISIONS

23800 For purpoMi of ihiidiviiion. Ihr foDowinj deriiunom thai! apply

(ai -ASHRaE Standard 62 1919" meant the Mar^iard >pfn>*cd by the American Sotfcty of Heacing Refngcrrcni and Aii-CondaixmingEngUMcrv Inc m 19t9 a* ASHRaE Siandwd
63-1989. -Ventilation (or Accepubto Indoor Air Qualiiy" and approved by the AmcTKWt Nauonal Starvlardi buotuie m 1991 T^ nandardii al»ode»)gnled''ANSl/ASHRA£62-l989-

(b) 'Bar' meant an area thai IS devottd to the lervtcc of alcoitolK beverages for cnuumption on the premise* and in which the lemni of food if any. u modcMal to iIk cofuunqiuaa of
alcoholic beverages Whiten a bar is located within a bwildin| incsn]ui>cuanwnh another use. including, but noi bautcd to. a rmauraiu. ortly ifae area laed pnnwnly foi the coeMimpuon ol alcD-

taolic brvcnges chaJI conoitutc • bar Tfae dinmi ares ihall ooi oanauiiM a bar. even though alcohoUc beverages nay be lerved itcnin

(c) "Tnvr office" meant a room wuhui a bmldmi ta wfaich bo morr than one penon worti thai ii tneloMwi hy IWot in
eril.f>g w^jU ytnf m ijprn*^ ^"

fd) -publK place' means any oickmd indoor area open lo ihe general pubtK. lacludiag- but aoi hnnted lo. a tbefler. cdncaoonal fanbry. beahh faobty. rcttil KTviea ca^lishnKBL
mail food production and martei csuNithmau. gynmauum. heahh tpa. bbrvy . nuiacuB and gallery ^ubbc place" does bcm otthide a wortplsz. nnamM. or bar

(c> "Reuaurani' means any coTeeshop cafeteria thon -ardrr cafe hincheongne. dawei. landwich shop •odafoomain andany ollKTcaDDgc*iabbihmeni wtwehg)vc>,KlU.ocoffcnr(«
aale food lo the geitera) public for oootumpuon on the premitei tLauunm' does rtet include a 1w~ as defiiwd in this «ct>ao

(f) 'U'adplatf'mcansany enclosed indoor arum which one ormort UMfavsduali are employed on a fult-ume basis and lo which the genera) public does boi have aoceu.cioept by tpc-
ciTk utvsiaiKin Noiwithuanding the preceding lemencc. ~workpiace~ does dm include a pnson. >ail or at>» conectiOAal facility and doci Ml include a w«rl area m a pnvaie reudenoe other

ttsan a bootted (anuly day care home dunng ru botn 0^ opentioe and in thOK areas wten chilAes« prcaeat

CHATTER 2 RESTAURANTS

23806 Smoking is prohibited in any tenauniu. eicepi at taherMte prtivided m dut chapter

25808 <a} TV prohibition of Section 23106 ihall mi apply to any rcaaaram to wfcich both of die followiagappty

(I) Smoking It confined lo designated areas not eueedifl| Uperccatof the aeaung capacity

(i) VoMiUtion IS provKled in accordance with the recoRunended vemiUuon rales tpeofied for diBiag raomi and dfcMfia* ia Tabk 2 cf ASHRAE Sundard 62- 1989 a* ib aocortewc
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*ilS tttt requurnvMi of (he indunr u'qiMln) pnvcduTT dcM.'ntodin ASHKAE Sund*fd63 19119 If • rciuurwti elects toprovxk vcrKjIsiMin maccOTducc wuk^tputgnfit.^ muunm
ihallherponihr pnnuvi wniwrtceniricAiton. provided ii luttoncc aytMiby the conmctor whomwnuint ihc venulsnon tyuem. thai thctyvunecttdtc applicable pfwwn^ of

ASHRAt SundtfdtO |9«9

(b) Afi> rcujurmm permitLnf tmoiinp \haDpoii tiifnon theeitenor crflhcbwildmi a) cacti ptnm of pwblK entrance aating thar finokiBi and Mn-amoluDi aectiom« ««ttlabk

25KI0 TVprahibtuonof Secuon 23KUt> thai) oot appl) lorrmnu mrcUauranu facinf used for pnvate function*

23SI^ NfHhmf in khiicKaptfr (hall be cntwucd to prrveni ifir owner of any muurani fnm prolub«(jn| unukjni eniinl> on any pnmtm uMkr hit at^ csniro)

CMATTER > WORKin_ACES

25SU Smoim; u prohibiied in any weriplace.etcvpiaioihcnviK pfnvvkdin ihikcKaptei

25116 (a> TheprahibiiianafScct>on3)8l4ihalliMMBppl> to any workplace thai 11 any of the follmnnf

(t| An) pn%aif orTtct or. wiihthr con^eniof alloccupanu. any confertnre room if ventilation it provtdcd to thai ofTicc or room in accordance with the iHwnunended vanlaiKm raiei

ferried for office* in Tahle 2or ASH(lAESiafHUrdbM989ar in accofdancc with the nquirementi of the indoor ati quality procedurr dcMmboI in ASHRAESiandanl 62-1919

(2) Any employee cafeicna where imolmf n conAnrd lo a'iinf Ic area not cicceding 23 pcrceni of (he icaung capacity of the cafetcna. and «cntilai>on u provided in Kcavdance »iih ite

irconuneKlex) vcnulaiionniei tpeciTKi] fordimnf roonii and cafeimai id Table 2of ASHRAE Standard 62 I989ar in accordance with the requiremenu of the indoor air quabty procedure
dcwnbed in ASHRAE Suf>dard 62 I9B9

<3) Deufnaiedtmoking lounges if venulaiton is provided in accordance with the rcccmmertded venulation run tpecified for unoLing lowrtfct in Table 2of ASHRAEStaKlaid62'l9S9
or in acconiarice »iih the requirement of the indoor airqualtly procedure dricnbed in ASHRAE Standard 62- 1989

fbl If an employer elecu lo provide ventilaiion in accordance with lubdiviuon (a>. the employer ihaJI kc«p on the premiics a wnocn ocniftcauaa, provided least once a year by U» con-

tractor who matntaint the veniilatjcn lyrirm. that the tyticm mccu the applicable provuKmt of ASKRaE Standard 62-1989

258 1 8 Srrwkjnf » prohibited in any company vehicle unleu all thow preieiH in the vehKic conieni

25820 Nothing in this chapter ihall beconiuued to prevent an employeT from prohibtung tmo^jng entirely on any prenuiesui^eihisslmooaool.

CHAPTER 4 PUBUC PLACES

25822 Smokjnf; ti prohibited tn any pubbc place, except as otherwiie provided in thii chapter

25824 SmoLing may be pcrnuncd in no more than 25 pcrceni of the concoune area of any bowling alley and the lobby areas of any bnel, amel or other lodpog f^nliiy

25826 The prohibiuon of Section 25S22 ihall not apply to any of the following places

(a) Hole) arMJ moiel nxMm rented lo guens. imleis they are dcugnaied non-uitoking roomi by management

fh) EuaMishmcrus devoted pnmanly to the retail taleoTiobaccoproducuor to theopcmionsof a manufariurer of lob^co producu

(c) Hotel and motet conference or meeung roonu. and public aaiipn^ ate assembly rooms, while (hcie places an being used for private fuaciMru

Id I Gaming clubs registered punuani to Chapter 5 (commencing wiib Sccvon l98COiof Ovmon 8. facilities uKd to conduci btngo games punuant lo Section 326Jof tfehitalCode.

racctncLs. artd private boics and sepante imolung lounges in indoor and outdoor tpons arenas

25828 Nothing in this chapter shall be consvued to preveni (he owaei <* leuee of any pubbc place from prohibiung tmokjfig entuety od any premise* unleT hii or ber cmrol

CHAPTERS SIGNS

25836 Sntokjng and non-imoijng areas designated pursuant io this division shall be clearly indicated by the posting of signs

CHAPTER 6 VENDING MACHINES

25M0 It IS unlawful to fell tobacco producu at mail through a vending machine unless (he vending machine is located ui ooe of the foUowtBg aicaa:

<bI In an area of I faciory. business officcor other place thai is not open to the general public

<b) Oiany public premises, as defined in Section 25039. to which pcnons under the age of 21 years are dertted aoceu punuani to Secoon 25665

(c) Ob other premites to which pervMu under the age of 1 8 yean are not pemuiied acoeu

fdi In any other place but only if the machine is operated by tbe activation of an electronic twitch by the licensee, or by an employee of tbe bcettsee.prtor to each purchase

25ft42 The person babic for a violaLon of Section 25840 is the person authormng the installation or placcmeni of the tobKCO producu vending oMchiae upon preraiicsk <v the raan-

agetorotherwiiecontrolsanduftdeTcnTtimtunEtt in which he or she has knowledge, or otherwise ihouU have froundi for kn^ vKiaooo

CHAPTER? BOJJOARDS

25BA4 No person shall advertise or cauie to be advertised tobacco products on any outdoor billboard located within 500 feet of any public or ^\»u eletnentary tchool j^uor high
achool. or high tchool This prohibition shall ikk apply to advertisements erected or maintainca! ai ttrcei kvel and afTi&ed to business estabbshmeiitsictbngiobncxn

CHArrER8 ENFORCEMENT

25850 TV provisions of Chapter 3 (hall be contidered occupational lafety arid health nandanb under the California OcnpntNcial Safety and Health Act of 1973 as aroeBded and shall

be enforoed as nandaids under thai act

25S52 Eaccptas provided in section 25850. every person who smokes in vioUuon of this division every pcnon incfaarte of place wtere BBokiog isprohibtied by thisAvuion who

knowingly permiis imoljng in viotabon of this division every person who fails to pou sign required by ihti division arvl every pervm who violates an > other prohibiQon in thn division shall

be ftulty of an infraction punishable by a fine not tociceedone hundred dollan (SI 00) for firv vK>taiion by afiite net ioeioeedrwohufMlreddoUan((200) foratecond violaDcn within one

ye«r. or by a fine not to exceed five hundred dollan (S500l for a third violauoo and for each subsequent violauon within orv year

SEC S AAicle 1 of Qtapier 10 8 (commemng with Section 25940) of Dinsran 20 of Itv Health and Safety Cty^f u

SEC 6 Section 25949 6 of dte Health BiMl Safety Code IS repeated

SECT SecDoo 308 of tlK Penal Code u amended to read
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Mft liMli E*rf> pcrwM. finn or cnrpnfWKmihMkiMm'inily tcHk. fivet- Of »«>>»•)' fwrniihctlOBnothrrpcfMn who »«ndcTU» Iff of IIy^
pifwn CT W) Mtirt fwrpsiVinn ol tohwro n an; nhn intwrnrm a pstaphcnulii ihsi it. dnirnrd fn ihr unnlinf or Mftmttn ol lahacre. ptMSucu pte;«rM) from lotiMxo, « » controlkid

twtHUnrr n urit}pr< tnrilhrt •rnmina) kimw for a mtulrmetnnr or lo anvil kww. hrrvfhi by •ai) •ncm>. • county countfl at tfiUnct Murnry. punithahlr tr> • ftrir rrffiii kmuin d Jtit

tarvlSVltiftwariru vMtla»oA.oncihm\anddi>llar\fSI.(lllll(oiaiecnnd violaifnn
--'----

y-j- n^jf^p frTl -irfm r r ii [fmi iml iliiirin rlT.fTtnijfm i tfmj liiitBinii ii^n ii ii jiiji (4

ritritfcMidvKdMMn. wkdi«othuwi«M)il>*IUrt.ll?.UJUi(ti(vi)r vtolaiinnwith'fiiworeanof i nolatton uibkcqurm to the third vtoUtson

(?> A ftnr im|«>s<d<w« prrvwi. rirm, Mcnrrmmmn •ot a vratkiion of ihik tuhdivittoA thai tttfin\ vtolaiKwor tfwioc-un nore than two ycarvthn any oOter noUiunrfttin wbdivnion
ihaH hr KatteOanianv wKr^ucni \KilatHinnf l^l^ MiUiivikionihallbr deemed a Tmi violaiioA if Ihr prnon, firm, or corpnraDnn clearly euaMi\hct thai ht.itx.a iiacieo m fond (u J) u> pre
vrm ihr vK>lai»onand ihM ihr violaixwi iKTufmJ de^ir Ihr cacrcikr otdur dilifrncr by the person. Urm.oi corporaiion For pwrpotet of (hit pvifraph. a penon. firm, v avpcrvjon dull be

deemed u> hate everriteddyrdi'ifrnrt if the ptnem firm, oi corfioratian cofn|^ie« wiUi wMmtroniidiandlc)

^^^ Nn« ithvianjifif SectinA I4M fw any oUiet pmvmon of bv, 25 perceni of each civil andcnnunal penahy colkcicd purvtafM to Ihit awMiviuon ihall be pud to the gffnr of tfw city

anmr) touni> mmvl ew divino aitontry . «hnevri n fnponuble for bnnginf ihr tuccritM acnon and 25 perceiM of each avtl and cnrmnal penally eollecicd punuant id te ntiAviuoB
hall he pa>J to tiic ni> or couni> fn thr adminittration and coti of the conunwniiy aervicz wort ccmponeni provided in lubdiviuoa (c)

i4i Ptnil thai BdekrhUni cm hi^or hri employee or grni.dtmandcd, wv thnwn. and rcaionahty relied ufnn evidence of na^onty thall be a defeme to any action branfli pvrwaM lo

Chi\ Mihdit-i^im Etidenrr oj manwiit of apervmivafactimileof or arcauruMc likenei^ of a dDCumcni uMicdby a federal, naie. county, or inunicipal fovemmenL or luhAvtuan or afcncy
lliemf. inrlwdiftf bwi km hmncd Uk t mram vthick onerMor*» Ikcaw. a rcgiunuon cemftcair nwed under the federal Sclecuve Service Act ( an idenuricaiioa card iiwed » a ^rmbei of

ritr armed fm-r«

fb> for purrr«v\ of ihi^ tenion the person liaMe for telling or himiihinf tohaccr fxuAxru u> nwnon by a tobacco prrMlucu vending machine (hall be ihr penon authcrta^ Ae nualla-

Iton or plarrtnrM of thr inbaf en kendini machine upon premium he or the min£|tei a orherM-tK conuoli and under ctrrumuancet in which he or the hu btowledje. or ihowU cAcrwiie have

fRiund> !( kwm kd(r. thai thr lonacco praiwcu vending machine »ill be wuliiod by minon

Ul E»rT> pervm urtdei the aft of IK yesi who purctiawi or recnvct any lohacco, cigKrrttc.ora-Vfne papef\.orafty other prrpvauon of tobacco, or aiyadwrinmBni or pwipher-
aha lAsi it drupned lor the tmoLinf of tobacco, products pr^ared fmn lobacco, or My eenmiled wbuance shall, opon convKtion. be punithed by i Turn of ri«< hundred doBvi fUOOi or 100
houTi of contmub't) »eo ice wori

fd) E'-ery [VTVM firm, or torporiuon that lelhordeal* iniohaccoor any prrp&niion thereof, (hall post contpicuously and keep to poned w Uv Imt. or tfieir ^acc of biaacu. cKh
peim of purchai^ BiJunthe prvmiKi a ii|r< no tmalkr ihanB 1/2 by I) inches naunj the foiipwui* mno (malta than 28 poimtype.

NOTICE — SECTION X» OF THE PENAL CODE PHOHian^ T>re SALE Of TOBACCO WODWrrS TO PERSONS UNDER 18YE^
TOBACCO PSODUCTS B Y PERSONS UNDER 1 8 YEARS OF ACE

An> penon fajtinf todoio that! upon convtcuonbe puiuOtcdby trine of one hundred dcdIanfSIOOt foe the fimoO'enieaad two hunikBddoUan(S2O0| for each (ucoaAai vMlauoaof
^i pn>t luon or t*f imprikonment foi not more than K> lay t

TV SccTCUry of State »* hereby auihorued lo have printed tufncieni copin of this aci lo cnaMe him or ho to funusb dealers in lobacco wilbcopm chereof upon itmr nquen for the

(Ci Ever> peTMm. firm or corpomon that lelU. or dealt in tc6acco or any prrp«>xtion thereof, (hall BOOfyeacti individual employed by the penon. ftfn. or corponbon ai mail talci

ckri thai uaie U« prohibiii thr take of tobai:co products to any perwM>ur>de> 18 ycanof agr ano ihe pwrhaicof lofcaccopraOucU by any penon under 18 yeanof afc Thuwocr iball be pro-
vided before the indi^idoaJ commencei wort as a retail lalesctcri o> in the case of an individual employed as a mail ttic cleri on the dau whet) this (ubdivuion becomes operao^e wiifun 30

days of that date The indi^^ual shall vipnify ihai he or she ha.^ received the noiKe m]x.'ircd by this tubdivision b) Kfnin ' a form oating as follows 1 undersund ihai nair la* ^rahibiu the

ialr of tobacco products lo persons undci the «/r of 18 and the purchase oluAacroproa^tCL- by penoru jndcr ihe age of 16 1 prwiuse.ai »eor*lrt>o«of my trnpioyincm to ofciervt this la»
"

Each form signed b> anindnidu^ shall indicau thr dair of s>p^aIure TV employer vhal) retain the form signed by e*ch individual employed as axeiail tateiclerl unbi iX^yi afierthe ind)-

vkdual hai lefi theempkyyo s employ Any employer failing to comply with the reqi'irementi of thJi (ubdi-.isjon with rf-.pcct to any employee ihall upon corocnon be puiDsivd by t fine of

one hundred dotlir^ iSIOOiforthe fmi offense and rwo hundred doJlan(S?00)foccacf. wcceediAg vioUt»on of this MiSJivuioruor by tiopruoomeoi for dm mere than 30d»vs

(fl for purposes of deiemumng the liabihiy of persons, hraa. or corporsuons controltin| fnnchiies or business openboai in mahipk locaboiu for (be teoood and n/^inpru noUootts
of ihis lectioo each indui<h:a! franchise or business locauon shall br deemed t leparwe rnuiy

(f I Inaddtuor lo other effuru to ensure compliance with this lecuon. every county ihenff. city pobce chief, aid Olher bead of a law enfaeccmeM agency reipansiblr for eafomnf fubdi'

vision isi shall ai kasi annualU cortduci unaniKMtKed inspect>ons a nndomly srkcied kxations where lobacco products arc toid or distribuied A penon urder the agr of II ersay br employed
loteti compliukce «-iih subdivision (a) only if the testing is conducted under ihc direci supervision of a peace ofTtcrr acting within the icopeof his or her ofTtoal duties arMj^nocDparenuJ' con-
tent for the perwjni panic tpauon ha* been obtained Eicepta< provided in this subdivision, every penoo who for the purpose of trsungcompliuice of another with tubdi^iBon it t soUou
employs or oihen>t>c aides a minor in the purcha^ or aitenpied purchase of any wbacco ctgarrae.or ngarrtte papers, or any oiher prcpwauon of ubncco. or any oihet lasBtaenor pvaphei-
Mlii thai IS designed for die smokjng of tobacco producu prerwmj from io6icco. or a convoUed wboance. it fuihy of a misdenKanor

fh) TV Anovney General shall prepare for Hibm.ssion annuaBy lo die Secretary of Ihe Unned States Deparpneai of Heahh and Htanan Services die lepow wquiied by SecaaBl926of

Subpan II of Pan B of TiUc XIX of the federal PuMk Health Scrvica Aci (42 U S C Sec )00i-26r

SEC S Cofttiticni with thr rinding in S«cUon I of thit an. the hop;; find and decW* ti\a* (hr neoj for unifom Mairwidr rvgulaiion. m mi fonh ui tk« act. u • maryr «/m n irii con-
cern and ::rufnrm siaiewidc regulaiion of smoking m pwMic places, bars rcttauranu and workplaces, as well as Ihe tale, dtstnbubon. Mlveniting tampltng. promotion or (faspU> of tobKCO

peadwct> IS required u> maximize ^Mic twarenew of and compliance withihii aci and is wanamed becaww these activii»es db not vary from cotmry to county oraiy tociry Thuact shall

apply. wilhotA hmiuiion, toaniy ctwrny, and cny and covnty.mchKlingachanerciiy charter county or chancreity and county It tttV Peopkstnteni to regulate tfietufe^ toaaer of this

•CI comprehensively vtd to occupy the field to the eiclusionof local action Notwithstanding any other provision of law. no ordinance or reguLauonof any my, county, city tad tntniy inciud-

ng • charUT oiy charter county or charter city andcouniy <v other poliuca) wMitision of this siaie. or any '•ocilordmarce or regulation adopted by the uieof an uubUivt « other baJlotraea-

tare thall m any way anempt to regvlne the tak ditmbwoon. advemung tampl<r.g- promotion, or dtiplay of wfaacco products or tnokiBg in puNic plvei. icnauraMs, bw or worlplMXs

SEC 9 TV amendment of Section W9 of the Penal Code by this act shall not be consCwed to in any way affect other narutory prohibiOons before or hereafter cttannd on tte Asoibuooe

gfcenirolkdtabstaiKepanpVmBl'iioinirwnorpouetuonof tuchparephemala including bt/l on bmned to. Sectxini 11364. M>64JaM) 11364 7 of tfv Health and Sa^ Code

SEC 10 Thitacimay be anteodedby anatutepaitedby ttwo-durds voieof the membenlupofcacbhotneof iheLcfislaon

SEC II If any prmsion of this act or lu application to any peraon or ctrcumitarMzr It Vlduiva)id.dui ihall Ml affect ailW|VOvi»Kii» or ippbcab^
wtthoui thr invalid applicauen and to this enii the prt>vistoni of tV an are teverabk

SEC 12 This an than become cffecvveonihcfim day ofjoly of Ihe year roUowia|iueaactnKM
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Mr. Waxman. And by the way, I do support uniform regulations
so that we don't have one jurisdiction with one law and another ju-
risdiction with another or one business that tries to do something
voluntarily, being placed at a competitive disadvantage. That's why
I introduced H.R. 3434. That bill would say that smokers have the

right to smoke in separately ventilated areas.
I would like to ask each of you to look at that legislation. If you

really are sincere in your statement that you want to give smokers
a choice to continue to smoke, you certainly ought to give those
who don't want to smoke the choice not to have to breathe in some-
one else's tobacco smoke. I would add that this is especially impor-
tant in light of the information from the Surgeons General back to

the Nixon administration as well as the present Surgeon Greneral
and the Administrator of the Environmental Protection Agency,
that ETS is not just a nuisance, but a threat to health.
Mr. Campbell, earlier you admitted that Dr. DeNoble's work was

part of developing analogues that were reenforcing, but did not
have peripheral effects. What was the point of this work, do you
know?
Mr. Campbell. I've tried to study up on it in general terms, but

my colleague, Dr. Ellis, can be more specific, if you don't mind. Is

that all right?
Mr. Waxman. Sure. Let's hear from her.

Ms. Ellis. As you've already indicated, it's very important for a
consumer products company to understand its product. The work
that we have undertaken is—^the goal of it was to do just that. The
goal of the comparative psychology program and the nicotine ana-

log program was to understand the cigarette and the product and
to be able to deal with the issues and the opportunities that we
might get from that. The program actually started in 1965.
Mr. Waxman. Why would you look at those analogues? Were you

tr3dng to develop a compound that would mimic or take the place
of and act as a substitute for nicotine?
Ms. Ellis. We were looking at nicotine biochemistry, nicotine ef-

fects, and nicotine effects in a number of different industries. Our
first interaction was with pharmaceutical companies and they did
a lot of screening for us on all effects of these analogues, including
agricultural uses.

Mr. Waxman. Were you trying to see if the analogues were
reenforcing?
Ms. Ellis. We were trying to look at the CNS effects of some of

the analogues, yes.
Mr. Waxman. CNS means?
Ms. Ellis. Central nervous system.
Mr. Waxman. Were you trying to find a nicotine substitute that

wouldn't adversely affect the heart or any other part of the body?
Ms. Ellis. If there were some in that category, definitely.
Mr. Waxman. Thank you very much. Mr. Johnston, let me ask

you about RJR's process for nicotine control. Specifically, do you
monitor the nicotine levels in the tobacco leaves you use to make
cigarettes?
Mr. James Johnston. Yes, we do.

Mr. Waxman. Speak into the mike. The answer is?

Mr. James Johnston. Yes, Mr. Chairman, we do.
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Mr. Waxman. How carefully do you monitor nicotine and alka-

loids during the production process? Could you identify each step

during the production process, starting with the harvesting of the

tobacco, at which RJR measures or otherwise monitors the nicotine

or alkaloid levels in cigarettes?
Mr. James Johnston. Let me ask one of my associates if they

can better answer that than I.

Mr. SCHINDLER. Could you repeat the question?
Mr. Waxman. What I want to know is how carefully you monitor

nicotine and alkaloids during the production process, starting with
the harvesting of the tobacco and other measures to monitor the
nicotine or alkaloid levels in cigarettes?
Mr. SCHINDLER. In our stemery, which is where we take the leaf

after we bring it in from the market, where we process the leaf to

separate stems from the end product we call strips, we take sam-

ples of the bale of tobacco, of stripped tobacco, and identify sugars
and nicotine level in those bales of tobacco.

From there, they are then moved to various storage sheds and
they could be stored anywhere from 18 months to 2 years or so be-

fore they're actually used in the production process. The nicotine

level and the sugars are identified in each of those bales.

Mr. Waxman. What use do you make of these measurements in

the design and manufacture of cigarettes?
Mr. SCHINDLER, Our cigarettes are designed to deliver a tar level

and a taste to our consumers. Part of the taste profile is related

to the nicotine. I don't know if you remember earlier I talked about
how the moisture or the rainfall in a given year will determine the
concentration of the nicotine in a leaf.

For example, in a year that's dry, you'll have a smaller leaf.

You'll have the same weight of nicotine, but it will be on a smaller
leaf and that has a much more bitter sharp taste to it. Because it's

an agricultural product, it varies over the years. So the nicotine

helps, in terms of its concentration, for the blending process to de-

termine its smoothness and in terms of the target taste profile in

the end product.
Mr. Waxman. Mr. Johnston, given RJR's interest in quality con-

trol, is there a point in the manufacturing process where nicotine

which is lost due to processing is restored and could you identify
each of the manufacturing procedures utilized by your company to

adjust upwards, however incrementally, the nicotine level of your
product?
Mr. SCHINDLER. Yes.
Mr. Waxman. I'm sorry.
Mr. SCHINDLER. We do not restore any nicotine anywhere in our

process. We lose nicotine in the process. We lose nicotine, for exam-

ple, in the reconstituted sheet process, which handles the bj^rod-
ucts from that stemery that I just discussed. Typically, the byprod-
ucts that enter into the reconstituted sheet process might have 1

percent nicotine and by the time they finish the reconstituted sheet

process, they would be at 0.85. There's somewhere around a 10 or
15 percent loss there.

So, generally, throughout the process, from the time we take our
tobacco in, you will find a loss of nicotine and no where in that

process is any nicotine being incrementally added into the process.
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I would like to point out that in previous answers to questions
earlier, there was discussion about alcohol
Mr. Waxman. That was mentioned in previous testimony and

that's a minute amount. Is that correct?
Mr. SCHINDLER. Pardon me?
Mr. Waxman. That's a minute amount.
Mr. SCHINDLER. Yes. Minute.
Mr. Waxman. Let me just ask the others, and I'm going to ask

you to submit this for the record, we would like to know each step
during the production process where you monitor for nicotine, the
nicotine or the alkaloids from the harvesting of the tobacco to the

cigarettes themselves, the level in cigarettes. We'd also like to
know whether there's a point in the manufacturing process where
nicotine which is lost due to processing is restored, if you would all

submit that for the record.

Also, identify each of the manufacturing procedures utilized by
your company to adjust upwards, however incrementally, the nico-
tine level of your product.
Then I would ask each of you this question. Other than through

blending or reconstitution, there are other methods that have been
described for changing nicotine levels, using tobacco extract with
nicotine or spraying on the tobacco or adding it to the filter or add-

ing it to the paper or designing the filter so more nicotine gets to

the smoker. I'd like to know which of these methods have you actu-

ally conducted research on and which of these methods are you ac-

tually using and which of these methods have you ever used in the

past. Perhaps you can respond to that question.
We will ask you to submit that for the record, as well, rather

than go through that now. We think it's important. Now, I'm as-

suming, since no one is standing up and saying no, that you're all

going to cooperate and give us the answers to those points. Does
anybody disagree?
Mr. Sandefur. Mr. Chairman, the explanation for the processing

and measuring nicotine that Mr. Schindler outlined that R.J. Reyn-
olds used is the same for my company.
Mr. Waxman, Perhaps you can tell us that for the record in writ-

ing. That shouldn't be any difficulty for you to put down. Has RJR
done studies on how much nicotine is actually received by the
smoker?
Mr. James Johnston. Yes, Mr. Chairman. I brought that to your

attention earlier. That is very limited information, but I think it

could be of value to this committee in understanding the predictive
value of the FTC.
Mr. Waxman. Can you make that available to us?
Mr. James Johnston. I would ask you if you would take that in-

formation.

[The information follows:]
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smokers. These cigarette categories had mean FTC nicotine yields of O.U. 0.49, 0,67 and 1.13

mg/ctgareac, respectively. The subjects smoked ad libitum their usual brand of cigarette and submittol

a 24 h urine sample for total nicotine upta.ke analysis over a period where the number of cigarettes

smoked was racorded. Nicotbe uptake was determined by monitonng urinary nicotine and its

metabolites, including the glucuronide conjugates. Daily nicotine uptake was 9 I ± 7J mg (range 1-21

mg) for IMG, 19.2 ± lO.O mg (range 4-42 mg) for ULT, 21.8 ± 9.4 mg (range 13-38 mg) for FFLT,
and 37. 1 ± H.4 mg (range 21-60 mg) far FF smokers; on a per cigarette basis this equated to 0.23 i

0.11, 0.56 ± 0.23, 0.60 i 0.18, and 1.19 ± 0.43 mg nicotine, respectively. .Mthough the number of

subjects in each group is limited, tneana for the different groups showed that lower FTC yield

cigarettes result in not only leaa nicotine uf)take per 24 h period, but aUo per cig&rette smoked. These

data .suuucst that nicotine uptake is a function of individual smoking behavior within product design

limits. We conclude from these data that, while FTC yield cannot prfcciscly predict nicotine uptake for

an mdividuai smoker, it is useful in predicting and comparing actual nicotine uptake by smolccrs who
select cigareliM with a particulai' FTC yield
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ABSTflftCT:

Urtnarr nlo«*n» mf6«lte aulpul »<•• pn>fl«0 (or 11 Mnokara Mho

•(n*4<*4 ttt«b r*g«lar eljarvM* bnn^a *^ MJrum. Th<rm**^«y Hquld

c>v<Mn*ts9r«phy/ma«< «p»c1ro<n«bv "«« u**^ *" in«jii»»f Hle«iln»

and aiflM RMtabolltca. hdutfng oluevnxiitlA r.anJuoi«*< al nlc<]4in«,

CQtlnln*, and Crant-S'-hyctvxycotinlx* Itat wme dalamilned Indu

focty uiing ainrnM li)rdro*r<<L TTist* imuKi ««.•• ut*d la ostimata

an ittrag*, ilMdy-fltats ooneentritlon In a 24-tir urine •amota

during «d Wftuni amoklng am) io iiteia Vittrtndirklval variaWMy in

ttM ticrtHon of thaaa mataboWw Tha varfeUMy In ab>«Ju(« amouM

among tti» nh« antlylM rangMl fmn 3S to 70% tor thsie invokore.

Tlw glucurwilde con^ugcMa constitutad an anrag* o( 29% ot aX

urinary nmaoouM* monitored In Mi atudr. b'jnt-.J'-rtydroiycDiMna
In ttn ti«a (o«m oomoonca tne liro«<i aIngN mttiborita In anvotcat*'

uiina, witti an anrag* ol 33% or tne (oUL Tn* tixnt at nkotVia
m«UboltM detenninad hare mn nqr cKns la Ui« r^eoaral Trade
Commlnton jrMda c* Naa^nt <or iha favil numtnr o( cigarsnet
tmo4ad by «M4* «w> ) a«t« 4u><f«3 lh» utlrx eoltoatfvti Inlwntitf. TfWM
r«euHt tndlceaa dMi imrgt ptopartisn ol «»• niaadrw abaorbod wM«
tmoklns can b« accouaed lor urinary melifcott** af n4o««lne,

including |>ucuronld« conjuotiea o4 r.loatlne, eaUnkxt, and (nne-3'.

hrdroiyco«n«n«.

Alifaough oicotiac dispasitioa in smokefi t)u be«n studied for

deoides with a aamber of mctaboUto reported ( I X t^e atnlity to

account for all of ifaa nicotine ibmrbocl by smokcis hai been

diiliaih becauce of a iack of undcratnttdins of what Ibc major
mctabolitei ace and how they vxry from one individual to the

next. SlJCh an utKterstandiag ic nf particular iroporttso* for

bioasnys (hat atiantify exDOfuic to xcnobtoiics like cicotine <2,

3). Pivgresi In anahflical inetbodolojy hai made it patsible to

dctennine in biological fluids metabolites of nicotine tiiat have

a wide range of polarity. The nelativdy nwcm detentiination of

a major tnetabolite, fta«>3'-h>ilroxycotinir>e (4, 5), aixJ die

reports ofglueuiooide coojupita of oicotioe, cstioiae, and iraru-

3'-hydroxycotinine (6-9) have ag lificamly improved the poten-

tial (be quantlfjicg nicotine absorptioa in Sfflokert.

Many analytical taettods JUCB as GC (10), GC/MS (11),

HPLC (I), and cnzyrae-linlted IraniunosortJeot aissyj (12) havt:

bead utititod to nooitor the distrlbutloa of tiicotJne and its

metaboUtea in biological fluids. HfLC with UV and ndlomctiic

deteetiOD (!) U putioolariy usofol for dclcfmimng mosi bxlaiice

from administered csdioiabeled nicolioe. However, :t ia not

practical to introdtiee radiolabeled nicotine into unoken wtio

are absortang nicotine u'bile tmolang their regular brand* ad
tibitiwi.

We have dcmonstrited the uulilv of a thermoa>niy LC/MS
method for determining nicotine and many cf it'; metabolitcs-in

the nrine of human smokers, including the major metabolites

»ra«-3'-hydroxyootinine and cotinine ( 1 3) and glucuronide con-

jtigate* of tilootiac, tnBrLf-3'-hydroxycodnine, and cotinine (8).

The major advaniagca of ihermospray LC/MS are its ability to

determine all major iud several iiiinoi nicolioe mctabolilcs in a

aogl* chfomatogrAphic run Without dtrivariiatifm techniques.

S«fKj rWxVil rmtia»ml» u, Or dtrj n 9,™ rnainnooiu.)y otrlaon, R J

•lorroui Torvaoco CotKDanv. Bu»ono WO-} wi"tv»> .Sjii.il kg ?"oe

This study examines the amount and distiibutioa of urinary
nlooiinc mKaboUUa among i J smokers wbo imoked their rsj-
ular cigarette hrands j4 liiltum. hficoxioe and eight metabolites

are moflitoicd using thennospray LC/MS, including traiU'V-

hydrorycDtiniix; eotJoiat, alcotlxie-/V.oxVle, cotiniiie-^'-ojcide,

demethylcatiAiac, and the iliree gluuiironlde conjtigstes de-

torib«d previotoiy. By lookjoc it these mqjor metabOll(£S in 24-

hr urine nmplw of 1 1 anioken, a survey of nicotine (lispositlon

um be coottructad to define an average, rteady-itste comxncra-

tion doting ad libitam nnoking and aeoeM iotcrindividual vati-

atality in the excrritinn of thece metaboUtec

Materials tad MellMdK

Mafnialt a;-)N!cotiBe and (-)eatinioe were purchased conu^e^
ciiUy (Slfeu Chemical Cs, St. Louii MO). Donetiiylootiinae <ta(

Jrnthaiird Ox our tjbontory b> I3f. George Neuralh (Inrtit^t fiir

Bloph«rtBai«nti*sh« MikroaAalfUk, Himtruig, PR.O). (mu-J'-Hydltrt-

ytotimae, nieatirK-r~V-euda, xai wenuc-V-owdc were ayntfaesUed

for our laboratory by Dr. Peter Crooks (UivivutUy oflCcoiuefcy, L«iae-

ton). AB samptet vrejt a.wsjed for parity hy GC/MS. t«ceot for niootine.

//'•cxide (whicti is thenruuiy casiaMe) ud fouad to be at least 99J%
ciirc ort)ettor based on wtil ion oitrtoL Thcnioo(iot-l '•A'.oiicle purity

wu iiaKsxd br LC/MS aod Ibund lo be 97.4%. Caiuune-meth/Wi was

purcluaarl avmaioidtlly (CMsbndec l«an>f>e LabontDry, Camht1<]|e,

MA) ind determiood lo be 98.4 jiom« (l«ii<ritia> by GC/MS. 0-

Glucuronidase from bovine liver (424.000 Fishimui uniu/t (olid) wu
purchased comniercjllr (Sijnu). HrtX>^r«dc methanol, inelhyfcne

chloride (Amencsui Buriick & Jsdaoo. Miulccioo, Ml), and hith-()urity

water (Mtni Q Flltrjnoa SjrjKn, MiUipoie Corponitioo, IledfaroL, M\)
«wc uKd *> lolTcnu. Rcogcm tf*^^ ttnmoniu.'n iccaic (Mallindcrodl,

Puif, KY) w«i uwJ to pnpnrc the b^iircr loluiJons.

Methods Sample P'tfiata/ion. S^mrtle pcepanAttoa wu by s sinipic

metluxl tint bis been described prrvioujlr (S, I H Urloe umcilai <••«>

ihawrd just prot lu use. Or/e-raUliliia iligucu wttt Irsnsfctrod to a

plajlc iiibe lo *hich <^u kl.VsI ir.tmal flundsrd (</|-cotinine in mctli-

aiiol) 11 appruilnijifir 2,000 t\fjn\ fli: simple wis Jcrilnfugw; it

l6.5fA-ro<-)f"in(Ep;)cn«iori'MM3;i.ls 3. eprrtxlorf CirnhK. HimhurR.
GtrtranvX :qO '"» .-nl of i»»e 5\ipcrr.«'.*ni .vis .-rrriyvcd tr> 1 I? *iM

19?
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nitCT cenlnfiigc nib« (Hiir.iii Imtrumfni Co, Wofaum, MA) ««d fofo*-

riKoTxl by ccairi/\icui<iT< uadcroit urae coaoiilani. Tea ralcrotlicn or

'.hi5 rillritc were lnj<ctcd In duplkaie ooto (he LC/MS lyitos.

i.C7A/i'. Th« tlxrmosnmy LC/MS method used ii i iBndific«tioo ol

M rcpnrUd m«tii<kl, w4w3ra tirin* il i(\)«cl*d dif^cliy onto • poifencr

lulrtini odunn for sqjintiaa of the mcuboUta (I >). In the modin-

cailon, tlK wjtcr/metlunol gridlefU bejltu »iih lOOX wiie/ tnd loa to

3(Wl metiunol a 3.1 rain. 4S% methanol it J min. ir.d firt« tt>«th«««il

jt i miA. PocioalUfnn Addition of 0.1 M Aaun.>niufn acciAle bufTec m

•cc<nI^p;uhc<i ••in) wato'/mcDvuiot "rcrwwd-giaOlcni" lu milch tnn
iir the anilytlcil colunui. Tlli pnovidc] I coniifleot compoiiiion of

water, mcthiooi. UKl amittonium tocuu (a Uie Ihemiaipray iotafUE.

Th£ fevenad-<iraili«nt tcchni^ua produooa a mor* coa«i*(«nt bajdioc

aad invirarcd icjTrodiKalnlity oTropoiue (br (h: varioai tatsy\t% (i).

ions monltorct] ror quantlUUcia nere m/t 163 (nicotlat iiid deitiethyl-

CJOtiiiiBt), 177 (oodtaae). 179 (ruoitincl'.W-oiiiS!), ItO (i<,<otii\ln«

iat^rnal ctaadard), a»d 1 91 (ootinJno-^-oKHla and (rciiu-3 '-hydraxyoQtin-

inc), with a dwell time cfO.U HC nir actl lOIL

Detmnination of Conjitsatu. Ift order to aaifltify elocuronide con-

jiUUlei in tmokcn' orinc urine mmpta were mxtci with ^^uouronl-
daao ( 1 4). ITrina tampkt were Tnt adjuttai tc pH 7.0 by addldOQ of 4

K NjOH nod exTf«t«d twict wWi eqatl volurocj of cnethyleoc cfaloridf

(o remove at mudi of th£ free metzbolhes xs ooiabte. AiDRuuunm
tixtats buflber (0J M) w« addad ta • Sral eoooentraLoa of OOi M
aoeui«. Tbe luiiptc wai adjostcd to pH 3,0, fdlil 4 N HQ. Fof cacll

umpic, trlpticalc 3 mi eliquou were lEmovcd tnd 3.i50 U fi-ilucurooi-

dax were idded (o eich. Somole* «<re iocuhued Car 24 hr ii 37'C, A

cemplc of th« 4xmoud uricc wm4 incubated under idcntjcai COOidilloai

without tlw addMoa of eniyme co rertiy ttui relezx oribe nciabolites

wu dtM to tbe eiuytnc Tlu imounl of free cietabolitea in liir cazymc*
lieattd taispla wu avengad for (ha tripUsalai. TIm amount of free

maabolilaa ia tbo control aanple tm isbiracicd ftom tills iven^ (0

dctcnnloe uie unaant of eaeb metiboUte that exUted u • gltJcuionide

coajuftUc.

Sakjactt. Elavao hMliliy laaU voluntaen, i<«d 29 to 47 )rcan and

waehios ISO z 24 (t> (mam ± iX>) wtio tiul vnokrd 12 to (0 Ctteroi

ctginnet per cax for it leaa 4 ytxa. were fluilied Vidds for ilieir unul

dffuette brxixl] ivcngcd \.CLi ±i i.Q (m«an i: SO) mg of *t«r' aod 0.6

± OJ m^ of oicouaa par cj^sireac aa detcnnic^ by ttzndanf FTC^

metixMologles (15). Smokett vrtrc uksd to tmote tbdr usual brmdi u
they would aarmilly 4o ortr a 24-hr peiiod. Thsy were ufccd to reacird

the exact nnmbae ot oifareftM Kookad duria|t this period. Tbe 24-br

uiiiw aunptea i«m cnUoelcd In Bertie IxsoKs «ad nored »t 0'-5X:

t)c<wtta cooeolon. Total 244r urioc voiome *ad urine pH woe meu-

'Aocmumno toM in: FTC, Fcderd Trada Ccnvxlntxx NlST, Nadonii

iniatua of 3tanaam and Tacrrolaay.

orcd immcdiaicj) aftor collccuoo. Crciilnlne was detcraUnod (roceyth

Laboratory Medicine, Wiaiion-Sakm, NCX and all nluei TeQ wtthia tbe

oormil nivee of0.6 to 2.8 t/24 hr. The amount of nia'wiac cadi amotar
itMort>«d wai ratimatAd by multiplytnj the number of d^xrctta tmokod
tiT 0>a 7i<ld or ntoottnc (mlllienmt (icr cl(arctlr), .u nxctdJy dcxcnntned
(Of out C^arUtc iKJnd hy the FTC m"hod (1 S I The atnouol ofatnortjod

nteotiac exarted in urine ai sKtalulit^ ww cilcuUiMl by multipljHaa
t^ total Aoi^wnt mea«ar«d Tor a^oh metabolite by the ratio of (he

molccvdar weigtro Of olcoUnc to the irtutxxiie.

vtndatioa (or CMlahw. llic method wa^ nUditui durint this jutty

foe COlinijte Oliltt NlST Reference Mufrvil «444, "CoOnine in Fraaaa-

Dried Urma' (16). Itefactooe Material 8444 aa^Xnra cotimoc m udae
at tw^ l<rrct>; appioxlmucly X tod 300 Oj/mL The Ueh itandixd 1:11

in the lower part of our calibrated nut Triolioite moasu/emenu inade

on thu (tiatcTiil cave a value of 445 ± 10 nrjvA, whicti i< -tfitittn IOCS of

Oi« NlfT noammtediai -rauc of 4!l] t*/- 10 ng/inl.

lUnItt

Trcxtment of urine umplee. which had been extncted with

mdhyknc cblorkk, wttb ;>-glucuranidase tnt^rcAied th; coacen-

iration df nicotine, cotinine. tnd .•rjTuJ'.liydimyeotinioe (fig.

I). Tbe combined selected ion chromslosram in lig.
\A b thai

Of unirtaied uiliK tnnected from an individual smokEr. Tbe
(raiu-} '.^ydroxycotioine, ootinine, and Dicolinc peaks ore dearlj'

diaocmiWe. The ctiromatogram in Og. ifl b ttie amc urine

nmpl; foUowing duplicate eztractiona at pH 7 aith metbyleiu
chlorid*. Mote than 90% of the ccttninc aod tiJootllK were

removed, but lesj than half of the £ra«-3'-hydroxycatintnc vrai

eztncted bee«ii«« of iU hj^lrophDicity. Tbe efaiomatogriin in (ig.

1 CshoiKi the same exoacted urioc utQple following ^-£luctiroa-

idue tieattoeat tx Dteviouily dociibed. Cooueatnlion of firee

nicodns, ootimiie, arid tnni-'i '-hydnxtycQtininc in die ezoaoed
nrine ioaeaied b? ^-dtictiroaidaM tresUnenc witli cotimce

tJiavring tbe gnateit {xtcmw. ITemsthylootiiiiae and ntcotino-

;v-oxide, as wen as ottier nicotine metabolite) wtndi were aol

detected in stnoloerc' uriae. did ixit v?^tu at glocuroaide oon-

jugatea within tfac detection limits of the metiiod (20 to 200 i]g/

ml). lactibatioiu of smolcers' urine uoder idcnticel conditk»u

vuith i2eat4ikActivat«d 9-sloe<jronidiac or ^-elucaimidax in tbe

preseDce of laccforolactoik: yieided no additionai nicouae, co-

tinine. Of (nntT-J'-hytlrozycotiiune.

Attcmpta to ideatify the gluaironlde (»nju^te$ la the mas
r^ocea that wonJd be eitsected were uniuoceofuL Analyiia of a

model gluouronide, «}-aaphthy{$iucui<otude, by thennoipny VC/

L ««KIJ.I^WE

S ii:f*CT1U^fie*,

C Ftttrt^^.tf^iiounYtf

L
Ca^i^i^^J fciocicd Ion ihnjmnrurrrjfnr 0/ ntcoflne (NfCj. ctXM/flc (t.(/T;. drtrf (rais-S' hy(lia,:ycain:rc i]HO for (4) */hDle unrv. (B)

'Txiramd U'inr ami (C) i*):(rnctfri unnc (olki^^irjf crni'^c -ruaimfltti
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MS uilng (lie conditions In this audy eave (M + NH4)* at m/i

13S. (M + NH. -
H,0)- »l m/z 320, an<S the gjucaronidc

iVasmcnt J« m/r 194 tint malchod the rcpoittd btliavlcr for tills

compound (17). T-<ro nitrofcn-containinj glucuronide», 8-hy-

•Iruxyquinolinc glucuronid« end <^«niinophflnyl gluwjronidc,

»»vc very ilrong (M + H)' iont M m/x 323 And 2«4, r««p«cl.iv«ly.

I'he »mounts of e»ch mcaiured tr.etibolit* excreted in « 2*-

hf urine sample an: lisw<l In tAbk 1 for tlie 1 1 unokfift The

variability of thtse ab«oiule «mo«inU in temu of the cotffioient

of •aruuion ra-Tics from 15% for tJimethylcoiiniDC to 70% (or

nicotine gjucuionide conjugate. The diitribtitsoi! of ihe major

ntctahotitcs (nicxitine, cotlnlne, aad (ranJ-S'-hydroiycoiioiue)

tx:i»<en ;he free and oonjuiztcd fotnu is shown in figutr 2 for

trie 1 1 jmokers. Plstite 2 Ultisvatcs thit free iranj-i'-hydroxy-

coiiniac «M unlltormiy ihe most aOuiuiani nictatottte tneasured

!iir all imnkrm end looruntcd, ca »vengc, for 33 » of the total

metabolitcj d«cetcd. Tlic pcxoeat of each metabolite «3 the

fluCMrnaide oor.juealo v«<-i8d « great dwd for nicotine (0 to M%)
and cotinLn€ (4 to 76«) and Mmswtual 1«1» for (nww-S'-hydrox-

yaJtia'_ie(lOto30%).
la order to compare the relative dutribuiioa of .-neuboUtet

iunoo£ smokcn. the amouDt of each raeaboltte was ixmyated

10 nitxjlinc (ajutvalenti by muWplylns by tbe tasio oftbs molic-

ulai weighu of nicotine to the metabolite. Theie roultj are also

listed in table 1 as percent ofthe total arnotjot dstcrtaiflcd. These

ivert^M at the bottom of tabic I are plotted in fig. 3 in cr^cr of

docrcaiiog abundajioe, witt encr ban to indicate the rtandwd

dcviaiton amon^ the 1 1 mokers. From this tiata, ^iK prtjportioti

ofmeutwliUa cxctcokI a gUjctaoaW* conjugates can be deter-

mined. Total 0ucuronlde coi;)U8at« accooBted for 15 to 37%

of all tncisured raeiaboUies, with aa avcraee of 2?S (br the 1 i

smokers.

.Mthough it hoj not baco demcoatralcd tiuJ all of the njaxins

flbeotbed while eaiotdBg caa bo qtantftative}/ recovered in urine

u nlcotme and itszaMabotit**, It U of Interttt lo datermigcvrhat

pQilioo of FTC nicotine yidd cifl be rwxwsred in urina. T«ble

2 lists tie FTC nicotine yield for each tmnker and the total

aicoiins CQuivalccts detennined in iMs R'jdy. The narahe* of

dgaretles coajuoted the «isy of taioc colkctioti t^sged ftccn 12

to 80. and the total FTC nieotitie f'M far thctc cigarettes varied

from 113 10 442 mg, Tibk 2 ahows nicotine otttpui in these

snsotefs' urine* raagsd from a ratio of 0^5 lo 1.44 of the FTC

yielda, with an aNOtage of0.96 ^ 0J9.

DtMouioa

'litis study confirms curlier obsetvailons that nicotine can Ix

ractaboli7«d to RlucarciUde conjugaics in humaas (6-?). We
prejflni data that deraoaiti^itc only oicutine, tjjtinine, tad iran3-

3' -liydrosyootitiine arc excreted In smoker"! urine u glacu tunide

con)u^tw und ooiutituta J9* of the totil mrfebolile* detected

in urine for the 11 tmoV«rt cMiniocd in tbi« itudy. Using a

therroa-oray LC/M.S techruque developed in our laborjlcy that

p<.Tnit.<lheamultanfousdetennin«iion nf nicotine a4ul t7oriU

free mctobolites tt\ human urine (13). v« have dctcrmiiwri that

none of the other free metabolites that aoocar in imokei" tirine

aie cicr.-tcd as gUicuronide coD'ugates. Of the numcruoj fnx

melabollt.:^ of nicotine n.-ported in tJie literature, only dcmrihyl-

colirtine, nicotine-W .oxide, and cotininc-A'-oiiidc were cxcrctDd

in nicasurahli; ouanlitie* (detection limi's ;0 to 2W ng/ml).

!n coir.pannon. Cunall c a-' {(>' who itudicd eig.ht jrnolcers,

roiiml J tiighc.' pfOi>ortinn r.f the taaioi mctatwims ev.tncd m

I
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QuuconoNioea or NicoiiNe and its metasolites 195

3 = y>*rironfZOlfmt. C - Codnnc N c ^«em*

F\(i. 2. Diurtbuiion o/mnj'jr winary nlaxine metafxHiCrt In It smokers. (Each group vfthiix Hsrs rzprnemi datafrom oat jmckfr.)

Ra 3. Avtrate JiMntuliun vfmnery rjootine me(abolUafor 1 1 jmuktrs. JIIC. traKS-i'-hvdmiiaxMnc COT. coaidnc NIC nloMlne: UNO,
nianins^-aidii; CNO, Mlnint-H-axUa: MIC, ikmtikyleMimlHt. '-G' Indicatn iht gluc%maidi etu/igalc <^lfiai metabolite.

TABLE 2

TiAai emourU efnicalme excrtud In a 14-hr urine sainfU by oncken
at lilcstint end ilt ma/ar matahclhtt

Ssioker

Tcnl
FTC

Njuxiu
VkU

Tyjsl

Nioociae
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1«6 8YH0 ET AL.

giucutonidt and '"•f'lc^aminopbcllyl jlucuronislc uiine Iherrao-

tpmy l-C/MS oocrai«l under (lie conditioiu descnbed in itus

jcudy. Howcvee, ihe ebility of {hcrmotfiny LC/MS to d«t«ci

glucuronidi: cuaju(pU3 Is vjrtiblc (UiO very Jependeni on ihc

druciure of the islycfinr ( I S) Diract determi nation of 'Jic eJu-

curonidCT may have to woii until a yynthctic Qtaadard ia evaiUbie

for ociimitation of ihc ihermospniy system. Glucuronidcs of

Icrt'ory Kro""''": MTiinc« und »lipK3ti; tertiary aminui have been

detected in urine By LC/MS. but only if^cr itic avtILibitity of a

synthetic siatidard (19. 20). Wc are currently working on the

rjolndon «nd cHaractcnmtion ofthase 6luciimnid««.

KyeremJien « al. (9) reponed the eicretion af glucurontOe

oonjugitac of nicotine in tmokefs fnllowine inlfivenous ddtnin-

iitraiiun of "C-lst>=led ratxmic oicoline. The jlucuronidc ob-

scrwxl in that study was wtrfomioinlly (/aw-.^'-hydro^ycoiininc

glucuroiiide, u jurtj-id by «ppc«r»n« of fro« '"C-labeUd irant.

3'-hydroxycotinine (bllowlo| i[KUt)atlon wtUi d-glucaronid«3e

of Ihe polar HPLC fraction ceotaining the putJtive tlucuroaidc

peak, llic finding that /moj-B'-hTdnwyoofanine was coojogflletl

10 the greatest extent is ouzdins. considering our findiflgs «nc)

Curvoll'e fndinjs. Howev«r, i( mun be rerocanbcred ibil K.ycr-

onaten adtniDistercd a very low dose of ratJiobbcled nicotine to

abttaining cmoker^ It a poulblf that, uoder coaditioos where

Uje circulntlBg levels ofcotininc hire been reduced by »b«enllon

frora Mnokittt the creater Droootlion of « iow intrivenous dose

of nicotitje ij ooovcrtcd to (njfff-J'-hydro^ycotinint jiucuronide

rather than cotinine glaciLfoalde. Altenutivdy, because :0% of

(be Qiootiae admioiuerod "m the K.ycremittn ihjdy wms JH+)

nicotine, the tK-itiWlity custs that R(f-) niwtioe ia metabolized

to the gluojronides ai s dtflisect rate thin the 5f-) tuootlne.

Without c»ceT>lion, unooajUBai«d t«iiu-3'-hydro!tyootiDin« i»

•he tna|or urinary metabolite Ibr all anoken In this sttKly.

constituting in average of 35S of til metiholiiei meawred

(lnclt)dlr.g the conjugated fbnns). Althotigh Gr« reported many
yean a£o as a nicotine metabolite <R maniinala (21X lrJ/t^3'-

hydroxycotiiune proved diflkult to quantify in urioe beeauae it

was Qot readily vKUtaai baa-dse of its hydrophilidty. The

tbsrmotpray LC/MS method tited in this ttndy d<iei not involve

cxtreolon and I: wefi-«uited for (he dltta detfirminatidc trf

urinary minj-l'-h>«droiyMtinine. Pbannacolonetic studies of

rranj-3'-hydfoxyootifunc have shown that it is foraMd from

cotinine and fiirther metaboliim Is limited (22). Thus, it Is no?

jurpriiiiij for it tn be ooo«i«t«ntly found 3 th« major urinary

meaboltte.

[ndividutl respoQsss in nicotine metabolic profiles rrilect io-

icrestiiTG di lTei r.iiua. Smoker 2, fot exatnplc. Is unujual ccFm-

poKd wjh the oihcn. in that mucli taore free frow-J'-hydrox-

ycottnine, cotinine, and nicotine «ur« found ia hit urine aod much

less of the cotinine glucuronide. With the exapuon of Smolca

2. tht .-di'.ive p.-oportior. of nicotine estccetad ss each nxsabotite

5ho^vJ variioom b/ factors of 2 to 7 o«rr tlic iO reoiaiaias

irroirefs. -Smolcef 9 has no deiectaWe amoant of the nicotine

glucuronide, birt rr.or^ than twica th« amount of co<inirj<-AJ-

o;(ide than any other sraoter. Thete oftservailons sufflest that

certain metabolic path* ays may be favored ovcrcihcrs in some

suiolccts.

The ciata -.n tabic 2 rcaardint smoldnfi behavior cf the indiwd-

uiUs in tlii.» study an: limited in their ability to d«»crib« the actual

amount of moolinc aotortied try each smoker. The FTC Itself

hw rfoop"i'«d that FTC ra(«d "milliftrara nicotine per cigarette"

^.ilues do '-01 necissanly represent the actual njcatinc vidded

iliirinj imoldiij b\ .iiiy pnrticular individual (23). Thus, the

agmber of cigarette* end (heir tot«l PTC nicotine yield provide,

at best, only a general sense of nlattinc absorption for these

Rmolccrt in a cteady-ttau- jyrtcm. However, a major objactive of

this study vvu to quantify the tvtat nicotinc.<tcrivcd materiel

eicreied in urine over t 24-hr period for smoken dunng ihdr

tcjulMT cmokj<»g routine. Thut, the data in table 2 serve to

cuiifli'iK ttut Uv: subJocQ arc regular smokers wtio consume
between one-hall and four o«oks of cifireltcs per day.

Although (he nicotine oul,'in nxka in table 2 vary approxi-

mately 3-fold (0.5? to '. -M) fur these smosars, the dau Indicate

that, on average, 9654 of the FTC nicotine yield can he recovered

In urine as nicotine equivalents, based on the anil^-tca determined

in this jtud>-. We have not used the tho-moapray LC/MS method
to quantify tite amoum of nicotioe equtvatenu in humaat ad-

minlstcrw! a tnown amount of aicoUae Imaveoously, tut wc
do know iSat gl% of ("CJoicotine adr.iinittered intravenously

cao be rcco>^rcd in the unnc aa mctftt^^licca that cou dc detected

by thermowray LC/MS (9).

Summar]-

Thermnrpray LCAIS has beso sucoestfiiJIy aDolied to survey

urj nary nicctine Tnctaboliic distributioa ia 1 1 tmolceia. For thee

smokers, the variability in ibsotute amount among the nine

Boalytca ranged from }5 iu 70%. Thia mathod ooniiima the

prtsetia Of guctjmnide conjugates of nicotine, cotinine, aod

Iraiu-J'-hydroxycodnirvc, conditute an avera^ of 79% of the

urinary metabolites. trans-J'-Kydroxycotininc in tb: fnx fijrm

cQiutitutes the largest single metabotite in tmolcers' arioe. with

aa avcraj^e of35% of the latal The sum of nicctin* mataboUtec

detenninod here is very close to lis STC yields furthe dgaraijea

smoked by thcuc xnbjeul&.
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Mr. Waxman. There's been a lot of interest in tobacco extract and
whether nicotine is added by use of a tobacco extract. Mr. John-

ston, has RJR ever used tobacco extract or any of its products sold

domestically or abroad?
Mr. James Johnston. Not to my knowledge, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Waxman. Maybe your research advisor.

Mr. James Johnston. Pardon me. In Premier, there was a spray
dried tobacco extract used. In our Winstons and Camels and so

forth, that is not the case.

Mr. Waxman. Let me get for the record from each of you whether

you've ever used tobacco extract and how much nicotine was in the
tobacco extract. That means submit it to us in writing for the
record. Mr. Wyden, you're the last one for questions.
Mr. Wyden. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Let me start this round

on some matters involving the ingredient situation. Mr. Taddeo,
and I hope I'm not doing violence to the pronunciation of

Mr. Taddeo. Taddeo.
Mr. Wyden. Excuse me. I noted yesterday that the ingredients

from the smokeless tobacco industry were not included in the in-

dustry disclosure yesterday. Is your organization prepared to make
your ingredient list public, as well, on the additives?

Mr. Taddeo. Mr. Wyden, you have to appreciate that that was
a surprise to us yesterday. I haven't had a chance to speak to the
other members of the industry, the smokeless tobacco industry. I

can't speak for them. But I know we'll be meeting shortly on that

subject.
Mr. Wyden. Do you personally favor making smokeless tobacco

additives public?
Mr. Taddeo. The ingredient list?

Mr. Wyden. Yes.
Mr. Taddeo. I personally don't have a problem with it.

Mr. Wyden. OK.
Mr. Taddeo. Nothing to hide.

Mr. Wyden. Gentlemen, maybe this question directed to you, Mr.

Johnston, if I could. Does the list of additives you supplied the Sec-

retary of Health and Human Services include all additives to

paper, filters and to non-tobacco smokable materials in the tobacco
rods of cigarettes?
Mr. James Johnston. Please repeat the question. I didn't quite

hear.
Mr. Wyden. What we want to know is whether the list that you

give the government includes all the additives to paper, filters, and
non-tobacco smokable materials that are in the tobacco rods of your
cigarettes.
Mr. James Johnston. I do not believe that it covers those. It

may cover some, it may not. I will clarify that for the record.
Mr. Wyden. That will be fine. Would you supply the committee

with lists of these additives, if those aren't given over to the gov-
ernment?

Mr. James Johnston. I see no reason why not. I would prefer
that we do that on an industry basis so we're not revealing brand-

specific data.

Mr. Wyden. Let me ask you a couple of other quick questions
with respect to the ingredients. A preliminary analysis of your
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most recent submissions reveal 13 ingredients that don't appear on
the Food and Drug Administration's current list of everything
added to food in the United States.

Mr. Chairman, at this time, I would ask unanimous consent that

a report prepared at the subcommittee's request by the Centers for

Disease Control on the toxicity of these ingredients be placed into

the record.

Mr. Waxman. Without objection, that will be the order.

[The information follows:]
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DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH « HUMAN SERVICES Pvbic Health Secvka

CvnMrtlor DitMsa Control

•nd Prev*r(x>n (COC)
Atlanta QA 30333

March 24, 1994

Tha Honorable Henry A. Waxi&an

Chairman, Subconaittee on
Health and tha Environment

Conaittee on Energy and Connerce
House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515-6118

Dear Mr. Waxman:

r am responding to your letter regarding ingredients added to
tobacco during the manufacture of cigarettes.

The 13 ingredients you reference were identified from the 1992
lists of ingredients added to tobacco during the manufacture of

cigarettes submitted by the cigarette aanufacturers . A brief

description of tha uea of each of the 13 ingredients and
associated adverse health conditions is enclosed. We will
coordinate with the Food and Drug Administration regarding
specific health concerns which wight preclude the use of these
substances as additives in food products under tha Federal Food,
Drug and Cosmetic Act.

Many of the approximately 700 ingredients added to tobacco could
be causes of diseases or potential adverse health effects, if a

sufficiently hi-gh dose is ingested. Without infomation about
the specific dose, combination of ingredients, and bow and when

ingredients are added during the aanufacturing process, we are
unable to determine health risks that aight result from any of
the ingredients. With respect to your question about the effects
of combustion and inhalation, we do not know what potentially
harmful byproducts may be produced when tobacco additives are
burned alone or in combination, as they are In cigax-ettea.

The Comprehensive Smoking Education Act stipulates that cigarette
ingredient information provided to the Department of Health and
Human Services (HHS) be treated as trade secret or confidential
information subject to Section 552 (b)(4) of Title 5, United
States Coda, and Section 1905 of Title 18, United States Code.
The enclosed information is being provided in accordance with the

provisions of the Act which authorize HHS to provide cigarette
ingredient information to duly authorized cosnittees and

subcommittees of Congress upon request.

Please let me know if we can be of further assistance.

Sincerely,

Davld'^Satchar , M . D .

Director
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ATTACHMSNT 1

Oenaral Charaetarittloa*
of 13 VoB.IATVS Cigsxvtt* Xa^redlcata froa tbo 19fa li««

54-11-5
leotis* aulphat* ie en extr«inely toxic compound which is easily
abscrbad via all routes of exposure « includiivg tha dermal route.
Toxic exposuraa can occur in individuals that procaaa tobacco aa
veil as oblldrvn who may eat tobacco products. Symptons of acute
exposure include extreme nausea, vomiting, evacuation of bowel and
bladder, mental confuaicn, twitching, and oonvulaiono. Repeated
exposure to nicotine has induced a wide variety of adverse
reproductive effects in animals (reduced offspring weights and
incroaaad skaletal dafects, claft palates, and stillbirth rates.)
It is the main precursor of suspect oarcinogenio nitrosamine , M-
nitroaonornicotlne. The tobacco-specific nitroaamines are tb« only
known carcinogens in snuff and may be the agents which causa an
Increased risk of oral cancer in snuff dippers.

75-69-4
Trichlorofluorovethase (

fluorocarbon 11, rCll) is only slightly
toxic when the gaa is acutely inhalad. Exposure to the liquid doaa
not result in dermal absorption due to the rapid volatilisation of
the product from the skin. The progressive effects induced follow-
ing significant acute inhalation can include rapid and irregular
respiration, increased activity, tremors, uncoordinated body
novements, and loss of consciousness. Repaated lower level expo-
sures except those above the OSHA celling value have resulted in
cardiac sensitization and resultant deaths in some adranaline
challanged dogs . Bf fects on reproduction or fetal devalopioent were
not cited in the litarature reviewed. Chronic ingestion studies
did not result in the induction of cancers in FCll axpoeed animals.

7664-41-7
Asanonia is a strongly hygroscopic gas of modarata acuta toxicity.
The liquid can freeze contacted tissue and result in caustic burns.

Demally, it is poorly absorbed. The gas or vapor can also causa
irritation and haa the potential to cause caustic burns to contact-
ed tissues. Inhalation of ammonia absorbed onto particles such as
those found in tobacco smoke may result in deeper penetration of
asanonia into the lungs. Inhalation of increasing concentrations can
lead to reddenad mucous membranes, lacrimation, coughing, sneezing,
and nasal discharge, bronchiolar daxnaya, alveolar oongaation,
edema, dyspnea, atelectasis, hemorrhage, and emphysema. Effects on

reproduction, fetal development, and carcinogenicity were not cited
in tha literatura raviawed.

*ilOTEi
Tbaaa eubttancae were Identified by cQnparin9 tha IsgredlentB added durieg tbe
manafacture of cl^arettea, at suteltted by the cigarette companlee in 1992, with
thoa* in^rediont.* oppvarino en tha FDA's llsl of appsgwd CooC addl^lvea:

•Bverythinq Added to food in the United States." Becauae the cigarette Ingradi-
eot liata do not provide information on the quantity o£ ingredients per
oigaratta. tha feliowin^ information deaoribea general charact.eri«tica of the

subatancea.
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ATTACHMENT 1 (continued)

a«n«ral caiaraotcristiot*
of 13 Von-SAFU8 Cigar^tt* XB9r«4ienks Ixom the 1992 liat

40596-$9>8
MttiibeprMi* la a liquid anU Is acutely nontoxic to rodents via the
oral or Inhalation routes of exposure but It moderately toxic to
dogs. It Is nonirrltatlng to ocular and dermal tissues of exposed
animals. Kethoprene was also devoid of adverse toxio endpolnts
when tested in oral and inhalation aubchronic studies as well as In
a teratology and a three-generation reproduction study in rate. No
chronic or carcinogenicity toxicity data were found in literature
reviewed .

64961-66-0
Tobacco leaf aqpieous extract, a residue of a methylene chloride
extraction dissolved in dimethylsulfoxide, was consumed by pregnant
sows during the first trimester. The sows appeared unaffected by
treatment. Arthrogryponis, a persistant joint curvature, waa
induced in their offspring, thereby confirming the teratogenic
nature of tobacco leaf extract. None of the deformed offspring
were able to stand. The specific teratogenio agent in the extract
was not identified. A carcinogenicity study was performed in rats
that received tobaooo leaf extract dally for 21 months. The
treated animals developed lung adenooas (10%) and gastric
papillomas (101) while an equal number of controls were devoid of
these tumor types.

112-58-3
Di-B-hexj^l ether is a nontoxic liquid via the oral route of
administration and is poorly absorbed through the slcin. Animals

exposed for eight hours to saturated vapors did not die. It is

also a mild to moderate irritant to contacted tissues. No

reproductive, developmental, subcbronlc, chronic, or

carcinogenioity toxicity data were found in searched data base*.

459-80-3
Oeraaie aeid is a nodarafcoly texie iiepald whon in^eeted and of

lower toxic potential via the dermal route of exposure. It is only
moderately irritating when applied full strencth to abraded skin.

Exposed human volunteers did not develop sensitization reactions
when challenged with this compound. No reproductive,
developmental, subchronic, chronic, or carcinogenicity toxicity
data were found in the reviewed literature.

•KOTB:
That* iubitanoei vera Idantlfled by oowparing tha in^zediantt addad during tha

i»anufMtur« o< eigaratta*, 4a •uhmlttad by tha oi«»rett* eoa^^niM in 1992, wtth

thota ingradiant* «ppa«ring on tha yOA't lift of approvad food additivaBi

•Bvarythlag Added to Food in the United Statei .

" »ec«uBe the cigarette
ingredient li«t« do not provide Information on the quantity of in^radientB par

oigaratta, the following infomwtion describee general characteristics of the

substances .
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ATTACKMEKT 1 (continued)

a«n«rBl Charaeterlfltlcs'*
of 13 Mon-SAFUS Cigmre^h* la^redieafcs from fcha 1993 list

515-03-7
sclareol is an cBsential oil that Is axtractdd from the flower and
stem of the plant Salvia sclarea. It is used in the agricultural
industry to control povdery mildew in crops, and by the perfumery
industry as an odorant. No reproductive, developmental, sub-
chronic, chronic, or carcinogenicity toxicity data were found in
the reviawsd litsratur*.

564-20-5
Sciacwollde, a derivative of sclareol ( 515-03-7 )iB used to enhance
the sweetness and flavors of condimsnts, cheeses and other foods.
No reproductive, developmental, subchronic, chronic, or carcino-
^enioity toxicity data were found in the reviewed literature.

58S-88-6
Maltitol, when orally administered to pregnant rabbits, increased
early resorptions and post-implantation losses . There were no
adverse effacts on the dams or teratologic affects on surviving
pups. Mo reproductive, developmental, subchronic, chronic, or

carcinogenicity toxicity data were found in the reviewed
literature.

614-99-3
Bihyl furcate is a liquid with only slight irritant potential on
contacted tissues. It is severely toxic when parenterally
admlniatered into rats. It has narcotic and anesthetic properties
but is apparently devoid of convulsive potential. No reproductive,
developtaental, subchronic, chronic, or carcinogenicity toxicity
data were found in the reviewed litaratura.

1321S-d8-8
4(2-Butanylidetie)-3,4,4-triBe^hyl-s-eyeloba«ea-l-oBa, also known as

aegastignatrienonc is a volatile, odorous substance, used to
attract insect pests that infest stored foods and tobacco. It is

found in cigarette smoke condensate. No reproductive,
developmental, subchronic, chronic, or carcinogenicity toxicity
data were found in the reviewed literature.

13341-72-5
DimethyltetrahydrobencofarBnone is a mint derivative used as a

flavorant in Europe, found in German tobacco products and Swiss

t<>othpasta. No reproductive, developmental, subchronic, chronic,
or carcinogenicity toxicity data were found in the reviewed
literature.

•NOTB I

These ubetanecs were identified by coBparing the lAgredieots added daring the

ffl&nufaotuce of ciq-eretteB, • Bubmi.ct:ed by the clgaxette oonpeoiea In 1992, with

those ingredient! appearing oa the FDA's list of approved food additives:

"Everythlofl Added to Tood In the Qnitad States." Because the cigarette
ingredient lists do not provide infonaation on the quantity of Ingredients per

cigarette, the following information deaerlbes general characteristics of the

substances .
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Mr. James Johnston. I can be helpful on that issue, too, Mr.

Congressman.
Mr. Wyden. Mr. Johnston, one of these ingredients is nicotine

sulfate. The CDC notes that this is a very toxic compound and it's

the main precursor of a suspected carcinogenic nitrosamine. Have
any of you, you or any of the others, used nicotine sulfate as an
ingredient in the manufacture of cigarette products?
Mr. James Johnston. That issue has been addressed in every

oral statement I heard, every written statement I heard, and prob-
ably a dozen questions today. I will repeat it again for the record.

Mr. Wyden. Let's get it on the record.

Mr. James Johnston. We are required by the BATF to use that
as the only thing we can use as a denaturing agent in alcohol. Alco-
hol is what carries flavors and deposits them on the tobacco. Its

presence is not detectable in the final product. That is how little

of it is used. It is vaporized
Mr. Wyden. Who says that? Who says that it's not detectable?
Mr. James Johnston. As you know, we have had six eminent

independent toxicologists review these ingredients. I'd like to com-
ment on this list of 13 ingredients. It is erroneous. Please let me
say for the record that five of the items on that list are not used
at all by the six major U.S. manufacturers.
Of the remaining ingredients, one is a processing agent that is

not detectable in the finished product. Three are, in fact, approved
for use in food. Others occur naturally in various food products and
are present in cigarettes at trace levels, meaning parts per million.

Mr. Wyden. Let's be clear. What I have from the Centers for Dis-

ease Control was dated March 24 of this year. They said it was 13
based on the 1992 list, which is the last list given to the govern-
ment. So I think we want to be clear that that's what the Centers
for Disease Control said.

But more important, I think it needs to be noted, Mr. Johnston,
that over the last 24 hours, the tobacco industry has declared once

again that all is well, ingredients are safe, everybody doesn't have
to worry, set it out of your mind. But let me read you what the
Centers for Disease Control said on March 24.

They said, and I quote, "Without information about the specific

dose, combination of ingredients and how and when ingredients are
added during the manufacturing process, we are unable to deter-

mine health risks that might result from any of the ingredients."
Now, you all may have, in fact, been able in the last 24 hours

to do a real sugar-coating job on this ingredient issue and try to

convince people, including some in the press, that all is safe.

But the official declaration of the government, the Centers for

Disease Control, in a letter, March 24, 1994, does not agree with
that particular assertion. And until the government gets the spe-
cific quantity of the chemical involved, it is very clear that the gov-
ernment cannot ascertain safety.

I got my list yesterday. I was not given any specific dosage infor-

mation, not given any dosage information on brands. I hope that
that information will be forthcoming. You have, again, given us in

your testimony a statement that there is nothing to worry about,
we need not be concerned.
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I just hope that we can get specific dosage information so that

independent scientists can make that declaration. I would be

pleased if that was the case, but I will tell you, as one Member of

Congress, I am not prepared to say just because some toxicologists
that you all have hired, that does it.

The Centers for Disease Control says that that is not acceptable
to them on the safety issue.

Mr. James Johnston. Did the CDC also tell you that additional

information—^we have provided it? The U.S. Government has had
this information for 14 years and you're accusing us of hiding
something. Ridiculous.
Mr. Wyden. We don't question for a second that all through the

1980's public health officials made little or no use of that list. We
documented the number of requests. There were virtually none.
But we've also been told, and Dr. Roper, the previous head of the

CDC, said that he was not able under the law to get the quantity
information.

Since he couldn't get quantity information, he felt research was
really quite meaningless. You all can resolve this issue, it seems
to me, by giving to Federal health officials quantity information
about these ingredients. I hope that can be done. I think that is

what is esser.tial to really deal with this issue.

Mr. Chairman, I'd be happy to yield. I had one other area I did

want to ask about.
Mr. Waxman. If you would do it briefly because your time has

expired and I think we're ready to conclude the hearing. But I don't

want to cut you off.

Mr. Wyden. All right. I did want to ask one other question be-

cause it dealt with a matter Dr. Spears was involved with, as well.

It may be appropriate for you, Mr. Tisch. This involves the fire-safe

cigarette issue.

It seems to me that your industry is virtually outside the
consumer protection laws overall, but it is certainly clear that that
is the case in the fire-safe area.

Each year, cigarette-ignited fires cause $400 million in property
damage, 1,200 in death. We've got fire safety standards for

sleepwear, children's sleepwear and a variety of other things. These
standards are designed to protect the public from fires ignited by
your products.

Yet, your industry opposes issuance of Federal standards in this

area. Now, the tobacco industry has been able to delay consider-

ation of Federal fire-safe cigarette standards through two Federal
task forces.

Mr. Tisch, are you aware that in 1987, one of these Federal task
forces included Dr. Spears and it determined—one of these task

forces, with your staff person. Dr. Spears, determined that a fire-

safe cigarette was technically and economically feasible?

Mr. Tisch. I'm going to let Dr. Spears
Mr. Wyden. But were you aware? He served. He works for your

company. You're the CEO. Were you aware that he was on this

task force that found you could make a fire-safe cigarette and we
could keep a lot of folks from getting hurt?
Mr. Tisch. I may have been aware because I know that he's been

very involved in the fire-safe cigarette issue for many, many years.
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Mr. Wyden. But you're not real sure.

Mr. TISCH. I'm not real aware.
Mr. Wyden. Mr. Campbell, one of these task forces also con-

cluded that five cigarettes were less ignition-prone than other ciga-
rettes on the market. Yet, the tobacco industry argues that fire-safe

cigarettes are not feasible because they are too hard to draw on,

they don't taste good and they don't have good mouth feel.

Mr. Campbell, I gather one of your brands, Virginia Slims, was
one that the task forces said were less ignition-prone. Are you say-

ing that your brand is too hard to smoke and doesn't taste good?
Mr. Campbell. That particular brand is too hard to smoke and

doesn't taste very good, but that's not the issue at hand. We're

talking about people and loss of life in terms of fires. I must tell

you that this industry and certainly my company is absolutely
dedicated to trying to develop a fire-safe cigarette, if it's possible.
We have not been able to do so up until this time, but we are dili-

gently working on it and we'll continue to work on it.

Those five cigarettes which you spoke about, in the real word, on
a real world test with real fabric, those results are reversed. So,

unfortunately, we're not there yet, but we're working very hard
with Chairman Moakley to develop a feasible test and from there
we'll try to move on to develop products that will improve the fire-

safe situation.

Mr. Wyden. Mr. Campbell, I understand that your company is

currently the subject of a potential antitrust action by the Depart-
ment of Justice over your refusal to develop a fire-safe cigarette,
is that correct?

Mr. Campbell. I don't know of that, sir.

Mr. Wyden. My understanding is that that was the case. You're
not aware of that. You're not aware of whether the case—in fact,

let's just ask about it—involves a previously secret research plan
undertaken by Philip Morris called Project Hamlet.
Mr. Campbell. I know of Project Hamlet. It's our fire-safe—it

was our fire-safe ignition propensity project of the 1980's.

Mr. Wyden. Do you admit that through Project Hamlet, Philip
Morris developed the capability to ^nanufacture a fire-safe cigarette
that is acceptable to consumers and could have saved the lives of

hundreds of children?

Mr. Campbell. Absolutely not, sir. We could not accept ourselves

if we had invented a fire-safe cigarette. We have not done so up
until this time.

Mr. Wyden. Would you make Project Hamlet available to the

public?
Mr. Campbell. Project Hamlet?
Mr. Wyden. Yes. That's the research effort. That's what we're

talking about.
Mr. Campbell. This is very, very, very competitive information.

We are trying very hard to develop a fire-safe cigarette.
Mr. Wyden. Will you make any information available to either

this subcommittee or the public in a fashion that would protect this

gravely critical and private information?
Mr. Campbell. I'm making the information public now. We have

not yet developed a fire-safe cigarette.
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Mr. Wyden. The fact of the matter is that these Federal task
forces indicate that it is technically and economically feasible. I've

heard the head of the Consumer Product Safety Commission ex-

press great frustration over the inability to get these products out.

Again, what we've got is a situation where independent experts
say it can be done and people with a vested interest and economic
interest say otherwise. That is of course, the pattern of what we
have seen today. It started, I guess, Mr. Chairman, more than 6
hours ago, where we began to talk about whether nicotine was ad-
dictive. I brought out and our colleagues did all these studies, all

these experts, saying nicotine was addictive.

What we found, lo and behold, is the one organized body of

thought that says it's not are people with a financial interest to say
that nicotine is not addictive. That pattern has continued through
the day.

I'm hopeful that today's hearing will help us build support for

the important legislation and work of the committee. Mr. Chair-

man, I want to thank you and the staff for a hearing of more than
6 hours and I think it's brought to light many important issues for

the public.
Mr. Waxman. Thank you, Mr. Wyden. First of all, I want to ask

unanimous consent that we leave the record open. We may have
additional requests for documents, which we would like to put in

the record. I'd like to ask this panel, if you would, to answer addi-

tional questions from members of the committee, should there be

any, in writing for the record.

We will keep the record open for that purpose. I appreciated Mr.

Campbell's willingness to allow Dr. DeNoble to present scientific

and medical information. I would request that if we have individ-

uals who have conducted scientific or medical research in conjunc-
tion with your corporations, that you cooperate with us so that we
will have the benefit of that information, as well as has Philip Mor-
ris done in regard to this one researcher.
Let me tell you, in closing, that it's been a long day. We've gone

through many different subjects. These are important areas for in-

quiry. We haven't resolved, obviously, the disputes that we have,
but I think we got a lot of information on the table and I hope a
new basis for which we can work together to resolve those issues,
where we will be able to agree in the future, because it's in the

public interest.

Mr. Bliley?
Mr. Bliley. I want to thank these gentlemen and their compa-

nies for coming. I think you've been most forthcoming with this

committee and I know it's been a long day. Thank you, gentlemen.
Mr. Waxman. Thank you. That concludes our business for today

and we stand adjourned.
[Whereupon, at 3:20 p.m., the subcommittee was adjourned, to

reconvene at the call of the Chair.]
[The following letter was received for the record:]
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l7 Tobacco Company

JAMES W JOHNSTON
Chairman and
Chief Executive Officer

WmstonSalem, N.C. 27102

May 3, 1994 919-741-7925

The Honorable Henry Waxman
U. S. House of Representatives

Committee on Energy and Commerce
Subcommittee on Health and the Environment

2415 Rayburn House Office Building

Washington, DC 20515

Dear Mr. Chairman:

I attach for the record of your Subcomminee's hearing ofThursday, April 14, 1994, the following
information:

1. Three charts referred to by Representative Thomas Bliley and by me at pages 78 through 81

of the transcript of the Subcommittee's proceedings. The first is entitled
"
1954-1986 Sales-

Weighted Average 'Tar' and Nicotine Yields" which Representative Bliley pointed out was

taken from the 1989 Surgeon General's Report. The second entitled "Sales-Weighted
Nicotine and 'Tar' Levels in Smoke As % of 1982 Levels" was referred to by Representative

Bliley as taken from Dr. Kessler's testimony before your Subcommittee on March 25, 1994.

The third, entitled "Sales-Weighted Average 'Tar' and Nicotine As % of 1982 Levels" is the

chan referred to by me as reflecting calculations by R. J. Reynolds of the approximately 500

brand styles during the period 1982 through 1993.

Of the three charts, only Dr. Kessler's indicates an increase in nicotine levels over the past

ten years. We have contaaed the FDA and have offered to provide to them our data and

calculations and have offered to meet and confer with them to resolve inconsistencies. To
date, the FDA has not accepted our offer.

I ask that these three charts be inserted into the official record of this Subcommittee's

proceedings at the point they were referred to during the course of testimony.

While we do not question that Dr. Kessler relied on data supplied by the Federal Trade

Commission in preparing his chart, his chart apparently does not reflect the correct average

sales-weighted "tar" and nicotine yields. This would explain the discrepancy between Dr.

Kessler's chan and the chart that appears in the Surgeon General's 1989 report, as well as the

chart that we prepared for the April 14 hearing. Both the Surgeon General's chart and our

"We work for smokers.
"
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chart do reflect correct average sales-weighted "tar" and nicotine yields and are consistent

with each other.

Dr. Kessler apparently derived the data for his chart as follows:

• First, Dr. Kessler divided all brand-styles into three categories ("full-flavor," "full-

flavor low-tar," and "ultra low-tar").

• Second, Dr. Kessler found the average "tar" and nicotine yield for each year for each

category . He did so by averaging the yields for all brand-styles within a category in a

given year, but apparently not on a sales-weighted basis. That is, for purposes of

determining the average yield for each category for any year, a high-yield brand-style
with small market share counted as much as a low-yield cigarette with a large market

share. In short, the average yield for each category was not a true sales-weighted

average.

• Third, Dr. Kessler's chart is inaccurate because he did not conduct a brand-by-brand

sales-weighted average analysis.

Because the average yields for each category derived by Dr. Kessler do not reflect the market

share of the individual brand styles within the category, Dr. Kessler's chart does not

accurately reflect trends in the marketplace.

It is important to remember that market share is a result of choices made by smokers, and is

not directly determined by the manufacturers.

2. A chart entitled "Teens Who Associate Joe Camel With Cigarettes Have Uniformly Negative
Views Of Smoking" and accompanying text which illustrates my testimony that a polling

study conducted by Roper Starch Worldwide in November 1993 at our request revealed that

teenagers who are aware of Joe Camel and associate him with Camel cigarettes have

uniformly negative views of smoking. My testimony regarding this material occurred at page
172 of the transcript. At line 3961, you indicated that these should be submitted for the

record.

3. An article published in the British Journal of Addiction, referred to at pages 183-4, which

reported that carrots could be evaluated as addictive, even more so than cigarettes. In the

abstract to the article, the authors report that three patients evaluated their dependence on

carrots as similar to that on tobacco and that two of the three patients evaluated their

dependence on carrots as stronger than on cigarettes. The point of my testimony and the

reason for submitting this article is not to suggest that one may become "addicted" to carrots,

or to compare carrots to cigarettes, but rather to point out the danger of allowing persons to

self-diagnose addiction and, more importantly, to underscore the fact that the meaning and

concept of "addiction" has been so radically diluted that it can no longer be said to have real

meaning.
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At page 169 of the transcript, in response to a request by Representative Synar, I indicated

that we would make available documents with respect to our Joe Camel Advertising

campaign. Over the course of the past 5 years, Reynolds has produced nearly 60,000 pages

of documents and numerous other items to Congressional Committees and to the Federal

Trade Commission. In May 1989, you and Congressman Synar launched an investigation, on

behalf of your Subcommittee, of the "role of cigarette advertising and promotional activities

in the incidence of tobacco usage among young people.
"

At your request, we provided

documents which "discuss the advertising and marketing strategies and goals for the"

campaign. In March 1990, then Congressman Thomas A. Luken's Subcommittee on

Transportation and Hazardous Materials of the House Committee on Energy and Commerce,

requested, and, in response, we produced, information and documents relating tc whether or

not the campaign "had the purpose and effect of getting children to smoke." In August 1990,

the Federal Trade Commission began its investigation and we understand that during the week

prior to the April 14 Hearing of your Subcommittee, one of your senior aides, Ripley Forbes,

reviewed a number of the documents produced by our company to the FTC. I believe the

Subcommittee staff has continuing access to our submissions to the FTC.

Since so many copies of those documents with respect to our advertising campaign have been

produced so many times to so many agencies and subcommittees, I would respectfully suggest

that before yet another set is produced you or the Subcommittee staff might advise us whether

the productions to date are sufficient.

At pages 180 and 181 of the transcript, Represenutive Synar read a letter from a Laura

Sandefur indicating that cigarettes were being given away in a QuikTrip store in Oklahoma. I

indicated that it would be contrary to my company's policy to be involved in a situation where

cigarettes could be available to children and 1 committed to the Subcommittee that I would

investigate and submit for the record my findings and what actions we took if our company
was involved in any way. Attached for the record are copies of a letter I sent to the chairman

and president of the QuikTrip Corporation the day following your Subcommittee's Hearing,

together with a copy of a letter I received from him in response. 1 ask that both be submitted

for the record.

In his response, Mr. Cadieux pointed out that distribution of the sample cigarettes was limited

to adults and was closely monitored by store employees. The program was discontinued when

some of their customers complained. As you can see from the respopise, neither Reynolds nor

any of the other tobacco manufacturers who testified before your Subcommittee were involved

in the QuikTrip program. Despite this, the tenor of the questions addressed during the course

of the Subcommittee hearing implied that we were. This is precisely the point I was making

to the Subcommittee when I testified that we do not advertise or market our products to

children and we do not want children to smoke because when they do we are blamed and

efforts are made to restrict our ability to advertise and market our products to our true market

-- adult smokers of competitive brands.

At page 251 of the transcript, I indicated that we had information that could be of value to

your Subcommittee in understanding the predictive value of the FTC nicotine numbers.

Attached are copies of an article published by Reynolds' scientists in a peer-reviewed journal
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and an abstract recently submitted to the International Symposium on Nicotine. This limited

data indicates that there is a clear relationship between FTC nicotine yields and levels of

nicotine found in smokers.

7. During the course of the hearing, you read to me statements made to the media by one of our

employees. Dr. Robert Suber, and asked whether I agreed with that statement. Among other

places, that testimony occurs at pages 150-151 of the transcript. At page 10 of our written

statement submitted to the Subcommittee, we made the following point:

"The clear intent behind cigarette design developments has been and remains to

manufacture and market a broad range of cigarette products in response to the

demands and tastes of today's adult smokers and to ensure cigarette to cigarette and

pack to pack consistency within a brand. Within the universe of cigarettes products,

there is a range of "tar" and nicotine levels ..."

Dr. Suber's statement with respect to delivering a consistent level of nicotine clearly relates to

the message contained in our written statement quoted above and to my testimony at page

149, lines 3392-97 to the effect that consumers expect and, indeed, the FTC requires,

consistency in "tar" and nicotine levels. As stated, within the universe of cigarette products,

there is a range of such levels and it was clearly not the intent of Dr. Suber to state that our

company intends to deliver one "consistent level of nicotine." Indeed, the Subcommittee need

only consider the broad range of "tar" and nicotine levels of all cigarette brands, as reflected

in the FTC mandated disclosures to see that such an interpretation of Dr. Suber's statement is

clearly wrong.

8. At pages 223-4 of the transcript, you referred to calculations by an FDA chemist regarding

the concentrations of nicotine in tobacco in the 1950's. I advised that was information I had

not previously seen. In order for us to analyze that data, we need the source of the

information which is referred to on exhibit 24 at page 223. Please have someone furnish to

us the source of that data. Design techniques that have been developed since 1952, including

filtration and air dilution, have resulted in a major reduction in the nicotine content of

cigarette smoke. Therefore, the nicotine content of tobacco is not the major determinant of

the nicotine content of the actual cigarette smoke which comes through the cigarette filter.

9. At various places during the course of my testimony I was asked questions relating to the

purpose of cigarette advertising. As I attempted to make clear, study after study has shown

that peer pressure and parental example are the primary reasons why youth begin smoking,

while advertising plays little or no role. I want to be certain that the Subcommittee

understands that the purpose of our cigarette advertising is to convince smokers of competitive

brands to try our products, to promote brand loyalty among our own customers, and to

convey information to smokers to aUow them to make choices among the various brands and

styles available now or in the future.

I have quickly reviewed the transcript of the Subcommittee's hearing on the 14th and there appear to

be a number of typographical errors in it. By way of example, at page 1 18, line 2634, the question

was being asked by either Representative Synar or by you: at page 178, line 4076. the reference to

"RJR" should be "PM;" at page 22, line 5157, the word quoted from my letter of February 28, 1994

was "finished," not "Finnish;" and at page 259, line 6027, the number should be "1,200" not

"$1,200;" and at page 128, line 2885, the word "intent" should be "effect." The foregoing are only

examples where the record is inaccurate. I have not attempted to point out or correct all mistakes.

A copy of the transcript referred to above is attached for your reference.

Very truly yours.

/James W. Johnston

JWJ:lh
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